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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

South African Association for the
Advancement of Science.

[As ameiuhd cit tlic Foitrtfcntli Aiii/nil Met'tiiig- at Mavitzbtivg , 1916.1

I.—OBJECTS.
The objects of the Association are:—To give a stronger

impulse and a more systematic direction to scientitic enquiry ; to

promote tlie intercourse of societies and individuals interested in

Science in different parts of South Africa; to obtain a more
general attention to the objects of pure and applied Science, and
the removal of an}- disadvantages of a public kind which may
impede its progress.

JI.—^lEIMBERSHTP.
(a) All persons interested in the objects of the Association

are eligible for Membership.
(b) Institutions, Societies, Government Departments and

Public Bodies are eligible as " Institutional ^lembers.'"

(c) The Association shall consist of (a) Life ^lembers, (b)

Ordinary Members (both of whom shall be included under the

term " ^lembers "
), (c) Institutional Members, and (d) Tem-

porary Members, elected for a session, hereinafter called "Asso-
ciates."

((/) 'Members, Institutional Members, and Associates shall

be elected directly by the Council, but Associates may also be

eleqted by Local Committees. Members may also be elected by

a majority of the Members of Council resident in that centre at

which the next ensuing session is to be held.

( c) The Council shall have the power, by a two-thirds vote,

to remove the name of a member of any class whose Membershi]>

is no longer desirable in !the interests of the Association.

III.—PRIVILEGES OE MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES
(a) Life Members shall be eligible for all offices of the

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publica-

tions issued by the Association.

(b) Ordinary Members shall be eligible for all offices of the

Association, and shall receive gratuitously all ordinary publica-

tions issued by the Association during the year of their admission,

and during the years in which the}' continue to pa}', i^itlioiif inter-

mission, their Annual Subscription.

(r) Institutional Members shall receive gratuitously all

ordinary publications of the Association on the same conditions

as ordinary members ; and each Institutional Member shall be

entitled to send one representative to the .\nnual Session of the

Association.
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((/) As>ociates are eligible to serve on the Reception Com-
tnitloe. but are not eligible to hold any other office, and they are

not entitled to receive gratuitously the i)ublications of the Asso-
ciation.

{e) Members and Institutional Members may purchase

from the Association (for the purpose of completing their sets)

any of "the .\nnual Reports of the Association, at a price to be

fixed u-pon by the Council.

IV.—SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(a) Every Life Member shall pay, on admission as such, the

sum of Ten Pounds.
ib) ( )rdinary and Institutional Members shall pay. on elec-

tion, an Annual Subscription of One Pound. Subsequent
Annual Subscriptions shall be payable on the first day of July
in each year.

(r) An Ordinary Member may at any time become a Life
Member by one payment of Ten Pounds in lieu of future Annual
Subscriptions. An Ordinary Member may, after ten years, pro-

vided that his subscriptions have been paid regularly without
intermission, become a Life Member by one payment of Five
Pounds in lieu of future A.nnual Subscriptions.

id) The Subscription for Associates for a Session shall be

Ten Shillings.

v.—MEETINGS.
The Association shall meet in Session Annually. The place

of meeting shall be appointed by the Council as far in advance
as possible, and the arrangements for it shall be entrusted to the

Local Committee, in conjunction with the Council.

VL—COUNCIL.
ia) The ^Management of the affairs of the Association shall

be entrusted to a Council, five to form a quorum.
(b) The Council shall consist of the President, Retiring

President, four Vice-Presidents, two General Secretaries, the

General Treasurer, and the Editor of ithe publications of the

Association, together with one Member of Council for every
twenty Members of the Association.

(c) The President. Vice-Presidents, General Secretaries,

General Treasurer, and the Editor of the publications of the

Association shall be nominated at a meeting of Council not later

than two months previous to the Annual Session, and shall be
elected at the Annual General Meeting.

(d) Ordinary Members of Council to represent centres
having more than 20 Members shall, not later than one month
prior to the Annual Session of the Association, be elected by each
such Centre, in the proportion of one representative for every
twenty Members. The Annual General Meeting shall elect other
Ordinary Members of Council, in number so as to give, together
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with the ]\ [embers of Council ah-eady elected by the Centres, in

all, one ^Member of Council for every twenty Member? of the

Association.

(c) The Council shall have the power to co-opt Members,
not exceeding five in number, from among the Members of the

Association resident in that Centre at which the next ensuing

Session is to be held.

( /) In the event of a vacancy occurring in the Council, or

among the Officers of the Association, in the intervals between

the Annual Sessions, or in the event of the Annual Meeting leav-

ing vacancies, the Council shall have the power to fill such

vacancies.

ig) During any Session of the Association the Council shall

meet at least twice, and the Council shall meet at least six times

during the year, in addition to such Meetings as may be necessary

during the Annual Session of the Association.

(h) The Council shall have the power to pay for the services

of Assistant General Secretaiies, for such clerical assistance as it

may consider necessary, and for such assistance as may be needed

for the publication of the Association Report or Journal.

(i) The Council sliall have power to frame Bye-laws 1o facili-

tate the practical working of the Association, so long as these

Bye-laws are not at variance with the Constitution.

VII.—LOCAL AND RECEPTION COMMITTEES.
(a) A Local Committee shall be constituted for the Centre

at which the Annual Session is to be held, and shall consist of the

Members of the Council resident in that Centre, with such other

Members of the Association as the said Members of Council may
elect.

(b) The Local Committee shall form a Reception Committee
to assist in making arrangements for the reception and entertain-

ment of visitors. Such Reception Committee may include per-

sons not necessarily Members or Associates of the Associatiim.*

(c) The Local Committee shall be responsible for all ex-
penses in connection with the Annual Session of tlie .Vssociation

VUL—HEADQUARTERS.
The Headquarters of the Association shall be in Cape Town.

* The Reception Committee should make arrangements to provide :
—

(i) A large hall for the delivery of the Presidential Address and evening
lectures.

(2) A large room to be used as a Reception Room for members and others,

at which all information regarding the Association can be obtained, and which
shall have attached to it two Secretaries' Offices, a Writing Room for members
and others, a Smoking Room, and Ladies' Room.

(3) Four rooms, each capable of accommodating about 30 or 40 people, to be
used as Sectional Meeting Rooms, and, if possible, to have rooms attached, or in

close proximity, for the purpose of holding meetings of Sectional Committees.

(4) Other requirements, such as office furniture, blackboards, window blinds

to darken sectional meeting rooms for Lantern lectures, notice boards, etc.
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IX.—FINANCE.
((/ ) The Financial Year shall end on the 31st of May.
(b) All sums received for Life Subscriptions and for

FIntrance Fees shall be invested in the names of three Trustees

appointed by the Council, and only the interest arising from such
investment shall be a]~)plied to the uses of the Association, excej)t

by resolution of a ( lencral Meeting; provided that any com-
position fee as a Life Member paid over to the Trustees of the

Endowment Fund after the 30th day of -May, 1914, may. upon
the death of such Member, be repaid by the Trustees to the

General Account of the Association, if the Council shall so

decide.

(c) The Local Committee of the Centre in which the next

ensuing Session is to be held shall have the power to expend
monev collected, or otherwise obtained in that Centre, other than

the subscriptions of Members. Such disbursements shall be

audited, and the financial statement and the surplus funds for-

warded to the General Treasurer within one month after the

Annual Session.

(d) A.ll cheques shall be signed by the General Treasurer and

a General Secretary, or by such other person or persons as may
be authorised by the Council.

U^ ) V\'henever the balance in the hands of the Treasurer

shall exceed the sum requisite for the probable or current ex-

penses of the Association, the Council shall invest the excess in

the names of the Trustees.

(/) On the request of the majority of the Members of

Council of any Centre in which two or more Members of Council

reside, the Council shall empower the local Members of Council

in that Centre to expend sums not exceeding in the aggregate 10

per centum of the amount of Annual Subscriptions raised in that

Centre.

( (/) The whole of the accounts of the Association, i.e.,

the local as well as the general accounts, shall be audited annually

by an auditor appointed by the Council, and the balance-sheet

shall be submitted to the Council at the first meeting thereafter,

and be printed in the Annual Report of the Association.

X.—SECTIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The Scientific Work of the Association shall be transacted

under such sections as shall be constituted from time to time 1)y

the Council, and the constitution of such Sections shall be pulj-

lished in the Journal.

The Sections shall deal with the following Sciences and sucli

others as the Council may add thereto from time to time :—Agri-
culture ; Anthropology and Ethnology; Archaeology; Architec-

ture; Anatomy; Astronomy; Bacteriology; Botany; Chemistr) ;

Education; Engineering; Eugenics; Geodesy and Surveying;
Geograi)hy. ( ieology and Mineralogy; Irrigation; Mathematics;
Mental Science; Meteorology; Philolog}- ; Physics; Physiology;
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Political Economy ; Sanitary Science ; Sociology ; Statistics,

Zoology.

XL—RESEARCH COMMITTEES.
(a) Grants may be made by the Association to Committees or

to individuals for the promotion of Scientific research.

{b) Every proposal for special research, or for a grant of

money in aid of special research shall primarily be considered by
the Sectional Committee dealing with the science specially con-

cerned, and if such proposal be approved, shall be referred to

the Council.

(c) A Sectional Committee may recommend to Council the

appointment of a Research Committee, composed of ]^Iembers of

the Association, to conduct research or to administer a grant in

aid of research.

(d) In recommending the appointment of Research Com-
mittees, the Sectional Committee shall specifically name all ]Mem-
bers of such Committees ; and one of them, who has notified his

willingness to accept the office, shall be appointed to act as Secre-

tary. The number of Members appointed to serve on a Research
Committee shall be as small as is consistent with its efficient

working.
( c) All recommendations adopted by Sectional Committees

shall be forwarded without delay to the Council for considera-

tion and decision.

(/) Research Committees shall be appointed for one }ear

only, but if the work of a Research Committee cannot be com-
pleted in that year, application may be made, through a Sectional

Committee, at the next Annual Session for re-appointment, with

or without a grant—or a further grant—of money.

(g) Every Research Committee, and every individual, to

whom a grant had been made, shall present to the follow^ing

Annual Meeting a report of the progress which has been made,
together with a statement of the sums which have been expended.
Any balance shall be retiu'ued to the General Treasurer.

(//) In each Research Committee, the Secretary thereof shall

be the only person entitled to call on the Treasurer for such por-

tions of the sums granted as may from time to time lie required.

XTL—SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
The Council shall have power to appoint Special Committees

to deal with such subjects as it may approve, to draft regulations

for any such Committees, and to vote money to assist the

Committees in their work.

XIIL—SEC'ITONAL COMMITTEES.
(a) The Sectional Committees shall consist of a President,

two X'ice-Presidents, two or more Secretaries, and such other

persons as the Council may consider necessary, who shall be

elected by the Council. Of the Secretaries, one shall act as

Recorder of the Section, and at least one shall be resident in the

Centre where the Annual Session is to be held.
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( /' ) 1-^-oni tlie time of their eleetiun, which sliall take phice as

soon as possible after the Session of the Association, they shall

form themselves into an organising Committee for the |)ur])ose

of obtaining information upon Papers likely to be submitted to

the Sections, and for the general furtherance of the work of the

Sectional Committees.
( r ) The Sectional Committees shall have i)ower tu adfl to

their number from among the Members of the Association.

((/) The Committees of the several Sections shall determine

the acceptance of Papers before the beginning of the Session,

keeping the 'General Secretaries informed from time to time of

their work. It is therefore desirable, in order to give an oppor-

tunitv to the Committees of doing justice to the several communi-
cations, that each author should prepare an Abstract of his Paper,

and he should send it, together with the original Paper, tn the

Secretar}' of th.e Session before which it is to be read, so that it

may reach him at least a fortnight before the Session.

i c) Members may communicate to the Sections the Papers

of non-members.

(/) The Author of any Paper is at liberty to reserve his right

of property therein.

I g) The Sectional Committees shall meet not later than the

first day of the Session in the Rooms of their respective Sections,

and prepare the programme for their Sections and forward the

same to the General Secretaries for publication.

(h ) The Council cannot guarantee the insertion of any
Report, Paper or Abstract in the Annual Volume unless it be

handed to the Secretary before the conclusion of the Session.

(i) The Sectional Committees shall report to the Council

what Reports. Papers or Abstracts it is thought advisable to

print, but the final decision shall rest with the Council.

XTv.—ALTERATION TO RULES.
.Any proposed alteration of the Rules

—

a. Shall be intimated to the Council three months
before the next Session of the Association.

/;. Shall be duly considered by the Council and com-
municated by Circular to the Members of the
Association for their consideration, and dealt with
at the said Session of the Association.

During the interval between two Annual Sessions of the

Association, any alterations proposed to be made in the Rules shall

be valid if agreed to by two-thirds of the Members of Council.

Such alteration nf Rules shall not be permanently incorporated in

the Constitution until approA'cd ])y the next Annual Meeting.

XW—VOTING.
In voting for A 1 embers of Council, or on questions con-

nected with Alterations to Rules^ absent jMembers may recg,

their vote in writing. /\
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RULES FOR THE AWARD OF MEDALS.
A. The South Africa Medal.

L

—

Constitution of Committei:.

(a) The Council of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science shall, annually and within three months
after the close of the Annual Session, elect a Committee to be

called " the South Africa Medal Committee "' on which, as far

as possible, every Section of the Association and each Province

of South Africa shall have fair representation.

(b) This Committee shall consist of eight Members elected

from amongst Council Members, together with four other Mem-
bers, selected from amongst Members of the Association who
are not on the Council.

(f) Each new Committee shall retain not less than four

members who have served on the previous Committee.

(d) The Chairman of the Committee shall be appointed

annually by the Council from amongst its Members.
(c) Any casual vacancy in the Committee shall be filled by

the Council.

IL

—

Duties.

(a) The duties of the Committee shall be to administer the

Income of the Fund and to award the Medal, raised in com-
memoration of the visit of the British Association to South
Africa in 1905, in accordance with the resolution of its Council.

(b) This resolution reads as follows:

—

(i) That, in accordance with the wishes of subscribers,

the South Africa Medal Fund be invested in the names
of the Trustees appointed by the South African
Association for the Advancement of Science.

(2) That the Dies for the Medal l^e transferred to the

Association, to which, in its corporate capacity, the

administration of the Fund and the award of the

Medal shall be, and is hereby, entrusted, under the

conditions specified in the Report to the Medal Com-
mittee.

(c) The terms of conveyance are as follows:

—

( 1 ) That the Fund be devoted to the preparation of a

Die for a Medal, to be struck in Bronze, 2^^ inches in

diameter ; and that the balance be invested and the

annual income held in trust.

(2) That the Medal and income of the l'\ind be awarded
by the South African Association for the Advance-
ment of Science for achievement rmd promise in

scientific research in South Africa.

(3) That, so far as circumsiances admit, the award be

made annually.

(d) The British Association has expressed a desire that the

award shall be made only to those persons whose Scientific work
»c likelv to be usefully continued bv them in the future.
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III.

—

Awards.

( (/ ) Any iiulividual eiigai^cd in SciciUific research in South

Africa shall be eligible to recei\ e the award.

{b) The Medal and the available balance of one year's

income from the Fund shall be awarded to one candidate only in

each year (save in the case of joint research) ; to any candidate

once only ; and to no member of the Medrd Committee.

(c) Nominations for the recipient of the award may be made
b}^ any meml^er of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science, and shall be submitted to the Medal
Committee not later than six months after the close of the

Annual Session.

(d) The Medal Committee shall recommend the recipient

of the award to the Council, provided the recommendation is

carried by the vote of at least a majority of three-fourths of it?

Members, voting verbally or by letter, and submitted to the

Council at least one month prior to the Annual Session for con-

firmation.

(e) The award shall be made by the full Council of the

South African Association for the Advancement of Science after

considering the reconmiendations of the Medal Committee, pro-

vided it is carried by the vote of a majority of its Members,
given in writing or verbally.

(f) The Council shall have the right to withhold the award
in any year, and to devote the funds rendered available thereby,

in a subsequent award or awards, provided the stipulation con-

tained in the second term of conveyance of the British Associa-

tion is adhered to.

(g) Xo alteration shall be made in these Rules except under

the condition specified in Chapter XTV. of the Associa'tion's Con-

stitution, reading:

—

Any proposed alteration of the Rules

—

(7. Shall be intimated to the Council three months before

the next Session of the Association.

b. Shall be duly considered by the Council, and be com-
municated by circular to the Members of the Associa-

tion for their consideration, and dealt with at the said

Session of the Association.

(h) Should a Member of the Medal Committee accept

nomination for the Award or be absent from South Africa at

any time within four months before the commencement of the

ensuing Annual Session, he will ipso facto forfeit his seat on the

Committee.
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B. The Goold-z'\dams Medals.

( a) The Medals shall be awarded on the joint results of the

Matriculation and University Senior Certificate Examinations
of the University of the Cape of Good Hope.

(h) One Medal shall be awarded to the student who has

taken the highest place in each of the seven Science subjects;

(i) Physics, (2) Chemistry, (3) Elementary Physical Science,

(4) Botany, (5) Zoology, (6) Elementary Natural Science, and
(7) Mathematics, as set forth in the University ^latriculation

Examination and the University Senior Certificate Examination;
and who is not over the prescribed age for Exhibitions at the

Matriculation Examination.

( c) The standard of marks shall be not less than 65 per
cent, nf the maximum.

* (d) The Medals shall be struck in bronze.
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BVJ<:-T..\WS

Under zi^'lii-ch the O.F.S. Philosophical Society was incorporated,

from 1st July, 1914, with the South African Association for

the Advancement of Science, with the designation of " The
Orange free State Branch " of the Association.

1. 'i1ie O.F.S. Philosophical Society to be incorporated with

the .^outh African Association for the Advancement of Science,

this being the only course of procedure o])en under the existing

Constitution.

2. The title of the Society so incorporated to be '" The
Orange Free State Branch of the South African Association for

the Advancement of Science."

3. All members of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science resident in the Orange Free State will,

for purposes of these bye-laws, be considered members of the

Orange Free State Branch of the Association.

4. The local Committee of the Branch to cnnsist of the

Council members of the Association for the Orange Free State,

together with such additional members as the Branch may elect

to serve on its local Committee.

5. Subscription notices to luemliers of the Branch to be cir-

culated from the Head Office of the Association in Capetown,

and subscriptions to be paid to the General Treasurer of the

Association at Capetown, 10 per cent, thereof being remitted to

the Orange Free State Branch for local expenses. Subscriptions

of £1 per annum to entitle to membership of the Association as

a whole, as well as of the Orange Free State Branch.

6. All members at present on the books of the (Jrange Free

State Philosophical Society to be entitled to become members of

the Association, to receive its Journal, and to enjoy the full privi-

leges of membership, as soon as their subscription of £1 for the

financial year 1914-15 shall have been paid.

7. Papers read before the Orange Free State Branch may
either (i) be printed by title, abstract, or in extenso, in the Jour-

nal of the Association for the current year, after reference to the

Presidents of the respective Sectional Committees, or (2) be read

at the next Annual Session of the Association (provided that

they have not been previously published in abstract or /;/ extenso),

and thereafter printed in the Association's Journal, suV)ject to

the ordinary conditions.
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XIV PRESIDENTS AND SF.CRETARIES OF THE SECTIONS.

Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Association.

Date and Place. Presidents- Secretaries-

SECTION A.—ASTRONOMY. CHEMISTRY. MATHEMATICS,
METEOROLOGY AND PHYSICS.

1903- Cape Town .. > Prof. P. D. Hahn, M.A.,
:
Prof. L. Crawford.

Ph.D.

190.1. Johannesburg* '

J. R. WiUiams. M.I.M.M.. W. Cullen. R. T. A. Innes.

M.Amer.I.M.E.
1906. Kimberley . . J. R. Sutton. M.A. W. Gasson. A. H. J. Bourne.
1907- Natalf - - - - E. N. Neville. F.R.S., D. P. Raid, G. S. Bishop.

F.R.A.S., F.C.S.

1908- Grahamstown A. W. Roberts D Sc D. Williams, G. S. Bishop.

F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E. \

ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS. METEOROLOGY,
GEODESY, SURVEYING, ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND

GEOGRAPHY.
1909. Bloemfontein

1910- Cape. Town %

191 1- Bulawayo

1912. Port Elizabeth

1913. Lourengo
Marques

1914. Kimberley

1915. Pretoria

1916. Maritzliury . .

Prof. W. A. D. Rudge,
M.A.

Prof. J. C. Beattie, D.Sc,
F.R.S.E.

Rev. E. Goetz, S.J.,

M.A.. F.R.A.S.
H. J. Holder, M.I.E.E.

J. H. von Hafe.

H. B. Austin, F. Masey.

A. H. Reid, F. Flowers.

A. H. Reid, Rev. S. S. Dor-
nan.

A. H. Reid.

Prof. J. Orr, J. Vaz Gomes.

Prof. A. Ogg. M.A., B.Sc, Prof. A. Brown. A. E. H. Din-
Ph.D. ham-Peren.

F. E. Kantliack. M.I.C.E., - Prof. A. Brown, J. L. Suut-

M. I.M.I-:. ' ter.

Prof. J. Orr, B.Sc, Prof. A. Brown. P. Mesham.
M.I.C.E.

SICTION B—ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY,
BOTANY, GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY AND ZOOLOGY.
1903. Cape Town
1904. Johannesburg

R. Marloth, M.A., Ph.D.
! Prof. A. Dendy.

G. S. Corstorphine, B.Sc, i Dr. W. C. C. Pakes, W. H.
Ph.D., F.G.S.

I

Jollyman.
1906. Kimberley . . 1 Thos. Quentrall, C. E. Addams, H. Simpson.

1
M.I.Mech.E., F.G.S.

CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY, MINERALOGY, ENGINEERING,
MINING AND ARCHITECTURE.

1907- Natal
I

C. W. Methven, M.I.C.E.,
|

R. G. Kirkby, W. Paton.
F.R.S.E., F.R.I.B.A.

|

1908. Grahamstown
I Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz, Prof. G. E. Corv, R. W.

-A.R.C.S., F.G.S. I Newman, J. Mullen

* Metallurgy added in 1904-

t Geography and Geodesy transferred to Section A and Chemistry and
Metallurgy to Section B, in 1907.

t Irrigation added in 19 10 r.nd Gf'oyrapiiy transferred to Section B.
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Date and Place- Presidents. Secretaries.

ChF.MISTRV. BACTERIOLOGY. GEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY,
ZOOLOGY. AGRICULTURE. FORESTRY, SANITARY SCIENCE.

1909. Bloemfontein C. F. Juritz, M.A., D.Sc, 1 Dr. G, Potts, A. Stead
F.I.C.

I

CHE.MISTRY. GEOLOGY, METALLURGY, MINERALOGY AND
GEOGRAPHY.

1910- Cape Town .

.

191 [. Bulawayo

1912. Port Elizabeth

IQ13. Louron(;o
Marques

IQ14. Kiniherle}

1915. Pretoria

ir)[6. Maritzlmrii'.

A. \V. Rogers, M.A., J. G. Rose, G. F. Avers
Sc.D., F.G.S.

A. J. C. Molvneux.
F.G.S., F.R.G.S.

Prof. B. de St. J. van der
Riet, M.A.. Ph D.

Prof. R. B. Young, M.A.,
D.Sc, F.R.S.E.. F.G.S.

Prof. G. H. Stanlev.
A.R.S.M., M.I.M.E..
M.I.M.M.. F.I.C.

H. Kvnaston, M.A.,
F C S

Prof'. i.A. Wilkinson. MA.
F.C.S.

J. G. Rose, G. N. Blackshaw.

J. G. Rose, J. E. Devlin.

Prof. G. H. Stanley, Capt. A.
Graqa.

J. G. Rose. J. Parry.

Dr. H. C. J. Tietz, Prof. D.
F. du Toit Malherlie.

Dr. ll.C. J. Tictz. Prof. J. W
]'>e\vs.

SECTION C—AGRICULTURE. ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,
GEODESY. SURVEYING. AND SANITARY SCIENCE.

1903. Cape Town . . Sir Chas. Metcalfe, Bart., A. H. Reid.

: M.I.C.E.

1904. Johannesburg*
j
Lieut.-Colonel Sir Percy G. S. Burt Andrews, E. J.

(
Girouard, K.C.M.G.. Laschinger.

i

D.S.O.
1906. Kimberley S. J. Jennings, C.E..

M.Amer.I.M.E., AI.I.M.E.

D. W. Greatbatch, W. New-
digate.

BACTERIOLOGY. BOTANY, ZOOLOGY, AGRICULTURE- AND
FORESTRY, PHYSIOLOGY, HYGIENE.

1907. Natal . . .

.

1908. Gralianiftown

1910. Cape Town t

191 1. Bulawayo
1912. Port Elizabeth

1913. Louren<;o

Marques
1914. Kimberley

1915. Pretoria

iij\6. ^[aritzburg. . .

Prof. H. H. W. Pearson,
M.A., Sc.D., F.L.S.

Lieut.-Colonel H. Watkins ' W. A. Squire, A. M. Neilson,
Pitchford. F.R.C.V.S. Dr. J. E. Duerden.

Prof. S. Schoniand, M.A., ' Dr. J. Bruce Bays. W.
Ph.D., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S. Robertson, C. W. Mallv,

Dr. L. H. Gough.
W. D. Severn, Dr. J. W. B.

Gunning.
F. Eyles, F.L.S., .M.L.C. W. T. Saxton, H. G. Mundy.
F. W. FitzSimons, F.Z.S., W. T. Saxton, I. L. Drege.

F.R.M.S.
A. L. M. Bonn, C.E. F. Flowers, Lieut. J. P..

Botelho.

Prof. G. Potts, M.Sc, I C. W. Mallv, W. [. Calder
Ph.D.

C. P. Lounshurv, B.Sc, ' C. W. .Mally, A. K. Haagner.
F.E.S.

'

I. B. Pole-Evans. M.A.. ' C. W. .MalK . Prof. E. Warren.
B.Sc. F.L.S.

* Forestry added in 1904.

t Sanitary Science added in 19 re
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Date and Place. Presidents. Secretaries.

SKCTIO.V D.—ARCHAEOLOGY, EDUCATION, MENTAL SCIENCE,

PHiLOLOGY. POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY AND STATISTICS

1903. Cape Town .

1904. Johannesburg

1906. Kimberley

Thos. Muir, C.M.G., ALA., Prof. H. E. S. Fremantle.

LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

(Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, Howard Piiii. I. Robinson.
M.L.A.), E. B. Sargant,

ALA. (Acting).
^

A. H. Watkins, AI.D.,
;
E. C. Lardner-Burke. E. W.

AI.R.C.S. I Alowbrav.

ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCH.-EOLOGY. ECONOAIICS, EDUCATION
ETHNOLOGY. HISTORY. PSYCHOLOGY. PHILOLOGY.
SOCIOLOGY. AND STATISTICS.

1907. Natal R. D. Clark, ALA. R. A. Gowthorpe. A. S.

I
Langley, E. A. Belcher.

ARCILEOLOGY. EDUCATION. HISTORY. PSYCHOLOGY. AND
PHILOLOGY.

1908. Gralianistown E. G. Gane, ALA. Prof. W. A. Alacfadyen, W.
D. Neilson.

ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY, ECONOAIICS, SOCIOLOGY,
AND STATISTICS.

1908- Grahamstown W. Hammond Tooke. Prof. A. S. Kid4.

ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY. EDUCATION, HISTORY. AIENTAL
SCIENCE, PHILOLOGY, POLITICAL ECONOAIY. SOCIOLOGY
AND STATISTICS.

Hugh Gunn, ALA.1909. Bloemfontein

1910- Cape Town .

.

Rev. W. Flint, D.D.

1911. Bulawayo .. G. Duthie, ALA., F.R.S.E.

1912. Port Elizabetli \V. A. Way, ALA.
191,3. Lr)nren(,-o J. A. Foote, F.G.S.

Alarques
1914. Krniberley .. Prof. \V. Ritrliie, Al.A.

1915. Prt'tiiria

1916. Al.-iritzl'urg

J. I-:. A<lamsnn, Al.A.

G. C. Grant. Rev. W. A.
Norton.

G. B. Kipps. W. E. C. Clarke.
G. B. Kipps. W. J. Shepherd.
G. B. Kinos, E. G. Brvant.
H. Pim,'}. Elvas.

Prof. R. D. Nauta. A. H. J.
Bourne.

Prof. R. D. Nauta, R. G. L.
Austin.

.M. S. l-.vans. C..M.(;.. I'.Z.S. ' Prof. R. D. Nauta. Prof. O.
\\'atcrliouse.
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EVENING DISCOURSES.

XVll

Date and Place- Lecturer. Subject of Discourse.

1903- Cape Town .

1904. Johannesburg

190C. Kimberley

1907. Maritzburg .

Durban . . .

1908. Grahamstown

1909- Bloemfontein

Maseru

1910- Cape Town
1911. Bulawaj-o

1912. Port Elizabeth

1913. Lourengo
Marques

1914. Kimberley

1915. Pretoria

1916. ^Maritzburg . .

Durban.

Prof. W. S. Logeman,
B.A., L.II.C.

II. S. llele-Shaw. LL.D..
F.R.S., M.T.C.E.

Prof. R. A. Eehfcldt. R.A.,

D.Sc.

\V. C. C. Pakes, L.R.C.P.,

M.R.C.S.. D.P.H., F.l.C.

R. T. A. Innes, F.R.A.S.,
F.R.S.R.

Prof. R. B. Young, M.A.,
B Sc, F.R.S.E.. F.G.S.

Prof. G. E. Cory, M.A.

A Theiler, C.I^I.G.

C. F. Juritz, ^r.A., D.Sc,
F.l.C.

W. Cullen.

R. T. A. Innes, F.R.A.S.,
F.R.S.E.

Prof. H. Bohle, M.I.E.E.

J. Brown, AI.D., CM.,
F.R.C.S., L.R.C.S.E.

W. H. Logeman, ALA.
A. W. Roberts. D.Sc,

F.R.A.S.. F.R.S.E.
Prof. E. J. Goddard, B.A.,

D.Sc.

S. Seruya.

Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz,
A.R.C.S., F.G.S.

E. T. Mellor, D.Sc,
F.G.S., M.LM.M.

C. W. Mally, M.Sc,
F.E.S., F.L.S.

C. P. Lounsbury, B.Sc,
F F S

R. f. A.' Innes, F.R.A.S.,
F.R.S.E.

The Ruins of Persepolis and
how the Inscriptions were
read.

Road Locomotion — Present

and Future.

The Electrical Aspect of

Chemistry.
The Immunisation against

Disease of Micro- organic
Origin.

Some Recent Problems in

Astronomy.
The Heroic Age of South

African Geology.
The History of the Eastern

Province.
Tropical and Sub-tropical

Diseases of South Africa:

their Causes and i'ropaga-

tion.

Celestial Chemistry.

Explosives: their Ivlanufac-

ture and L^se.

Astronomy.

The Conquest of the Air.

Electoral Reform — Propor-
tional Representation.

The Gyroscope.
Imperial Astronomy.

Antarctica.

The history of Portuguese
conquest and discovery.

The Kimberley Mines, their

discovery, and their rela-

tion to other volcanic vents

in South Africa.

The gold bearing conglomer-
ates of the Witwatersrand.

The House fly under South
African conditions.

Scale Insects and their travels.

Astronomy.
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GENERAL MEETINGS AT MARITZBLKG.

Uii Mu)iday, July 3, at 3 p.m., the Association was oliicially

welcomed by His Worship the Mayor of Maritzburg ( Mr. I'. H.
Taylor, ^LP.C. ) and Cor})oration, in the Council Chamber. Pro-
vincial Council Buildings.

At 8 p.m. the Association attended a Reception by the Mayor
and lylayoress of Maritzburg, in the Town Hall, when Prof. L.

Crawford, M.A., D.Sc. F.R.S.E.. took the chair as President,

and delivered an address, for which see page i.

The President subsequently presented the South Africa
]\ledal and grant to Mr. T. R. Sim. F.R.H.S. For the proceed-
ings, see page xxxii.

On Tuesday, July 4, at 3.30 p.m.. Members of the Associa-

tion were received by the Trustees and the Director of the Natal

Museum, in the Museum Buildings.

At 8.15 p.m., in the Town Hall, Mr. C. P. Lounsbury. B.Sc.
F.E.S.j delivered a discourse on " Scale Insects and their travels.""

the President of the Association presiding.

(Jn Wednesday, July 5, at 2.15 p.m.. Members proceeded on
an excursion over the railway deviation works, above the cit}-, to

Hilton Tunnel, as the guests of the Government.

On Thursday, July 6, at 10.30 a.m., the Fourteenth Annual
General Meeting was held, in the Coimcil Chamber, Provincial

Cotmcil Buildings, for minutes of which see page xxi.

At 3.30 p.m. Members of the Association attended a garden
party by the Hon. C. J. Smythe. J. P.. Administrator of the Pro-

vince of Natal, in the grounds of Old Government House.

(Jn Friday, July 7, at 2 p.m., Members proceeded by special

train on a visit to Nels Rust Farm, as guests of the Hon. J.

Baynes, C.M.G., and Mrs. Baynes.

( )n Saturday, July 8, at 2 a.m.. Alembers proceeded b\- train

to Durban as guests of the Natal Sugar Association, and visited

the Sugar Estates and Mill of the Natal Estates. Ltd.. at Mount
Edgecombe, and Sir J. L. Hulett &; Son's Sugar Refinery at

South Coast Junction. Members were entertained at breakfast

by Sir Liege Hulett. and at luncheon by Sir Marshall Campbell
at Mount Edgecombe, and by Sir Liege Hulett at Clairwood.

At 8 p.m.. in the Town Hall, Durban. ]Mr. R. T. A. Innes,

F.R.A.S., F.R.S.l'L.. delivered a discourse on " Astronomy,"
Kis Worshi]) the Mayor of Durban (Mr. J. H. Nicolson) [^resid-

ing.

After the lecture Members were received l>v 1 !i< Worshi]) in

the Mayor's Parlour.
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OFFICERS OF LOCAL AND SECTIONAL
COMMITTEES, MARITZL3UiUi, 1916.

LOCAL COMMITTEE.
Chainiian, Lt.-Col. J. Hyslop, D.SO., M.B., CM.; S. G.

Campbell, M.D., CM., Col. J. Dick, H. A. Dumat, M.D.,

F.R.C.P.E., M. S. Evans, C.M.G., F.Z.S., A. Harnmar, C B.

HardenberiT, Al.A., C. W. F. Harrison, F.R.G.S., F.R.S.S., E.

Harrison, M.S.Agr., B.Sc, N.D.A., J. S. Henkel, D. Kehoe,
I^I.R.C.V.S., J. Kirkman, M.P.C., A. McKenzie, M.D., CM.,
INI.R.CS., P. Mesham, ?^I.A., M.Sc, G. T. Plowman, C.M.G.,
Sir H. C Sloley, K.C.M.G., C. H. Stott, F.G.S., M.S.A., Prof.

E. Warren, D.Sc., D. C Watt, M.D., C. Williams, B.Sc,

A.R.C.S. Local Secretary, Prof. \\'. N. Roseveare. M.A.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Chairman, His \\'orship the Mavor of Pietermaritzburg-

(Councillor P. H. Taylor, M.P.C.) ; the Hon. C. J. Smythe, J.P.

(Administrator of the Province of Natal) ; the Hon. J. C. Dove
A\'ilson (Judge President) ; Messrs. F. H. Birdsey, G. j. Mac-
farlane, C.M.G.. Gen. Sir D. McKenzie, C.B.. K.C.M.G'., Prof.

O. Waterhouse, M.A., Councillors D. Paton, G. B. Laffan.

L. Line, W. ]. O'Brien. T.P., D. Sanders, J.P., and Mrs.

Theodore Woods; D. Walker, J.P., E. W. Barns. C.

Bird, C.M.G., Dr. R. A. Buntine, M.L.A., Miss Coknr-
bine, D. F. Forsyth, B.A., A. S. Hosley, Hon. Justice C. G.

Jackson, F. J. Lewis, J. J. Niven, T. Orr, M.L.A.,' CM.G., Rt.

Rev. Bishop Roach, Rev. Dr. John Smith, Dr. Oddin Taylor,

J. E. Vaughan, D. Wilson, Dr. W. J. Woods. Hon. Secretary,

C. W. P. Douglas de Fenzi.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEES.
Section A.—ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS,

METEOROLOGY. GEODESY, SURVEYING. ENGIN-
EERING, ARCHITECTURE, AND IRRIGATION.

President, Prof. J- Orr, B.Sc, M.I.C.E. ; Vice-Presidents,

W. Ingham. M.I.C.E., MT.M.E., and H. E. Wood, M.Sc,
F.R.Met.S. ; Members, G. W. Herdman, M.A., M.I.C.E., R. T.

A. Innes, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., J. Lunt, D.Sc, F.I.C.. A. H. Reid,

F.R.I.B.A., F.R.San.L, Prof. W. N. Roseveare, M.A., and J.

A. Vaughan. Secretaries, Prof. A. Brown, M.A., B.Sc,

F.R.S.E. (Recorder), and P. Mesham, M.A., M.Sc

Section B.—CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, METALLURGY,
MINERALOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

President, Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, M.A., F.C.S. ; Vice-Presi-

dents, C. F. luritz, M.A., D.Sc, F.I.C, and C. Williams, B.Sc,
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A.R.C.S. ; Members, F. Flowers, F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.. F. T.

Mellor,D.Sc.,.M.I.M.M..F.G.S.,Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz, A.R.C.S,.

F.G.S., Prof. G. H. Stanley, A.R.S.M., M.I.M.E., M.I.M.M.,
F.LC., H. A. White, Prof. R. B. Young, M.A., D.Sc. F.G.S.,

F.R.S.E. ; Secretaries, H. C. ]. Tietz. ALA.. Ph.D. {Recorder),

and Prof. J. W. Bews. M.A., D.Sc.

Sfctiox C.—BACTERIOLOGY, BOTANY, ZOOLOGY,
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, PHYSIOLOGY. HY-
(HENE, AND SANITARY SCIENCE.

President, I. B. Pole Evans, M.A., B.Sc, F.L.S. ; luce-

Presidents, A. T. Anderson, M.A., M.B., D.P.H., AI.R.C.S.. and
Prof. J. E. Dnerden, ALSc, Ph.D., AR.C.S. : Members, Prof. J.

W. Bews, M.A.. D.Sc, T- S. Henkel, A. Holm, Lt.-Col. I. Hvslop,

D.S.O., M.B., CM., E). Kehoe, M.R.CVS., C. P. Louusbury,
B.Sc, F.E.S., Prof. G. Potts, M.Sc, Ph.D., E. Holmes Smith,

B.Sc, Sir A. Theiler, K.C.M.G., D.Sc, W. \\'atkins-Pitchford,

M.D., F.R.C.S., D.P.H. ; Secretaries, C. Vv . Alally, M.Sc, F.L.S.,

F.E.S. (Recorder), and Prof. E. Warren, D.Sc

Section D.—ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY, EDUCA-
TION, HISTORY, MENTAL SCIENCE, PHILOLOGY,
POLITICAL ECONOMY, SOCIOLOGY, AND STA-
TISTICS.

President, M. S. Evans. C.M.G.. F.Z.S. ; Vice-Presidents,

Prof. T. M. Forsyth, M.A., D.Phil., and W. M. Macmillan. B.A.,

Members, J. E. Adamson, M.A.,A. H. |. Bourne, M.A., I. Brown,
M.D., CM., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.S.E.. J. A. Foote, F.G.S..' F.E.I.S.,

J. W. Tagger, F.S.S., M.L.A., Rev. J. R. L. Kingon. M.A.,
F.L.S., Prof. W. A. Macfadyen, M.A., LL.D., B. M. Narbeth,
B.Sc, F.C.S., F.Phys.Soc, and S. Seruya; Hon. Secretaries,

Prof. R. D. Nauta (Recorder), and Prof. O. \\'aterhouse. M.A.
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i'R< ici-:i-:nixr,s oi' 'nii-: i-'ol'r ri'ii'.xrii axxl'al
(ir,xi:K.\L Mi'.i-.rixc. oi* mI'.mi'.i-.ks.

{Held ill till' Pnnincid! Council HiiUciiiu/s. Maritchiirtj, on
7^liiirs(la\\ July (\ k^iT). )

Pkksknt: I'rof. I.. Crawford. M.A., D.Sc. F.K.S.I':. (Pre-

sident), in the chair; Dr. C". Akernian. W. Alexander. Dr. :\.

J. Ander>..n. Mrs. O. W. Ball, Prof. J. W. !'>e\vs. Miss A. .M

.

Bottomlev. Miss R. Clapton. H. Clark. Miss E. Clayton. W. |.

IX'lbrid-e. Mrs. M. de X'illiers. 1. B. Pole Evans, Rev. ]. iMtz-

Menrv. Mr-^. 11. FitzSimons. Rev. Dr. \V. Flint. T. Eraser, II.

\V. Ciill. A. K. HaaG:ner. Miss I. liastinos, C. S. Havter, ). S.

Henkel. J. Highani.\Miss R. M. Hodges"; R. T. A. Innes, 'Mrs.

R. T. A. Innes, Hon. Mr. justice C. C Jackson. A. J. T. Janse.

Dr. (t. Lindsa^ lohnson, D. Kehoe, Rev. T. R. L. Kingon, Dr. J.

R. Leecli. ). Leighton, Prof. R. Leslie. .Mrs. H. M. McKay, Mrs.

A. W. Marchand, Rev. B. P. J. Marchand, W. B. Marshall, P.

Mesham, D. T. Mitchell, B. M. Narbeth. Miss M. Narbeth. Rev.

W. A. Xorton, Prof. J. Orr, ^Irs. |. Orr. Prof. M. Rindl, Prof.

\\'. X. Roseveare, Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz. Rev. j. .^cott. T. R.

Sim. A. H. Smith. 1. Stuart, Miss E. L. Teasdale, Sir A. Theiler.

Rev. A. E. G. Tomes, Rev. Dr. S. R. Welch, Prof. J. A. Wil-

kinson, and Aliss M. Wilman; J. A. F^oole and Dr. C. F. Juritz

(General Secretaries), and H. Tucker (Assistant General

Secretary).

]\IiNUTES.-—The minutes of the Thirteenth Annual General

^Meeting, held at Pretoria on 8th July. 191 5, and printed on pp.

XX to xxiv of the Report of the Prei'oria Session, were con-

firmed, subject to the addition to the list of those present thereat,

of Messrs. A. K. Haagner and D. Kehoe, Prof. M. Rindl. Mr.

J. L. Soutter, and Rev. Dr. S. R. Welch.
Anxu.al Report of Council.—The Annual Report of

the Council for 191 5-16, having been susjjended in the Vestibule

since 4th July, was taken as read and adopted, on the motion of

Rev. Dr. Flint.

Report of ,General TREASin^ER and .Statement of
Accounts for 191 5-16.—The General Treasurer's Report and
the audited Financial Statements for the }ear ended 31st May,
1916, having been suspended in the X'estibule since dth luly,

were taken as read, and adopted, on the motion of Rev. Dr.

Welch.
Election of ()fficers for 1916-17.—The following Offi-

cers were elected for 1916-17:

—

l^REsiDEXT, Prof. T. Orr, B.Sc, M.I.C.E. ; Vice-Presidents,

Mr. A. H. Reid, E.R.I.B.A., F.R.San. I. ; Prof. W. N. Rose-
veare. -M.A.: Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz. A.R.C.S., F.G.S. ; and
Mv. H. E. \\'ood, M.Sc, F.R.Met.S. ; General Secretaries, Dr.

C. F. Juritz, M.A., F.I.C. ; and ^Ir. J. A. Foote, F.G.S.,

F.E.I..S. : ( Jexeral Treasurer. Mr. A. Walsh.

,
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Election of Council Members for 1916-17.—The follow-
iiiCT were elected ^Members of Council for 1916-17 (the Retiring

President, Prof. L. Crawford, ALA., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.. being also

ex-officio a Member of Council for the year) :

—

1. Cape Province.— (i) Cape Peninsula: Dr. A. J.

Anderson, M.A., ALB., D.P.H., ALR.C.S. ; Prof. A. Brown,
:\r.A., B.Sc. ; Rev. W. Flint, D.D. ; Prof. R. Leslie, ALA.. F.S.S.

;

and R. W. Alenmnir, A.ALLC.E. (2) Grahaiustoz.'n : W. AL
JMacmillan, B.A. (3) Kinibeiicx: Aliss AL Wilma,n. (4) King
William's Town: Air. L Leighton. F.R.H.S. (5) Middelhurg:

AL-. H. Cooke, B.S.A.
"

(6) StcIlcnhosrJi: Prof.>.. J. Goddard.

B.A., D.Sc.

IL Transvaal.— (T) Johannesburg: Mr. L Burtt-Davv,

I'.L.S., F.R.G.S. ; Dr. W. A. Caldecott, B.A.. D.Sc. F.C.S.

;

AL-. P. Cazalet; Dr. H. Fielden-Briggs, ALD., L.D.S,. F.C.S.

;

Mr. W. Ingham. ALLC.E., M.LA'LE.; Air. R. T. A. Lmes,
F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E. ; and Prof. G. H. Stanlev. A.R.S.AL.

ALLALE., ALLA'LAL, F.LC. (2) Pretoria: Mr. L B. Pole

Evans, ALA., B.Sc, F.L.S. ; Air. F. E. Kanthack. ALLC.E.,

ALLALE. ; Prof. D. F. du T. Alalherbe, ALA.. Ph.D. : and Prof.

H. A. Wager, A.R.C.S. (3) Potchefstroom: Mr. E. Holmes
Smith, B.Sc

in. Orange Free State (including Basutoland).—Prof.

T. M. Forsy.th, ALA., D.Phil.; and Prof. M. Rindl. Ing.D.

IV. Natal.— (i) Durban: Air. \\. S. Evans. ^C.ALG.,

F.Z.S. (2) Pietermaritzburg : Dr. R. A. Buntine, Al.L.A.. ALB.,

B.Ch. ; and Prof. E. Warren, D.Sc.

V. Rhodesia.— (i) Bnlawaxo: Rev. S. S. Dornan. Al.A.,

F.G.S.

VI. AIozAMKiouE.— (i) Loiirenco Miirques: ^\r. S.

Seruya.

Annual Session, lyi/.—The President announced that an
invitation to the Association to hold its next Annual Session at

.Stellenbosch had been received from the Alayor of Stellenbosch,

and, on the motion of Rev. Dr. Flint, it was resolved to accept

the invitation. The I'^resident further reported that the Council

had resolved .that it was desirable to arrange, provisionallv, two
years in advance for the place of meeting and the President-

elect ; and that Johannesburg had been recommended as the

place of meeting in 1918, and Dr. C. F. Juritz as the President.

Alterations in Constitution.— (i) Creation of Class of
" Institutional Members."—Air. R. T. A. Junes moved, in accor-

<lance wi.th notice, that the Constitution be amended as follows:

J J . M K.\l HKKSH 1 1'.

T. l'\)llo\vino new clause (/') to l)c inserted: Institutions. Societies,

Government J)ci)artincnts and Public P)odics arc eligible as Institutional

Members.
2. Present clause (/?"> to become {c), and to be amended I)y substitu-

tion of words '((•) Institutional Members and (t/)" for words "and
(c)''



1'Roii-:ki)i Ncs OF .\.\M\i. .Mi'.i;'n Nc. win

.^ l'ri,s(.iit claiisi.' (
(

) Id l'ri,-unK' (</). ;iiul id liavr uxirds "Institu-

tional Aliuilurs " insiTtc'il ai'ti-r wonl " McnilnTS '" in In'st lini'.

4. Prrsint clause ( (/ ) t" lin-dnu- ((1. with snl)>litntiii!i of wnnls "a
Mciuli(.T oi an\ class" tor word "anvonc."

in.— Puivii.KCKs OK Mi:\m;ku's anm Assori \ ri:s.

1. lutllowiiii^- new clause ( c ) to be inserted: Institutional Members
shall receive (jnitiiitously all ordinary publications of tbe Association on
the same conditions as ordinary Members: and each Institutional Member
shall be entitled to send one representative to the Annual Session of the

Association.
_'. Present clause ( c ) to become (d).

,^ Present clause i (/ ) to become (c). and to have v.ords "and Institu-

tional Members" inserted after word "Memliers."

IV. Si liSCKll'T ION'S.

I. Clause (b) to be amended by insertion of words "and Institu-

tional Members" after word "Members."

Dr. j. R. T.eech seconded.

It was explained by the President that this motiun was
s})ecially recommencled l)y the Council for adoption, as its object

was to make provision in the Constitution for a practice already

followed. The nioti(^n was carried without discussion.

( 2 ) Reduction of .-Issociafes' Siihscrlf^tioiL—Rev. Dr.

Flint incned, in accordance with notice

:

That Chapter IV (d). relatint;- to the subscription of Associates, be

amended bv the substitution of the word "ten" for the word "fifteen."

Dr. J. R. Leech seconded, and the motion, having been put

to the vote, was declared carried.

(3) I'isifors' Privileges for Defriidoifs' of Mciiihcrs.—
Mr. K. T. A. Innes moved, in accordance with notice, that the

following new Rule be added to the Constitution :

—

Dependents (over 15 years of age) of Life and Ordinary Members
may accompany such Members at the Annual Session as visitors, upon
payment of a registration fee of 5s. each, on due notice being given

by the Members concerned that they desire to avail themselves of this

privilege. Such dependents shall be entitled " Visitors.'' These fees shall

be handed over to the Local Comnu'ttee at the centre at which the Session
is being held.

y[r. J. Leigiiton seconded. The motion was put to the vote

and declared lost.

(4) Incliisio)! ill Council, and A)innal Election, of Editor

of Publications of Association.-—Rev. Dr. W. l*"lint moved, in

accordance with notice :

That Chapter VI ( /> ) j)e amended I)y the substitution of the words
" The General Treasurer and the Editor of the publications of the .Asso-

ciation '" for the words " and a General Treasurer.'
That Chapter VI (c) be amended by the substitution of the words

"General Treasurer and Editor of the publications of the .\ssociation
"^

for the words " and General Treasurer."

Rev. Dr. Flint explained that his motion was designed to

meet the contingency, which might at any time arise, of the

Editor of the .Association's Publication not being, as at present,

identical witli the General Secretary, Cape Town ; in which

event he considered it essential that the Editor should be a
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Memljer of Council, and should l)e annuallx' elected with the

other Officers.

Prof. J.
( )rr seconded the motion, which, on being put to

the vote, was declared carried.

(5) Affilialioji of Local Scientific Societies.—Prof. W. >'.

Roseveare moved, in accordance with notice, the following new
Rule :—

Local Scientilic A.ssuciatiuns, or similar Societies, ma.v, mi applica-

tion to the Council, and witli the approval of the Council, he affiliated

to the Association on the following terms :

—

(i) A local Society having 50 Members or less shall pay to th;

Association live ordinary annual subscriptions {£5)', .Si to too Mem-
bers shall pay ten ordinary subscriptions (iio) ; and so on for

every 50 Members. In return for these subscriptions the affiliated

Society shall receive the corresponding number of Journals and the

other rights of Ordinary Members ; and shall be allowed to nominate
the corresponding number of its Members to attend the Annual
Session and elections of Council representatives, and to exercise

thereat all the rights of Members, including the vote.

(2) The local Society shall accept Members of the Association

as Members of its Society at a reduced sui)scrii)tion, to be approved
by the Council.

The preliminary clatise, establishing the principle of afhlia-

tion, was first considered and declared carried, in the following

amended form :

—

Philosophical and Scientihc Societies, and other Associations of a

kindred character may. on application to, and with the approval of the

Council, affiliate with the Association on the following conditions :

—

With regard to the conditions of affiliation, it was resolved,

on tnc motion of Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, that the incoming
CoLtncil l)e empowered to frame the conditions, with due con-

sideration to the i)roposals respective!}' submitted by the Natal

Society for the ad\"anccinent of Science and Art, and the

Biological Society.

COXNOCATIOX Ol'- .S(, 11-; XTIl'IC SoC'lETll'.S. — Air. 1\. T.

A. Innes intimated his intention not to proceed with the motion
for the iii>titiuit)n of a Convocation week of all Scientific and
kindred S(jcieties in Sotith Africa, whereof he had given notice.

'1T.MI-: oi-' \v.\\< I'ok lloLDixc An'Xual .Si':s.sto.\.—

A

discussion on this subject was initiated by Rev. Dr. Flint, and it

was resolved to request the incoming Council to take the matter

into consideration. •

I'rixtixc; oi- P.\i'i:ks Prior to Si:ssio.\. — Air. 11.

Clark' ir.Dved that the incoming Council should consider the

possibilit}' of having the papers io be read at Annual Sessions

printed in advance. Air. J- Stuart seconded, suggesting that

possibly resumes might at any rate be so jirinted : and after dis-

ctissimi, t!ie motion was carried.

C(i.\iu"( r ('I' ."^lario.x \i. Al rirn .\i s. — l\e\'. |. Scott

moved that the incoming Council shotild consider the (juestion

of the necessity for fixing the hours at which papers should lie

read before the various Sections. Rev. Dr. Flint moved, as an
alternative, that the Council should be re([uested to draw up a
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set oi iu~-trucli(jiis lor ilic yuichiiu-c oi Sectional ( )flici.'rs in the

conduct of business. Thi'- was seconded by .Mr. I. \'>. I Vile

Evans; and Rev. J. ScoU iuuiii;.^ withdrawn his motion, that of

Re\'. Dr. I'^lint was carried.

Ai'i'i.nAiio.x I'oK ( lo\i:u.\M i.xr (iRwr. — I'rof. |. .\.

\\'ilkin>on nio\-ed that ( io\ernnient be a])])r()ached for a

i^rant in aid of the Associalion ; and that the inconiinjj^ Council

should l)e em])owered to avranf^e details. Sir .\rnold Theiler

seconded the motion, and sui;,<i;ested that the best method of

approachiui^' the ( itnernment would be by means of a deputa-

tion. The motion was j)ui and carried.

\'oTE.s OF Tii.x.XKS.— ( I ) On the motion of Prof. I.

Orr. seconded by Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, it was unanimously
resolved that the hearty thanks of the Association should be

accorded to the following :

—

(ij To His Worship the Mayor and Corporation for

their cordial welcome and generous hospittality extended to

the Association, and for travelling facilities granted.

(2) To the PJon. the Administrator of the Province
of Xatal and the Chairman of the Provincial Council, for

their courtesy^ in placing the Provincial Council Buildings

a:t the disposal of the Association during the Session, and
to the former for his kind invitation to the members to a

garden party at Government House.

(3) To the Local and Reception Committees, and in

particular to the Local Secretary and the Town Clerk, for

the excellent arrangements made for the comfort and con-

venience of members for the purposes of the Session.

(4) To His Worship the Mayor and the Mayoress for

the most enjoyable reception given at the Town Hall.

( 3 ) To the Trustees and Director of the Natal

Museum for the most enjoyable reception given to members
at that institution.

(6) To the General Manager, South African Rail-

ways, and in particular to Mr. D. Wilson, for the very

interesting trip over the deviation works, atl'orded to mem-
bers as the guests of the Government.

(7) To the Hon. Joseph Baynes, C.M.G., and Mrs.
Baxnes, for the kind invitation extended to members to

partake of their hospitality at Nel's Rust.

(8) To the Princi})al of the ^School of Agriculture at

Cedara, for his kind invitation to members to visit that

institution.

(9) To the Sugar Association and to the Mayor of

Dur1)an, for the kind invitation extended to members to be
their guests at Durban.

(10) To the Victoria Club, the Golf and Country
Club, the Boating Club, the Bowling Club, and the Tennis

Clubs, for extending the })rivilege of honorary membership
to members during the Session.
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( 1
1 ) To the local Press for its kindly references to

the visit of the Association, and for giving pnblicity to the

proceedings of the Session.

(2) On the motion of Rev. Dr. Flint, it was further re-

solved that a hearty vote of thanks be accorded to the retiring

President and the Secretaries of the Association, and to the

various Sectional Presidents and Secretaries for all their efforts

to mal<c the Annua] Session a success.

RKPr)R'r 01- THE COUNCIL FOR THE YEAR EXDED
30Tri Jl'Xk. 1916.

1. ( )P.ITUARY : Dtu-ing the \ear two more Members of the

Association, 't'/r.. Lieut. -Col. C. A. Madge and Mr. M. \^'. Luirs.

both of Johannesburg, have given their lives on the battlefield.

Your Council has also had to nioiu-n the decease of Mr. H.
Kvnaston (President of Section B), Dr. W. Bourke, Mr. J. D.

D". Mackay, Mr. J. M. Wood, the Right Rev. Bishop W. M.
Cameron (Coadjutor Bisho]) of Capetown). Dr. C. i\[cGowan
Kitching. and the Rev. Prof. T. Walker (formerly A-'ice-Chan-

cellor of the University of the Cape of Good Hope).
2. Membership: Notwithstanding the adverse conditions

arising out of the continuance of the Great War, and the unusu-
ally heavy death-roll specified above, your Council is pleased to

report that the membersliip as on ist July, 1916. exceeds by 2)7

that on the corresponding date of last year. During the twelve

months 96 new members were enrolled, and 9 have died, while 50
either resigned or have been removed from the roll owing
to non-payment of subscription, orliecause they have gone away
and their present address is unkno\vn. In the list pul^lislied on
the Tst July, only those new Members have been included who
have paid their first year's subscription.

The following is a comparative table of the number of

Members on the Association's Roll on the two dates, showing the

distribution amongst the various Provinces :

—

1915. 191O.

Cape i'rovince 212 202
Transvaal 216 236
Orange b'roe State 35 3^1

Natal 23 51

Rhodesia 20 20

Basutoland 3 1

Mozaml)i(|ue 19 17

Swaziland T i

South-West .Virica I 'rotcctorate 2 2

.Abroad J 5 17

Unknown r 1

547 5''^4
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The miml)or oi J.ifc Members is now yj, eleven ha\in,n l)een

added during the year; of whom two were new memhers. and

nine existinj'- members of ten or more years' stanchnj^. who
availed themselves of the elause reeently added to Rule iv (c).

3. Kki'ori- ok Till-: Ki.Mi'.ivRLEv Mi-.i:tiN(;, iQi4:The eleventh

Annual Wiluiiie of the Association's Transactions, which com-
prises the ])roce(.'(lin,i;s at the Kiniberley Session in ii;i4. was
completed in ten monthly issues. The volume has >ince l)ceii

boup.d uniformly with its ]->redecessors. and consi.sts of 4S4
])ao"es; that is to say. it is e(iual in size to the Cai:)etown volume
of 1910. It contains 39 ])apers printed /'// r.vfciisd. two in

abstract, and four by title only.

4. Rkport of Till-: Pri-:tok[.\ Mi".i:tixc>. 1915: The comple-

tion of this vohmie has been somewhat delayed b}- a chain of

adverse circitmstances. Twelve or thirteen monthlv issues will

be needed to complete the volume, which will i:)r(ibabl\ Itc some-

what more bitlky than that of the ])revious year.

5. Cost oi-^ Publications: (hi account of the restricted

revenue of the Association, consequent ttpon the reduction of

the number of Members, it was decided by the Council during

the last Annual Session at Pretoria, to limit the expenditure on

the printing- of The Transactions of that Session to £300 nett,

that is to say. exclusive of any revenue that might be derived

from the sale of publications, or from outside contrilnutions to

the cost of printing. A generous contribution of £100 was sub-

sequently made by the Witwatersrand Council of Education

towards the cost of iiublishing the Association's Transactions,

and your Council has thus been enabled to print man\' papers

which it would otherwise have been impossible to ]jublish. The
hearty thanks of }Our Council were duly conveyed to the Council

of Education.

6. South Afkka Mrdal and Grant, khT): The South

Africa Medal Committee, comprising Prof. E. Crawford. M.A..

D.Sc. F.R.S.E. (Chairman). Dr. T- Hvslop. D.S.( ).. M.?>.. CAP.
R. T. A. Innes. F.R.A.S.. F.R.S.E., Dr. C. F. luritz. M.A.,

E.LC. Prof. R. A. Eehfeldt, B.A., D.Sc, C. P. Eounsburv, B.Sc,

F.E.S., Sir T. Aluir. Kt., C.M.G., M.A.. LE.D.. F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

Prof. T. Orr, B.Sc. M.EC.E.. Prof. G. Potts. M.Sc, Ph.D.. Prof.

E. H.' E. Schwarz. A.R.C.S.. F.G.S.. Prof. G. II. Stanlev.

A.R.S.AE, M.EM.h:.. Al.EM.M.. F.EC. and Sir A. Theiler,

K.C.M.G., D.Sc. recommended Mr. Thomas Robertson .Sim.

F.R.H.S..of Maritzbiu-g. formerly Conservator of Forests for the

Colony of Natal, for the ninth award of the South Africa Medal,
together with the grant of £50, which has invarial)ly accompanied
the Medal, ^'otlr Cottncil has confirmed this recommendation.

7. Goold-Ada.ms Mkdals, 1916: The sixth series of awards
of the Medal instituted by H.E. Sir Hamilton Goold-Adams, now
(jovernor of Queensland, in connection with the Afatriculation

and Senior Certificate Examinations of the University of the

Cape of Good 1-fope, have been made on the results of the 1915
examinations. The names of the reci])ients are as follows:—
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Miilliciiiafics : l'^-;ink l-'ornian, ( l\-ninasiuni J^ii;"h School.

North l\-uirl.

Physics : Franl< I'onuan. (ivnina^iuiii IJis^^h School. Xorth
I'aarl.

i hciiiistry : Reginald i'crcy (iain. South .\frican College

High School. Capetown.
I'liysical Sciou'c: Johannes .Stephanns Marais. }')0\s' High

School, Upper Paarl.

Botany: Judith Raubenheinier. ( )ranje Girls" School. I>ioem-

fontein.

S. Ivii.sii.ARcii Gkaxts: ^'our Council has re-nominated Rev.

Dr. \\ . Flint, Dr. j. Lunt, Dr. R. Marloth, and Mr. A. H. Reid
to represent the Association on the 1916 General Committee for

Research Grants administered by the Council of the Royal
Society of South Africa.

9. Presentation i'A' Sir Tiioinias ]Ml'IR : In addition to the

complete set of the \olumes of Xatiirc presented b}' Sir Thomas
Aiuir, Past President of the .:\ssociation, to which reference was
made in the last Annual Report, Sir Thomas Muir has since

presented this Association with a series of the British Associa-

tion's Reports from 1841 to 1889. This gift places the Associa-

tion in possession of a set of those re^jorts con)])lete from 1841 to

the present date.

10. Munitions Congress: On the initiative of the Minister

of Defence, a Congress was held in Johannesburg on the 3rd

November, 191 5, in order to consider what steps could be taken

in South Africa w itli a \-iew to organising the manufacture in

.South Africa of articles of local consum])tion previotisly pro-

duced in the worksho]js of the United Kingdom, so as to relieve

those workshops as much as possible of extraneous requirements,

and thus enable them to devote their attention more exclusively

to the production of war materials. Your Council was requested

to send delegates to this Congress, and Dr. C. F. juritz and Prof.

]. i )rr were acc(jrdingly delegated to attend. It is understood
that the Congress appointed a Central Executive Committee with

local L'ommittees in the various centres throughout the L'nion.

11. Cd.xnrcT oi" .Si.:i-Ti(i\Ai. .M I':i-:ti.\( s : \'our Council has

considered \arious suggestions which liave b^'cn made for im-

l)roving the procedure at ."^ectional Meetings, and resolved, as an

experiment for one year, to adopt the ])ro])osal to obtain i)rior to

the proem .'^^ession a notification fi-oni .Memi>ers witli regard to

tlie ])aper> wliich the\' ]>aifcnlarh' wish to hear read.

I _'. .M i:.\iia-;Ks o.x Aci"i\i-: .S|-.!<\-u"r. : \'onr Council has re-

sol\-ed tliai tlie names of M(.-ml)crs on .\cti\e ."-^erxice sliall not be

remo\-ed from the roll ol the .Vs'^ociation 1)\ reason of non-

] ;AUKiU of sul)scri])tions resulting from absence from South
Africa : and that tlie (|uestion oi" their relation to the .Association

sliall lie lui'tlier con>idere(l at the close ol the war.

13. Til,; .Xi.w Coi Ncii.: ( )n the ])asis ot' Mem])ership pro-

\-ide(l 1)\- .Section \'!
( (/ / of the Constitution, the number of

.Member^ of Council assigned to the representation of the several

districts for the ensuing twehe months should be distributed as

tollows :

—
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C'lz/T Provhicc—
Cape i'cninsula 5

(irahanistown I

Kimberlev i

Kiiiii^w illi.'uiistow n I

Mi(i(lcll)ur<i- I

StelkMil)()Sch I

Traiisi'oal—
\\ itwalorsrand 7
I^'ctoria 4
Potchcfstroom i

Orange Free State {-'icitli Hasiitoland )
—

Bloemfontein 2

Natal—
.Maritzl)urg 2

Durban i

Rhodesia—
Bulawax'O i

Mozambique—
I.ourengo Marcuies i

^9

REPORT OF THE HONORARY TREASURER FOR THE
YEAR ENDED MAY 31ST, 1916.

In presenting the Account of Revenue and Expenditure and
the Audited Balance Sheets for the year enchng May 31st. 19 16,

I beg to report as follows :

—

The amount received for current subscriptions shows an
improvement on last year of £4 i6s. 2d., that received for arrear

subscriptions, an increase of £15 los., together an additional

revenue of £20 6s. 2rl.

Owing to the great delay in printing the monthl)- numbers
of the J('URNAL during the year, the accounts do not include

any charges for the printing and circulating of the March, April

and May numbers, and consequently no comparison with pre-

vious years is possible, but had it not been for the generous con-

tribution of £100 by the Witwatersrand Council of Education
towards the cost of the printing of the papers read at Pretoria,

the accounts of the Society would have shown a considerable

loss on the year's working.
The other expenses show a saving of about £6 on the year.

The Endowment Fund has been increased by a further £70, and
now stands at £1,408, which will shortly be all invested in 5 per
cent. Bonds, which will increase the Interest paid over to Revenue
Account by about £20 ])er annum.

The Medal Fund balance now stands at £1,436 os. iid.

A. \V.\LSIT,

June 27th, 1916. Hon. Treasttrcr.
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XIXTH A\\'ARDOF TUK SOUTH AFRICA MFJ)AL
AX I) (iKAXT.

Fund raised by Members of llie Britisli Assoeiaticni in

iuinniejnoration of their i-isit to South .Africa in 1905.

)

Thomas KoiiHRxsox Sim, PM\.H.S.. was nominated for the

award nj^on the following grounds :

—

" 1. Mr. Sim is the only authorit}' in Smith Africa on the

South African Ferns. The first edition of his monograph.
published in 1892, having been out of ]:)rint for some years, a

second and enlarged edition, published ])y the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, has been issued this year. Tfie appearance of

this imjiortant work would be suitably marked by the award for

which Mr. Sim is now nominatecl.
" 2. Xo one has contributed so much as Mr. Sim to our

knowledge of the botany of the forests of South and South-

Fast Africa. His comprehensive work, entitled " The Forest

Flora and Forest Resources of Portuguese East Africa." was
prepared and pviblished ( 1909) at the expense of the Portu-

guese Government. His earlier work on the " Forests and Forest

Flora of the Colony of the Cape of (iood Hope "
( 1907) is, and

for some years to come will be, the standard work on the subject.
"

3. (3wing to the retrenchment of the Xatal Forest Depart-

ment (of which Mr. Sim was the Chief) in 1907, Mr. Sim's

opportunities for research were seriously curtailed. l:5ut in

spite of the necessity which then arose of establishing a horticul-

tural business as a means of livelihood, Mr. Sim never lost touch

with the i)roblems in which he had previously interested himself.

"4. During the last year Mr. Sim has commenced a mono-
gra])h of the South African Mosses and Lichens—groups which
ha\-e hitherto received a minimum of attention from South
African Ijotanists. Mr. .Sim has for many years been interested

in these groups, and the work he has now in hand will be a

notable and much-needed addition to the botanical literatiu-e of

South Africa.
" To summarise, Mr. .'^im came to South .Africa in 1SS9.

I le was ai)pointed Superintendent of Plantations, Eastern Con-
servancy, Cajie Colony, January, 1895; District Forest Officer,

Kingwilliamstown, .Se])tember, 1898; Conservator of Forests,

Xatal, .September, 1902, till 1907; MemlDcr of the Technical Edu-
cation Cfjmmission, Xatal, 1905; Natal's Representative at the

.South African I'roducts b^xhibition, !,ondon, 1907; Forestal

Adviser to the I'(jrtuguese (iovernment. Mozambi(|ue Province,

i(;o8. lie was f(jrmerly, and for man)' years, a Fellow of the

l.innean ."society."

The following is a list o\ the most ini])ortant of Air. Sim's

publications :

—
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( a ) n links—
(62 i)a!4(.-s and 66I. "

I laiull)iH)k lit till- l'\Tns i>\ l\atTraria." iS(M.

plates.

)

J. "The Ferns of Smitli Africa," iS()_'. (275 jw^ies and 15<; jilates. )

v "The Ferns nf Suulh .\frica"' (Jnd edition), 1015.

4. Sketch and check list of the Mora of KatTraria," iSc)^. (()j jia.Lics ,infl

j,-Hg si)ecies.

)

5. The l-'orests and l'"orcst I'lor.i of tlie Colony of the Cape of Good
liopj," lyC". ( :;6i i)a^es, 160 plates, representinj^ .31 j species.)

6. " Im rest I'lora and h'orest Resonrces of Portn.s>nese luist .\^frica." 1909.

( 166 pages and 100 plates, representing i.^S species.)

7. 'rree-i)Iantir.g in Xatal," Piulletin \i>. 7, Xatal I )ept. of .\gr.. 1905.

( ,^54 pages, 102 figs.

)

(1)) l\cp(>rls—
S. Report of Conservator of Forests, Xatal, 190J.

g. Report of Conser\ator of Forests, Xatal, 190,3-4.

in. Re])ort of Conservator of I'orests, .Xatal, 190".

( c ) Paf^crs—
ii. Judging Horticultural Pr<iducts." h'rpt. Xortli of Scotland liorticul-

Imal .Issii. 1S87. (Awarded the Association's Jubilee Gold
.Medal.)

Irrigation in Cape Colony,"' Cupc Ilhistroted Magazine. 1893.

(Awarded ])rize presented In' Hon. C. J. Rhodes.)
'

'J'he Lalj(.ur Question,'" Cf.pc llhistratcd Maga-jiiic. 1894. (Prize
Essay.

)

Recent information concerning South African Ferns and tluir dis-

tribution." Trans. S.A. Phil. Sac, 1906.

filenientary Principles of Sylviculture.'' C.G.H. . Igr. Journal. 1899.

' Forestal Education Necessary for South Africa." Addresses and
Papers. Brit, c'r X..^. Assns. for Adz'. of Science, 1905.

"Botanical Observations on the h^orests of Eastern Pondoland."
C.G.H. Agr. Journal, 1900.

" Judging Fruits, Flowers, Plants and Vegetables at Shows."' Xatal
Agr. Journal. 1906.

" South African Horticulture," Rept. S.A. Assn. for Adi\ of Science,

1906.

20. " South African Products Exhibition, 1907. Report on Xatal Exhibits
and Conditions Essential to Success."" Xatal Agr. Journal. J907.

21. "Sisal, Mauritius Hcrnp. and other 'Aloe' Fibres."" Xatal Agr.
Journal. 1908.

2J. " Alan's Influence on Climate," Rept. S.A. Assn. for Adi\ of .Science,

1908.

Z3.
" The Flora of Portuguese East .\frica.'' Rept. S.A. Assn. for Adr. of

Science, igcg.

24. "Tree-planting.'" Ref^t. Xatal Taruiers' Conference. 1910.

Also many papers, mostly forestal, in C.G.H. Agricultural Journal,

1895-1902, and in Xatal Agricultural Journal, 1902-1907.

After the conclusion of the Presidential Address in the

Town Hall, Maritzburg, on Monday, July 3rd, 1916, the Presi-

dent. Prof. P. Crawford, handed the vSouth Africa Medal and
the award of £50 to Mr. Sim. In doing so, the President made
the following additional statement :

—

" A pleasant task is now before me to i>resent the Sotith

Africa Medal and ( irant for 1916 to Mr. Thomas RobertS(.)n Situ.

This medal and grant are the otitcome of a ftind raised by
members of the P>ritish Association in c<jmmemoration of

'cfViC

LIBR.^R'r
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visit to South Africa in 1905. and this is the ninth award. On
the recommendation of the South Africa Medal Committee, the

Council has made the award this year to Mr. Sim.
" Mr. Sim came out to South Africa in iS8y; he was ap-

pointed Superintendent of Plantations. Eastern Conservancy,

Cape Colony, in 1895; District Forest ( )hicer. Kingwilliamstown,
in 1898; and Conservator of Forests, Natal, in 1902. His oppor-
tunities for research were seriously curtailed when the Natal
Forest Department was retrenched in 1907. In 1908 he was
Forestal Adviser to the Portuguese Government, Mozambique
Province.

" Air. Sim's work on 'Forests and Forest Flora of the Colony
of the Cape of Ciood Hope ' is the standard work on the subject.

The expenses of publication of this work were defrayed by the

Governments of Cape Colony, Transvaal, Orange River Colony,

and Rhodesia. Another work. " The Forest Flora and Forest

Resources of Portuguese East Africa." was prej^ared and pub-
lished at the expense of the Portuguese Government.

' In these works all the plates, it may be added, were draw n

by Mr. Sim himself. He is now preparing a monogra])h of th.e

Soutli African Mosses and Liverworts, groups on which he ha

;

been working for some years. These groups have received little

attention so far from South. African botani'-ts, and his work wil!

be a valuable addition to botanical liteiature, and es])ccially to

that of South Africa.
" The greatness of Mr. Sim's achievement is enhanced b}- the

fact that much of his work has been done under difficulties which
would have utterly discouraged most men ; in the accumulation
of niaterial for his v/ork he has displayed zeal far beyond the

ordinjiry. It is in recognition of this most valuable research work
and in good hope of further research work to come that I now
on behalf of the South African Association for the Advancement
of Science, hand the medal for 1916 and accompanying grant to

Mr. Thomas Robertson Sim."
Mr. !^im. in thanking the President and the .Vssociation for

the award, referred to the unique o])i)ortunities that had come
to him in that he had served under the (lOvernments of five

se]iarate countries, namel}-. the British Imperial (iovernment.
while at the Kcw Botanical Gardens; the Cape Government, in

its Forest Department ; the Natal Government, while in charge
of the Natal Forest Department ; the Portuguese Government of

the Province of Mozambique, as Forestal Adviser and explorer

in the regions north of the Zambesi; and the Government of the

Union of Sotith \frica.

I 'ri;\ioi-> ki-'. iri!:.\TS.

1908. GraJiaiiisfoivii.—Arnold Theiler. C.M.(j.. M.D.. Bacterio-

logist to the Transvaal Government. I'retoria.

1909. Hlocinfonlcin.—Harry Bolus. D.Sc. F.L.S.. of Sherwood.
Kenilworth. Cape Division.
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TQIO.

ICJI I.

I I 2.

1913-

I9I4.

Capctoxi'u.—John Carruthers Ik'attio. D.Sc, F.R.S.E..

Professor of I^hysics. South African College, Ca])e-

town.
BnhiK'ayo.— Lonis rcrinj^uey. D.Sc. F.I'l.S., i'\Z.S.,

Director of the South African Museum, Capetown.
Port Elizabeth.—Alexander Wilhani Roberts, D.Sc,

F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., of Lovedale ( )1)servatory, C.P.

Lonrcnco Marques.—Arthur Wilhani Rollers. M.A.,
ScD., F.G.S., Assistant Director of the Union
Geological Survev, Capetown.

Kimbcrley.—ri-oi. Rudolf Marloth, M.A.. Ph.D., Cape-
town.

Pretoria.—Charles Pu<^sley Lounsbury, B.Sc, F.MS.,
Chief of the Division of Entomology, Union
Department of Agriculture, Pretoria.
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ASSOCIATION LIBRARY.

The following publications are regularly filed at the office

of the Association, Cape of Good Hope Savings Bank Buildings,

St. George's Street, Cape Town.

Generaf- Science.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa.

Memoirs of the Royal Society of South Australia.

Transactions of the Royal Society of South Australia.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Canada.
Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland.

Royal Dublin Society : Scientific Proceedings.

Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

Proceedings of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow.
Journal of the Royal Society of Arts.

Servian Royal Academy of Sciences

:

Comptes rendus.

Year Book.

]\[ichigan Academy of Sciences: Reports.

Bulletins of the Chicago Academy of Sciences.

Atti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, Rome.
Kungl. Svenska Vetenskapsakademien :

j

Handlingar.
o

Arsbok.

Koninklijke Akademie van W'etenschappen, Amsterdam:
Proceedings of the Section of Sciences.

\'erhandelingen.

Revista de la Real Academia de Ciencias de Madrid.
Report of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science.

Report of the Australasian Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Bulletins of the Indian Association for tlie Culiivation of
Science.

Atti della Societa Italiana per il progresso delle Scien^^e.

Cambridge Philosophical Society

:

Transactions.

Proceedings.

Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and
Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the American Philosoplu'cal Society.

University of California:

Bulletins.

Memoirs.
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University of \ irginia : IMiilosapliical Society lUillctins.

Science Reports of tiie Tohoku Inii)erial University.

Annals of the New Yoric Academy of Sciences.

Proceedings of the American Academy of .Arts and Sciences.

Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Medelanden fran K. X'otenskapsakademien Nobelinstitut.

Proceedings of the Cahfornia Academy of Sciences.

Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia.

American Jmn'nal of Science.

( )hio Journal of Science.

Archives Neerlandaises des sciences exactes et naturelles.

Annaes scientificos da Academia polytechnica do Porto.

Proceedings of the Rhodesia Scientific Association.

Memoires de la Societe de physique et d'histoire naturelle de
Geneve.

Det Knngelige Norskc \'iilenskapers Selskaps Skrifter.

Oversigt over det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab?

Forhandlinger.

Comptes rendus des seances de la Societe de physique et

d" histoire naturelle de Geneve.
Vierteljahrsschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft, Zurich.

Bulletin of the Imperial Institute.

Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution.

Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution (United States

National Museum V
South -\frican ^lueseum

:

Annals.

Annual Reports.

Annals of the Transvaal Museum.
.A.nnals of the Natal Museum.
Memoirs of the Queensland Museum.
Field Museum of Natural History Publications.

University of Pennsvlvania Museum Journal.

Bulletin of the Public Museum of Milwaukee.
Records of the Albany Museum.

Annual Report of the .\ll)any Museum.
Knowledge.
Science.

Chemistry, Metallurgy, and Geology.

Journal of the Chemical. Metallurgical, and Mining Society of

South Africa.

Kungl. Svenska X'etenskapsakademien : Arkiv for Kemi,

Mineralogi, och Geologi.

Transactions of the Geological Society of South Africa.
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PKESIUENT

UNIVERSITIES.

Speaking in London on May 5- IQES. Eorcl RoM-bcrv said:

" The war nmst have a particularly disastrous ettect on Lniver-

sitv teaching At the end of it all the combatants would become

xLusted for an indefinite tin.e. and those who ^-P-^ to receive

from the Government some bounteous endounnent m soine pa a-

tial hall must adjourn those expectations mdehmteb.-. From the

chapter of national finance laid before tliem the da> betoie he

saw no prospect of the Government's laying out money on such

a luxury as a University for a considerable tune to ^^n^.

J^^'
did he suppose that the Government would have the time o ne

disposition so long as the war lasted, to legislate m any ^^a^ to

leh benefit. The conclusion, to his mind not wholly devoid of

consolation, was that they would be thrown on their own ene.gKs
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lor tlieir ])rogress and (le\-elupineiit. Jialia fara dc sc : Italy iiiu>t,

as tlie old saying goes, work oiu lier (jwn ^al\'ation. and thev in

their turn, deserted necessaril}- l^y the (lo\-ernnKMit. would have
to work out their v,\\\\ sah.-ation."

While Lord Rosebery was referring to the Universit}' of

London and jjrobably intended to sitggest that a new universit\'.

well vUfJowed. would be a luxiu'w his speeeh was taken to mean
that e\'cr_\- university was a luxury, and this \"iew was strongly

challenged. At the next meeting of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science, for instance, the General Committee
ado])ted the following resolution. :

" That the British Association
for tltc Advancement of Science, beheving that the higher editca-

tion (if th.e nation is of sitpreme im])ortance in the ])resent crisis

of our h.isiory. trusts that llis Majesty's Government will, by
':ontinuing its financial su|)port. niaintain the efficiency of teach-

ing and research in the ttnixersities and universit\- colleges of

the United Kingdom"; and. again, shortly after, in re])l\- to

Leeds L'niversit}', the King said: " His Majesty feels that the

assistance of the universities is a great asset to the catise for

which we are fighting, as science ])lavs such a j^ronn'nent ])art in

modern warfare."

Xcw tnfiversities have been fotmded in time of war ; the

L'n.\er.^ity of Leyden, founded in 1575 as a reward to the inhab-

itants for their cotirageous defence against the S])aniards, and
the L'niversitv of Berlin, founded in 1809 wh.cn I'rtissia was
tmclcr the heel of Nai^oleon. are sti"iking exam])les. The Union
of South Africa is not as Llolland in 1575 or Prussia in 1809. and
it is not a i)arallel case that in this _\-ear c.i war 1916 there have
been three universities; fotmded in Sotith Africa, the L'niversity

of South Africa, the Universit}- of Ua])eto\\n. and the University

of Stellenbosch.. They are also not new foundations, for the

r.ecor>d is based on the ."^ontli African lollege, the last on the

\'ict(iria College, and the lii"sl or. the present examining university

\\ith the other teaching colleges, including the !^chool of Mines.

This federal tini\ersit\' ma\' not ])rove a permanent arrangement,
new uni\ersities may arise from it. The Uni\'ersities of Cape-
town and Stellenbosch are universities such as those founded
lateh' in j-jigland and the Scotch tuiiversities, and the\' are basetl

on colleges which go l)ack in one case for 87 years, and in the

other for ,^<;. [n a recent book''' on >';de University, th.e atithor

writes: " There is a wide-spread ft-eling in .America that a great

uni\ersit\' can be created anywhere in a year by adeqtiate gifts

of n)()ne\- \s a matter of fact, a collegiate foundation
can (inl\ ha\e it> deepest eilect a tier its character and ideals

ha\'e become firmK- established 1)\' a long ])eriod ot corporate life.

L'or the ])ur])ose of thi.s study few .\merica]i universities can meet
the threefold tests which could be successfull\- ai)i)lied in England
to ()xford and Cambridge- -infiuence on the nation's history.

breadth of constituency and established standing in the public

" .Mi-iii(iri;iL i>f l'"miiuMit \:\\v Men." 1i\ A. I'. St^ko.
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luiiiil." Tlic sprniscTS ot llic tuliire will si\- how lar ihc new
niiivcrsiiics ha\c nui ihcsc icsts. TIk' sjtcakcrs of lo-(la_\' agree

in statini^" that a ical fovwaid >t(.'i) has hi-'jn taken in i^'cttiny away
from an cxaniininj^ university ;iiebi as exists at present.

That the present university has done mreat service to the

country no one has attempted to deny; it has been to the ])eople

a constant reminder of liigher education; the (|iiahhcations for

its certificates and dei^rees have Ljrown with the spread of higher

education; and. as far as examination alone can test, it lias done
its best to try the knowledge a -(luired. and so to stimulate the

teaching of higher subiccts and to luaintain in that teach.ing a

good standard. The degrees of the l'ni\ersiiy of the L':i])c of

Good >lope are certainly of real value.

The craze for exaiuinations is a ])ro(luct of the nineteenth

century, and arose from the competitive examination systems
tleveloped between 1800 and 1850 in the Univer.sities of ( )xford

and Cambridge.* That the criticisms levelled against these uni-

versities as they existed early in the nineteenth century, though
certainly not all literally trtte, had good foundation is un(|ties-

tioned. and that they did luuch to rouse the universities and to

l)ave the way for the Inter reforms must be admitted. I.ater,

Cardinal Newmant wrote the following :

" About 50 years since,

the English Uiuversity ((Oxford) of \\hich I was so long a

member, after a centtiry of inactivity, at length was roused, at

a time when (as I may say) it was giving no education at all to

the yotith committed to its keeping, to a sense of the responsibi-

lities which its profession and its station involved."' ( )ne of

the criticisms at the time appeared in a review of Laplace's
" Traite de Mecanique Celeste'' in iSoSi; "In one of these

(
])ublic instittitions), where the dictates of Aristotle are still

listened to as infallible decrees, and where the infancy of science

is mistaken for its maturity, the mathematical sciences have
never flourished ; and the scholar has no means of advancing
beyond the mere elements of geometry. ... In the other
seminary the dominion of prejudice is not equally strong; . . .

mathematical learning is there tlie great object of study, but still

we must object to the method in which the object is pursued. . .

. . The pupil must study, not to learn the spirit of geometry. .

. . but to know . . . as a child knows his catechism, by heart,

so as to answer readily to certain interrogations." Such attacks

as this were vigorotisly repelled, but in one rejily by Dr. Coi)le-

ston§ of Oxford the following is stated about the exanu'na-

tion tests. " It nnist be well known to ever}one who has had
exi)erience in life, that notwithstanding this formidable array of

(prescribed) books and sciences, great numbers of candidates

* In the latter tlie Mathematical Tripos had existed since 1747-8.

t In the Discourse introductory to liis hook. "The Idea of a Univer-
sity.'' first published in 1852, under tlie title, " The Scope and Xature of

Cniversitv Education."

% Edinburgh Rciieiv, \o\. XI.. p. 279.

§ History of L'niversity Reform,'' In- A. T. Tillyard, p. 32.
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must be allowed to ])ass. whose attainment^ in both are. from

various causes, ver_\- inconsiderable. Still if the system be so

conducted as to encoura^i^e exertion, it v/ould be absurd to reject

those of the more moderate ])retensions. who have passed

through their period of residence with good conduct, and a toler-

ably regular attention to the i^-escribed duties. Nothing but

extreme incapacity, extraordinary want of school education, or

gross idleness at the University, will absolutely exclude a student

from his degree at tiie regular time. ( )f this description some

few are found every }ear. I'.ut even these are not finally

rejected ; they mav ai)]:)ear at the following examination and.

unless the same insufficiency is again observed, generally pass."

A\'ith such an admission ]niblicly made, it is obvious that the

knowledge-testing was not profound.

Another writer ends an attack by saying:* " W'e (at Cam-
bridge ) have professors of everything, wdio hold their situations

and do nothing. In Edinburgh the income of the professor

depends upon his exertions ; and. in consequence, the reputation

of that university is so high that Englishmen think it necessary

to finish their education l3}- i)assing a year there. They learn

shallow meta])hysics there, and come back worse than they went,

inasmuch as it is better to be empty than flatulent."

But there are stories aljout examining in the Scotch univer-

sities. ( )ne gives the following oral examination :
" Professor,

* State the Binomial Theorem.' No reply from student. Pro-

fessor, ' Is it a beast?' Student. ' No.' Professor, ' Thank you,

that will do."
"

I should add here as a jjarenthesis that for much of the nine-

teenth century at the Scotch universities the percentage of

students who proceeded to a degree was small ; the teaching of

the professors, the intimate association with men of his own
age and standing and. in general, the influences of a society

given to the search for knowledge were regarded as completing

a university education.

The system of competitive examinations was at first a real

movement of reform in the universities, but in its development
the good servant has become a bad master. Endless examining
bodies have sprung up, each with its certificates, and the crown
of these was the University of London, of which the University

of the Caj)e of Good Hope was a copy. It held jiublic examina-
tions for degrees without in any way regarding how its exami-
nees were taught. The movement spread to Scotland, and at

one 'time there was a ])ro])osal that there should be a common
examinatif)n for degrees of the four Scotch universities, but it

was negatived. Nowadays the evils of the examination system
are recognised. iUit the cliangc from the i)rist to the new here
has not only had dilliculiies arising from how to make the change,
but also from o])i)osilion on the ])ari of su])porters of the old

system. In the discussion in the Lower Mouse in 1873 on the

* Ibid., p. 22.
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Bill for establishing the University, one of the leading members
of the House said* that Nature had selected Ca]>etovvn for the

home of the L niversity l)\ her lich favours bestowed on it, and
that the beauty of its scenery and the si)lendour and grandeur of

the great mountain which oversliadows it were a soitrce of

inspiration to all who regarded il. I do not know how the

beauty of the scenery, etc., etc.. were to be reflected through
examination papers to the enormous riumber of students of the

University, who, though taking its examinations, were never,

while students, to see Capetown. But something of this idealis-

ing of the examining University seems to have always remained.

In a book on South Africa in 1895,7 the writer states in his

preface as a c|ualification, " I should ])erhaps say that I have
been able to bring information acquired during a residence of

nearly two years in the Cape Colony and Natal to bear upon the

treatment of this subject." A quotation from the book itself is:

" In this connection it is necessary to make some mention of the

Ca]>e I 'niversity. The University of the Cape of Cjood Hope
was incorporated in 1873 and obtained its charter in 1877. It

is the crown of a remarkably complete and effective system of

national education; and although its teaching staff is distributed

among the various colleges, there is a sufficient amount of aca-

demic work to be transacted at its headcjuarters at Capetown to

render the University circle a distinct stimulus to the literar\-

enterprise of the Colony." (^ther ]:)eople have followed this in

saying that the Universit}- was really a teaching University; a

\'ice-Chancellor has claimed that it was really a National Uni-

versity ; one who " might be called the oldest son of the Uni-
versity " could see no improvement i)ossible excejit by some slow

l)rocess of evolution ; and the Minister for Education said that

the Uni\ersitv had satisfied the needs of the people of .^outh

Africa !

In the same speech the Minister said t that a change was
contemi)lated and woidd be made, and now after six years the

change has been made. However at first the University satis-

fied the needs of South Africa, the same experience has haj)-

])ened here as in England and New Zealand, the founding of an

examining University, its initial success in the encouragement
of institutions where higher education has been given, the

gradual dissatisfaction with the working of the machine as

higher education has develo])ed. The examination for the certi-

cate or the degree has ranked as practically everything in the

eyes of a student, the teaching as very little ; cramming has been

encouraged ; Jjy many the work during the year has been looked

on as merely pre]:)aration for the examination at the end. and

work outside a fixed schedule has been regarded as practicall\-

useless. In this country there is a belief in education, but it

is apt to show itself in the desire for certificates and examina-

* " Life and Times of Sir Tohn Molteno.'" Vol. I, p. 213.

f South Africa," by W. B. Worsfold.
JAt Camps Bay, 1910.
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tion results, so that it is a typical story wliich is told in a South
African novel of a spectator at a football match to whom a

friend points out one of the players and says most impressively,
" You see that man, he's a B.A."

As far as regards the scheme which has been adopted, one
federal and two single-college universities. I do not propose
to say anything. There are man}- who say that' a federal uni-

versity is unworkable ; there are many who consider that it

answers the needs of this country, that it lifts uji the small col-

leges to the level of the larger colleges, and thai it will prove a

real success. Time will solve that question, and alsd the ques-

tion whether the South African College and the N'ictoria College

are sufficiently developed to become universities of good name
and world-wide respect. The settlement of the university ques-

tion has aroused this year such controversy that it is best left

alone till feelings are not so acute.

The interest shown in the university question natiu"illy

leads to an in(|uiry into what South Africa expects from its

universities, wliat advantages are to accrue to .South Africa,

some at least in larger measure, from the new" Universities? I

])ropose to speak only on three—training in character for the

^•outh of the country, encouragement of the studv of science,

furthering of research, two of which will aij])eal more especially

t(t members of an Association such as ours.

A university should claim this ideal: " l^\er\ >tudeiU owes
to the ))ublic, in the form of superior usefulness to it. ])Oth while

in the institution and afterwards, a full e(|uivaleiu for its ex-

penditure in his behalf."

TraiiiiiKj in Character.—The American ph.iloso])her. Pro-
fessor William James, says that the pithiest reply he can give to

the question, " Of \vhat use is a college training?"' is " It should

help you to know a good man when you see him." He points

out how the narrowest trade training tells a man of good work
in one line, which may suggest that in everything there is good
and bad work, and he says that at college there should be

obtained a general sense of what, under various disguises, supe-

riority has always signified and ma\' still signify. A college (or

university) training ought to give itN members this sense of

human superiority and to light u]) in them a lasting preference

for the better kind of man. lie goes on to speak of the import-

ant function of an educated class in a democratic communit}'
like that in America. A convinced democrat himself, with the
' \ision of a democracy stumbling througli every error till its

institutions glow with justice and its customs shine with beauty."

he recognises that democracy is still on its trial, and that its

future depends on its ca])acity for choosing its leaders. Its

critics say th.at its preferences are invariably for the inferior.

In these circumstances it is the function of the " college-bred
"

to di\-ine the worthier ;md bet lei- leaders, and to follow them
and to inipress the democrai\\- with their own higher prefer-

ences. While South Africa is not exacth' a democratic com-
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munily as America, the same need exists here for cht)o>ing the

best : the men and women trained by a University, acting by
their intinence and exam])le, shonkl induce more and more citi-

zens to be ready to iis^ht abu>-es or corruption, ready to speak,

write, and vote reasonably, ready to know true men when they
see them and prefer them as leaders to rabid ])artisans or empty
quacks.

Much of this training in character will be given by the

social life of the University. When a number of students come
together and freely mix with one another, they learn much, new
ideas, new- viev/s, and new judgments. They are in a small

world of their owai, and they learn, as \\ill be of use when they
take a part in the larger world, something of the qualities of
force or efficiency in execution, judgment or good sense, and
tact, some power in putting forward opinions w^hich they believe

to be right, while admitting freely that different opinions may be
held by others as genuinely as their own. In a stitdent commu-
nity, too, a man will learn something of action, not for himself,

but for his side, or his fellow-students, or his university, and
there insincerity and pose w'ill be quickly detected and pointedly

condemned ; there, too, he has opportunities for making con-
genial friendships.

This training will clearly be given best when students not

only come from various parts of the country, but also are study-

ing in various courses or preparing for various professions. In

the debates on the proposal to found an Agricultural College at

Pretoria early in 1910, before Union, the Colonial Secretary of

the Transvaal said: " Higher education in agriculture is not an
isolated thing, but part of higher education generally, and if

you want to give a man the highest education in agricultural sub-

jects he ought to be at a centre wdiere he can exchange ideas

with others, where teaching is not only given in agriculture, but

in scientific subjects generally, and w'here higher education is

fostered in all directions." An American authority. Professor
Davenport, has put it in this v>'ay :

" There is no such place

for the farmer to sttid}' history and to learn to see himself as

others see him, as where he studies history in company with those

whose chief interests are not in agriculture, or in engineering,

or in teaching, but rather in history itself, by which we study the

true significance of world movements of all classes, and come to

knoW' things past and present in their true perspective. That is

to say, every man ought to be educated in an atmosphere not

especially prepared for him and his own kind, but in an
atmosphere and an environment much broader than his owai

interests."*

So by study at a university it is hoped that while specialists

in any sulDJect are trained such may not be narrow- or pedantic in

their view^ Too often professional or technical education means
a one-sided development and mav show itself by a failure to

* Quoted by Hon. Lionel Curtis in Legislative Council, Transvaal.

A
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adopt ^\ide views or a disinclination to look at a question from
the point of view of others or in extreme cases by a tendency to

judge every proposal by its effect on the men's class or caste, by

indeed the phrase, " This onr craft is in danger."

Encouragement of the Study of Science.—It is natural that

the members of our Association will hope that the study of

science will be encouraged in every way at a university. Science

is not limited to the natural or physical sciences, but it is a great

advantage to a student to have at some time training in one at

least of these. In the experimental study of any science, a

student is furnished " with a means of gaining intellectual

strength and preparation for the educated man's career in life,

such as it would be foolish to neglect We all need the

intellectual habits which the faithful study of science tends to

foster. We are not all endowed with the same natural gifts, but

—more even than original cajiacity—what distinguishes one man
from another, and determines the greater or less success with

which he shall play his part in the work of life, is the keenness

and accuracy of his powers of observation, the practical ability

to grasp the meaning of facts and to weigh the force of evidence.

Half the weakness and perversity in the world arises from men's
inability to sec what is before their eyes, and the other half mainly
from their incapacity to discern the meaning of what they see.

In the business of life, in all spheres of human activity, there are

multitudes who are the slaves of their eyes, the passive victims

of outward impressions—who have never learned to fix their

attention, who overlook half of what they see, or think tliey see

ivhat they do not see, or confound with what they have seen what
they only imagine, or what other men tell them, with an air of

confidence, that they have seen. There are multitudes who in the

€ver-recurring exigencies of life—v\hen the call arises for inde-

pendent judgment or rapid decision and action, from tlic lack of

trained habits of observation and inference, because, in other

words, they have a reasoning machine which has nevei" been

habituated to move smoothly and rapidly—are for all effective

'.vork weak and useless." " And just that rational gymnastic

whicii such minds need is that which a thorough discipline in

the methods of investigation, the i)roblems. the jirocesscs of

science supplies." I quote this, not from a scientist, but from a

philosopher and a theologian. "•=

The benefit derived froiu the stud\' of a science depends very

much on the experimental work connected with the course, and it

is here that we lag behind. Every candidate for the degree of

Bachelor of y\rts at the present University of the Cape of Good
flope has to take at least one one-year course in a science, but in

rhe examination on this one-year course the practical test given

by the University of the practical work, in every scieiice but one,

is of a perfunctory kind, or does not exist at all. It will be for

the new Universities to improve this. A science subject is com-
pulsory for the matriculation examination of the present Univer-

* " University Addresses," by Principal Caird, University of Glasgow.
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sity, so that all the schools which teach to this stage teach at least

one science. Practical work is supposed to he given, hut recent

comments hy the University examiners in the science suhjects

are unsatisfactory. One examiner says: "The work handed in

shows that many candidates are taught to remember a large

munber of formulae as well as descriptions of experiments, which
were probably not carried out hy the candidates themselves "

;

another says, " The experimental work at such centres had appa-

rently been neglected, and, in some cases, it was clear that the

candidates had never performed any experiments themselves "

;

a third, "It was jjerfectly clear that in many cases the experiments
described by the candidates had never been witnessed by them,

and that the ' experimental and observational knowledge ' had
been derived either from text-books or from notes dictated by
teachers, and then learnt quite mechanically "

; while still another

says, " Even in good sets of papers it is often clear that instead

of the students having performed the simpler experiments for

themselves, and written down an account of what they have
done, the teacher has not only performed the experiment for

them, but has dictated an account of it." That sort of thing

brings discredit on science, and as long as schoolboys are taught

in this fashion, their parents and they in ttirn, when they grow
up, will fail to see that any benefit is derived by the study of a

science. (jood teachers iii science will be more and more
required, and it will lie with the universities to supply these.

A former complaint about science teachers in schools was that

they thought it only necessary to have a science degree, and that

training in teaching was unnecessary, but nowadays the com-
plaint is being reversed, and it is said that many teachers have
all the pedagogic virtues but lack a decent knowledge of the

subject they are to teach. ( )ur universities will, we hope, send

out to the schools teachers in science qualified in both knowledge
and training ; for some years now graduates have been trained

as teachers under the segis of some of the colleges, and a con-

tinuation of this work for larger numbers of graditates may be
expected from the universities.

It is remarkable that an Irish member of the British Parlia-

ment, in a book lately published, has as his main suggestion for

bringing out the best in the Irish character and starving out the

worst, a training in science—the branch of education in whicli

Ireland is notoriously deficient.*

A headmaster of a public school in England has declared

that any extension of science in the school is impeded by the

indifference, or even opposition, of the parents. But if science

is to be extended, the teachers themselves must be keen in

their desire for its extension ; failure in that direction is certain

if many teachers still retain the old idea that classical education
" not only elevates above the vulgar herd, but leads not infre-

quently to positions of considerable emoluments." Here the

devotion of the greater part of school hours to the study of

* " Ireland's Vital Hour," bv Arthur Lvnch. ^l.V.
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classics does not exist, and the diflicnlty about iirst giving science

at all, and then extending it, has been largely fmancial. But
with encouragement of science at the universities and good
science teaching at the schools, as sttidents and scholars go out
into professions, businesses, and trades, this difficulty Avill disap-

pear in the more general appreciation of the value of science and
of the teaching of science.

The universities will naturalh' be looked to to train men
of specialised scientific knowledge. Encouragement to train

these is given to a certain extent by the .State, in its employ-
ment of such, and it is hoped that the Union Government
will hesitate to adopt one easy method of economising in

times of depression, namely, to dismiss its scientists. In the

Transvaal a Geodetic Survey was being carried out ; at a
moment's notice all the men working on it were dismissed and the
work abandoned. Money was saved at the time, but the expense
of finishing this most useful work at any future time has been
largely increased ; a competent staff will have to be built up again,

its eqtiipment found again, and the apparatus standardised again.

Under the Cape (lovernment the Department of Marine Zoology,
which had been doing valuable work, was at one time for the

sake of economy practically blotted out.

Nothing will prevent this sort of economy but the far more
general appreciation of the value of science I have already spoken
of. Men are wanted who " have such a knowledge of science

that will give them an intelligent respect for it, and an under-
standing of what it can do, how to make use of it, and to whom
to apply when special knowledge is required,"''' and these the
universities should send out into all kinds of work in South
Africa.

It will be an advantage to a university tc^ liave faculties of

a])plicd science. For one thing it will at ]5resent be strengthened
greatly in making its influence felt in the community. The so-

called " practical " men are not unknown in South Africa " what
is practical to them is usuallv confined within the limits of

personal experience, instead of being permitted to fall within

the far wider limits of the experience of our race."t But the

practical man must be got into touch with the tmiversity, the gulf

which usually separates him from it must be bridged ; be nuist be
led to see that " there is hardly a branch of trade or commerce
which does not depend, more or less directly, tij^on some depart-
ment or other of ])hysical science, which does not involve, for
its successful pursuit, reasoning from scientific data."$ Now
at ])resent he does see the need for training on the part of
doctors and engineers, and ])r()l)al)l\' admits that some ]n\re

science, even though not obviously required in practical life, is of
real value to them. If a university has faculties of medicine and

From memorandum on "The NeRJcct of Science." signed by 36 dis-
tinpftiislied scientist.s.

t Report of the Carncyie Institiilidii of A\"ashinji;ton. 1915.

t Professor Tluxley, 1887.
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eni;ineering. such a man will consider it is doings useful work and
will look to it as an institution to be supported; seeing, too, more
of its work, ho may Icani the benefits of its science tcachiuii; and
its training in general for men .Seeing' to take up f)ther careers.

The future leader of apj^lied science, too. should attend a

university along with the ]")ure scientist, not only because he
should have a full training in the theory which underlies his

applied science, but also because he. as 1 have said. rc(|uires the

training in the wider atmos])here.

ilie student of pure science will learn nuich b)- seeing to

some degree applications of the science he is studying and acquir-

ing some interest in them ; he ma\' be prevented from becoming
the " mooning j^edant or pernicious crank," spokeri of by our
President in 19 [o. In any case the mingling of the pure and
applied scientists will llre^'ent any such barrier being set up
between them as is refei"red to in scientific addresses in England,
and such remarks being made here by presidents of technical

institutions as that the general disregard of science in England
is of course the fault of scientific men (meaning, I sui)pose. the

pure scientists) and partictdarly of the I'ioyal Society.

Furfhering of Research.—A university is ex]:)ected to fm-ther

research. Every age is the inheritor of the intellectual wealth

of preceding ages, and it is its duty to hand that on increased by
its own contribution to the succeeding age. In every department

the sum of human knowledge is limited, and it is an inspiration

to those who are working to feel that every discovery is not only

an addition to knowledge, but a sure stepping-stone to still further

advance. The desire to add to human knowledge should exist

right through a university, and its teachers should have ample
leisure and satisfactory equipment for their ])rivate research, two
conditions w^hich have only sometimes been fulfilled at the col-

leges in Soitth Africa. The new universities should at all costs

avoid the danger pointed out in the " TIandbook for Australia"

])rinted for the British Association in 1914. In the section on
educational policy and development in connection v.-ith their uni-

versities, there occurs the sentence, " In a new university the

teaching function dominates. The teachers, especially in the

faculty of arts, are overburdened with formal lecturing and class-

work, and have too many subjects in charge to permit of the

necessary specialisation." I must add, however, the next sen-

tence : "Yet, in spite of these restrictions the annual output of

original work is highly creditable to the Australian Universities,

especially in the scientific departments, where the teachers are in

less bondage to the formal lecturing system." Still, while it is

necessary for the encouragement of research to build good labora-

tories, endow chairs well, and attract the best men possible, it

must be remembered that the highest form of research is not made
to order and that there is more in genius than industry and oppor-

tunity. The university which can count a Kelvin among its pro-

fessors is indeed fortunate; what man. privileged to be a student
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under him, does not recall the vivid interest in seeinc; him in his

class-room and his laboratory !

A connection between a university and research institutions

will be of real advantat^e to both ; the research workers would
mingle with scientific workers in the departments of the univer-

sity, tiicy would be able to interest students in their work, perhaps
start senior students on some definite research work, while, on the

other hand, to see a research institution and know something of

the work done there would be a real stinnilus to the students of

the university. In lu-ging. in his Presidential Address to Section

C in 1910, the establishment of a National Botanic Garden, now
happily accomplished. Professor Pearson said: "The direct or

indirect association of university and botanic garden is nothing-

new ; it has endured for centiu-ies in many Etu'opean centres

of learning. As an aid to education—not mereh- the acquisition

of botanical knowledge—the botanic garden is an invaluable asset

to a university, and, on the other hand, the staft of a university

botanical department can contriluite very efi:'ectively to the re-

search work carried on in the botanic garden." The benefit to a

university by being in any way linked to the great bacteriological

research institution at ( )nderste])oort, under Sir Arnold Theiler.

is so obviotis that I need not linger over it.

It is not to be forgotten that research at a tiniversity is for

the purpose of extending our knowledge, and that it cannot be
measured by merely its utilitarian value. The work is worth
doing if it enlarges the bounds of knowledge and discovers new
truths, the university must do its best to encourage the investi-

gator, but he must be allowed to go on his own lines.

" He who seeks for immediate practical tise in the ])ursuit of

science may be reasonably sure that he will seek in vain. Com-
plete knowledge and complete understanding of the action of

forces of nature and of the mind, is the onlv thing that science

can aim at. The individual investigator nmst find his reward in

the joy of new discoveries, as new discoveries of thought over
resisting matter, in the itsthelic 1)L'ant\ which a well-ordered
domain of knowledge afl'ords. wliere all parts are intellectually

related, where one thing evolves from another, and all show the

marks of the mind's supremacy ; he must find his reward in the

consciousness of having contributed to the growing capital of
knowledge on M'hich depends the s\i])reniac\- of man over the
forces hostile to the sijirit."*'

It is true that many investigations of apparenth- the most
theoretical character have led to im])ortant developments in ])rac-

tical science. A recently-quoted e.xamplet is interesting of how
" j)ure science" research can result in a i)rofit in .actual

money. in the routine examination (»f oceanic deposits
on the ChaUcnijcr Ex])edition, .Sir John Miu-ray detected
a fragment of phosphatised limestone, and found out
that it came from Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean.

'•'' Vortriigc and Kcdni," by H. llclnihnhz. \'ol. I, ]). 142

t Proceedings of tlic Ko.val Socict\- of F.diii1)iirf>!i, Vol. XX W. p. 305.
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Later a company was t\)niKcl to dcvelo]) tlic inland, and
especially to quarry and ship the ])hosphatc. 'V\\v small fraction

of the wealth of the island which went to the ih-itish ( ii)\cnmient,

in the form of rents, royalties, and taxes, exceeded within fifteen

years the entire cost of the Challoujcr l-lxpedition and the ])uhlica-

tion of its results

But encourai^emenl to researcli in ])ure science is not to be

given simply because it may ]xiy ; it should be f^iven even though

there is almost certainty that it never can have a practical value,

and it is a wholly unreasonable ])ro])osal even at this time that no
mathematics should Ijc investigated unless it refers to aeroplanes;

even the Educalional Times* is greeted with a jeer :
" It contains

the usual series of out-of-the-way properties of conies, triangles,

and collections of algebraical symbols and the usual neglect of

aeroplanes."

Of course at a time like this if a man has the ability and the

0]:)purtunity to make researches in the mathematics of acro])lanes

and their application, he would be expected to do so unless he
could make other investigations at least as useful and at any
time money should be spent, and spent freely, on researches

which have a practical application, as the L'nion Government
is doing in connection with diseases of animals, insect ])ests,

and so on. But that kind of research work cannot alone l)e ex-

pected at a university, nor is it the duty of a university to en-

courage only such research.

The university should provide that course of theoretical

knowledge on which are based the great researches in ai)plied

science; if some of these researches can too be done at it or in

connection with it, practice may be kept in touch with theory, and
theory extended into ])ractice. Students who intend to take up
work in connection with manufacturers will gain some knowledge
of applied research work, and will be free from the distrust so

many British manufacturers are apt to have for research work
and research employes. Xo doubt this distrust is due in a

measure to the fact that they, trained in manufacture and know-
ing little of pure science, iind it difhcult to come to an adjustment
with men trained in pure science and inex]ierienced in manufac-
turing processes.

The capture of industries by Germany is often quoted. It

must be remembered, however, that in the famous instance of the

manufacture of coal-tar dyes, two German firms spent a huge
sum of money in research work l^efore they had the processes

com])lete ; again, that before Zeiss made all the various kinds of

glass of which they had 'practically a monoi)oly, as Great Britain

found at the beginning of the war, they had employed experts

in optics to advise them. The experiments in Germany by Pro-

fessor Abbe and Dr. Schott, who continued those in England by
the Rev. Vernon Harcourt and Sir George Stokes, were carried

on for about three years before the glass manufactory, with the

Now called " Mathematical Questions and Solutions.*'
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aid of a subsid}' from the Prussian Government, was set up at

Jena in 1884, and it is interesting to note that in 1881 practically

all the optical glass for the experiments was got from two firms,

one English, the other French.

Ill South Africa for some time to come the number of jxjst-

graduate and research workers in the universities will be small.

The real inducement to hold out to such students is a preference
for appointments of good standing after their post-graduate
course; if in the choice of experts for the Government scientific

departments the work done in such a course is to be reckoned, a
stimulus far better than the offer of scholarshij^s or bursaries
will be given. The award of scholarshi])s for research is l)eset

with difficulties, for any previous examination test is ciuite

irrelevant. Nor need the complaint, voiced at times in America,
that the postgraduate courses are filled v.ith (|ualification-

hunters instead of true seekers after knowledge be taken as

very alarming; if for a jjost research is necessary, it is obviously

good that a man should be trained for it, and trial made, if he
is suitable for such work. If the heads of departments are
enthusiasts themselves, tlicy will lead on those in whom there
is the real aptitude for research, though previouslv unknown.
and }'our mere (jualification-hunter may become a true seeker
after knowledge. Research is the crown of the work of a

university, and the i)Osition of a university in South Africa com-
])ared with universities in other parts of the world will largely

be determined by its achievements in the higher fields of research
and investigation.

'l'o-da\- there is general agreement that the purposes of

a University may be classed under three heads,—teaching,

under which may l)e reckoned the influence of teacher on student
and student on student, research, and influence on the com-
munity in whicli it does its work'. For teaching to be at its best

there must be the spirit of research in the memljers of the teach-

ing staff. For influence on the community there nuist be a real

co-oi)eration between the communit>' and the university, the

university must train and hel]) the members of the comnuinity.
and the}- in turn nuisl support it liberally to gi\-e it the fullest

facilities tor tliat training and help; for this influence on
the community to be greatest there must be an admiration of. and
jjride in, the nniversitx ; this uuist follow if. through distinction

in research, it takes high ranl< with other universities. .\ univer-
sity may be spoken of as a nation was spoken of 1)\- James
Russell Lowell. " Oittsiders can only be expected to judge a

Tiation l)\ tlie .unount it h;is contributed to the civilization of
the world; the amount, th;U is. that can l)i' sreu and hajidled.

A great place in liistory can only be ;ic]n'eve(l b\- con^petitive

examinations, na\', l)y a long course of them. I low much new
thought ba\i- we contribuie<i to the common stock; Til] that

t|uestion be triumphantly answered, or needs no answer, we
must continue to be sim])ly interesting .is an experiment, to
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be studied as a problem, and iu)t res])ected as an attained result

or an acconiplislied solution.""*

In conclusion, I sbould like to speak on tb.ree matters whicli

have been forced on our attention In- the ii^reat war now pro-

ceeding.

The Use and .Ibiisc of .S"c/r»rr.—Centuries ago Francis
Bacon dreamed of ilio time wlun the emjiirc of man over man,
through statecraft and ft)rce, should give ])lace to the empire
of man over nature, through morality and intelligence. For
that larger empire the university i)rofessedly stands. To-day,
in the midst of this great war. we seem to have gone back to

the days of force, and science. 1)\- whicli man has trinm|)hed so

much over nature, has l)ecome not the liandmaid but the tyi'ant

of the nations. The new phenomena, the new ff)rces found
by science have always been ready for u-^e by both the philan-

thropist and the criminal. Science has found chloroform as

well as chlorine: it has invented wireless telegraph}' to help

a wrecked ship to send out a call for help, as well as the torpedo
wdiich has destroyed her. In this war it has not only improved
every weapon of destruction. 1)ut it h;is also sharpened every
engine of inhumanity. That the trium]>hs of the war are the

triumphs of science is not in jiraise of science; something is

wanted from science anil its advancetnent rather to stop war
than make it more hideous.

The Attitude of Disliii(/iiished S\-ieiiiisls.—Before the war
the great i)osition of the German universities was a freijuent

topic, and students in numbers went from all countries and
from their own universities to ( iernian uni\ersities. When
war broke out it was natural that the professors should be

enthusiasticallv ])atriotie, Init the extravagance of the language
of many of them has proved how far they have fallen from the

position and broad views cultured leaders of science and
literature ought to be able to take. Professor ()slwald. \isit-

ing Sweden in October. ]<.ii4. as an " intellectual war volun-

teer." is rei)orted to have said. "
I say frankly that I consider

that Germany, through her organised talent, has reached a

higher stage of civilization than the other nations, and that the

war will be the means of admitting tliem to a hio'her civilization

on this basis."t Others have written in similar strains, but

it is to be said that there is something of a reaction against this

megalomania. A German wnter ,' last year said. " \\'e were
|)re])ared, when this \\ar broke out. for dreadful things—un-

heard-of sacrifices of life, terrible misery, jjlague, hunger—but

not for this terrifying moral degeneration." and he blamed not

so much the people as its public men and its professors. Oil

:he latter class he is es])ecially severe, and goes so far as to

say that the worst aberrations of |)0|ndar delusion have always
been consecrated bv science. This vear Professor Planck,

* " My Study Windows, On a certain condescension in foreigners.'

t " Before. durin.s>, and after 1914," by A. Nystrom.

t Ernst Miiller-llolm, in ' Dcr n.»!ilischc ^cdankr in PcKtSililaiid."
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of Berlin, has written admitting that the form of the letter

signed in August, i()i4, by 93 scholars and artists was written

in the patriotic exuberance of the first weeks of war. and say-

ing that the letter did not show the real sentiments of the signa-

tories. He adds that he is firmly convinced that there are

moral and intellectual regions which lie beyond this war of

nations, and that ]H"rsonal rcs])cct for the citizens of an enemy
State is perfecth; compatible with glowing love and intense

work for one's own countr)-. This is a statement which recalls

the earlier days, graj^hicall) and sympathetically described by
Dr. Merz in his I/islory of liitrupcan llioiighf in the Nhictcenth

Coitiirx, written in the first decade of this century. " The pur-

suit of truth and the acquisition of knowledge for its own sake,

as an ennobling and worthy occupation, has. during a large

portion of otu^ century, been the life-work of professors and
students alike in the (jerman universities. In the biograi)hies

of many of them we meet with that self-dcni.al and elevation

of spirit which is the true characteristic of every unseltish

human effort. . . . (Jnce. at least, has science, the ])ursuit

of pure truth and knowledge, been able to raise a large portion

of mankind out of the lower region of earthly existence into an
ideal atmosjjhere. . . . We may. perha])s. have to admit

with regret that this phase is passing away under the influence

of the utilitarian demands oi the present day; we may be

forced to think that another—and, we trust, not a lower

—

ideal is held up before our eyes for this and the coming age.

But no really unselflsh ettort can perish, and whatever the duty

of the future may be, it will have to count among the greatest

bequests of the immediate i)ast that high and broad ideal of

science which the life of the German universities has traced

in clear and indestructible outlines."

It was, perhaj^s, the natural rebound froni the praise which
used to be uttered over everything (lerman in science and the

deference which used to be paid to the great claims of the

Germans themselves that made many British scientists rush,

when the war broke out, to explain how little Germany had
done in the great pieces of research in science, and how its

forte had been to cari) on research when the way had been
opened by others. For instance, Sir William Ramsay* wrote,
" The ( ierman race has had an honourable share in the pro-

gress of science; but their influence has not been i)reponderat-
ing; and with some brilliant exceptions their scientiflc men
have rather amplified in detail the work of the inventors of
other nations. .Such work is very useful, and is l)v no means
to be decried; but it ])artakes rather of tin character of that

of the organ-blower, contrasted with that of the organist."
This attitude is, frankly, unworthy of distinguished scientists,

and it is one which has been modified bv time: the stream of
articles in newspapers and magazines tending to show that

* Quarterly Review, April, 1915.
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Germany has taken but a poor place in the domain of science

has now completely dried up. In every science Germany has

its many honoured names, and taking only one, Pure Mathe-
matics, the names of Cantor, Dedekind, (iauss, Grassman,
Klein, Leibniz, and Weierstrass will for all time s])eak of

original work of the highest value.

Relations of the State and Unhersities.—This is much too

large a subject to enter on at the end of an address, but a few
words may be said. Here the imiversities will be largely sup-
ported by funds from the State and in consequence there will

be a certain amount of State control. The staffs will be re-

garded in some way as civil servants and some lines of activity

will not be open to them. But there must not be too much con-

trol; nothing must be done to check freedom of thought or to

make the views of professors conform to the views of a govern-
ment. In all investigations, literary and scientific alike, honesty
is more indispensable than ability, arid no dissimulation

through patriotic, religious, or even moral motives nuist be

allowed in regard to the facts investigated. It is from this

freedom j)assing from ])rofessor to student and student to com-
munity that training in individual initative is developed and
character strengthened. The statement is made that there is

lack of this personal v.'ill in Germany, and that the rigid State

control of schools and universities has " made the minds of

individuals too susceptible to current intellectual fashions, and
has left them deficient in the power of independent criticism."*

These three things that I have mentioned are all deeply

involved in the (|uestion of " character." It was to the effect

of unWersity training on this tjuality that Mr. Asquith referred

at Glasgow Universit}' when he said that a university " will be

judged also by the infiuence which it is exerting upon the

imagination and the character; by the ideals which it has im-

planted and nourished ; by the new resources of faith, tenacity,

aspiration with which it has recruited and reinforced the im-

trained and undeveloped nature ; by the degree in which it has

helped to raise, to enlarge, to complete the true life of man,
and by and through him the corporate life of the community."

* M. E. Sadler.



Section A.—ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS.
METEOROLOGY, GEODESY, SURVEYING, ENGI-
NEERING, ARCHITECTURE, AND GEOGRAPHY.

President of the Section—I'koe. John ( )ru, B.Sc, M.I.C.E.

FRIDAY, JULY 7.

The President delivered the followins;- address :

—

SC)URCES OF ENER(;Y AND ECONOMY JN FUEL.

At a time like this, when the British nation is in the throes

of the greatest and most terrihle war which the world has ever

experienced, and we all hope never will again. I think that the

proposal of the Johanneshnrg Section of this Association, that

the work of this session should, as far as possihle, have refer-

ence to problems arising ont of the war, was one which must
receive the heartiest support from the members of any scientific

and technical body.

The Minister of Munitions has said, " This is an engineer's

war, for equipment was even more needed than men," and, as

Professor Unwin has said in his presidential address to the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, " VVe have to overcome the

material resources of an enemy who had long made deliberate

and, as he believed, adequate preparation."

The British nation is becoming aroused as to its mistaken
])olicy in the past. If this war succeeds in creating a greater

feeling of ])ride of race, and leads the British peoj^le to drop
the anaemic and suicidal policy which has led to a foolish consi-

deration of the interests of the foreigner as against their own
material prosperity; if it leads to a due a])preciation of the risks

which have been run and the pro1)lems which have to l)e faced;
if it creates a new nati(Mia1 spirit and awakens the great masses
from their lethargy, so that industrial advancement may be
recognised as a vital necessity for its existence, and that the

supremac}' which in many instances has been foolishlv surren-
dered may be ])ermanently recovered; then this war ^vill not have
been fought in vain.

The criminal neglect of science by the British ])eo]')le. the
boastful and culpable feeling of security, which we must admit
has, in recent years, almost come to be recognised by our enetnies

as one of our characteristics, has, I hope, been clearh- brought
home to ir< all. .Science is coming into its own ; that fact has been
recognised e\'en by the British Government, and, late in the day
as it is. T am sin-e we all welcome the steps vvbich have alreadv
been taken, to foster and encom-age I5i-itis1i industries, and to
])rotecl tlieni from unfair .'uul unscrupulous coni])etition after the
war. by the apixtintment of the Committees, the constitution of
which has been recently announced.

In July. 1915. there was set up, by an ( )rder in Council, an
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Advisory Council for the (Jrganisation and Development of

Scientific and Industrial Research, the need for which was thus

expressed :

—

"It api)ears incontrovertible that, if wc are to advance or

even maintain our industrial position, we must as a nation aim
at such a development of scientific and industrial research as

will place us in a position to expand and strengthen our indus-
tries and to compete successfully with the most highly organised
of om- rivals."

We, in South Africa, can lay no claim to l)e regarded as an
industrial nation in the ordinary sense, apart from mining. But
our mineral wealth is being exploited, mostly in the interests of

shareholders residing in Evu^ope, and no concerted efforts have
so far been made to replace the wasting assets of the country.

We take no thought of the morrow. As Professor Armstrong
has recently said :

" We care little, it is true for our ancestors ; if

possible, less for posterity
;
yet, there is a S])irit of altruism grow-

ing up gradually which is more or less leading us to think that

we must take effective steps to check the thoughtless squander-
ing of natural resources, which has been a dominant character-

istic of civilisation of late years."

One much welcome the steps initiated last month by the

Council of the S.x'\. Institution of Engineers, which, in pursuance
of a resolution recently ])assed by it, zns., " There is a strong

consensus of opinion among persons engaged both in science

and industry, that a special need exists, at the present time, for

means and for State assistance, in order to promote and organise

scientific research, with a view especially to its applications to

trade and industry," called a large and enthusiastic meeting of

members of the Councils of the various scientific and technical

societies, including this Association, at which the following reso-

lution was passed unanimously :- —
" The members present represent themselves as bound to com-

bine in taking such steps as may be in their power to hasten the

scientific development of the resources of South Africa, especiallv

in view of the coming commercial and industrial competition,

and the obligations of this country to do its share in providing

suitably for the present and future needs of the men wno are

fighting its battles or who are disabled thereby, as well as the

needs of their dependents, and the dependents of those who have
given their lives in defending the honour of the British nation."

The following were declared to be the objects of the move-
ment :

—

1. To get in touch with the British Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research, and similar Committees in other British

Dominions.
2. To enlist the support and co-operation of the Govern-

ment of the Union of South Africa and Rhodesia in the move-
ment, as a step tow^ards securing State aid.

3. To establish in South Africa a comprehensive industrial
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research institution to collaborate with similar institutions which
are or may be established iiiGreat Britain and her Dominions.

4. J'u nominate a central committee for dcalino- with the

suljjcct in its various branches, with sjiecial reference to the

needs of South Africa.

5. To collect, co-ordinate, and (listri])ute information for

furthering the objects in view.

The Council Members of all scientitic and technical societies

in the Union and Rhodesia form a general committee, and a

central committee has been formed consisting of three represen-

tatives from each society. Messrs. Innes, Burtt-Davy. and
myself have been appointed to represent this Association, and
Mr. Innes has been elected to the Executive.

The Government of the Union has been severely criticised

recently for its inaction in this important national matter. It

may not be generally known, but I learn on reliable authority that

at last the Government is becoming alive to the interests of this

country as far as scientific and industrial research is concerned,

and realises the urgent necessity of immediate action. I

believe the secretariat has already been appointed to collect and
co-ordinate all available information with regard to possible new
industries.

It is to be hoped, however, that the Technical Societies Com-
mittee will not be dissolved, but will continue to act in a technical

and advisory capacity, even if all executive authority, as it stands

at present, is left to the Department of Mines and Industries.

It is exceedingly gratifying to observe in this the lirst real

attempt to deal on a national scale with science as relating to

industry in South Africa.

Apart from the war itself, there is no more important ques-

tion confronting us at the moment than the industrial develop-

ment of this countrv. As this subject is being dealt with in a

paper to be read before this section, I will confine my remarks to

the f[uestions of the available sources of energy for power pro-

duction and economy in fuel ; since the cost of power is indis-

solubly related to the cost of manufacture atid industrial ad-

vancement.
Considering the joossible and actual sources of energ}- these

might be classified as follows :

—

So lirers of energy.

{Food of animals.

Fuels: Solid, liquid, and gaseous.
Water above sea-level.

Winds.
Ocean C urrcnts.

Internal heat of the earth.

Rock-masses at high level.

Uncomhined iron, sulphur, etc.

I have not included such sources of energy as the energy of

the atom and of radium, and the truly unthinkable amount of
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onerg}' accuniulatecl in the rotating cartii, all (>[ which exist at

[•resent, as far as sources of power are concerned, as mere con-
ceptions of the mind.

The function of man is heconu'ng more and more, in modern
industrialism, the director of a machine, and yet man, the earliest

l)rime-mover to be put to work, is an internal combustion engine,

utilising a great variety of solid and licjuid fuels, having an effi-

ciency slightly higher than the ordinary steam-engine, but inferior

to the modern gas and oil engine. Such was the conclusion
arrived at, after elaborate investigation and consideration of the

heat value of foods, by Professors Rarr and McKendrick, of

Engineering and Physiology respectively, in my student days at

Glasgow University. Man works at his greatest rate when
lifting continuously a weight consisting of his own body, and he
can then develop about ^ of a horse-power for 10 hours per

day. Doing mechanical work, such as turning a windlass, the

corres])onding horse-]:)Ower is less than i-ioth. Man is, and always
will be, employed as a machine, and frequently, I am afraid, is

treated from no other point of view, though he ])ossesses

liberty of action denied to the inanimate engine.

The world's work could not now be carried on without
mechanical power. As Dugald Clerk says, " The present civi-

lisation of the world rests upon the basis of coal and oil fuel,

steam, and internal combustion motive power."
The first census of total power in the United Kingdom, taken

in 1907, the latest available returns, showed that the power of

industrial engines was over 10^ million h.p., or nearly i h.p. for

every person engaged in industries, the details being shown in

Table L
TABLE L

Industrial Power of the United Kingdom in 1907.

II. p. H.p.

Steam engines

—

Reciprocating 9.1 18,818

Steam turbines 530,892—^ 9,649,710
Internal combustion engines 680,177
Water power 177,907
Other Power 70,681

Total capacity of engines 10,578,475

Road rollers, locomotives, etc. (public

authorities) 166,897
Agriculture in 1908 (34,450 steam, gas,

oil, petrol, and other engines) 213,525

Estimate

—

Railway locomotives 3,300,000

Mercantile marine 5,000,000

Royal Navy in time of war f;,ooo,000
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The division of tlu- total cui^ine-power of the United King-
dom amongst different inchistries and different types of engines

is shown graphically in Fig. i, taken from a paper read in 1914
by E. G. Hiller before the Manchester Association of Engineers.

TOTAL ENGINE POWER IN THE UNITED KINGDOM IN 1907
DIWSIBI Of 10^78475 IKPflMOWCSr MXBTRIO ttVCION OF I057B475 IHP ftMONCST WBIOUS KMB Of POft'

iBON & STEEt
ENGINEERING &

SHIPBUILDING TRADES
'HP 2 ^27 aai

dfe^
riLITY SERVICE
iUPPLV OF ELeCTPCJ
GM HATER

I.892.B40

LUliCl 0WM t lyil IIP

fi>x.y n> ctrM

STEAM
aOlUERS

& ENGINES
HP 9 6«9,7I0

RECIPROCATING
STEAM

ENGINES
IHP s.iis.eis

fNT£P7jAi_ C0U6USTCN CNCWCS
'ilS.ClL.fc IMP C60.i77

HtlTlMI PimFB IMP IIT^aTZ

Fig. I.

Dugald Clerk has estimated the total ])ower of the world
generated from coal alone as :

—

\\'orld's Power from Coal.
II. p.

World's factories 60,000,000
World's locomotives 19,000,000
W^orld's ships

—

Mercantile marine 10,000,000
Warships 13,000,000

Total 102,000,000

It is a painfnl travesty of modern civilisation to note that

the warships of the world absorb 30 per cent, more power than
the peaceful commerce carriers.

Coming to South Africa, the latest returns available are

those collected in 1913. Details are given in the following table

for each Province and for the power requirements of gold, dia-

mond and coal-nn'ning, base minerals, and industries.

It will be seen that as regards steam, gas, and oil power,
the requirements of the Transvaal are 80 per cent, of those of

the Union. The returns from the Cape are probably not com-
plete, as this was the first occasion on which they were made in

that Province.

Solar Porver.—It will be seen that i)ractically all oin- avail-

able energy has its source in the sun. This fact, and a know-
ledge of the enormous amount of heat energy stored up in the

sun, has provided one of the most fa.scinating problems of
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science, but the alluring problem of utilising directly the sun's

heat as a source of energ_v, and constructing a commercially suc-

cessful solar motor, has so far baffled all inventors, although it

has brought much grist to the mill of the patent agent.

It has been calculated that the solar energy is equivalent to,

80,000 h.p. per sq. yard of the surface of the sun. If there were
no absorption, Professor Fleming has calculated that the earth

would receive the equivalent of 250 x 10^- h.p., but owing to

atmospheric absorption, clouds, and obliquity of the rays, the

actual amount absorbed at the earth's surface is only 4 per cent.

to 10 per cent, of the solar heat delivered. Investigations, car-

ried out by Professor \'ery. led him to conclude that the amount
of solar energy received per annum at the earth's surface, on an

Fk;. 2.—Sliuinan's Sfilar Plant. Earlier Tvnc.

area of 100 s(|. metres, was equivalent, at the places iiuh'catcd,

to—
K.\\'.

Central Europe 4 to 6
Northern United States

S.\A\ United States
5 to 7

10 to T

;

hours.

millions.

3 millions.

millions.

In his Royal Institution Lectures in igii. Professor I. J.

TTiomson, the well-known i)hysicist, stated that, shining from a

clear sky. the sun send to the earth, energy at the rate oi 7.000
h.p. per acre. 1'his energy would be the heat e(|uivalent of

2^ feet thick l)c'(l of coal formed every vear.

But even tiie most ardent advocate of the solar engine does
not claim that it is ])racticable. except in the tropics, and even
then commercially impossible unless coal is at least £3 ])er ton.

(h^G of the earliest \v(M-kers in this field was Captain h)hn

Ericcson. who wc)rl;ed ])ersistc'ntl\ from 18^3 to 1S7S. and
Tun'lt in that time seven sun motors, ihe method adojited bring to

concentrate the sun's rays on a boiler, b'ventually lie succeeded
in obtaining about I h.p. for every 100 sq. feet of absorbing sur-

face, but finally abandoned his eltorts as commercially impracti-

cable. " The fact is." he admitted. " that, although the heat is

obtained for nothing, so expensive, costl\'. and complex is the
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cuncciurating' apparatus, that solar slcani is many times more
costly than steam pruchicod by burning fuel."'

Owing to the diffuse nature of the sun's rays, there is great

difhculty in trapping them etiiciently for practical purposes.

Some of the methods, such as the one of Shuman's shown by
V'xg. 2, make no effort to concentrate the heat rays, flere the

principle employed is that of the garden forcing- frame, in which
the rays are absorbed directly, the apparatus consisting of a

shallow Hat box covered with two layers of window glass, to

minimise loss from radiation. Coils of piping, painted black,

were placed in the box, these containing the water which was
converted into low-pressure steam. This ex])erimental plant,

erected at Penns3lvania in .1907, had a glass area of 1,080 sq.

feet, gave a steam pressure of 15 lb., and developed 33/2 h.p.

Naturally a company was formed to exploit the invention, and it

was stated that " if the results which are foreshadowed by the

experimental plant are confirmed by more extended trials, one of

the most perplexing problems will have been solved.*'

Efforts were afterwards directed to the system of concentrating

the sun's rays on a boiler, by means of parabolic reflectors, and
the first plant on a commercial scale was built by Shuman, at

Philadelphia, where 32 h.p. was obtained at mid-day with an
average of 14 h.p. during eight hours of the day. The experience

gained from this plant was utilised in the plant erected at Meadi,
near Cairo, in Jtine, 1913. This solar engine, one of the parabolic

reflectors of which is shown in Fig. 3, is used for jiumping water

Fig. 3.—Solar Plant at ^Meadi, near Cairo. Egypt. One of the focussing

mirrors which concentrate the sun's rays on the boilers.

for irrigation. It was visited in 1914 by Air. Ingham, one of the

Members of our Council, and a description was given by him in his

presidential address to the S.A. Institution of Engineers in 191 5.

Parabolic reflectors are used, constructed out of ordinary window
glass, silvered on the back. There are Ihxe such absorbers, each

200 feet long and 13 feet wide at the top, constructed of light

structural steel, the light reflected from the mirrors being caught

on the two sides of the long boilers made of thin ca^t-iron. which
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arc suspended at the focus, so that every 5 sq. feet of sunHght

received by the mirror is concentrated on i sq. foot of the boiler.

Steam is generated at atmospheric pressure and utihsed in a

specially-designed low-pressiu-e condensing engine. It is claimed

by the inventor that high-pressure steam could be generated, but

that radiation losses would be excessive. The heat absorbers,

carrying the boilers, are attached to rollers and gears carried on
concrete foundation-posts, and are turned slowly so as to face

the sun at all times of the day, this being done automatically by
means of a thermostat, which starts and stops the driving gear

from the engine. Special provision is made for expansion and
contraction, and the boilers are covered by a thin sheet of window
glass. A wind pressure of 30 lb. per sq. foot has been allowed

for.

Fig. 4.—Outline Map of Africa, showing the portion of the Sahara Desert
which, according to Shuman, would have to be covered with sun heat
absorbers to obtain every year a heat value equivalent to that of all

the coal mined in the world in the year jqoq.

Tiie engine is capable of dcvelo])ing 30 h.p. and constinies

22 lbs. of steam per i h.p. hour. The maximum power ol^tained.

however, has been ig.i h.j).. and in view of the fact that the i)lant

occupies % acre this has to be compared with the 7,000 h.p.,

which is the power equivalent of the radiant heat received.

Mr. Ingham considers that this plant has not proved a com-
mercial success. The essentials for stich would be a reasonable
first cost, and the estimated cost of the Cairo plant was £1.560,
or £31 per h.p. even if 50 h.p. were obtained, or over £80 |)er h.p.

based on the maximum power developed. There must also be
an absence of high maintenance charges, and the plant must be
simple in operation ; these conditions it is claimed are fulfilled.

The mechanical constrtiction must also be stich that the strongest

winds may be resisted. Assuming that 50 h.]). could be obtained

per acre, a t,000k.w. plant wotild occu])y about 27 acres. Btit prob-

ably, apart from the high initial cost and the tinweildly nature

of the i)lant, the principal drawback is the intermittent nature of
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the pmvcr su]i]il\
. ll is not likcl_\ that a solar entwine would be avail-

able for more than ).? of the day, or, say, 3.000 hours ])er annum.
This disadvantaoe has been elearly realised by solar entwine

inventors, who have included, amongst otiicr contrivances to

obviate it. a conil)ination of a windmill for use in cloudy weather,

compressed air tanks, electrical storage batteries, and water

pumped into a highl\- elevated reservoir and then used to drive a

water turbine.

If engineers mav be sceptical. Sluuuan. the inventor, is

undoubtedly optimistic. Starting with the statement fre(|uently

quoted, that all the coal mined in the world is e(|uivalent to

270,000.000 h.p. continuously throughout the \-ear, and assuming
that his Cairo plant developes 50 h.]). during a lo-hours day. and
that it occupies less than i acre, and that it intercepts 13.270 sq.

Fig. 5.—Sugsestion for utilising a sun-backed roof for solar engine for

heating purposes.

feet, or less than ^ acre of sunlight, he proceeds to unfold a

wonderful scheme of power production. He calculates that it

would only be necessary to cover 20,250 sq. miles, or a square of

143 miles side, of ground in the Sahara desert with sun-heat

absorber units, spaced as wide apart as they are at Cairo, to give

perpetually the 270 million h.p. per year to equal all the coal

mined in 1909. Fig. 4 shows to scale the space occupied In this

])ower-i)lant on the map of Africa.
" Stu'ely." he says, " from this showing, the htiman race can

see that sun-power can take care of them for all time to come."

The cost of this truly American scheme he estimates at £19.700
millions sterling. " But," he continues, '' this vast investment

Avould not be made for or by the individual, but for and by the

entire httman race, and we can safely assume the human race to

survive all the coal and oil fields by many thousands of xears.
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Hence its overwhelming value to posterity and its capacity for

practically infinite expansion."
" One thing I feel sure of," he adds, " and that is that the

human race must finally utilise direct sun-power, or revert to

barbarism, and I would recommend all far-sighted engineers and
inventors to work in this direction to their own profit and the

eternal welfare of the human race."

A coalless world will not be so bad after all if onlx' Mr.
Shuman's advice is taken.

Other devices are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

I am informed that the system is in use in California and
other parts of America for heating ])urposes. There seems no
reason why it should not l)e developecl in this direction. cs]uxMally

in South Africa.

Fig. 6.—Suggestion to combine solar energy and a fuel-heated boiler

for an ammonia engine.

JVind Poivcr.—Currents of air have been em])loyed from the

earliest times as a moti\^e })ower for marine ]jro])ulsion ; and
sailing ships, at the present day, ])lay a by no means negligil)le

part in the carrying power of the world. Ihil the variation of the

wind in intensity and direction has militated against the general

adoption of wind prime-movers. The earliest authenticated record
of the erection of a windmill bears the date tiqi. but there is

reason to believe that it is of earlier origin. The crude con-

struction of the earlier types have given way. under scientific

engineering treatment, to the modern forms, but used as t hex-

mainly have been for corn-grinding, they could not ho])e to com-
pete with modern prime-movers or electric supply giving a reli-

able and continuous source of ]K)wer. and have consequently only

siuwived in isolated parts, and mainly for small pumping ])lants.

driving light farming machinery, and to a \erv limited extent for

the generation of electricitw l-^or such ])uriioses. a considerable

industry has been (levelojied. It was recently stated that tlic

production of windmills in the L^nitcd .States had increased four-

fold during the ])r(.'\-ious ten years, and the making of windmills

now constitutes, I believe, one of om" few .'^outh African indus-

tries.

While the drawbacks are to a great extent similar to those

for sun-])ower. there can be no denying the fact that a windmill

is an exceedingly convenient motor. The motive fluid costs
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nothing, and, when it has (U»nc its work, no i)rovision has to be

made for its removal. In the smaller sizes, the maehines are low-

in first cost; practically no attention is rerpiired in runninji^, and

maintenance costs are almost neijligible. ( )nly lii^ht foundations

are retjuired; they are easily erected, and hein,i;- _a^enerally of steel

construction, thev are capable of withstandinj^' heavy ^ijales, while

they will start up under light breezes. For pumping water and
other ptu-j>©ses in which tise of an intermittent character can be

made they are admirably ada])ted, but the power obtained musi

alwavs be small, as shown by Table ill.

TA 13 LF-: III.

Wind Velocity.

Si/e of Mill.
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has to be turned to the wind nianualh- Ijv means of a tinil)er

balk.

At a later date the house was sui:)])orte(l on a masonry or
Avooden base ( Fig-. 8), and this {y\)v (leve]oi)ed into the familiar

Fig. 9.—Modern I'ower Mill Fic. 10.—Mddern .Steel Windmill

tovv-er mill (Fig-. 9), to whieh an automatic veerin,s; mechanism
was added.

The modern light steel tower windmill ( l-'ig. 10). so_

familiar to the farmer and the suburban dweller, is made en-
tirely of metal.

l-'lC. II.

—

Steel Windmill, ^oft. diam. Pr,

Imc. 12.

—

I'lUlirs Windni

Fig. I r shows a modern winchnill, _:;3 feet diameter em-
[)loyed tor dynamo driving and pumping.

Mtich activity is still, however, being displayed in cxolving
new ideas. The principal objects sought after are to move the
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wnccl ant(ini;itically. so as to ])r(.'vciU datnaj^c in a storm, and to

<lcsi.y^n the wheel so that no veerinj^" is necessary, tlic wheel
working;' e(|uall\ well with the wind blowing in any difection.

The windmill, h'ig. 12. designed by the late Professor Blyth.

of the (ilasgow Technical College, is worth}' of notice as fnl-

fdling both objects.

Fig. 13 shows another similar design in which th.e veering-

is assisted by two tnrbine wheels carrying a vane, and monnted
on a horizontal axis.

Many attempts have been tnade to constrnct large-power

windmills; one snch is shown in I-"ig. 14. bnt is not likelv ever

to be erected.

Wind-power, it will therefore be seen, can never hope to

be a serious rival to fnel for motive-power pnrposes.

Fk;. I. -Windmill ('Asij^urd Id wnrk with the wind hl(i\vin<-; in any
(lircotio!!.

J Tare and Tidal Energy.—The ntilisation of the energy

of waves and tides has always had a fascination for many
inventors, some of them engineers of high standing. The total

mechanical power of the world is said io have been doubled

dnring the past 20 years or so. and fears that, shonld this

increase continne. the world's snpplx of fnel, now by far the

principal source of power, will l)ecome exhausted, have given

rise to many inventions for the utilisation of the enormous
power going to waste in the tides. The majorit\- of these

pro])Osals are exceedingly crude, and mechanically are quite

impossible, although some invetitors are sanguine enough to
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suggest that the forees of nature will be adapted and made
-subservient to the use of man as soon as the enhanced i^rice of

coal makes the ])ressure felt. Hie layman has observed the

foolish waste of power when the many millions of tons of ship-

ping in harljours are raised and lowered lo to 20 feet every

dav. and have conseciuenth" tioodcd the world with manv fan-

FiG. 14.— Suggcsu-d large puwer Windmill.

tastic schemes for the utilisation of wave and tidal jjower. But
they forget that the work' done by tides is only enormous because

of its \ast extent, and the time element has to be considered.

To raise a vessel of 50,000 tons displacement a vertical distance

of 10 feet involves an expenditure of under 85 h.p. if the time

taken to do it is six hours. And then it is not fully realised

that a considerable fall is necessary, unless an enormous quantity

of water is available, to give a useful amount of i)0wer. l-'or

i'lc. . 15.— \\ aw and tiravity Alotor.

exam])le, a horse -power inv a da\ ot id liours re(|uires about

1.200 tons of watei" falling from a heiglu of 10 feet, so that to

develo]) under this lu-ad i.ooo h.p. would re(|uire 1,200,000 tons

of water, or over lo.cioo.ooo cubic Uct per day ot 10 hours.

The less ambititnis schemes ado] it wave-motors, the power
being generally utilised to comj)ress air, though sometimes, in

all iiuiocence, electric generation has been suggested.
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Fig". 15 shows one in which the aUernale ])ull of a weit^hted

rope, passing over a pulley, and a Hoating tank o])erates 1)\' gear-

ing- two air-compressor cylinders.

Fig. 16, taken from the Sciciitifii- . I lucrlcaii, shows some
recent inventions which have heen dexiscd for the purijose of

obtaining power from rlie waves. The first consists of a

central scpiare float, carrying air-c()nii)ressors, the oscillation of

the side-tioats cansing air to be delivered into the receiver shown,
The advantage of this method is clamied bv the inventor to be.

J'u;. lO.— l^'uur (k'vices for obtaining powc=r irom waves.

that power is generated inde])endently of the direction of the

waves, because the auxiliary floats extend in four directions.

l"he next method consists of a large floating vessel, open at one

side, to the bottom of which is attached a hollow triangular

piece with movable hinged vanes. The incoming waves cause

these vanes to be folded against the triangular centre, and, on

the return, water flows through the o])en back of the triangular

frame and opens out the vanes, thus operating air-com})ressors.

In the third method shown, the oscillation of two floats com-
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presses air into a receiver, and this compressed air drives a

dynamo by means of an air motor. The remaining method
dei)ends upon the greater motion of the surface water as com-
pared with water at a greater depth, the vertical axis with
attached pistons tending to remain stationary while the cylinders

attached to the floats by their reciprocating motion circulate oil

through a rotarv engine, which in turn drives a dvnamo.

h'lG. \'j.—Paddle wlieels propelled by tlu' surf.

Many of the wave-motors so-called depend for their action

on the horizontal travel of the water. One such surf-machine
is shown in Fig. 17. Paddle-wheels, carried on floats, by their

rotation due to the motion of the Avatcr to and fro. operate air-

compressors.

An arrangement by which a trolley carrying a series of
plates is driven by the surf \\\^ the beach, lifting meantime a
weight to facilitate its return, is shown in Fig. iK.

I'lc. 18.— l)e\ice for obtaiiiinj; power from the surf.

The next arrangement ( JMg. M)) for lUilising the surf has
occurred to many in\entors. The iiUention is to utilise the
enormous torce of the waves on a sleej), rock\- shore, air being
compressed into cells, formed in concrete ])\- the incoming water,
the return of the compressed air being ])re\ente(l b\- automatic
valves on tlie (leli\er_\ pi]K's.

It does not appear likelx that much useful i)ower is going
to be gained by wrive and stnf motors. There is alwavs the
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cHff'iculty that floats must have an imnicnsc area in order to give

power of any eonimereial value, while the foree of the waves
dining" a storm may wreek any machine which man can devise.

A certain amount of success has actually been attained in

the utilisation ol tidal cuitl;} , antl some important sclunies have
been brought forward. The tides i)la\- an imixntant ])an in

modern harbour arrangements, and the familiar example of tlie

barges floated up and down the jhames is an example of the

use of tidal energy. it is a matter of great interest to note

that loo years ago the water supply of London was mainly
derived from the tidal energy of the Thames. Owing to the

obstruction caused by the arches of ( )ld London Bridge, there

was a fall of foiu* feet, and this supi)lied the motive ])ower of

undershot water-wheels and pum])s placed under some of the

arches.

The usual method suggested is to impound the rising tide

in a i3ond or reservoir, and on the ebb of the tide to utilise the

Fig. 19.—Compressing air into receivers by means of the surf.

flow to drive water-wheels or turbines. But the great obstacle

to success is, that power is only available during the ebb of the

tide, and even then the head for continuous out]nit is not more
than one-third the range of minimum tides, wdiile the head of

water is continually varying ; the falls being low, and the ratio

of maximum to minimum head being great, the conditions are

very unfavourable for the efficient working of a hydraulic tur-

bine. Further, owing to the enormous cost of masonry dams,
it is necessary to take advantage of the natural configuration

of a coast, to render any scheme worthy of a thought.

It is a fact not generally known that there .'ire three tidal

corn-mills working, or at any rate until recently, in Lngland.

One of these, at Walton-on-Naze, is shown in Fig 20. The
ebbing tides drives an old-fashioned undershot waiter-wheel,

under an average head of 5 feet, for a period of about iive hours
per day. Many proposals have been made to utilise both the

flowing and ebbing tide; such a one is shown in Fig. 21. One
tidal scheme at Havana is said to be successful, and to be still

doing useful work. Another w-as actually installed at Cowes,
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Isle of Wight, but proved a failure. Various large schemes have
been brought forward from time to time during recent years,

the most important being the Chichester, Alenai Straits, and
Bristol schemes. The Chichester scheme was estimated to pro-

vide 8,000 h.p. at a capital expenditure of £300,000. That at

the Menai Straits was to cost £542,000 and yield 14,500 h.p. ; but

the most ambitious proposal is that for Bristol, estimated to give

Fig. 20.—Tidal ^lill at Walton-on-the-Naze.

240,000 h.p. available for the whole day at neap tides, with an
additional 300,000 h.p. available for 10 hours per day at spring

tides, the capital exj^enditure to involve the enormous sum of

£9,534,000. Capital has not, so far, been forthcoming, but the

inventors continue to be enthusiastic. Picturing the time when
the world's power will be derived from the tides, one says :

" The
manufacturing city, no\\- one of eternal smoke and vitiated atmos-

Fic. 21.—Mill driven by a stroain from a tidal reservoir.

phere, will then Ik'couk' the city of light, health, and cleanliness."

It would a])iiear to be fairly certain that there is no field for tidal

schemes as long as coal remains at its present value.

IVater Power.—Flowing water was applied for the produc-
tion of power over 2,000 years ago, and it is the earliest utilised

motive i)ower of which we have any records. In the early appli-

cations crude water-wheels were used, generally ai)plied to the
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grinding' of corn, and for nian\ ccnlnries these remained the only

anxih'aries to animal power. Althongh water-wheels were gradit-

all\' im])rove(l. they still remained inefficient and cumbrons
machines and of com[)aratively low ])ower, since they are incap-

able of ntilising high falls. The largest water-wheel ever erected

('at I.axey. Isle of .Man) (shown in h^ig. 22) was 72 ft.

in diameter and develo])ed 150 h.]). The introduction

of steam ])ower. towards the end of the eighteenth cen-"

tnr_\-, caused water power to be greatly neglected, but

the development in recent years has been trulv remark-

able, due in the hrst j)lace to the gradual imi)rovement of

the hydraulic turbine (invented "about 1840), making it possible

for larger and higher waterfalls to be harnessed, but mainly

to the ])ossibility of long-distance electrical transmission on an

economical basis. enal)linir reu'iote sottrces of enero\- to be bi-ought

Fn .—Overs!nJt Water-wheel at Laxc\-, Isle of Man.

to industrial centres; but the use of electricity for chemical and
metallurgical [)urposes has done more than anything else

to focus jniblic attention on water-power schemes—indeed. man\'
chemical manufactures are only possible due to cheap electric

power obtained hydraulically. It is estimated that the total

capital invested in hydraulic i)Ower inidertakings in the world
is probabl)- over £500,000,000 at the present day.

Although water power owes its origin to evaporation by the

sun, hydraulic turbines receive their energy in the mechanical
form without any intermediate state of transformation, as in

the case of heat engines, which convert heat energ}' into mechani-

cal work. Efficiencies of 80 per cent, are easily obtainable, and
hydraulic turbines are now made in single units up to 20,000 h.p.

Improvements now enable high heads as well as low heads to be
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Utilised : in Worcestershire, luigland, there is a water turbine

installation developing 40 h.p. wifli a fall of only 2 feet, while

at Lake Tunav, Switzerland, there is a plant with an ettective

head of 3,018 feet, each cubic foot of water per second yielding

260 h.p. It militates against small water power schemes that the

water supply is generally intermittent, so that a storage reser-

voir may be necessary.

As compared with water ])ower, heat engines liave the

advantages of greater elasticity of site, thus obviating long-

distance transmission, and although water power is available,

the heavv capital cost required mav render water power much
more costlv than steam power, in spite of extremely low running

and maintenance charges, and the position is, in manv instances,

complicated bv the cost of electrical transmission. T'ut there is

one instance in California where power is economically trans-

mi'tted a distance of 232 miles, the electrical pressure being

50,000 volts. The (juestion of the maximum economical distance

of transmis'-ion for water jxiwer schemes is. of course, one

which can onl\- be solved l)v the consideration of many factors.

CaDital cost is the main deciding factor in water power
installations. The average first cost of all American water

power schemes is given at £40 per h.p. developed, and it was
stated in a paper read at the British .Vssociation meetino^ in 191

2

that with water power scheme^ costing un to £20 per h.p. no
steam plant could compete. Tn the admiral)le report on Electro-

chemical Industries, issued by the Development of Resources

Committee of the South African Institute of Electrical

Eup^ine^^r'i. the followino' comparison between steam and water

power is .oiven :

—

Cost ov Electricity.

" Steam Pmccr Station.—With a modern steam generating
station, assuming a capacity of 5,000 K.W., and a .suitable site

with a j)lentiful supply of cooling water, the total capital cost

should not exceed £15 ])er K.W'. for plant, with a further £5 per

K.W. for buildings and land. With a load factor of 0.83
per cent., the capital charges at 10 per cent, amoutit to 0.067

per unit, luiel with coal at 11,000 B.T.U.. costing 7s. 6d. per

ton, would amount to nearly 0.15 pence j^er unit. Repairs,

maintenance and stores about 0.06 pence ; labour and manage-
ment, say, 0.07 pence, so that the 'total cost—with the good load

factor of ?>2, per cent.—should not exceed 0.35 pence per unit.

" Water Poiver Station.—Where suitable water power is

available so 'that the capital cost is, say, £30 per K.W. of plant,

the cajiital charge is (on the same basis as above) o.i pence
j)er unit generated. I'or re])airs and maintenance allow 0.04
pence, and for labour and management 0.06 ])ence. so that in

this case the total cost should be under 0.2 jience ])er unit."

On these figures ithe cost for a horse power year would
be £9.53 for steam ])Ower, and £5.45 for water ])ower.
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It is dittioult to ublain reliable ilala as to the total amount
i>f water power available and utilised in the world. Professor
Gibson estimates the water pcjwer of the world at 200.000.000
h.p., and that the United States alone is ca])able of producing

35-55 million h.p. From the rainfall of the United Kingdom
and the assumption that 5 ])er cent, could have a fall of 500
feet, it has l)een calculated that nearly _' million h.p. could be

obtained for S hours ])er day throughout the year. Professor

Forbes has stated that the available water h.p. in Scotland alone

is equal to T.000,000 h.p. ; while referring to the United Kingdom,
Dugald Clerk says, " By great engineering works it might be

just possible to obtain ])crhaps 3,000,000 h.p. from areas which

could be given up for this purpose."

In a paper recently read before the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers, the following estimate of power developed by

water turbines is given for Europe, United States, and Canada
in i()Ti. (Table TV):

—
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It is generally assumed that the developed water [)o\ver of the

world is in the vicinity of 13.000,000 h.p.

Coming to South Africa, the only definite data available is

that at the end of 1913, when the latest returns were made,
power was being developed in the Union, from water wheels and
turbines, to the extent of only 9,157 h.p., or less than i.i per

Gent, of the total power of the Union, railways and transport

excluded. In giving evidence before the Transvaal Power Com-
mission, Mr. A. Karlson, of the Irrigation Department, estimated

the available hydraulic power in tlie Transvaal and Swaziland
to be 250.000 h.p., and 'that the cost of the average of 50,000
h.p. transmitted from Kaapmuiden to Waterval Boven, a dis-

tance of 68 miles, would be £1 19s. per h.p. year. At Niagara
Falls, it may be mentioned, power is being supplied at £3.6 per

h.p. per annum on a capital outlay of £45 per h.p.

According to the Power Commissions report, the objects

of the Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co., as stated in the

articles of association, are of the widest character, and contem-

plate, amongst others, " To supply the immense existing and
prospective industries of the Rand and of Rhodesia with

electrical power generated from the Victoria Falls on the

Zambesi River, and auxiliary steam power stations in the

vicinity of Johannesburg." In 1906, the Company acquired from

the African Concessions Syndicate the preferent right for 75
years to develope 250,000 K.W. (equal to 335,000 h.p.) from

the Victoria Falls. The project has apparently, for the time

being, been regarded as impracticable, but, in the Victoria Falls.

South Africa possesses a valuable asset for the future.

The largest hydraulic power installation in South .\frica

is at Barberton, thir, being capable of developing 3.000 h.p.

There are installed at the Penhalonga Mines, in Southern

Rhodesia, two Pelton wheels, each cai)able of developing 375
h.p. under a head of 350 feet. In connection with tlie new
water su])ply works for Ca])e Town, a hydro-electric trans-

mission scheme is under consideration.

It is, T think, apparent to anyone who studies the subject,

that water power must become of increasing importance; indeed,

so much is this realised that in some countries the (|uestion of a

.state monopoly has arisen: its present neglect in this country

is mainly due to the sui)ply of cheaj) coal.

Inlcnuil Ileal of the luirth.—There can 1)e no (juestion that

an enf)rnious amount of power is represented by the internal

heat of the earth, but the j^roblem is how to utilise it. Attempts

have been made to harness hot springs, but the i)ower represented

is too diminutive. It has even been suggested that the con-

tinuous streams of molten lava which flow to the sea at Stromboli

represent power going to waste. Dealing with the possibility
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of utilisino' the earth's internal heal, the lion. Sir Charles

Parsons, in his address, as President of the luigineering Section

of tlie British Association for the Advancement of Science, (Hs-

cussed the feasibihty of sinking a bore hole 12 miles deep, at

which depth the temperature of the rock would probably be over

270° F., and down which water would be pumped to return to

the earth's surface at a high tem|)erature ; but the idea was
abandoned as a hopeless conception, while involving the expendi-

ture of millions, even if it were feasible.

Recently a Johannesbiu-g engineer propounded a scheme in

which he proposed to utilise the slight difference of temperature

between the surface of the sea and that at a lower depth, due to

the sun's radiation, with the object of pumping salt water up-

country for irrigation purposes. A paper was actually read

before the leading engineering society, but as it was not pub-

lished in the proceedings, the idea has been lost to the world at

large.

Power Production from Fuel.—From the figures (|uoted

from the first census of power production in 1907, it will be

seen that over 91 per cent, of the total power development in the

United Kingdom in that year was obtained from coal burned
in boilers. The corresponding percentage for the Union of

South Africa is 95.

The anxiety over the supply of this, the most important of
all fuels, has led to investigations as to the available sources of

supply. The appointment of a Royal Commission on Coal
Supplies in 1903 gave recognition to the importance of the sub-

ject, but, although the report made it clear that in the future

Great Britain would have to generate power otherwise than from
coal, or depend on foreign markets, in which case price would
seriously handicap her as a manufacturing nation, nothing

tangible has resulted, the general feeling being one of apathy.

During the past year, Dugald Clerk selected the subject of

fuel and motive power supplies as the subject of the Thomas
Hawksley lecture at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

and the question has been recently brought forward prominently

by Professor Bone, of the Imperial Institute of Technology, in

Royal Institution lectures and in papers contributed at the last

British Association meeting, and to the Society of Chemical

Industry.

It is a fact, fully recognised, that the industrial and com-

mercial position of a country is to a great extent dependent

on a cheap fuel supply. It is, therefore, of some interest to

consider the coal resources of the world and their distribution.

The latest estimate, that of the International Geological Congress

of 1913, gives the following, losses in mining being neglected.
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TABLE V.

Estimate of the Coal Reserves of the World.

(In million tons.)
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TABLE VI.

Coal Resources of Afric.v.

(In million tons.)
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for the three principal industrial countries, which supply over

80 per cent, of the total coal, is s^iven in Tahle VII.*

Table VII.

Coal Production of the United States, Great Britain, and Ger-

many.—Quinquennial Averages 1900 to 1914.

—

Millions of

tons per annum.

United States, (ireat Britain. rierman\'.

iyoo-4 288.2

1905-9 400.5

1910-14 519-2

Approximate percentage rate

of increase (compound in-

interest) f 6.0

226.8
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cising the minds of all critical thinkers. I^rofessor Annstroiiij

fJ.S.C'.r.. Fch. K). 1916) says:

—

" I'hc priinar}- jjolitical issnc in connection witli coal to

be considered some day in the not distant futnre, thongh not

yet T imagine, will be tliat of the ownership of onr national

tnel snpplies. \W" should be prepared and prepare to deal with

this grave ])roblem in an absolutely jihilosophic and scientitic

manner, without tinge of political feeling; it v.'ill be a thorny

one to attack, but it is inevitable that it should l)e attacked.
" ( )ne of the greatest questions to be discussed to an issue

in the near future will be tlie extent to which such raw materials

as coal should be allowed to leave a countr}- which is imdoubtedly

a home of industrialism."

.\t an\- rate, there would appear to be a growing desire in

certain cjuarters for the re-imposition of the coal export tax in

Great Britain. One scientist advocates that tlie proceeds from
such a tax should be ear-marked for investigations u])on coal

and fuel economy, and in loans in aid of improved methods of

using fuel. It is a well known fact that the taxation of coal

is already in force in Westphalia, the amount raised being

expended partly for the benefit of the workers, but mainly for

the education of the miners and officials engaged in the industry,

several Schools of Mines being maintained in this way.

Coming to South Africa, the coal output for th;.' L^nion

during the past five years is shown in Table \TII ( i ton, 2,000

lbs. ), the figures for 1915 having been kindly supplied in advance
by the (iovernment Mining Engineer. It will be seen that

the Transvaal provides about 63 per cent, of the total coal sold,

and that the price is also the lowest in the Union. As compared
with the total world's reserves, as already seen. South Africa

is very poor in coal.

It is evident that, to conserve our coal rcs(jurces, there are

two courses open to us, z'i::. :—

( I ) To adopt every possible means of increasing the effi-

ciency when coal is used and heat converted into work, so that

a smaller amount may suffice to do the world's work.

(2) To utilise to the utmost natural sources of energy, such

as water power, which is a permanent source of energy, and not

a wasting asset like coal ; to utilise other fuels; and to endeavour

to obtain substitutes, the supply of which could be continued

when the world's coal reserves are exhausted.

It is unfortunatclv impossible, for thermodynamic reasons,

to convert more than a fraction of the heat energ\- of coal into

mechanical work, and an actual engine has not more than 60

per cent, of the efficiency of an ideal one, due to inevitable losses.

The greater amount: of coal used for power production is

consumed in boilers, and in these the amount of heat lost may
be as much as ;o ixr cent. Recently-published ( Jlugiuccying,
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April, loif)) results of lOO tests made on boilers of the Lanca-
>Iiire tyi)e, suj)plyinij jKjwer to factories and various industrial

concerns in I'.n^land, showed that tlie mean thermal efficiency

obtained was ()2.o^^ per cent., and. assuming the h'ii:,h averaj^e

indicated tiiermal efficiency of 15 per cent, for the eno^ine, this

would give a plant efficiency of 9.3 j)er cent., that is. less than

10 per cent, of the heat of the coal is converted into work. It

is. however, ])ossible at the present day, in an up-to-date boiler

of the water-tube type. sui)plied with auxiliaries such as

mechanical .stokers, economisers, superheaters, mechanical
draught, automatic dampers, and such scientific guides as auto-

matic COo recorders to transfer 80 per cent, of the heat of the

coal to the steam. And then the introduction of the comiioimd
engine, the steam turbine made in single units up to nearly ^^5,000

h.p., and more recently the I'niflow engine, has raised the indi-

Kk;. 24.—Meat Jun.rjiy Strtain fur Cf impound Coiulcnsiiiy Engine.

cated thermal etliciency to 2t, jter cent. The diagram. P'ig. 24,

taken from I'rofessor Dalby's book on " Steam [•ower," gives an

indication of the heat losses in a compotind steam-engine boiler

plant.

From the figures of coal production quoted, it will i)e realised

that a saving of even 10 per cent, in boiler efficiency represents

an enormous quantity of coal; on the basis of 120,000,000 tons

of coal used for power jjroduction in (Ireat Britain a saving

greater than the total coal mined in South Africa.

In giving evidence before the Royal Commissions on Coal

Supplies, Dr. Beilby (now Sir (ieorge Beilby), who was Presi-

dent of the Chemical Section during the visit of the British

Association to South Africa, calculated that, taking the total

home consumption of coal in (ireat Britain in that year (1903)

as 168 million tons, there w-as a possible saving of 60 per cent.

to be obtained by more scientific utilisation. Details are given

in Table IX.
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TABLE IX.
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It is evident that the IVansvaal Coal ( )\viiers' .Xssocialion

did not view with any satisfaction the conservation ol the finest

asset which any country in the world can possess. It called

for the remedial attention of the (iovertnnent " to the ^ecurinij;

of the greatest ])ossil)le consimiption of coal." and even sug-

gested to the Power Commission as a remedy for the decrease

in the coal trade, which they feared would result, that ctxd

shotdd be so cheapened by the reduction of railway rates that

mining companies might be induced to retain their inefficient

steam ]jlants. instead of purchasing ])ower. and maintain the

existing consumption of fuel. The Commission. h()we\er. con-

sidered that " it would be unwdse and unreasonal)le in the best

interests of the country that the gold-mining industry should be

iBm.
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Fig. J5.—Approximate sub-<livisions showing the uses to which the coal

consunud in tlic United Kingdom was applied in igoj and i<)ii.

artificially deterred from reai)ing the economic benefits from
improved scientific methods."

The report further states that " the Coal Owners' Asso-
ciation offered strenuous opposition to the proposal to establish

a hydraulic power station on the Crocodile River." but the

Commission wisely declared that no question of coal output

should " intltience the decision whether stich available water
power should be utilised to the best advantage."

Perhaps it is not full\ realised outside the Rand how enor-

mous are the undertakings of the \'ictoria halls and Transvaal

Power Co. and the Rand Mines Power Sui)ply Co. The
following table (X), gives a list of the power generators at the

various stations, together with the A-oltage and the lengths of

the transmission lines .

—
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TABLE X.

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Po\v):r Co. and Rand

Mines Power Supply Co.

POWER EQUIPMENT OF STATIONS.

Station.



I



S.A. Assn. for Adv. of Science. 1916. Pl. 2.

J-'jG. 25.—Vereeniging Power Station of the Victoria Falls and

Transvaal Power Co. Capacity 44,000 K.W.

Yn^ 27.—Interior of Roshcrvillc Power Station.

Capacity, 86,000 K.W.

PowEu Gener.\tio.n on the Rand by the Victori.v F.\lls and

Transvaal Power Co.

Prof. J. Orr.—Sources of Energy and Economy in Fuel.
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is shown by the next photograph, Fig. 28, one of the turbo-

generators, occupying a floor space of about 50 feet x 15 feet,

and giving 10,000 k.w., or 13,400 h.p. Fig. 29 shows the interior

of the Robinson Central Air-Compressor Sub-Station, contain-

ing five olectrically-driveii air compressors, having a total of

20,000 h.p. The Rand possesses by far the most important

system of compressed air distribution in the world, nearly 70,000

h.p. being distributed through mains 20 miles long to mines having

a distance apart of 14 miles.

One of the immediate effects of the initiation of this huge

power scheme was that, the boiler plant Ijeing suitably arranged,

it is possible to utilise fine or " duff " coal, which forms 20 per

cent, to 30 per cent, of the mine output, and which had hitherto

been considered a waste product and been placed on the dump
and burned. Originally obtainable at about 6d. per ton. it now
costs about 2s. 6d. at the colliery, but the S.A. Railways, being

conducted on so-called business principles, increase this j)rice by

over 200 per cent., so that the average cost at the power stations

is about 8s. per ton.

It is painful to think of the many thousands of tons of this

valuable fuel still being destroyed, especially in Natal. A few
years ago I visited the majority of the Natal collieries, and was
so impressed by this terrible waste that on my return I wrote

an article, entitled " The Waste of Coal," which was published

in the S.A. Mining Journal. But the waste still goes on!

Readers of technical journals are fully acquainted with the

efforts which are now being made to arouse ])ublic opinion on
the necessity of fuel economy. Attention is specially directed

to the carbonisation of coal in gas works and coke ovens, with

a view to the recovery of the valuable bye-products, tar Dud
ammonia, from which can be obtained that valuable fertilizer,

ammonium sulphate, and the efficient utilisation of the gases ])ro-

duced in coke ovens. It is stated that not more than 20 per

cent, of the total coal consumed in Great Britain is so used that

the bye-products may be recovered. Efforts arc being directed

towards the low temperature carbonisation of coal ; it produces
less gas and a more friable coke (coalite), but the yield of volatile

products is increased. T-rofessor Armstrong urges that the

suggested coal-tax should be utilised " in developing suitable

methods of coking coal so as to conserve, as far as possible, all

valuable products, and at the same time pnxluce fuel for public

use."

He goes so far as to ask " whether drastic action should
not be taken to put an end to much of the waste in burning raw
coal, at all events in the case of that burnt by domestic users,"

and suggests a law " forbidditig the use of raw coal for domestic
purposes—such enactment to come into force at latest ten years
hence."
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Fig. 28.—One of the five 10,000 K.W. Turbo-Generators at the

Rosherville Power Station.

Fig. 29.—Interior of Robinson Central Air-Compressor Sub-

Station. Capacity, 20,000 H.P.

Prof. J. Orr.— Sources of Energy and Economy in Fuel.
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JJow iip.portanl co<il-1ar ])r()(liK-t.s arc ai the present day is

shown by Table XI 1. which represents diagrammatically the

derivatives of coal-tar. 'J'his is a snbject which I hope will

continue to be emphasised in the chemical section. Too long;

lias the British peoi)lc been content to leave the manufacture of

coal-tar jiroducts to the Germans. ;md it is onh* now. when the

su])ply has i)een cm oft", tlial the trn.c j^osition is generally

realised.

The question of fuel economy was taken by the British

Association at the Manchester meetiiii^ last year. A committee
was formed under the chairmanship of Professor Bone, and five

sub-committees have now been formed, as under:

—

TA15LE XII.

Flrat Products from Goal Tar

Sulphatf oi An

- First Ruaningv

- Anlhraccnf Oil

1- Hard Pitch

1. Chemical and Statistical (including the chemical nature

of coal and the character of the principal British coal

seams). Chairman: Dr. J. T. Dunn, of Newcastle-on-

Tyne.

2. Carbonisation (including gas works, coking ovens, low

temperature distillation, and the utilisation of products

derived therefrom). Chairman: Mr. T. Y. Greener,

of Beamish, Co. Durham.

3. Pozvcr and Steam Raising (including experiments of

public power schemes). Chairman: Mr. Chas. Merz,

of London.
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4. Metallurgical (Iron and Steel) and Ceramic Industries.

Chairman: Dr. J. E. Stead, F.R.S., of Middlesborough.

5. Domestic Smoke Prevention (itiduding problems relative

to domestic heating). Chairman: Mr. E. D. Simon,

of Manchester.

It is a question worthy of consideration whether this Asso-

ciation should not ofifer its co-operation in such important

matters.

A company has laid down, in Natal, works now nearing

completion, for producing ammonia from coal with the object of

making ammonium sulphate. But no provision is made for the

Dampfr-..

?• fb/mina
^ Cemburtion

Chambtf:

Morizontal Section

A-B

flTodin^ and

Fic. 30.—Bettington Powdered Fuel I'.oiler.

utilisation of the gases, which it is proftosed to waste, except in

so far as they are recjuired for tiring the boilers for the auxiliary

machinery, and may be available for doubtful new industries.

Surely internal combustion engines to utilise all waste gases, and
to drive electric generators for use in such electro-chemical

industries as the manufacture of calcium carbide, cyanamide
and its derivatives, might reasonably have been expected to form
]>ari of such a scheme. The object of the works is to produce
ammonium sulphate, of which the world's production in 1914
was 1,365,700 tons. But in the newer process nitrogen, obtained
from liquefied air. may be directly combined with hydrogen under
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the inlliKMicc u! a caialv >t, and iJo.cxx) ions arc said to have
hecn produccHl by ilii> imihod in 1914; with tlic extensions in

])rogress, the \ ieUl w ill he hrought up to 300,000 tons per annum.
Tar is not contemplated as one of the products at the Natal
works, hecause the object is the maxinuun production of am-
uionir.ni sulphate, and the coal is said to be anthracitic; but why
waste a national asset in the way proposed, by allowing thou-
scukIs of horse-power to be ruthlessly destroyed?

I'uzvdercd Fuel Firing.— This is an ideal system for the effi-

cient combustion of coal. It is in use for firing the eement kilns

at Pretoria and X'entersburg Road cement works, and is becoming
common in metallurgical works generally. It is the system
adopted in the Bettington boiler (the ])rinrip]c of which is shown
in Fig. 30). which has been installed at various works and
mines in South Africa. It has the great advantage, from the

fuel economy point of view, that it can utilise coal of a very
])oor quality, and from the power station point of view that

steam may be got up in 20 minutes. Tests made by me, assisted

i)y the students of the S.A. School of Tvlines and Technology,
through the courtesy of Prof. Dobson, M.Sc, M.Eng., the

General ^Manager, on two boilers of approximatelv 3.000 h.p.

each, one a marine type Babcock & Wilcox, as used by the Vic-

toria Falls and Transvaal Power Co., and the other a Bettington

boiler, both at the power station of Johannesburg Municipalitv.

gave the following results :

—

TABLE Xlll.

Results of Tests made on the Robeson-Bettington
BOILER AXD THi: ]>AI5COCK AND WiLCOX MARIN)-. TyPE
Boii.ek.

Item.
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factors, sucli a^ installation, running and maintenance costs,

have to be taken into consideration, and, probably due to the

fact that cheap coal can be burned in mechanical stokers, the

powdered fuel system, apart from the Bettington boiler, does

not appear to be making much ])rogress. lUit it is used in the

United States for locomotive firing, and a trial of tb.e sy.-tem

in South Africa is worthy of consideration.

Considerable progress has been made in the utilisation of

other solid fuels. For example, enormous quantities of peat are

available as fuel. In Europe the peat area is esimated at 140

million a^^.res, in the United Kingdom 2 million acres, Canada
30 millioix acres, wliile Ireland has peat equivalent to 2,500
million tons of coal. It may be l)urned directly after air

drying, converted into peat charcoal, l)ri(iuetted by a new process

after semi-carbonisation, and its use in gas producers has now
passed tbc experimental stage; it may be used successfully in

suction gas producers or in pressure producers with ammonia
recovery. Unfortunately, ])eat generally occurs in inaccessible

districts, but, al! the same, it is beginning to tal<e an important

part in fuel economw

Lignite, or brown coal, is principally converted into bri-

quettes ; sometimes it is distilled merely for the tar products,

but I have seen it used in gas producers in Cermany for the

working of gas engines, and this is a use which is rapidly

extending.

Wood was undoubtedly the first sulistance used as a fuel,

and is still the only fuel in many ])arts. In the form of char-

coal it is ])robabl)' the main fuel for suction gas producers in

South Africa, especially in Rhodesia, at the ])resent day. but

imj^rovemcnts in gas producer i)ractice are such that wood waste

and sawdust are now being directly utilised. In view of the

depletion of the world's forests and the increasing price of wood
for industrial purposes, it seems a i)it}- to u>e it as a fuel, except

in the waste form. It has been urged *hat wliere a tree is cut

down, three should be planted, and we nutst welcome the

assurance of the ?\Iinister of .\griculture, at the close of last

session, that the afforestation of South Africa has his cordial

support, and tliat tree-planting will be carried out witli Govern-

ment funds. From the fuel and jiower production ]X)int of

view, however, it would be impossible for firewood to sup])ly

our needs in a " coal-less age."

lAquid Fuel has been in use for many years for locomotives
and in the mercantile marine, more particularly in oil-carrying

steamers. The obvious advantages, not the least important of
which are the higher calorific value and greater density, which
combined make i lb. of fuel oil the ecjuivalent of \ .j lbs. of
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coal, ihus incrca'^iiig :hc range; tlu' absence of sniukc ; and the

facility with which it may be transported and transferred to

ships, have caused the liiitish Government to adopt it almost
exclusivel}- for steam raisuig in warships. In this case it is

entirely a question of ethcieucy. There can be no doubt that

the wonder tul naval results achieved have Ijeen in large measure
due to the use of li([uid fuel and steam turbines.

Caseous Fuel plays a most important part in many industrial

operations, which indeed in many cases could not be conducted
without it, and it renders available as a fuel millions of tons

of inferior coal which might otherwise be discarded. Natural

gas has been used since 1821 in the United States, which in 1914
produced 592,000 millions cubic feet, or 13,200,000 tons, this

being 96 per cent, of the world's outptit, and having a value of

£19,336,000.

Since means have existed for its direct utilisation in the gas

engine, the use of gas as a fuel for boilers has greatly dimin-

ished, and would only appear to be justified when steam for

industrial purposes is required; the introduction of the "sur-

face combustion " method of burning gas in a boiler has enabled

thermal efficiencies of over 92 per cent, to be obtained, and
the method is now being introduced on a commercial scale. But
even with this high boiler efficiency, and tising blast ftirnace gas,

the overall efficiency could not equal that of the gas engine sup-

plied from a gas producer, on account of the higher thermal

efficiency of the internal combustion engine.

In earlier days the gas from coke ovens was wasted or. at

least, used for firing boilers with no attempts at recovery of tar

and other bye-products ; now it is urged that the economic utilisa-

tion of coke oven gas is a matter of national importance. Coke
oven gas is a rich gas, perfectly suitable for use in gas engines,

and I have seen on the Continent a gas engine power plant of

20.000 k.w. working successfully with this hitherto wasted fuel.

Internal Combustion Engines.—The advent of the internal

combtistion engine has changed the w-hole complexion of power
production. There is now available a great variety of fuels,

and these and the various types of prime movers may be classi-

fied as follows :

—
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Fig. S3.—Engines of several thousands of horse power using

blast-furnace gas.

11 m m. g-

Jmg. 34-—Two Gas-cngincs of r.ooo H.P. each, used for
town-lighting and Power.

Prof. J Orr—Sources of Energy and Economy in Fuel.
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The (levelopnicnt since 1850 and present position with regard
to the various heat en_^ines is seen in Vv^. 31. taken from Mr.
lliller's paper referred to. The di\ ersj^inji;- hne indicates the

increase and decrease in use.

Fjg. ,^[.— Hlustratiiig llit- altcratidii of t_vpcs of new c'nj>incs installed for
power production en land in the I'niied Kiniidon-..

It is impossible here to trace the develoi)ment of the gas
engine. l)nt the hgin"es show :

—

(i) Otto's engine of J876 of ahotit 6 h.]). (Fig. ^2).

(2) Engines of several thousands of h.p. using ])last furnace

gas.

(3) Two engines of i.ooo h.p. each for the ])ower and
Hghting suppl}- of the town of Accrington (Fig. 34).

1m(,. .^j.—Otto lui^ine ( icS;6).

Ihe vertical single acting type shown in Fig. 34 is made
uj) to 3,000 h.j).. and there is at the present day a tendency to

develop on the lines of the vertical high speed gas engine type.

The largest gas engine at work is about 6.000 h.p., but this is
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by no means the limit of power, since it is possible to develop
2,000 h.p. in one cylinder.

The Paraffin Engine was placed on the market on a com-
mercial scale in i8<S8. It has the drawback, as compared with
the petrol motor, of requiring a vaporiser to gasify the oil,

involving a delay of 15 to 20 minutes in starting up, but it still

remains an exceedingly useful motor for small powers.

I'l'j. 35-—Gas-engine Power Station at lleanlnioix-'s \aval Con-'tructiiMi W'orU-
Dalniuir, Scotland- Gas-engines of same tyi)e as installed l'\ Joliajniesliur

Mnnicipality.

IVevious to the invention nf the power gas ])roducer, bv

Dowson, successfully applied in iSSi. ilie gas engine

was dependent upon town's gas. and was making little

progress. The production of a cheap gas of low calorific

value, in a practically automatic ap])aratus. having a thermal

efficiency higher than the l)est boiler using coal, for use in a gas

engine having a thermal efllcienc)- at least 10 ])er cent, higher

than that of the best steam engine, was bound in time to make
its inrtuencc felt in spit*.' of tlie o])position of iireitidiccfl steam

engineers.
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The nn fortunate failure of the gas engine jxiwer-plant al

Joliannes!)urg has served to create a prejudice against tliis type

of prime mover in South Africa. But that faihn-e is generallv

recognised by engineers to have l)een due to causes unconnected
with the gas engine itself. In Fig. 35 is sliewn the central

lK)\ver station at Beardmore's great naval works, where gas

engines, worked from bituminous prt)duccr gas, aggregating over

20.000 h.])., have been at work continuously and successfully for

many AX*ars.

Mond, in i^V'3- succeeded in o])taining a tar free gas. suitable

for gas engines, ironi bittuninous coal. Dowson's ijroducer was
confined to the use of non-bituminous fuel, so the introdtiction

Fig. 36.—Bituminous .suction gas plant of ^75
AJfnes, Transvaal.

II. P., at AlachaviL' (iold

of the Alond .system has greatly increased the scope of the gas
engine. A large central Mond producer plant was installecfat
J3udley Port, near Wolverhampton, in kjoi. with the object
of distributing gas under pressure over an area of 140 .scjuare

miles for power and heating purposes, it bein^ estimated that
the bye-i)roducts would practically pay for the coal. The
original hopes, however, have not been (|uite realised; during
a visit to this plant a few years ago I was informed by one of
the directors that the extraordinary development of the suction
gas producer had introduced serious competition with the gas
transmission scheme.

Suction Gas Plants.—Referring to the suction gas engine,

one writer sa}s :
" No more important invention from the i)oint

of view of the ])roduction of power in small and moderate-sized
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plants has been made, and the sini])hcity of working, the com-
pactness of the plant, and the wonderful economy of this

system, as compared with the extreme waste of fuel entailed

in nearly all the small-type steam engines (which suction gas

engines are qualified more practically to replace), account lor

the rapid advance made in the use of such plants in recent

years."

The suction-producer may have an efficiency of over 85 per

cent., and a h.p. for an hour may l)c obtained for ih.e expendi-

ture of .8 to I lb. of coal. Ever since the con.miercial introduc-

tion of the suction gas producer using anihracite. coke or

charcoal, in 1903. efforts continued to be made with a view to

the utilisation of bituminous fuels. Dowson succeeded in 1008.

The use of liituminous fuel now ])rcsents no difficulties to the

makers of suction-gas jilants. and several such are now at work
in South Africa.

Fig. 36 shows a plant of nearly Grx) b.h.ii.. installed at ihe

Machavie (iold Mines, using bituminous ':'oal, ba\ing a calorific

value of 10.900 b.th.u \^<^v lb. and containing (\o.j i)er cent, fixed

carbon, the consumption on full load being 1.146 lb. per b.h.p.

hour.

Diesel Jiiigiiie-—An event of great importance in internal

combustion engineering was the introduction of the Diesel

engine first experimented in 189-'. bui not ])ublicly exhibited

until 1S98. It is now made in single units up to 6.000 h.])., and
even that is by no means the limit to its jjower.

The result of tests show that 2,000 h.]). can l)e developed
in one cylinder. This opens pros])ects of Diesel engines of

20.000 h.j). It is anticipated that 3,000 li.]*. i)er cylinder can

be realised.

;..-- ^^S- 37 ^fio^vs a Diesel engine of 120 b.h.p. of the four

cycle type supplied to Aliwal North Mmiici])ality, while a 4,000

h.p. two-cycle Diesel engine at work in llarlaiid and W'oolf's

shipyards at Belfast is shewn in Fig. 38.

Its application to the propulsion of ^hii)> antl the wonderful

progress made in tliis direction has l/cen one of the most impor-

tant develcjpmenls of modern engineering. The Diesel engine

now provides the propelling force for shi])S of (i\-er 9,000 lon>

diMplacemenl, and the nndliple-eylinder !iigli-s])eed vertical

t\'pe, built in units U]) to 3.000 h.p.. willi 400 h.]). developed in

each cylinder, has made the modern submarine ])i)ssible. L'nfor-

tunatelv. the ^ui)i)ly of suitable fuel ha^ not kei)t ])ace with the

wonderful (kAeloi)ment of the nil engine, and there exists at

the present da\' C')nsid(>rable anxiet\- on that accotnit.

The world's \ield of crude ])etroleiun was, in loM- <'d)out

^7,000,000 tons. P>ui since :liis oil, apart from that distilled

from shale in ."-Scotland, has to su])])ly the world with ])etrol,

illnmiiiating oils and lubricants, less than half is available for

fnel oil, or for tT^e in Diesel engines. TTea\-y i)etroleum oil has
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Fig. i7.—Four-cycle Diesel Engine of 120 R.H.P. in.stalled by the

JMunicipality of Aliwal Xorth.

Fig. 38.—Two cvcle Diesel Engine of 4.000 B.H.P.. installed at the Ship-

building Works of Harland & Wolff, Belfast.

Prof. J. Orr.-Sources of Energy and Economy in Fuel.
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liccn [he main fuel in tlie pasi. "fSTt now all 'litficultics in the way
ui utilising lar oils haxc bci'Ti ovorconie. Unfortunately, the

price of tar has hocn inorease<i throuij^h its extensive use for

spraying roads. .At a recent meeting ( I'ehruar}'. i<)i6) of tlie

Diesel I'Jigine Users' Association, ii was stated that of the

850,000 h.p. develoi)e(l in Uicrmany t)y Diesel engines, 150.000

h.p. was ])rodticed from tar or tar oils. Iveniernhering', also, how
essential tar is for chemical manufactures, it will be recognised

how important it i^ that the (lcj)l(iral)lc waste of coal should be

stopped.

.\rrangements have recenth- l>een made for the storage of

fuel (m1 at the i)rincipal South .\irican ports, the price being

in the neighbourhood <if ih 10^. per ton. .\t the present time,

this high cost of oil renders the use (U' the Diesel engine jtrac-

Fk;. 39.—High Compres.sion or " Seini-I )ifSLl "'
( )il F.ngine of 35 15.1 1-P.

for Crude or Residual Oils.

tically prohibitive up-country, excejn as a stand-bye : it is in

regtilar use at coast towns, where coal is expensive, and at a

lew places to which the cost of railway trans])ort is not too high.

A source of hx^ally-made tar-oils would he a matter of great

im])ortancc. Within the ])ast few year< a cheaper engine,

known as the Semi-Diesel or " lUilh " engine, an examjjle of

which is shown in Fig. ^tj. has been de\'i.>ed for burning heavy
oils: it is practically a hi.gh com]>ressiiin jiarattin engine, with

compression of air alone on the Diesel principle to about 2J^ lb-.

l)ressure.

The best constimptions max be taken as approximatelv ;

Diesel engine with heav}- i)etroleum oils: .4 to .45 lbs. per

b.h.]). ])er hotir.

Diesel engine with tar oils: .43 to .47 lbs. per b.h. p. per

hour.

Semi-Diesel engin.e with hea\v |ietrol.-um oils: ab'iut .5'h.

per b.h. p. i)er hotu'.
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Il must not, lujwcver, l)e imagined that the Diesel engine

is entirely dependent upon petroleum and tar oils. Animal and
vegetable oils may he used directl}' in Diesel motors. Experi-

ments have been carried out on a great variety of fuels, includ-

ing petrol. ])aratYin, ordinary crude petroleitm. the residuum
from crude ]jetroleum distillation. ])alm and nut oils, castor oil.

fish oil, alcohol, coal gas and ])roducer gas. Special attention

has frequently been directed to African Cjround Nuts as a

source of Diesel motor fuel. I am also assured on reliable

authority that there are inmiense deposits of suitable oil shale in

the Wakkerstroom district. The (}uestion is a most important

one. No work having more far-reaching elTects could be

imdertaken by the newly- formed Scientific and Industrial

Research Committee than an investigation into the possil)ilities

of motor fuels from South African resources.

The figures for indicated thermal efficiency given by Dugald

Clerk, who is recognised as the greatest authority on internal

combustion engines at the present day, ^h^wn in Table XI \'.

are of considerable interest.

T.Al'.LE XTV.

ludiislrial Thcniial lifficicucy of Steam and Infernal

Comhustwn Ruaiiics.

Indicated efficicncv.

Steam. Percent.

Boulton and Watt, condensing low pres-

sure (about 1820 ) 3.8

Cornish engine (about 1850) 9.0

Triple expansion (about 1910) 17.0

Parson's turbine ( aboiK T014) 23.0

I Internal C<>iiihiistiou,

Lenoir (about i860) 4.0

Compression—Constant voIuuk^ (1X76').. l^^.o

(Two or four stroke)

(1906) 35.0

Com])ression—Constant Pressure (Die-

sel) (19T0) 40.0

Fig. 40 gives a graphic representation of the heat con-

sumption per B.IT.P. hour of various prime movers.

Efforts have been made to utilise the waste heat from

steam and interna! combustion emrjiie^. and a great deal nu)re

will probablv be done in the future, esoeciallv in connection

with the internal combustion (.'nijinc. rxhaust steam mifiht be

applied to a greater extent for heating nurposes ; its apv)lieation

in the exhaust steam turbine, introduced about m vears ayo. is

extending in cases where il is annlicable. Wrv little has been

done to utilise the hi'.di lemjierature exhaust gases from inter)ia1
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combustion engines ; but wasU' beat boilers are already in use,

and a more extended adoption of combined steam and internal

combustion i)lants ma>' be looked for in tlie future.

Several large tirms are known to be at work on tbe gas

turbine ; at present it is merel}- in tbe experimental stage, but

altbougb tbere are difficulties to be overcome, it would be folly

to imagine tbat they are insuperable.

The selection of a prime mover depends, in addition kj

efficiency, upon other factors; Imt, in the end. the tendency

must be towards the adoption of the most efficient engine. The
internal combustion engine has now established its claim to

reliability as well as efficiency, and that it will continue to make
progress in the future, even at a greater rate than it has in the

past, there cannot be the shadow of a doubt.

Sf9m Enqioei

!=—I—1=^
thrnact ^CfC/e[rfi»^\ ^CyehSia»l\ ^^rdeOiestl

Fu\. 40.—Comparative diagrams of Heat Consumptions, per B.H.P. per

hour, of various types of Heat Prime Clovers.

• Petrol and Petrol Substitutes.—The gradual increase in

the price of petrol, more accentuated recentl}% has served to

alarm the motoring public. The petrol supply is obtained by

the distillation ojf crude petroleum, and Fig. 41 shows that the

increase, for example, in the British imports, has far out-

stripped the production of crude oil. It is admitted that the

annual output is excessive as compared with i)robable available

supplies, and the demand is likely to continue at an increasing

ratio. Apart from the more extended use of the motor-car as

a means of locomotion and i^leasure, recent years have seen

an extraordinary development in the application of the petrol

motor to motor traction, to agriculture and to the general pur-

poses of a commercial community. And everyone must realise

how indispensable the spirit engine has become in modern w;n--

fare. Without it the aeroplane and the air ship are impossible,

and the magnificent mechanical transport of the Allies, which
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has been one of the most satisfactory features of the present

war, has, in the main, been due to the petrol engine.

The world's supply of crude oil, which, as already stated,

was 57,000,000 tons in 1914, has only increased at the rate of

6 ])er cent, for the three previous years. The amount of petrol

obtainable from crude petroleum does not exceed 10 per cent.,

so that in 1914 the total yield was not much over 1.700 million

gallons. America al)sorbed 1,200 million gallons of this, and
Great Britain, which in 1910 imjiorted 55 million gallons, took

120 million (rallons.
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small fraclioii of the world's pctrtjl rc(|uirciiicnis. There are

several reasons why benzol cannoi to any extent take the place

of petrol, and apart from this, it sufters from the great economic
disadvantage that it is the product of a wasting asset—coal.

l'\)r a considerable number of years many have endeavoured

to utilise alcohol, which is derived from the fermentati(ni of

vegetable products, but there are two main considerations with

regard to its use

:

{I) The flash point is too high (O5 ' F.j to enable it to

form an explosive mixture, so that the addition of some in-

gredient to lower the flash point is necessary in order that the

motor may start easily, especiall\- in cold weather.

(2) Alcohol, being an intoxicant, is subject to excise regu-

lations, to avoid which some denaturaut. or unpalatable sub-

stance must be added to it to make it undrinkable. If the

denaturant at the same time is such that the flash point is

reduced, and the calorific value increased, both requirements

would be simultaneously met, and there would be a considerable

advantage.

The importance of alcohol as a motor fuel is such that at

the Imperial Motor Transport Conference, held in July, 1913,

the following resolution was unanimously passed :

—

" Having regard to the high price of petrol, the limited

([uantities of petrol, coal and oil shales available, and the obvious
fact that all these sources of hydrocarbons are in process of

depletion, it is advisable that attention be given to the con-

struction of motors for alcohol fuel, and that concurrently

action should be taken with the view to the ultimate creation of

an adequate supply of this fuel, obtainable at sufficiently low
price."

An important series of tests were carried out by the United
States Government in 191 2, and the results of over 2,000 com-
parative tests are contained in a report by the Bureau of Mines.

Ordinary methylated spirit—having Ihe composition Ethyl

Alcohol 100 parts, Methyl Alcohol 10 parts, and }4 part of

benzine—was used in low speed single cylinder engines. One
of the important results arrived at was that explosive mixtures

of alcohol vapour and air could be compressed in an engine

cylinder to a much higher pressure, without pre-ignition, than

explosive mixtures of petrol and air ; with alcohol the com-

pression could safelv attain to 180 to 200 lbs. as compared with

the safe compression of 70-90 lbs. in the case of petrol.

Another important noint is that alcohol requires little inore

than half the amount of air necessary in the case of petrol for

complete combustion, with corresponding less heat wasted in

heating, and, further, more complete combustion is obtained

than in the case of petrol, so that for equal compression ratio
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alcohol gives a slight!}' higher thermal efficiency. It is a well-

known fact that an increase in the compression ratio in an inter-

nal combustion engine gives increased thermal efficiency. The
calorific value of alcohol being only about 3/5 that of petrol, it

follows that for equal efficiency the consumption of alcohol

musl; be correspondingly higher to give the same power. But.

by increasing the compression in the case of alcohol to an extent

impossible with petrol, the thermal efficiency may be so in-

creased that the consumj^tion becomes practically equal, that is,

the product of the calorific value and the thermal efficiency be-

comes about the same. In the United States tests, an indicated

thermal efficiencyof 26 i:^er cent, was obtained with ]ietrol, with
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Inspector of Machinery, 'llio compositicjn of this fuel, as given

in tlie patent specification, is as follows:

—

Ethyl Alcohol (C,H,()I[ ) 86 per cent.

Sniphuric Ether lo .,

Methyl .Alcohol (Cll.Oli) 2

Benzol 2

Comparative tests were made on a 15 h.p. petrol motor with

this alcohol fuel, and a standard brand of petrol, under exactly

the same conditions, the only difference being that a larger jet

was used in the case of the alcohol fuel, owing to the greater

consumption necessary to \ield equal i)ower; no structm-al alter-

ations were made to the motor.

Fig. .4.2 show-^ a i)lioto<.;raph of the testing i)];int. The
relative iiroj)erties of the fitels are giveti in Table X\' :

—

. TABLE XV.

.Specific gravity at 60° F.

Talorific value deter-

mined by direct expe-
riment (hig^her value)

I'ltimate analysis

—

Tarhon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

Distillation

Petrol.

(Pegasus Motor Spirit)

Theoretical amount of

air required for com-
plete combustion of

lib. of fuel (by cal-

culation from analysis)

Weight of (water)

steam produced by
complete combustion
of lib. of fucl(hv cal-

culation from analysis)

.716

20,280 B Th U.

84. ID %
14.74 %

30°- 60^ 10 %
60°- 70^" 12 %
70°- 80° 12 %
80°- 90" 18 %
90°-ioo° 'i? '/'

100°-no" 6 Sr

Ii0°-I30° 15 %
T30°-i4O° 5 %

i4.W2lbs.

1 .32661bs.

Alcohol Fuel.

.812

I2,c.^3 ]'.. Th. U.

48.71 %
11-93 %
39.36 (by diff.)

35°-6o° I %
6o°-65° 7 %
05°-7O° IS %
70°-72° 17 %
72'-76° S8 %
Residue 2 %

8.o861bs.

1 .0737lbs.

Table XVI. gives the results of the various tests, details

of which will be found in the appendix.
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It is worthy uf note that willi the alcohol fuel no trouble

whatever was experienced in starting up with the engine either

hot or cold, that the deposit in the cylinders and on the pistons

and itlugs was considerably less than with petrol, and that, in

additinii. ilio exhaust was colourless and odourless.

Among the advantages claimed for alcohol as a fuel may
')e mentioned: its greater safety—due to its higher Hash point

And low degree of volatilit}'. and the fact that it mixes in all

proportions ^vith water, so that burning alcohol may therefore,

unlike petrol, be extinguished by water ; it is safer because a

greater proportion of vapour in air is reciuired to form an ex-

plosive mixture, and further, the density of the vapour being

less than half that of petrol, there is not the same tendency for

the vapour to accumulate.

The explosive range of alcohol air mixtures is greater than

in the case of petrol, and this gives greater flexibility in run-

ning. But one drawback to the replacement of petrol b\- an

alcohol fuel, in an ordinary motor-car without increased com-

pression, would be that the total mileage capacity would be

reduced on account of the greater bulk of fuel required for

equal power.

Probably the main objection urged against the use of

alcohol fuels is the fear of corrosion due to the formation of

acids. But, as one wn-iter puts it, this is probably a case of
" lack of confidence springing from inexperience." It is known
that the incomplete combustion of an alcohol leads to the forma-

tion of an aldehyde, which in turn forms an acid—acetic acid in

the case of Ethyl Alcohol, and formic acid in the case of Methyl

Alcohol, or wood spirit. Chemical tests of the condensate from

the exhaust gases showed a slight trace of acetic acid, but as the

vapourising temperature of this acid is 246° F., and the tem-

perature of the exhaust is about 900° F., anv acid formed would

pass off Avith the exhaust gas, and the velocity of efiflux would

cause its ejection before any chemical action could take place.

All published statements, with regard to corrosion, when

alcohol is used as a motor fuel, have reference to methylated

spirit: that is. Ethyl Alcohol made poisonous or repulsive hy

the addition of 10 per cent, of crude methyl alcohol or wood

c^piVJt—made by the destructive distillation of wood and condens-

ation of the vanours—and small amounts of other obnoxious

substances. Methvl alcohol is much more liable to form an acid

than ethvl alcohol, and the immunity from acid in this case is

probablv due to the small amount (2 per cent.) used in this

fuel. Anv corrosive effect which could take place due to the

presence of acids would be in the cold exhaust pipe and silencer

after shutting down. The risk of corrosion can best be determined

bv practical runnin<7 tests extending over a considerable period.

This. T understand, has been done in the case of this petrol sub-
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stitute, many thousands of miles having been run witliout any
evidence of corrosion.

There are many other pet ml substitutes, the majority con-

taining a fairly large percentage of benzol. The Germans are

reported to be using a mixture consisting of 80 per cent, alcohol.

20 per cent, benzol, with the addition of 200 gms. of napthalene

per gallon. Among other sub'^titutes there are :

—

Benzol-Spirit : (a) 95 per cent, methylated •^])irit. 70 jiarts ;

benzol. 30 parts.

(70 00 per cent., or ordinary methylated spirit 50 parts;

commercial acetone, 20 parts; benzol, 30 parts.

Petrol-Spirit \ (a) 95 per cent. uietJiylated spirit. 70 parts;

petroleum spirit, 30 parts.

(h) 90 per cent, methylated spirit, 50 jiarts ; commercial

acetone, 20 parts
;
petroleum spirit, 30 parts.

Acetone-Spirit : (a) 9s per cent, methylated spirit, 70 parts;

commercial acetone, 30 part=.

(b) 90 per cent, methylated spirit, 50 parts ; commercial

acetone, 50 parts.

Spirit-Ether: (a) 95 per cent, methylated spirit, 90 ]iarts

;

sulphuric ether, 10 parts.

*'^'^ 95 P^'" cent. meth}-latcd spirit, 90 parts; sulphuric

ether, 10 parts; napthalene, i part.

T understand that the motor fuel, known as '' Natalite," has

a composition similar to the fuel tested, but contains 40 per

cent, of sulphuric ether. I^his should give a very volatile fuel,

increasing the facility of starting, but the cost nuist be consider-

ably added to seeing that it requires about 1.6 gallon of alcohol

to produce t gallon of ether.

To ni\- mind there is o!d\- one consideration which can

weiph as regards the general adoption of alcohol as a motor fuel,

and that is the cost of manufacture. This is a question which
should l)e investigated by the Industry and Research Committee
just formed. The main supplies of industrial alcohol have in

the past been derived from the potato and the beetroot. But
enormous cmantities are made from maize and from molasses.

ATr. Burtt-Davy informs me that he knows of one town in

.America where there are 18 distilleries making industrial alcohol

from maize. Maize is said to jiroduce c)o gallons of 94 per cent,

alcohol j^er ton of 2,000 lbs., and the corresponding yield from
molasses is said to be 80 gallons. The vield of molasses is

stated to be about ] a the vield of sugar, and to amount to about

40,000 tons per anninn in Natal. And the American tests

proved that mu-e alcf^hol is nof necessary for a motor fuel ; it

was found that with alcoh(-)l fn)m 84 ixm- cent, to 94 per cent,

purity, the con'^umption nf jmre rdcohol was about the sanie,
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1 he use of alcohol as a iii()((n- furl and iis inamifaclure from
maize would give a wontUrful fdip lo ihc agricuUural interests

of this country, and, at thr >anic tunc, serve the higher interests

of fuel economy. As one writer has said:
" It is at present the only medium through which man is

able to convert the heat energy of the sun into work in a suffi-

ciently reasonable time, ami in sutilcicnt (iuantitics to justify

the term 'fuel' to ihe product. ... It is the only fuel

which can be manufactured in large (luantities without recourse
to existing fuel substances, and this possibility is of the utmost
importance in countries devoid of any large quantity of natural

oils suitable for internal combustion engines. It affords the only

weapon of defence against increasing cost of imported fuel.

. . . At some distantl}^ future date, when our coal

measures are nearing exhaustion, it may become the fuel on
which the nation is primarily dependent."

Notwithstanding the advanced state of ci\-ilisation at tlu'

present day, many problems have still to be solved. In im])rove(l

methods of tht^ production of power there is much work for

the engineer of the future, and in connection with fuel liis

labours must be closely associated with those of the chem'cal

technologist. Who knows that posterity may not smile at the

crude method of obtaining power in the twentieth century by

excavating a carlionaceous substance from the bowels of the

earth

!

I will conclude with a quotation from an introductorv lec-

ture delivered to his sttidents at University College, London, a

few years ago by Professor Fleming:
" While we are no doubt a long way yet from an energy

famine, the world has arrived at a stage in which we cannot

afford to treat our available resources at all wastefully. Hence
the engineer is more than ever the arbiter of the world's desti-

nies. The fate of the population, and, indeed, of civilisation

itself, depends a great deal more on the engineer than it d'les

on most of our statesman and politicians with their quack or

doubtful remedies for human ills. Hence there is a wide field

for useful work in all branches of engineering, ])rovided we
bring to its prosecution initiative, originality, and a high scienti-

fic training."

APPENDIX.

Tests of Alcohol Motor Fuel.

Object of I he Tests: The object of these tests was to deter-

mine, under ordinary j^etrol conditions, the relative consuni])tions

per brake horse-power ])er hour of petn^l and a new fuel having

alcohol as its base, and to ascertain its possibilitit^-' as a snb'-ti-

tute for petrol as a motor fuel.
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Engine used in Tests: It was decided to carry out the tests

on an ordinary motor-car engine, isolating it from tlie car so

that the various observations might be more readily made.
This engine was of the ordinary four-cylinder vertical Otto
cycle type, as built for motor-car work, with the cylinders cast

in pairs. The cylinder diameters were 3^ inches, and the stroke

4^4 inches. The valves were arranged in side pockets, and the

magneto, carburettor, and exhaust pipe were arranged ua the

same side. The ordniary type of water cnxulation was htted,

the cooling fan being disconnecced during the tests. The valve

timing ana ignition remained the same throughout ail tests.

This was a very inetlicient engme, but as tne tests were mainly

comparative from the point 01 view of fuel, this was not con-

bidered of very great moment, especially as the engme was
tnoroughly overhauled before the series 01 tests was inade and
carefully inspected before beginning a new test to ensure that

it was in good running condition.

Arrangements for Tests : In order to ensure greater accuracy

in carrying out the tests, and to enable the results obtained to

be checked, arrangements for complete thermal efticiency tests

were made so that heat balances could be constructed. The
engine was mounted on a rigid testing stand, and the cranli

shaft connected by means of a universal joint to the shaft of

the water-cooled brake wheel, which was carried on ball bear-

ings, so as to eliminate friction. The brake arm rested,

through a knife edge, on the platform of a small sensitive

balance, and the load was kept perfectly constant during the

period of each test by means of an adjusting screw operated by

hand. Water passed from the town mains through the jackets,

and the calorimeter which absorbed the heat in the exhaust

gases. All thermometers and other measuring instruments used

were carefully calibrated before the tests. The temperature of

the exhaust was measured by means of an electric thermo-couple,

specially arranged and calibrated for the tests. The analysis of

the exhaust gases were effected by means of the Orsat apparatus,

sometimes in duplicate, and also by means of continuous samples
capable of being examined more closely in the labdratorv for

otiier constituents.

In order to maintain the l)est mechanical operating condi-
tions of the engine, it was decided to secure the services of
experts in the " tuning up " and running of petrol motors, and
the works manager of a local garage and an expert motor
mechanic were selected for this jiurpose.

Particulars of Pud Used: The chcnnc.il and ])hysical i^ro-

perties of the fuels used have already been given. The calorific

valves were detennined by means of the Mahler Bomb calori-

meter.
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Duration of Tests: In testing internal cunilnistiun engines
it is generally recognised that a test lasting i honr is suftieient to
obtain reliable data owing to the uniformity df tlie conditions
and the rapidity with which these are reached. ( )nly in tlie case
of a gas-engine producer i)lant is it regarded as desirable to

run 6 hours. In the recent important tests carried out by the
United States Government un \K'ivn\ and alcoholic fuels the

duration of each test was from 15 to 30 minutes. It was, how-
ever, decided to nm each c^f the lirst two tests for a period of

6 hours, partly as a test of reliability under a continuous heavy
load, and partly with the object of examining the pistons, cylin-

ders, plugs and valves for deposit, etc., after the test. The
remaining tests lasted two liours each.

Load on Brake: The engine was found to be capable of
exerting with petrol a maximum brake horse-power of about 15
for short periods. To leave a slight margin over a 6 hours'
run it was decided to run it at a load correspf)ndiiig to about
12^-2 b.h.p. at 1,300 revolutions per minute, the load being

maintained constant, and the speed of the engine regulated by
hand control.

Carburettors: The engine on receipt was fitted with a

Claudel-Hobson carburettor, so this type was retained. No
structural alterations of an\- kind was made to the carburettor

during the whole of the tests, but various sizes of jets were
used both for petrol and the alcohol fuel. The use of a variable

jet would have been advantageous with regard to mixture

adjustment, but it was considered desirable to adhere to the

standard jets, selecting the one for use which ga\'e the best

running results. This " tuning u]) " was left entirely in the

hands of the motor experts, and the test was not proceeded

with until they were satisfied from their practical experience

that the best was being got out of the engine.

Startiiuj: Starting from cold with ordinary denatured

alcohol has always been a difiicult problem, and one of the objec-

tions to its use. involving starting on ])etrol or running on a mix-
ture of alcohol and benzol. In the tests under consideration

no trouble was experienced on any occasion in starting up with

the alcohol fuel, with the engine either hot or cold, due. no

doubt, to the presence in the fuel of sulphuric ether as a car-

burant. When cold, as is usual in practically all motor-car

engines using petrol, it was necessary to partly reduce the air

supply.

Tests Conducted: The following are the particulars, ob-

served and calculated, of llu- wirious tests conducted. Sec Table

XVI.)

Test No. I.—The duration of this test was 6 hours, with

petrol fuel and a 95 jet in the carburettor. A temperature of
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130° F. in the jackets was aimed at, the mean for the test being
130.5° F. The brake horse-power developed was I-.235, the

petrol consumption .13 gallon, per b.h.p. per hour, and the

l)rake thermal efficiency 14.36 per cent. It i> to be noted that

in all the tests the Ijrake thermal efficiency is based on the

lower calorific value ; that is, the total caloritic value, minus the

latent heat carried away by steam formed from the hydrogen in

the fuel, the result l)eing the heat available fur conversion into

work.

Test Ah). 2.—This test was carried out with alcohol fuel

under the same conditions as test No. i, the only change being

the substitution of a 125 jet for the 95 jet used with petrol.

The brake horse-j^ower was 12.478, the consumption .187 gal-

lons per b.h.p. hour, and the brake thermal efficienc}- 15.29

per cent., the caliM-jfic value (lower) being 10,975 B.Th.U., as

compared with i8,ij85 I'.Tli.U. for i)etro]. as shewn in Table
XVL The valves at the ends of the test were remarkably clean,

and required practically no regrinding for the next test.

Tests Nos. 3 and 4.—As compared with the jjublished per-

formances of petrol motors, the consumption in Test No. i

ai)peared to l)e high, so tests Nos. 3 and 4 were made specially to

endeavour, by improved conditions, to reduce the petrol con-

sumption. In test No. 3 a too jet was u>(h1, and all the air

sui)ply possible given, the regulating plug being ^vith(l^awn. The
percentage of CO in the gas analysis shows tliat the air supply

w^as inadefiuate, resulting in increased ])ctrol consum])tion and

reduced thermal efficiency. Test No. 4 was run tmder the >ame
conditions as test No. 3. but with a 90 jet. This ensured a

greater excess of air than in te.^t Xo. 1, Init the percentage of

CO2 showed a diminution, as com])ared witli test No. 1. and tlie

C( ) remained high, althougb over 2
' ^ per cent, of oxygen \\as

found in the exhaust gases. It \\as conse(|iiently decided, in

any further test with petrol, to use a <j5 pet lor the gi\en load.

In any comparison these tests shotdd be eliminated. ])ut they

are ^jiven to show how, if the nn'xture is not correct, the fuel

consum])tion ma\' be greatly increased, and the thermal efficiency

reduced, although the power developed is greater, and the run-

ning of the engine [perfectly satisfactorily from a mechanical

point of view.

Tests Nus. 5 and C) were run under, as nearly as possible,

local conditions as regard tem])erature of water in the jackets.

Tests were made, by ex])erimental runs, with \arious types of

motor-cars, British and Anu'ric-an. and ii was ascertained tint

the average tem]XM-atiu\' in ilie jacket-^, allowing 22'' V . difference

between summer and winli-r mean almiis]ilu'ric lemperatures,

averaged 171° V. Tlii-^ u-niiiei-aturc \\a> aimed ;it. but owing to

the varialioi) of ]>resstn"c in town mains, it wa-^ difficult to main-

tain the jackets exactly at this temperatm-e. The results sliow
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increased ellioicncy, tlio iiiciTasc l)c'ing- greater, lio\\e\(.r. in ihe

case of the alcohol fuel than in the case of jietrol. The results

of very numerous tests carried out. under the auspices of the

United States Bureau of Mines, j^ave no conclusive results as

to the eilects of var\in^- jacket tenii)eralure upon the thermal
efficiency of internal comhu^tion engines. The direct effects of

varying jacket water temperature upon heat losses in the engine

are complicated hy such other Aariahles as the luhrication, the

fit of the ])iston and \alves, carhurettor adjustment, etc. The
improvement in consumption in tests Nos. 5 and 6 over tests

Nos. T and 2 may he due to the more perfect comhustion shown,

hut it is admitted that high jacket temperatures are very favour-

ahle to perfect comlnistion in the case of alcoliol.

Tests Nos. 7 and 8.—The compression ratio of the engine

3.69 is considerably lower than is usual with motor-car engines,

especially of British make, and this was increased in these tests

to 4.76. The compression space may be reduced bv fa) dis-

placing the pistons relatively to tlie cylinders, hy lowering the

cylinders on the bed })lates. bv inserting packing ])ieces at the

large ends of the connecting rods if they are of the marine type,

or by fitting longer connecting rods; or (&) by adding plates

to the top of the pistons. The latter method was adopted as

the only one i:)0ssible. but the increased weight of metal n:av

b^' heat interclianges larp-elv neutralise the increase of thermal

efficiency, which ordinarih' accompanies an increase in the com-
-^ression ijrc'^surc. .\ sli'^ht improvement was obtained both

in the petrol and ale ihol fuel ciinsumi)tion. as ^hown in T:'bl(^

XVT. Tt was impossible to carry th^ eompression ratio fiu"ther

owing to the volume of the valve Dockets. In anv case, increase

of comnression beyond a certain limit might involve risk, so that

to obtain the full a'^nntae'e of hi"-h compression a specially-

desis^ned engine would be essential.

Formation of Deposit ui Cylinders.—At the end of each of

the 6 hour runs in tests Nos. 2 and 3, the engine was opened

up and carefully examined for deposit formed. yVll deposit was

thoroughly removed and analysed.

The results were as follows :

—

Deposit from Cylinder, Plugs, and Piston Heads.

]\trol Fuel, Test No. i :

Weight: 16.15 grams.

Ash : 27.06 per cent.

Alcohol Fuel, Test No. 2:

Weight : 6.2 grams.

Ash : 20.48 per cent.

The balance in each case was carbonaceous matter. The ash

contained ferruginous matter, and included the dust drawn in
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with the air. The same lubricating,^ oil was used in all the tests,

the amount used in each 6 hours' test heing about 5/j pints.

Nature of Exhaust.—Since the exhaust gases in the case

of the alcohol fuel contain ii .8 per cent, of steam as compared
with 8.3 per cent, in the case of petrol when the minimum or

theoretical amount of air is used, on starting \\\) with the alcohol

fuel, the exhaust appeared more clouded, especially if the

air approaches saturation, due to the considerable length of cold

exhaust pipe used in the tests. On the engine and exhause pipe

becoming warmed up, however, this entirely disappears, and the

markedly clear exhaust was specially noticeable during the tests.

This is borne out by other tests. The report of the United States

tests referred to contains the following:

—

" In regard to general cleanliness, such as absence of smoke
and disagreeable odours, alcohol has many advantages over
gasoline or kerosene as a fuel. The exhaust from an alcohol

engine is never clouded wdth a black or greyish smoke as is the

exhaust of a gasoline or kerosene engine when the combustion

of the fuel is incomplete, and it is seldom, if ever, clouded wdth

a bluish smoke when a cylinder oil of too low a fire test is used,

or an excessive quantity thereof is sui)plied, as so often happens

with a gasoline engine. The odours of denatured alcohol and

the exhaust erases from an alcohol engine are ^^Iso not likely to

be as obnoxious as the odour of gasoline and its products of

combustion."

The exhaust gases collected as a continuous sample over a

considerable period showed mcrel\' traces of free hydrogen ;nid

hydro-carbons.

Corrosion.—Owing to the numerous statements which have

been made locally with regard to the possible unsnitability of

alcohol fuel for power purposes, due to the formation of acids

leading to corrosion, special attention was directed to this ques-

tion.

Various chemical tests were carried out. From the exhaust

pipe, near the cylinders, gas was withdrawn and jiassed through

a worm condenser so as to collect a sample of condensed steam

for examination. The result Avas to show a verv slight acidity

equivalent to 0.02 per cent, of acetic acid. Taking the mean
weieht of exhaust phases formed dnring the tests with the

alcohol fuel as 0.99 lbs. ner lb. of fuel, the w^eieht of acetic acid

vapour detected would thus equal only 0.00215 per cent, of the

weight of the exhaust eases.

No trace of suljihuric acid was fomid in the water ob-

tained bv condensing the steam in the exhaust. The lubricating

oil from the crank cliamber wa'? also tested and found to be

neutral.
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TUESDAY, JULY 4.

L

The President delivered the following address:

—

The eht)ice oi a subject for a sectional address is normally
fraught with sonic difficult), hut this year your Council speci-

tically recjuestcd contributions from its members dealing with
(i) the organisation of the Union for the fuller development
of its industries and resources, and (2) the necessity for research

w^ork with a view to the estal)lishinent of new industries and
the development of those already existing. On glancing at

the list of papers to be submitted to this Section, it was evident

that none of the authors had attemped to deal with either of

these subjects, and hence I felt that the path of duty compelled
their treatment in some degree. It will therefore be my endea-
vour in this address to attempt to deal from that point of view
with the matters with which I am mostly concerned, namely,
the necessity, the organisation, and the development of chemical

industry and research, using these terms in their widest sense.

South Africa is a country which has hitherto existed, and
still does at the present moment exist, on its rich stock of raw
materials. Its exports, in addition to the raw products of agri-

culture, are chiefly metals, crude and unrefined, and diamonds
uncut. Their extent and relation to other exports are easily

read in Figures I and 2 derived from the official data published

by the Union Government. It is there seen that the chief

chemical industry is the preparation of raw gold bullion from
the quartzitic ore of the Transvaal. This is carried out in three

operations—the first being fine pulverisation by mechanical

means ; the second, amalgamation with mercury ; and the third,

solution of the unamalgamated gold .still remaining by means
of sodium cyanide solution followed by reprecipitation with

excess of zinc shavings and final treatment of the metal, so as

to get rid of as much of the base metal present as possii/le

before pouring into commercial bars. The major portion o^f

the plant necessary for these operations consists of iron and
steel, and the raw materials for their manufacture exist in com-
parative abundance in the Transvaal. A thorough and .scien-

tifically complete investigation of these has not yet been under-

taken, but in the interests of the country at large and not merely

of the metal industry this should, I venture to state, be one of

the first, since iron is the most important necessity for industrial

progress of every kind. The normal value of the iron and
steel imports into this country annually is almost one million

pounds, and with an ex])anding ])opulation this must rapidly
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increase, as there is, practically speaking, no industr) , operation,

or even trade, for which it is not necessary in some form or

another. One small manufactory is working at Vereeniging, but

this is not engaged in the production of cast iron from the raw
ore and its subsequent conversion into steel of known and
definite composition ; and further, what is being done is not, as

M I L L I O N S .

far as ] am aware, under strict chemical control, by which nieans

alone can proper and definite results be achieved.

The function of the chemist in the control of matter and
its energy content is imjjcrfectly, if at all, understood, even in

industries such as this, where one might at least ex])ect thai the
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methods which have been successful, and hence adopted in their

entirety in other countries, would be followed here. This state

of affairs is, however, too common an occurrence in this country,

and even in England, the popular opinion being that the duties

of the chemist and the pharmacist are identically the same.

The second process mentioned involves the use of mercury,
which must necessarily be imported at present. The case,

however, is otherwise as far as sodium cyanide and zinc are

concerned, the imports of which amount to half a million sterling.

and both of which can be manufactured here. The former
can be obtained indirectly from atmospheric nitrogen through
cyanamide, which would find great use as an artificial manure.
and thus stimulate agricultural progress. In point of fact, the

Rand may be said to be ])rimarily responsible for this great and
growing industry, since it was the search for a new method of

preparing cyanide that fixst discovered the reaction. Zinc blende

is also found native, and the winning of the metal offers no great

difficulty.

The mining of gold ore or other mineral deposits would be.

practically speaking, impossible without the use of explosives,

and to meet this necessity three large explosive factories have

been established in the country, all of which are entirely de-

pendent for their raw materials on other countries. The value

of these imports in 191 3. the last completely normal pre-war

period, w^as as follows : Sulphur, £78,386 ; nitrates, £235,984

;

glycerine. £563,014; or a total of £877,384, iron pyrites not

being given. Of these, no large deposits of sulphur or pure

pyrites are known to exist in South Africa, but nitric acid and
its salts can now be prepared in any quantity from the nitrogen

present in the atmosphere, and glycerine is a bye-product in the

manufacture of soap, factories for which have recently l)cen

erected here.

The production of the oils for the latter purpose would
necessitate the provision of artificial fertilisers, an industry of

prime imjjortance for the progress of every branch of agricul-

ture. Happily the problem of the transference of atmospheric
nitrogen to the requirements of the soil, first stated by Sir

William Crookes in his classic address to the British Association
at Bristol in 1896, has now been solved in various ways, two of
which have been indicated above, and which would therefore

serve, if estal)lished, a double function. Unfortunately deposits

of potassium salts or mineral phosphates of any large extent and
degree of purity, have not hitherto been discovered here; but
in this respect South Africa is in no worse case than most
other countries, and hence this prol)leni is by no means insolul>le.

The manufacture of super])hosphate. however, could and should
be undertaken, the value imported in 1913 being £95,273, and
of raw phos])hates only £1,705. It should also be mentioned
in this connection that over 135^2 million pounds of basic slag,

a bye-product of the steel industry, were imported in 1914

—

another valid argument for the creation of the latter. With
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regard to potassium salts there are no deposits of easy clieinical

access outside the celebrated Stassfurt beds, but there are sources
within this country, which could be realised if the necessity arose.

At the present moment strenuous research is l)eing made in ihe

United States of North America with regard to the treatment
of similar sources of potash in order to meet their own requiie-

nients, and, should these experiments prove successful, the appli-

cation of similar methods in this comUr\- may vet ])rove of great

value.

Returning again to the consideration of the exports of the

country, we find that copper ore and matte, tin ore, lead ore. and
raw asbestos, along with coal and diamonds, form the remainder.

It is. indeed, a sad reflection that we must needs ex])ort these

raw materials, as such, without making even the slightest attempt

to extract their valuable contents or work them up in any manner
whatsover. but rather in addition pay freightage on admixed
dross. .V pitiable confession of failure in very truth, since the

paths are easy and rendered still more so by the value of the

prospect! If the Chinaman and the Malay are capable enough
tc win the tin from its ore. why should we hesitate?

Further, we require these metals in some degree even at

present, since we imported in 1913 the following amounts:

—

Copper; Bar. ingot, and rod ^8,158

Plate and sheet 4>767
— ^i^-9^.S

Tin : Bar. block, and ingot £12,797

Total £25,722

If these figures constitute a subject for serious study, the

case is even more surprising, when the imports necessan,' for the

prosecution of the country's work are considered. The follow-

ing table gives a list of the articles (and their value for the year

1913), produced by chemical industry which could be manufac-
tured in this country. In this are included only such substances

as can be prepared from materials which are available here,

either in their raw state or those which can be grown on the soil

:

I. Cool Products. £

Ammonium Sulphate 4'707 >^f*i7*^7\
Ammonia for ice making 4,811 /Vp ^ y\
Ammonium Carbonate 928 /Xy^-'^S >V^\5^
Carbonic Acid Gas 1,827

; '^/'v -^^-w V\ ^
Calcium Carbide 46,715 (UJ / f , f> o a O Y
Creosote 801 (1^: [LIBRARYi2i V

Pitch 913 \-^\ "*^®"*" y ^
Tar 26,765 "''5>X:^/.<•"•^^»<^
Disinfectants and Germicides 43,272 \/9 " " ^

^""^

Printers' Ink ( ?) 10,802

£141,541
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II. Silica and Clay Products.

Building Bricks 1,086
Fire Bricks 4,181
Fire Clay 702
Pjpes and Pi[)ing 8 678
Earthenware

1 53,266
Glass 269,880
Beads (of glass?) 20,319

£458,112

III. Limes, Conents, etc.

Lime 1,818

Bleaching Powder 2,316
Cen:ent 125616
Magnesium Sulphate 2,104

IV. Starch and Stic/ar Products.

( ilucose 12,997
Alolasses and Treacle 799
(lolden Syrup 135.440
Vinegar 10,188

Alcohol (?)
Confectionery (?) 261,788

V. Oils. I'ats, and Jl'axcs.

Castor Oil 19-7/8
Colza and Rai)e ( )il 2,375
Cotton Seed Oil 34.8iy

Linseed Oil 43405
Lard 48 317
Beeswax 543
Margarine 26,643
Soap 94.-287

Candles 9,221

VJ. Cellulose.

Paper (cheaper grades) 340,541

VIT. Condcn.s-ed .Milk 464.886

VI II. J 'amis.

( )chre 6,670
Water Taints and .nistem])er 14.090
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IX. liinoiis

Medicinal rroparations (Spirituous) >^-.33'

.Medicinal rrcj)arations (non-Spiritu-

ous ) 101,609
Ale, Beer and Sioui 40,742
Aerated Waters 14.066
Matches 3.786
Tartar c Accl 5-^>39

Cream of Tartar '"^-059

Bakino- Powder 4^),76i

It will be obvious to an}- chemist, that this list is by means
as exhaustive as could be made, and that many common sub-

stances have been omitted. As an example of the latter, per-

haps the absence of all sodium compounds, more j)articularly

cyanide, every molecule of which is imported—^in 191 3 to the

extent of £395,639—may form a subject for criticism. But it

is a well-known fact that within the borders of the Union no
large economic supph- of the raw material, common salt, of

sufficient purity has hitherto been discovered. In British East
Africa, however, there is a large deposit, Lake Magadi, of pure
soda which constitutes, as far as is at present known, one of the

most remarkable natural phenomena in existence. On the

other hand, it may be objected that many of the materials (|uoted

are at present being manufactured here, in which case South
Africa is unable to meet even her own requirements. In addi-

tion to this, however, the chemist does not hesitate to assert and
maintdn, as he can prove, that he art'cles manufactured in ths
country do not, as a general rule, attain the same level of per-

fection as those to wliich importation has accustomed him, the

chief, and generally speaking, the sole reason being an utter

lack of chemical control. " Bricks are made from clay, and
clay is clay," is the article of faith upon which a manufacture
is founded ; the geographical survey of the l)ed furnishes a basis

for a usual estimation of ]:)rofits, the mixing, moulding, mining
and transport machines are provided by the engineer salesman,

untrained and uneducated labourers are drilled into daily routine

operations and the work Ijegins. with the only result possible,

the usual muddle through somehow, or trust to luck kind. A
few analyses of the virgin clay may have been done at first,

but physical and chemical control of every phase of the opera-

tion, from the clay pit to the sales product, is either unknown
and unvalued or ignored and despised.

A successful industry must be founded upon and controlled

by true scientific knowledge, and the transformations of matter

form the province of the chemist, whether it be the manufacture

of the food on which we live, the bricks, lime, and cement, with

which we build our homes, the medicines to cure our infirmities.

the paper and ink to disseminate and ])reserve our ideas, or the

explosives we use as weapons of destruction.
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And if wc are to build an edilice consecrated to the future

progress of our race in this country, where, owi'^g to our native

poj^ulation, self-preservation itself demands efficiency and leader-

shij) means excellence, it is our bounden duty that the advance-
ment of science shall permeate the mass and be understanded of

the common people. Otir workmen, too, must drink of the

fountain, so that even routine o])erations may reflect scientific

skill, and the atmosphere of science otir domina "Cj.

The realisation of our hopes is the mission of our youth,

and our assistance in the provision of the fullest means for its

achievement must be forthcoming in bounteous plenty.

The rule of thumb artisan, who is merely waiting for the

whistle to blow, must givj place to the workman tra'ned to

direct his energy with innate and acqtiired skill, and nio:e espec-

ially with some knowledge of the ])hysical and chemical proper-

ties of the materials he employs. Conservatism, worship of

tradition, ignorance of the discoveries of modern science and
failure to apply them are grievous sins in workmen, and heinous

crimes in those who control and direct industry, and the country

which allows these weeds, not merely to exist, but oft-times to

flourish, is doomed to an early grave in the fellowship of nations.

South Africa has been endowed beyond measure with rich

stores of useful minerals, and whilst these are being ex])loited,

she is dependent entirely on others to supply her most elementary

wants. Thoughtless criticism might saddle me with lack of a

due sense of j^roportion in that the economics of these possible

industries have leen left wholly out of consideration. In this

regard I maintain that the duty of a country is to its own people
and the primary necessity is to furnish, as far as it can do so.

its own immed ate recjuirements. South Africa is not nearly at

present as self-contained as is possible, and hence the necessity

for the establishment of cbemical industry in our midst is, in

every sense, a vital one. Private enterprise has to some extent

made a begninning, as illustrated by the success of the soap and
cement factories established within the last few years, but the

coal industry is still confined to the utilisation of the raw material

accompanied with the waste and loss of its most valuable bye-
])roducts. I am well aware of the fact, that recentl}' an
ammonium suli)hate industry has been started in this })rovince,

but in this case also l)ye-])ro(lucts of considerable value will be
lost.

There are two ])oints of view which make this ])artictilar

industry of supreme im])ortance—Inrstl}-, the defence of the
cotmtry ; and secondl}', conservation of its natural resources,

riienol, benzene and toluene are three of the most important
distillates obtained from coal tar, and apart from their own use
as motor fuels, when treated with nitric acid, these substances
yield on the one hand the highest explos.ves at present known,
and on the other hand the mother substances for the preparation
of dyes, drugs, and ])erfunie^. .Mucli has been heard since the
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commencement of the war on tliis latter subject, ownig to the
tact that the textile industries ct ( ireat Britain were so abso-
lutely dependent on Clerman}- for these products, that, for a
short time, their position was extremely critical. This sul)ject

is, to the chemist, certainly one of the most attractive within
his vision, but it would be sujjerfluous to deal with it here,

because 1 am of the opinion, that the day is yet distant when its

institution can Ite i)rotitably discussed in South Africa. On the
other hand, if war and the creed of a spurious superman are to

continue tlicir existence, the manufacture of explosives from
our own resources is a necessity, neglecting for the moment
their use in mining, engineering and agriculture. These, how-
ever, are not the only substances which would justify the incep-

tion of a tar distillation industry in this cotintry, as a perusal

of the short list given will readily show.

The second point of view put forward is, that conservation

of natural resources should constitute one of the primary func-

tions of Government, and as, according to the statistics of the

world's coal resources collected recently by the International

Geological Congres-, the (piantity of coal we possess is but
four-fifths of one per cent, of the total amount known to exist

in the world, this statement should require no advocacy on my
part with respect to a substance so rich and fertile in its already

known potentialities.

Parenthetically, I may remark here that the subject of

national conservation is one Avhich has not yet been taken up
by this Association, but its close and intimate connection wit.i

development should make it a matter for serious consideration

even now. In the United States of North Amercia. which is

one of the portions of the earth most richly endowed by nattire,

mtich preliminary work has been done upon this subject, and
the publications of the (lOvernment Commission, as also the

addresses and papers of some of its foremost scientific workers.

are worthy of careful study. South Africa is still a young
country, but in the evolution and development of its heritage it.

must seek to take advantage of the experiences of this nature,

which other coimtries can show.

The late Lord Beaconsfield on:e .'^aid that the pros{)erity

of a country could be gauged by the extent of its chemical indus-

try, a statement which was received by his contemporaries with

scorn and derision. The years which have elapsed since then

have proved, as is often the case, that his words were not the

accident of an impulsive verbosity, but the reasoned verdict of a

deliberative mind. The realisation of this dictttm has been most
profoundly shown by the stujjendous j>rogress in chemical indus-

try made by Gemiany during the last forty }'ears, more especially

in the domain of organic chemistry.

It m.ay appeal to some to state here, that their great chemical

factories, each with a capital of from one to two million pouwds,

paid dividends out of profits varying from 14 per cent, to 30
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per cent, in 191 3, and as a specific example may be ciuoted. ihc

firm of F. Bayer and Co., of Elberfeld, which on a capital of
ii,800.000 made a net profit of £838,092, figures which remind
one of a rich Transvaal Gold Mine. Lesser concerns show pro-

portionate results.

From the point of view of the present conflict, these fac-

tories, with their vast chemical equipment and organisation, are

among the greatest national assets of their country, and it is

by no means beside the mark to state, that without her chemical
industries (jermany would never have been able to continue the
struggle.

If we leave out of consideration the exploitation of her
metalliferous minerals, which will in the not far distant future

be but memories. South Africa may be considered as a coimtry
where chemical industry is, jjractically speaking, non-existent.

Hence, to prepare the nation for the future prosperity we
should so earnestly desire to see attained, the obligation lests

upon this generation to develo}), at the earliest i^ossible moment,
those chemical industries, in the first place, needful for its own
existence, and onl\- when this has Ijeen achieved, to attemjyi an
expansion beyond it»s borders.

The second portion of nn- theme relates to the organisation

of chemical industry and the ] art which research should play

therein. So much has been written upon this subject, since the

war liegan, that it reqm'res some amount of courage to add to

the already voluminous literature bearing upon it. and. in ventur-

ing to do so, I cannot ho])e to do more than give a l)rief survey,

one which, however, will relate more es])ecially to the conditions

as they exist in this country.

Reference has ah'ead)- been made lo the enormous progress

which Germany has made in this direction, but, unfortunately,

it has reiiuired a war of the present dimensions to pierce the

armour-plated conservatism of the governing classes in England,

and, even yet, is is a matter of grave doubt, whether much im-

pression has been made. The force of precedent and example
within the Empire in all its aflfa.rs is so dangerous, that, in many
respects, it should be classified as a disease and treated accord-

ingly. But this is a phase of mentality, which so far has been

outside the vision of those to whom we have entrusted our

destinies. It should, however, in this respect be noted that the

agitation for the endowment of scientific education and reseaich

on the one hand, and the scientific development and control of

industry on the other, is a theme ujion which the leaders of science

and contemporary thought ha\e nexiT wearied to dilate since

Ciermany first began to rival her competitors, and then leave them
behind in the race for industrial supremacy. I'atent laws and
other legislative ex])e(lients of a like artificial nature are Inu

momentary impedimenta in the path of modern scientific indusiry,

arid" soon melt away like llu- proxerbial dew. It will suffic(.' to

mcntir)n the c^'mparison brlweeii the great anticipitions and their
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realisation, when a few years ago Mr. Lloyd (Icorge attempted
by such legislation to transfer in some degree ( lerman chemical

industry to Great Britain. TaritTs may i)rotect the birth throes

of industries, whose sponsors are ftilly conversant with modern
methods of their exploitation and utilise this knowledge to the

fullest extent in their i-o'itrol, but otherwis(^ tiiey provide an

illustration of a futile and impotent waste of energy, such as any
scientific man would most rigorously condemn.

By way of preface it would, i)erhaps. at this stage be of

interest to take a few illustrations of the manner in which some of

these industries have risen to their present state of flourishing

activity, and, although the story is an oft-repeated tale, constant

reiteration does not yet seem to have brought home the lessons

it teaches. T shall first refer to the sxnthetic preparation of

of indigo. This example is at the present moment the most
fitting one which, 1 think, could be chosen, since it bears the

closest possible resemblance and analogy to an industry upon
which much of the prosperity of this {)arl.icular Province is

directly dependent, namely, the tannin industrx

.

The synthesis of indigo was first accomplished by Nencki
in 1876, but it was not until Mayer and his pupils had five or
six years later thoroughly investigated and proved its constitution,

that simple methods for its .synthesis became available. The
next step, namely, the translation of the laboratory methods thus

discovered into commercially economic processes, proved a source
of extreme difficulty, in which success was only achieved after

nearly one million pounds had been spent on innumeraljle and
laborious experiments, and at the end of seventeen years' work,
artificial indigo prepared from the napthalene of coal tar being
first put on the market in 1897. If anything can excite our
admiration, surely this example of one of the finest industrial

achievements known to science should do so. The result of this

vast amount of labour and expenditure, which, it is needless to

say, would not have been incurred had the consequences not been
clearly and ]M-ecisely foreseen, is shown in the rollowing table

given by Professor P. F. Frankland in an exhaustive paper on the

Chemical Industries of Germany last year:

—

Indigo.
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In i>>y=f'ijG the acreage under cultivation was approximately

1,400,000 acres, and on Deceniljer 31st. 1915. the Indian Trade
Journal (Calcutta) jmblished an estimate that the total area in

1915 was 314,300 acres, as compared with 148,400 acres in 1914,

this increase being due to the high prices ruling on account of

the war and the cessation of the German industry. The total

yield w^as estimated at 39,000 cwt., as against ^5,200 cwt., the

revised estimate for 1914-15. and the average output per acre

14 lb., as against 19 lb. in the preceding year. The price of indigo

( 100 per cent.) in tS»;7 was sixteen shillings per kilo, and in 1913
seven shillings.

The success of the synthetic industry, as had been also fore-

seen, would probajjly not stop here, and the following quotation

from Professor Frankland will show this :

—

B}' varying the ingTcliLius in the indigo svtithesis, many very valuable
flyc.s related to indigo have been ol)tained. Thus the chlorine and bromine
sub.stituted indigos are manufactured as ciba blue, l)rilliant indigo, and
bromo-indigo. Again with sulphur instead of oxygen, thio-indigo-red and
tiiio-indigo-scarlet. Moreover, Iw using the anthracene grouping in the

indigo sj'nthesis, a number of the most important colours have been
obtained, r.^'., Indanthrenes of extraordinary fastness to light; Alizarin

indigo; Algol colours ( Rolicrt E. Schmidt >, in all varieties of colour
and of the greatest fastness to light."

The knowledge of what was l)eing done in (iermany ])rior

to the advent of the marketing of synthetic indigo was not un-

known to the Indian ])lanters, but they were sceptical of the

results, many believing that it was an impossibility to prepare

the sub.stance from coal tar, with the result that, practically speak-

ing, they took no steps whatever to improve either the yield per
acre or the quality of their finished ]iroduct. Having thus lulled

themselves to sleep, their awakening in t8c;7, when synthetic

indigo was placed on the market at a i)rice much below that de-

manded for the natural substance, was somewhat of a bolt from
the blue. ( )wing to the stress of the competition, which they

at la.st realised would take place, they attemjited some improve-
ments ; but, as seen above, they were somewhat belated. It is

difficult to predict with any degree of accuracy whether the natural

product would have Ix'en entirely ousted had there been no war,

i^ecause tradition is liard to kill, and there are still dyers who
|)refcr to use the natural dye. On the other hand, there can be

no doubt that the production of the latter would have been insig-

nificant in comparison with that of the synthetic material, as hap-

pened in the previously well-known and analogous case of the

dye alizarin, formerly extracted from madder root. The ind go
fields would have shared the same fate as those of the madder.

The tannin industry in this Province is in a similar position

lo that in which the indigo industry found itself abotil i<S8o-82.

The master synthesis of tannin was effected in 1(^13 b\ Professor
Emil Fischer and Dr. Karl Freudenberg i;i Merlin. I low this

has 1)een accomplished will be dealt with fully in a separate paper
before this Section. The formula of tannin is now^ known with
a great degree of certainty, and the researches are still being
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continued. The next stej) is the commercial utilisation of ibis

knowledge, which means the synthetic ])roduction of artificial

tannin on a commercial scale from raw materials found in < Ger-

many. This, as stated aliove, in the case of indigo took seven-

teen years' work and one million pounds in money.
The value of the tannin bark industry to Natal is appioxi-

mately three hundred thousand pounds ])er amium, as shown in

the Annual Statements of the Trade and Shi])])ing of the Union
(1912 ct sec].), namely:

—

I.

—

Amounts Exported in Pounds.

iyi2. T913. J9T4. '91 5'

To the United
Kingdom... 62.007.314 99,203,808 92,276.338

„ Germany . 32,523.378 30.745,850 25,904,174
„ Australia . 16,072,668 8,871,278 7.156.368

,, Other coun-
tries 7,604,239 6,896,802 4,879,946

Total . . . 118.207,599 145,717.738 130,216,826 89,639.564

II.

—

Value of the above in £ sterling.

To the United
Kingdom . . . . 145.304 208,192 200,772

„ Germany 83-240 68,318 60,735
., Australia . . . . 35.890 17.845 I3;872

,, Other countries 18,576 15.974 11,020

Total 283.010 309,329 286.399 195,184

The problem, which confronts the industry in this province,

is therefore how, whilst there is still time, to ])rotect it against

any conception, which might possibly arise from the presence

on the market of an artificial substitute. Tiie answer to this

may be put in the form of a (juestion. If, during the years

1 880-1 896 the indigo planters of India had invested one million

pounds in the scientific investigation and development of their

industry, would they have for one moment feared to have faced

competition at the end of that period? This would have meant

an expenditure to the extent of between fifty and sixty thousand

pounds per annum for seventeen years invested so as to obtain

results, which would not only have made the future secure,

but at the same time would also have increased the output

annually during the period of its outlay. In ix)int of fact, it

would in all probability have placed vegetable indigo beyond

competition. Moreover, just as India was compelled to export

the indigo wdiich she grew, so also must Natal at })resent exjiort

her tannin bark, until the chemical industry of leather manufac-

ture be established here, in which case the leather would be re-

quired to stand the strain of the competitive market. In pass-

ing, it may be noted here that (^-f the twenty-five large classes
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into which Ciermany officiall} (hvides material cOiinected witli

chemical industry, one of the divisions is " tanning extracts
''

and another " dyes and dye material."

In both these industries, the production of indigo and tannin,

the problems are so very similar, that the lesson of the former

should be the incentive for the latter in the superlative degree.

It is ofttimes the wail of the prohtnionger that the industry will

not " stand the expense." and in annual balance-sheets we look

in vain for the record of " investments " in the future of the

industry itself. The work of the botanist and chemist are the

corner stones, upon which these organisations must not only be

Intilt up initially, l)ut also must be conducted throughout. Each
must have had the highest training possible, must be thoroughly
skilled in his work, thoroughly conversant with all that has been
done, and must be selected for the work on these grounds and
no other. They must be provided, as far as they can be, with-

out stint or question with all that they deem necessary for the

prosecution of their investigations, and results will follow. The
days of rule of thumb experience, the legacy of a former genera-

tion, are as dead as the dodo, and he who still clings to them,

will be left behind his more enlightened contemporaries as the

cab-horse is outdistanced by the aeroplane. The weigh scales

and the magnifying glass may have been excellent tools for our

great grandfathers, but we desire the microbalance and the

ultra-microscope. If in pain, we do not despise the veronal

which the chemist has provided for our ease, but as yet we scorn

liis aid in the prosecution of our industries.

Chemical industry requires a complex organisation beginning

with the chemist, and ending with the patent agent and adver-

tising salesman, sometimes also the machinery for running to

earth patent thefts and fraudulent imitations. Its board of

control should be self-contained, and consist of rei)resentatives

of each of the main branches, whose qualification should be that

they have specially studied their own sphere of the work, and
been at the same time highly trained therein. Industrial suc-

cess at the present day demands this, and illustrations of tlie

efficiency and success thereby produced are easily obtained. The
number and kind of men required will, of course, vary consider-

ably with the particular industry, and in each case requires the

exercise of much careful thought before commencing oi)erations.

But at the outset the chemist is the most im])ortant factor

in chemical industry, because it is in the first degree upon his

work that the operations depend. This may seem to some a

self-evident truth, but. as a chemist. I can give the assurance
that it is unfortunately otherwise in most instances in this

country with, of course, results which are easily foretold ; in fact,

this i^ one of the main reasons, why our chemical products are
not up to the standard of imjKirted goods. (liven the chemist
and the problem of the industry to be undertaken, the next pro-
cedure is its complete investigation, in other words, to ascertain

as much as possible of what is already known, for which access
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U) a goinl tcchnoloi^ical ami scicntilic lil)rary i^ re(|uirL'(l, and
then to carry out, after complete analyses of the raw materials

have been made, such tests on a small scale as will give some
clue to the difficulties to be encountered on the large scale, for

which ])urj)ose the establishment of a ]iroperly e(iuii)ped labora-

tory is indis])ensable. If these meet with success, and the in-

dustry is undertaken, the laboratory can be utilised to aid the

engineer in selecting the best materials of construction, until

such time as it is necessary for controlling the daily routine.

At the same time, it should serve as an instrument of research

with a view to improving methods of daily control, methods of

manufacture, and also the discovery of new methods or processes.

Whether any or all of the functions be efficiently performed
<.lepends on the equipment and staff of the laboratory, but more
especially on the man, who is 'the head. Routine operations soon

become to a certain extent standardised, and can be carried out

efficiently by well-trained assistants, but research work of the

beneficial kind can only be effectively performed by the head

of the laboratory in touch with every ])hase of the manufactur-

ing process, or by chemists specially appointed for this purpose

working independently. The value of the work done will mani-

fest itself in the smooth working of the process of manufacture

and the sales of the finished product, when compared under com-
mercial conditions with its competitors. It will also be of great

assistance to the engineer in the control of his supplies, especially

fuel. It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the value of such

a laboratory in pounds, shillings and pence, but on the other hand
in a few instances, where they have been installed in this country,

they have rendered invaluable assistance and made for efficiency.

It is not my intention here to enter U])on the other i^hases

of the organisation, as they are in most respects common to all

industries, and hence are well known. The sad aspect of the si^ecial

cases with which we are concerned here is, that it has hitherto

})een considered sufficient for these industries to employ business

men and engineers alone, all excellent in their own lines. l)ut

(|uite unfitted to govern an industry, whose fundamental basis

is a chemical process. This, in fact, is one of the chief reasons

why England lost her su])remacy and was outstripped by Ger-

many, and the appreciation of this fact at the present moment
by the Americans is manifesting itself in a keen endeavour to

take the lead.

Another reason is. that Germany has appreciated to the full

^he value of scientific research and education, and it is neces-

sary for us to realise this m like measure, if we are to utilise

efficiently the abundance of raw material found in this country.

We have seen above in the case of one industry the vast sums
of money they were willing to spend to effect its capture, and

this was strictly in keeping with their general policy, both on

tthe part of the State and the individual. That the Empire is

beginning at last to appreciate this is shown by the steps being

taken in England. Canada, and Australia. Little has, as yet.
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been dene in England compared with what we should expect.

f)ut this may be partly accounted tor by the war. The Canad-
ians, at the instigation of Lord Shaughnessy, have made a begin-

ning in the establishment of the Canadian Research Bureau at

Montreal, thus seconding the excellent work, which has been
accomplished in recent years by their Mines Department. The
proximity of the United States will doubtless assist in nidking

for efficienc}', as the work of the scientific departments attached

to their Bureaus of Agriculture, Geology, Mines, Commerce,
Standards, etc., is too well known to need description. The Aus-
tralian Government has endowed a similar institution, the Com-
monwealth Institute of Science and Industry, to the extent of

half a million pounds as a beginning, the object in both cases

being the development of the natural resources for the benefit

of the countr}- in the first, and of the Enijjire in the second place.

So far as I am aware, in this country nothing has yet been done
in this direction, other than the meeting of the scientific societ'es

of the Rand, held recently in Johannesburg, which laid stress

on this matter, and formed a Committee to further the project.

No opportunity like the present has ever before presented

itself, and the cessation of the war will witness the still fiercer

struggle of industrial competition, for which we must gird on our
armour. At present we are, as I have shown, exporting our law
materials and importing the articles manufactured from them,

hence our first and foremost need is to attempt to make our-

selves independent of others, as far as our own wants are con-

cerned. For this purpose research is necessary, and, in my
opinion, the prime mover must be the State, since its proper
execution demands, if performed efficiently, an organisation

which is beyond the sco|)e of the individual. It would take too

long to enter fully, as the subject most rightly merits, into all

the details of its recjuirements, and 1 shall therefore content

myself with a brief sununary of the most essential considerations

and necessities. In the first place, however, 1 desire to exj)lode

a popular fallacy, that there are two kinds of research, which
have been miscalled pure and applied research. They corres-

pond to the undignified and unworthy divisions into which even
science itself has been classified. If research be undertaken, as

it is, to thrust back the boundaries of the unknown, and to

widen the areas of existing knowledge, (hen, no matter if the
purpose for the moment be, in a sense, the abstract, such as the

proof or establishment of a law, principle, or hypothesis, or the

concrete, such as we find e-Kemplified in the successful develop-
ment of the contact method of manufacturing sulphuric acid, as

a result of the commercial preparation of indigo, it is somewhat
of an anachronism to draw a sharp line of division. More
especially is the practice to be condemned, since in the ])opular

mind research of the former kind is sujjposed to have no utility

whatever, whereas without it the latter \vould be absolutely im-

l)OSsible, and hence in an\ scheme which may be ])Ut forward ii
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inusi claim the part, to which it is justly entitled. The steps,

which are necessary in this country for this work, are as follows:

I. Prlliminakv :

(a) A coniplclc census of existing laboratories and workers.

ih) A complete census of facilities for the education of scientific

workers of all kinds and classes.

(c) A complete census of all manufactures, tlieir K'cation. ir.elliods.

raw materials and output.

(d) A complete census of all known existint^ raw materials of this

country, which might he put to use for niauufacturinf> or other
purposes.

(
('

) The collection of information from, and reciprocity with, organ-
isations having similar objects throughout the Kmpiro, and in

.\llied or friendly States.

J. St.\ni).\kijis.\tio.\ :

(a) Of scientific instruments of all kinds, whether used in lahomtories
tir works.

(.6) .\nd scientific control of apparatus and materials recpiired in

research.

.V T.MTiATioN: The appointment of a Central Council which shall

—

((/) Receive and suggest problems for research;
( b) By the organisation of manufactures of the same or similar pro-

ducts, ascertain what is necessary for their progress

;

(
(

) Keep in close touch with all the Universities and Scientific

Societies in the country.

4. Assistance :

(a) By endowments to laboratories and workers-
ib) By the collection, pul)lication, and disseminat'on of information.
(() By the establishment and endowment of liiiraries.

( d) P.y the advancement of scientific education in schools, colleges,
and universities.

(c) By increasing the equipment, etc., of existing laboratories, and
the establishment of new ones.

(f) \W the provision of lal)oratories for carrying out suggested indus-
trial processes on a small commercial scale with the sanction
and approval of the Centra! Council.

5. Co-ORUIXATIUX :

(a) By annual reports from all laboratories.

ib) By bringing all workers in the same I)ranch together,

(r) By the dissemination of information respecting similar work
being done elsewhere.

( d) By annual Congresses of all Scientific Societies.

{ e) By annual Congresses of manufacturers and trade interests.

If research should show, that new industries can l)e estah-

lished in this country with advantage, of which I cannot enter-

tain the slightest doubt, it wdll be possible by legislation, if neces-

sary, to assist their inception by the establishment of Industrial

Banks, which would advance funds for the ])urpose of financ-

ing them in their early stages, provided that the nietliods to be

employed had been sanctioned by a competent authority as men-
tioned above. In addition to this, protection c(nild be given for

a time at least by patent laws, which, if unsuitable, could be

amended, but this is a shield upon which too much reliance

.-should not be placed.
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W hat IN really necessar)- is a complete union of even
interest concerned, and no link in the chain must be wanting, but
it must l)e clearly recognised that the first necessity, the absolute
prime mover of modern industrial progress at the present da)-

is science and scientific research. What science has achieved
in the past must be used as a tool to delve into her still unknown
secrets, and the country that ignores the call must soon bo

reckoned amongst the least of the nations.

Much preliminary work will be necessary, before it will be
possible to move in the right direction, but this organisation
should be undertaken without delay. With the means of com-
munication and the officials employed in every corner of the

country, the Government could undertake this work in a manner,
that lies outside the reach of any other bod\'. and this could be
carried on concurrently with the preliminary arrangements for

conducting experiments on its raw materials with a view to the

encouragement of local industries. In progressive civilised

countries, which are comparable with this in point of age.

(Governments have deemed it a necessity, and spent large sums
in maintaining laboratories of all kinds and ])ublishing informa-

tion freely for the use of its citizens and the advancement of

science. The value of research is happil\' not unknown here,

and we all gladly pay tribute to the great work accomplished by
Sir Arnold Theiler and his associates, and at the same time to

the Government, which has made it possible. Our desire is for

more and yet more, in order that we may supply our fundamental

necessities, at least, in some measure. Day by day our natural

resources are being exhausted and our stock of raw materials i>

disa]i])earing. In the meantime but little, if any, attempt is

being made to develop industrial activity.

At its base lies the work of the chemist and the physici.st,

too little known and still less appreciated, even 1)\' those of whom
some slight knowledge might be expected. The work of the

former is still associated with that of the pliarmacist. and that

of the latter is unknown. The general diffusion of scientific

knowledge may bring enlightenment to the people in the courst-

of time, but in those, who desire to develoj) and control j)i()gress,

we insist upon the knowledge and capacity that will command
success. Some ])ainful examples of this colossal ignorance have
made themselves manifest recently, both here and in England,
but it will sufifice to emphasise that without their assistance true

progress is an utter impossibility.

History has shown, that wars in the past have proved a

stimulus to industry. There is no valid reason to believe, that
the ])resent one will i)rove an exception to that rule, and lience

the urgent necessity for the immediate organisation of all our
resources, even were that not desirable on other more funda-
mental grounds. Co-operation is the key. and science, educa-
tion, commerce and manufacture must form one organic whole,
each contributing its share to the i-onimon stock, their united
effort f(jr the common weal.
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The 1 'resident delivered the followini,^ address:

—

The subject which I liave chosen for niy address is

—

A Skktcti of TiiK Risk, Growth, and Devf.lopmknt of
M^'(oLO(;^ ix Sotth Africa.

But before doing so, i would first ask to be permitted to

])av niv personal tribute to the venerable and celebrated botanist

of this Province, whose loss we have sustained since this

Association last met.

Tohn Medley Wood i)assed away on .\ugust 26th, h^i.S.

while still employed as Director of the Natal Herbarium. Not

onl}- did he luake a name for himself in connection with the ])ha-

nerogamic tiora of Natal, but as I hope to show to-day, he is

almost solely responsible for our present knowledge of the fungi

of Natal.

Working for the most part under exceptional difficulties,

with little encouragement from either the State or the general

public, he is an example to many of us as to what can be accom-

plished by individual effort and energy. Often had he quite

pathetically told me that he hoped that he might never become

too infirm to work. The end came as he wished. On the evening

prior to his death he had been busy with a description of Cotyle-

don orbiciilala for\'ol.7 of his "Natal Plants." He was then in his

88th year. To those of you of this Province who have followed his

career and have taken more or less interest in his work, it must

be some source of satisfaction to know that the foundations

which he has laid are being built on, and a laboratory specially

equipped for the investigation of phytopathological problems is

already established at the Natal Herbarium, Durban.

South African mycology falls naturally into three i)eriods :

The pre-Darwinian period, which embraces collections of fungi

made by the early travellers and botanists. This we may regard

as the rise of South African mycology.

The post-Darwinian period, in which the labours of Mac-

Owan ancl Medley Wood added largely to our knowledge of the

fungus flora of the country, and which ma\- be looked upon as

the growth of the science.

The present epoch, dating from the time (1905) at which

mycology was first officiall)' recognised as a distinct branch of

research.
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It is not generally known that " the father of the science of

mycology "" came from South Africa. I refer to I'ersoon. Per-

soon was born at the Cape of Good Hope in 1755. At this time
fungi were practically unknown from this country. Although
Persoon left the Cape at an early age, went to Germany, and
afterwards settled in Paris, it is rather interesting to find that

some of the earliest references to Cape fungi are in his " Synop-
sis Methodica Fungorum," published in 1801.

Persoon's (67 and 68) "Observations Mycologicse," pub-

lished in 1795, his " Synopsis Methodica Fungorum," and his
" Mycologia Europaea," will ever remain as masterpieces in the

annals of mycology. His herbarium is now preserved at Leyden.
The earliest mention of South African fungi are, of course,

to such fragmentary specimens as were sporadically' collected

from time to time by travellers and botanists who visited the

country, and who natttrally sent back to Europe those unusual
forms of growth w"hich attracted most attention.

Amongst the pioneer collectors of South African fungi must
be included Thunberg, Zeyher, Btirke, Drege, Harvey. W'ahlberg,

Queinzius, and Boivin.

All these workers were busy before the latter half of the

nineteenth century, at a time when mycology was anything but

an organised science. In fact, the appearance of Persoon's work
mentioned above is generally regarded as the beginning of a

new era in mycology.

Just as these early fungi were collected perhaps more as

objects of curiosity than as material for systematic research, so

we find that the first records refer to isolated and odd specimens.

A few examples will suffice. Thus it is interesting to note

that these ])lants did not escape the attention of Thunberg. " the

father of Ca])e Botany," during his brief stay in the country,

for one of the earliest references to Caj^e fungi relates to Pod-
axon carrinoiiialls (Linn.) Fr., the fungus so commonly seen on

antheai)S tliroughout South Africa just after soaking rains. This

plant was first collected by Tlumbcrg and described by Linnreus

as Lycopcrdon carcinomalc in 1781.

Persoon (67) in 1801 referred the specimen to the genus

Scleroderma, and named it S. earcinojiiale. whWc Fries a few years

later placed it in the gcntis Podaxon. where it has since remanied.

The fungus is usually from about 7 to 12 inches in length,

and is remarkable in that the stem is continued right up to the

apex of the ])lant, and forms an axis for the glel)a. i^he i)eridium

is cylindrical; when ripe it (lehisces at tlie base, and an ink\- mass
of sjHires escapes.

Whether the fungus is actually cultivated by white ants we
do not yet know . 'IMiere are about 18 species of Podaxon known.
and all are found in the warmer regions of the world.

In 1829 we find Rudolphi (76) describing the i)arasite

(Aicidiitiit resi)neoliiiii Ku W'int.), which produces such re-

niarkable galls on Raphnia angulata, and which is so common
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about Lion's IJead at Capetown. A good illustration of this

fungus is given in Marloth's " Flora," Vol. I, Plate 3, Fig. i;.

Some eleven years later Prof. Gustav Kunze (47), in a short

note in '" Flora," described Sccotium Qneinzii, which was col-

lected by ltdIleitis in sandy places at the Ca])e in 1H39. and
shortly afterwards by Zeyher at Uitenhage.

The genus Sccotitim was founded on this specimen. The
plant is about 3 to 4 inches in height ; the peridium 2 to 3 inches

in diameter, while the stem is firm and runs right into the interior

of the peridium.

About 20 species are known
; the majority come from Aus-

tralia and New Zealand. Several are found in Africa, North
America and Furope.

So much for the early fragments of South .\frican m\co-
logy.

The first detailed and systematic account of South African
fungi appeared in 1S43. ^'"titled " Fungi collected by Zevher in

Uitenhage."

This paper was published by Miles Joseph FJerkeley (1),
the British mycologist, in Hooker's London Journal of Botany.
The specimens recorded amounted to 31 species, of which 13

were described as new. The majority belonged to the Hyme-
nomycetes, and included such types as could be more readily

preserved.

Berkeley, in the introduction to his ])aper, remarked on the

extraordinary paucity of certain genera which even in those

days were regarded as cosmopolitan ; included amongst these

were the Polypori, of which only five were mentioned. CJne of

them, Polyponts sangitincits Fr., is of exceptional interest to

me, because it is recorded " on decayed stems of Aloe africana,

Uitenhage.'' I refer to it here because I have received specimens
of this same fungus on a variety of species of aloe from many
localities in South Africa, and I have reason to believe that the

fungus is truly parasitic upon this host.

Berkeley, even at this time, was regarded an one of the fore-

most mycologists of the day, and through the influence of Sir

\\'illiam Hooker, had at his disposal most, if not all. of the

exotic fungi that passed through Kew.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find Berkeley's name as.-o-

ciated with many of the mycological treasures discovered at

the Cape by the botanical collectors of his time.

Most of Zeyher's fungi are now preserved in the Herbariiun

at Kew.
Thus, shortly after this Berkeley (2). in the same journal.

in a paper entitled " On Two Hymenomycetous Fungi belonging

to the Lycoperdaceous Group," described Polyplocium inqiiinans,

which was collected on the banks of the Orange River by Burke

and Zeyher, and also discussed briefly the fungus Secotinm

Oueinzii Kunze. which has alreadv been referred to above.
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This fungus Pulyf'lociiiiii iiujtiiiuins deserves a few notes in

passing. So far as I am aware, it has never been collected since

Zeyher visited the Orange River. The ])lant is only known from
Zeyher's single specimen, which is now preserved at Kew. The
plant is about 6 to 7 inches in height. The peridium is volviform,

and 4 to 5 inches in diameter. Stem stout and farctate. It is

found growing on the ground, and in the words of Berkele}',
" f(t?dissime inquinans."

Several authorities are inclined to think that Polypluciiiiii is

identical with the closely related genus Gyropliragiiiiiiiu Mon-
tague specimens of which are recorded from Northern Africa.

This point will probably remain undecided until further s})eci-

mens are obtained.

In the following year (1844) we again hud Berkeley (3)

describing in Hooker's London Journal of Botany Soutli African

fungi of exceptional interest, viz. :

—

Broomeia congrcgata, collected in the Albany district of the

Cape by Backhouse and Cantharclhis capcnsis, one of Harvey's

treasures.

Broomeia congrcgata is only known from South Africa. It

has been recorded from South-\A^est Africa, the Cape, and the

Transvaal. The plant is nearly always found in close association

with Acacia trees. Around Pretoria ii occurs chiefly under

.Icacia Jiorrida. It reminds one of a cluster of CiPasters sDriny

from a common stroma. There are usually from 50 to 100

individuals in the cluster. Before the outer peridium bursts, the

plant is of a l^eautiful smooth white colour, slightly hemisi)heri-

cal, and from 3 to 4 inches in diameter. After ihe outer peridium

breaks away each individual takes on a buff or tawny colour,

while the mouth is cons])icuous b}' a dark circular area. The
plants emit a strong, though somewhat ])leasant. smell of l)enz-

aldehyde, and their i)resence in the bush can fre(|uently be de-

tected from the odour emitted. A second s])ecies. Broomeia ellip-

sospora v. Holm., lias recentl}' beeu described from .South Africa.

The vear 1843 saw anotlier celebrated mycologist interesting

himself in Cai)e fungi, for Montague (63) ])ublislied a descrip-

tion of / f onioslcgii: iim plilmrl'Ciia. whicli is ])arasilic on Colpoon

compressiim.

Two _\ears later ( i<'~^45) another distinguished I'rench myco-
logist. Joseph Henri Leveille (48) in his " (."hampignons Exo-
ticjues," described PotliiorcUa congcsta {\x\.) ."-^acc. which had
been collectecl ])y Drege on l'o(Ji>carpits M the Ca])e.

In 1S47 a second systematic account of .South African fiuigi

was published. This was by the l-'rench mycologist, .Montague

(64). who dealt with the specimens collected by Orege. Mon-
tague records 41 specimens belonging to the genera Agariciis,

Schizophyllum, Bolyponis, '/'rametes, 1 1 cxagonia, Favolus, Dcc-

dalea, (ila-oporns, Cymatodcrma, Thclepliora, Slcrcum, Corti-

ciitni. h'.xidia. / /ypo.vylon . M yccnastrti m. Borista. PodaxoHy
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Pcricliuiia. Slilhnin and L'slihujo. Most of Drct^e's spcciiiK-ns

are now preserved in the I lerbariuni Delessert at (jeneva.

Anothei- eoni])reliensive addition to the nivcolo^ijy of the

C()untr\- \\•a^ made tlie following- \ear ( 1S4S) h\- I'^has l-'ries

(32), tlie Swedish ni)e(jlogist, who is universally rej^arded as the

greatest mycologist of his time. Fries in 1848 published his
' Fungi Natalensis "'

in Stockhohn. These fungi \vere collected

by the Swedish naturalist and hunter. J. A. W'ahlberg, in Natal,

during 1839-40. Fries described 40 fungi from Natal, included

in the genera Pleiirotus, Paiiiis, Scliizuf^liyHnni. J.cn.citcs. Pol\-
ponis. TraiJictcs. Ifr.nu/oitid. Piwolus, Thclcponis, (iHCpinia,

Cladodrrris, Slcrcitm. Corflcriiiii. HInicoIa, Troiirlla. Gcasicr,

I.\i'(>pcrdi>ii. and Lanopila.

This paj^er also recorded live fungi which were collected

by Zeyher at Uitenhage. These were sent by Prof, (iitstav

Kuntze to Fries, and were referred l)y the latter to the genera

Amauita, Lcpiola and Mycciia.

This brings us to the close of the first ]jeriod of South

African mycology, and for over 20 years little that was fresh or

of any note appeared in literature dealing with this aspect of the

flora of the country.

The second period, which we may regard as the growth of

the science of mycology in South Africa, coincides very closely

with that ])eriod which is generally looked upon as the dawn of

modern mycology, and is attributed to the extraordinary stimulus

in this branch of research, resulting from the publication of De
Bary's classical Avork. " Morphologic und Physiologic der Pilze

"

in t866.

Peter Mac( )wan arrived at the Cape a few years after the

publication of Darwin's " ( )rigin of Species," and his ftmgi from
the " Boscbberg." near Somerset Fast, soon became famous and
much coveted. One of the first ])apers dealing with these fungi

a])i)eared in 1875 in the German publication. " Flora." by Felix

von Thuemen (87). a mycologist of considerable re])ute. Five

subsequent pai>ers by the same author, entitled " Fungi Austro-

Africani," were ]>ublished by 1878. These dealt with 127 species

collected by Mac( >wan chiefly in the locality mentioned above.

After a lai)se of over 30 vears. Miles Joseph fjcrkeley (5)

in 1876 again identified himself with two remarkable and essen-

tially South .\frican fungi, viz. : KaJchhrcuncra Tiickii Berk, and

MacOicauiics uf/ariciinis Kalch. These two plants had been sent

by MacOwan to Kalchbrenner. ihe Hungarian mycologist, who in

turn had forwarded a figure of Kalchhrenncra and a section of

klacOa'dnilcs. together with the discoverer's notes to Berkeley.

Kalchbrenner. in the same vear, 1876. ])ublished an account

and descri])tion of these two fungi in " Hedwiigia."

Kalclibrcnucra Tuckii Berk, belongs to the group of fungi

commonly known as Phalloids. It is usually found growing in

sandy soil, and is from 4 to () inches in height. The receptacle

is hemis])herical, and is divided into 10 to 15 ])right scarlet nail-
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shaped processes. Like other members of this group, it has a

very offensive smell, and decays very rapidly.

The genus is only known from Africa, and chiefly from the

southern portion.

A variety of A'. Tnckii, var. clalhroldcs, P. Henn., was
described in 1895 ^y Hennings from Togoland. while a second

variety, which was sent to me by Dr. Schonland and Miss Alice

Pegler, has recentl)' 1)een defined by myself as Kalchhrcuua

Titckii ( Kalchbr. and MacOwan ) Berk., var. iiiicroccpliala.

MacOwaiiites agaricimiis Kalchbr. is a monotypic genus

peculiar to South Africa, and so far as 1 am aware has not been

collected by anyone except MacOwan, whose name it commemo-
rates. It is a small umbrella-shaped plant, about 2 inches high.

The hemispherical peridium is from 1 to 2 inches in diameter,

and of a dirty 1)rown colour, 'i^he j^ilant has a strong odour like

that of garlic.

In 1879 Natal fungi again figured in mycological literature.

For this John Medley Wood and Mordecai Cubit Cooke were
responsible ; the former collecting in Natal, the latter publishing

and editing cryptogamic literature in England. Both these

veterans have only passed away since this Association met last

year. Cooke was in his 90th year, while Medley Wood was 88.

The paper, wdiich was entitled " Natal Fungi." contained

descriptions of 12 new species and 36 determinations of s])eci-

mens, which Medley Wood had sent to Kew.
In the following year (1880) Kalchbrenner and Cooke (45).

in a paper entitled " South African Fungi," described 108 new-

species from materia! collected by Mac< )\van at Somerset Fast
and Medley Wood in Natal ; while in the same year Kalchbrenner

(44) began a series of articles headed " Fungi Mac(Jwani," which
dealt with specimens submitted by the two collectors above. The
first paper recorded 75 species of Agarics, of which 19 were
described as new. In the second pai)er 64 species of Hymeno-
mycetes were enumerated, of which 14 were new species.

The third ])aper recorded 75 s])ecies, mostly belonging to the

genera Polyponis. Traincics, Mcniliiis, Ilydnimi. Irpc.v, Clado-
derris, Tliclcphora, Stcrcnui and Corticiiim. Eleven new species

were described.

The fourth article enumerated 60 .species, and included the

genera Cyphclla, Sfifjinatoloiiiiia, Giicpina, Clavaria Hirncola.
Treniclla, E.vidia, Flialliis, Kahlihrctiucra, Anthurus, Mac-
Oivanitcs, Cyatluts, f^oda.voii. (icaslcr, Boi'ista, L\'copcrdon.
Scleroderma and FhcUur'ma.

The fifth i)aper recorded 48 sj^ecies belonging to the Disco-
mycetcs and Pyrenomycetes.

Two years later (T882) Cooke (16), under " IC.xtjtic Fungi,"
Natal, published an account of 49 new species, belonging chiefly

to the Ascomycetes and Uredinea?, from a collection of about 200
s])ecimens obtained by Medley Wood at Inanda, Natal. Cooke
continued to describe odd specimens of Natal fungi dm'ing the
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years iS8^^ lo 18S9. t'nc details of which iiia\- ije found bv con-

sulting the bibliography quoted at the end of this address. Two
of these fungi, however, deserve mention here, viz., Schuhcria
iinthoii'aaiii Cke. and Mass., a delicious mushroom commonh
known by the natives as '' Umkowaan." This plant is unique
amongst the fungi of its class, in that about two-thirds of the

long stem is embedded in the groimd.

The other fungus, which was first named C\iiiif>hcllia afri-

caria Cke. and Mass.—a member of the Polyporacc(C~\s no\\

referred to the genus Rodi^'aya Syd., as the former generic name
had already been applied to a phanerogamic plant belonging to

the Scrophulariacccc.

( )nly two species of Rodivaya are known at the |)resent time,

viz., R. iiifiindibiilifonnis, from Australia, and R. africona.,

from the Botanic Gardens, Durban.
I must not overlook a short but admirable paper which ap-

l)eared at this time ( 1883) by (k-orge Murray (66) on Brooiueia

cotigregaia. Murray accurately described the mode of growth of

this interesting fungtis, and drew attention to the presence of the

outer peridium. which had not been remarked upon by previous

mycologists. I have personally been able to verify Murray's
observations and conclusions from my own study of liA-ing speci-

mens in the neighbourhood of Pretoria.

MacOwan (54) at this time ( 1883) also jniblished a short

note on Broomeia congregata. in reply to Mm^ray's article. Mac-
Owan confirms Murray's vie\\' about the outer peridiimi, and
points out that if Kalchbrenner and himself had been able to

carry out their original plan of publishing a full account of the

fungi collected by himself at the Cape, there never would have

been any doubt about the })resence of an outer ])eriditun.

Soon after this ( 18S4) we find a microscopic fungus in Xatal

attracting not onl)- the attention of the mere botanical collector,

but ciiusing i)anic and ruin amongst a considerable portion of the

community. I refer to Ilcniilcia z'astatri.v Berk, and Br., the

causal organism of " leaf disease "'
in coffee, which broke out in

Lower Umzimkulu in 1884. In a very short time it had practi-

cally destroyed a promising and flourishing industry.

The history of this disease is of interest. It appeared in

Ceylon in 187 1. and by 1879 had ruined the industry. It was
observed in Natal in 1884, in Ck-rman East Africa in 1894. in

British East Africa in 1904.

Heinilcia vasiatrix is found on the indigenous coffees of

Tropical Africa, and it now seems highly probable that the dis-

ease from Africa was introduced into Ceylon.

In 1884, George Winter, the German mycologist, published

in " Hedwagia " some notes on Rabenhorst's Century XXXI and

XXXII of European and extra European fungi, and mentioned

those of interest wdiich had been received from MacOwan at

the Ca])e. The new species recorded included DidymcUa iiiacitli-

foniiis W'int. on Protea grand!flora; .Incrs-waldia discifoniiis
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W'int. on Myrica sp., and Pcricoiiia vcliitiiia W int. on lirabcjum
stellatifolium.

The next year, in a paper "Exotische Pilze II.," Winter (95)
described 13 new species collected by MacOwan at Somerset
East and Table Mountain, Capetown. These belonged to the

Ascomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti. The paper also included one

new species, Melampsora pncciuioidcs, from ^Medle^' Wood,
Natal.

During the next fifteen years numerous mycologists referred

to specimens from South Africa, chiefly in monographs on

various genera which were being compiled from the rich collec-

tions of material stored in the great herbaria at Kew. Berlin,

Paris, and elsewhere. Most of these authors are quoted in the

Bibliography appended to this address, and I will not bore you

with the individual mycologists and the details of their studies,

but will only briefly mention those items of ])assing interest and

more general importance.

P. A. Saccardo ( 77 ) in 1886 described Trihospora Cookci

from the Ca])e. The genus is peculiar to South Africa, and is

monotypic. The fungus is parasitic on leaves of Podocarpus

elongatus and P. 7 liuiihcrgii, and is fairly common wherever the

trees occur.

Paul TIennings of Berlin was also an important contributor

to our knowledge of South African fungi towards the close of

this period. In 1891 he described from the Berlin Botanical

Museum specimens which had been collected by Bachman in

Pondoland, while in 1895 '^*-' c-ommunicated the results of his

examination of a small collection of fungi whicii was made l)y

Schlechter in the Transvaal during the years 1893 and 1894.

Five new species were recorded. ( )f special interest amongst

this collection is the fungus described as Sclerotiitiii Paspali P.

Henn., v.hich was collected by Schlechter in Natal. This fungus is

now known as Clariccps paspali Stevens and Hall, and has sud-

denly appeared in ei)idemi'^ form diu-ing the ]>ast two years

throughout South Africa. In fact, I am (loul)tful whether a

single patch of ])aspahmi could be found within the Union that

was not infected with this fungus. There is reason to believe

that this infected gra^ss is sometimes injm-ious to stock, and

definite feeding exi)eriments have already been carried out bv

."^ir Arnold Theiler, l)ut so far the results obtained have been

inconclusive.

Ilenninps ',36) in i89Sgave an account of another collection

ot fungi made b\- Schlechter during i89r)-i8(;8 in the western

portion of the C'a])e, chiefly from the vicinity of Clanwilliam, Van
Rhynsdorp, and Pi(|uetl)erg. l<"ifteen fungi were recorded, of

which nine were described as new species. In this same year

Medley Wood (99) published a lis< of Natal fungi. This is the

first enumeration of SoiUh .African fungi that was published in

the country. This collection has now been revised by Miss

Bottomlew and will be the subject of a i)aper in tiiis section.
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I*. Sy(l(»\\-, ot llcrliii, now l)t.'gaii a sci'ics of |)a|)cr> en Smitli

African fungi. In 1899 he dcall with collections made by
Schlechter and Medley Wood. The latter'.s collection was
<lescril)ed under " l^^ingi Natalenses."" ."^oine 41 funj^i were deter-

mined. .Vmongst the.se the new genus W'oodicUa was described,

and it was a fitting and lia])])y C()m])liment to the l)otanist, whose
active days for collecting were now ])ast.

Il'oodiclla nalalciisis Sacc. and .Syd., l)elongs to the Disco-

iiiycclcs. and occurs ou leaves oj I'n-i'ctla obo-rala, near Durban.

Tilt: L)i-:\i-:l()I'ajki\t OF M^^oI,o(;^ i.\ Soi rii .Ai-kk a.

In the year 1905 the Transvaal (Government made special

])rovisi()n for the investigation of ])lant diseases by the establish-

ment of a post of Mycologist in the Department of .\gricullure.

To this I had the honour of being a])pointed.

Up to this time no attemjjt had been made to study the life-

history and development of fungi in the country; they had simply

been collected, and in most cases sent to Euroj^' for determination

and classification.

Three mycological herbaria were in existence, two of which
Mac( )wan was ])ractically res])onsible for: one at the Ciovern-

ment Herbarium, Capetown, and the other at the .Mbruiy

Museum, (ji-ahamstown. The majority of specimens in both

these herbaria were collected by MacOwan, and the greater ])or-

tion of them belonged to the Hymenomycetes.
The third herbarium was in Natal, at Durban, and was made

by Medley Wood.
The number of fungi recorded from ."^outh .Africa \\\) to

this time (1905) amounted to 765 s])ecies.

There was no mycological herbarium in the Transvaal in

those days, and with the exception of a few fungi which had been

collected by Schlechter on his botanical tours through the country,

])ractically nothing was known of its fungus flora.

In view of our complete ignorance of the life-histories of

the fungi on cultivated cro])s in the country, it was therefore

deemed highly importrmt that attention should also be paid to

the fungi ])revalent on the indigenous plants, and with this end
in view a mvccdogical herbarium was begun in Pretoria in con-

nection with the work.
With the advent of Union in 191 1 a Division of I'lant 1 'at 1

10-

logy and Mycology was established in the Dei)artment of Agri-

culture, for the pur])ose of investigating and controlling plant

diseases throughout the Union.

Largely owing to the loyal co-o])eration and assistance of

my colleagues. Dr. Ethel I^oidge, Dr. P. A. van der I'ijl. Miss

Rottomley, B.A., and Mr. P. J. P'ienaar, a Herbarium, consisting

of over 4.400 species of South African ftmgi has been formed.

Amongst the many enthusiastic collectors who have also assisted

very materiallv in this work, J must i7iention Miss .Alice Pegler,
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A.L.S., of Kentaiii. who has probably made a more exhaustive
collection of the flora of her district than has yet been attempted
in any other part of SotJth Africa.

A paper dealing with these collections, and entitled " An
Enumeration of the Fungi collected at Kentani, in the Cape
Province, by Miss Alice Pegler, from 1911-1914, with Descri])-

tions of some New Species," has been prepared by myself and
Miss Bottomley, and has now been in the hands of the ]:)ress for

over a year.

Messrs. T. R. and J. M. Sim, both of this city, have also been
responsible during the i)ast few years for forwarding us many
interesting fungi from Natal.

We have thus accuinulatcd sufficient data not only to enable

us to generalise on the fungus flora of South Africa, but in many
cases there is now present in the Herbarium at Pretoria adequate

material to provide for detailed systematic w^ork.

Dr. Doidge, of whom this city may justly be proud, has

already monographed the lirysipJiacccc and Perisporiacecc.

Dr. Van der Bijl, who is in charge of the Natal Herbarium
and Phyto-Pathological Laboratory, is paying particular atten-

tion to the Polyporacecc, a group of fungi, many of which are

very destructive to our forest trees and timbers.

Incidentally, I have been working up the Uredinac or rust

fungi, \\hich are extremely i^revalent and destructive in all

classes of vegetation in South Africa. So much for the systema-

tic side of our subject.

We will now turn our attention to the economic aspect ol

mycology, or that phase of the subject which apjieals more
directly to the general public, and I shall endeavour to show why
mycology deserves recognition as an in.i])ortant branch of re-

search, confining myself to a few South African examples which
have directly come under my notice during the past ten years.

The ignorance of the subject and the vague notions that

people have about fungi are, I think, due chiefly to the fact that

most of them are microscopic, and consecjuently cannot easily

be conceived bv those unfaiiiihar with the life of the unseen

world.

Fungi affect oin- staple crops, especially those upon which

our very existence depends. They inliabit and attack the pastur-

age upon which our stock subsist. They destroy our forest trees

and ruin our timber. ( )n the (jther hand, we know that they pre-

pare the soil for ])lant growth, and with bacteria play a most im-

portant i)art in the preparation of humus. 'iMiey undoubtedly

control and are often the means of saving the country from ruin

and devastation by insect pests. 'I'hey have important com-
mensal relationshi])s with m;uiy of the higher ])lants, and thus

have far-reaching effects upon tlieir distribution.

Whenever the topic of plant diseases conies under discussion,

it fre(juentl\ ha])i)ens that the grower is inclined to take a very

pessimistic \iew of tiie situati(^n in ."-^outh Africa, and imagiiie
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that the country is iiniciuc in |)()ssi.'ssin<^ an abnormal shafe oi
diseases. When we come to com])are South Africa in this

respect witli other countries, we Ihul that such is not the case. In
fact. South Africa at present compares most favourably with
any other country in tlie \\<irl(l whose aj^ricuhural resources
are of any importance.

As far as I am a\\are, there is not a single fun_<,nis disease of

any importance that attacks our crojxs that is not e(|ualh- prc\a-
lent on similar crops in other parts of the world.

( )n the other hand, there are present in Iuir(^i>e and America
many serious funi^us pests that have not }'et been detected in this

country. 1 will only mention a few of these:

—

-Xmongst the cereal crops, there is the funjj^us Sclcruspora
(/rainlnicola. a serious pest in millets, etc.. and .Stewiirt's bacterial

disease of sweet corn is also absent. There are several important
sugar-cane diseases, such as root rot, caused by Marasiuius
plicatits. stem-end rot. due to Cnonioiiia iliaii, and l)iight, due to

Pcronospora, which we do not know of in South Africa.

Crown gall of lucerne, due to Vrophlyciis alfalfcc, and wart
•"lisease of potato, caused Syuchytrium eiidobioliciiiii. both de-

'^tructive parasites in Europe, are not yet known here.

The Texas root rot of cotton, caused by Ozuniitm omiii-

voriim, which is prevalent in the United States, has not troubled

us in South Africa.

No cases of PUnvrightia iiiortosa or Scleral iiiia ciiiera { Bon.)

Schroet. have been recorded in our stone fruit trees.

Pear blight, due to Facllliis aiuylcn'onts. wliich also attacks

apple, quince, plum and apricot, is not known in South Africa.

No single species of Peridcnnium or {iyi)inosporangium, both

serious pests of the forest and orchard. ha\e ever been detected

in South Africa.

Side by side with these fact it should be remembered that

the development of the agricultural resources of this country is

as yet in its infancy, and year by year a greater variety of crops

and a more expanding area are being put under cultivation. This,

coupled v^ith the advance of civilisation, in.volving increased faci-

lities for communication with the ditterent parts of the world,

will render our crops more liable to risk of infection.

Furthermore, as soon as intensive cultivation is ])ractised in

South Africa, it is only reasonable to expect that some of otir

endemic fungi will assert themselves.

In all these cases it is clearly in the mterests of the nation

that it should have at its disposal an Institution where ofificers are

thoroughly acquainted with the fungus flora of the country, who
have a competent knowledge of the diseases jirevalent in othei"

parts of the world, and who are able to tackle the prcblems that

arise on the spot.

In comparing South Africa iii relation to ])lant diseases with

other countries, I have purposely omitted, so far. any mention ^^rCfTini^
the bacterial diseases of plants present here, sitnply becait^j^-^ '' ^C y^

•v^-> - r •
-'• ;, \ V-*^

/'^ /.- -^O'^ V.\ ^\

CJ^X ^•^ J^
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phyto-bacteriolo; y is ])cconiing- a subject of such vast importance

that even at present it may be looked upon as a science of its

own, as is evident from the large output of literature dealing-

with this branch of research.

At some future date 1 hope that this whole question of plant

bacteriology may be dealt with by Dr. Doidge, wdio has alread>

made a special study of the subject, and who will be able to

handle it far more skilftilh- than it would be ])ossible for me to

do.

At this meeting" Dr. Doidge will bring to ycnu" notice two
bacterial diseases which, so far as we at present know, seem to

be peculiar to South Africa. There is the bacterial spot of citrus,

caused bv Bacillits cilriiinu-iilans Doidge, and which appears to be

confined to the Cape Province.

There is also the bacterial blight of pear Ijlossom, ])revalent

in the Cape and other ])arts of South Africa.

To me it seems more than probable that when the research

work that has been done on these diseases is more generally

known, these troubles ma\ be recognised in other jxirts of the

world. As an illustration, ! might quote a rather important citrus

disease which w^as first detected and described by myself from

this Province in 1909, and was referred to as " black rot
"' of

Natal citrus fruit. The causal organism was determined and
described as Diplodia iiatalensis Pole Evans. At that time it was
unknown in any other part of the world. Since then the same
disease has been found in Florida, Cuba, and Porto Rico, where
it not only causes a decay of citrus fruit, but produces a gum-
ming of citrus trees, and to which i'oiuelo are most susceptible.

It has als(t l)een sliown to lie the cau<e of gtimmosis in ])each trees

in Florida.

One serious Ijacterial (li.--ea>t:, that due to Bacillus iiiangi-

ferce Doidge. whicli catises a rot of the mango fruit, must, how-
ever, in the light of our present knowledge, be looked u|)on as

peculiar to South Africa. This parasite has practicalh ruined
one of Scnith Africa's promising fruit industries.

1 will now select a few of the more important economic
ijroblems in m)cology which have received attention during the

past ten years.

Till''. C'|':i:i;ai. Ki'sts.

Up to 1905 little was known about the rusts present on
cereals in South Africa. For years past crops of wdieat, barle}-,

and oats had been ruined by this pest. In fact, in some localities,

the cultivation of these crops had l)een abandoned on account of
rust.

This i»roblem is one to which i have devoted sonu- attention.

ard from observations extending over a period of five years
we now know that

—
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A. Wheat is attacked by two distiiicl rust iwv^i :

I. I'Ik' l^)lack Rust, Pitccinia (/raiiiiiiis IVrs. ; and
J. riu' U'-own K'ust, riicciiiia In'liciiia Rriks.

H. ( )ats arc attacked I)y

—

1. The Bhick Rust, Fuccinia (jra minis Pers.

2. The Yellow Rtist, Puccinia Lolii Nielsen.

C". Rye is affected by two distinct rusts

—

1. The Black Rust, Puccinia gratninis Pers.

2. The Brown Rust, Puccinia disf^crsa Kriks.

D. Barley is attacked by

—

I. The Black Rust, Puccinia (iraniinis I'ers.

E. Maize is subject to two rusts

—

1. The Brown Rust, Puccinia niaydis Bereng.

2. The Red Rust, Puccinia Sorf/hi Schw.

Two very common and widespread rusts, Puccinia (jluniarnnt

and Puccinia simplex, the former occurring on wheat, barley,

and rye; the latter, on barley, have tiot, so far as I am aware.
l)een detected yet on these cereals in South A.frica. The explana-

tion for this cannot yet be given. It seems hardly possible to

l)elievc that if they did occur here they could have esca])ed obser-

vation.

Only the uredo and teleuto forms of P. gravAinis, P. Iriticina.

P. Lolii, and P, dispersa are known in South Africa. In Europe
the ?ecidial stage of P. graminis is on Bcrheris vulgaris; of P.

Lolii Nielsen it is on Rhamnus catlwrficus.

In South Africa it does not seem that the ?ecidial host is

necessary or is ever secured in the case of these species. In

endeavouring to account for the sudden outbreaks of disease.

I am firmly of opinion that over-wintering uredospores cannot

be held entirely responsible. The fate and subsequent history of

the teleutospores in this country still await elucidation.

In the case of one of the maize rusts (P. maydis) we have
a more complete picture of events, although one of the spore

forms—the spermatia—still remains a mystery. Indeed, Puccinia

maydis is the onl}' hetercecious rust at ]:)resent known in Soutii

Africa.

I succeeded in 1911 in establishing the fact that £ecidiosjX)re<

from O.valis corniculata readily infected maize and ])roduced the

rust Puccinia maydis; while teleutospores of Puccinia maydis.

vhen sown on Oxalis corniculata, brought forth typical jecidia in

eight to ten days.

These experiments were repeated for several years with the

same result, except that during the season 1913 inoculated plants

of Oxalis ])roduced practically nothing else but s])ermagonia

Vv'ith their attendant spermatia. This remarkable i)henomenon

would, I think, more than repay following up, and would ])erhai)s

furnish a clue as to the exact nature and pur])ose of these most

})uzzling bodies.
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The case of Pucciiiia SorgJii is even more interesting. i)artly

because its complete life-cycle is still unknown, and partly because

of its rather remarkable distribution. So far as I am aware, it

seems to be confined to Natal. This naturally suggests an asso-

ciation with a local secidial host, and opens up another interesting

field for research.

The result of all this work has brought out clearly the fact

that the more and the longer susceptible varit^ties are grown, the

more susceptible do they become to rust attack. As far as one

is able to judge, it seems that the host plant under South African
conditions becomes less and less able to withstand the attacks of

the parasite, and the problem is one that is now engaging the

attention of the plant-breeder.

The matter of breeding wheat, barley, and oats for rust-

resistance, milling qualities and so on, is now in the hands of

Mr. J. H. Neethling, Botanist at the Elsenberg School of Agri-

culture, and from what 1 have seen of the work in hand I am
confident that, if he is given the necessary support and assistance.

Mr. Neethling will accomplish for South Africa what men like

Biffen, Howard, Farrar, and Carleton have done for Britain,

India, Australia, and the United States.

Locust Fun<;us.

As an illustration of the importance of studying the life-

history and development of the fungi with which we are con-

cerned, I cannot do better than quote the now historical case of

the locust fungus.

Soon after my arrival in the country in 1905, amongst other

things which I was asked to do was that of jireparing supplies of

locust fungus for distribution. In fact, large stocks of material for

tie cultivation of the fungus were already on hand. Fortunately,

1 know nothing about the fiuigus or its previous history, and it

seemed advisable to learn what information I could about it

first-hand before we embarked on an elaborate and extensive pro-

duction of fungus.

Locust swarms were plentiful at this time, and not only were
they the means of bringing the subject of " locust fungus " again

prominently in the public mind, but they also afforded a uni(|ue

opportiniity of investigating it rather thoroughly.

Without going into details, I may say that locust fungus
had been cultivated for years in Cape Colony and Natal, and dis-

tributed amongst the farmers as the causal organism of locust

disease. A])parently no steps whatever were taken to follow up
the life-history of the fungus or prove satisfactorilv that the culti-

vated article was identical with that causing locust disease.

We now know that the locusts died from attacks of the

fungus Einpiisa Grylli Fres.. which is widely distribtited through-
otit .South Africa, and when suitable climatic conditions prevail

is responsible for destroying large numbers of various members
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of the locust and grasshopper family. This fungus has not yet

been successfully grown in artificial media, but reeiuires living'

tissue for its growth and develoi)nient. The original cultivators

of the " locust fungus."' instead of producing Ewf>i(sa Grylli,

the casual orgap.ism of locust disease, cultivated a sj)ecies of
Miicur, under the impression that it was the responsible jxirasite.

In short, as they were only amateurs in the held of mycolog\-, the^•

failed to discriminate the llinpusa growth from that of Miicor.

My experiments with these Miicor cultures left no shadow of

doubt as to their innocuous nature in so far as locusts were con-
cerned, and this conclusion has been fully l)orne out bv other
investigators in those countries to whom " locust fungus " tubes

were sent.

The " dry-rot " disease, or mildew of maize, a trouble that

is particularly prevalent in Natal, has received considerable atten-

tion from Dr. \'an der Bijl. The investigation was undertaken
for two reasons. In the tirst place, the disease causes a serious

loss in the crop, and secondly, farmers complained of heavy mor-
tality amongst stock fed on such mouldy cobs. In nearly all

cases symptoms of intoxication and paralysis were described.

While the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Van der Bijl (91) are such
that the fungus cannot be regarded as poisonous to stock, the)'

open up and invite fitrther inquiry as to the cause of such mor-
tality in these areas.* Indeed, the whole subject of fungus-

infected grass and fodder, and its effect upon stock, is one that

would more than repay thorough investigation. Over and over
again cases have been brought to my notice in which animals

have died after having fed on certain fodder and forage, which
on examination was found to be infected with various fungi.

receding tests subsequently made on such infected food have
invariably led to negative resitlts. It, however seems fairly clear

that there must be something in these mysterious cases of poison-

ing that we have not been able to fathom.

The numerous fungus pests of the jjotato, tomato, and citrus

crops, have been very carefully worked otit by Dr. Doidge, and
a whole series of valtiable and i)0])ular articles has been published

which has done much to stimulate public interest in these matters.

In conclusion. T nnist refer to the prominence that mycolog)-

and ])hyto-pathology is now taking in the curriculum of studies at

the Schools of Agriculture and in the syllabus of the Cape of Good
Hope University, in comparison to what it did a few years ago.

I nuist also remind yoti of the recent establishment and
equipment of a second phyto-]:)athological laboratory in the Union
viz., at Durban, for the si)ecial investigation of mycological prob-

lems connected with tro])ical and sub-trojjical crops.

* Since this address was delivered, I have I)een informed by the

Director of Veterinar\- Research that paralysis has been produced in stock-

fed recently on mouldy col)s at the \'eterinarv Researcli Laboratory at

Pietermaritzbursf.— I. p,. p. E.
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These facrors alone must convince you that the State is

alive to the importance of the suhject. that the development of
mycology has grown ai)ace. and is tending slowly but surely

towards the advancement of Science.
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The President delivered the follo\vin<( ackh-ess :

—

A Survey of the Past and Present Relations of the Euro-
pean AND Bantu Racks in Natal and Surrounding
Territories.

Had time permitted. I would have liked to make this short

review of the relations of the two principal races which inhabit

South Africa one which would have also embraced the other

races of the sub-continent.

For we must remember that we have, in addition to the

outstanding racial question, which J briefly discuss, three other

sub-problems, each one of which would be sufficiently important

in any country less problem-ridden than South Africa. There
is the question of Dutch and English, which absorbs far too much
time and attention both in the country and Parliament ; the Asia-
tic question, which, fortunately, is now limited to those already
in the country ; and the coloured question. In Natal this last

is of comparatively small moment, but I have been travelling-

lately in the West and North-West portions of the Cape Pro-
vince, and I find that it is there a very serious matter indeed. I

earnestly wish that someone competent would study the life con-
ditions and prospects of these coloured ])eople, for it is a question

only second in importance to that of P)lack and White, with
which I now deal.

In my title I speak of the ])ast of the Haiitu and Euro])eau
peoples, but I want to limit my reference to the past to some
40 or 45 years ago. when I first landed in Natal. From the first

I was charmed with the country, and took the greatest interest in

all phases of life it presented, and. perhaps, as something specially-

new and strange, ])articularly in the life, manners, and customs
of the Hantu peoi)le. With men who knew the people intimately

I went into the native reserves of Natal, staying at trading posts,

mission stations, and at the kraals of the natives. Not long
afterwards I had o])portunities to visit Zululand. Basutoland,

Griqualand East, and some of the more remote ])arts of the

Transvaal. Everywhere I observed the life of the jjeople. and
my memory still pictures the scenes visited and the ])eople I met,

and from memory and notes then made 1 think I can reconstruct

a fairly accurate picture of the social conditions of that time in

the area of which I speak.
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The native reserves of Natal were in number and extent

what they are now, and the native people lived on these reserves

and also on the farms of Europeans. But also, scattered through-
out the Colony at that time, were large areas of Crown lands,

unfenced and in a state of Nature, and the natives were at

lib'erty to squat wherever they pleased on these Crown lands,

paying no rent—wood, water, grazing, and tillage, all free. The
native reserves proper were not crowded, there was plenty of

virgin soil of fair quality, and in good seasons the crops raised

exceeded the food requirements of the people. In the Umlazi
Reserve, for instance, there were several stores kept by Etn-o-

peans, who traded annyally thousands of l^ags of mealies from
the natives. On the farms little fencing had been done : one could

ride straight across country to a distant ])eak without being

stopped by barbed wire or gates. The crops of the white farmer
Avere limited to small areas near the homestead, and his live-

stock was of the same class as that of his native tenants, and
often they grazed together. The native tenant was at liberty to

make his garden wherever he chose, and as one i)lot became
exhausted, could pick another from a huge unoccupied area. The
rents charged by the farmer were low, and could easily be met
by the tenants from the sale of some fowls or goats, or at most
an ox or two. The labotu- demanded by the farmer on the farm
was not excessive, and with the exception of herding was mostly

seasonal, and left the tenants much leisure and liberty. At this

time there was not a yard of railway running into the interior of

South-East Africa, but there was a very considerable trade

between Durban, Maritzburg. and the ( )verberg territories, and
most of the farmers were transport riders, this activity being the

principal source of income to many. The drivers and leaders

of the farmer-trans])()rt-rider were taken from his native tenan-

try, and as the wages for a capable driver were even then fairly

high, this was a source of considerable ])rofit to tlie native tenants.

The condition of the natives living on Crown lands was much
like that of those in the reserves. As stated before, they ]")aid

no rent, but were at liberty to live where they liked, and do much
as thev liked. l^"avelling o\-er the Crown lands or in the reserves,

one was struck b\ ihc neat ap])carance of the kraals. The huts

were well 1)uilt in the traditional Zulu st\'le, the thatcli closely

bound down, otten ha\ing well-niadc mats to screen the doorway,
the cattle Israal fence or wall was secure and tinbroken. and
everything about the pla^c ii(l\ and well kcj-jt. At every kraal

one expected to liiid. and actnalK' did Inul, hrrds of sleek fat

cattle, free from ticks or disease, and milk and amasi were in

abundance. The gai'dcns then, as now. were cultivated in

sloven)}- fashion, the use of the plough was beginning to be

understood, btu most of the land was still hoed by the women,
luid seasons hap])ened as the}' do now. but new and virgin fields

}-ielded better cro])s tinder untoward conditions than the ex-

hausted fields of the present, and shortage in grain could always
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l>o suiiploiiKMitecl by animal food jirochicts. .\> 1 said, tlu- plouj^h

Mas hcoinniiii;- to take tlu' ])lacc of the piek, and l)hinkel> were
in i^eneral nse. hut at home tlie nati\e did not wear clothing-. The
old men would sit in the sun with their blankets wrap])ed round
them; the youn"- men wore little but the nnitya, and the clotliinfj

of the girls consisted almost entirely of beads. An ini])orted

fabric of muslin-like texture, called in the trade " tonga salem-
pore,"' was beginning to hv worn in graceful folds weighte'i w 'tb

rows of beads, but ! distinctly remember walking one hot day
from the Inanda. 7'ia N'eru'am. to Durban, and in this long ilis-

tance noted that 1 did not meet any girls w^earing anything beyond
the beads. The costume of the children was then, as it is to-dav,

what Adam and Eve wore before the h'all.

In addition to the native labour re(|uired by the white man
on the farms and roads, there was a demand in the towns. It

was a general complaint that the native w-as so well off at his

kraal that he did not turn out to satisfy even the limited demand,
and this was certainl\- the case at times, and it led to the first

im])ortation of Intlian coolies in the sixties. Rut things went
easily in those days ; there \vris no rush to get rich (juickly, and
generally sjieaking the native turned up a little late, and the

white man grumbled but wa- satisfied.

The natives still strongl\ adhered to their tribal system and
ancient customs. So long as the native turned out to work in

what he considered reasonable numbers in reasonable time, the

white man did not bother with what went on in the reserves, and
there is no doubt but that witchcraft and smelling-out still con-

tinued, and in some cases there was still an attempt at a military

system. The native conserved the old social customs and lived

generally much as he did before the white man came.

In Zululand. Rasutoland. Pondoland, and .Swaziland, the

natives still had their jxiramount chiefs and were independent.

A few missionaries and traders lived in these countries, but I

remember when a trading tri]) to Swaziland took months, and was
regarded as an adven;^ure only to be entered upon with fasting

and ])rayer. ( )utwardl}- the life of these inde])endent ])eoples

was that of their fathers, but the subtle i)ressure of the white

man had effected two great changes. No longer was war
l)etween the tribes ])ossible, and the loss of life due to this cause

had stO])ped, and with it the internal killings, which had to a

certain extent ke])t down the numbers of the ])eo])le l)efore the

white man came.
Taking a .wide survey of the I'.antu ])eo]»le at this time, it

may be said that the influence of the white luan had been in their

fa^•our. The few articles of Kuro))ean make he had introduced,

the i)lough and the l)lanket. had made for additional comfort and

security, the introduction of the wagf)n and the use of the ox for

draft purposes, had lessened the danger of famine. Xative cus-

toms, sanctions, and controls still kept the i)eoi)le moral and

healthy, and the i)reveniion of war and killing customs had
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reduced the deatli-rate. It was an idyllic time for the Bantu

:

they had got such advantages of civilisation as suited their condi-

tion, and as yet the drawbacks had not api)eared. It was a

common saying among the whites that the natives were the

happiest ])eople upon earth, and when one saw the neat brown
kraals in stich beautiful surrounding-^, the contented old men sit-

ting in the sun, the splendidly- framed Noung men and maidens
going to dance and festivitw the hapi>v round children, one felt

inclined to endorse it.

I should say, though, that even then there was one dark s]jot

in race relations. Nearly every small store in the country sold rtim

to the natives, and this illicit traffic was the c;vuse of local dnuik-
enness and crime.

I need not say nuich of the white man of those days. There
was plenty of land and plent}- of food for all. Overberg tb.e vast

herds of game still provided a living for the class of white man
who had never been trained to work, and when the game was
thinned, trans])ort riding was still ptjssible. Although these

callings did not demand stremious contimtous work, they did

call for periods of exertion and for si)ecial aptitudes, and there

was no reason why those following them shotild degenerate.

\Mule himting and kurveying remained ])ossible the poor white

was not a problem. He came later.

And so things remained on the whole till i8S6.

It is true that diu^ng this time the Zulu power was broken,

but the life conditions of the people under the separate chiefs

remained much the same as before in tiiat cotmtr)'. In the dis-

tricts settled by whites, better cattle, sheej), and horses were
gradttally introduced, fencing and cultivation were extended, Ijut

there was still plenty of room for the natives to live their old life

on the farms. 'I^he loca.tions were gradually filling u]), and the

Crown lands were surveyed and taken up by whites, but still on

the whole the ])osition was not materially altered.

In i<S86 came the great discovery which was to alter the

whole social and econoiuic position in .South .Africa for both white

and black. This is now 30 years ago. and to-day we arc in a posi-

tion to judge of the difference. The life of the ordinar\- native

has been changed, both directly and indirectly by this e\ent. The
farms on which, up till this time, he could live his ancestral life,

are no longer natural s])aces undefined and unaltered by man's
action. l'\^nces extend all over the country, ojjen grass land has

been covered with plantations, the white man's cro])s run con-

tinuously for miles, the livestock, wliit'h used to graze with that

of the native, must be kepi ai)art and careftilly guarded from
contamination, and the cattle of the native, if he has any, mirst

be fenced off in the most sterile portion of the farm. The rent

demanded by the landowner has increased enormously ; and
instead of simply asking frojn his tenant a few weeks' work in

the year, the native is now bound b\ contract to work continu-

ouslv for months or years, and if he wants to earn higher wages
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at a distance, nuist get i)erniissi()ii to do so. 'Ihe population of

the reserves has increased, and aUhotigh to the eye of the l^uro-

pean there is still plent}' of room for the people, the native con-

siders he is overcrowded. And so he is with his present

methods of cultivation, which, on the whole, have not improved
in the past 40 years, ile still tills the same garden luitil it

refuses to respond, and then looks for a fresh ])iece. and still

scratches the stn"face, giving nothing hack to the exhausted earth.

Lately 1 went throtigh the IJmlaas Reserve, and in my mind's

eye contrasted it with what 1 had seen 40 years hefore. The
kraals were now without plan and untidy, the herds of sleek

cattle had gone, and in their place were a few rusty goats. The
people were clothed, but mainly in dirty rags. The gardens
were ftill of weeds, and many abandoned plots could be seen. 1

was told that the women no longer worked in the fields and took

a pride in their crops ; they expected tlie men to find money to

buy the food they used to grow. The men worked in Durban,
and came home at intervals, many returning each week-end, and
their wages were largely spent on food. With but little to do in

the shape of home dtities, this left the women idle, and idleness

had begotten the usual crop. This was in a reserve which in the

old times grew a considerable stirpkis of food. It is a picture

that is more or less typical of many of the reserves, and to my
mind the contrast is a sad one. The Crown lands referred

to before have now all been taken up by Euro])eans, and if the

native reitiains he remains as the tenant of the white man on

terms imposed by him. A native headman residing on these

lands, on which his fathers had lived before him. generally got

his first notice of the change of ownership from the Ettropean

who had purchased them. His love for his kraal site often

prompted him to remain, and his status was thus transformed
from that of an independent herdsman and cultivator, to that of

tenant and farm labom-er.

Contemporaneously, however, with these restrictions on the

land came the great ojjportunity of earning afforded by the \\'\{-

watersrand discovery. I need not dwell on this. We know that

there are abotit 300,000 natives continuously working on this

area in mine, store, household, and many miscellaneous callings,

and earning on an average, say, 60s. a month. This it is which
has saved the economic situation for the native, and this enor-

mous amount of money circulating throtigh them, and diverted

in large part into the pockets of the Etu'opeans. has been of

tremendous economic advantage to the whites also. With the

economic benefit to the native there have come other advantages.

On the mines he has been taught to work, to be punctual, and
also learned to understand certain skilled processes ;' and when
he has served in good European homes, he has learned other

virtues, and seen \\hat home life at its best may be. But there is

another side. He has learned that the white man will descend

to the lowest dept.hs for money ; Ik- has seen liim gratify his
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animal passions in bestial fashion ; he has 1)een used as a pawn
in thieving and breaking the law in an.y wa}- in which gain

could be got. The balance, on the whole, seems on the side of

evil. And while he is learning good and evil, he is leaving

])ehind him all the salutar}' influences that controlled his fathers

and kept them from acting contrary to the laws which the wis-

dom of their ancestors placed upon them.
Since the great Witwatersrand discovery and all that fol-

lowed it came to break up the old native life, two disasters swept
the country which had a more immediate influence upon the

Bantu. These were the two waves of cattle disease—first the

rinderpest, and then the East Coast fever. The economics of

this last-named visitation have been investigated and recorded

in our transactions by the Rev. J. R. L. Kingon. and I would
refer my hearers to his account of the changes this disaster

effected in the life of the ])eople.* Remember that before the

time the cattle were swept away, the land on vihich the natives

could graze was becoming more and more restricted, particu-

larly on the farms, and the native had been finding greater and
greater difficulty in obtaining sufficient land for them and their

increase. When the visitation came, the farmer, who had been

feeling the cattle of the native a restraint on his ()pi)ortunities,

took advantage of the ])osition to further curtail grazing rights.

The native regarded his cattle as his bank, and with his bank
broken and no opportunity of getting another bank site, it is no
wonder that he feels he might as well spend his earnings as he

has nothing in which to invest them. I am told l)y those living

on farms and among the natives in the country that this is the

position to-day, and that the mone}' earned by work is often spent

in worthless trash. Unfortunately this is a tendency that is likely

to grow with indulgence. It may be seen in actual operation ; the

man who heretofore would have saved and gradually gathered
together a herd of cattle, now first s])ends wiiat he earns, and
then borrows for further spending, until the occasional practice

becomes a habit. 1 do not think it is an exaggeration to say that

the events of the last two or three decades have transformed an
economically free people, with (|uite c()nsideral)le assets, into a

community of debtors.

This (|uestion of the indebtedness of the natives is a very

serious one. ( io where one will, coast or ui)lands. .\atal pro])er

or Zululand, and it will be found that the natives working on farni

and plantation are no longer free men. The employer will tell

you that what was an occasional practice has now become an
universal custom, and that it impossible to get labour unless a cash
advance is. made. Sometimes this advance is to buv something
required by the native, but often sim])ly to transfer his indebted-

ness. This will vary in amount, but often it is ver\ large in pro-

Dortion to tlu' waives he will receive, and tlie l)()rr()wer mav niort-

* Rept. S.A. Agscc. for Advancement of Science, Pretoria, 1915, 213-226.
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j^aj^c his luturc tor years, and niulrr the contract agree to acce])l

a very iiiucli lower waj^^e than he could obtain elsewhere. Natur-
ally under such conditions as time goes on the worker loses heart,

and by and by spends his thought and energy in devising how he
can best evade his obligations, or at best only doing liis work in

a lialf-hearted way. I know farmers wlio say that half their

time is taken up in negotiating with natives in regard to terms of
tenancy and loans. The nati\e will promise anything when he
wants money, but when he has to work it out at a rate of wages
far lower than he could get if he was free to move, it is not sur-

prising that he becomes a contirmed shirker.

Could any labour conditions be less likely to lead to satis-

factory economic results ? The wonder is that relations are not
more strained than they are, but they are bad enough, and the

tension on this account is probably increasing.

Dttring this time there has been a great increase in the mnnber
of natives who can be called " educated." I have spoken of the

education they have been unconsciously receiving by their contact

with white men, by learning to work, by the influence upon them
of the aspects of civilisation, good and bad, they saw at the

centres to which they went. In addition to this there has been

a great demand for conventional education ; reading and writing,

and what follows them in the school curriculum. Tn church and

school, in kraals and in kitchens, they have met together and

laboriously pored over the written word. The}- have gone fur-

ther, and have been encouraged by the missionaries and indi-

rectly b}' Government to soar higher, and many have ])assed the

higher examinations which have proved a stinnbling block to

some white students. I have spoken of the general education

they get by work. Another word must be said here. By actually

doing the manual work in mine and workshoj), by watching and

helping the white man at the skilled work, they have learned as

much about the technique as those employing them, and if

allowed to do so, ct)uld with a little training actually su])])lant the

skilled man.
Here the colour bar is drawn, and the skilled white man is

]M-otected b}- law from the competition of the man who would

be able and willing to do his work at one (|uarter his wage. T

feel certain that if the jjresent legal protection was removed and

jniblic opinion could be ignoi-ed or defied, the organisers and

executive of the great gold mim'ng industry could find black

men who could till the places of the majority of the white men
in the mines at vastly lower wages. Whether this will at any

time be tried or not I cannot say, but the position as it stands is

an artificial and strained one. On the one side a sufficient capa-

city to do the work at this lower cost, which naturally appeals to

the management, and on the other hand protection to those

who may be doing the work in a somewhat better and safer way.

but who demand and receive a remuneration so much higher

than what the work could be done for in an o])en lalx)ur market.
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This education u( head and hand and character, cairying

with it a new outlook on hfe and sweeping- away the old con-

trols and restraints is being carried from the centres of industry

to the remotest kraals in South Africa.

The old controls and restraints mentioned had Ijeen evolved

by the people themselves, and were understood and obeyed by
them. The edtication they are now receiving, using the term
in its Ijroadest sense, does not necessarily carry with it any guide

{() conduct nor impose any restraints on misconduct. The only

influences which can be said to take the place of the old controls

are the teaching and examples of tlie missionaries, and these do
not affect a large proportion of those who are to-day feeling the

stir of the new conditions. Of great value this missionary teach-

ing undoubtedly is to many, as inculcating a high standard of

morals, and providing a guide to life. In old tmies when the

converts remained in then" homes close to the mission station

many examples could be shown of men and women who consis-

tently followed the teaching they had accepted. 'I o-day while

still young, the mission native leaves his home and all these

salutary influences, and goes into the midst of temptation, and it

is little wonder that he so often falls a victim and becomes a bye-

word and. a scoffing.

With education comes unrest, the old life no longer satisfies,

a discontent, divine or otherwise, takes the place of the old

satisfaction witli things as they are. llien when knowledge
increases and capacity grows there comes a hunger to satisfy

this by adequate effort and to take a higher position and play a

more important ])art in the world and rea]) its higher rewards.

When a whole race i> l)eing roused to ^ticli ambitions and yet

denied a i)roper held in which to find scope for increasing know-
lodge and capacil}-, the ])()sition is a dangerous one for the State.

I cannot call to mind any ])eoplc having had to face such a

tremendous change of lil\' an.l outlook in such a short i)eriod.

The great gold disco\er\ of tlie Witwatersrand has also had its

effects on the white nian. W ealili among the white i^opulation

of South .Africa has increased enormously din-ing the last .30

years. The gold ])ro(luction has revolutionised the manner of

life for thousands, and. the standard of living has risen greatly

all o\'er the couiitry dm-ing that time. It has come gradually,

and we have become accust(^med to the change, but let anyone

who knew the life of town and countr}' in the early eighties

conii)are the mode <«f living of peo])lc then and now. and he
must be struck with the difference. Rvery large town in South
Africa shows in dwellings, fond, clothing, entertainments, luxu-

ries and i)leasures of all kinds a far greater expenditure than

was cm-rent before the gold i)eri()d. I have been travelling over

a large part of the L'nion during the past eigiiteen months, and

have been struck by the evidence of wealth everywhere, even

in many country districts ordinarily considered backwards. The
Soutli .Vfrican citizen, whether artisan, commercial, or ])rofes-
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sional man. oi" one clorivin^ his income from the soil, has a

nnicli liij^her standard of livini; than of old. lUit this is not

the whole story. C'oncurrentl\- with tins there has heen a falling

back. A section of the connnnnit\ , oriij^inalh farmers, have l)een

nnable to keej) ])ace with the chani^dnij times and ha\'e deterio-

rated. ,\ccustonied to re.i^ard niamial labotir as Kaffir's work,
and nntrained to aity skilled calling, they gradually lost their

place in the connnunity. Vor a time the huntinii;- of fj^ime and
then transport riding- gave them employment, l)nt these failed,

and they have gradual!)- drifted to tlie towns. Ilere again they
had no satisfactor}- place. l)tit the peculiar social conditions of

South Africa enabled them to make a living in ways that are

full of danger to the community. Along the W'itwatersrand they

are the illicit liquor sellecrs. and wor.se, on tlie Basuto border
they engage in unlawful traffic, and in many dorps they sul:)sist

by exploiting tlie native in many w.iys. Their presence in due
both directly and indirectly to the fact that they have been able

to escape work, and the penalties due to not working, by living

ti]V)t-i the native, to the demoralisation and deterioration oi both

wliite and black.

Forty years ago the whole of the manual labour of the

country was done by natives. At that time there were those who
thought they saw reason to ho])e that in time the white man
might take the place of the native labourer. The four decades
have not brought this any nearer. Exce])ting for certain doubtful
experiments of the nature of relief work, all the luanual labour

is still the prerogative of the black man, and in this field the

white man shows no inclination to challenge his supremacy. This

monopoly carries with it certain advantages of discipline and
training which in other countries tit those who go through this

apprenticeship for the higher |>osts. We see one effect of this

condition in the class of poor whites, what effect it may ultimately

have on the rest of the community we have yet to learn.

I would now like to summarise the position of the races

to-day as compared with what it was 45 years ago.

T. The indej^endent native .States have been broken up, or

are, as in the case of Basutoland and Swaziland, under

the government of the white man.

2. The wars and customs which kept down the native popu-

lation are no longer possible, and the ])eople are increas-

ing steadily in numbers.

3. Cultivation of the land is .still backward, the lands are

being worked out, and more and more the natives are

dependent on wages earned.

4. Reserves are overcrowded according to native ideas, and

further production is curtailed for reasons already jE^iven.

5. On farms the natives are being more and more restricted.

and from being peasant farmers and pastoralists, are.

becoming dav labjourers.
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6. The hoarding of other days for tlie purchase of cattle is

being superseded by extraAagance, and indebtedness is

universal.

7. lulucation, including higher education and some indus-

trial efficiency, is increasing rapidly.

8. Concr.rrently witli the cd.ucation in good, there is an

education in evil going on. and morals and manners are

deteriorating.

9. The sanctions and control> of ancient days are losing

their force, and excepting in the case of those under

the guidance of the missionaries, nothing is taking the

place of these salutary restraints.

10. The immense increase of wealth in South .Africa, due t(»

the discovery of the \\ itwatersrand gold field, has

mainly been secured b\- the white man. The wages of

the native ha\-e risen considerablw Imt his wants have
increased, the demands upon him are heavier, and with

the loss of his cattle he i> ]»oorer th.an before.

ij. Both by law and custom the efficient native is prevented

from rising and obtaining the renmneration he could

otherwise earn.

12. In large part due to the presence of the native a consider-

able number of the whites have deteriorated and are

now living on the exj)loitation of the native and pan-
dering to his ])assions.

This summary, and I do not think it exaggerated, sureh'

shows the tremendous change that iias and is still taking place

with accelerated speed, and the })rofound influence the changed
circumstances are having on South African society. The out-

look for the native people is one demanding the most careful

attention, and there are points of coiUact between the races

which show signs of strain which .sljijuld be seriously considered

and kept in view by people and (iovernment if some sudden racial

movement is not to take the coiuitry by sur])rise and lead ii>

tragic ha}>])enings.

Under representative institutions the needs and desires ot

the electors have first call u])on (iovernment attention, and neither

Parliament nor the Executive may take up cjuestions, however
important, which have no present interest for the constituencies.

It is of little use to expect I'arliament as Parliament, or Govern-
ment as (iovernment. to take thought on this (|uestion. however
much individual members of rarliament or (iovenmient

niav recognise its paramount importance, and however
much thev may individuall\ desiie to do so. We must also

recognise that a body such as I'arliameiU is. by its very constitu-

tion, unfitted for the calm, impartial, scientific study which is

necessary to enable us to arrive at soiuul conclusions on such an

extraordinarily complex social pro|)leni as the one before us.
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'I"o a rortain cxU-iii, aparl fi-oiii, and (.etlaiiiK in aiMilion t<>.

our odirr racial problems wc have (o face this one of Black an*!

White, ^^'hal our aim should he max l)e stated in terms I have
used in other writings.

T have put it as a statement:

To so act in our relations with the natives, and so ,!j^nide

them that they may l)a\-e all reasonable o])portunity for develop-
ino^ their race life alon<;- the best lines, takino^ account of their

])hysicnl. mental, and moral imjirovement ; not necessarily fol-

lowiui^- the line of evolution of the white man, but the one their

race genius suggests. And that we. while so acting, shall also

have an opportunity of development, and be not subject as a

race to deteriorating tendencies which may be present in our race

environment.

I also ])ut it as a c|uestion

:

Is it possible for a white race Avhose race aspiration is the

utmost econonn'c development of the country in which they live,

and every eflfective member of which is filled with a desire to

acquire and advance, to live with a black one, to whom the

aspirations and efforts of the white do not appeal, and yet so

adjust the life of each that both shall be content with the posi-

tion, and the black have all reasonable opportimities for such

development as is ]K)ssible to him ?

Further thought and experience have not enabled me to put

the problem more clearly.

I do not propose to attempt to i)lace before you at this time

any suggestions for a " solution " of the com])licated and chang-

ing social ])henomena of which I have given an outline. Prob-

ably there is no " solution " as the term is ordinarily used, and I

must be careful not to cross the border line into politics. I am
speaking to the members of an Association for the Advancement
of Science, whose object is the increase of natural knowledge.

whose field of investigation is that of all natural phenomena, and

whose methods are scientific. And by scientific, I understand

that on any given subject, including the grouping of humanity in

societies, they first carefully collect all the data bearing upon it,

and then endeavour to find the laws governing the phenomena
they are studying.

By the increase of knowledge and by its application to the

needs of humanity it is hoped to increase the welfare of mankind.

This brings our subject well within the purview of this

Association ; it is a question which calls for scientific treatment

;

for investigation, for careful generalisation, for application to

welfare of mankind.
What are we who from our environment have such a

deep interest in this problem, and who from an intellecttial stand-

point should find a fascination in it, doing to study it in a scienti-

fic spirit? T am afraid it must be said that apparently we do

not realise its importance.

For we want as a preliminary and basis not general views on

D
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the " Native yuestion," such as we see in the Press, biif accurate

investigation into special phases of the history and hfe of the

people, and into the relations and interactions of the races in

the many dilTerent conditions of our civilisation in which they

come into contact. P'rom time to time monographs do appear in

our Proceedings, and most valuable many of these are, but more
are wanted, especially on the economic side, and certainly more
co-ordination among those who are vnidertaking these studies.

In addition to private study, and the encoiu-agement of associa-

tions, it may be suggested that special courses be prepared suit-

able for schools, such as the history and folklore of native tribes,

and instruction in the proper treatment of natives. Also that

nmch more attention be given to Ethnology and comparative Soci-

ology, with special reference to South Africa, by examining
bodies and the Universities.

We must remember also that howcx-er much individuals or

associations may study the subject, the practical application of

the knowledge gained under our system of Government lies in

the hands of the electors, and unless the knowledge obtained by
specialists can l)e made axailable to these our rulers, unless they

are persuaded that action thereon is, in the national interest,

study will end as study, and be of little practical value.

The first step then is to study the whole ([uestion of race

relations in a scientific spirit.

The next is to convey to the public the broad results which

have been attained by that study, and the third ( which may be

regarded as contemporaneous with the second), is to collect and
co-ordinate all the knowdedge acquired in such a form that it is

possible to frame a polic}- thereon, and place it before Parliament

and Government in such a manner that attention must l)e given

to it.

Plere I trench upon politics, but before I conclude, I must
rejjeat what I have often said, and again advocate a course which

is to my mind a step with possibilities for much good.

There should be established by law a Council of Europeans,

whose duty and status should be clearly defined by statute. This

duty should be to study the whole question of race relations and
interactions. They would collect and co-ordinate the mass of

loose information now in the Union, would keep in touch with

the points at which the races came into contact, and note the

effects thereof, and advise Government with regard to possible

legislation and impix)vements in adininistration. An authority

would thus be established to which Parliament and Goveinnient
could lo(jk for accurate information. Also under legal sanc-

tion this authority should have the power to direct the attention

of Government t(j dangers ahead and suggest remedies therefor

with a force uhicli must command attention. It may then Ije

hoped that legislation and administration will be on scientilic

lines; on an accurate knowledge of the facts and reasonable and
logical deductions from those facts.
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THE RELATION OF PRODUCTION TO CONSUMPTION.

By Pjkter Johannes du Toit.

It seeni> superfluous to say that man eats food before he
produces any ; in other words, that he is a consumer before he
is a producer: that the need to consume renders it necessary to

produce. Yet increase of production in relation to agriculture,

without regard to consumption, is a favourite thenie with many,
as if, in the first place, production has no reference to consump-
tion, and, in the second place, cost of production does not enter

into consideration at all. And when we speak here of con-

sumption, which amounts in practice to demand for the article

produced, it matters not whether the consumer is in the country

in which the production takes place or in some other country,

so long as he is one who demands the particular article. For
the purposes of production in South Africa, therefore, both the

consumer in the country and the consumer beyond the shores

or boundaries thereof come under notice. So that anyone who
advocates only increase of production assumes that the demand
is there ; and not only does he assume such a demand, but he

also neglects to give attention to the important (|uestion of the

cost of production.

It is evident that if there is no one who has the need or the

wish to consume a certain article, that article will not be or will,

cease to be produced ; antl, further, if one ])erson ]>roduces what
it takes ten to consume, then, if one of the ten also becomes a

producer, and both produce more than the one produced before,

there must be an over-su])ply and a fall in price. The same
would apply if there were such a disturbance between i)roduction

and consum])tion of the same article or articles iii a country, or

in several countries having the same external market. On the

other hand, there may be an under-supply and a consequent rise

in prices. In this event production would be very ])rofitable,

and the tendency would be towards an adjustment in favour of

the consumer by the latter being induced to become a producer.

Taking the illustration already used, although a fall in price

may result when, instead of one producing for ten, two produce

for nine, it may be that the price realised is yet considered by

the two sufficient to encourage them to pursue their course. But,

again, it is evident that if the process of substituting ])roduction

for consumption be extended inimitably, a point will be reached

at which production becomes unprofitable. In this case the

cost of i)roduction will be considered by the producer to be too

high in comparison with the price realised. Too high cost of

l)ro(luction may also arise from physical disadvantages, troni

inade(|uate transport facilities, from want of education or of

suitable education, from inade(|uate security, from i.solation, from

bad governmen^ and, indeed, a large number of causes. Hence,
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when advocatiiij; nKirascd production, die cosi UrtcoI' cnur> as

a prime factor.

The relation between i)roducliun and consumption is scien-

tihc—that is. it is based on certain definite principles, among
which we need mention, for our purposes, only (a) the means
to buy. and {b) a fair payment tor the article bought. Pro-
diuction and consumption are so interwoven in their incidence

that any act. by legislation or otherwise, that seriously disturbs

the one must inevitably seriously affect the other. Over great

length of time a certain adjustment has taken ])lace between the

two; there may be tiaws and obstacles—distribution to be im-

proved, markets to be regulated, cultural methods to be bettered,

transport to be facilitated, co-o])eration to be organised,

and so on—but, broadly, that adjustment has a scientific basis,

namely, a certain quantity produced in order to supply at a
certain price the same quantity demanded at a certain price. And
whatever development or change takes place industrially

—

whether by production of raw material or by utilisation of raw
material, or as the result of immigration, or as the conseciuence

of war—that adjustment commences automatically and imme-
diately. We may be able to improve the condition of the con-

sumer or the producer, or of both, but only enlargement of con-

suming power, as well as producing power, can bring about con-

stant development and progress ; and this can proceed in South
Africa along any or all of three avenues, namely, (i) natural

increase of population, (2) increase of, or new, demand beyond
our borders, and (3) stimulation of the wants of our large native

population. B-^fore I proceed to enlarge on these avenues, let

me invite attention to our external trade in agricultural products

during the h;si five years. Of the leading articles South Africa

exported :—

-

Article.

Wool

Mohair

Hide^

i'ear.
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Article. Year. Quantity. Value.

Lbs.
'

i

^l-^'ins 191

1

31.536.507 840,979
1912 37,241,136 1,020.127

1913 41,351,091 1,215,547

1914 38,294,917 1,023,443

1915 45.547.242 1,099,849

Ostrich Feathers .. .. 191

1

826,992 2,253,140

19 1

2

999,704 2,609,638

1913 1.023,307 2,953,587

1914 735.325 1,342,7^7

191

5

948,945 7\Z^11^

Muids.
Mealies 191 1 1,016,443 402,680

19 1

2

>^^2,-]^,2 443.492

1913 114.723 65,169

1914 1,100,156 438,455

191

5

1.493.826 631,646

Packages.

Fruit, Fresh 191 1 234,208 45.487
1912 296,963 54,668

1913 232,959 51,858

1914 475.308 94.245

191

5

240,269 63,967

Lbs.

Wattle Bark 191 1 111,205,265 289,557
1912 118,219,023 283,060

1913 145.717.738 309.328
1914 130,216,826 286,399
1915 89,661,464 195.244

Shortage of shipping accommodation accounted for the de-

crease in the exportation of fresh fruit and of wattle bark. This
disability did not apply to the other products ; moreover, as

regards fruit, the 191 5 season was an unfavourable one. The
ostrich feather trade, as is well known, is in the throes of de-

pression ; while the increase in the skin export trade has to be

attributed to a very severe drought.

The best export year was 191 3. when the value of these

products totalled £11,985,969. The value for 1915 was
£9,378,089. It will l)c seen that, witli tlic exception of maize,

the year 1915 was not as successful as an earlier one so far as

exports were concerned. Imports of agricultural products, how-
ever, exclusive of spirits and fruit (ciiiefly dried) show a very

appreciable decline in 191 5 as compared with any year in the

preceding four. This decline, at pre-war values, can be put

down at the sum of £516,000. The import figures for the five

years 191 1 to 1915 are as follows:

—
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sluinj) had nut occurred, ihu year 1915 would imi lia\e shown
nuich progress as compared with 1913. Hor the purposes of this

comparison the luiropcan war may be left out of account. It is

true that there were ship])ing chfficulties in the later year, hut

these very difficulties reduced our imports of agricultural pro-

ducts as well as our exports, while at the same time new exports

became possible. My object in presenting these figures is to

indicate tiie slow growth of our farming industries in recent

years. I also endeavoured to show, in the paper which I read

before this Association last year,* that our greatest advancement
in agriculture took place when our internal and external markets

were enlarged—that is to say, when demand, and particularly

internal demand, increased. As soon as demand extended sui)i)ly

responded.

To revert now to the avenues along which constant progress

must be attained: Firstly, natural increase of population. The
area cultivated is limited by the number of producers and by

the means at their disposal ; and the number of producers is

limited by the number of consumers and the amount received

from the latter for the commodities produced. If the consumers

are few, the producers must be few; and if the consumers ])ay

low prices the producers will also be few. So long as distribu-

tion is undul}- in favour of the consumer, so long will production

be impeded ; and it is useless calling for greater production so

long as the producer considers that he does not receive a fair

return for his lalxmr. Also, if the cost of production be high,

the producers will be few. If distances from and to the market

are great and transport is dear, the cost of production will be

high ; and it is futile to cry out for settlement on the land if

it is more profitable not to settle on it ; or against the least gifted

taking to farming when the most gifted can obtain better value

for his labour elsewhere. We must recognise the need for

demand when we talk about supply. We must recognise that

this is a land of distances. We must recognise cost of produc-

tion and all that this implies—education, roads, railways, irriga-

tion, security, and every other act of Government—when we

si)eak of increasing production. Production automatically and

naturallv increases when the cost thereof decreases or ])rices for

the articles produced rise. The cost can be decreased by various

Governmental acts, as I have indicated ; and i)rices rise when

demand increases. 1lie cost of agricultural products may be

cheapened to the consumer by lessening the cost of production

and of distribution; but if it is cheapened to the consumer, w^ith-

out reducing that cost, then it will be at the expense of the pro-

ducer, and the latter, receiving a .smaller profit, will have less

to ])roduce with ; and conceivably a point may be reached at

which he will cease altogether to produce.

For some commodities, however, there is a demand beyond

our shores, in addition to the demand within our borders.^^ And

* Rept. S..\. Assn. for Adv. of Sc. : Pretoria G915). I45-I5.=5-
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HOW I come to the second avenue along which constant develop-
ment may proceed. Probably, because this demand exists,

therefore so much attention has been given in this countrv to

—

or rather, should I say, so much has been spoken of—increasing
production. Demand—that is, markets—-should be .sought and
developed wherever situated. Every new demand met means a
new supply produced; and every production is at a profit or it

will cease. But encouragement of sale in another country is

discouragement of consumption in one's own country ; and it is

preferable that the necessary consumers be in one's own countrv— (a) because consumers of certain articles are suppliers of
other articles, or are otherwise useful in occupations or pro-

fessions ;
(b) because the cost of distribution between producer

and consumer is reduced when the distance between them is

lessened; and (c) because population enriches and strengthens

the State.

The third avenue I have mentioned is our native population,

which, at the census-taking of 191 1. numbered 4,075,042. To a

great extent they are already producers either on their own
account or for others. Their educational and social advance-

ment must have, as a concomitant, increase of production by
themselves as well as by Europeans to meet the greater demand
which must ensue from such advancement. So far. however,

as their consumption of agricultural produce is concerned, pro-

gress of the native races can only change the demand, but can-

not increase it (except in proportion to the increase of native

population), since they have already sufficient food. They may
consume more meat and less milk, more vegetables and less

maize, and follow the Europeans' example of indulging in what
are termed luxuries. But their demand for manufactures rises

with civilisation, and, therefore, in the industrial development
of the country both as consumers and as producers they are a

valuable asset. In other words, increasing the natives' wants is

equivalent to increasing the po]>ulation to the extent that their

greater demand represents. Thus, if the wants of the native

po])ulation of 4.075,042 were increased by one-fourth, the

increase would be equivalent to the addition of i.018,760 natives

Jto that number; and if the consumption of three natives were
regarded as equal to that of one European, that addition would
be efjual, for consuming i^urposes. to an increase of Europeans,

engaged on the same laliour. of 339,5<^7- Such an addition to

our Euro]>ean po])ulation would be regarded, economically, as a

great gain to the .State. Such an increase in the natives' wants

would have a similar value, provided that socially, morally, and

in other ways the Europeans did not ])ermit themselves to sufifer

by the advancement of the natives.

I have said that production and consumption bear a scientific

relation to one another. This relation is based on self-jjreserva-

tion, but afifected in the intermediate stages by a host of political,

social, industrial and physical influences labyrinthine in their
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ramitk-atidiis. It enihodics ihc whole liistory of a country,
wliich again includes the distrihution of its ]x:)pulation and the

industries which they have established. So complex is this rela-

tion that only its main features appear ; so minute and numerous
the causes at work, that in the end we seldom see more than
the effects. To begin where civilisation in South Africa had
its starting-point, the production of wheat is linked up with the

ships that called at Table Bay and traded between the Nether-
lands and the East Indies; of fruit, with seasonal conditions and
the discovery of diamonds, and even the ravages of phylloxera

in the vineyards; of wine, with the native problem; of lucerne,

with the domestication of the ostrich ; of inland cultivation,

with the Great Trek; of sugar, with the Anglo-Boer War of

1899-1902, that made the last Customs Convention practicable;

and so on. x-\nd who can form an estimate of the influence

which British occupation, the Settlement of 1820, the subjuga-

tion of the native tribes, the Great Trek, the Anglo-Boer W ar,

the discovery of diamonds and gold, have had on the production

of agricultural products in this country? Tliese events have

left on the character of ilu- jieople permanent, indelible efifects

;

cast the future of the country for a considerable period
;
dictated

the distribution and the industries of the people, and established

the present relation between our production and our consump-

tion. These events have created many great problems and,

agriculturally, none so great as this : how to bring producer and

consumer closer together ; how to span the distances which

separate this sparse population. A scattered population entails

heavy expenditure in administration, high cost of production,

and high cost of living. And while we proceed to harness our

energies to the unfolding of this problem, let us do so in the

light of the influences that have produced it.

Daylight Saving.—It has recently been resolved by

the Council of the Association :

" That in view of the consider-

able advantages to be gained by a fuller use of daylight, the Asso-

ciation requests the Government to take into consideration the

desirability of advancing the time of the Union one hour for six

months of the year, from September 30th till March 31st."



FISCHER'S SYNTHESIS OF DEPSIDES AND TANNING
SUBSTANCES.

By Prof. J. A. Wilkinson. M.A.. F.C.S.

The work carried out by Professor luiiil Fischer and his

j)upils on the polypeptides, which has contributed so largely to

the extension of our knowledge of the ])roteins and their deriva-

tives, is well known, and led indirectly to the work outlined here,

culminating in the synthesis of a substance which possesses

practically all the j^roperties of tannic acid, and the preparation

of a large nunil)er of others, strictly allied both in properties and
composition. Whilst engaged on the synthesis of ])olype])tides of

tyrosin, he desired to prepare a chloride of chloracetyl tyrosin in

order to obtain glycyl tyrosyl glycin. On treating with phos-

phorus trichloride, it was found, that the free jihenol groups
present in the molecule caused trouble, and hence he conceived

the idea of fixing them, in the meanwhile, by means of a group,

which could afterwards be removed easily, and the original

phenol group restored. For this ])ur])ose the methyl ester of

chlor-carbonic acid, Cl.COOCH.^, was used, the hydrogen of the

phenolic hvdroxyl being replaced by the methyl carbonato' group
—CCJOCHg. The methyl carbonato-compoimds thus produced
were then treated with phosphorus chloride, yielding the methyl
carbonato-chlorides, which on subsequent treatment with sodium
hydroxide reintroduced the original phenol group. The success

of this procedure in the case mentioned led to its trial with the

phenol carboxylic acids, the results of which are detailed in a

series of brilliant papers, entitled "The Methyl Carbonato Deriva-

tives of Phenol Carboxylic Acids, and their use for synthetic

operations," the first of which api)eared in i»)o8. In these it was
shown, that the chlorides of these acids were unobtainable by the

ordinary methods of preparing acid chlorides, owing to the fact

that tiie ])hosphorus chlorides attack both the hydroxyl and car-

boxyl groups, and yield products of variable composition, as had
been shown previously by R. Anschutz. The reactions which
take place may be exemplil'ied thus:

—

Starting with para-hvdroxy-benzoic acid

—

/Oil I.

(a) CJI,
^COOII 4.

By the action of CI.C( )( )CH, —
y O.COOCH.. I.

{h^ c,ji.
"^ coon. 4.

By the action- of PCI- —
/ O.COOCH, I.

(0 C,H,
^COCl 4
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W liicli CDiuhiiK's willi i^lycin ester, tonninj^

/O.COOCIl,
(d) C,H,

"- CO. Xll. ell,. C( )UC.,I[,

which, with dilute alkali and .siihseiiuciitly acid, yields

—

y OH
(c) C,H,

^ CO. Xll. CI I,. COOil

Para-hydroxy-hii)i)uric acid.

Similarly, in the case of the i)lienol-carboxylic acids them-

selves, union takes place between the ()1I and CO( )H groups;

thus

—

/O. COOCH;, [. X OXa I.

C,H, with C,llj
^ COCl 4. \ COONa 4.

yields

/ O.C( )OCti.> I.

^ CO. O. C,Fl,. COONa 4.

which, with alkali and then acid, as above, yields

/ Oil I.

C,,H,
^ CO. O. C.ll,. COOH 4-

This is the simplest type o.f a new series of substances which

have been named by Fischer the depsides, from the Greek word
8e-\}r€tv to tan, since many of these substances possess properties

similar to the tanning materials in common use. From this sub-

stance and i).-h\'droxy-ltenz()ic acid is obtained in a similar ukui-

tier

—

/Oil
QH,

"^ co.o. c„iu co.o.c.H, coon

and so on. According to the nr:;nl)er of i)henol carboxylic acids

coupled together, we distinguish between di-. tri-, tetra-. dep-

sides, just as in the case of the polysaccharides and i)olypei)tides.

Up to 1913. Professor Fischer had prepared, in a state of purity,

28 di-depsides, 2 tri- and 2 tetra-depsides.

These substances are Ijy no means new. a few ol the simpler

ones having been prepared formerly. H. Schiff and others pre-

pared from gallic acid, by means of silver nitrate or arsenic acid,

and then phosphorus oxychloride. a substance to which the name

diffallic acid was given.' and fornnila CuHi,/).,. supposed to be
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identical with tannic acid, a statement found in text-books even
to-day, but which in the Hght of Fischer's work cannot be main-
tained. This investig'ation was extended later to a whole series

of other phenol carboxylic acids, but unfortimately most of the

substances he obtained were amorphous, and hence have been
criticised, especially with respect to ttniformity of composition.

It is worthy of note, however, that these researches gave rise to

the commercial preparation of artificial tanning materials. Fur-
ther, Klepl. in 1883, by heating para-hydroxy-benzoic acid,

obtained both the above substances, but this simple method is

inapplicable in other cases.

In addition to the depsides, which are pronounced acids, the

phenol carboxylic acids can also form neutral anhydrides.

The introdttction of the methyl carbonato grotip. by tise of

the methyl ester of chlor-carbonic acid, is not diffictilt to effect

in the case of the meta- and para-hydroxy-benzoic acids, and this

is found to be general, if the ])henol grotips are in these positions

with respect to the carboxyl groui). At the same time, the

number of hydroxyl groups present makes bttt little difference.

The hydroxyl groups in proto-catechuic and gallic acids ai"e com-
pletely converted with slightly more than the theoretical quan-

tity of methyl-chlor carbonate. Btit the case is quite dift'erent, if

the hydroxyl group stands in the ortho position to the carboxyl

group. The replacement sometimes sticceeds, if excess of the

chlor-carbonic ester be used in ac|ueous allcaline solution

—

e.g.,

with orsellinic and pyrogallol carboxylic acids—but examples of

this are rare. The general method used in this case was first

employed by F. Hofmann for the pre])aration of ortho-ethyl-car-

bonato-benzoic acid by the action of ethyl chlor carbonate on a

mixture of salicylic acid and di-methyl aniline in an indift'erent

solvent

—

e.g., benzene, i'rofessor P^ischer used this method to

convert the two hydroxyl groups in gentisinic and ^-resorcylic

acids into methyl carbonato groups, from which the chlorides

were afterwards ])re])ared ( Bcr., 1909, 215). More difficulty was
experienced with the jihloroglucin carboxylic acids, but this was
overcome b)' tising large excess of meth}-l chlor-carbonate and

di-methyl aniline, and afterwards treating with bicarbonate in

acetone solution.

If the carl)oxyl group is not um'trd directly to the l)enzene

ring, e.g., ortho coumaric acid, no difficulty is experienced, and
the reaction proceeds well in aqtieous alkaline solution.

By these methods a large mnuber of the ])henol carboxylic

acids have been completel\- converted into the corresjionding

methyl carbonato compounds. T'artial replacement ma}^ also

occiu-, this being chiefly dependent on the active mass of the

reagents tised. but in these cases also it has been found that the

para-compound is the one most generally formed, and next the

meta derivative.

The complete reconversion of the methyl carbon.'ito groti]^ to

the j)hen(jl group is easily carried out by using excess of cold
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aciiK'ous alkali, and more slowly with normal ammonia solution;
hut in the latter case the group splits off. not as carbonate, hut
as urethane Nil... C(^OCH.^. Neutral alkali carhonate acts even
more slowly, whilst hicarhonate is apparently indifferent, and
hence is useful for dissolving out the acids. Partial removal also

takes place with smaller quantities of alkali, the para groups
being first attacked. By this means the mono-methyl carbonate
compounds can be prepared from the di methyl carbonato com-
pounds.

The chlorides of these methyl carlxMiato carboxylic acids
are prepared by the action of PCI-, either by gentle heat or shaking
the acid with PCI,- and dry chloroform. Cienerally speaking, they
crystallise well, and show the reactions of acid chlorides, such as

benzoyl chloride. By replacement of the methyl carbonato group
with the original phenol group, the acid chlorides themselves are
obtained. The latter have been obtained directly by M. Meyer,
but the ])roducts he obtained do not crystallise, remaining as oils,

and cannot be compared in importance with those obtained as

above by Fischer's method. Further, the chlorides of the com-
pletely methylated or acylated phenol carl)oxylic acids have been
known for a long time, and are stable enough to serve for syn-

thetic purposes, but the removal of the methyl or acyl groups
afterwards is difficult.

These methyl carbonato acid chlorides have been used for

the following syntheses :

—

1. With alcohol they form esters, which on subsecjuent

saponification with alkali, are changed to the esters of

the free phenol carboxylic acids. This reaction is of

especial importance in the case of the polybasic alcohols

of the sugar class, as will be exemplified later.

2. With the amino acid esters in acjueous alkaline solution,

they coui)le themselves directly, as shown in the case

of para hydroxy hippuric acid, given above. By this

means the isomeric ortho-salicyl-uric acid has also been

prepared.

3. In the presence of aluminium chloride direct union with

benzene takes [)lace as shown in the synthesis of para

oxy benzo-phenone : thus

—

/ O. COOCH. / O. COOCH.,
Cell, -f CJT, = C,H, + HCl

^ COCl \CO. C,H,

saponification removing the methyl carbonato group.

It is noteworthy here that jjyrogallol carboxylic acid

yields 2.3.4. trihydroxy-benzo])henon identical with'

alizarin yellow A, whose formula CO
|
C,.H. (C)ll);5]...

is now conclusively established.

4. The free phenol carboxylic acids also react directly with

the chloride forming di-depsides, as already shown,

and similarly for tri- and tetra-depsides.
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In the case of the (U- ami tri-h\(h"()xv henzoic acids, con-

taining two and three hydroxy grottps, isomeric methyl carhonato
depsides result, as also complicated derivatives, which are difhciilt

to separate and ])urify. So far one case only has been fully

worked out, the coupling of di-methyl carhonato orsellinic acid

chloride with orsellinic acid necessar^ for the synthesis of

lecanoric acid.

Digallic, di-])rotocatechuic acids, as well as a large number of

other di-de])sides, have been prepared by this method, and their

constitution thus clearly established. Many of these substances,

as has been already mentioned, show the reactions of the tannins

in greater or lesser degree.

On the subject of these clilorides. Professor Fischer further

remarks that their apjjlicability for synthetic pttrj^oses is by
no means exhattsted, and that they will yet prove of great service

in cases where benzoyl chloride has hitherto been found of ser-

vice, and where the ])henol gnnijjs may be easily restored by
gentle saponification. Me further recommends the tise of the

chloride of methyl car])onato ferttlic acid as suitable for the syn-

thesis of curcttmin, which has not yet been worked out.

The reconversion of the methyl carhonato grotip to phenolic

.hydroxyl is possible by using cold dilute alkali or acjueous

ammonia at 20° C, the reaction being generally completed in half

to three-f|uarters of an hour, with normal or semi-normal solu-

tions. If alkali be tised. sufficient is added to netitralise the car-

boxyl group, and then two molecules NaOH for each methyl

carhonato grou]). If the weaker ammonia be em])loyed, a large

excess is reqtiired.

The di-dei)sides hitherto investigated are crystalline stib-

stances, difficultly soluble in cold water, but soluble in bicar-

bonate solution, acid in reaction, and melt with dec()m])osition.

Like the simple phenol carboxylic acids, they give colotirations

with ferric chloride. They react with diazo methane, forming
coiupletely methylated comjjounds. which crystallise extremely

well, and melt at a lower temperature than the de])sides without

decom])osition. Owing to these properties the\' have been usefttl

for the i)uriK)ses of identification.

The first i)ai)er directly concerned with tannin a])])eared in

the Bcrichic in 1912, and was entitled " Tannin, and the Syn-

thesis of Siniilar Substances." It begins with an historical intro-

duction discussing briell}' the various researches i)ul)lished up to

that time. These had not resulted in the establishment of a

defmite com])osition or fornuila for tannin which would defy

criticism or investigation, but certain facts had been ascertained

which Professor Mscher thought it necessary to contirm or

reject as a restilt of his own investigations.

Under the generic n.ime of tannin, a large number of vege-

table substances from different soiures have been included, which

have been classified at various times in various ways, according

to the ])oint of view chosen. The experiments undertaken in this
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Hydrolysis was then undertaken with dilute sulphuric acid

in order to separate the sugar, which was very carefully esti-

mated by several methods, from the acid portion of the molecule.

Examination and analysis of the osazone proved conclusively that

dextrose was present and the acid gallic acid. If the hydrolysis

were not completed, in addition to the gallic acid and glucose, a

dark coloured substance remained, which was called the tannin resi-

due. As a final check, artificial mixtures of gallic acid and dex-

trose were also made and similarly treated. The acid used was 5

per cent. HoSO^Aq, but in one case, Strecker's method, using

II per cent. HoSO^Aq, and heating for 24 hours at 400° was
employed. The results obtained are shown in the following

table :

—
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l)Ossil)le owin.i; to their proiiortics. in conscciucncc nf wliicli the
synthetic method was aclojjted. No free carhoxyl heinj^r present,
as the above experiments showed, the method of combination of
the glucose with the gallic acid was indicated as being in the form
of an ester, and these conditions are satisfied if tannin be consi-
dered as a compound formed by the union of i mol glucose with
5 mols digallic acid, similar to pentacetvl glucose. Digallic acid
C..H,(OH),CO.OQH,(OH),a)()H. i's a didei)side. which was
synthetically prepared in a pure condition, first bv Fischer in the
manner indicated above, but as it is extremelv difficult to work
with, an attempt was first made with gallic acid in order to obtain
l>entagalloyl glucose QH.D.JOC.QH.i OH ).,],, and test its

])roperties.

The methods hitherto used for the complete acylation of
glucose were found to be unavailable for the preparation of
jienta galloyl glucose, and a new method had to be worked out.

This was done, and consisted in bringing together the glucose and
the chloride of the acid dissolved in dry chloroform, together
with quinoline. Tn this manner penta trimethvl-carbonato gallovl

glucose (mol. wt. 1810.5) QiH„,0,,i or, 'C,H,0, [OC. QH,
( OCOOCH;J;,]-, was obtained as a granular colourless amor-
phous powder sintering about 90° [a] i,'^ -f 34.34° (io.4°).
By careful saponification with excess alkali, in aqueous acetone
solution at ordinary temperature, this yielded pentagalloyl glu-

cose C4iH32(^2(i (Mol. wt. 940.26). as a yellow amorphous
powder, softening about 150°, and beginning to decom])ose at

160^ [ar+3i° to 35°.
I)

This substance shows a startling similarity to tannin, the

-chief differences being the optical rotation and the amount of

gallic acid obtained on hydrolysis with sulphuric acid. It pos-

sesses a strong astringent, and bitter, but not aci^. taste. It is

soluble in most of the organic solvents, gives coloration with

ferric chloride (inks) and is ])recipitated by the same reagents.

Analysis gave

—

Carbon. ])er cent.. . 52.49 Hydrogen 3-79

Theoretically ... 52 . 33 3 . 43

The benzoylation of glucose was also carried out, and in this

case two stereoisomers were obtained, which could be separated

hy crystallisation, according as a or /? glucose was used, but in

the case of the corresponding galloyl compounds, owing to their

amorphous nature, this was impossible. From analogy and other

considerations Professor Fischer does not consider that the

pentagalloyl glucose is a single uniform substance, but probably

a mixture of isomers.

In spite of this, he states that with its preparation the chapter

of the principal synthesis seems to be concluded, though not yet
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fully completed owing to the fact that tannin itself has not yet

been synthesised. A large number of other experiments have been
carried out. some dealing with other commercial tannins, which
were purified and hydrolysed as above, others being attempts at

synthesis along the above lines, but these have not yielded the

results expected. Nor has anything occurred which has yielded

such strong evidence of the structure of the tannin molecule as

the synthesis of penta galloyl glucose.

Other pentacylated glucoses have also been prepared,
namely, with para hydroxy benzoic, salicylic, and pyrogallol car-

boxylic acids, also probably mixtures of the a and fS stereo-

isomers.

The bearing of the above syntheses on the chemical processes

occurring in plants is of extreme interest, as showing that the

polyvalent alcohols can be utilised by the plant in the esterifica-

tion of acids, the free acids themselves being found only in a few-

species, and the significance of this is of the utmost importance

to vegetable physiology as the sugar derivatives found so widely

distributed have not hitherto been regarded in this light.

The compounds of high molecular weight and known con-

stitution prepared in the course of these researches are also of

great interest from a theoretical point of view.

The above resume has been prepared from the various

papers by Fischer and his pupils published in the Bcrichtc dcr
Deutschen Chemischc Gcscllschaft. For other work dependence
has been placed upon abstracts.

Decimalisation of Weights, Measures and
Coinage.—The Council of the Association recently adopted

the following resolutions:

—

(i) That the metric system of

weights and measures be legalised at as early a date as possible^

for permissive use until the end of the war, and that its use

become compulsory and exclusive after such time as may be

found practicable; (2) That the Government of the Union of

South Africa should co-operate with the other self-governing

Dominions with regard to the decimalisation of coinage; (3)
That copies of the foregoing resolutions be sent to (a) His Excel-

lency the Governor-Cieneral, (b) the Prime Minister, (c) the

Minister of Trade and Industries, {d) the daily Press, (>) the

Decimal Association, Finsbury Court, London, F.C., and that

they be jniblished in the Association's Journal.



DAYLIGHT SAVING.

By Robert Thordurn Ayton Innes, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

This year has seen the adoption of the device called Day-
light Saving by Great Britain and several other European nations.

During the summer months all clocks are advanced one hour.
The title " Daylight Saving " is a misnomer, as daylight

cannot be saved. A more correct designation would be " Day-
light Using." or. better still, " An Earlier Hours Regulation."

Theoretically our clock-times depend upon the place of the

sun in the daylight sky. and this was also the case practically

until raihvays and the electric telegraph came into general use.

To-day there is no necessary connection between the clock-hours
and the diurnal motion of the sun. The hours shown by the
clock may be conventional, and, by the adoption of zone or stan-

dard times, are so.

There is a little historical interest in this, because it shows
a slight inconvenience caused by the logic of astronomers.

In some old book—the exact reference is unnecessary—the

author complains that he had to be at work at two in the morn-
ing, which at first sight seems to be rather early. But when
we remember that the hours were counted from sunrise, the

apparent hardship disappears. Some centuries ago the progress

of astronomy and of watch-making led to the day being con-

sidered to commence at midnight, especally as in that age no
one would be about at that time, and it was therefore a con-

venient hour by which to commence the new^ day.

Then the fixing by statute of certain hours during which
certain trades might be plied undoubtedly gave rise to the use

of late hours in town—a use or abuse which the invention of gas

and other artificial illumination made easy.

Having made my j)rotest against the loose English of
" Daylight .Saving," I will keep to that term to avoid the charge

of pedantry.

Daylight Saving is peculiarly a town device—it is not

wanted in the covmtry, because the country folks always use
the daylight. But we are becoming a a town-living people.

In nearly every country in the world which is populated by
the white races, the country-side population decays, slowly when
compared with itself, rapidly when compared with the growth
of towns. Hence we must not be surprised that little should

be said about daylight so far as it regards country folk.

Near the equator, where there are no seasons, there could

not, of course, be a Svmimer Daylight Saving Regulation. There
the sun rises and sets at practically the same time all the year

round. Nor could daylight be saved in summer-time in the

more northern parts of Europe ( such as .Scotland north of

Dundee), because davlight persists to a late hour or even all nigJit^YTTV^
long. /VVI—^'*' y^

lil LIBRARY) =0j
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But if at the ecjuator, and even to latitudes 30° north and
south, the logic of " Daylight Saving " is weak, there is something
to be said for an alteration in our hours of rising and going to bed.

The fashionable tendency in towns has been for well-to-do people

(to rise and go to bed later and later, and this reacts on all town
classes. If rich people want entertainment after 11 p.m., and
even up to midnight or later, the working people will cater for

'them. The evil of such late hours is obvious, yet how is it to

be combated ? Legislators have evidently considered that a

direct appeal would be useless, or at least difficult to make effec-

tive, so they have, in accordance with tradition, taken the line

of least resistance, the line we see adopted on the stage by wives
who are aggrieved at their husbands' late hours—they advance
ithe clock—and by this harmless if theatrical deception attain

their object.

If this device is unscientific it is. after all, not very ob-

jectionable, because, as said earlier, our clock hours are now little

more than conventional. It would have been better to have
relied on the moral fibre of townspeople, and have asked them
to rise an hour earlier in summer time and to have adopted
generally an earlier time-table. But to this, legislators consider

v/e are unequal—we are flabby—and a little mental deception

is required to gild the legislative pill.

How would Daylight Saving aiTect us in South Africa?

We must, first of all, remember that over the whole of South
Africa, Portuguese East Africa, and Egypt zone or standard time

of the second hour east of Greenwich is used. Capetown, Jo-

hannesburg, Salisbury, Lorenzo Marques all use the same time,

and this is a very great convenience in long-distance travelling

and trading. All places to the west of the adopted meridian

use or save daylight, whilst those in the east lose it by the use

of standard time. Thus Capetown, being in E. Longitude i

hour 13.9 minutes, or 46.1 minutes west of E. Longitude 2

hours, benefits by 46.1 minutes of daylight. When a Cape-

tonian rises at S hours a.m. standard time, he really rises at 7
hours 14 minutes mean time, and so on. For the chief jilaces

in South Africa the gain or loss is as follows:

—

Gain or Loss in Daylight

on Mean Time.

Windhuk 52 mins. gain.

Cai)etc)wn 46 „ „

Port Elizabeth 18 ..

Bloemfontein 15 ,, ,,

East London 8 ,, ,,

Johannesburg 8 ,, „

Pretoria 8 ,, ,,

Bulawayo 5 ^ ».

Maritzburg 2 „ loss.

Dur1)an 4 >> »

Salisbury 4 >• m

Lorenzo Marfpies .... 10 ,, „
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So the rirst poim to consider is. what would be the effect,

if in summer time clocks were advanced one hour on present

standard time or. in other words, we adopted as our zone 3 hours

E. of (ireenwich. Then Ca])etown clocks would be no less than

I hour 46 minutes in advance of mean time, whilst Johannes-

l)urj,^ would benetit to the extent of i hour 8 minutes, and

Lorenzo Marques by 50 minutes.

To consider the eifect more closely, let us assume that sum-

mer time will be used from the ist October until the 31st March
—that is. six months out of the 12. We will only consider three

towns, as the circumstances for others are not essentially dif-

ferent :

—

Ca])eiown

:

h. m.

( )ctolier I.—Sun would rise at 7 2"}^ summer clock time.

Sun would set at 7 48 ,, „ ,,

March 31.—Sun would rise at 7 59 ,, „ „
.Sun would set at 7 40 „ ,, ,,

Bloenifontein :

October i.—.Sun would rise at 6 53 ,, „ ,,

.Sun would set at 7 17 ,, „ ,.

March 31.—Sun would rise at 7 25 ,, „
Sun would set at 7 12 ,, ,, ,,

Maritzburg:

October i,—Sun would rise at 6 37 „ „ „
Sun would set at 6 59 „ „ „

March 31.—Sun would rise at 7 9 „ „ ,,

Sun would set at 6 54 ,, „ „

These are the actual clock times that the sun is on the

horizon, because of twilight, daylight is roughly 1 hour longer,

namely. 30 minutes in the morning and 30 minutes in the evening.

Thus the eiTect at Ca])etown would be that, if a person
usually gets U]) at 8 o'clock he would, during " summer time,"

do so when there had been at least half an hour of daylight,

and if he finished work at 5 o'clock, he would have at least 3^
hours of daylight for recreation, etc. There is no disability in

getting up at dawn in summer time in Ca])etown. because it

is a genial climate. Capetown will economise a lot by ado])t-

ing these earlier hours.

Similarly, a person at Bloemfontein rising at 8 o'clock will

do so when th^re has been at least one hour of daylight, and he

will have over three hours of daylight after 5 in the afternoon.

At ^Maritzburg the condition of affairs, even making allowance

for its surrounding hills, is in much the same circumstances.

In the height of summer, that is, in December and January,

there is a ])ositive advantage in starting wcjrk earlier, because

one can eret about before the heat of the dav has fairlv set in.
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I believe that there can be no valid objection to the adoption
of earlier hours in summer time, and this can be secured by a

Daylight Saving Order, although, for honesty's sake, I would
prefer to see it done by the adoption of one hour earlier in all

statute-fixed times, in railway and tramway time-tables, and in

Government, Municipal, Bank and Corporation office hours.

The public at large would then gladly adopt the earlier hours.

One word of warning may be required—-we can alter our

clock hours, but we cannot alter the times of the tides, and unless

the " time," in which tides are predicted, is clearly set out,

mariners may be deceived. The proper course would l>e to give

all tide tables in Greenwich time, which is clearly defined and
understood by all mariners.

These remarks will ap])ly to all scientific observations in

which the real time enters as one of the data. The British Act
exempts astronomy and navigation, and the British Meteoro-
logical Office has nistructed that all clocks used by observers

for regulating their duties should continue to be set according

to Greenwich time. In all the astronomical work done at the

Union Observatory since 1908, the time used is Greenwich
time. I would recommend all scientific workers to follow this

example because it is free from ambiguity, and is readily under-

stood everywhere. American astronomers frequently, but not

generally, quote their observations in Eastern, Middle, or

Pacific time, and these cannot be reduced to Greenwich time

without a reference to some authority, such as the Nautical

Almanac, which may not be at hand.

It may be assumed that the general ]niblic will use more
and more conventional times, and even Standard Time is a con-

ventional time, so that it will become more and more necessary

for scientists and navigators to adopt one uniform time appli-

cable to the whole world, and that is Greenwich time.

Lastly, if it is determined to make any time or clock-

change, it is to be hojjcd that the distinction of a.m. and p.m.

will be given up in favour of the consecutive numl)cring of the

hours from o h. to 24 h.

In a country of long railway journeys such a course would

make the interpretation of time-tables much simpler. I have

frequently been asked what time 12 h. 25 m. ]).m. or a.m. is. A
recent film has the title 11.59 a.m., l)ut the picture shows that

11.59 p.m. is meant, and so on. These and similar confusions

and difficulties would be evaded by the simple and logical count-

ing of the 24 hours of the day as 24 hours, instead of making

two bites of the cherry.

This is alread}' done in Belgium. Italy, and prol)al»l\- in other

countries, but I have not a complete list.

June 12, 1916.



ON A I'NTQUl': (K"CURF<T<:NCK of M()1.^•I'.I)F..\UM

IN NATAT..

Bv Alkxandkr Locik di' Toit. B.A., D.Sc, F.(i.S.

DnriuiJ: the coiirse of the |)ros])ectino^ which took })lacc 5;onie

ten years ag-o in the Tllatinibc Valley, a trihntarv of the Um-
koniaa? River, in Imj^endhle County. Natal, an occurrence of
ores of Molybdenum was noticed in association with the oil-

shales, the mineral beiui:^ present not in quartz veins carrvin.sf

crystallised Molybdenite— its normal habit—but as an impreg-
nation in coarse sandstone belon<^ing- to the Molteno division of
the Karroo System and of Upper Triassic a£^e.

The habit, therefore, is so imusual that a brief account of
the ore-body will no doubt be of interest to mineralogists; in-

deed, as far as can be judged from a study of the available

literature upon the distribution of Molybdenutu ores, this

de])osit is imique.

The precise locality is on the riglit-hand side of the

Hlatimbe Valley, and situated just within the area of Crown
Land in the angle between the boundaries of the farms Memala
and Duart Castle, below the escarpment of the Drakensberg.

The Sandstone in question is the identical horizon wdiich
has been ma}:>]ied continuously from the Stormberg in the
Cape, and known as the Indwe Sandstone. It is only t8 feet

in thickness here, but its lithological individuality still j^ersists;

at the top it is soft, medium-grained and generally with glittering

grains of quartz, while the lowest 4 or 5 feet is harder and
coarser-grained, carrying small j^ebbles of white or grey vein-

quartz sometimes as much as an inch across. The two parts are

separated by a slightly uneven surface, along which are lenticles

of extremely well laminated black shale set sometiiues sparsely,

at other times close together.

The sandstone stratum rests upon bluish mudstones. which
at the adit are bleached to a J^ale tint ; and the sandstone is

followed by the oil-shale horizon, which is here of very inferior

quality.

No signs of mineralisation are to be seen in the upper part

of the sandstone, which is fully exposed, nor in the thick sand-

stone outcrops higher up tlie mountain-side ;' the Molybdenum
appears to be confined to the lowest 4 or 5 feet of sandstone and
to a distance of outcrop of 20 yards at most—less than that if

slight impregnation be disregarded. Along this face of rock the

sandstone shows two irregular dark-stained areas, each a couple

of yards across; an adit was driven in at this ])oint to a distance

of about 200 feet, but the workings were ultimately abandoned.

Prospecting had also been carried out with the aid of a diamond
drill, boreholes being put into the hillside at various angles to

the horizontal ; records of these are j)ublished in the Reports on

the Mining Industry of Natal for 1906 and 1907. Only one of
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these cut the pebbly zone with which the Molybdenum is asso-

ciated ; the rock was highly ]nritic.

The exact boundaries of the dei)osit have not been deter-

mined, but the body appears to be irregular and small in size.

The ore on the dump is a peculiar friable black sandstone
flecked with white, and carrying a fair amount of sulphide of

iron
; the latter is often very abundant in the form of s])herical

concretions from one to two inches across, and is mostly the

mineral marcasite. Along one horizon they are crowded to-

gether, are about half an inch in diameter, and each concretion

includes large numbers of cjuartz grains enclosed in the solid

marcasite. Such concretions are ])resent in fair number in the

Indwe Sandstone generally, but usually they have been oxidised

and give rise at the outcro]) to hollow, spherical, ferruginous

masses.

The black sandstone is made up chiefly of dull rounded and
sub-rounded grains of Quart::, to which a black matter adheres
that is insoluble in acids, and is principally carbonaceous in

composition. Along certain bands in the sandstone the quartz

grains are set in a minutely crystalline matrix, generally white,

but occasionally a jjale blue, due no doubt to the presence of
molybdenum compounds. It is very soft, and w'as found to

consist of minute ])lates of Kaolinitc derived from the alteration

of the potash felspar which is commonly a conspicuous con-

stituent of the sandstone. More usually, though, by loss of the

cementing material, the rock has been converted into a porous
friable mass.

The sulphide of iron occurs as small crystalline aggregates

;

Pyritc is certainly present, but, from the fact that some of the

specimens show an efflorescence of sul])hates, there must be
Marcasite as well.

The black amorphous matter surrounding the quartz grains

is in great part, as already stated, carbonaceous, and as shown
by the readiness with ^^hich it can be oxidised, cannot be
gra])hite. It is insoluble in xylol, but with carbon disulpiiide

or ether a small amount of livdrocarboii can be extracted which
is not vohitile, and the material is not unlikely to be of the nature

of coal, streaks f)f which, it may be remarked, are not unusual

in this sandstone. Lassaigne's test (with sodium), curiously

enough, gave no reaction for nitrogen.

The molybdenum is associated with this black material, and
can only be present in the form (jf the black sulphide,

Molybdenite, MoS. ; minute scales of this mineral were observed
upon microscopic examination of the powder, and confirmation

of this was obtained by the following analysis of a sample of the

rock made by Mr. C". < iarihausen in the laboratorx' of the Geo-
logical Survey :

—

Silica ^}>-^7('

Aluminji 0.8%
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Sulphur 4-4%
Iron 2.9%
Molvbdenum i . i%
Alkalies Nil.

Unfortunatelw lack of the necessary apparatus i)reventecl tlie

determination of the projiortion of carbon, ])ut its value is

obviously less than 6^f

.

The sulphides are conseciuently present in the f<illn\vin<( ])n)-

portions :

—

Pyritc or Marcasite 6.53%
Molybdenite i.-'^S'/r

Most interesting are the oxidation products of the sulphide
minerals in the rock. Some surfaces and joint planes are coated
with a thin incrustation of bright yellow Molybdic Ochre, a

mineral which is not trioxide of molybdenum, as usuallv stated

in text-books, but, as pointed out by Schaller,* a hydrous ferric

molybdate !'>/).. .3MoO;<.7iH./), formed by the oxidation of

molybdenite in the presence of pyrite or marcasite.

Its identification was confirmed by chemical and o])tical tests.

In one case a bright lemon ^-eHow efflorescence formed on
the specimen in the cabinet after collection in the form of small

pin-points of a soft substance, which proved to be not molybdic
ochre, l)Ut granular sulphur in j^art, originatmg most ])robably

from the alteration of the molybdenite. On the same sample very
small cr}'Stals of green ferrous sul])hate had develo])ed from the

iron sulphide.

On the exposed face of sandstone there was a large i)atch of

a thin incrustation which ranged in colour from nearly black to

an intense prussian blue ; the substance is soluble in water, and
gives a strong reaction for molybdenum, and must, therefore, be

the rare mineral Ilseuiannite, AIoO„.4J\Io03, so far only known
from Bleiberg, in Carinthia,t as a product of decomposition of

wulfenite, molybdate of lead, and from Cripple Creek,| Colorado,

as an alteration of molybdenite. In Natal, therefore, the mode
of origin of this uncommon mineral is identical with that in

Colorado.

The walls of the adit are coated with a friable yellowish in-

crustation which proved to be principally Aluminite, a basic

aluminium sulphate with a certain amount of iron, but devoid of

lime, magnesia or potash. A similar substance was found below

the undercut base of the sandstone outcrop, where it was pro-

tected from the rain and is harder and more stalactitic in charac-

ter, and dull whitish in colour, with tints inclining from yellow-

brown on the one hand to ])ale blue on the other; it is of interest

* W. T. Schaller, .Imer Jour Sci.. 4II1 series, 23 (1907), 297.

t W. Lindgren and F. L. Ransonie, U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 54

(1906), 124.

I E. S. Dana: "A System of Mineralogy," p. 202.
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because it contains a small amount of molybdenum, thouj^h bow
this is combined has not been ascertained.

As regards the genesis of the deposit, no definite suggestions

can be made, unfortunately. As far as can be judged, the black

molybdenum bearing part of the sandstone is irregular in shape,

and in places fairly shar])ly defined from the rest of the rock.

The molybdenum compounds could not have been of detrital

origin, for then the deposit would gradually fade away into barren
sandstone on either side ; also the quartz pebbles, when broken,

are free from enclosed flakes of molybdenite. The presence of

pyrite and marcasite is common indeed in the Indwe Sandstone,

'but the amount present here is much higher than usual, and a

great part of the sulphides of iron must therefore have been in-

troduced later, probably along with the molybdenite.

Several such nodules from this sandstone at diiTerent locali-

ties in the Cape Province gave no indications of molybdenum
when tested by the delicate reaction with stannous chloride.

The source of the carbonaceous matter is another difficult

prol)lem ; its restriction to the ore-body will hardlv allow of its

being an original constituent, but on the other hand it is not vola-

tile. In some ways it recalls the odd anthracitic " coals " found
in irregular veins and fissures in the Western Karroo.

There are no signs of any chamiels up which ascending solu-

tions could have made their way. and there are no dykes in close

proximity. The only igneous intrusion is a nearly horizontal sill of

dolerite, which crops out at a level fully lOO feet above the occur-

rence, and which might have been concerned in its genesis. This is

not at all unlikely, for small amounts of iron and occasionally cop-

per pyrites are found in these intrusions in the Karroo Sy.stem ; in

the Insizwa Range, in Mount Ayliff, there is a good deal of nickel

as well (in the form of sulphide) along with pyrrhotite.

This sporadic occurrence of molybdenum in Natal may
quite well l)e genetically connected with the intrusion of the

Karroo dolerites, but it is only fair to j)oint out that prospecting

has not l)rought to light any similar mineralisation at points a few
miles away, where the sandstone has been cut through by the

dolerite sheet in question.

Meteoric Stones. — Or. (j. T. Trior. Kee])er of the

Mineral Department of the British Museum, has contributed to

the Transactions of the Mineralogical Society a paj:)er on
some meteoric stones, including those which fell at Kroonstad,
Orange Free State, on 19th November, 1877, and at

Daniel's Kuil, (lri(|ualand West, on 20th March, 1868. Both
these meteorites were analysed, and their mineral composition de-

duced from the results. The Kroonstad stone seemed to con-

.sist mainlv of bronzite, olivine, and nickel-iron, the percentages

being respectively 35.03, 29.44, and 18.49. The Daniel's Kuil
meteorite showed 55.76 per cent, of enstatite and 25.45 per cent,

of nickel-iron.
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STANDARD AT TITR CAPE.

Bv Vroi. R. Lkslih, M.A.. F.S.S.

When the Dutcli first estahhslicd their scttlenient at the

I'ape. they naturally introduced the Dutch coinaj^e. The rix-

doUar or reichs-thaler. the standard coin, was worth 4S stivers

Dutch, or four shillin.ii^s in British money. Six stivers or pence
made a skilling. and eii^dit skillir.ij^s a dollar. Till 17S2 the ctir-

rencv consisted solely of coins; there was no pa]:)er in circula-

tion. In this year, as Holland was at war with En<^land. the

Governor at the Cape, Joachim van Plettenberg, found it im-

possible to im]X)rt the usual sui)plies from the Mother Coimtry
for the military and civil establishments. On 31st May he there-

fore issued paper mone}' to the amount of 47,696 Pds. 4 sk. A
promise was given, first by the Governor and afterwards by the

Dutch East India Company, that the ])ai)cr would be exchanged
for specie as soon as the necessary supplies could be obtained.

Further issues continued to be made till by 1784 the amount
in circulation had risen to 925,219 Rds. The notes were issued

for amounts as small as two stivers, though, by the time of the

British occupation, the lowest denomination in circulation w^as a

skilling (6d.). The promise to pa}- sj^ecie for these notes was
partially fulfilled in 1787. 1788, and 1789, when 825,904 Rds.

were cancelled in exchange for specie and bills on Holland.

This measure established the credit of the paper and made it

easy for the Government to increase the circulation when, as

happened immediately, the need again arose. At the surren-

der of the Cape to the British forces in 1795 the issues had
risen to 1.291,276. Of this amount, 677,366 Rds. had been lent

to individuals through the Lombard Bank, which was estab-

lished by the Government with a paper money capital in 1793.

This sum was secured by mortgages on the property of the bor-

rowers. The Dutch East India Comjiany was responsible for

the balance of 613,910 Rds.

This forced increase in the su})j)ly of money naturally

caused a fall in its vahie, though the extent of the depreciation

is uncertain. A ])etition to the King by the inhabitants of the

Cape in 1825 stated that these early issues passed in exchange

with Holland at a premium of only 7]- per cent., which was re-

garded as about the equivalent of freight and insurance on

specie. But this is the evidence of those who were trying to

show that the calling down of the dollar to 1/6 was unjust. On
the other hand, contemporary writers state that the paper money
depreciated to the extent of 50 per cent. As usual when in-

flation occurs, the rise in prices was not uniform. Imported

articles rose far more than local products, so that the farmers

obtained only the customai) ])rices for their ])roduce. while

they had to pay more for all they purchased. With the excejv
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tion of meat and ])read, all })rices had risen enormously. The
British Government, too. in deciding on the occupation of the

Cape in 1795 to prevent it falling- into the hands of the French,

was influenced by the dissatisfaction which had been caused
there by the Dutch East India Company's issue of paper in pay-

ment of their debts. In 1792 the Burghers had almost gone into

revolt as a result of this grievance. When General Craig ar-

rived at the Cape he re]:)orted that little s])ecie was in circulation :

paper money " might be procured at the rate of two for one of

hard cash.'' This seems to be an exaggeration. The real de-

preciation, in terms of silver, at this time was probably about

twenty per cent., the figure mentioned by General Clarke in

October, 1795, though the quantity of silver paid out by the Brit-

ish might have had some influence in equalising values. This in-

troduces the difficulty that in considering the fall in the vali;e of

the dollar at the Cape we have to' deal with its depreciation in

terms of commodities, of bills of exchange, and of silver which
was then standard money all over the world. The depreciation

measured in terms of any one of these need not be the same
as the depreciation measured in terms of the others. Thus
there is to-day no depreciation of the British coinage in terms

of specie. But, owing to the excess of imports from America,
it is depreciated in terms of bills of exchange. We shall see

that in the later days of the cartoon, or paper, rixdollar, many
held that its depreciation was solely an external de])reciation.

Again, the ])renu"um on s])ecie is not an exact measure of the

rise in ]3rices.

When the British forces landed in 1795, attem])ts were
made to obtain the good-will of the Dutch by showing that the

English would maintain the value of the i)aper money, while

the French could only e.xchange one pai)er for another. The
commanders ])roiuisecl that the\- would recommend the British

Government to use the property of the Dutch East India Com-
pany, of which a considerable ])art was detained in England,

to lic|uidate the claims of holders. Tlicir advice, however, was
not acted upon. The Dutch Commander, Ciovernor Sluysken.

was fully aware of the dangerous condition of the paper cur-

rency, and was able to obtain the inclusion in the Articles of

Ca])itulation of an agreemeiU that

the Lands ;iiul . Ilousos, tlir i)nii)(.rt.\- of tlic Dutch East IncUa

Company in this settlement, sliall continue the security of that part of

the mone.\- which is not already secured by Mort^at;e< upon the Estates

of individuals hy its having been lent to them.

The zeal of the (iovernor is shown by the use of "contintie."

for the notes had not been secured by anything btit the good
faith of the Dutch Company.

The arrival of the British forces at the Cape had an im-

portant etfect on the vahie of ])a])er money. The demand for

local products was greatly increased. A year after the occu-

pation, ( ieneral Craig re])()rted that the constimi)tion of meat
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was two and a half times as <^rcat as it had hern uikIit the

Dutch Cioverniiient. I'a\inent for niihtarv sujjphes was at

first made by the import of >il\er coins whicli, it may be added,

disappeared from circtilation at once. I.ater. orders were ^iven

for payments to be made as far as i)c)ssible in paj^er, which was
purchased by tlie Paymaster-General for his bills on London
at 2-^ ]ier cent, advance. [either method of payment would
result in a rise in prices or a de])reciation of money relatively

to commodities. But the sale of (Government Bills on London
checked the depreciation of money relatively to bills. The
})remium fell from 2c, to 10 per cent., then to par. In ;\])ril,

1797. (ieneral Craig reported that even at par no paper money
cotild be obtained. He therefore ordered a further issue to be

made of 250.000 Rds. Relatively to bills, the rixdollar was ap-

jireciating, but relatively to commodities the increased issues

and greater rapidity of circulation caused a great rise in ])rices.

Comparing ])rices in 1798 with those which existed under the

Dutch Government, it is found that all prices had risen. Local

products had mostl}- doubled or even more, while imjjorted

articles had also risen, though in a smaller ])roportion. This

temporary alteration in the proi)ortion was due, in ])art, to the

fall in exchange. By 1708 bills were at a discount of 20 per

cent.

The dangers of the paper money were realised in bjigland.

hi 1796, when Lord Macartney was appointed Governor, he

was instructed to hold an enquiry as to the amount of paper it

niight be safe to leave in circulation, and the best means of

reducing issues. In October, 1797, he reported that the public

property would not fetch a quarter of the amount supposed

to be charged on it. and that some of the property could not

be sold, as it was necessary for ])ul)lic purjwses.

The security [lie said| of the lands and houses for the paper

money is a mere iUusion. In reality tlie paper money depends upon
the credit and solidity of the Government alone.

This illustrates the statement of the textbooks on money, that

securing issues on property is not sufficient to prevent depre-

ciation. It will only be efficacious if it results in the limitation

of the amount issued, and the same effect will be obtained

however the limitation is luade. The depreciation at the Cape

was not caused by the fact that the security on which the pa])er

was issued was inadequate. It w^ould have been ecjually great

if the mortgaged property had been four times as valuable as

it was. Macartney thought that the issues on Government ac-

count, including the new issue of 250.000 Rds.. were not more

than sufficient for^ the internal ti-ade of the country. The
reduction should take place in the issues made through the

Lombard Bank. He stiggested that this might be done by

transferring the mortgages to individuals. In this he was in-

fluenced by political ideas. r)tlier countries had bottnd uj) the

interests of the citizens with those of the State by making
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them its creditors : the Cape made them its debtors, and it was
believed by many that a rebelHon would wipe out these debts.

Though not in favour of buying in the 250,000 Rds. issued by
Craig, Macartney—in case the authorities in England thought
it advisable—proposed a scheme for this purpose which showed
a great ignorance of the causes that had brought about the

depreciation. He suggested the issue of special coins contain-

ing one-fifth alloy, "which would probably not be worth while

to export from hence." For that very reason, as the f|uantity

• of money would have remained the same, the depreciation would
have continued, \^"hen ^Macartney's report arrived in London.
England herself had an inconvertible paper currency. It is

therefore not surprising that the War r)lfice decided that no
material alterations should be made in the Cape currency till

the conclusion of peace. It agreed, however, to send out £5,000

in copper, as there was a great need of small change. No
Government notes were in circulation of denominations lower

than a skilling, and it had been found necessary to allow in-

dividuals to issue private notes for smaller amounts. On the

arrival of the copper money. Sir George Yonge, who succeeded

Macartney as Governor, ordered that the coins should be cir-

culated at the rate of two pence or stivers for each copper to

prevent their being exported. Hence the name of "dubbeltje"

for the penny, a name which still survives in some places.

One of the misfortunes which attend an increase in the

quantity of money is that once a higher level of prices has

resulted, these come_ to be looked on as natural. The higher

prices require, if they are to be maintained, the greater amount
of circulating medium. In fact, it may even seem that there

is not enough money in circulation to carry on trade with these

prices. This happened at the Cape. In 1802 the Burgher
Senate declared that serious inconvenience was experienced

from the small quantity of money, and requested that more
might be put in circulation through the Lombard Rank. Act
cordingly, 165.000 Rds. were printed and lent to individuals

through the Bank, and an issue of 80,000 Rds. was also made
to purchase grain. This latter amount was not intended to be

a ])ermanent addition to the money in circulation. A promise

was given that it w^ould be destroyed as soon as the grain had
been disposed of to the public, but this promise was not kept.

When the Cape was given up to the Batavian Republic in

1803. the circulation had increased to 1,780.276 Rds. Prices

had risen, but the depreciation relatively to bills had been re-

duced owing to the large remittances made for the su])port of

the British forces. The large imports of silver had reduced

the ])remium on si)ecie to between iive and ten per cent. Under
the Republic the same princi])le of meeting part of the expen-

diture by the i)rinting of notes was continued. The money was
used for ])ublic puri)oses and to give relief to the inhabitants
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of Stellonbosch. where there had been a ^jreat fire. Then, as
now. it seemed easier to raise money in this way rather thaii

by increased taxation. But an increase in nionev does not cause
an increase in commodities. The Government could only f^et

the commodities it required by reducinc^ the amount available
for other jnuxhasers. With its paj^er money it jnu-chased some,
and the money in the hands of the inhabitants necessarily pur-
chased i^roportionately less.

When, in 1806, the Cape was again occupied by the British,

the amount in circulation had increased to 2,o<S6.ooo Rds. The
terms of the second Capitulation did not limit the powers of the

British Government with reference to money to the same extent

as the first agreement had done.

The Paper Money actually in circulation shall continue current
as heretofore, until the pleasure of His Britannic Majesty is known.

The expenditure on the British forces again caused a tem-
porary rise in the external exchange value of the rixdollar. But
the nuantitv of money was soon increased. Tn June. 1810. a

proclamation announced that the currency would be increased

by one million rixdollars, to be issued through the Lombard
Bank. Of these, 500,000 Rds. were issued at once, and the

balance in five instalments up to March, 1814. Depreciation

continued. The average value of the rixdollar frorn 1806 to

1810 was 3/6, from i8ti to 1815 it w^as 2/6. By the end of

181 3 the circulation had risen to 3.071,204 Rds., or almost iyi

per head of the white population.

The efifect of the increased issues first attracted the atten-

tion of the British Government during the administration of

Sir John Cradock, who came to the Cape with instructions not

to increase the issues without special authority. In February,

1 814. a Finance Committee, appointed by Cradock to deal with

the question, presented the following Majority Report :

—

1. An excess of paper money exists, more than the conunerce

of the Colony requires.

2. An excess of paper money necessarily enhances the price of

every commodity,
3. To counteract the evils arising therefrom, certain issues created

for puhlic purposes should be gradually destroyed.

Two members, the Receiver-General and the Secretary to

the Colony, presented separate reports, which were opposed to

the destruction of any of the money. They held that the

increased prices were due to "augmented demand,'" though no

explanation was given of how an augmented demand can operate

except through an increased quantity of money or an increase

in the rapidity of circulation. Both Cradock and the British

(Government agreed with the Majority Report. But a few months

later Lord Charles Somerset became Governor. Fie consulted

the Receiver-General and the Secretary to the Colony, who

thought that the increase in paper money had made the people
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more wealthy. Of course, a rise in prices is never uniform.
Dealers in the commodities which are the first to rise benefit
from the better prices they obtain. But other classes suffer
in equal proportion. The view was put forward, too. that in-

creased issues had been necessary owing^ to the increased volume
of trade. The same argument was used as long as issues were
made. The notes scarcely circulated beyond Cape Town and
the surrounding districts. In the frontier districts, business
was carried on by barter or by private notes or bills of ex-
change, called " good fors," for small amounts. The evidence
for or against an increased volume of trade where the notes
circulated is inconclusive. Certainly the income tax figures,

when allowance is made for the depreciation of money, do not

show any expansion of trade after 1814. when this tax was
first imposed. But the method of assessment was very defec-

tive. On the other hand, the returns ' of imports and exports

show a great increase in the earlier years :—

Year. Imports. Exports.

Rds. Rds.

1807 146.853 183,915
t8io 659,315 644,319
1815 4-257.385 1.319-505
1820 3,414.336 2,142,753

1825 3-943.893 3.200,467

But even if there was a need for some increase in the circulating

medivmi during the earlier years, the depreciation which took

place shows that the increase was excessive. In any case there

was such a fall in the volume of trade after the reduction of

the garrison, that depreciation could only ha\-e been ]:)revented

by contracting the issues.

Somerset reported his disagreement with the findings of

the Finance Comnfittee. As practically the same discussions

were going on in England at this time about the inconvertible

lia])er there, naturally no attem])t was made to enforce a re-

duction in issues in .^outh Africa against the wishes of the

Crovernor. But, though Somerset would not accept the recom-

mendation of the Committee for a large reduction in the

circulation, he only created 300,000 Rds.. while a C(intiiuious

destruction of small amounts resulted in a fall in the circulation

to 3.099,204 Rds. by Jvme. 1825.

In February of that year the Treasury in luigland had

been considering the state of the currencies in all the British

Colonies. It wishe.d to introduce a fixed and uniform medium
of exchange for all public payments. In all the colonies the

Sijanish dollar had generally been the money of account. Even
if. as at the Ca])e. ])ayment to the troops had been made in

other monev, its value was deternfined by reference to the

S])anish dollar. Difliculty was being experienced in obtaining
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lliosc, ami ilio coin had ceased to possess the iinifoniiit\- of weij^ht

and tineness which had established its circulation. The
Treasury therefore thought it best to introduce I'ji.i,di>h silver

and copper throutjhout the bjn])ire.

provided the same l)e made convertible, at the will of tlie itolder,

into the standard gold currency of tlie I'nited Kingdom.

Thus came abotit an early experinieiu in the ( iold l''.xchan<^e

Standard.

At the Cai)e, the average value of the rixdollar in bills on
Eui^land had been 2/6 from j8ii to i^iS- I'rom 1816 to 1820
it was i/io, and 1/6 from 1821 to 1825. In fixing exchange,
the 'lYeasury ado])ted the current value, and directed that the

rixdollar, nominally worth 4/-, should be declared equal to 1/6
in British money. To prevent its falling below that value it was
to be exchangeable, at the will of the holder, for bills ui)on the

Treasury in London at the rate of £103 in value of rixdollars,

comptited at 1/6 each, for every iioo bill. As in the other colonies,

bills were to be issued for silver at the same premiuin of £3

l^er cent. There was no intention to adopt compulsory methods
to withdraw the paper currency, but money brought in for the

purchase of bills was not to be reissued. In future, public ac-

counts at the Cape were to be kept in British money. On 6th

June, 1825. Somerset accordingly proclaimed that British silver

should be legal tender at the rate of 1/6 for each paper rix-

dollar. This proclamation roused sitch an agitation that. ])end-

ing the result of a petition to England, Somerset gave notice on
28th June that persons who wished to exchange British silver.

received in payment of debts, for rixdollars, might do so at

the same rate of one dollar for 1/6. The privilege was withdrawn
in December, when it was found that the Treasury intended to

adhere to its original decision.

All classes at the Cape protested against the calling down
of the dollar, but naturally the ground of protest varied. There
was, however, a general agreement that so long as the quantity

issued had been limited, the value of the paper " was maintained

without the prop of the precious metals," and that the subse-

quent depreciation was due to over-issue. The only objection

that can be raised to this statement is that it was not recognised

how^ early depreciation had set in. Most of the petitions went

on to state that the proximate cause was the great excess of

imports over exports. Now the Quantity Theory of Money
show^s that the value of money depends both on the quantity

of money and the quantity of goods offered for sale. Other
things equal, an increase in the quantity of goods would have

resulted in a fall in prices or an ap])reciation of money. It was
only because of the excessive issues that this result was not

obtained. But it did operate to check the rise in the price of

commodities, though the rise in the price of bills was accelerated

Undoubtcdlv those were correct who stated that the internal
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depreciation Had not been nearly so great as the external, if

one confines attention solely to prices in South Africa. A point

which seems to have escaped attention is that in a system of
countries connected by commerce, one must deal not only with
the forces operating in one country, but also with the more
general forces which affect all countries. Now. this period of
rising prices in South Africa was a period of falling prices in

the countries with which the Cape traded. In 1800 the index
number of prices in England stood at 235 ; in 1824 it was 147; in

1825 there was a temporary rise to 172, but thereafter there was
a steady fall. Where trade is established, jjrices tend to move
in the same direction, so, in the absence of an inconvertible and
excessive currency, prices, instead of rising, would have fallen

in South Africa. The internal depreciation was therefore much
greater than appeared.

It was generally said in the petitions that the calling down
of the dollar to 1/6 had reduced the wealth of the colonists to

three-eighths of its original amount. Obviously this is simply the

old confusion between money and wealth. So far as internal

trade was concerned, if a man sold his goods for 1/6 instead

of 4/-, he also bought at the same rate. The actual commo-
dities remained the same as before. In external trade the dollar

had in any case to be given to obtain 1/6 abroad. The evil lav

in the depreciation of the money, not in the official recognition

of that depreciation. The only just ground of complaint was
the additional charge of 3 ])er cent, on bills. This, however,
was soon reduced to li ])er cent., as the charge was merely
meant to cover costs. .Some of the merchants recognised that

the depreciation, and not the recognition of it, had been the

evil, and, when the proposal was made to compromise by fixing

the value at 2/-. they pointed out the dangers to trade of any
further fluctuations in value.

Dr. Theal has suggested that the calling down of the dollar

was disadvantageous to creditors, but advantageous to debtors.

In view of the long period chu-ing which the dollar had been

worth only 1/6, most contracts which were still current in 1825

must have been made at about this rate. To have fixed on any

other rate would have involved far more injustice. In any case

the general argument applies, that the evil consisted in the

dei)reciation.

In May, 1826. the 'i'reasur_v issued its ilecision on the ])eti-

tions. It was pointed out that the debt had been contracted for

purely colonial ])ur])oses. and could not be a charge upon the

public funds of Britain. Any claim the holders had could only

be against the Colonial (Government. The burden of meeting
it would fall on the landed proprietors and ca])italists. who were
the chief complainants. The Treasury therefore concluded to

make no alteration in its decision.

Some of the rixdollar notes were exchanged for silver and

for sterlin''^ notes, i.e., paper money, of which the value was
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expressed in IJritish iiidiie}-. Hut a eonsideval)le (|uantity re-

mained in circulation until, in March. 18,^6. it was decided to

withdraw them from circulation. The holders were given until

30th July to have them exchanged. l>ul long after this a dollar

continued to mean i/f) in .S,,uth Africa, often to the great con-
fusion of newcomers. The value of the sterling notes was
maintained hy the (iold h^xchange system in t!ie same way that

had been ado])ted for the rixdollars. They could be exchanged
at Cape Town for bills on the Treasury at the rate of iioi los.

for a bill of £100. .'sterling notes to the value of £202,698 were
issued between 18.^2 and 1839. By 1843 the issues had been
reduced to £71,086. In this year the British Government de-

cided to rid itself of its liability on the Cai)e money. .Accord-

ingly, on 9th November, 1843, it was announced that the right

of receiving bills on the Treasury for silver or sterling notes

was withdrawn. Holders of notes were permitted to exchange
them for specie or for Government 5 per cent, debentures.

The remainder of the subject can only be briefly dealt with.

Since the conversion of the sterling notes the paper money at

the Cape has been bank money, though the Free State and the

Transvaal have since sufifered from over-issues of inconvertible

paper money by their Governments. The present Bank Act was
passed as a result of the great crisis of 1890-1. which com-
menced with the insolvency of the Union Rank in July, 1900.

Other failures quickly followed. These so shook the confidence

of the i)ublic that, in country districts. ]iavments in the notes

even of the sound banks were refused. It was obvious that

some regulation must be placed on note issues in the interests

of the public. It will be sufficient to deal with the provisions

of the Cape Act. as legislation in Natal, the Transvaal, and the

Orange Free State followed the same lines. Banks which wish

to issue notes must deposit with the Treasurer Government
securities of which the par value is e(|ual to the amount of the

intended issue. The total "^um wdiich may be issued by a bank
is limited to the amount of its paid-up capital and reserve. If

a bank suspetids ijayment on its notes, the Treasurer is to ap-

point a i)lace at which " the same shall be ])aid in gold as pre-

sented by and for the account of the Government." The
Treasurer, in the e^'ent of a bank's default, may sell the securities

deposited, and has in addition a first lien upon all the assets of

the bank. A halfpenny duty is charged on each note issued,

and a tax of 10/- per cent, is levied each half-year on the notes

in circulation. Before the war, only notes of £20, £to, and £5

had any wide circulation. Recently an attem])t has been made

to popularise the £1 note, and at least one bank intends to issue

10/- notes.

Recently the Bank Act has been subject to much criticism

by those who wish to see a great increase in the use of paper

money. Everyone will admit that we use too much gold, and

that a great economy could be efl:'ected by the more general use
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of notes or cheques ; Init it does not follow that any radical
alteration in the Bank Act is required at present. Those who
demand it seem to forg-et that a much larger amount can be
issued even under the present regulations. What is required
at present is not so much a change in legislation as the educa-
tion of the public in the use of paper. The history of paper
mone\- in this country shows how easy it is for over-issue and
depreciation to occur unless there are stringent restrictions.

Bankers, if thev are opposed to the Act at all. nsualh- confine

their criticism to the regulations which re(|uire a double reserve,

the compulsory reserve of Government securities against the

total issue, and the reserve of gold which ordinary banking
prudence requires. Government securities, in the past, have
not given such a high rate of interest as the usual banking
investments. It may therefore be admitted that if the necessity,

for this double reserve were removed, the banks could afford to

pa}- a slightly higher tax on their note issues. But it is desirable

that economy in the use of gold should be obtained by the

wider use of small cheques rather than 1)y a very great increase

of notes. The cheque, as it may be drawn for odd amounts,

is more efficient than the bank-note as an economiser of coin.

Further, banking experience shows that cheque money requires

a smaller gold reserve than note money does. France has re-

cently discovered this. A few months ago the public there were
requested to use cheques as far as possible in place of notes. On
this ground I cannot agree with those who wish to see a great

change in our banking legislation. Certainly the soundness of

our currency ])osition will be of great advantage to South Africa

when other nations are experiencing a crisis at the end of the

war.

Ammoniacal Superphosphate.— Gerlach. in the

Zeitschrift fiir angcivandte Chcmic (1916), 13-14, states th-at

ammonia gas. on passing over super])hosphate. is readily absorbed

bv the fertiliser with production of heat, one molecule of mono-
calcium phosphate absorbing four molecules of ammonia. This

ammonia is not liberated from the superphos])hate on keeping,

even after several months, and j^roduces a fertiliser in no way
inferior to a mixture of super])hos]>liate and sulphate of am-
monia.
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The sugar beet {Beta vulgaris), as we know il lu-da)-. con-
taining up to 20 per cent, of sugar, has developed entirely within

the last century and a half. It was in 1747 tliat Marggraf, a

German chemist, published the fact that the root of Beta uiari-

tima contained sugar. Its sugar content was then no more than

2 to 3 per cent, on an average, but careful cultivation has little

by little augmented it, and so out of the maritime beet ])lanl

investigated by Marggraf has grown the variety, rich in sugar,

which is now considered as a distinct species. V'ilmorin intro-

duced it from Germany into France in 1780; in 1827 it began
a new industry in Belgium, and then spread over the greater

part of Europe. More recently beet culture has been under-

taken in Canada, the United States, and New^ Zealand.

Nearly twenty years ago a few samples of sugar beet, grown
in the Sterkstroom Division of the Cape Colony, were analysed

in the Cape Government Laboratories, and yielded results which
compared very favourably with the best yields of Germany and
Victoria. In 1905, in a paper read by me before Section B
of the British Association,* I suggested the experimental culti-

vation of sugar beet in some parts of the Colony where the

lack of lime is an obstacle to successful fruit culture. During
the next five years beets grown at Woodstock, Tulbagh, Wor-
cester, Caledon and Port Elizabeth were analysed, and although

in some cases the sugar content was low, in others good results

were obtained, practically up to the maximum (17.80 per cent.)

of the Sterkstroom results. Five years later, in a paper printed

in the Cape of Goad Hope Agricultural Journal,'^ I pointed out

that, few though the experiments had been, they had sufficed

to show- that beet containing a high percentage of sugar could

be grown in South Africa, and that the questions remaining to

be decided were: Where can w-e grow it to best advantage? and,

Can we produce sufficiently large crops? On the other hand,

from the commercial standpoint, assuming the availability of

the requisite acreage and capital, would not some other crops

be likely to shtmt the beet on account of greater ease of culti-

vation and more abundant profit, and. in that case, would- not

capital then straightway be diverted into the new channel ?

These questions have not yet l)een satisfactorily answered.

In 1912 the stibject of " Sugar Beet Investigation in the

Cape Province " was again discussed by me,| when further

details were added regarding cultural experiments and chemical

* .Addresses and Paper.s. Brit. & S.A. As.soc. for Adv. of Sc, S. Afri^k^ T.--^^. >*

C 1905 ), 1. 229.
,</o*^^" ^X'J^'

i (iQio). 37 [it], 501-508. .'"^/i '%>-<»'^^ ^A^^
+ Union Agric. Janni. ( TQ12), 3 [6], 767-777.
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work carried out subsequent to the previous publication. In

the Grahamstown branch of the Cape Government Laboratories
investigations had been begun in 1905, and, in addition to those

above mentioned, samples from Kingwilliamstown, Bedford,
Albany and Graaff-Reinet had been chemically examined, and
the practical growing of beet had been the subject of preliminary

investigation in the Molteno and Knysna districts as well as on
the Cape Flats, and at that stage the matter remained. Dr.

Nobbs, who had initiated the i)ractical experiments, left the

Cape Service, and his experiments came to an end. They had
shown all the more clearly that the country was capable of ]jro-

ducing good sugar beet, but the problem that still remained un-

solved was whether beet croi)s of high sugar content can be

grown in sufficiently large quantities to make sugar extraction

commercially profitable.

The purpose of the present paper is to record further ex-

l)eriments that have been carried out subsequently to those pre-

viously mentioned.

In September, 191 1, three samples of sugar beet grown in

the Eastern Districts were analysed, but yielded only small pro-

portions of sugar, being apj^arently not yet properly matured.

The figures were as follows :

—

No. of
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ber, 1912. showed 16.70 per cent, of sucrose, while one collected

in December yielded only 7.58 per cent.

The last sample from the Eastern part of the Cape Province
was taken in March. 191 4, and yielded 10.3 per cent, of sugar.

There has been a fair amount of mangold cultivation in

South Africa, and in the success or otherwise of this in any
locality we have already an index to the suitabilit\- of the local

conditions for sugar beet cultivation. C. A. Hawkes, in a con-

cisely written article on " The Beet Sugar Industry,"* says

:

It will he well to remember that the sugar beet and the mangold
iH'long to the same species {Beta 7'ulgciris) and that the characteristics,

re(|uirements, and treatment of the two crops are very much alike. The
ideal sugar beet soil is a nice deep friable loam, but successful crops can
be obtained on almost any soil that will produce a fair crop of mangolds,
providing there is snlficient deptli. It is characteristic of beet cultivation
that it greatly improves the fertility of all soils, particularly those of a
poor quality, such as very light sands.

It may therefore he instructive to record here the results

of some analyses of mangolds that were performed in the

Grahamstown Laboratory during 1913 and 1914. The plants

were grown at the Government Agricultural School at Groot-
fontein, and the 1913 set had been collected about three weeks
before the analyses were undertaken. They represented the fol-

lowing varieties :—

1. Golden Tankard.
2. Yellow Cdobe.

3. Orange Globe.

4. Mammoth Long Red.

5. Giant Half Sugar White.

In addition, a sugar beet grown at the same time and place

was examined, and is numbered 6 in the following table of the

analytical results obtained from samples collected in July, 191 3.

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Water % 86.24 88.19 86.91 85.20 87.11 67.11

Ash % 1. 41 1-57 1-28 1.24 1.55 1.63
Fat % .078 .108 .052 .041 .046 .048

Crude Fibre % 75 .78 .74 .76 .85 1.46
Proteins % 1.69 1.76 2.01 1.54 1.84 2.80
Carbohydrates, exclud-

ing Crude Fibre, %.. 9.83 7.59 9.01 ir. 22 8.61 26.95

The percentage of sugar in No. 6 w-as 18.28. This sample
showed an exceedingly low j^roportion of water. The average

percentage in sugar beet, according to analyses conducted in

other parts of the world, appears to be 81, and the extreme
limits of variations recorded are a maximum of 88 and a mini-

mum of 75. t The Principal of the Grootfontein School of

Agriculture was unable to account for the low percentage of

water in the sugar beet, but pointed out that, unlike No. 6 o<f

*Journ. Chem. Technology (iQiS). 2 [3]. 109.

t Average of 76 analyses. Konig :
" Cheniic der menschliclien .\alir-

ungsmittel '
(1903), 1, 761.
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the above-mentioned samples, sugar beet is not, as a rule, grown
in countries where atmospheric moisture is very low for the

greater part of the year. It was. however, difficult to see why
this condition should have atTected the beet crops, and the en-

quiry has not been pushed any further.

In April, 19 14, another series of mangold samples from the

same locality was collected. On analysis these yielded the fol-

lowing results :

—

I- ^- 3- 4- 5-

Water % 94.46 93.00 92.06 91 -54 91.00
Ash % 1 . 69 1

.
32 1 . 28 1

.
30 i.2f7

Fat % .053 .051 .068 .067 .056

Crude Fibre % 71 .98 .78 .88 .96

Proteins % i.oo 1.39 i.ti 1.30 1.6)
Carbohydrates, excluding
Crude P'ibre % 2.69 3.26 4.7" 4-91 49^

These samples all contained more moisture than those taken

nine months earlier, and consequently lower percentages of solid

constituents. Particularly is this noticeable in the case of the

carbohydrates (consisting almost wholly of starch and sugar).

Of these the fresh April mangolds contain only about half as

much as the fresh July mangolds; and if we calculate what the

quantities of these constituents in the mangold would be after

the latter has been completely dried, some rather interestin;j^

results are obtained. These are given below :

Samples collected in July. 1913.

I. -'• 3. 4- 5
Ash % 10.25 13.29 9.78 8.38 12. u2

Fat % .57 ."ii 40 .2^ .36

Crude Fibre % 5.45 6.bi 5.65 5.14 6.59
Proteins % 12.28 1490 15.36 10.47 14-27
Carbohydrates, excluding
Crude Fibre, % 71.37 64.27 68.83 75-8i 66. So

Samples collected in April, 19T4.

I. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Ash % 19.68 18.86 16. T2 15.37 15.38
Fat % .96 .ji ..86 .79 .63

Crude Fibre % 12.82 14.00 9.82 10.40 10.77
Proteins % 18.05 19.86 13.98 15.37 17-96
Carbohydrates, excluding
Crude J-'ibre % 48.56 46.57 59-19 58.04 55-22

It is again strikingly noticeable that the carbohydrates other
than crude tibre (i.e., .starch and sugar) are considerabl\- higher

in the July than in the April samples, indicating the change that

takes place during diree months, on the assumption that the

1914 crop had been sown at a time of the year corresponding

to that for the 1913 crop. On the other hand, there is a diminu-
tion of cellulose (fibre), of proteins, and of mineral or ash con-

stituents. From this general increase in carbohydrates in

mangolds one may infer a simultaneous increase in cane sugar

in sugar beet, but whether this latter increase is accelerated

during certain months more than during others, what the period
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of growth of the plant is during which its niaxiniuni sugar con-
tent is attained, and whether there is an optinnun sowing time
if we would reach the maxima for both curves of increase simul-
taneously, are all ])oints which still remain to he investigated,

as well as the possil)ility of their being more marked in some
districts than in others.

The average composition of mangolds has been recorded as

follows* :

—

Large Medium Small
roots. roots. roots.

Water % 89.5 88.0 86.5
Ash % 1.4 1 .

1

.9
Fat % .1 .1 .1

Crude Fibre % i.o .9 .8
Proteins % r.3 1.2 i.i
Carbohydrates, excluding
Crude Fibre % 6.7 8.7 10.6

Large roots are more watery, richer in nitrogenous sidj-

stance and crude fibre than small ones. ( )ne half of the ash
constituents of mangolds consist of ]:)Otash—that is to say, from
.5 to .7 per cent, of each fresh mangold root is .i)ure potash, so
that a harvest of 10 tons per acre removes from the soil from
100 to 140 lb. of potash per acre. This reasoning may also be
applied to sugar beet. Moreover, aljout one-seventh of the ash
constituents of mangolds consist of soda,t sd that a to ton
harvest on an acre of soil needs about 30 to 40 lb. of soda for

its development. In this connection one may note wdth interest

that mangolds are " one of the few crops which are benefited by

applications of common salt to the soil, and, perhaps for this

reason, grow well on land near the coasts. "t They yield very

heavy crops on a deep, somewhat loamy, soil, with abundant
nitrogenous manuring. C^n the other hand, the same author

points out§ that for sugar beet " Nitrogenous manuring must
be only sparingly done, or the roots become watery and deficient

in sugar."

It remains to record the results of some experiments in

sugar beet culture carried out, under the auspices of the De])art-

ment of Mines and Industries, by Mr. E. T. L. Edmeades, of

Pinehurst, (Judtshoorn. during the 1915-16 season, in the west-

ern coast belt districts of the Cape Province. These experi-

ments are still in their initial stage, but it is hoped that they

may develop into the investigation recommended by me in my
earlier papers on the subject. During 1915 Mr. Edmeades im-

I)orted different varieties of sugar beet seed from the well-known

firm of Vilmorin. of Paris. He distributed this seed amongst

about a dozen farmers in the Division^ of George, Mossel Bay,

*Thorpe: "Diet, of Applied Chemistry" (19T2), 3. 397.

fKonig: " Chemic der menschlichen Nahrungsmittel " (1903^. 1-

751.

t H. Ingle, in Thorpe's " dictionary of .\pplied Chemistry," 398.

§ Thorpe, op cit., 1. 435-
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and Knysna. in order to ascertain the possibility of growing on
a large scale sugar beet yielding sufficient sugar to warrant the

erection of a mill. Planting was commenced about the middle of

August and continued during September, in order to ascertain

the most favourable time for planting. In addition to distri-

buting the seed amongst farmers, Mr. Edmeades personally put

an acre of his own lands in the (jeorge Division under beet during

August, and another acre during September.
Towards the end of February, 1916, Mr. Edmeades fur-

nished for analysis four lots of six beets, each representing foiir

varieties of beet sown by him six months previously on his farm
" Kraaibosch," 2^ miles south-east of George Town Hall. The
soil had been fertilised by means of sheep-kraal manure, potas-

sium chloride, and 300 lb. of basic slag per acre. The varieties

of sugar beet grown were:

—

L French very rich white

II. V'ilmorin A.

III. Vilmorin B.

IV. Klein Wanzelebener.

The exjiorters claimed that No. 4 is capable of yielding 18

to 20 tons of beet per acre, with a sugar content of from 14

per cent, upwards.

The average weights of the beets taken in February were

as follows :

—

I. 3 lb. 55/2 oz., or 1517.9 grammes.
II. 3 lb. I oz., or 1390.6 grammes.

III. 2 lb. 1254 oz.. or 1254.6 grammes.
l\'. 3 lb. o oz., or 1359.9 grammes.

In each of these classes the beet nearest to the average

weight of the class was taken and divided into two portions;

one portion (a) re]:»resenting all the external part of the beet

to a thickness of approximately one inch, while the other portion

(b) represented the inside part after removal of (a). Each of

these portions was then separately mashed up and analysed. The
following results were thus obtained:—

-

Cane Total sugar
Sugar (calculated

Class. Weiglit VV'ate'' Ash (Sucrose) as Sucrose)
(grammes), percent, percent, percent. percent.

\j^ , j So. 90 1.4,^ 14.44 15.87

(
' "1 83.46 I .50 14.44 ^5-^^

I
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Tlio above selectidii of one beet, of ai)pn)xiniately avcraj^e

\vcij:[bt. from each of the four varieties naturally loft the remain-

ing five beets in each class divided into two sections, one soctiun

((") consistinj^ of beets UTider the average weight, and the other

section ( </ ) of beets over the average. The beets belonging to

each section were then minced u]) together, and each section

separately analysed as one sample. Thus the following results

were ol)tained :

—

Cane Total Suyar
No. of Average Sugar (calculated
Beets, weight Water Ash (Sucrose) as Sucrose)

Class. (grammes), per cent, per cent, per cent, percent.
I (c) ... 3 1236.2 — — 14.44 ''^54
T (d) ... 2 203/. I 82.72 1.44 12.70 —

11 ic) ...

II (d) ...
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there, and the following results were obtained from them by

analysis :-

—

Average weight Water Sugar
ot Root. per cent. per cent.

Variety; oz.

Klein Wanzelebener 28 82.04 13 -7-

White Vilmorin — ^1-3''^ ^3-3>^

Another set of samples, grown at the Central Experimepl
Farm, Cedara, gave the following results :

—

Average weight Water Sugar
o1 Root. per cent. per cent.

Variety. oz.

Cooper's Silesian 46 75-09 16.22

Klein Wanzelebener 52 7<^-9'^ 12.43
Klein Wanzelebener 59 ^i-54 10.27
French very rich 21 79-36 11.24

Cooper's Imperial green toj) 44 86.01 8.91

Pink top half sttgar mangel ^t, 87.89 7 • ci^

In each case, it is stated,* meditmi-sized roots were chosen

for analysis, as likely to represent an average crop. These

were grown on vlei land heavily manured with kraal manure.

With the exception of Cooper's Silesian. the roots were regarded

as not perfectly matured.

Later in the season further samples of roots from other

localities were analysed. The results obtained were as follows :

—

Average
w^eight

Locality Variety. of root. Water. Sugar.
oz. percent. percent.

Camperdown ... Klein \\'anzelel)ener 45 76.45 i.S.74

Inchanga ,, ,.
— 82.04 i3-7-

Thorny Bush ... ,. „ 60 79.84 11.94
hichanga White's Vilmorin 31 81..38 13.36

It will be seen that in several instances the percentage of

moisture is no higher than in the samples analysed at Capetown
and Grahamstowti.

If any i)art of Soiuh .Vfrica is going to become a beet-pro-

ducing country, it is clear that we have much to learn on the

subject of beet culture and its adaptability to our conditions.

Cultivation in luirope has greatly altered the chemical com-
position of the sugar-beet, as I have pointed out on former occa-

sions. But cultivaticMi has not only altered its sugar content.

Ingle, in Thorpe's " Dictionary,"t sa\'s that " the proportion of

ash is much lower than formerly, and the ([uantity of potash

is only about half of what it was, while the soda has doubled."

These are ini])ortant points : with potash rendered a scarce

commodity by the war, the potash re(|tiirements of a crop need

* Ccdarn Memoirs. 2. i j'S.

toy. cit.. 1. 435-
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care till watching, and with brack sochi soils waiting to be cul-

tivated, a crop capable of substituting soda for potash is worth
keej)ing in view, especially as mangold ash contains unusually

large proportions of chlorine, and " beets, being the descendants

of a maritime i)lant, are found to be benefitted by applications

of c(,)mnK)n salt to the soil in which they are grown."* Leach,f
quoting Monier, states that 82.2 per cent, of the raw sugar-beet

ash consists of the carl)onates of potassium and sodium, and
ilial potassium and sodium sul])hate, togetlicr with sodium
chloride, make up 1 1 . 1 ])er cent.

The whole matter is not one that can be taken up and settled

oti'-hand ; it is one of the many points points in which careful

chemical investigation is needed, and all through the line of
investigation this one thread of thought should twine itself;

How are the needs and requirements of the crop responded to

by the meteorological, agronomic, and other local c(Miditions of

South Africa, and is it possible to bring these into perfect

correspondence with each other? Questions such as these are

being studied in other lands ; the Secretary of Agriculture of the

United States mentions those investigations in more than otie

of his reports.

I

In his report for the year T911 the United States Secretary

of Agriculture urges the establishment of

a system of well-equipped field lal^oratories in the beet-growing regions,

where studies in pathology, breeding and agronnmy can be carried out in

close contact with the fields.

He adds that two additional lal)oratories of this kind had
bsen started durhig that year. Later on. he says:

—

A representative of the Department lias l)een sent to visit the beet

tields and experiment stations of Germany, France, and Russia, with a

view to adapting their practices to American conditions.

§

It is to be hoped that the tentative investigations begun in

South Africa years ago will soon be taken uv in earnest and
result in definite information on a comprehensive scale. There
is the more reason for this because the cultivation of sugar-beet

would be with us, as in the United States, an imported industry.

The industry was transplanted from Europe, where it was first

developed, into the United States, " udiere the basis of labour

costs and farm methods are quite different from those of Europe.

Therefore American beet-growers must work out many problems

in adjusting their cultural practice to their labour, soil, and

climatic conditions. ''|1 South Africa, too, has differences from

* Thorpe : "Diet, of Applied Chemistry," 1, 435.

t " Food Inspection and .Analysis" (1913), 569.

$Year Book, Dept. of Agr.. U.S.A. (1908). 13, 443; (1909). 77- See
also U.S. Dept. of Agr. Report Xo. 92, " Progress of the Beet Sugar
Industry in the United States in 1909."

§Year Book, Dept. of Agr., U.S.A. (1911), 57, .S8.

II
H. B. Shaw: "Sugar Beets: Preventable losses in culture." U.S.

Dept. of Agriculture, Bull. Xo. 238; July 14. 1915.
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European conditions, and in South Africa, too, the necessary
adjustments have to be made. This can onl}- be done thoroughly
when the effects of those differences on beet production have
been properly studied. Even in the United States there is much
to be learnt in this respect ; for instance, the investigator last

quoted points out that variations in soil and methods are not
enough to account for the great discrepancies in yield everywhere
to be observed, and this he illustrates by saying that " within
a small area under similar soil conditions, with identical climatic

conditions and employing like methods, one may hnd a farmer
rejoicing as he hands 20 tons of beet from each acre to the
factory, while his neighbour is almost too discouraged to load

his pit;ful seven or eight tons into his wagon."* No more need
be added to emphasise tlie desiral)ility of conducting investiga-

tions on our own account, both to ascertain what variations in

yield are likely to occur within this country, as well as to discover

and deal with the causes of such variations.

To illustrate the need for investigation, I may refer to what
happened in Australia twenty years ago. There were two parties

in Victoria relative to the sugar-beet (|uestion. One urged care-

ful investigation and the testing of different parts of the country,
in order to determine the best locality for the establishment of

a sugar-beet industry. The other party was in favour of the

immediate erection of a big factory. The Government advanced
£62,000. The factory was jmt up, and it was capable of dealing

with 400 tons of roots per day. Thus, a 100-day season would
liave meant 40,000 tons of roots. Only 9,000 tons were forth-

coming during the first year and 6,000 in the second. The result

was that the Government foreclosed.!

As already stated, many of the samples, wdiose analyses are

recorded either herein or in m\- earlier papers, were grown by
private enterprise

—

i.e., without any (iovernment control or

supervision, and so the information that would make the chemical

analyses valuable was largely lacking. The differing percentages

of sugar found may be due to a variety of causes : the seed,

the locality, the time of sowing, the season, the treatment of

the plants during growth may singly or collectively contribute

to great diversity in the yield of sugar, and if definite results

are to be arrived at, of value to the whole community, all con-

tributing factors must be closely noted, and as the cultural

experiments from different localities and under varying cir-

cumstances should be co-ordinated, if instruction is to be

gathered from the whole, it is clear that none but a central and

far-reaching authority like the Union or Provincial Government

can do this with any hope of success.

The chemical analyses of beet and mangolds grown in the

Eastern Districts, and referred to in this paper, were carried out

* Loc. cit., p. 2.

t A. N. Pearson: "The .Suf^ar liKiiistry in Victoria," and " Cedara

lyiemoirs,"' 2, 107.
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in the (irahamstown Chemical l^aijuratory chiefly hy Mr. 1'^. V.
Flack; those connected with Mr. Edmeades's experimental culti-
vation were performed in the Capetown Lal)orator\- hy Mr. G.
F. Britten.

TRAXSACTIONS OF SOCIETIKS.

Geologic.vl .Society of South Africa.—Monday, July 31-d ; P. A.
VVagner, B.Sc, Ing.D., President, in the chair.—".-/» interesting outlier of
Karroo rocks to the north of Olifantsfontein Station, on the Germiston-
Pretoria Railway": Dr. P. A. Wagner. The outlier appears to have
completely escaped previous notice by geologists, and, apart from its

geological interest, is of great economic importance in containing w^liat

are perhaps the most valuable clay deposits hitherto discovered in South
Africa. These clays are characterised physically by great refractoriness,
and are tire-clays in the strictest sense of the term, the purest of the
deposits being equal in hre stability to the very best English and American
clays.

Monday, September nth: P. A. Wagner, B.Sc, Ing.D., President, in tlu-

chair.
—

'' Notes on the geology of Xatal " : Prof. E. H. L. Schwarz. The
correlation of red arkoses and micaceous sandstones of Natal with the

Table Mountain sandstone was discussed. The author considered it

advisable for the present to regard the red sandstones of Natal as a
separate formation, which he proposed to name the Clairwood sand-
stones. Dwyka conglomerate overlies all the older beds, granite, gneiss,

marble, and sandstone as a boulder clay, with well-marked glaciated

boulders, lying in considerable numbers round Port Shepstone. Imme-
diately overlying the Dwyka conglomerate are beds which the author
termed Ecca shales, although they have nothing in common with the Ecca
beds of the Cape Province ; in fact, the Karroo beds of the Cape Province
proper suffer a distinct change to the East of the Kei River, and when
dealing with those eastern deposits, the terms Umsikaba, Kentani, and
Idutywa beds may well be substituted for Ecca, Lower and Upper
Beaufort beds.

South African Society of Civil Engineers.—Wednesday, July 12th :

W. Craig, M.I.C.E., Vice-President, in the chair.— 'Notes on raihway con-

struction during the 1914-1915 campaign in German South-West Africa":
Major A. J. Beaton. The author explained the organisation of the

Reconstruction Section of the South African Engineer Corps, and then

proceeded to outline the work performed by the corps during the cam-
paign. The methods adopted for landing rolling stock, rails, and

sleepers were tirst described. A short account was next given of the four

classes of railways in German South-West Africa and the British terri-

tory at Walvis Bay at the commencement of hostilities. Then the nature

and extent of damage done to the permanent way and bridges by the

enemy was described, and the method of repairing these damages was

explained. The author also dealt with the conversion of gauge of the

Otavi Railway, 418 miles in length, and gave an account of the new
railways which were constructed in order to facilitate the military opera-

tions, recounting the difficulties of water supplies and sand dunes that

had to be overcome, and the land mines which had been laid by the

enemy.

—

'' The survey and construction of the Prieska-Kalkfontein Rail-

zvay": X. K. Prettejohn. The construction of the line was decided on

as "a military necessity shortly after the outbreak of war. The distance

covered is 315 miles, together with 20 miles of sidings. The survey was

started within a fortnight of the outbreak of war, and staking was proceeded

with at the rate of 3.4 miles per day. The construction of the entire

length of line was completed in a little over ten months.
—

" Notes on plate-

laving and ballasting on the Volksrust-Hcidelberg Section of the Charles-

toivn-Johannesburq' Raihi.<a\" : A. J. Humby. The construction was
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carried on in 1S94-6. The author gave a brief account of the laallasting
and laying of the track.

Wednesday, August gth : Prof. A. E. Snape, M.Sc. A.M.I.C.E.,
M.R.San. I.. President, in the chair.

—

"Railway ivatcr supplies, zvith special
reference to Vryburg-Bulazcayo section": A. H. Wallis. After a short
discussion of the effects of various sahne constituents of water on locomo-
tives, the author detailed a number of chemical analyses of waters used
on the Vryburg-Bulawayo Section of the South African Railways and
gave some account of practical experience of the use of some of these
waters and of the treatment applied to them. The subjects of water stor-
age, evaporation, and percolation and absorption by the soil were also dis-

cussed.

RoY.AL Society ok South Afric.\.—Wednesday, July 19th : L. A.
Peringuey, D.Sc, F.E.S., F.Z.S.. President, in the chair.

—" On Pelodrilus
Africanus, a nezv Haplotaxid from South Africa" : Prof. E. J. Goddard.
The species constitutes the iirst representative of the family Haplotaxidac
recorded from South Africa. The specimens were obtained in mud on
Sneeuw Kop, near Wellington, Cape Province, at an elevation of 5,000 feet

above sea level. The length varies from 20 to 40 mm.—" Xote on Poly-
saccum crassipes, a coin})ion fungus in Eucalyptus plantations around Pre-
toria" : Dr. P. A. vsin der 'Byl. Folysaccuni crassipes is so common in euca-
lyptus plantations around Pretoria that it appeared interesting to determine
in what relation it stood to the eucal3pti. The author dealt briefily with
the morphology of the fungus, and suggested that the relation between the

fungus and host is one of symbiosis.

Wednesda\ , August i6th ; L. .\. Peringuey, D.Sc, F.E.S ., F.Z.S..

President, in the chair.
—

" The Granite of the Schapenberg, Somerset
West": A. R. E.Walker. The granite of the Schapenberg is essentially

a gray, biotite-granito-porphyry, intrusive in fine-grained, argillaceous

grits of the Malmesbury series. It is essentially an apophysis of one or

other of the two large granite masses which occur, the one to the west,

and the other to the east, of the Schapenberg. Both fine and medium-
grained varieties occur. At certain points along the contact the granite,

owing to absorption of material from the invaded formation, is andalusite-

liearing.

—

''On the Radial Lines in Rontgen Interference Patterns " J.

S.van der Lingen. The author briefly discussed the theory of radial

lines, and pointed nut that on Friedrich"s assumption these lines ought

to be present in all interference patterns. Experiments were described,

which support the view that radial lines are caused by weakening of tlie

lattice of a rigid crystal. The patterns of MgCOPDa, where the water
molecules were driven off, and of re-sublimed iodine were exhibited.

The pattern of this iodine shows the transition stage from a three-dimen-

sional grating to a two-dimensional grating. MgO from MgCOH); shews
the two-dimensional gratinu only.

—
" Some Obseri'ations on Ozobranchus

branchiatus "
: Prof. 1{. j. Goddard. .An account was given of the

Leech

—

Ozobranchus branchiatus. Some liistorical interest attaches to

the form, inasmuch as it was proba))ly tiie first Annulate noted in the

Australasian region. The somite is represented in a very primitive con-

dition. The author dealt with the constitution of the somite in the various

regions of the body, and the conclusions to be thence derived.

Wednesday, September 27th : L. A. Peringuey, D.Sc, F.E.S. , F.Z.S.,

President, in the chair.
—

" On some statics in the Life History of Gne-
tuni": Prof. H. 11. W. Pearson and Mary R. H. Thomson. An
account was given of an investigation of the ovule and vml)ry(i-sac of Gne-
fum africanum (West .Nfrica) and G. Gneinon (Ceylon); the material

studied included also G. Buchhahianum (West Africa) and G. scan-

dens ( Poona, Darjeeling, Penang, Singajjore) and two species of doubtful

identity, one from Singapore and one from Java.
—

" The Theory of Auto-
matic Regulators" : Prof. 1 1. Bohle. Automatic regulators may be classi-

fied as sluggisli and fast regulators. Tlie tiieory of each form of

regulator was explained.

—

" I'ariatiou in the Mylabridce illustrating

a new Theory of Evolution based on Mendelism "
; Dr. T. F. Dreyer.
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{With tti'o text figures.)

The publication in the Annals of the Natal Museum of the

two papers by Professor Bevvs, namely, " The Vegetation of

Natal" (May, 1912) and "An (Ideological Stirvey of the Mid-
lands of Natal, with special reference to the Pieterniaritzburg

District" (August. 1913), has stimulated interest in tlie general

([uestion of cecology.

The writer, during the mo'nth of March last, visited the

I)ortion of the Drakensberg situated in the neighbourhood of

Normandien. Newcastle Division, Province of Natal, more
particularly the area stirrounding the farm Mardenash. Nor-
mandien Pass, and northwards as far as Muller's Pass.

The primary object of the visit was a stttdy of the forest

vegetation and its distribtition. and certain interesting observa-

tions were made in regard to forest growth, which arc briefly

recorded in this paper.

The tract of country is the usual high veld formation, with

grasses predominating. For the most part it is used as winter

grazing for sheep, and is not occu])ied, generally speaking, in the

stimmer months.

The geological formatio'.i is that of the Upper Beaufort

series. The altitude varies from 4,800 to over 6,000 feet.

The soil for the most part is of a clayey nature, being shal-

low on the ridges and some^^•hat deeper in the valleys and

depressions.

The area has a summer rainfall, which i> fairly heavy with

frequent fogs, and in winter snowfalls are not uncommon.
Snowstorms in winter occasionally do coinsiderablc damage b)-

breaking off branches of trees.

The physical features in the neighbourhood described are

characterised by numerous terraces crowned 1)\- j)recipitous

ground and small krantzes, and an absence of the bold precipices

met with elsewhere in the Drakensberg Range of moimtains.

At the foot of krantzes and in deep kloofs and sheltered

slopes having an eastern, south-eastern, or southern aspect are

to be found numerous small patches of close-type forest, varying

from less than one acre to several hundred acres in extent.

The accessible forests have, in past years, been heavily

worked, and most timber of merchantal)le size extracted. At

the present time the most abundant timber species are the

following :—

Podocarpus Thunbergii about 40 per cent.

Ollnia cyinosa 20 per cent.

Myrsine mchvioplileos 10 per cent.

Royena Ineida 10 per cent.

Celastrus peduncuhris 5 P^''
'-"^"^•

A
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Sculopia imtiidii al)()ut 5 i)er cent.

Podocarpus cloiujata 3 per cent.

Ptcrocclastnis 7'ariahilis 3 per cent.

(^thcr kinds ,, 4 ])er cent.

TOO per cent.

Other .sj)ecies of trees and shrubs represented in the forests

are : Jikcbcrgia capciisis, Calodcndron capensc, Kiggclaria dre-

gcana, Ilex capcnsis, Hallcria lucida. Dais cotinifolia, Pittosporiim,

viridlflorum, Grcyia Suthcrlandi, CcJastrns buxifoUus, Hctcro-

niorpha arlwrcsccns, Myrsinc africana. Zanthoxylon capense,

Trimeria trincrvis, Bnddlcia salviwfolia, Chiliaiithiis auriciilata,

Cassinopsis capcnsis, Plcctnniia sp.. Khainnus priiioidcs, Schmid-
elia sp.. Cussoiiia sp., LcDcosidca scricca, Hippobromits alata,

Carissa arduina, Rhus s])., Clljfortia. Asparagus, Myrica
ccthiopica, etc., etc.

The forests on the preci])itoiis slo])es are not of tall growth,

the majority of the trees being stunted, gnarled and branchy,

indicating the somewhat hostile conditions under wliicli they are

growing. The forests are a mixture of trees and shrubs, the

trees being more numerous at the foot of krantzes and in the

valleys. In most cases scrub growth surrounds the portion con-

taining the trees. The margins of the forest are for the most part

fairly well defined when viewed from a distance, but on closer in-

spection of the perimeters there is usually present a marginal belt

or transitional zone, more or less unstable, containing species

which, it would seem, arc ])rimaril)- res])onsible not onlv for the

protection nf tlie perimeter and the forest generally from tire,

but for the aggressive extension of the forest into the surround-
ing veld. The perimeter is usually of irregular shape. For the

most ])art the forests are broadest at the higher elevation nearest

tbe krantzes, and gradually taper off to the lower elevation, and
are drawn out into long, narrow points, which in numerous cases

follow the streams for some distance into the main terrace of

the upland which extends along the foot of the Berg. The
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ridges sciiaraliuj;- the nuuKMOus streams arisinjr on the slopes
of the Berg arc not usuall\- covered w ith forest.

Isolated patches of forest are also met with in the open
i^rass land, away from krantze> or i)recipitotis <^round.

llrowing in the veld, and thinly dotted a1)oiit. are Proteas,
i'ltssonias. Crcyia Sulherlandi and Crlaslnis bii.vlfoliiis. lirica

sp.. and Lcucos'uica scricca shrnhs.

All the indications seem to show that tmtil comparativelv re-

cent times grass with Profca was the principal vegetation, and
that the close forest type of trees and shrubs is more recent in

origin, and is taking possession of the localities possessing more
favourable conditions for their growth and development, luuuely,

those at the foot of krantzes and in the kloofs where there i.s

perennial water, deeper soil, and offering more protection from
insolation, from wind and grass fires. The general shape of the

forest patclies indicate a gradual s])read downwards along the

valleys and stream banks, and laterally up the slopes of the divid-

ing ridges, wherever soil conditions are sufficiently favourable.

Towards the mountain top spread is ])revented by krantzes, ab-

sence of sufficient soil, and ex])osure to unfavourable climatic

conditions.

The slopes of the ridyes having a northern or western as-

pect, invariably have less forest or no forest at all. Where
forest is met with on such aspects, it is apparently making less

progress tlian on the eastern or southern aspects.

\\Mthin the forest there is, as a rule, excellent natural re-

generation, having all species growing in the forest fairly well

represented, but with Podocarpus Tluiiibcrgii. Myrsine mclano-

phleos and OIi)iia cyinosa dominating. The forest floor is

usually covered witli humus, and in places there is abundant
ground herbage, such as ferns and bush grasses, mixed with the

seedlings of forest trees, which prevent any erosion taking place.

In some instances the patches of forest consist of narrow
s:rips along the foot of precipitous ground or krantzes.

Much of the forest at i:)resent is of little value for actuai

timber production, by reason of the shallow soil, etc., but is of

great importance in water conservation, the prevention of soil

erosion and torrents, and incidentally affording protection for

stock during cold weather.

It was particularly noticeable, though the practice obtains

of regularly burning the veld, that there was no serious destruc-

tion of, or injury to forest resulting from fire. This may be that

the grass is burnt early in winter, and the forests, situated as

they are in the more sheltered places, are comparatively moist,

and the grass along their perimeters green, whereas on the ridges

having shallow soil it is dry and parched.

From numerous enquiries made from old residents, it was

ascertained that the general opinion prevailed that the existing

Berg forests, notwithstanding occasional damage by fire and

other causes, were slowlv but surely increasing in size, and that
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this spread was takint;^ place along- the foot of krantzes and pre-

cipitous ground, from the valleys up towards the ridges, and
along the streams and watercourses, but not upwards towards
tile higiier points of the mountain range, where spread is Hmited
by krantzes. shallow soil and unfavourable conditions generally,

and further, that the spread would be faster if more care wai^

exercised when firing the veld.

The foregoing general observations and considerations led

the writer to investigate in detail the constitution of some of

the forests, particularly those on the farm " Alardenash," with

the following results :

—

The farm " Mardenash." w hich has an altitude of about
4,Soo to 6,000 feet, has been in the possession of the present

owner for more than 30 years. The owner has continuously

lived on the {property, and conse([uently is in a position to give

historical data which would either sup])!)rt or negative the gen-

eral opinion already expressed. Mr. M. Moller. senior, the

owner of the farm, expressed the ()|)in:on that the climate had
changed since he first came to the neighbourhood, citing- as in-

stances that there used to be numerous vleis and swamps which
have in recent years disaj^peared, and indicated some of the spots

which are at ])resent cultivated lands. Further, that formerly

more rain fell in winter, and severe frosts were more frequent

than at present. There are mo actual meteorological data avail-

able for the locality, so that the opinion exjiressed cannot be

confirmed or otherwise.

The forests on " A'tardenash " are of the ty|je described, but

in the lower portions where the Herg merges into the low veld

^icocia cajjra makes its a])pearance, and the two t\-])es of veld

meet. i.e.. the grasses with Frotca and tliose with thorn trees

—

though -Iciicia caffru is the only one met with here, and seems to

come up to a higher elevation than elsewhere, probably owing
to the -nild climate brought about by excellent air drainage.

The homestead is situated in the valley, about 4,000 feet

(.liwation. and rising on all sides except the south-east are tho

slojics f>l 'die P)erg.

Ininicdiately to the north of the homestead, on a southern

aspect tliei-e are several patches of close-type forest, which were
exaiinned as to stocking of trees, and the nature of the perimeter-.

The patches, having an elevation of about 5,000 feet, were foun-l

to be in rather shallow kloofs, more like dej^ressions within .1

terrace crowned by a somewhat steej) slo])e. Much of the forest,

i)s soon as entered, gave the ai)]iearance of being comparatively
youthful ; the perimeters are fairly well defined, with a dis-

tinct transitional or marginal zone. ihe adjoining veld con-

sisted of grasses in which a tainhooli dominated, and gave no
indication that at an> time in recent years it had been covered

with forest growth. Scattered about the veld were a few trees

of L'ti.'isoiiia and C'cliislni.\- hu.vifalius and some /'ro/ra.v, and
along an outcro]) of rock some Grcyia Sutlicvlaiidi.
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'i'lie patch of forest examined contained numerous Lcnco-
sicira scricca, many bcin<j^ dominated by such trees as Mxisitic

niclauoplilcos, Oliuia, etc.. and ajjparently dying from supi)rcs-

sion. Outside the forest, along its eastern perimeter, and scat-

tered about the tall grass, were isolated shrubs of l.ciii-nsidnh

scricca of various sizes and ages, these being more numerous
nearest the perimeter. Underneath the Lcncosidca scritcn. l)ut

never found l)y itself in the grass, were seedlings of Myrsine
africana. The Lcncosidca scricca ])rovides a dense shade and
abiuidant humus, tlie dense shade killing the grasses. I'nder

old shrubs the Myrsine africana was more abundant, and assisted

still further in ousting the grasses. Here and there, under the

two kinds of shrubs seedlings of such trees and shrubs as Afyrsinc

mclanoph.lcos, Rhus sp., liallcria. Rhamniis, Podocarpas Tliuii-

hcrgii. Dais, Olinia, Cassinopsis and lianes of various kinds

spread over the bushes. Next, examining what was considered

the actual perimeter, it was noticed that the Leucosidca was more
numerous, and the floor ahnost completely covered with Myrsine
africana. Penetrating the forest, it was observed that under
the protection of the latter two kinds nearly all the forest trees

were represented, and growing as vigorously as circumstances

permitted. Numerous tufts of tambooti grass, dead hut not

yet decayed, were noticed, and in gaps still persisting were a

few living tufts, i)roving clearly the succession from veld to

forest.

Mr. Aloller, junior, was able to confirm this by stating tluit

some ten years i)reviously he often used to hunt duikers in the

grass, which at that time was abundant amongst scattered Leuco-

sidca scricca shrubs. With the exception of some large gai)s. all

the grasses are now dead, and the area has com])letely passed

over from open veld, first to scattered Leucosidca scrul). and

finally to the type of close forest common in the neighbourliood.

riie transition may be represented as follows :

—

Grasses.

2.
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Complete forest state

with existing species

all represented.

I'^orest t;rasses and weeds.

Dead Lcucosidea. Myrsiiic

africana persisting. Forest

trees and shrubs, such as

Myrsiiic niclanophlcos, Oliiiia,

Yrllo'ci'^voods, Cassiiiopsis, etc.

Another type of transition was observed at a lower eleva-

tion, and differs somewhat from the foregoing, ]irincipally 1)\-

the absence of Myrsiiic africana.

Almost immediately opposite the homestead is a forest on

a steep slope, which about twenty years previouslx' was separ-

ated by an interval of veld 200 yards wide into two distinct

patches. The two original patches are clearly visible at the

present time by reason of the larger and older trees they con-

tain. In the intervening forest Lcucosidea. is still visible where
it has not been suppressed by forest trees and shrubs. The
transition from veld to grass in the upper part is similar to that

already stated, but at the lower elevation, and along the

old rore^f'

X = Oliver Wa/f/e

Stream bank and a short distance from it, the succession

is different, though the difference in elevation is not nnich more
tlian 300 feet. T\\e whole area has been i)rotccted \r^^\\^ fire

—

parts along the stream were cultivated lands at one time. As
in the former instance. Lcucosidea scricca is the principal shrub
w'hich makes its a})pearance in the veld, lis work in the sup-

pression of the grasses is helped by other species, such as Bud-
dlcia sah'-iacfolia and i'hiliaiitliiis aitriciilafa. That the work of

extension is progressing rapidly was evidenced from a study of

the perimeter. Immense numbers of seedlings of Lcucosidea
were observed in all stages of (levelo])ment. Under its pro-

tecting care were observed Myrsiiic niclanophlcos. Acacia caffra.

Dais, Ilctcroinorpha arborcsccns. Cassiuopsis, Cussonia, Tri-

mcria, Plcclrouia, llallcria. Oliiiia, Nhaiiius, etc., and some Acacia
dcalhata. i 1k' absence, generally s])eaking. i<\ Myrsiiic africana

was noted in the lower elevation, but it was here and there

sparingly re()resented.

The evidence of Mr. Moller as to the extension of the forest

I have no reason to doitbt, for the succession as outlined is quite
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vlear and easily followed. Mr. .MoUer enii)lia.sisf(l tlu- point
ihat the rapid extension is due larjj^ely to fire protection.

Mr. Moller has planted numerous kinds of exotic trees, the

l)rincij)al hein^^ Acacia juollissima. Acacia dealbata, Casuariiia,

Piiiiis insigfiis. Pitiiis pinaster, Cinnamomum camphora, Qucrciis
pcdnnciilata. Acacia niclaiioxylon, Citprcssiis seiupcrvircns.
Eucalyptus globulus. Populus fastic/iala. and various kinds of
fruit trees, all of which are in a thriving condition. nian\- of the
exotic trees hein^' splendid specimens, and s^ive an indication of

the kinds of timber which can be successfullv grown on a large

•-(^de in the neighbourhood.

The Silver Wattle (Acacia dealbata) was at first established

with the greatest difficulty. To-day it is a tree so well acclima-

tised that its eradication is not an easy matter. It is spreading

along the stream banks and into the indigenous bush, generally

ousting the indigenous flora and taking possession of agricul-

tural lands. It may be remarked that the rapid spread of the

Silver Wattle is also noticeable in the Polela Division.

When Mr. Moller acquired the farm, there were growing
near a stream-bank a few small suckers of White Poplar planted

by a previous owner about 1880. The poplars, with compara-
tively little attention, have, by means of suckers, grown into a

large grove containing trees up to one foot in diameter and 35
feet in height, though many of the best stems have been cut

out from time to time for farm purposes. The wood is con-

tinually spreading into the surrounding forest, which itself is

of recent origin. The floor is fairly clean, and contains a good
layer of humus with a sprinkling of the usual forest weeds and
ferns. Scattered amongst the po])lars there are seedlings of in-

digenous trees, including Leucosidca scricea, which appears to be
tolerant to the poplar shade. In the Leucosidca scrul). which
partly .surrounds the grove, it was noted that munerous ]xj]:)lar

suckers were making their appearance, many having penetrated

the canopy, and were developing into good boles. There is every

indication that in time the White Poplar will, in com])eitition

Avith the indigenous trees, produce timber of high value for the

various technical purposes.

It has been attempted, l)y recording the foregoing observa-

tions, to indicate that in the locality described the forests are

progressive and not retrogressive ; that Leucosidca sericca is one

of the chief agents in assisting the succession of veld to forest

in the cases of both indigenous and exotic species of forest trees

and shrubs; and that, in itself, by reason of its power to with-

stand repeated injury by fire, and by its well-developed root sys-

tem, and its abundant humus, Leucosidca scricea- is of im])ort-

ance in preserving the water supply and preventing erosions, and
in acting as a nurse for the better kinds of indigenous and
exotic trees, which can successfully be grown on the Eastern

.slopes of the Drakensberg Range of mountains.
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Though llic writer has reports in his ])ossession indicating;

tliat similar progression in regard to the indigenotis forests is

taking place in the neighbourhood of (Mivicr's Hoek Pass, he

has refrained from referring to them until a j^ersonal visit has

been made. It is only owing to unforeseen and unavoidable cir-

cumstances that the writer was not able to visit Olivier's Hoi-k.

as Avas his intention, before the preparation of this ])aper.

It is hojied that, Ijy collecting detail- data for numerous lo-

calities in regard to the nature of and distribution (if the indi-

genous vegetation, it may lie jjossible, where human agenc\ is

not pronounced, definitely to establish the ]nnm whether, taken

as a wbole, the indigenous trees and shruljs show an aggressive

habit or a decadent one, or under what conditions of climate

and soil oljserved changes are taking place.

Scientific Research in South Africa.—Refer-

ence wa.s made in the last volume"^ to a resolution of a conference

of scientific and technical societies, which led to the ai)]Jointment

of an Executive Committee consisting of T'rof. W. Buchanan.

M.I.E.E., W. A. Caldecott. B.A.. D.Sc, F.C.S., R. T. A. Innes.

F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., C. D. Leslie (Chairman), and B. Price.

M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E. ^Jlie Minister of Mines and Industries has

appointed an Advisory Board of Industries and Commerce, con-

sisting of nine members, one being an elected representative of

the Industrial Research Committee of ilie Technical !^ocieties

(Prof. G. H. Stanley, A.K.S.M.. M.KM.l'... M.I.M.M.. IvI.C. ).

Tlie Advisorv Board has recently a])])ointed an Industrial Re-

search Committee of its own. consisting of Mr i{. Chappell, .*~^ir

Thomas Cullinan, and Prof. ( i. li. .Stanley. This Committee has

had a joint meeting with the I^xecutive Committee above re-

ferred to, on which occasion the l^xecutive Committee informed
the members of the Advisory Board Committee that it would
exjierience difhcultx- in rendering assistance until a ( "lovernment

organisation, witli machiner\- and means !'or researcli work was
established to make use of the information a\ailable and cH])able

of Cf)llection. The meeting was adjoiu'ned in order to afford

further o])portum't \" f(jr considering the matter.

Rf)>t. S..\. Assoc. Aflv. Sr. (101=;'. Pix'toria, (in.
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C( )'r TON.

l-5v W. 11. SfllKKl-FlUS. M.S.

IXTKUDULTION.

In an ciuleaxour to introduce cotton cultnrc into ihi,-;

country. 1 should not like to create an impression that we are
dealing with a comparatively new cro]). Cotton culture and the use
of cotto!! tihre is almost as old as the human faniilv. Cotton
lint was used in the maiuifacture of clothino- durincr ancient

times; history records the use of it eight hundred years before
Christ. The ancient historian Herodotus wrote of cotton trees

growing wild in India, and stated, " the fruit of which is a wool
exceeding in 1)eaut\- and goodness that of sheep. The Indians

make their clothes of this wool." The same writer, in s])eaking

of the clothing of Xerxes' army, mentions cotton- wool. I'linv

wrote abovit the cotton plant in India, describing the leaves as

similar to those of the mulberry, and said the inhabitants sowe<l

the seed in the fields, and gathered crops, from which they

made linen clothes. From these ancient times down to the

present cotton has been grown, at some period, in almost e\erv

countr\- in the world where tropical or subtropical conditions

prevail.

During the last half-century the production of cotton has

advanced with tremendous rapidity The United States of

.\merica is far in the lead, producing approximately two-thirds

of the world's crop. The Continent of Europe leads in the con-

sumption, with Great Britain a close second, the United States

third, and India fourth.

Sixty years ago, less than 2,000,000 bales of 500 lbs. each of

lint were produced; now something like 20,000,000 l)ales of 500

lbs. each are produced aiuiually. When we consider the millions

of people who are to-day either naked or only i)artially clothed,

we reali.se the enormous possibilities still awaiting this industry.

In the foregt)ing statement, no mention has been luade ot

the scores of other uses to which cotton lint and the seed are

a])plied, .such as the manufacture of high ex])losives, upholster-

ing, mattress-making, the manufacture of various food i)ro(lucts.

stock foods, and fertilisers.

With these introductory remarks, it is my intention U> dis-

cuss the cotton industry in so far as its possibilities and ])rosi)ects

affect South .Africa.

Progress of the Cotton Industry.— For the ])ast three years

the Union of South .\frica has i)roduced annually a])i)roximately

one half million ])oimds of seed cotton ; of tliis amount there

were about 170.000 lbs. of lint and 330.000 lbs. of seed. The

lint has been .sold at ])rices ranging from 6d. to Sd. ])er lb. There

has been a demand for <eed only for re-seeding jnirposcs until
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recent!} . A Pretoria tirm has been crushing the seed and selHng

seed meal ; this new enterprise is making some headway.

Soil Suited to Cotton.—Where climatic conditions are

favoural)le for cotton growing—-that is to say, where low and
middle veld conditions prevail, and with a fair rainfall—K:otton

can be produced on a variety of soils, such as sandy loam,

black turf, alluvial, clay-loam, and calcareous soils. South
Africa has large stretches of country where both soil and
climatic conditions are favourable to the production of this crop.

The most progress has so far ])een made in the middle or bush-

veld of the Rustenburg district.

Cotton as compared zvitli Mealies as a Droit(/lif Resister.—
It has been proved repeatedly that cotton is far superior to

mealies as a drought resister. We have a number of instances

on record where farmers planted a portion of their lands to

mealies and a portion to cotton ; the drought was so severe that

the mealies came to nothing, while the cotton gave a fair yield

of lint. Last May, I had a report from a farmer in the Water-
burg district, who informed me that last season he planted 400
acres to mealies, and. on account of the severe drought, he

reaped nothing. He had two acres planted to cotton, and he

reaped one and a half tons of cc^tton. This farmer intends to

plant 200 acres to cotton next season. I. have had many similar

cases reported. These results obtaiiicd by farmers verify re-

sults ol)tained at our experiment stations.

I should like to make it clear, however, that the first few
weeks after the seed are sown is a very critical ])eriod. The
young plants must have a moist soil until they are well estab-

lished, after which they will stand a lot of drought, and still

recover to a considerable extent w'hen the rains set in again.

Profits in Cotton Culture compared to those in Mealie Cul-

ture.—The average yield of mealies per acre in South .Africa is

al)out 4 bags ; ])lacing the value at los. per bag will give a total

profit of £2 per acre, or a nett i)rofit of about £1 per acre. A
cotton crop of only ^xx) 11 )s. <;)f seed cotton would give 200 lbs.

of lint ; placing an average value of 6d. per lb. on it will give

a gross profit of £5 per acre, and a nett profit of approximately

£2 los., and there are still 400 lbs. of seed left, which, if ground.

make an excellent stock food. Tf a larger yield of mealies or

cotton is obtained, the relative \alues will increase in aboiu the

same proportions as those given al)ove.

I'arieties Suited lo .South Africa.— In the middle or bush-

veld, some of the .\merican varieties, such as Cleveland. Ban-
croft. I'nllnot, Ivusst'll's and Bohemian give the best results. In

the low veld, where the soil is very fertile, and on ])ortions of

the coastal belt, such as Natal and Zululand, Cook's Long Staple.

Nvassalanfl. .Mien's, and Sunflower have given the best returns.

A new variety. Taylor's Long Silk Staple, is being bred at the

Kustenburg .Station; this variety has a beautiful long, silky
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Staple, a scam toliagc ami upright trees, which are all p(.»im> in

its favotir. hut whether it is going to he superior to some of the

old-estahlished varieties we are tiot yet ready to state.

All (^f the ahove varieties are annuals, and should he re-

>o\vn every seast)n. I have heard of a few instances where
farmers have ratooned (pruned or cut back) their cotton trees

and left them o\er for the second season with good results,

judging from their reports. When this is done the second crop
of cotti>n usually yields a shorter and inferior lint. A perennial

variety by the name of Caravonica has been tried in man\ parts

of the Union, but the results have beeti vcr} disapjx-)inting,

especially in the interior. Our records show that a few farmers
ha\-e l)ecn successful with it, particularly in humid coastal areas.

Mr. [,offler, of Ztiluland, is reported to have obtained good re-

sults with this variety.

Docs Cotton hiipovcrish the Soil-'—in theory, cotton could

be grown continuously on the same soil, provided the stalks and
seed are returned to the soil, as the lint is almo.st a pure hydro-
carbon. In practice, we ustially burn the .stalks to prevent
insects from harl)ouring in them during the winter, and the

^eeds seldom find their way back to the same land; therefore

a rotation of croj)s is advisable, as it keeps the soil in a better

physical and chemical condition. Cotton is the least exhaustive

of soil fertility of most commercial crops grown in South .\frica;

for example, cotton requires in fertilising elements approximately
two-thirds as much as wheat, one-third as much as tobacco, and
a quarter as much as mealies.

In a series of fertiliser and rotation experiments we foimd
that phosphates gave better re.sults than either nitrogen or

]K)tash. but a complete fertiliser gave far better restilts than tho.se

obtained from the application of any one of the three elements.

.Similar results were obtained from tobacco, mealies, forage and
legumes, which indicated that the soils were deficient in phos-

])hates.

Ciiiiiiiiu/ and Seed Crushing Plants.-— ( linning facilities have
been greatly improxed during the last two or three years. There
are two ginning plants operating in Rustenlnirg that are capable

of ginning ten times the amoimt of the total ])roduction of the

Union ; in addition, there are several snialler i)lants operating in

<liflerent parts of the country.

When the industry has made further progress, there will,

no doubt, be a seed-crushing i)lant established to work up the

seed into b}-products. At the present moment certain hrms
have the question under consideration. Such a mill will be a

great assistance to the cotton industry, as it will establish a fur-

ther source of revenue.

Last vear there were a])i)roximately 400,000 gallons of

o)tton-seed oil, valued at £4(S,ooo, sold in South Africa. Half

• if this (]uantit\- wa^ sold as sahid oi! and half as crude manufac-
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turing oil. At ])resem but little cotton-seed cake is fed to

stock in this country, but once it is prcjduced here there should

be no difficult} in disposing of it to dairymen and feeders of

beef cattle, as it is recognised as one of the best-concentrated

feeds obtainable.

Market for South African Cotton.—There is a spinniniL;-

mill at Woodstock. C.l'., which is now operating 1,500 spindles;

this mill is kei)t going 24 hours daily, and they require approxi-

mately the whole output of the Union, i.e., 150.000 lbs. of lint

annually.

As this industry grows, their re(|uirenients of raw material

will likewise increase. b\u-ther. the English and European
manufacturers, who are operating more than 100.000,000

spindles, have diffictilty, at times, in obtaining all the raw
material thev require for their mills ; so far as we are concerned,

this demand is inexhaustible.

Prospeets.—During the last two or three \ears the cotton

industry has steadily impnned. and I think I am justified in

saying that there is probably no industry in South Africa, at

present, with l^rightcr ])rospects. and certainly none with greater

possibilities. Once normal conditions are restored. I expect to

see this industry make steady progress until cotton becomes one
of the big agricidtural products of the country.

In conclusion, 1 wish to state that seven vears ago, when I

took over the cotton work for the (lovernment, the industr\- had
been for a number of years practically discarded as hopeless, on
account of the apparently insurmountable difficulties that had
to be faced, (ireat credit is due to men like Mr. Rurtt-Davy, of

the Transvaal, the late ( leneral Sir b^dward P>iabant. of the

Cape Colcju}', and .\lr. Kirkman. of Natal, for keei)ing a bit of

interest alive as to the jjcjssibilities of this crt)|) during this de-

pressed ])eriod.

Prehensile Toes in Humans.- !n an interesting

article on a journey to the summit of the little-known mountain
koraima, in i>ritish (luiana, Mrs. Cecil Clementi makes the fol-

lowing observation on the Makusi and Arekinia Indians of the

higher tablelands of that Colony:—" llow the Indians managed
to negotiate that climl) with loads on their backs, without break-
ing their legs, was beyond oui" com])rehension. riiey were a

go<)<l deal cut and scr.atcbed, it is true, ])ut their ])rehensile toes

saved them trom all more serious damage. Indians catch hold
of things by their toe^, in truly monkey fashion; and if a man
drops a thing on the march he i)icks it uj) by his toes and ])uts

it iiHo his hands to avoid stooping; our feet seemed stupid,
clums\ things 1)\ comparison."*

• Geographical JournnI (1J)1«-) 48 'GV, 456-473.
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I>v C'liARi.i.s William Mallv. M.S(.. ^^[^.S., l\I,.S.

Although the writer is not a " parasite entliusiast," tlierc is

no .gainsaying the t'aet that the control of the " tinted or cottony
cushion scale" (known in Sontli Africa as "Australian Bug"),
fccrya l^iirchasi. hy the ladyhird, Noz'i'us cardinalis, is an out-

standing illustration of the practical ini])()rtarice of natural ene-

niies in the control of insect i)ests.

On my arrival in South .\frica in k/X), with ver\- few ex-
ceptions the i^eople were enthusiastic over the fact that the

Vedalia "' {Noz'iits cardinalis) was living up to its reputation

for controlling the " Australian hug." Dr. E. Peringuey. Direc-

tor of the South African Museum, however, claimed that the

credit really helonged to a South African ladybird. Julis fwdata.

and that Novius cardinalis had been introduced just at the close

of the fight, and having an established reputation for the control

of the insect pest in question, it was given the credit of the good
work done by the South African species.

Dr. Peringuey's advocacy of the claims of J. fccdata

aroused my interest, and I decided to get a colony of each species

and breed them side by side for comparison, more especially as

I had not had the opportunity of studying live material of either

species before coming to South Africa. Novius cardinalis im-

pressed me at once as a cjuick, energetic species, .lulls fa-data,

though larger, seemed slow and easy-going in comparison.

No7'ius cardinalis matured a generation in a month, whereas

.lulls fa-data was mucli slower, the published jiccounts in the

Cape of Good Hope .Igricultural Jouriial stating that only two
generations matured in. a year. For this reason ak^ne it would
soon fall far behind Novius cardinalis. Circumstances pre-

vented m\- carrying the colony of Aulls fa-data through to ma-
turity. l)ut my observations led me to doubt its abilit\- to cope

with Iccrya purcliasi in the western portion of the Cape j'rovince

as perfectly as did Novius cardinalis.

I did not record the information given me by Dr. Peringuey
at the time, and, to avoid any possible error, I wrote to him on
June 4th. 19 14. for his opinion, as to the relative value of the

two s])ecies, and received the following reply on June 7th, 19 14:

—

\On ask nie wliat the ri.'Si)cctiv(.' value of the cocciiielif! heetk's Aulis

fa-data (a native) and .\o7'iiis cardinalis (nn inii)orted article) as eliminat-

ing factors of the "Australian l)U<>- "' (Iccrya purchasi) has i)een in South
Africa, and you quote a conversation _\ou had witli nie on the suhjeel sooji

after your arrival in South Africa (1900).

Well. I will tell you. !iad I heen prone to hask in the shadow of

editors of newspajjers, . . . it is i)rol)ahle that the mantle that fell oil

Koebele would have adorned my siioulders. i-nr, certainly four or five

years before he brought back .\oviiis from .-Xustralia to (California, had

enquiries been made here abctut the pest by the American authorities

(you will jx'rhaps remember that I was the first entomologist of your
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Department . . .), Iwould ha\e sent tn California our indigenous coc-
cinelid.

After i<S8o all the (.range groves of Drakenstcin. Worcester, etc.

were gone, destroyed ))> the Iccrya. The " i)lack\vood " t..lcacia iiiclau-

oxylon). imported from Australia, and a highly decorative tree, had also
disappeared. The farmers could not very well spray with paralfin emul-
sion their secular orange trees, most of them 40 feet high and broad in

proportion, and the few who made an attempt on my recommendation
and instructions carried out the latter in such a manner that they hastened
the death of their orchards, althougli the one \ (operated on myself
remained immune for several years.

One day, however, ! met tiie late Sir Thomas Scanlen, who, among
other things, told me that at Cradock (whence he came) there were still

blackwoods lining the streets, so that 1 lost no time and hied myself to

this town. There were no hugs 011 the trees, but 1 could not find the
reason why, until after visiting several towns or townlets. including
Grahairistown, and having, by this time, ascertained the presence of Aiilis

fadata, ^luls., so named 60 years before, I succeeded at last in getting a

large number of them in Seymour, where the Iccrya food was in plenty.

I sent fairly large consignments to the Department for distribution in.

the Capetown neighbourhood. 1 am sorry to say that no assistance was
given. Rut I released inyself those f brought with me. and within si.x

months I could not iind food enough for those I was breeding in m\
conservatory under highly favourable conditions. Then I foillowed them
Into the Worcester district, in the Tulbagh \'alley, etc., but T hold these

had found their way there from the east. 1 may add that Iccrya never
found a t'lrm footing in Xatal, where Aulis fa'data is endemic.

By this time the fame of .\'oi'ii4s cardiiiaiis had got abroad, and Mr.
Rudd succeeded in obtaining a small supply, which he located, at great

expense, under special contrivances, at Fernwood ; and 1 was instructed

to help in the breeding e.Kperiinent. Well, it was \ery successful, and
with a little tom-toming in the Press, the reputation of Xoi'iiis was
established. In vain did 1 point out that we had an excellent auxiliary,

that modesty alone had kept me from proclaiming the same itrbi and
orhi: that, moreover, the work of extermination of the Iccrya was by

this time nearly completed, so much so that I could no longer tind it even

in the Stellenbosch district. I had to comply with orders, and the sending

from my nursery of .lulis was to be replaced by .\ o7'iiis. W^ell. these

orders catne too late, for Novius had gobbled all my .i tills in the breeding

cages, and, incredible as it may appear, the Australian imi)ortation

(perhaps enlivened by a generation or two on American soil) would lirst

devour my stock of Aulis before tackling the Iccrya.

The truth, however, should be said, namely, that the Australian

set about his work with much more rapidity than the South African.

Question of tetuperament maybe, but he is not so thorough. The South
African species set more leisurely to his work, but ended it thoroughly,

which the other has not done. It has now disappeared owing to the close

attention i)aid to him by its rival, but there are still sporadic outbursts of

Iccrya. llad not the indigenous sjiecies been devoured by the imported
article, I doubt if any Iccrya woidd have l)cen left,

] was more concerned in mulliplymg and distributing here this useful

indigenous ladybird ( 1 have sent thousands, not only in the Colony, but

in the l-Tee State and even in Xatal) than to i)roclaim the discovery, which
after all, arose from a lucky I)it of conversation, followed by a bit of

field work on my part-

And this is the true story of the destruction of the scourge Iccrya
purchasi Supplemented no doubt by \o7'ins, the good, solid work was
carried outside the Cape Peninsula by the indigenous .lulls. Xoz'ins

is now seldom found north, in spite, 1 understand, of repeated supplies.

Aulis, however, has remained there, and is far from rare. Draw your
deduction

!
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You arc. of course, autlioriscil to puhlisli this infornialion. Tlic offi-

cials of your Department liad not then the halo of glory you and yours
are now adorned with; we were three who formed the l)ei)artnKiii th<n
—but even at this epoch the " Consuls were watchin^^."

To my mind the outstanding- weakness in Aiilis fwdala was
the fact that it was shigi,nsh and slower to mature than was
Moi'ius cardinalis. This difference in the two species was also

recognised hy Dr. Perin<^itey. for he states that " the Attstralian

•^et about his work with nnuii more rapidity than did the South

African." That Noi'iiis cardinalis was the more aggressive of

the two species is also shown l)y his statement that " had not

the indigenous species l)een devoiu'ed by the im])orted article, I

doubt if any Iccrya would liave been left." My own observa-

tions in the Eastern as well as the Western Cape Province dur-

ing the last i6 years do not bear out the belief that no Iccrya

would have been left had Aiilis fa\iata not been interfered with.

Roth species have come under my observation re])eatedly, and
there has never been any doubt in my mind that Novius car-

dinalis is the controlling species. My impression is that Aulis

fa-data can endure cold better than can Novius cardinalis ; but,

on the other hand, conditions under which citrus trees thrive

favour Noviiis cardinalis. \^^len read in conjimction with the

following paragraphs, this opens up an interesting i)roblem that

iv at present receiving attention from the practical standpoint

—

i.e., to develop a strain of one that can stand cold, and of the

other that can stand heat.

In accordance with the old idea that we should study how
to assist parasitic (beneficial) insects by creating conditions that

would favour the parasite at the expense of its host, it was but

natural, during my earlier observations to speculate on the

possibility of assisting Aulis fo'data in some way in case it had

Ijeen necessary to depend on it for the control of the newly-

introduced host insect. During this time (19CX)) a colony of

another Australian ladybird, Cryptolccmus montrouzicri, was

sent by Mr. Geo. Compere to Mr. Chas. P. Lounsbury, then

Government Entomologist for the Cape of Good Hope, Cape

Towai, and the work of breeding this new ladybird in large num-

bers in the hope that it would become established in South Africa

and help to control the vine mealybug, Pscudococcus capcnsis.

w^as entrusted to me. In my anxiety to prevent overcrowding

w^th the possible destruction of ladybird eggs by the older larvae,

I followed the plan of removing the newly-transformed adults

as promptly as possible to fresh food-supply. This resulted in

an intricate series of colonies, in which the ofif.spring of the first-

maturing adults of any given brood were well advanced before

the last adult of the same brood appeared. The ladybirds in-

creased so rapidly that it was not long before there was no roorn

for them, and colonies had to be liberated, and only " stock
"

colonies kept for breeding purposes. It was then ai)parent that,

for the control of the vine mealy bug. CryptoUcmus was entirely

too large, and would have to be reduced in size l)efore it could
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hope to creep into the small creases and cracks in the bark of

a .scrape vine— the hiding-places of the mealy bug. A very

small indigenous species at work in the \'ineyards was found to

have a parasite that proved to be a severe handicap. Would it

be possible to find a strain of this species that would be dis-

tasteful to its parasites?

The isolation of the first-maturing C. uiontrouzicri impressed
me with the practical importance of saving time by breeding from
the quick-maturing specimens, and it occurred to me that it

would have been a factor of great advantage had it l)een neces-

sary to depend on breeding A. fccdata to control /. piiniiasi, and
that in time it might have resulted in increasing the number of its

annual broods. The practical need for this had disappeared

with the advent of Noviiis, and hence remained mere specula-

tion, and was all but forgotten till a request was received from
Mons. D. d'Emmerez de Charmoy. Government Entomologist

for Mauritius; for a colony of Mofiiis cardiiialis, in the hope
that it would adapt itself to Iccrya scy.clieUanim and exert a

more perfect control than does the indigenous species. J'cdalia

chcrmesina, of which, on April 27th, Kji.S, he wrote as fol-

lows: " I am not sure whether it is worth while trying to intro-

duce this species {Nov'uis cardiiialis) here, as it is not i)r(n-ed

that it will live on /. ScychcUaniui. whicli has alreadv a similar

enemv in Vcdalia chenncsiiia. Unfortunateh' this ladvbird

breeds very slowly, is sedentary, and cannot 1)e relied upon as

a serious auxiliary for controlling the Iccrya i)est all the year

round, although it is undoubtedly due to it that this ])est is

kept within a tolerable limit in its depredations."

The o])inion of Mons. D. d'Emmerez in regard to I'cdalia

chenncsiiia agrees perfectly with my own opinion of the work
of Aulis (a-data in South Africa, and my early impression that

a desirable strain of it could have been developed if necessary

is as vivid as ever, and 1 believe it is perfectly feasible. Vcdalia

clicriiicsiiia sui)i:)lies a practical case in point, for want of which
i ha\c refrained from discussing the matter seriously, and 1

liave therefore decided to record the idea of developing desirable

strains of beneficial insects and to make certain suggestions that

may ])ossil)ly be of value to others who are in a position to make
])ractical use of them.

In studying the relationship between host and parasite as

illustrated by /. purchasi and Noviits cardiiialis, in the writer's

opinion tlie following facts deserve special consideration:—
1. I''.xperiencc in South Africa has shown that ^V. cardiiialis

alone is able to keep its host under satisfactory control, and
this is a])parently due to its being a prolific, (|uick-maturing

.species that has specialised on one host. In other words, Nature
has achieved her most brilliant success on the plan of one host,

one parasite.

2. The host is what 1 shall call a non-fluctuating s])ecies

—

i.e.. it lias a wide range of host plants, and left to itself, it goes
on increasing steadily on any given ])lant rmd breeds throughout
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the \car. It therefore ser\ es as a constant food-supply for

any possiljle insect tliat feeds on it, and the parasite is thus

enabled to develop without any serious check till it balances its

host. Under these conditions there would be ample scope for

the tendency to early maturity in certain individuals to make
itself felt in <^radually reducing the time necessary for the

completion of any given brood, and thus increasing the number
of broods per vear. Perfect control suggests an association

sufficientl}- long to enal)le the parasite to increase in fecundity

until it eciuals its host. 1\) my mind, this is precisely what has

taken ])lace under natural conditions in the case of Novius car-

dinal is. If this is correct, then it would seem that where control

is imperfect the association of species is so recent that the

parasite has not had time to come to perfection, and that by
ascertaining the determining conditions we should be able to

select and breed to type, and thereby hasten the establishment

of a balance between species

—

i.e., both host and parasite will

remain at the minimum.
In the case of non-fluctuating s])ecies of insect pests (cer-

tain scale insects, for example). I believe that, given the men
and the equipment to cope with the work, control through the

perfection of natural enemies can be achieved. Host species

that from causes other than insect parasitism are subject to

violent fluctuations would be more difficult to deal with.

From the practical standpoint the great dif^culty will be

to enable the desirable strains to become dominant. Where
the ordinary type of the same species is widely distributed,

there would be a tendency for the selected strains to deteriorate,

and hence they would have to be reinforced until they became

dominant. In the case of Aitlis fa-data, an area could have

been selected where it was not represented, and the desirable

strain liberated there, and reinforced until it gradually en-

croached on the weaker type in other areas. In fact, it w^ould

have been an advantage to destroy the natural type as the

selected strain progressed.

In certain hosts (black scale, Saissetia olew and Hessian

fly, Mayetiola destructor, for example) the problem is compli-

cated through there being a number of species of parasites. If

the different parasites were perfectly supplementary, they

would no doubt be an advantage ; but it is conceivable that they

hinder each other through competition. In other words, they

are supplementary up to a certain point, and then become com-

petitive. This is an important consideration where natural

enemies are being sought for species that have by some means

been transferred unhampered to new surroundings. The ideal

would be to make exhaustive investigations in the original home

of the host and determine the parasite essential for satisfactory

control (Novius cardinalis, for example), and transfer it to the

new home of the host.



NOTK ON THE OCCURRENCE OE TRAPDOOR
CATERPILLARS AT ALICEDALE.

Bv Frank CRUDi::N.

(Plate 2.)

Dnrino^ the last three years, while searching for trapdoor

spiders' nests in the veld round Alicedale, I often found tubes

with \ery small round trapdoors. At first I assumed that these

wert- also constructed by spiders, but on opening several I foimd
the occupant to be, in each case, a caterpillar. As it was just

possible that these had taken possession of nests that had been

vacated by spiders, I placed half-a-dozen caterpillars beside holes

bored for them in soft ground in a box. They at once entered

the holes, tail first. l"he holes were soon lined, and in each case

a lid was made.
The fliameter of the largest lids seldom exceeds 6 in.m.

Thev are usually concave on the outside, and fit very closely into

the mouths of the ttibes. The nests are difficult to detect. They
are often found in soft ground under the shade of bushes, and

in spots with a sparse growth of moss or grass. Moss is some-

times found on the outer surface of the lid, but whether the

caterpillar attaches it, or it grows there naturally, I have not

yet been able to ascertain. The tubes are frequently very tor-

tuous, and measure in length from 12 to 16 cm. They are

usually, if not always, slightly constricted just below the lid.

I must have opened scores of nests in the hope of finding

tlie occui)ant in the ])Ui)a stage, but without success imtil the

latter part of April and the beginning of May this year (1916),

when I was fortunate in finding three or four, which were handed

over to Mr. J. Hewitt, of the Albany Museum.
.\s I liad dug out each nest in a mass of eartii, 1 returned to

each tube, from the lower end, its rightful owner. It was curious

to note ( though it seems quite natural when one thinks of it

)

how the ]mpx wriggled up the tubes owing (o (he fiexibility of

the lower ].arts of their cases.

In a few hour> the moths emerged from the tul)es, the lids

being pushed open, and the em])ty pupa; cases left sticking in the

constricted parts already referred to. One moth, whose pupa
case was not returned to the tube, was unable to emerge until

it was placed between two layers of cotton-wool ])ressed down
just tirmly enough to ki-cp the case in ])osition while the moth
was pulling itself out.

These nests are \ ery abundant, and at the time mentioned
above (when the bulk of the moths emerge) they can be seen

in great numbers with the em])t)' pu]);e cases ])rojecting from
tlieir mouths.

The moth has not yet been fully identified: it is referable

to the family I lepialida? (fide Mr. C. j. Swierstra). Similar

trai)door cater])illars were taken at Port .Alfred several years ago
by Mr. I'. .'~^. .'^alisljury. who found them in abundance in the

thick bush fringing tiie Kowie River. They have also been found

on the flats a<ljoining the Cradock road, Cjrahamstown.
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Trapdoor caterpillar and entrance to nests. Slightly enlarged. The
lower nest shows pupa skin at entrance.

F. Cruden.— Trapdoor Caterpillars at Alicedale.





CLASS OF ALTERNANTS WITH TRIGONOMETRICAL
ELEMENTS.

Bv Sir Thomas Muih, LL.I)., F.R.S.

(1) There is an interesting trigonometrical equality which I

have not hithei'to seen in print, but which deserves some little

attention, both on its own account and by reason of some fresh

results in alternants to which it readily gives rise. When the

number of angles is 4, a, [3, y, c, say it takes the form

A .S7// a + B sin 3a + F ros a + G cos 3a = sin 5a

wliere A, B. F, G are symmetrical functions of a, ft, y, c, namely,

A = — i: ros (2o + 2/3) — i: COS (2a + 2ft + 2y).

B = :S ros 2a + COS i;2o.

F = — 2 sin (2a + 2ft) + :s sin (2o + 2/3 + 2y).

G =:^ sin 2a — sin :2 2a. (I)

To establish it, a simple course is to express A sin a + F cos a as

an aggregate of sines, namely.

+ sin (o + 2/3 + 2y)

+ sin (a + 2/3 + 2g)

+ sin (o + 2y + 2c)

+ sin (2/3 4- 2y + 2c - a),

— sin (3a + 2/3)

— sin (3o + 2y)
— sin (3a + 2ci)

— sin (a + 2/3 + 2y)
— sin (a + 2/3 + 2c)

— sin (a + 2y + 2^),

and B sin 3a + G cos 3a in similar fashion, namely,

sin 5a + sin (3a + 2/3) + sin (3a + 2y) + sin (3o + 2c)

-I- f^hi („ _ 2/3 — 2y — 2c).

On addition the fifteen sines reduce to the one forming tlie right-

hand member of the equality.

(2) Since A, B, F, G involve all the angles symmetrically, the

equality must hold when a is replaced by any one of the other

angles. W^e thus have a set of four equations involving A, B, F,

G : and viewing the latter as unknowns, we obtain, on solving for

them in the usual wav

sin 3a sin 5a cos a cos 3a

sin 3/3 sin 5/3 cos
ft

cos 3ft

sin 3y sin 5y cos y cos 3y
sin 3c sin 5o cos c cos 3c
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I

sin a sin 3a sin 5a cos 3a \ _ p ^ _^, ^-^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^,^

I

sin a sin 3a cos a cos 3a
| ^ v ~„ (2« + 2/5 + 2y), (IV)

I

sin a sin 3a cos a cos 5o I r- v, o ., o /-v7-\^ —^
,— \- =ijr :=^sin 2(1 — s/n ::ii 2a- (V)

I

sin a stn oa cos a cos 3a |

(3) Of course, these results, when known, can be verified by
evaluating the five alternants concerned. Following the sure but
lengthy process based on the substitution of exponential values for

sines and cosines, we find

I

sin a S/.7I 3a cos a cos 3o
|

= — 16- sui (( — y) sin (c — /j) . . .

sin Qj — a)

= - 16- II sin {( — y), say, (VI)

and the others the appropriate multiples of this.

(4) Further, since

16 ros a cos j3 cos y cos c cos ^ a, or, say, 16 II cos a ' cos 2S a,

= 1 + 2 cos 2o + :i: cos (2a + 2/5) + :2 COS (2o + 2/3 + 2y) + COS S 2n
(VII)

we have
16- II COS a • COS i:a = l — A+B

= -
I sin a sill 3o cos a cos 3o

| + |

sin 3a s/n 5« cos a cos 3«
|

'

. . 1 . .

+
I

sin a sin 5a cos a cos 3a |
-!-

|
-</n a s/n 3n cos ,i cos 3a

|

But the three determinants in the numerator here have two
columns in common, and each takes its other pair of columns from
a common three; their sum can therefore be expressed as one
determinant, namely,

I

sm a + sin 3a sin 3a + sin 5a cos a cos 3a
| ,

and tliis is equal to

I

2 siw 2a ^'O.sa 2 .s//( 4o cos a cos a cos 3a
\

= 4-11 cos a •
I
sin 2a sin 4a 1 4 cos-a — 3

|= 8-11 cos a
I

sin 2a sin 4a 1 cos 2a
\

so that, on dividing by 16 11 cos o, we obtain

/ , .i , , -\ I M *'" 2a sin 4a cos 2a I /itttt\cos (a + ^ + y + r)= i
I

., _^ ! ^_^ (VIII)
I

stn a sm 6a cos a cos oa
\

a more important result than any of those from which it is

derived.

(5) It is noteworthy that the set of four equations obtained
by substituting in (I) for a, li, y, c their complementaries has the
same determinant as the original four. There is thus secured
without effort the evaluation of four additional alternants, namely

I cos a cos 3a cos 5a sm 3n
|

=
j

"
f
'" (^" + ^'^\

, ,, , j 'D (IX)
'

'

( + :S stn (2a + 2;3 + 2y). ) '^
'
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I

cos (t ros 3a ros bu srn <,
\
=

J
i) -w// 2«( -(- .<;/// i: 2« ( • D (X)

I

.0. :U ros 5a .<n, a .^in 3«
|

='- ''% ^^^" + ^^)_ ^ . U) (XI)
'

' — i. ros (-la + 2li + 2y)| ^ '

I

ros a ((>•< ba sin a si// 3,,
|
=

|

v ros 2a — ros ri" 2n|I) (XTI)

where I) stands for either member of (VT).

By the same substitution (VIII) merely reproduces itself, and
(VII), on which (VIIT) was made to depend, becomes

16-11 sin a ros i! « = I — i: ros 2(( + ^' ros (2« + 2lS)

— ':^ ros (2<, + 2/^ -f 2y) + ros v 2„

which for present puri)oses is not helpful. If, however, we
introduce

16-11 ros a -rtts i: n = 2 x/n 2« + S .<.-/// (2« + 2^^)

+ V sin (2a + 2/^ + 2y) + sin v 2a (XIII)

or 16-11 sin a sin ^ >i = — i: sin 2u + 2 xin i2n + 2/3)

— :S sin (2« + 2/3 -\- 2y) + sin S 2«

and proceed as in ^ 4, we obtain the desired companion to (VIII),
namely,

.v/// („+,-! + y + r) = A ' _ ^ ^-o~- (XIV)
I

COS a ms 6a srn a sin 6a
\

(6) Results similar to all of the preceding exist in the case of

every ev('?i number of angles. The fundamental equality corre-

sponding to (I) having been obtained, the others flow easily and
smoothly from it. It is important, therefore, and it is sufficient,

to show the form which this equality takes in one other case.

When the number of angles is si/\ it is

A sin n -f B .*;//; 3rt + Csin 5n + F ros ,1 + G ros 3a + H ros 5«( =>/// 7(( (XV)

where

A E i: cos (2« + 2/3 + 2y) + 2 ros (2a + 2,}+ 2y + 2o) E i! ros-. + v ros ^ say

B E— :S ros (2a + 2/3)— 2 ros (2a + 2/3 + 2y + 2r + 2f ) = - i: ros.,- v rosl,

C E i; ros 2a + ros (2a + 2,-4 + 2y + 2o + 2f + 2/') E i; r<,Si + ros,-,

F E il sin (2a + 2<^ + 2y)— V sin (2a + 2^ + 2y + 2p) E i) s/n^— v su^,

G E i: sin (2a + 2f3) + ^ sin (2a + 2^ + 2y + 2i + 2f ) E — i) sin., + v .s/n-,

H= 2 sin 2a — ,s/'« (2a -I- 2i< + 2y + 2(1 + 2c 4- 2,') E i; .v///,— .s-zV/,.

;

the related auxiliary equalities are

2«. II ros a . ros ^u= l + i! rt/s^ + S roso + i! r o.s-.; + v ros
^
+ v ^.^,.,. _|_ v ,.,,,,.^

= 1 + A - B + C'

2''.TI si/iasin "E <i='E sifl^ — 1i sin-^ + 'E '^in-,'— — '<in ^-{-'E s/ri;,— ^ >7//g

=F + G + H (XVI)

and the determinant of the coefficients of A, B. C. F, G, H,
namely,

i sin a sin 3a sin 5a ros a COS 3a cos Oa
|

= 2'2 II .sm (4-f). (XVII)
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From these there drop into our hands, as it were, the results of

the evaluation of fifteen alternants of the sixth order.

(7) The corresponding investigation in the case where the number
of angles is odd is somewhat more complicated, and has to be at

full}' entered into as if the other case had not been touched. Is

must suffice to give merely the main results in two cases.

When there are three angles the fundamental equalitv is

A + F ri,s 2o + L SI 71 2(t= —2 rot a . IT s//? a

where A= ros (a+ jS + y)— <os u ros /^ cos y,

L= .s//? (a 4-/^ + 7) :

and the determinant of the coefficients of A, F, L.

I

1 roa 2(1 sin 2o
|

=2^ sin (y— /3) sin (y— a) sin (^_f,).

When there are fire angles the fundamental equality is

A + F ros2a + G rosAu + L sin 2o + M sinAa = — 8 rot a . II sin a

(XVIII)

where A=S <'os (So— 2a)— 8 II ros «,

F=S ''f^s (^ct—2a)— ros 2«, G=— ros So,

L=S '^'iii (So — 2a) — '<in S«' M=

—

sin So;

tlie related auxiliary equality is

16 II ros a=ros Sa + Sros (So-2o) + S '"^.s (So-2o-2/3) (XIX) ;

and the determinant of the coefficients of A, F, G, L, M
I

1 r(js 2h ros 4o s/n 2a SI/I in
\

==-2\Us n(t-o) (XX).

It will be observed that in both these cases there is no longer

any difficulty (see § 4) in finding the alternant expressions for tlie

sine and cosine of the sum of the angles, these functions now
occurring themselves among the so-called " unknowns "

Fossil Man in Florida.—'J'hc Amcncan Jonmal of

Science ( 1916), 1-18, jjublishes a report on fi)ssil human remain.s

recently discovered at Vero. on the Atlantic coast of central-

eastern i'lorida. 1 lie results were found associated with verte-

b.ate, fresh-water invertebrate, and plant fossils. In all twelve

s]>L'cies of vertebrate remains were found, including;- the fox. deer,

sloth, and mastodon. In the older stream de])Osits fossils

characteristic of the .\ortli American IMeistocene have been
found, anioui^st which \\(,tc vcrtebrji' and teeth of a lari^c and
probably extinct crocodile. It is assumed that the human bones
were contemporaneous with the fauna re])resented, and it is held

that the bed in which the\- were found was nn(!r)nbtcdh- de])osited

durinif the Pleistocene.



SOME FACTORS INFLUEXCINi i rill': S( )LLi;iLITV OF
PHOSPHORIC OXIDE IX MIXI-.I) Fl^RTILISEkS
coxTAixixc suPERPHosiMi \ri-:s.

By Edmund Victor Flack.

Sui)erplK)S])hates are produced l)y treating bones or ph-is-

l)liatic minerals with sul])huric acid. The reactions wliicli take

])lace may be summarised as follows:

*Ca,P.,0, -h 2H2SO, =- 2CaSO, + H,Ca P/).

Tricalcium Sulphuric Gyi)sum. Super])hos])hate.

phosphate. acid. ( Alonocalcium
phosphate.

)

It is well known that the water-soluble phosphoric oxide
ccntent of su])er])hosphate j^radually decreases in amount, and
this decrease is known as " reversion " or " retrosrression." The
longer the super])hosphate is kept, the greater will be the amount
of reversion, and the rate of reversion varies with the process of

manufacture. In some superphosphates there may be practically

no reversion, whereas in a badly-made article, in which unsuit-

able materials have been employed, it may be considerable. Thus
a mineral containing more than 10 per cent calcium carbonate,

3 i)er cent of oxide of iron and fluorides, would be very unsuit-

able.! Insufficiency of acid in the material used for preparation

also causes C(^nsiderable reversion. Such reversion may be due
to any undecom]3osed tricalcium phosphate, or to calcium car-

bonate, iron oxide or alumina in the mixture acting on the

water-soluble phosphate. In the case of the first-mentioned com-
pound the reaction may possibly be very slight, and would be

represented by the following equation

:

CagPoOs + H,Ca P,Os = 2HoCa,, P,0,.

Tricalcium Alonocalcium Bicalcium phosphate,

phosphate. phosphate. Reverted or retrograde

phosphate.

When iron is present as pyrites or ferrous silicate in the

mineral used, there is no reversion, but when present as ferric or

ferrous oxide, the reversion is great. What actually takes place

is not so clear as when tricalcium j^hosphate is present. If

the acid used had dissolved a quantity of iron, the reaction of

the resulting ferric sulphate with the superphosphate would pro-

bablv be as under

:

Fe,{SO,), -f H,Ca P,0. = 2Fe,P,0, + CaSO.. + 2ih,S(),

Ferric Super- Ferric Calcium Sulphuric

sulphate. phosphate. phosphate, sulphate. acid.

*H. W. Wiley: "Principles of Agricultural Analysis." 2, 277.

f Bulletin Imperial Institute, 9 fil.
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The sulphuric acid thus set free would dissolve more of the

iron compounds, and so react again and again. In this case we
have a continuously increasing quantity of insoluble iron ])hos-

phate. and a proportionately diminishing amount of .soluble

phosphates.*

On the other hand, the soluble phosphates may be rendered

insoluble much more rapidly, thus

:

Fe.O, + H,Ca P,0, == 2Fe;PoO, + Ca,P,( ).

Ferric Super- Ferric Calcium
Oxide. phosphate. phosphate. phosphate.

The above would apply in the case of alumina as well

as for iron compounds.
But the solubility of the phosphoric oxide in superphosphate

i'-" influenced by other factors than merely calcium carbonate,

tricalcium phosphate, and compounds of iron and alumina. To
test the extent to which this solubility is affected the following

mixtures were prepared:

{a) Superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia.

ib) Superphosphate and sulphate of potash.

( c ) Superphos])hate and kainit.

(d) Superphosphate and guano from the Union Govern-
ment Islands off the South African coast.

(c) Superphosphate and bone meal.

In the Cape Agricultural Journal of June. 1910, there was
published a diagram—stated to have been compiled on exper-
ience and ])ractice in South Africa—shewing what artificial fer-

tilisers could be mixed together without any harmful effects, and
what were the mixtures best suited for the farmer.

On consulting this diagram, it will be seen that the mixtures

made by me were those there si)ecially recommended to be made
by farmers, with the exception of (c), the mixture of sujjer-

l)hos])bate with l)one meal, a combination marked as unnecessary,

altbougb sometimes made use of by farmers.

The above mixtures were made to contain ecjual ])arts by

weight of each of the two constituents: these were well mixed
and at once placed in glass liottles, closed by means of corks,

and the portions were weighed out after the mixture had stood

for the re(|uired time. Ik'forc each weighing the sample was
again well mixed.

The sample of su])crplu)sphate used throughout the first

part of these experiments was a high-grade article contaitnng

17.35 ])er cent of water-soluble pliosi)horie oxide and 2(.).()2 per

cent, of lime.

The guano used represented the average article as sold by

the Tnion ( lox ernment. It was a mixture from Malagas, Marctis

;.ii(l Jutten Islands, and had the I'ollowing composition:

* Aikman : "Manures and Manuring." Second Impression, 399.
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per criit.

Material ca|)al)lc of passiiii,^ thr<)nj;li a i mm.
sieve 9.^-^^^>

Pliosjilioric oxide :

Total 13.80

Citrate-soluble I.V47
Water-soluble 4.11

Lime i-49
Potash i.6<)

Nitrogen 10.94

The methods adopted for analysint:; these mixtures were as

follows

:

20 u;rams of the fertiliser were extracted with distilled water
for half an hour in a shakinjj; machine, tilled up to 1,000 c.c.,

well mixed and tiltered. In an ali(juot i)art of the filtrate the

water-soluble phosphoric oxide was precipitated direct by means
of ammonium citrate and ma.sjnesium mixture in the ordinary
way.

By this method each of the five mixtures was anaKsed after

standing for three hours, for twenty- four hours, one week, two
weeks and three weeks, thorough mixture, as already stated,

being again made before each testing. The following percen-
tages of water-soluble phosphoric oxide were thus found in the

various mixtures

:

Original Comi)osition after slanditig idi-—
Com-

^5 24 1 2 .?

position, hours, hours, week, weeks, weeks.

Superphosphate alone I/.^.t — — — — —
( a) Superphosphate and Sul-

phate of Ammonia .. 8.68 8.58 8.67 8.71 i^/y) ^.^}

( b ) Superpliospliate and Sul-
phate of Potasli 8.08 iS.65 8.6.; "f^.G^ 8.74 8.64

< c ) Superphospliate and Kai-
nit 8.68 8.6j ^.76 8.62 8.76 8.69

< d ) Superpliospliate and Gov-
ernment Guano '0.7J 10. oc o..=;.j 0.22 Q.08 8.47

(e) Superphosphate and Rone-
meal 8.68 8.40 8.52 /.i<2 7.41 —

The first column of figures shows the calculated amounts
of water-soluble phosphoric oxide in the mixtures, the other

columns being obtained, as already stated. b\- direct analysis.

For comparison I append a .series of results obtained by

Professor G. Gray, of the Canterbury .Agricultural College, Lin-

coln, New Zealand,* from mixtures made up on similar lines

to those above mentioned, and also cotisistitig (^f equal parts of

their respective constituents:

* Transactions of the Australa.«:ian Assn. for the Adv. of Science.

Dunedin (1904).
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OriKinal Comixjsilion after standing for

—

Com- 3 24 6 12 18

position, liours. hours, days. days. days.

Superphospliate alone ... i/z-l — — — — —
1. Suj)frphosphatc and Ivai-

nit .S.S- S.Sj X.87 cS.50 8.25 8.25

2. Snuerphosphatc and Coral

'Queen Guano 8. 87 8.87 8.57 ><.,^7 ii.37 8.25

3. Superphosphate and Ches-
terfield Guano 8.87 j .87 7.37 4.87 4.00 3.37

4. Superphosphate and I'one

Dust 8.87 8.87 8.87 8.87 8.62 8.62

The guano.'^ u.sed b)' Professor Gray for his mixtures had
the following percentage composition : Coral

Queen. ChestertieUl.

Citrate-sf)luble phosi)horic oxide . . . . 18.5 17.5

Calcium carbonate i.i 37.9
Iron oxide 8.8 —
The following table shows the total percentage change in

each of the mixtures during the i)eri(Kls specified:

3 24 I 2 3

lioiM-s. hours. week, weeks. week-.

(0) Superphosi)hate and Sul-
pliate of Ammonia... — 1.1.^ —o.ii -j-f^ 3.=^ -r-1.27 -I-2.4-

(b) Superphosphate and Sul-
phate of Potash —o..v=;

—0.35 —0.35 -\-0.6ij -[-0.46

(<) Superphospliate and Kai-
nit —0.6c; -f-0.92 +0-6q -)-o.g2 •lo.i2

(d) Superphosphate and Gov-
ernment Guano —6.80 — n.09 — 14.07 — ^>-37 —2i.o(;»

{e) Supcri)hos])hatc and lione

meal —2 18 — f.84 —Q.go — 14 ^^^ —
In this table a minus sign shows reversion, and a plus sign

indicates an increase upon the original amount of soluble phos-

phoric oxide. In Profes.sor ( iray's experiments there wa^
reversion in every case, and \\\v percentages of the original

water-sohil)]e ])hosphoric o.xide re\erted arc shown below:

3 24 6 12 18

hours- hours. (la_\s. da\s. day?..

1. SiipcrplKisphaie and Kai-
nit 0.0 0.0 —4 • r —6.Q —6.'.j

2. Superphosphate and Coral
(Jueen (iuano 0.0 —^^.t, —5.3 —5.3 —7.0

3. Superphos])hale and Ches-
terfield (}uano — ri.2 — iG.q —44.8 —.S4y —62.0

4. Superphosphate and lione

Dust 0.0 0.0 0.0 —2.^ —2.x

'i"he tabulated results of my analyses show that the greatest
reversion took ])lace in mixture (d), superj)hosphate and (Gov-

ernment guano, and that in tliis resi)ect the .superphosphate-bone
meal mixtinc (r), was not far behind.

The results obtained from nn'xture ( </ ) , superphosphate and
sulphate of ammonia, are of great interest, in that thev showed,
after the first week, a very slight but decided increase in water-
soluble pho.sj)h()ric oxide. .\ further set of experiments was
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conducted to ascertain whether this sliijht increase of the water-

soluhle j)hosphates in mixture (a) could be accounted for. A
his::h-grade superphosphate (manufactured in Japan) containinji

19.37 l^'' ^^ent. of water-.soluhle and 20.39 I'^'i* •-fiit. of total

{)hos])horic oxide, and a total of 28.03 P^^" cent, of combined lime

was employed in this and all subse([uent work, and the tests were

carried out on similar lines to those already detailed. The sul-

j)hate of ammonia emi)kned in this set of analyses was the

chemicallv pure salt, not the commercial article as usually sold

for fertilising^' purposes, which was employed in the pre\ious

expenme
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over 14I/2 per cent, in two weeks. In Gray's experiment only

3 per cent, of the soluble ])hosphoric oxide reverted.

In a further experiment bone ash (CagPoOg) was used,

which was found to contain .74 per cent, of soluble phosphoric

oxide.* The superphosphate was the same as previously used,

analysino- 19.37 P^^" t-^ent. of water-soluble phosphoric oxide.

This mixture (equal parts of bone ash and superphosphate)

gave the following- percentages of water-soluble phosphoric

oxide at the end of the times stated:

Original
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Calculated amount. Percentage fomul after Sliakin;^.

17.78 per cent. -20.23 per cent.

In order to contirni tlie abti\e. the t()]]()\vin<,r mixtures were

iiKule

:

A. A medium liiyh-orade suporphosi)hate and bone ash

containing^ i5-'^'3 pt^r cent, and 0.73 per cent, of water-

soluble phosphoric oxide respectively.

B. A high-grade superphosphate and bone ash on-
taining 18.25 per cent, and 0.O5 per cent, of water-solul)le

phosphoric oxide resi)ectively.

The results of the analyses being:

—

No. Original 3 24 1234
Mixture hotirs. hours, week, weeks, weeks, weeks.

A. 8.18 9.65 9.39 8.89 8.66 8.86 8.80

B. 9.45 10.04 9.94 _ _ _ —
This once more proves that an increase of water-

soluble phosphoric oxide residts when superphosphate and bone

ash are mixed.

In order to confirm the above results, and ascertain if there

would be such an increase when weighed quantities of calcium

phosphate of different origin are extracted with a water-solution

of superphosphate, the following quantities were taken

:

.\. 4.366 grams of pure calcium phosphate.

B. 4.366 grams of bone ash.

C. 4.366 grams of precipitated calcium phosphate.

These were all treated in the same manner, the quantity

being extracted for half an hour in a shaking machine with 500

c.c. of superphosphate solution, then tiltered, and in an aliquot

part the water-soluble phosphoric oxide was determined, the

results being :

—

Theoretical Amount of Water- Percentage of Water-Soluble

.Soluble Phosphoric Oxide. Phosphoric Oxide found.

No.

A. 16.81 per cent. 17-59 per cent.*

B. 16.83 per cent. 17.82 per cent.

C. 16.93 per cent. 17.89 per cent.

In the first column the figure given is the calculated

amount of water-soluble phosphoric oxide in a mixture of 100

grams of superphosphate and 8.732 grams of the calcium phos-

phate, and in the second column the percentage of water-soluble

*This result was obtained I)}- extracting the 4-366 grams with 500 c.c.

of superphosphate solution, as already described, taking an aliquot part

(equivalent to 2 grams) for analysis. The determuiation was repeated a

second and third time with similar quantities of material, viz., 4.366 grams

of calcium phosphate were extracted with 500 c.c. of superphosphate

solution, but the mixture was diluted to 1,000 c.c; larger aliquot parts,

corresponding to a 2l- grams and a i gram quantity respectively were

taken for analysis, and gave 17 06 per cent, and 17.87 per cent, of water-

soluble phosphoric oxide.
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phosphoric oxide after shaking for half an hour in a shaking

machine.

The quantity of material used, 4.366 grams, gave the fol-

lowing amounts of water-soluble phosphoric oxide:

—

\'o. Material. Weight of Solu1)le Phosphoric Oxide.

A. Pure Calcium Phosphate. 0.0164 gram.

B. Bone A.sh. 0.0284 ,,

C. Precipitated Tricalcium Phos-

phate. 0.0793 „

Conclusions.

Superphosphate can remain mixed for as long as three

weeks with either sulphate of ammonia or sulphate of potash or

kainit without an appreciable loss of water-soluble phosphoric

oxide, and if mixed with sulphate of ammonia there is a possi-

bility of an actual increase of water-soluble phosphoric oxide in

a period of three weeks.

If immediate reversion of water-soluble phosphoric oxide is

to be avoided, Government guano should on no account be mixed
with superphosphate, for in a mixture of equal parts of the two
there is, even after three hours, a total loss of nearly 7 ])cr cent,

of the water-soluble phosphoric oxide.

In the case of bone meal there is a loss of 2 per cent, of

water-soluble phosphoric oxide in three hours, but if left for

a period of 14 days there is considerable loss, amounting to

over 143/2 per cent.

It is quite evident that the two samples of kainit as used
by Gray and myself varied considerably, judging from the loss

of water-soluble phosphoric oxide: the substance used by the

former cau.sed a loss of nearly 7 per cent, in 18 days, whereas
in my case there was a slight increase of water-soluble phos-
phoric oxide. These remarks apply also to the two bone pro-

ducts used : in the former case there was a loss of only 2>j4

per cent, in 18 days, as against 143/^ per cent, in 14 days with
the substance used by me.

TRANSACTION'S OV SOCIIITIKS.

SocTH .'\.FRic.\.\ I.NSTixrTiox OF Enginkkrs.— Saturday. -August 12th.
B. Price, M.I.E.E., President, in the cliair.

—

"Note on the value of ainieal-

itiji the connectinci attacluncnis on zvindvuj /'hints": J. A. Yaughan.
After receiving a heavy hlow from a skip to which it was attached, a
timber trailer working in an incline shaft on the l'"ast Rand broke loose
from tlie skip and dashed to the l)ottom of the shaft, killing si.x men who
were working l)elow. The direct cawse of the fatality was tlie doubk-
fracture of a ring connecting the traik^r with tiie skip. It appeared that
tin's ring had never been annealed. A portion of the fractured ring was
subsequently annealed, after which comparative tensile tests showed that
tile annealed portion possessed a greatly increased ductilit\ compared
with the unannealed portion; Iiad tliis ductibiiity l)cen present originally
it was possible that the accident migiit liave l)een prevented.

—
"./ few

notes on repairing a large vahr chamber by the qtiasi-arc system of
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Ulectric Welding": W. Ingham. Details were given ot the electric
welding- prciocss as applit'd inv rcpairintr. at a cost oi i.Ss. a (ktVct in a
cast steel valve cliamher which it would have cost ijoo to replace. The
repaired valve chaniher. though in sulisefpient use under a working head
of ahout r.ooo feet for a jieriod of two months, showed no sign of weak-
ness.

SorTH ArRic.\x .Association of .-\x.\i.vtu\i, ("iikm isrs.—Thursday,
August i/tli : J. McCrae. Ph.D., I'.I.C, Vice-Presidciu. in the chair.—
"The Standardisation of Acid and .ilkaH": j. A. Campbell. Tlu' author
discussed the various methods which have heen suggested for the stan-
<lardisation of acids and alkalies, and also the indicators used.

—

"Poisonous
Plants of South Africa'': Dr. J. McCrae. The author pointed out that
most of the investigation of these |)lants had heen carried out hy the
Imperial Institute, although a little had heen done hy Juritz and Ma'rloth.
He outlined the properties of the poisonous suhstances which had heen
ohtained from the hard pear tree. Transkei quinine tree, gifthol., Scnecia
latifolius. 'Iransvaal tulip. Cape Slangkop. gifthlaar. Mcscnibrianthcmum.
Tcpiirosia. Cannabis sativa, and others.

Royal Society of South Africa — Wednesday, Octoher i8th:
L. A. Peringuey, D.Sc. F.E.S., F.Z.S., President," in the chair.

—

"African .]'Iy.voinycctes'' : Miss A. \'. Duthie. A list of the
species of Alyxomycetcs previously recorded tVoni Africa in
various journals and monographs, and forms which have heen accessible
to or collected hy the author.

—
" On Hybrid forms in the f/enus Satyrium.

with descriptions of two new forms': Miss A. V. Duthie. A descrip-
tion of two hyhrids from Tulbagh, one Satyrium crectnni X coriifolium.
the other Satyrium ereetum X bicorne. .\ detailed description was given
of the vegetative and floral structures in each form. The morphological
evidence was supported by observations on the parent forms.- -" ionisa-

tion of Gases and the Absorption of Rdntgen Rays'': L. Simons. The
independence of X-ray effects of molecular aggregations and the depend-
ence only on the atoms present, together with the fact that it has been
shown that the absoriition of a given wave length in a solid varies as

the fourth power of the atomic number of the solid, whilst for a gas the

primary /3 ionisation also varies as the fourth power of the atomic mmiber
of the atom ionised, leads to the conclusion that absorption in soluls I apart

from scattering) is due throughout to the production of /3 particles.

—

"Note on the occurrence of Daph>iin in the Arthrosolen" : Prof. M.
Rindl. The author has determined the presence of daphnetin and ,gluco.se

in Lasios'phon polycephalns. a perennial shrub which flowers in August
and September, known to South .African farmers as Januariehosje. He
assumes that the glucoside daphnin had been i)resent and was hydrolysed

in the process of extraction.

Chk.mkal. Mktalll'uojcal, and Mixix(; Socif.ty ok South Africa.—
Saturday, September i6th : Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, ALA., F.C.S.. President,

in the chair.

—

"Recent advances in chemical, industry" (Presidential

address) : Prof. J. A. Wilkinson. Ihc address commenced with a brief

survey of improvements made in the production of materials available

for industrial chemical operations; after which improvements in the

industries themselves were discussed. These included advances in the

technical preparation of hydrogen for aerial navigation ; methods of induc-

ing combination between atmospheric nitrogen and oxy.gen, hydrogen,

metals, and carbides, respectively ; the sulphuric acid and alkali indus-

tries ; the chemical industries induced by the utilisation of cheap electric

power, and those resulting from the demands for high oxidisers and for

efficient illuminants. In the held of organic chemistry, reference was made
to synthetic dyes, synthetic drugs, and synthetic perfumes, and to other

industries developed from wider applications of the processes of chemical

synthesis.
—

" The valuation of mines "
: Prof. R. .A. Lehfeldt. The author

discussed the conditions that had to be fuUilled in order that the present

worth of a given mine might be a maxinnnn. An e(|uation was found

expressing the relation between the life of the mine and the scale of

working-. This equation could not be solved directly, but was capable of

ready evaluation with the aid of a table of exponentials.
—

" The man-
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ycincse-silz'cr f^rabU'iii "
: \\ . Neal. An account oi pro.yrcss made in

solving the difficulties encountered in the treatment of rebellious man-
ganese-silver ores.

Saturday, October jist: Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, .M.A., F-C.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair.
—

" 'J'lic hardening end annealiii^ of metals'': Prof. T.

Turner. The effects produced ui)t>n the ])roperties of metals and alloys

by cold working, such as hammi-ring or drawing, were discussed. The
nature of tlie hardening which takes place under such treatment may be

grasped by assuming that in a crystalline metal or alloy shearing results

in the formation of a him of amorphous material, closely allied in its pro-

perties to those of a surface him in a liquid, and that annealing releases

the state of strain existing in tliese thin lilms. thus leading to an increase

of density, and permits of recrystallisation.
—

" Testing the strength of

explosives" : J. A. Campbell. A short account of the types of apparatus

used for testing the streiigtli of explosives, and of the methods of deter-

mining their sensitiveness and rate of detonation.

Saturday, November r8th : Prof. J. .\. Wilkinson. :\1..\.. F.C.S.. Pre-

sident, in the chair.
—

" \' eutralisation effect of ash on aeid-sand in stopc-

filling:" C. Toombs. Sand from a dump which had been used for stope-

filling was subsequently found to cause trouble by reason of its extreme
acidity. It was tlierefore decided tf) mix ordinary ash from the ash
dumps with the acid sand, and to send this mixture underground as

filler. The ash usually contains from 25tb. to 4olb. of free calcium o.xide

per ton. and it was found tliat 2,200 tons of ash and 13 tons of lime were
needed to neutralise the acid in 22,000 tons of sand.

—

"Flotation iinucn-
tration experiments on a Transvaal Gold ore": F. Wartenweiler.
An account of an investigation having for its object the maximum reco-

very of gold from an arseno-pyrttic gold ore developed below the oxidised
zone of mine working at Piarberton.

—
" Ore treatment at the Falcon Mine.

Rhodesia "
: H. R. Adam. The mine is situated at Umvuma. 160 miles

from Bulawayo, and its monthly output is about 6oo.ooolb. of blister

copper, 3,000 oz. of gold and 6,000 oz. of silver. An outline was given of

the milling and smelting processes employed at the mine.
South Afkic.vn I.xstitutk ok Ei,i:c:tkicai. Engineeks.—'I'hursday.

September 21st: Prof. W. I'.uchanan. M.1.I'].E., President, in the chair.

—

" The main szvitch-boaru of the Johannesburg Municipal Electric supply
system": Major J. 11. Dobson. The switcliboard differs widely from any
in u.se for mining t)n the Witw.itersrand. It provides for three require-
ments : direct current power at 600 volts for traction ; three-wire direct

current at 460 and 230 volts in the Inner Area; and a 3,000 volt alternating
current supply for the suburl)s. All erection work connected with the
switchboard was carrietl out by the Municipal Council's employes. A
noticeable feature of the whole switchboard is the large margin of safety
in connection with tlie insulation: |)orcelain is used throughout, and the
size of all insulators is at least doulile that usually supplied by makers
for a given pressure.

XEW BOOKS.

Plaatje, S. T.—" Native life in South Africa before and since the Euro-
pean War and the Boer Rebellion." Post 8vo. pp. 352. Ports.
London; P. S. King & Son. 1016. 160.7. 3s. 6d.

Rayner, W. S., and W. W. O'Shaughnessy. —" Hoiv Botha and
^fniils conquered (Jerman South-West Africa." pp. 21H). London;
.'^impkiii, Marshall & Co., h)i6. r6oz. 2S.

Evans, Maurice S.— ' Black and While in the Southern States:
A .S'tudy of the Race problem in the United States from a South
.Ifrican f^oint of viciv." London: Longmans. Green & Co. 1915.

Theal, G. McCall.—" flistorv of South Africa, from 1795 to 1872.'"

Vol. 3. i>p. xvii. 496. 3 ciiarts. London: Mien & Umvin. 1016.
7s. 6(1.

Robinson, J. P. Kay— ll'iti: Rotha's .Army." London: .\llen &
Unwin. iui6. 3s. 6d.



THE \\"1I1-:A'1 soils OI' ALEXAXDRIA DlAlSloN,

CAPE i'ROX'INCE.

By CuAKLKs Eredkkick JuKiTZ, M.A., D.Sc, F.I.C.

{llltli One Text fiyitrc)

During the early part of 1914 it was reported to the

Department of Agriculture that for some time previously the

cereal crops in the Division of Alexandria had been observed to

be deteriorating. The deterioration, according to local agricul-

tural opinion, was apparently due to exhaustion of the soil, and
the Under-Secretary for Agriculture, who had visited the area

in question, thereupon re(|uested the writer to undertake a

physical and chemical examination of representative soils from
the alTected district.

Arrangements were made through the Magistrate of Alex-
andria to have twenty typical samj^les of soil collected for

r.nalvsis from farms situated in the Field Cornetcy of Alexan-
dria, i.e., within a radius of about eight miles from Alexandria

town commonage. The intention was to have in each case a

cultivated soil and the corresponding virgin soil examined, but

this course was not found invariably possible. The sample^

were collected during the latter half of 1914.

Description of the Samples.

The following details of the soil samples taken were

gathered from the occupants of the farms :

—

No. I was collected on Mr. Charles Gardner's farm, " Klein

Tagers Drift,'' at a distance of about 12 miles from the coast,

and 15 to 20 feet above sea-level. The annual rainfall is about

2=, inches, and the land is level, but surrounded by bush-covered

mountains. The upper layers of soil, to a depth of 10 to

15 feet, are grey in colour, and rather sandy above with under-

lying hardpan. The surface soil is reputed good for a depth

of 3 to 5 feet, below which it becomes more sandy. The natural

herbage is red grass (rooi gras) with a mixture of sweet grasses,

Manures are not generally used, but for years all classes of

cereals and rape had been successfully grown. Of late wheat

I'.as proved a total failure, and other crops rarely come to per-

fection. The soil represented by the sample formed part of a

valley which had been well ploughed and cultivated during the

last five years, but never manured, although under cultivation

for 30 years.

No. 2 was a virgin soil taken from ground adjacent to the

cultivated soil represented by No. i.

No. 3 was taken from Mr. Charles Gardner's farm,
" Spadona," nine miles from the coast and 250 to 300 feet above

sea-level. The lands from which the sample was collected form

part of a level plateau, with a fall of about 300 feet to the Bush-

man's River, and then a-rise of 200 feet to the next plateau.

The soil is deep red in colour, and is known locally as rooi grond;
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its physical nature is clayey with a gravelly subsoil. The indi-

genous herbage here consists of rooi gras and blauzu gras, the
common grasses of " sour veld." Wheat, barley, and oats are
all said to have been successfully grown years ago. The soil

has been well ploughed and cultivated during the last five years.

and was treated with superphosphates (containing 13 per cent,

of phosphorus pentoxide) in August, 1913.
No. 4 was a \irgin soil taken within a few yards of the

cultivated soil whereof No. 3 was a sample.

No. 5 represented a cultivated but unmanured vallev soil

from the farm " Dekselfontein," of Mr. J. J. van Rooyen, distant

seven miles from the sea, and roughly 100 feet above sea-level.

As in the previous cases, the ap]jroximate annual rainfall for

the area is taken as 25 inches. The country is level, and the

soil is a brown to white sandy loam. 2 feet deep, with a grey
sand subsoil of uncertain depth below. The natural vegetation

is a mixture of sour and sweet herbage. Kraal manure and
some guano are generally used in these parts in order to fer-

tilise the lands, but the particular soil represented by No. 5. as

above stated, has never been manured. During the last five

years this soil has been cultivated every year, and planted in

alternate years with maize and barley. The most successful

crop has proved to be barley, and next in order maize, and then

oats.

No. 6 was a virgin soil in other respects similar to No. 5.

No. 7 was a cultivated unmanured valley soil from Mr. F.

H. Collin's farm, " Lange Vlakte," situated approximately 2j4
miles from the sea. and at about 400 feet above sea-level. The
annual rainfall is 30 inches, and the surrounding country is un-

dulating. The surface soil is a dark sandy loam varying from

3^ feet to a much greater depth, with a subsoil varying between
a sandy limestone and a light yellow sand. The natural herbage
consists of kzveck gras when not under cultivation, and generally

of red grass. Where manures are used in this district kraal

manure is generally employed. Wheat, oats, barle}- and maize
have been successfully grown on the lands of which No. 7 is a

type, wheat becoming less successful each year, although the

soil has been subjected to the usual yearly ploughing and harrow-

ing during the last five years.

No. 8 was a virgin valley soil taken from a dift"erent part

of the same farm as No. 7, about 450 yards from the latter.

The surface soil is a dark sandy loam about 3^ feet deep, with

a subsoil below varying like that of No. 7. The surrounding
veld is sweet, and the natural herbage consists of red grass and
indigenous forest growth.

No. 9 repre.sents a cultivated but unmanured soil collected

from a hillside on the farm " Kruisfontein," of Mr. S. C. van
Rooyen, three miles from the coast and about 100 feet above
.sea-level. The surrounding country is level, and the annual

rainfall is 25 inches. The surface soil is a black, sandy loam.

15 inches deep, with a sandy subsoil of unknown depth. The
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lands are" sweet veld," and support a natural vegetatitm of
mimosa and forest trees. Kraal manure and guano are gener-
ally used in the district for fertilising the soil. Oats and maize
vvc the most successful crops raised, but barley is also culti-

\ated. The soil has received no other treatment than cultiva-

tion during the last live years.

No. 10 is also a hillside soil collected on the same farm as
No. 9, and is rei)resentative of the same class of soil. It has
been under cultivation for only one season—about 1906—but was
never manured, so that it is practically a virgin soil.

No. II, a cultivated l)ut unmanured soil, represents a low,
sloping hillside, exposed to south-westerly winds. Formerly
splendid wheat crops were grown here, but wheat production
now meets with very little success. The sample was taken on
the farm " Island View " (part of " Groote Vallei "), about one
mile distant from the sea and three to four hundred feet above
sea-level. The country is undulating, with a rainfall said to be
about 26 inches per annum. The soil, to a depth of 12 to 1=^

inches, is a dark, sandy loam, with a light sandv subsoil. Lime-
stone is exposed along the ridges. The present natural vegeta-

tion consists of couch grass, but prior to cultivation " tol bos
"

{I.e., monkey apple) and ordinary sweet veld grass prevailed.

There are no indications of brack, nor has the land ever been
irrigated. The crops grown are wheat, barley and oats, the last

two being most successful. The only manuring jjractised is

green soiling, and the soil has received no other treatment dtir-

ing the last five years.

No. 12 represents a level surface of virgin soil from plains

on the same farm.

No. 13 was a cultivated but unmanured sandy loam from a

valley on the farm " Kruisfontein," of Mr. J. J. van Rooyen,
about seven miles from the coast. The country around is level,

and the dark-coloured, sandy loam which composes the surface

soil extends downwards some three or four feet with a grey

sand of unknown depth below it. The veld is a mixture of sour

and sweet vegetation. Kraal manure is generally used for

fertilising the soil of the district together with some guano, and
the crops generally grown are barley, maize, and oats, the first

two being the more successful. Wheat grows, but is subject

to disease.

No. 14 represented an uncultivated soil from land adjoin-

ing the ground in the valley whence sample No. 13 had been

taken, on Mr. J. J. van Rooyen's farm " Kruisfontein." It

was in all other respects similar in character to No. 13.

No. 15 was a valley soil from the farm " Doomkloof," of

Mr. J. M. Scheepers, distant seven miles from the sea, and about

100 feet above sea-level. The rainfall is stated to be atout 26

inches per annum. The country round about is hilly, and the

sandy surface soil goes down to a depth of about 3 feet, its

colour varying between grey and red. The subsoil is potclay

of unknown depth. The veld is what is locally known as

•' broken," i.e., sweet in some parts, and sour in others. Guano
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is generally used in this district, Init not un the soil re])resented

l)y the sample. Mealies and barley are grown, the former being
the more successful. The lands from which the sample was taken
have been ploughed three times per annum during the last five

years, and straw was thrown on the land about three years

before the soil was sampled. With that exception the lands have
received no addition during the previous 26 years.

No. 16 was a virgin soil from a hillside in the neighbour-
hood of No. 15, and in other respects typical of the same class

of soil as the latter.

No. 17, a cultivated hillside soil, was taken from the farm
'' Brakfontein," of Mr. C. K. Scheepers, situated about 10 miles

from the coast, and approximately 200 feet above sea-level. The
rainfall is about the same as at the last-mentioned farm. The
country is, for the most part, flat with occasional slight undula-
tions. The soil is slate-coloured and sandy to a depth of from
6 to 15 inches, below which is a clay, generally about 6 feet deep.

Sour grasses grow on the land, the trees in the valleys and on
the hills being of the same character as those in the Crown
Forests. Patches of mimosas likewise occur, and a shrub locally

known as monkey apple, or " tol bos" (Roycna pubcscens),

from 2 to 10 feet high, predominates in the open veld. There
are indications of brack on the lands, as, in fact, the name of the

farm indicates, and all the water on the farm is of a brackish

nature. ( luano, superphosphate and basic slag are generally used

in the district, but the land whence the sample was taken had
never been manured, nor had it received any other treatment

(luring the last five years, although oats, barley, maize and rape

had been grown on it.

No, 18 was a virgin hillside soil, identical in all (^her re-

spects with No. 17.

No. 19 represents a cultivated unmanured valley soil, and
was collected on Mr. j. F. Coltman's farm, " Wycombe Vale,"

about nine miles from the coast, and approximately 300 feet

above sea-level. The nature of the surrounding country is hilly,

and the soil consists of reddish sand, which persists to an un-

ascertained depth. The veld is sweet. Guano is generally used
as a fertiliser in the district. The soil originally grew barley and
corn, but is at present said to be fit only for the production of

oathay on account of deterioration. The soil has not received

any treatment during the last five years.

No. 20 was a virgin soil from the same farm, and similar

m all other respects to No. 19.

In no case had any of the above lands ever been under irri-

gation, and, with the exception of Mr. C. K. Scheei-)ers' farm,

alkali salts had not been perceived on any of the soils sampled.

Physical Comtosition' of tiif Soil.

Mechanical analyses were made of all the soils above de-

scribed, following the method described on pages 7 and 193 to

195 of my Agricultural Soils of Cape Colony. The results ob-

tained are given in the following table :

—
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The foreo^oing- table may be simj^lified by presentation in a

more summarised form, thus :

—

No.

^

6

7
8

9
10

T I

12

'3

T4

IS

t6

17

i8

10

20

Pebbles.

>.3mm.
Per cent.

Gravel.
3-1 mm.
Per cent.

o

T

o

o

o

o
o

o

o
o

Sand.
r-.05 mm.
Per cent.

65 .

. 62 .

62 .

. 82 .

Silt. Clay.

.05-005 mm.. <.oo5mm.
Per cent. Per cent.

S2

83

84
70

79

75
60
70

54
8 J

76

-'9

29

^9
n
9
16

73

14

13

23
16

18

25
21

36
13

20
T7

23

9
12

9
8

7

3

8
ro

4
8

5

This table shows that the soils collected were all more or

less sandy, .some, however, with a fair proportion of silt, but

most containino^ but little clay. The\- are all fine-grained soils,

and for all practical i)urposes devoid of ])eb1)les. gravel, and even

coarse sand.

From the above mechanical analyses these soils m
classified as follows :

—

be

Cultivated Soils

Virgin Soils

Sandy
Loams.

Fine Sandy
Loams.

13, 19. 1, 3, 11, 15.

18, 20. 2,4,8,12,14,16.

In this last table, the cultivated soils ha\c been placed imme-
diately over the virgin .soils to which they corres])ond. except

where the two fall into different classes, in which case the space

above (or below) has been left blank. 11ie coarsest scmIs of

the .series are Nos. 5, 6, 9 and 10. and these all lie within about
four miles from Alexandria, in a south-westerly direction. No.
13. a sandy loam of the less fine character, is situated in the

.same area. Broadly, the coarser soils incline to grey, and the

liner soils to brown in colovu'.

The most ])ronouncedly brown .soils are Nos. 16, ig, 20, and
these all come from farms some 24 miles west of Alexandria
village, in the field-cornetcy Congo's Kraal. The most definitely

grey soils are Nos. 5, 6 and 7. all of which form part of the

area three or four mile- west of .Vlexandria.
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IMlNSUAI. l\i:oiMKi:.\lKNTS ()|- \\'llK.\T SoiLS.

Comparing- the results of the foregoing mechanical analyses
of the Alexandria .soils with what is known regarding the best

wheat areas and the ])hysical composition of soils investigated

in the United States, one cannot regard the former as in all

respects ideal for wheat cultivation. They do not contain the

proportions of clay and humus usually regarded as indispensable
for wheat soils, and incline more t(^ the light and sandy nature
which is less suited for the i)ur])ose.* It is true that soils ap-
])roximating in com])osition e\en to the coarser Alexandria soils

are used for wheat culti\ation ; and that soils of the type of

Nos. 5, 7, y and 17 may be placed alongside even lig^hter soils

satisfactorily used for wheat in America. Thus No. 7 is some-
what heavier (i.e., is physically of finer grain ) than the Clyde
sand, in the State of Michigan, described by the United States

Soil Survey, as mav be seen from the following:

—
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The foregoing table may be sim])Hfic(l by presentation in a

more summarised form, thus :

—

No.

4

5

6

7
8

9
10

T J

12

13

14

15

t6

I"

i8

19

Pebbles.

>,3mm.
Per cent.

Gravel.
3-1 mm.
Per cent.

Sand.
1-.05 mm.
Per cent.

. 63 .

. 62 .

62 .

. 82 .

//
82

83

84
70

79

60

70

.54

8i

76

Silt.

.05-005 mm.
Per cent.

^:>

29
29

29
r I

9
16

T3

14

'3

23
16

18

25

21

36
13

20
T7

23

Clay.

< . 005 mm.
Per cent.

9
12

9
8

7

3

8
TO

4
8

5

Vxoxw the above mechanical analyses these soils ma\ uc

classified as follows :

—

Cultivated Soils

Virgin Soils

Medium
Sands.

Fine
Sands.

Sandy
Loams.

Fine Sandy
Loam?.

5, 9, 17.

6, 10.

13, 19. 1, 3, 11, 15.

18, 20. !2,4, 8, 12,14,16.

In this last table, the cnlti\ate<l soils ha\e been ))laced imme-
diately over the virgin soils to which they correspond, except

where the two fall into different classes, in which case the space

a'1x)ve (or below) has been left l>lan]^. The coarsest soils of

the .series are Nos. 5, 6, 9 and 10, and these all lie within about
ft)ur miles frt)m Alexandria, in a suuth-westerlv direction. No.
13. a sandy loam of the less fine character, is situated in the

same area. J-Jroadlw the coarser .soils incline to grey, and the

tmer soils to brown in colour.

The most pronounced!}' brown soils are Nos. 16. ig, 20, and
these all come from farms .some 24 miles west of Alexandria
village, in the field-cornetcy Congo's Kraal. The most definitely

grey soils are Nos. 5, 6 and 7, all of which form ])art of the

area three or four mile- west of Alexandria.
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Pinsuxr- l\i:nriRK.\ii-:NTs or Whk.xt Soils.

Comparing- the results of the foregoiu,^ mechanical analyses
of the Alexandria soils with what is known regardinj^ the hest

wheat areas and the physical composition of soils investigated

in the United States, one cannc^t rej^ard the former as in all

respects ideal for wheat cultivation. Thex- do not contain the

proportions of clay and humus usually regarded as indisi^ensahle

for wheat soils, and incline more to the light and sandy nature
which is less suited for the pur])ose.* It is true that soils a])-

jjroximating in composition e\en to the coarser .Alexandria soils

are used for wheat cultivation ; and that soils of the type of
Nos. 5. 7, 9 and 17 may he placed alongside even lighter soils

satisfactorily used for wheat in .\merica. Thus No. 7 is some-
what heavier (i.e., is physically of finer grain ) than the Clyde
sand, in the State of Michigan, descrihed hy the United States

Soil Survev. as mav be seen from the following:

—
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Dr. H. W. Wiley* deals with the adaptation of
ri soil to different crops, which, he says, depends largely on the

percentage of the silt classes of soil ingredients in the .soil. He
then proceeds to discuss different types of Maryland soils, which,

for comparison with the tahle just above, may be designated

by the letters A to F.

Fine Coarse Medium Fine Very tine

gravel. sand. sand. sand. sand. Silt. Clay.

A ... ] . . 5 • . . 40 ... 28 ... 12 ... 10 ... 4

B ... O ... 2 ... 29 ... 41 ... TT ... 7 ... Q
C ... 2 ... 6 ... 14 ... 8 ... 16 ... 39 ... 15

D ... ... i . . . ^ • • 24 ... 3.3 ... \g ... 23
E ... o ... o ... T ... 4 ... 12 ... 49 ... 34
F ... I ... I ... T ... I ... 7 ... 43 ... ,46

Comparison of this table with that immediately preceding

shows a fair resemblance between A and No. 5, and a closer

resemblance between B and No. 17. The remaining four soils

(juoted from Dr. Wiley are each distinctly heavier than any of
the Alexandria soils. Now Dr. Wiley says of A and B that

they are

Altogether too li,^ltl in texture for the profitable pri)duotion of wheat,
and it would cost altogether too much to improve them so that even a

moderate yield of wheat could be obtained.

C represents a Southern Maryland tobacco soil. Dr. Wiley says

of it:—

Wheat is commonly raised on these i(4)accii lands to get the after-

advantage of the high manuring. . . The linest t()l)acco lands are.

however, too light in texture for the profital)le production of wheat.

This means that Dr. Wiley considers a soil which is heavier than

any of the Alexandria soils still too light for wheat production.

D is a tyi)e of the wheat soils of Southern Alaryland. It

will l)e observed that it contains 75 ])er cent of very fine sand.

silt, and clay, whereas the heaviest of the cultivated Alexandria
.soils contains only 45 per cent. Yet of D, Dr. Wiley says :—

These soils represent about the lit^litesl te.vliire upon which ulieal can
be economically produced undkr the clim.\tic conditions which theke
PREVAH.. They contain from 18 to 25 per cent, of clay, and are much
more retentive of moisture than the best tobacco lands. 77n'.s- tyfe is

about the limit of profitable wheat production. These so'ls will maintain
about 12 per cent, of water during the dry season.

!n order to ascertain how much water the .Mexandria soils can
retain. in\estigations on the s])ot would be necessary.

I'", represents the heavier wheat soils of Southern Maryland,
v/hich contain about 30 per cent, of clay. This soil is much more
retentive of moisture than I), and ])ro(lnces ver\' nmch larger

croi)S of wheat.

V is a heavy calcareous soil, and is a strong and fertile wheat
land.

"Principles and Practice of Agricultural .A.nalysis." 1 (Soils), 277-
280.
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In the United States Department of Agriculture. Division
of Soils, Bulletin No. 5, it is also laid down* that

The l)cst Nvlieat lands contain from 20 to 30 or .^5 ])vr cvul- of cl;iy.

and maintain aliout 12 or 15 per cent, of water.

It would not he wise, on the hasis of the above results alone,

to condemn the Alexandria soils as unsuitable for wheat cul-

tivation, but it would be very sound policy to follow uj) a clear

prima facie case for fuller investigation of the problem, and of

others therewith associated, in a country where the climatic

conditions which prevail are. in their way. as characteristic as

thev are in Southern Maryland.

With regard to Dr. Wiley's views on the suitability of light

soils fQr wheat cultivation, two points must not be overlooked.

Dr. Wiley said that the soils to which he referred represent

the lightest texture upon whicli wlicat can he econoniically prodiu-cl

under the climatic conditions which there frevail.

So it does not follow that the limit of profitable wheat production

in Southern Maryland will operate in identically the same way
ill Alexandria.

It is not unreasonable to sup])(ise that in the Cape Province
wheat may be economically grown on lighter soils than Mary-
land conditions permit, and ])oints such as these we sliould set

ourselves to find out.

And then due weight must be given to another word em-
I)]oved by Dr. Wilev

—
'' for the profitable production of whe'it

"

is the phrase used by him.

Wheat may, indeed, have l)een produced in the past on

certain soils which can no longer produce it, but the question is.

was it ever produced there profitably?

From the moment you take your first cro]j out of a soil

v.diich you never manure, you begin to iiu]>o\erish that soil, and

it is only if you incur the expense necessary to replenish this

lost soil fertility as you go along, and to keep the .soil in ,s;ood

physical condition, that you can gauge whether production is

profitable or not. The mere fact that in any given year I spent

no money on my lands—except the cost of the seed—and received

Xioo for the harvest, does not entitle me to say that my profit

for the year was £100, less the cost of the seed. The debt to the

soil must be reckoned in—the debt incurred by removing a certain

part of the soil's plant-food C(jnstituents and not replacing them.

A business that inv(jlves a constant drain upon ca])ital i-> by

no means jirofitable.

l^NGLisii Wheat Soh.s.

Ju.st here 1 may interpose some remarks from i lall and

Kussell's '' Report on the Agriculture and Soils of Kent, Surrey

and Sussex." On page 142 the authors give the mechanical

*P. II.
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composition of nine typical wheat soils belonging to different

lormations in the South-Eastern Counties. On each of these

soils wheat is at present grown successfully.

The physical composition of these soils may be summarised
as follows :

—

Coarse and Fine Fine
Fine medium sand and silt and
gravel. sand. silt. clay.

Thanet sand 1.2 ^.2 65.6 19.3

Upper greensand 5.0 4.8 52.4 26.1

Brick earth 0.9 1.3 51.5 29.2

Clay-with-flints —
'

Loyterton t . i t .0 53 .6 28. i

Coulsdon 1.7 5/ 47-0 29.6

London clay

—

Tolworth 0.4 12.8 36.8 34.8

Sheppey 0.5 0.3 3io I

Alluvium 0.1 0.0 49.2 32.6

Weald clay 0.5 2.^ 38.9 43-8

The ten cultivated soils from Alexandria mav be tabulated

in the same way :

—

Fine Coarse and Fine sand Fine silt

No. gravel. medium sand. and silt. and clay.

I 0.0 5.9 71.9 22.2

3 0.2 9.8 67.1 23.0

5 o.i 42.1 45.1 12.

S

7 0.0 10.2 78
.

4

1 1
.

5

9 0.0 25
.
7 64 .

6

9.7
IT 0.0 4.6 76.6 18.8

T3 0.1 30.5 533 i6.i

15 0.3 3.4 78.2 17.1

17 0.0 26.7 64.7 8,5

T9 0.0 29.5 ,=i3.6 14.7

Of these ten soils, six, Nos. 5, 7, <;, 13. 17 and k;. are at

once seen to be lighter all round than any of the wheat .soils

referred to by Hall and Russell. The remaining four .Alexandria

soils average 20 i)er cent, of fine silt and clay, as against 33 per

cent, in the nine English soils. The former are, therefore, the

lighter. I'lU'thcr than tliis, tliev are not easy to comi)are. for

Hall and l\u^sell draw the line l)etween line silt and clay at

.002 mm., instead of at .005 mm., as in my analyses. Bearing

this in mind, however, the differences between the fine silt and

day in the two sets of soils may l)e compared as follows:

—

Euf/lish Soils— Imm'.' •-ilt. Clay.

Thanet sand 7.4 'i-9

Upper greensand 12.9 i3-2

Brick earth 13 -3 ^S-9
Clay-vvith-tlints

—

Loyterton 9-4 '8-7

Coulsdon - 9-6 20.0

London clay

—

Tolworth !i.i 2,^.7

Sheppey i5-3 .^^'-8
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C lay.

Alluvium 12. () iq.7

Weald clav 2},.~ 20 . i

F
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PriYsrcAL Deterioration of Soils.

In considering the deterioration of the Alexandria soils, it

is evident that there are two main directions in which such

deterioration may have proceeded, v'xz., physical and chemical.

The varieties of physical deterioration are more or less closely

associated with changes in soil texture. The general effect of

rain or irrigation on a cultivated soil is, as I have pointed out

elsewhere.* to carry the finer silt and clay particles from the

surface down to the lower soil levels, and so gradually to denude
the surface soil of silt and clay, and to increase their pro])ortion

in the subsoil. This process also tends to impoverish the surface

soil in plant food, for it is chiefly in those silt and clay particles

that the plant food constituents, in a form available to the crops,

reside: hence the improvement, chemical as well as ])hysical.

effected in poor soils l)y admixture of the silt deposited by

overflowing rivers.

In the soils now inider discussion, the above effect of water
has not been strongly marked all round, but it is nevertheless

apparent to some extent, e.g., when we compare the virgin soil

No. 2, which contains 41 ])er cent, of silt and clay, with the

cultivated soil No. i, which contains only 34 per cent.; or the

virgin, soil No. 14, containing 32 per cent, of silt and clay, with

the cultivated soil No. 13, which has only 25 per cent. Similarly,

No. 16 has 46 per cent., but No. 15 only 29 per cent., and No.
18 has 24 per cent., but No. 17 only 16 per cent. In two cases

this rule seems to be c(~»mpletely reversed, /.r., as bet\veen Nos.

5 and 6, and again between Nos. 11 and 12. In both these case.-

the cultivated soil has not lost, but gained in silt and clay, and.

as we shall afterwards see, in both cases the loss of plant food

has been less general than with aluKxst all the soils of the series

—

in fact, in some res])ects in these two s])ots, the cultivated soil

has more of .some elements of ]jlant fot)d than the corres])onding

virgin soil. This may ]iossi1^1y l)e due to deep ]jloughing return-

ing the finer soil particles to the surface.

From the above, it follows that the effect of frequent rain

or irrigation on a soil inclined to be light and sandy (and there-

fore already less suited for wheat culti\'ation) is to render it

still lighter and sandier. 'i"o what extent such a purely physical

rdteration of the soil may go beft)re the wheat crops begin to

be seriously affected is a matter for direct investigation, mider
South African conditions, for the l(Kal climatic conditions, as

Dr. Wiley justly i><)ints out. constitute an im])ortant factor.

PossiiiiLiTN' oi- Brack.

It will have been observed, from the description of the

various samples taken, that, with one exception, brack or alkali

has not been observed on the lands represented. It was never-

*" Soils of Cape Colony," 192.
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tbeless thought desirable Id test each soil, at least i)artially, in

this respect, and thus tiie following; percenta^ije results have been
obtained from the soil after siftinj^-. in each case. throu<,di a i-

niillimetre sieve.

Chlorine
T *^tal calculated as

soluble salts. Chlorine. Sfxlium chloride.
N'o- Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

t -092 .ooc) .or5
2 . r66 .oi6 .026

3 .128 .014 .023

4 -128 .017 .028

5 -124 .0T3 .021
6 .096 ...... oiT .018

7 -136 .013 .021
8 .172 .014 .023

9 .092 .017 .028
10 .100 .016 .026
IT .132 .021 .035
12 .164 .022 .036

13 .112 .017 .028
T4 .136 .017 .028

15 . 104 . 020 . 033
16 .112 .020 .033

17 .092 .014 .023
18 .100 .or6 .026

IQ .[20 .019 .030

20 .116 .015 .024

These i-esults do not indicate any danger from brack in the

soil, not even in Nos. 17 atid 18. taken from lands which were
said to show indications of brack. It was, therefore, not deemed
recessary to examine more closely into the nature of the soluble

salts. With regard to Nos. 17 and 18, it is, of course, possible

that the brack salts may be found at lower levels, e.g.. three or

four feet below the surface.

Plant Food Constituents.

With regard to the presence of moisture, of organic and

volatile matter (lost in ignition of the .soil), and of plant food

m the soil, the determinations detailed in the following table

were carried out :

—
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Organic Mattek.

Before proceedinj.;^ to discuss the proportions of mineral
plant food in the soil, a word or two may be said regardinjj^ the

organic matter and the moisture present. Except in the case of

the pronouncedly calcareous samples, the loss on ij^nition was
inconsiderable, which means that the soils were ])oor in organic

matter generally, and more ])articularly in humus. Such soils

are usually deficient in moisture, a defec: which is accentuated
when the soil is inclined to be sandy. The addition of an organic

fertiliser, sucii as kraal or stable manure, would tiierefore be

beneficial, and this, as well as the stubble and waste of former
crops that would be ploughed into tiie soil from time to time,

would enrich its content of humus, luider the action of the soil

bacteria, and would, moreover, increase the water-holding capa-
city of the soil, which is now low throughout the area. Naturally,

green-manuring would further improve this condition, by tend-

ing to enrich the soil wnth humus, not to mention the nitrifica-

tion which goes on in the soil during the growth of the catch

crop.

That the conversion of organic substances into humus and
plant food is effected by bacteria, there is good reason to believe,

but the evidence is not yet regarded on all hands as conclusive.*

At the same time, no thread or clue should be left unpursued, and
the work that Prof. Bottomley has devoted to this line of research

should be followed up wherever possible. There is now an
opportunity of doing so, also in the present connection. The
rather sandy nature of the Alexandria soils and their lack of

humus more than suggest that the requisite soil bacteria that

convert cellulose and other organic matter into humus mav also

be lacking; if so, inoctilation of the soil b}' the agency of bac-

terised peat may undoubtedly produce good results. At the same
time, it must be quite clear that even the soil bacteria cannot

convert organic matter into humus if there is no organic matter

to convert ; hence the addition of stable and green manure may
be found of advantage, particularly if the latter be derived from
a leguminous catch crop, which is enabled, in the presence of

suitable nodule-forming bacteria, to draw sup])lies of nitrogen

from the air.

Plant Food Constituents.

The nitrogen in these analyses was determined by the

Kjeldahl method, as described in my book on 'Flic Soils of Cape

Colony, p. 8. The lime, magnesia, potash, and phosphoric oxide

were also determined, as there described (pages 13-14), by ex-

tracting the soil for five days with cold hydrochloric acid of

specific gravity 1.115. Phosphorus pentoxide was determined in

addition by oxidising the soil with concentrated sulphuric Jiili^ _^
nitric acids, according to M.-ercker's method.f y^^^^A/ ^

* Russell: "Soil conditions and plant growth," 100. ',^ /^O- fi^>^'^

tSee the author's book above quoted, p. 14- '^ A -^a^ft-*- >\^ i

'^(Lie'RARY) 3ol
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The salient facts shown by the above table are first of all

that, from the point of view of cjcneral crop-raising, the only two
constituents in which these soils may be said to be really deficient

?re potash and.phosphatic material. One or other of these is

present in too small quantity in 13 out of the 20 soils sampled;

and it must be remembered that abundance of some other

constituent—such as nitrogen, for instance—cannot atone for

deficiencies like these; if anything, its very abundance only

accentuates the lack, and may even help to exhaust the soil of the

deficient constituents all the more rapidly. The next broad
feature is that in several cases cultivation has removed from
the soil plant food constituents which were present in larger

proportion in the virgin soil. Compare, for example, the per-

centages of lime and nitrogen in sam])le No. i with those in

No. 2; the proportions of lime and potash in No. 4 with their

])roportions in No. 3. Betw-een Nos. 5 and 6 no such deteriora-

tion is noticeable, but the cause of this divergence may lie in the

thorough turning up of the soil by deep i:)loughing, as already

suggested.

Of the virgin soils, which represent the lands in their original

condition, it becomes evident, from the foregoing results, that

Nos. 8 and t2. which contain the largest proportions of lime,

are also the richest in nitrogen and ])hosphates, and contain more
moisture and organic matter than any other virgin soils of the

series ; in fact, there is a close j^arallelism between the propor-

tions of water, organic matter and nitrogen—and to a certain

extent also })hos])horic oxide—all through the series, Nos. 8,

12, 14, 16, 20 and 2 forming the better group, and Nos. 4, 18,

10 and 6 the worse. Another ])arallelism is noticeable between

the magnesia and pota.sh in the soil, the largest quantities of both

being fcmnd in Nos. 2 and 4, along the banks of the Bushman's
Ri\cr, and the least in Nos. 18 and 10. while there is an inter-

mediate grouj) comprising Nos. 16, 12, 14, 20, 6 and 8.

There is at least a fair amount of nitrogen in all the soils,

and in Nos. 7, 8, 11 and 12 the pr(^i)ortion is really good, but

for wheat soils a larger ])roportion of nitrogen would be a decided

;.dva!itage. .\11 the soils alsr> contain at least a moderate pro-

])(>rti()n of lime, while Nos. 13 and 14 contain a good (|uantity,

and Nos. 11, t2. 19 and 20 are rich in this respect. Nos. 7, 8,

9, 10, 17 and 18 are poor in potash, and none of the other samples
! howed more than a fair proportion except Nos. i and 2, in

which the anKUint of potash is satisfactory. As to phosphorus
pentoxide, Nos. 1. 2. 19 and 20 have a fair amount. Nos. 6, 7.

I r and 12 are good, and the virgin soil No. 16 contains a moderate
iorr)portion ; but all the other soils are poor in this respect, Nos.
17 and i8 particularly so.

Magiiesia is also an essential plant food, but several recent
investigations tend to show that in some cases it may cause
injury to crojjs if its proportion is greater or not much less than

I'age 226, 7th line from bottom. For "6, 7" read "7, 8."
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the propi^rtion of lime. i'liis, however, docs not seem lo applv
unless the al)sohite (|uantity of magnesia in the soil is large.

In nn)st of these soils the amounts of magnesia present,

though douhtless adeciuate for crop re(|uiremcnts. are far from
h.igh, and certainly not sufficiently large—'relative to the lime

present—to cause any injury to cereals.

Some of the soils of the series, v\z., Nos. i. 2, 3 and 4, from
farms situated in the eastern part of the division, along the banks
of the Bushman's River, contain somewhat larger amounts of
magnesia—not only larger than those in the other soils of this

series, but also larger than the cptantities of lime in the soil.

There is. however, no ground for ascril)ing the crop deterioration

to this cause, for, even where they are higher in ])ro])ortion than
the lime. the quantities of magnesia seem still too small to do harm.
The whole question of injury to crops through abnormal lime-

magnesia ratios is still under investigation, and if there is any
doubt in respect of individual soils whether the quantity of

magnesia is nc^t too high relatively to the lime, the difficulty may
be easily settled by adding more lime to the soil.

It is in caves along the Bushman's River bank that the

peculiar mineral, Bushmanite—a manganese magnesium alum

—

occurs, covering the floors of the cave to a depth of several

inches. The roof of the cave contains magnesia, and it rests

on a bed of magnesium sulphate. The above analyses point in

the direction of these beds being attributable to the magnesia in

the soil of the adjacent farms.

Taking in order the ten localities represented by the twenty
j>amples collected, general consideration of the results leads to

the following conclusions :

—

Nos. I and 2 are greyish-brown soils, botli containing a

satisfactory amount of lime and potash, the percentage of the

former being slightly lower in the cultivated than in the virgin

soil. The amomit of nitrogen in the virgin soil No. 2 is satis-

factory, but there is only a moderate proportion in No. i. Phos-

]^hates are present in not more than fair amount in both soils.

There is much more magnesia in the virgin than in the cultivated

soil, seemingly due to extraction by the crops, a consideration

which shows conclusively that progressive deterioration of the

crops cannot be due to excess of magnesium in the soil, seeing

that the cultivated soil now contains less than when first put

under cultivation. The fertilisers most needed here are nitrogen

and phosphates.

In colour, Nos. 3 and 4 are slightly more inclined to red than

the preceding two soils, to wdiich they are chemically decidedl}-

inferior. They do not contain more than fair amounts of any

of the mineral plant foods. This is the case not only with the

cultivated soil. No. 3, but also with the virgin soil, No. 4. The

cultivated soil, although poor in ])hosphatic material, contains

B
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more of the latter tlian No. 4 does, clue, no doubt, to the treat-

ment with superphosphates which the lands had received. Potash

and nitrogen are both present in smaller quantity in No. 3 than

in No. 4, and these lands are therefore in need of all-round

manuring. Basic slag would, at the same time, supply lime and
phosphates, and correct the acidity of the soil.

Xos. 5 and 6 are also very poor in phosphates, and contain

very little potash—the cultivated soil in particular. Both have
fair projjortions of nitrogen, and in No. 5 the amount of lime

is quite satisfactory. I'hosphatic fertilisers are very necessary

here, and in this connection it must be remembered that in soils

containing so little clay, readily soluble fertilisers like super-

phosphates are easily washed out again ; besides, basic slag would
be more suitable than acid superphosphates on soils which are

already, as stated, to some extent acid.

In Nos. 7 and 8 there are good quantities both of nitrogen

and phosphates, but potash is rather poor, and lime, though
present in abundance in the highly calcareous virgin soil, is more
moderate in amount in the cultivated soil No. 7. Potash manures
are particularly required here, and during these days of potash

scarcity, anything capable of yielding potash should be pressed

into service, such as kraal manure and its ash, the ashes of leaves

generally, and wool washery refuse, if procurable.

Nos. 9 and 10 are sandy soils, very i)oor both in potash and

phosi)hates. and in serious need of fertilising in these directions.

Magnesia, too, is present in very small quantity, though quite

fufficient for wheat crops.

The lands represented by Nos. 11 and 12 are pcrliaps the

best of the Avhole series, from a chemical point of \iew. The
soil is a dark grey sandy loam, almost entirely (i.e.. 91 to 95
per cent. ) composed of grains smaller in diameter than one-fourth
of a millimetre, and containing from 20 to 30 per cent, of silt

and clay. The proportions of nitrogen and phosphates in both

these soils are good, and both are rich lime soils, especially No.
12, which, like No. 8, is highly calcareous. Potash, too, is satis-

factory in amount, and magnesia, in these soils alone out of the

whole series, is present in precisely the same proportion in both

cultivated and virgin soils. In every other case, except Nos.
T9 and 20, there is less magnesia in the cultivated than in the

virgin soil. It will be noticed that the soils which are specially

calcareous. Nos. 8 and 12. are situated on a stri]) some eight

miles long near the south-east coast of .Mexandria dixision.

.\os. 9, 10, 13 and 14, which are also well su))i)lie(l with
lime, lie between the area last mentioned and Alexandria Town
Commonage, immediately to the south of the latter. The virgin

>oil. No. 14, has likewise a good i)ercentage of nitrogen, but

the cultivated soil, No. 13, though not inadequately sup])lied. has

a smaller pro])orti(jn. Potash is present in moderate amount.
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hut pliosphates are sorely lackinj^ in Ijotli .•-oils. The snil is said

to be acid in parts, and hence the addition of basic slag is highly
desirable, at the same time, to neutralise the acidity in the soil

c.nd to supply the much-needed phosphate. To provide against
potash exhaustion it would also l)e advisable to add kraal manure,
wool washings, or leaf ash, as procurable.

Xos. 15 and 16 represent soils of medium class, of which
No. 16—the virgin soil—is definitely the better, No. 15 having
undergone partial exhaustion by cultivation. There is still a fair

iuuount of nitrogen in the soil, but half the amount formerly there
has gone—judging from a comparison between Nos. 15 and 16.

Lime has diminished to about one-third of its original priipor-

tion, potash has decreased by one-fifth, and even the small i(uan-

tity of phosphatic material, once present, has sufifered reduction.

Xo. 15 is the lightest-coloured soil of the entire series, No. 16

Ijeing much darker brown, resembling Nos. iq and 20. All-

round manuring is really what such a soil needs, and phosphates
i;i particular.

Nos. 17 and 18 are both poor in potash, and exceedingly poor
m phosphates, and should, therefore, be well supplied with fer-

tilisers containing these elements of plant food. In fact, these

are about the poorest soils of the entire series, and, while they

need potash and phosphatic material primarily, the application

of complete, i.e.. all-round, fertilisers is desirable. These soils

are more deficient in plant food generally than Nos. 10 and 9,

which they also resemble in their ]ihysical composition, 1)eing,

however, a little darker in colour.

Nos. 19 and 20 are brown sandy loams rich in lime. They
contain fair amounts of potash and ]ihos])horic oxide, but could

very well be supplied with more.

Plant Food Lost by Cultivation.

Comparing the various cultivated with the corresponding

virgin soils, it is interesting to observe in how many cases cultiva-

tion has spelt, at all events, partial exhaustion for the soil, and
it will have been noted that throughout the series of soils sampled

there has been nothing in the way of replenishing the soils

—

originally poor as many of them were, particularly in phosphates,

and further depleted by cultivation—with fertilisers. The
j.mounts removed from the soil have been calculated by com-
pearing the analyses of the cultivated soils with those of the

virgin soils, and, taking the weight of an average sandy loam

at 3>< million pounds per acre-foot (Hilgard "Soils," p. 107),

^^. is estimated that the fohowing quantities have been removed

(luring the course of cultivation* from every acre of soil, to a

depth of one foot, of the various localities indicated:

—

*This remark obviously cannot apply where the virgin sample and

that of the cultivated soil do not fully correspond, e.g., with regard to the-

lime content of Nos. 7 and 8.
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Phosphoric

No. Nitrogen. Lime. ]\ragncsia. Potash. Oxide.
Ih. lb. lb. lb. lb.

1—2 1,050 r,i20 2,345 70 —
3—

4

1,120 — 455 S05 —
5—

6

— — 910 280 —
7—^ r'575 189,420 560 315 595
Q— 10 — 17.430 210 — —
II— 12 — 118,860 — — 315
13— 14 1,190 I.61O 140 T,225 —
T5— 16 2,065 5,670 770 595 770
17—18 245 210 735 245 —
19—20 1,715 — — T75 r.015

In some cases the proportions of phosphoric oxide were
found to Ije higher in the cultivated than in the virgin soils, but

the differences were so small as to be easily accountable for by
experimental error and the exceeding difficulty of getting a

virgin soil sample that would exactly correspond to the sample
of cultivated soil. One fact, however, stands out prominently
in the last table. Even if we assume, as we may
fairly do, that the difference in lime content between
the virgin and cultivated soils may be largely due to

une(|ual distribution of lime in the soil, and therefore

that the lime in the cultivated soil is more evenly distributed

tlian in the virgin samples which may have been taken from spots

i)articularly rich in lime, it still remains clear that successive crops

have depleted the soil of relatively large quantities of nitrogen

F.nd lime, but of comparatively small amounts of potash, and

still less of ])hosphates. The explanation seems clear that lime

and nitrogen were present in abundance, and so the stocks on

v,hich to draw were large ; but there was very little potash, and

>till less of phosphatic material to draw on, and so the crops

were soon straitened for lack of these latter.

A few calculations may serve to enforce this point. A wheat

crop of 30 bushels per acre removes from an acre of soil the

following* :

—

lb.

Xitrcigen 48.0

Lime 9.2
Ahignesia 7.1

Potash 28.8

Phosphoric ( )xide 21. i

Ihat is to say, an ordinary wheat crop requires, roughly.

half as nuich potash or phosphoric oxide as nitrogen, or from
two to three times more i)otash or phosphoric oxide than lime.

In the .Mexandria soils examined, the process has been reversed,

and far more of nitrogen and lime have gone than of potash

and phosjihoric oxide ; it is more than possible that the entire

* Cameron and Aikman : " Johnston's Elements of Agricultural
Chemistry." i9tli cd., 278-9.
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loss is not due to wheat, hut it is equally certain that in most
of the soils analysed the distrihution of the several i)lant-food
constituents is by no means co-ordinated to the retjuirements oi
wheat crops. We may put this in another way. Excluding Nos.
8 and 12, which were evidently taken from hi^^hlv calcareous
spots, the average composition of the remainin<; ei,t;ht virgin
soils, Nos. _>, 4. 6, 10, 14, 16, 18 and 20, is as follows:—

Nitrogen 112 i)er cent.

Lime 249
Magnesia ni
Potash ogo
Phosphoric Oxide 042 „

Such an average soil would ctMitain the following weights of
these plant- food constituents in an acre,* one foot deep:

—

Nitrogen 3-9^0 lb.

Lime *%7i5 Ih.

Magnesia 3«885 lb.

Potash 3,150 lb.

Phos])horic Oxide i,470 lb.

Roughly, therefore, there would be enough nitrogen, in such

an average soil, for 80 crops of wheat, lime for nearly

1.000 crops, magnesia for 560, potash for about no, and phos-

phoric oxide for only 69.f At the same time, as was pointed

out by me many years ago,;i: the crops cannot by any ])ossibility

extract all the i)hosphoric oxide to the last grain within one

foot depth of soil, and so, long before the 69 years have elapsed.

the soil will have become hopelessly barren and unproductivej, and

as the fertility of the soil diminishes year by year the crops will become
poorer and poorer, until at length a stage is reached when it will cease

to be worth while cultivating the land at all-§

Now it must be remembered that the above type represents

an average I'irgiu soil of the Alexandria Division, as yet un-

exhausted by cultivation ; and many of the soils of this type

have now been under cultivation for many years—and that

without manure ; small wonder then that they can no longer

grow wheat.

A similar process of calculation may be applied to the soils

that ha\e been throtigh the exhausting process of continuous

cultivation without manure, and so the following table is arrived

at, showing (a) the quantities, (in pounds per acre to a depth

of twelve inches) of the various ])lant-food constituents remain-

mg in the soil, and {h) the number of wheat crops that would

* Taking the weight of an acre foot of loam at .si million p.nmds.

tC-Y Hopkin's "Soil Fertilitv and Permanent Agriculture," 74-

JC.G.H. Dept. of .-Xor. .Senior Analvst's Report (uSga), 14.

§ See also CG.H. Dept. of Agr. Senior Analyst's Report (1894), 2\-
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theoretically suffice for the

constituents :

—

complete withdrawal of all these
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'I'liis sliows how ra])i(lly tobacco deprixes llic soil, whereon
it is grown, of its potash, and if there is any ihonght of putting
ihe lands down to tobacco, tiiis aspect of the problem sliould

receive due attention, i^ven for wheat (unless the straw be all

ploughed in again) the proporticMi of potash in at least five of
the culti\ated soils is not high, and this dehcienc\- would be
much moi-e severely felt in tiie case of tobacco. The fact that

tobacco grown on some of the Alexandria soils is reputed to

burn badly, nia\- quite easil\- be due to lack of potash therein.

Mayer says* :

—

The more ashes there are in tobacco and the more potash there is

in these ashes, and the smaller the amount of non-volatile acids in com-
bination with the potash, so mucii the better will the tobacco I)urn.''=

I have already referred to the losses that wheat soils undergo
if all the produce, i.e., both grain and straw, is constantly re-

moved from the farm, and the increased loss in potash due to

tobacco culture, as above indicated, would also be felt in its

ftiU intensity if the entire crop were sold ofif year by year. In

v/heat cultttre. however, the soil would not only save two-thirds

of its yearly loss of potash if the straw were regularly ploughed
in again, but would at the same time gain in organic matter,

w hich subsequentl)' becomes changed into htimus ; and so, too,

in tobacco culture, a great deal of the potash and other plant-

food constituents is saved by ploughing in the stems and w'a.ste.

Tobacco steius contain, on an average-

Nitrogen 2T'j to 3 ])er cent.

Lime About T,y2

Potash 5 to 8

Phosphoric Oxide .... 3^ to i

This means that if the tobacco production on one acre (stems

and refuse as well as leaves) totals 3.ooolb., and would, if

removed in it^- entirety from the farm, deprive the soil of 20olb.

of potash, the stems, aggregating in weight i,40olb., would again

restore to the soil about 931b. of that potash, and would also

supply it with a considerable runount of organic matter capable

of conversion into httmus.

Manurial Needs of the Soils.

For the cultivation of wheat without further manuring,

sandy loams of the general type of the Alexandria soils should

contain, per acre, to a depth of one foot, at least 5,ooolb. of

nitrogen. 3,ooolb. of potash. 2.ooolb. of phosi)horic oxide.

t

From these data it may easily be calculated what quantities

of these plant foods should be added to the defective soils to

* Storer; •"Agriculture in some of its relations with Chemistry" ( 1897).

3, 504. 515.
_ -

, I

t Approximately .14 per cent, ot nitrogen. .09 per cent, ot polasli, and

.06 per cent of phosphoric oxide.
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brin.^ them
as follows :-

No. of

Soil.

I.

3-

UJ. to normal. These ([uantities are api)roximately

Plant Foods required (in i)Oimds per acre).

7-

9-

II.

13-

I.S.

17-

19-

Nitrogen.

2,400

2.900

T.IOO

800

700
2,200

l,QOO

1.900

Potash- Phosphoric Oxide.

1. 1 00

1 ,300

2,100

900

i,6co

500
900

600

1.000
800

1,400

These results may be achieved by adding the following

quantities of the fertilisers specified below to the respective

soils :

—

Sulphate of Basic

No. Soda. Potash. Slag.

Ih. per acre. lb. per acre.

3-

9-

II.

13-

i.S.

17-

19.

Nitrate of

Soda.
lb. per acre.

16,800

20,300

7.700

5,600

4,900

1.S.400

13..300

13..300

per acre.

2.200

2,600

4,200

1,800

3.200

3.500

6,300

4.200

7,000

S.600
9.800

riie nitrate of soda is assumed to contain about 14.3 per

cent, of nitrogen, the sulphate of potash 50 per cent, of potash,

and the basic slag 14.3 ])er cent, of citric-aci(l-soluble i)hosphoric

oxide.

The above would naturally be regarded as enormous quan-
tities to add to the soil in one year, but they are mentioned
}>rimarily to emjjhasise the fact of the .soil's poverty in those

essential constituents of ])lani food. Whatever one may do in

times of i)eace and ])lenty. all that can be aimed at tuider present

conditions is to antici])ate the needs of the next annual crop. I£.

half a ton per acre of good average inibiinit kraal maiuire.

together with 125 lb. of J 6 ])er cent, superphosphate, were su])])lied

to the soil at sowing time, and later on 75 lb. of sulphate of

ammonia or 100 lb. of nitrate of soda, good provision will have
been made for \hv ensuing harvest. The additional amount of

nitrogen needed would be sui)i)lied b\- sowing clover as a catch

cro]) and ploughing it under when it has gathered sufficient nitro-

gen from the air to jjnjvide fully for next season's wheat crop.

When this course is adopted, the method of manuring would
probablx niidi-rgo some readjustment; 300 lb. of kraal manure
ash and js lb. of 16 per cent. superphos]~)hate would then be

supplied to each acre of clf)ver sown, followed 1)\ 100 lb. of

su])erphos])hate and 30 lb. of Cioveinmcnt guano wlun the wheat
is put in.
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If on any soil within ihe area wheal is al ])ix'scnt

(loino^ well, it is highly essential that such soils should be thor-

oughly in\estigate(l. in order to compare them with the soils

which have ceased to prtxluce good wheat crops. If we know
the conditions under which good crops are produced—and ])ro-

duced profitably, we shall have a standard of comi^arison for

other soils within the area.

Acknowledgments are due to Mr. G. G. Malan, B.A.. for
his assistance in the determination of moisture, loss on ignition,

lime, magnesia, potash and phosphoric oxide in these soils.

Summary.

1. For some years past, deterioration has been obser\ed in

the crops—especially wheat—grown on certain farms in the

Alexandria Division.

2. A. series of twenty soils—ten cultivated and ten virgin

—

was accordingly collected from the affected farms, where culti-

vation had been carried on for many years w'ithout manure.

3. Mechanical analysis showed the soils to range in physical

character from medium sands to fine sandy loams, the propor-
tions of very fine sand, silt and clay together varying between
16 and 63 per cent., while pebljles, gravel and coarse sand were
practically absent.

4. The medium sands are xery light in texture for wheat-
growing, and according to Wiley, a soil containing as much as

70 per cent, of very fine sand, silt and clay is still too light

for profitable wheat production.

5. The Southern Maryland wheat soils of the lighter type

contain about 75 per cent, of very fine sand, silt and clay, and

the heavier ty])e of wheat soils contain about 95 per cent.

6. The wheat soils of the South-Eastern Counties of luig-

land are generally heavier than those of Alexandria, and even

those which are lightest in texture are well su])plied with sub-

soil water.

7. The general conclusion, therefore, is that, judged by

English and United States standards, the Alexandria soils are

rather light for wheat-growing. Wheat soils, moreover, should

retain a considerable amount of water, and be fairly well sup-

plied with organic material. In both these latter resj^ects the

Alexandria soils fall short. They would be impro\ed, iioth

physically and chemically, by admixture of river silt dejwsits.

8. Rain and irrigation tend to denude the surface soils of

silt and- clay, and so render soils which are already inclined to

sandiness all the less suited for wheat. .Assuming the corres-

pondence between the samples of cultivated and of virgin soils

from Alexandria to be true, some of them have lost, under

cultivation, nearly one-half of the silt and clay which they orig-

inally contained.
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9. Brack (Alkali) salts have not been observed on an}- of

the lands represented by the Alexandria samples, with one ex-

ception. In no case, however, did analysis show any markea
])roportion of snch salts in the samjiles of soil collected.

10. The samples examined are not rich in organic matter,

and. from this cause and their rather sandy nature, they are not

very retentive of moisture.

11. Bacteria are now generally supposed to be the active

agents in converting into humus for the requirements of plants

anv organic matter present in the soil, but without organic matter

even the presence of the necessary bacteria becomes nugatory.

12. Of the usual constituents of plant food, phosphates in

particular are deficient, and potash next in order. For wheat
culture more nitrogen in the soils is desirable.

13. Magnesia is present in all the soils in (|uantities sufficient

as a plant food, and not large enough to act injuriously.

14. Comparing the proportions of plant food in the culti-

vated and in the virgin soils, there have been losses of magnesia
and lime during the .course of cultivation in almost every case,

but the soils still contain sufficient of these constituents to render

their addition unnecessary. Losses of potash and nitrogen were
less general, but these were not present in the soils in such relative

abundance, and for the mo.st part their disappearance from the

soil must be made good. Phosphoric oxide has markedly dimin-

ished in onlv four cases out of the ten, and in two of these cases

it could well be spared; most of the other soils are verv deficient

in phosphates.

15. The causes of ina(k'(|uatc ])roduction, therefore, seem
to be— ( 1 ) the rather sandy character of some of the soils, con-

joined with their inherent ])overty in plant-food constituents;

(2) \\)v rcnio\al of some of those constituents by continuous

croi^ping without manure; and (3) the further losses caused by
the surface soil sutTering (le])letion in rcs])cct of silt and clav.

The moisture conditions of the soil have not been investigated.

i^. ( )ut of. the ten localities investigated, only one is not

in immediate need of manuring of anv kind, in order to fit it

for wheat-production, liight re(|uire manuring with nitrogen,

five need potash fertilisers, and six need fertilising with phos-

]ihates.

17. The fertilisers that would be desirable are nitrate of

soda, sul])liate of i)otash and basic slag, in ])roportions suited to

the re((uirements of the respective soils for these fertilisers.

Under present conditions it would j^robably be necessary to use

kraal manuic and super])b()S])hate. with a to])-dressing of suir

phate of ammonia. em])loying a nitrogen-gathering catch cro]) to

provide the bulk of the nitrogen.
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i8. If the S(^ils were laid down to tobacco, their potash

ve((uirements would he ver} much i,n-eater than in the case of

wheat, as potash is the ])lant food most needed by all tobacco

crops, and when deficient, the burning (|nalities of the leaf are

seriously impaired.

Military Service, -it is jjroposed to conii)ile as full a

list as ])Ossible of Members of the .\ssociation who are. or have

l>een. on Active Service during the ])resent war. or en£]^aged on

Munition work, and any information available that ma\- be sent

for record to the General Secretary will be i^reatly ai)preciated.

In particular the full name. rank, regiment, corps, etc.. and date

of joining should be supplied. Information of similar character

will also be gladly received in resi)ect of anv Member not serving

at the present time, who mav hereafter go on Active Service.

The following interim list of Members who ha\-e rendered, or

are rendering, service of this description, though far from com-
plete, is ])ublished with a view to the ac(|in"sition of additional

details :

—

A. E. Bancroft: understood to be in France.

<:;. F. S. Barratt.

R. F. Barratt.

G. X. Blackshaw. B.Sc. F.C.S.. in Mesopotamia
Lieut. G. F. Britten, B.A.. German S.W . Africa.

M. R. Collins : in France.
D. C. Crawford. M.A., B.Sc. B.Sc.Agr. : British Fast Africa.

W. Cullen, AFLM.M. : on Munition work in England.
(). J. Currie. M.B.. M.R.C.S. : German ['".ast Afrua.
E. L. Damant : understood to be serving in the \'av^',

Dr. S. M. de Kock : German S.\\'. Africa.

Capt. F. G. Dru Drury. M.D.. B.S.. D.IMI.: S.A. ^redical Corps.
M. W. Duirs : killed in action..

Sir George Farrar, Bart.: killed in ( ierman S.W. .\frica.

F. T). Farrow. M.Sc.
(.". L. h^ischer : In I'rance (Missing).

LIciil. F. Flowers. C.F.. F.R.G.S. : ist I'ioneers, ( ierman Fast
Africa,

y. Frew : Glasgow Munition Factorv.

H. W. Garbutt. J. P., F.R.A.L : on service in ICngland.

Capt.T. H. Harrison: 2nd Kimljerley Battalion. Killed in

action at Trekkopjes. German S.^^^ Africa.

Lieut. \\. ]. Home. A.M.LC.F.. A.M.I.IvF.: Heavy Artillery,

German South-West Africa.

A. ( i. Howitt, B.Sc. : in Furope.
W. R. Hunt: South African Scottish.

Licut.-Col. J. Hyslop. D.S.O.. M.B.. CM.: S.A. .\redical Corps.

E. M. Jarvis. F.R.C.V.S. : German East Africa.

2nd Lieut. E. Jacot, B.A. : Royal Flying Cor])s, in k'rance.

A. E. Jensen : on Munition service in England.
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A. King.

Capt. the Rev. A. M. Mc( Iregor. M.A.. R.D., Chaplain. German
S.W. Africa.

Capt. C. \V. Mally, M.Sc. F.K.S.. F.L.S. : S.A. Medical Corps,

Sanitation Section, German S.W. Africa.

A. M. Miller.

Col. G. T. Nicholson: Cape (iarrison Artillery. German S.W".

Africa.

Staff Capt. E. A. Nobbs. Ph.D.. B.Sc, F.R.H.S. : German S.W.
Africa.

Prof. A. Ogg. M.A.. P)..Sc., Ph.D. : f)n Mnnition service in P.ng-

land.

Capt. W. Paisley. M.P... R.Ch. : S.A. Medical Corps.

K. B. Quinan : on Munition work in England.

Lieitf.-Col. J. G. Rose. D.S.O.. F.C.S. : Director of Mechanical

Transport. British East Africa.

Major F. B. Smith : .\rmy Service Cor])s. Transport Dei)artment.

England.
Lieut.-Gen. the Rl. Hon. ]. C. Smuts. K.C.. B.A.. LL.D.. M.P.A.

:

Commander-in-Chief of the Union Forces. German East

Africa.

Major H. A. Spencer. M.R.QS.. P.R.C.P. : S.A. Medical Corps.

A. M. A. Struben. A.M.LC.E. : in Europe.
F. G. Tvers. M.A., in France.

Capt. R.'O. Wahl. B.A. : Karroo Rifles.

Capt. lames Walker, .S..\. Veterinary Corps, (ierman East
-Africa.

Staff-Sergt. i„ 11. Walsh: .S.A. Medical Corps, in France.
A. H. A\'atkins, M.D., M.R.C.S.. M.P.A. : R.A. Medical Corps.
T. IT. Watson: German .S.\\\ Africa
M. White. M. A.: died on service in German h^ast Africa.

Prof. D. Williams. B.Sc. : Royal Garrison Artillerv. luigland.
H. E. Wood, .M.Sc. F.K.Met.' S. : in German East" Africa.

EnckE'S Comet.— It is ;inn()unced that Wolf has suc-
ceeded in detecting Encke's comet, one month after aphelion : its

magnitude was IT)!/,, which was also the magnitude of Halley's
comet when first t'ouiul on the occasion of its last a])])roach to the
sun.

Oil from Fruit Stones Dr. K. Alpers describes in

tlie Chi'iiiiker Zciliiiuj ( \^)[(^) 40. ()45. a process for ])re])aring
oil trom the stones of such fruits as cherries and plums. The
cracked stones are treated with a solution of calcimn chloride of
specific gravitv 1.15. 'fhe shells sink in the li(|uid. and the float-

ing kenu'Is are skimmed off. washed and dried, and the oil ex-
pressed. I'lum stone oil had the taste and smell of bitter almonds,
but these disappeared on treatment with a current of steam, or In-

exposing the oil to the air for a fortnight or heat in"- it.



NOTES ON II I'M US. HUMOGEN. AND ITS ACCESSORY
PLANTFOOD SUBSTANCES.

By Arthur Stead, B.Sc, F.C.S.

In the carl\- days of Ao^ricultural Chemistry humus was
ref^;-arde(l as a simple suhstauce. (1) De Saussure, in [<So4,

described it as a " brown coml)ustil)lc powder soluble in alkalies

and ammonia." (2) Mulder, in 1S49, showed it to be chemi-
cally very complex. Me considered it to consist for tlic most
part of ulmin and nlmic acid, humin and humic acid, crenic,

apocrenic. and geic acids, to which substances he assigned

formulae. Notwithstanding Mulder's work, it is still ([uite

common to see humus referred to in text-books of agriculture as

if it were a single substance; probably because the agriculturalist

looks more to the humus effect on tilth than to its composition.

According to modern views, humus is even more complex than
ever Mulder imagined; while it only requires a perusal of the

literature on the subject to show that chemists are very guarded
in their statements concerning its composition.

(3) Hall describes it as " the black or dark brown material

of vegetable origin, which gives to the surface soil its cha^'acter-

istic darker colour as compared with the subsoil."

(4) \\'iley refers to it as "the active principle of vegetable

mold." and states that " its com|)osition lias never been definitely

determined."

(5) Hilgard is very non-committal, but states that it is

" only the matitre noire that counts," viz., the soluble humus.
He also suggests that the relationshi]) between natural and arti-

ficial humus is a very close one, pointing out that once artificial

humus has absorbed nitrogen it holds it as tenaciously as the

natural substance.

(6) Ingle describes it as "the somewhat indefinite nitro-

genous and carbonaceous material resulting from the decay of

])lants."

These opinions, compared with .Mulder's definite statement,

show that the modern chemist regards humus as a very delicate

subject to deal with.

(7) Russell, in referring to organic matter as the distin-

guishing cliaracteristic of soil, classifies the organic matter

furnished by recent vegetation as—

•

(a) Material that still retains its definite cell structure.

{h) Partially decomposed and still decomposing material,

(c) Simple decomjjosition products.

{d) Plant or animal constituents not decomposable in the

soil.

Of Group (70 he says: "'["he partially-decomposed material

forms a particularly vague and indefinite group containing all

the non-volatile products of bacterial, fungal, enzymic, and other
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actions on plant residues." He states that " numerous studies

have proved that this group jwssesses at least six properties not

shown by Group (a)

—

( 1 ) It gives a dark brown or black colour to the soil.

(2) It can withdraw various ions from their solutions.

(3) It causes the soil to puff up and so leads to an in-

crease of pore space.

- (4) It increases the water-holding capacity of the soil.

(5) It swells when wetted.

(6) Although essentially transitional, it has a certain

degree of permanency, and only disappears slowly

from the soil."

Russell then goes on to say that " the group of substances

possessing these properties is generally called ' humus.' From
these half-dozen properties we may infer that humus is a brown
slowly oxidizable colloid, but unfortunately we cannot get much
further."

That several types of humus exist there is not the least

doubt, as witness the studies of P. E. Muller and of the r.ritish

Vegetation Committee.

(8 ) P. E. Muller has examined the types of humus occurring

in Danish forests, and descril)es two principal t}pes, i.e., " mull
"'

and " torf ." or mild humus and peat. The former is free from
all trace of acidity, and l)ears a characteristic and varied vegeta-

tion, while the latter is acid and not so favourable to plant

growth. In fact, " torf " so inhibits the growth of voung trees

that as the old ones die the forest tends to become open heath.

Muller seems not to attribute any great part in the formation of

type to soil or climatic conditions ; but to the nature of the living

organisms in the soil he assigns an important significance. He
would seem to consider earthworms the chief factor in the for-

mation of " mull." their absence and the presence of fungi the

chief fac^tors determining the production of " torf." The
British Vegetation Committee recognises at least live distinct

types of humus, i.e.—
(i) Dry i)eat found on heaths on poor dry sandy soils.

(2) A peat formed under similar conditions, excepting
that the rainfall is greater than in (_i).

(3} Wet peat formed in districts of high rainfall. The
drainage water from them is acid and very deficient

in mineral salts.

(4) hVn, formed in the presence of calcium carbonate
and other mineral salts. Its drainage waters are
alkaline

(5) Can-, closely related to (4).

The work oi' the liritish Committee, while not discrediting

Mullcr's observations, seems to show that climatic and soil con-
ditions have much to do with the type of humus formed. In this
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connection it may be pointed out tliat Ililgard insists that calcium
carbonate is the factor which determines the transformation of
plant residues into mild humus.

Be this as it may. one fact seems to stand out very clearly, i.e.,

that there are two chief types of humus, viz. :

—

(a) Acid Humus.
(b) Neutral or Alkaline Flumus.

Of the two types the latter is the valuable and desirable one. So
much for the classification of humus types. Although much has
been accomplished in the resolution of humus into its various
constituents, there remains still more to accomplish. A good deal

has been done in the way of grouping these constituents, and in

elucidating the connection between the natural and artificial

varieties, viz.. those found in the soil and those made from sugars

by boiling with acids.

(9) Schreiner and Shorey grou]) the constituents of humus
as follows

:

When the soil is decomposed by treatment with acid and then
extracted with alkali, a part of the humus (the tnatiere noire dc
Grandeau) goes into solution and a part remains undissolved.
The insoluble portion is called the Humin Group. So far. it has
defied all efforts to analyse it. If the alkaline solution be acidi-

fied a precipitate is formed, which, however, does not contain all

the matter that the alkali dissolved from the soil ; a part remains
in solution. To this portion is assigned the designation Crenic
Acid Group. The precipitate is the Humic Acid Group. This
is still further subdivided into soluble and insoluble humic acids,

both of which are groups of compounds. The differentiation be-

tween the two is dependent on their different behaviour towards
alcohol. The compounds grouped as Insoluble Humic Acid com-
prise that poi"tion of the ])recipitate obtained on acidifying the

alkaline soil extract which is insoluble in alcohol.

The whole grou})ing is concisely illustrated hereunder :

Humus, extract with alkali

Alkaline solution, acidify Insoluble residue of

HUMIN, which
only dissoKes

I I

on fusion with

Remaining in Precipitate, wash, alkalies,

solution boil with alcohol

CRENIC ACID. !

I

Remaining in- Going into

soluble solution

I
I

INSOLUBLE SOLUBLE
HUMIC ACID. HUMIC ACID.
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The Insoluble Humic Acid and the Humin Groups have so

far defied all attempts at chemical analysis, but from the other

two groups at least 20 distinct compounds have been isolated, of
whicJi only one is a carbohydrate. Is the absence of carbohy-
drates due to the fact that humus is the product of the breaking
down of carbohydrates in the soil ? Looked at side by side with
the fact that carbohydrates on acid decomposition }ield artificial

humus, there is a great deal to say for that view.

It has long been known that substances akin to the humic
acid and humin groups are formed when sugars are heated with

solutions of mineral acids. According to (10) Bottomley, how-
ever, no humin is produced if the action of the acid is not allowed

to go too far ; humic acid alone is first formed when l?evulose, dex-

trose, and sucrose are heated with 3 /^ hydrochloric acid ; but if

the boiling is continued long enough, much humin will be formed.

Further, freshly precipitated humic acid is readily converted into

humin on boiling with acids. It would therefore ajjpear that

humic acid is a stage in the conversion of sugars, by 1)oiling with

acids, into humin. both humic acid and humin being used in the

group sense.

In appearance and in solubility in alkaline solutions the

natural and artificial humic acid gnnips are very similar, yet when
analysed they differ very much.

(11) Robertson, Irvine, and Dobson. state that the average

com])osition of both products is as follows:

Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen
Artificial Humic Acid (sugar).. 64.747^ 4-^97^ 29.81%
Natural Humic Acid ( ])eat ) .. 54.297^ 4-947^ 38.16%

They concluded that structural differences must exist between

the two substances.

Van Bemmelen (1888) estaljlishcd the colloidal nature of

humic acid, while (12) Baiunann and ( iulley described its proper-

ties in 1909 in much greater detail, including its ])ower to decom-

pose salts, and the facility with which it forms adsorbtion com-
poimds. In view of the latter property, and in view of the fact

that, if natural humic acid is formed from carl)()h\(lrates. it is

formed in association with many adsurbablc substances, it ap-

peared likely that the difference in composition between it and
artificial humic acid might be due to adsorbtion by the nattiral

material. In urder to test this view Bottomley prepared some
humic acid from peat. He extracted a portion of this with alco-

hol to remove supposedly alcohol soluble substances. Chemical

analysis then gave the following results :

Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen
Natural llunuc Acid 48.64% 4-55% 46.81%

Ditto (
])urilie(l by alcohol ) .. 60.37% 5-39% 34-24%

The latter results bear close resemblance to those obtained with

Robertson, Irvine, and Dobson. while thev arc almost identical
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with those ()l)tainc(l by llottoniloN with an artificial humic acid

made from dextrose and hydrochloric acid.

Lactic acid, acetic. I)ut\ric, propionic, citric, oxalic, tartaric,

and other ori^anic acids ail yield httmic acid, and humin when
boiled with sugars. Humic acid and humin are also obtained

when sugars are simply heated to charring point. It would
therefore seem only fair to infer that humic acid and humin are

merely stages in the carbonisation of stigars. It is noteworth}'

that ])roteins yield neither humic acid nor humin when boiled

with acids unless their molecule contains a carbohydrate, l^'or

example, tyrosine and asparagine failed to give any humic sub-

stance even after eight hours boiling with hydrochloric acid, while

under similar conditions mucin and white of egg (lx)th of which
contain carbohydrate) yielded 0.021 and 0.035 gram, respectively.

Still more interesting is the fact that Sphagnum moss, when
boiled with acids, mineral or organic, yields from 2 to 12% of

humic acid, the actual amount var}ing according to the acid used.

Now', many organic acids are prodticed in the decay of vegetable

matter ; it should not. therefore, reqtiire much imagination to sug-

gest that natural humus may be the product of the action of acids

on the decaying matter in the soil.

If Bottomley has done nothing else he would seem to have

established the relationship between natural and artificial humin

and humic acid groups. The origin of both is the same, but the

composition of the natural product is much modified by reason

of its pronounced colloidal properties causin-^; it to adsorb sub-

stances with which it comes in contact in the soil.

Gulley and Baumann assign the following colloidal ]>roper-

ties to humic acid :

—

1. High retentive capacity for water.

2. Power of forming adsorbtion compound-.

3. Power of decomposing salts.

4. Coagulability by salts, acids, electric current and frost.

5. Reversibility.

6. Great contractility.

7. Forms difficultly soluble, but easily decomposable colloidal

mixtures with other colloids.

8. Masks certain ion reactions.

With this brief outline of the modern conception of humus.

I must pass on to the consideration of the next portion of my
paper, i.e., Humogen and its Accessory Plant- food Substances.

HUMOGEN OR B.XCTERISED PeAT.

Higher up reference was made to Aluller's two types of

humus, i.e., " mull " and " torf." the former highly beneficial in

the forest the latter very detrimental, causing the forest to be-

come open heath.

Gardeners are well aware, by reason of costly exi)erience,

that manure made with peat litter is very harmful unless it be
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first ex{X)sed to the weather for about two years. It is ver}"

obvious that peat is very deleterious to plant life ; this, because

of its acid nature.

The highly antiseptic nature of peat is another of its re-

markable properties. A dead body recovered weeks after sub-

mergence in a peat bog will show little or no decomposition. This

shows that peat has very great power to inhilnt and even ijreveni:

l)acterial life processes.

The gardener knows that he can safely use manure made
with peat provided it has been exposed long enough. This long

exposure to weather results in the acidity of the peat giving way
to a condition of neutrality or alkalinity, while the inhibitory

properties towards bacterial life have given place to an abilit}' to

support an intense bacterial activity.

In its acid state, peat contains very little soluljle humus, but

after exposure it has become rich therein. ( 14) Bottomley.

prompted, apparently, by what happens during the weathering of

peat moss litter, experimented and found that this weathering-

process could be speeded up by saturating it with certain aerobic

bacteria. Peat that has been changed by these aerobes, steril-

ized, and then saturated with nitrogen-fixing organisms of the

groups B. Radicicola and Azotohacter, is the Bacterised Peat or

Humogen of Bottomley. Bottomley discovered Humogen during

a search for a suitable medium in which to convey cultures of

nitrogen fixing organisisms to the soil.

Soil inoculation came to be practised as a result of Hellriegel

and Wilfarth's discovery of the nitrogen fixing bacteroids in

th'e nodules frequently found on the roots of legumes. These
bacteroids live in symbiosis with the plant, providing it with

more nitrogen than it requires in return for carbonaceous and
mineral food. Often, however, the roots of legumes are not

infected under field conditions. This may be due to the fact

that the biological conditions of the soil are such that the organ-

ism is unable to live in it, or it may be due to other causes. In

Norfolk it has long been the practice to grow legumes, especially

clovers and trefoils, before wheat. For Avheat, the dominant
plant food in England, is nitrogen. The Norfolk practice, al-

though much older than Agricultural Chemistry, is evidently

based on the foundation that the clover crop adds nitrogen to the

.soil, by reason of the bacteroids that live in symbiosis with it

on its roots. In the light of Bottomley's researches, however,
it would seem that there is also an additional reason, i.e.. that

the radicicola bacteria produce accessory plantfood substances.

As has already been stated, soil inoculation came to be prac-

tised sulxscf|uent to the discovery by Hellriegel and Wilfarth that

a legume whose roots were infected by the bacteria was not only

independent of soil nitrogen, .but added to the soil, on its decay,

the excess of nitrogen that had been gathered from the air for

the plant by the nodule bacteria. It is obvious that agricultural-

ists were high in the ho])e that i)rovided they grew legumes
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(Occasionally and ensured the infection of the r(jol> by the nodule
bacteria, they could turn their backs on the ueed for manurin<j[

with expensive nitroj^enous manures. But everything did not

turn out so simple as had been expected. Many faihu-es have
been experienced in endeavours to produce a successful inocu-

lation of the roots of the legumes; but it is not ])ossible to discuss

these here.

Mention should be made of the fact that the radicicola group
is not the only nitrogen fixing group of organisms. There are

the azotobacter organisms which live in the soil and assimilate

nitrogen from the soil air just as the other group does, but with

this exception, that they do not live on the roots of plants. The
Azotobacter group obtains its carbonaceous food from the ])lant

residues in the soil ; likewise its mineral salts. Tt obtains no-

thing from the living plant.

The gain in nitrogen due to the azotobacter organisms is very
considerable, provided the soil conditions are suitable. These
are an adequate air and moisture supply, together with plenty

carbonaceous material, mineral sailts and calcium carbonate;

the latter evidently to ensure that the carbonaceous matter shall

be present, in part, as soluble humus, the iiiaficre noire dc

Grandcan.
Bottomley seems to have come to the conclusion that the

ideal in soil inoculation would be to add both groups of bacteria

to the soil in a medium 'that would provide them with food, and
thereby render tliem independent of suitable soil conditions. Ni-

trogen fixation would, under such conditions, proceed whether

radicicola infected the roots of legumes or not, because both

grou]3S would be active in the soil by reason of a bountiful food

supply, provided only suitable air and moisture conditions

prevailed.

Bottomley, therefore, searched for a medium that would

suit both radicicola and azotobacter groups, and at the same time

])lace them in cfrcumstances in which they would be as inde-

])endent of soil conditions as possible. Such a medium would

be one rich in soluble humus [because of the latter's richness in

carbonaceous matter, and because of its colloidal properties,

which would keep the organisms well supplied with mineral salts.

The alkalinity of such a medium would, moreover, be very fa-

vourable to both organisms].

Well-rotted farmyard manure would fulfil these conditions,

but its great bulk was against it. Bottomley, therefore, fell back

on peat, which he treats as follows :

—

The peat is infected with certain aerobic bacteria, and kept

moist at a temperature of 26° C. for about a week. Steam is

then forced through the mass to sterilize it. A sterile, neutral, or

slightly alkaline mass is the result. The material is very rich

in soluble humus, as will be seen from the table given below.

The sterilized, bacteriallv changed peat is then infected

with cultures of radicicola and azotobacter organisms, and kept
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moist until the whole mass has become saturated with them. It

is then dried, put up in bags like manure, and sent out for use

on the land. No further cultures have to be made by the farmer

;

all that he has to do is to apply the material to the land in a

similar manner tc~) which he would apply any other fertilizer.

Tabic shozciiig Ihc Pcrccntaycs of Soluble Humus
ill the Mafrrials iiicniioncd.

Raw i'eat 0.038

Garden Soil 0.012

Fresh Stable Manure 0-433
Rotted Stable Manure 1.460

One-year-old Peat Moss Litter . . . . 1050
Bacterised Peat 1 5-194

The outstanding richness of bacterised peat in soluble humus
needs no other emphasis than that afforded by the above com-
])arativc figures. 14ie richness of rotted stable manure is also

W(jrth\- of note.

Such, briefly, appear to be the circumstances that led Bot-

tomley to discover humogen. As to whether humogen possesses

all the virtues claimed for it remains to be seen.

Reference will now be made to some of the ])ropertics of

this remarkable stibstance.

In order to test its nitrogen-fixing pow-er, a mixture con-

sisting of 10 parts of humogen and 90 parts of Rothamsted
soil was inctibated at 26° C. The gain of nitrogen amounted to

.054 gram, [or the e(|uivalent of 28 cwt. of sodium nitrate per

acre, if the increase had been proportional throtighout to a deinn

of 3 inches]. This, according to Rottomley, in the Illustrated

Loudon NeiK.'s.

it should be continuallx' borne in mind lliat it is more than

likely that this and similar experiments were carried out under
conditions favourable to humogen. In the ca^e just mentioned,
it should be noticed that the i>roportion of humogen to soil is

far greater than it would be possible to use in farming practice.

If. however, in ])ractice it would be possible to achieve even one-

thirtieth of this fixation, the result must be considered
remarkal)le.

Thero would seem to be little room for doubt that the bene-
t'lcial (.'riects of humogen (or of rotted mantu-e) b\- no means
end with their plant-food constituents, or their jiower to stinni-

late nitrogen fixation, but extend to a ])Ower to render increased
amounts of ])lant-foo(l in the soil availal)le. (Such efifects are,

indeed, deducible from a consideration of the colloidal ])ro])erties

of soluble hunnis ; while, in adilition to these, the increased out-
put of car])onic acid conse<|ueni or, the increased l)acterial

activity must count for something.)

It is claimed for hinnogen that it produces more vigorous
and earlier-maturing plants than any other fertilizing mixture, a
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fact wiiich lod to the thoui^lu that there niij^ht lie aecessory

foodstuti's in it of a nature somewhat similar to Hoi)kins' vita-

mines of animal growth. A. Machen, writing in the Fruit,

Flowi'r Olid Vciictablc Trades Journal, makes the following

claims on hehalf of humogen :

—

[. It is ;m enlin.-ly organic niati.ri:il. a lar^t- purtiiui nf wliicli is

sulul)le ammonium huniate.

_'. It directly introduces nitrosjen lixint; organisms into the soil ami
jirovides tlie food necessary for tlieir rapid multiplication.

T,. It is a source of accessory foo<l hodirs which act hy stimulatin.g the

natural growth of activities.

4. Plants will grow in a water extract of humogen.

Rosenheim, for instance, potted primulas in what is con-

sidered by gardeners to be an excellent mixture, i-c, leaf mould,

loam and sand. Each pot was treated in precisely the same man-
ner, excepting that some pots received a water extract of o.t8

gram of humogen twice a week. In six weeks the plants re-

ceiving the extract of humogen were double the size of the

others, while the number of roots and blooms was equally in-

creased. Ex])enments with tomatoes, potatoes, etc., gave similar

results, with the seqtiel that the sensation-loving Press tolrl the

world that, in consequence of Bottomley's discoveries, it wt)uld

he possible for a family to grow its vegetables in the drawing-

room—pure nonsense, of course.

Let me now summarise the genuine claims made on behalf

of this wonderful substance :

—

T. It leads to an increased nitrogcn-lixing power in the soil, and
serves to infect legumes.

2. It increases the availability of potash and phosphoric acid in the

soil-

.^ It increases the development of Ix^th root and leaf.

4. It increases the yield of seed.

5. It leads to earlier maturity.

6. It protects plants not only from disease, hut also from insect pests,

i.e.. eel worm.

In considering these properties, it is necessary to bear in

mind the specific acti(Mi of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid

on plant growth.

Xitrogen is potent in increasing growth above ground, in delaying

maturity and in increasing susceptibility to attacks by disease and insect

pests.

Potassium also delays maturity: it produces a wcll-hlled sei-d. and
renders the plant resistant to disease.

Phosphorus increases root develoi^nu-nt. the yield of Mowers and
seed and brings about an earlier maturity.

An examination of these two sets of properties would seem

to show that in humogen there are combined all the desirable

specific effects of the three princi])al plant- food elements. The

dii^culty had always been to get increased growth by nitro-

genous manuring without its evil effects. How is it that humo-

gen is able to accomplish the ideal? h its action on soil potash
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and phosphoric acid ])roportionately greater than its power to

bring nitrogen to the plant ? This wotdd at least afford a par-

tial explanation of its properties. Moreover, this explanation

is supported, in a way, by the announcement that Bottomley has

patented the action of certain bacteria which, given suitable

food and added to insoluble phosphates, will render them solul)le.

Bottomley, however, seems to ascribe the exceptional proper-

ties of humogen principally to its content of plant vitamines
[" auximones " or accessory substances, as he calls them], sub-

stances which stand to the plant in a similar relationship that

Funk's and Hopkins' vitamines do to animals.

There is really nothing wonderful in this, for e^er\• year

some progress seems to have been made which has brought t!ie

life processes of plant and animal into closer relationshi]).

Bottomley's claims in respect of the " auxiniones " in humo-
gen are supported by the following facts

:

1. The amounts of auximones present are of tlie same order of mag-
nitude as the amounts of vitamines in foodstuffs.

2. A very concentrated, if not pure, extract of auximones can be
prepared from humogen by using precisely the same methods as

were used in isolating the vitamines of beri-beri and scurvey.

,3. The extract thus prepared has just as potent an influence on iilant

growth as Hopkins's vitamines have on animal growtli. For
instance, 200 c.c of a water solution containing 0.35 gram per

million grams of water of what is known as the silver nitrate

fraction in the isolation of vitamines, z/s:., 0.00015 gram of

silver nitrate extract, is able to nourish, in conjunction with Det-
mer's solution, germinated wheat emliryos that have been deprived
of all trace of endosperm.

These points, placed alongside the fact that scurvy vita-

mine is produced during the germination of seeds, would seem to

suggest a remarkable connection between auximones and
vitamines.

In recognising that there are considerable differences be-

tween the two classes of 1)odies, it should also be remembered
that vitamines differ much among tliemselves. For instance, the
scurvy vitamine differs mtich from Hopkins' vitamine in that

the latter is fairly resistant to boiling temperatures, while suc'.i

a temperature absolutely destroys the former. IJottomlex's auxi-
mones, although much resembling the scurvy vitamine, are un-
like it in that tiiey are able to withstand nnich higher
tempi-ratin-es.

In nj\2 the writer first suggested that lamziekte was a
disease belonging to thai class of deficiency diseases to which
scurvy and beri-beri had recently been proved to belong. Al-
th(»ugh this view has been discredited by Professor Hedinger.
who favoured a parasite, and Sir .Arnold Theiler, the writer is

still of tlie opinion that the disease will one day be classed among
the delicicncy di.seases. It would seem, too, tliat if atiximones
are what is claimed for them, then

—
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1. Tlie great similarity between aiixiniones from plant food

(humogen) and vitamines from animal food (plant

juices, seeds, etc.) ;

2. The effect of climatic and soil conditions on the preva-

lence of lamziekte

;

3. The prodnction of auximones by soil bacteria,

afi'ord additional strono' snpjiort to the deticienc\' theor\- of

lamziekte.

.\t a meeting at V'rybnrg, in Augnst, 1913, a farmer asked

whether a plant obtained its vitamines from the soil, to which
the writer rei)lied that he thought not. In view, however, of

the disc()\ery of auximones. it is ([uite likely that the soil origm
of vitamines is the correct one. If so, then many interesting

facts in connection witli lamziekte would seem to be capable of

full explanation.

As regards ])lant life, if soluljle humus and humogen possess

the properties claimed for them, there is in humogen remarkable

scientific corroboration of the best farming practice—that is, the

best according to practical experience. More than ever is it

established that the farmer's first endeavours should be in at-

tending to the biological conditions of his land. He cannot do
this if he neglect to cater for the needs of the aitrogen-fixing

organisms, which are also auximone producers. What are the

needs of these bacteria? These: moisture, air. carbonaceous

organic matter, mineral salts and calcium carbonate. Without
the latter soluble humus will not be formed, but the acid ma-
terial, the " torf

' of Aluller. the destroyer of forests and the

inhibitor of beneficial bacterial life in tlie soil. Moisture and
air wdll avail little be there no organic matter to feed the mi-

crobes; neither will the organic matter make for the welfare of

the plant if there be too little mineral food and calcium car-

bonate ; while a sufficiency of the latter is of no account in the

absence of organic matter f<n- humification. Whi) has not heard

•of the old adage :

Lime and lime without manure
Will make both land and farmer luior.

What a flood of light humogen throws over it all!
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Elementary Chemistry. — " A knowledge of

cheniistr)-, e\en if it never goes beyond the elementary stage, is of

advantage in all phases of life."' So opens the preface to a little

chemical text book* compiled by Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin and Miss

E. M. j aggers, and Tjased on a course of instruction followed for

npnie years in the laboratories of the Borotigh Polytechnic Insti-

tute. To contintie :
" there is no manufacture in which chemistry

does not play a part. The })roduction of steel for engineering

work, the minting of coins, the mantifacttu-e of explosives and
of medicines, the polishes for our boots, and the ink with which
we write, all demand a knowledge of chemistry." In these days

of stress and strain, while Britain slowly awakes to a sense of

the fundamental importance of chemistry in industries vital to

national jjrogress, the President of the South African Association

of Analvtical Chemists points out that " practically every i)rocess

nowadays reqttires a chemist for efficiency," and adds " South
Africa does not hesitate to nm a steelworks without a chemist."

This would not be if all who are anxious to " do their bit" for

their country would get home to their minds the cpiotation at

the head of this paragra])h, and realise it in practice. .-Vlthough

(|uite suited for elementary chemistry classes, the book above
c|uoted is well adapted as a handbook for private study, and in

this direction, it is to be hoped that it will find extensive use. The
course therein followed does not proceed along the ordinarily

accei)ted—and scientifically more correct—lines of chemical
study, the aim being rather to proceed from the familiar to that

which is new and strange, leading from fact to fact in an inter-

esting and logical seciuence. First water and then the atmos-
))here are discussed, their i)ro])erties examined, and the student
familiarised with the various api)liances essential for their study:
most of the iion-nu'tals and the ])rincipa1 metals are next briefly

treated, and finally electroplating, and some of the chief technical
])rocesses. such as coal distillatioii. the aniline dyes, and ex]^lo-

sives are described, and, wherever possible, directions are intro-

duced for the performance of experiments.

*F. M. Perkin and K. Al. Jasgcrs : "Text Ixxjk of ekMiiontarv
chemistry." .Sni. Svn. pp. viii, .^S^. London: Constal)k' & Co., Lid., iot6.
.3s. nett.
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CRIME.

l-5v lion. Insiico C"i-:rii. (lowi'i.: Iack.sox.

A well-know n writer recc'ntl\- remarked that " every kind
of knowledge ean be gauged by tlie rule of niatheiuatieal ealeu-
lation. .save only the knowledge of human nature. The Creator
lias kept that .secret to Himself. . .

."

If this be true in reference to ourselves, who speak tin-

same language, observe the same customs and conventions, and
whose lives generally are regulated more or less in conformitv
with the same ideals and the same standard of living, it nuist

apply a fortiori to any attempt to fathom the intricacies of human
nature in a peo])le of a different speech, and whose ideas and
modes oi life are widely separated from our own. .\nd the

greater the study the greater is the realization of the (Htftcultio.

surprising and unexpected, which confront the student of Native
character at every turn. This may possibly be the reason win-

some who have had uni(pie oj^portunities for pursuing this study,

and who have acc[uired a fund of information in regard to Zulu
suj^erstitions. customs and beliefs, which others, less fortunate,

can never obtain, have yet passed from our ken, leaving no
written record of the fruit of their labours. It is to tlie tourist

who spends a few months in South .Vfrica that we look for an

assured and comprehensive review of Native life in all its varia-

tions ; the real student too often keeps silence.

Perhaps the most fascinating and certainly one of the most

difficult of the many problems interwoven in the study of the

South African Native is that which has reference to his super-

stitions and beliefs. He guards his secrets well, and little can

be learned in ordinary conversation with him. He will listen,

and ]3erhaps give a j)olite assent to what is said, ncjt necessarily

in confirmation of its truth; but hardly, if at all, can he be I'cr-

suaded to throw enlightenment upon one of the most ])otent

factors in his being—his belief in the supernatural. Yet {h\>

belief pervades his whole system, regulating his conduct and

subconsciously shaping his most trivial actions ; it is an ingrained

and vital force ever present in his mind, and e\er putting him

ujMm his guard. Not lightly, indeed, is such a subject to be

discussed; the verv anxiet}' of the (juestioner to know scimething

of it is sufficient to arouse distrust.

Occasionally may be gained the confidence of an old man.
versed in the eccentricities of the European, and indulgent to-

wards his curiosity, who, with a little j^ersuasive diplomacy

will be induced to satisfy perhaps a fractional part ot

that curiosity. Something, too, may be gleaned by oI)ser-

vation, by a study in compari.sons, by noting the conduct of

various natives under circumstances of a similar nature. Certain

surface truths can be ac(|uired and accejited as such ; evidence on

points more obscure may tend to establish their reliability; and
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yet, as e\ eii tin- most profound observer will readil\- admit, there

remains much of mystery, much that is difficult of ttnderstanding

or explanation. The subject, as a whole, o]:)ens up so wide a

field that to attempt to do justice to even one or two ])hases of it

in a prescribed time is impossible.

In venturing' to totich lightlv upon that portion of it which
may serve to illustrate the connection between superstition and
crime. I cannot hope to adduce any points of scientific interest,

or to enunciate theories new to anthropology, but merely to pre-

sent certain facts indicative of the extent of the sway, direftil in

its results, which superstition exercises on the mind of the Native
at the present tinie. And in so far as the subject may receive

indifTerent attention to subtler problems which suggest them-
selves, or be dealt with in too perfunctory and disconnected a

manner, I can only plead that it is on short notice, and during

a busy time, that I have been invited t(^ prepare this paper.

Excluding a comparatively small number of Basutos resident

in tliis Province, the term Zulu may be held sufficiently compre-
hensive to embrace all the Zulu-s])eaking Natives of Natal and
Zululand, the majority of whom are members of tribes which
were at one time under the domination of Tshaka. There is no
need to recall legends of that time, or to delve into records of

a much later date, to obtain materia! with which to tyi:)ify the

correlation between superstition and crime. To do so might be

regarded as affording data of academic interest only when ap-

jjlied to a rapidly changing peo])le, stisceptible to the influences

of civilization, in regard to whom events of even a (|uarter of a

century ago may have little bearing to-daw That barl)aric in-

stincts do not always, however, succuml) to civilizing influences,

not decades but centuries old. we ha\c much cxidence to-day

outside of Africa; and although 1 do not wisli to cast anv asj^er-

sions on Bantu tribes 1)\ unfair conii)arisons. yet it is scarcely

matter for suri)rise if their deep-rooted superstitions are found
to be difficult of eradication, and form a channel leading to many
tragedies.

Customs and l)cliefs may, and do. \ar\ largelv in different

Bantu tribes: l)ut the belief in magic and witchcraft is general,
and admits of no variations in its essentials. It niav be doubted
if even the nmst Iiiglily educated of them are entirely free from
it. They may not admit it; but in their heart of hearts they
know they would not voluntarily expose themselves to risks which
their inmost nature tells tlicni might tend t<i ]>lacc tlicni at the
mency of a reputed evil-doer or niiifakati, even tliough no phvsi-
cal danger could possibly resuh. There would Ik- no magic in it

if the danger could be seen, if i)liysical violence were feared. It

is the inherent dread <>f the unknown and illimitable ])ower of
witchcraft which creates that fear—the i)ower to l)light the home,
to cause sickness and death among its inmates, to bring disease
into the herds; a ])ower held accountalile for every untoward
incident. State intervention, civilizing influences and missionary
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endeavours have not yet sufficed to dispel tliis beliet'. scarcely in-

deed to pierce it. Not for a moment wt)uld it be suggested that

the teachings of Christianity have had a negligible result. ( )n

the contrary, it is to these we chiefl\' look for the gradual elim-

ination of the c\il. Natives who ha\'e conic directly under reli-

gious instruction may find it difficult to subjugate their ingrained

fear of wizardry, but they learn to kee]) it under control, it is

pleasing t(^ note that it is seldom tli.it an avowed!}' Christian

native allows his old su):)erstitions to lead him into crime.

Although it is the Natives of Xatal and Zululand to wli mi

reference throughout is intended, they do not stand a]xirt from
other Bantu tril)es in their fear of witchcraft. Those resirlent

in the other Provinces, not excluding the Cape, with its older

civilization, are under the same thraldom. \'iewed in retrosjiect

with the dark centttries, when Euro])e groaned under the yoke
of witchcraft, it would be remarkable were it otherwise.

For the purpose of illustrating the direct incentive to crime
which superstition supplies, reference will be made to certain

cimcrete cases which have come under ni\- personal observation;

and in order to show their present-day application, thev will be

confined, tinless in one or two instances otherwise stated, to exents

which have taken place within the last five or six years. No
exhaustive inquiry will be attempted ; crimes of a minor nature

dtie to superstition will not be touched U])on ; and indirect in-

stances, founded onl}' on suspicion, will be avoided. The facts

given will be those substantiated by judicial ])roceedings, and
the cases cited restricted to tw'o distinct examples—the hunting
to his doom of a supposed iniitokafi. whether witch or wizard;

and human sacrifices having for their object the ac(|uisition of

certain portions of the body for medicinal or other i)urposes.

The reputation of being possessed of the powers of witch-

craft is not one which any Native will voluntarily seek to ac(|uire.

He knows tc^o well the fate which awaits an evil-doer ; he does

not. even for the sake of notoriety, or the enjoyment of a tem-

pr)rary ascendency, fearfully accorded him in the minds of his

fellows, dabl)le in sorceries which would encourage a susi)icion

that he is in league with the s])irits of evil. It is, ])erhaps, un-

necessary to emphasize that an umtakati must not be confounded
with the witch doctor or diviner, whose function it is to expose

him. and who, while being credited with mysterious and occult

])owers. is recognised, not as an evil-doer, but as a benefactor,

by aid of whom protection is secured, llis energies are directed

against the uiiilakati ; with disastrous conse(|uences to the man
he smells out. His office is illegal, but he is seldom brought to

justice: the lovaltv of those who consult him is usually proof

against in(|uirv. and he continues to fiourisli in the land.

But little is required to engender suspicion that a person is

an "evil-doer" in the sense used by .\atives. A peculiarity of

temperament, an idiosyncrasy of which he may be ignorant, a

tendencv to .solitude, is sufficient. And so in silence he is watched,
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and suspicion is crystallized into certainty at the first untoward
occurrence. Or it may be that there transpires some dread

omen, or some natural mischance not attributed to nattire but to

witchcraft. No one in particular is suspected ; the secret enemy
remains unknown. Recourse is then had to the diviner, wh;) is

expected not only to reveal this enemy, but, if his incantations

take place at the kraal where the mischance has occin-red, to

disclose also the means by which the evil spell has been wrought.

A search in the vicinit\'. or a little digging coupled with a sleight

of hand, will unearth a jjiece of old rag or bone, or stmie other

substance through which, as is ai)])arent to all, the mischief has

been worked. The person smelt cnit under these circtmistances

will probably be one on whom no suspicion has hitherto re-^ted.

}?is or her fate in the old days would be sharp and simimary,

subject only, and not always, to the necessary authority being

received from the King or ruling Chief. In these enlightened

days such authority is dis})ensed with; retribution may l)e swift,

or it ma\- Ije delayed possibly for years. At best, social ostr? •

cism is immediate, but once stispect, always suspect. Cumula-
tive evidence is gathered from one source or another; each un-

usual occurrence strengthens the chain; and the end is certain.

'I'his is not, in my judgment, an exaggeration. The death

of the sus])ect ma\ not take i^lace at the hands of

those first aggrieved, but he is a marked man. At his door th'e

misfortunes of others are laid ; he is an evil-doer, the enemy of

mankind. T.et him take refuge in flight ; this may save him for

the moment. Distance will lessen the potency of his magic, and
the vengeance of his accusers be averted. But in time his repu-

tation will follow him, the reason for his removal be known, and

he can count on no security in his m-w environment. ( )nce an

umtakati always an umtakati. luich ilisaster since his arrival is

traced back to him as its fons et origo ; a new and sinister signi-

ficance is assigned to insignificant events, each mysterv ex]:)lained ;

he is a man to be rid of. Unaware, i)erhaps himself, of thi>

new-born susi)icion, he may have no opportunity of further flight.

Many such instances are within my knowledge—in one case

where, for his ])rotection, a man mo\ed from one end of .\atal

to the other, and li\ed for years in ])eace and goodwill with his

neighbours. Then in .^ome way the secret leaked oiu. and it

was discovered why he had left his former district. The pre-

cautions he had taken to .sever the past were defeated: Nemesis
found liini, and the penalty was duly ])aid.

In contradistinction to a vengeance U)ng deferred ma\- be
mentioned a case in which no sporting chance was accorded the

victim. The occurrence tot)k ])lace in Zululand about Ave \ears
ago. -A native named Magel)eni, had sickness in his kraal, resuh-
ing in the death of five per.sons. For .some reason or other, not
disclosed, he suspected a neighbour. Baleni. of having caused
these deaths l)y means of witchcraft. It is probable a diviner

was consulted, and the unfortunate man smelt out, but this was
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not admitted. Baleni. st) tar as could Ik- determined. \\a> in

complete ignorance that he was under suspicion. .Mageheni and
four of his relations met together and decided to direct liim to
leave the neighhourhood. Before, however, making any commu-
nication to him. they changed their plan and determined to get
rid of him in a more effectual manner. Together, they w^ent to
his kraal at night, and set fire to his hut. He attempted to
escape, only to be met outside by these five men. Short shrift
was accorded him. He was killed with a cane knife and his
body carried to the Icupa Lake, into which it was cast. A pa.ss-

ing native witnessed the tragedy by the glare of the fire, but
maintained silence until other evidence led to the arrest of the
murderers, who admitted their guilt.

In a similar case, a woman was believed to be a witch, but
no accusation was made to her, and it is improbable that she
knew she was under suspicion. Four women, who held her
responsible for certain deaths in the family, obtained the as-

sistance of a native doctor, and proceeded at night to her kraal.

To prevent her escape they placed bundles of grass, on which
])araffin was poured, in front of the door of her hut, and set it

alight in several places. Not alone did she ])erish, her three

young children being burned to death with her. As is usual in

such cases, it was some time before the true facts were ascer-

tained, and the murderers brought to justice. It is only natural,

perhaps, that with this belief in and horror of witchcraft, natives

who are cognisant of these doings .should seek to shield those

who have, as they conceive, rendered a service to the community
bv ridding it of an evil-doer. There is often a conspiracy of

>ilence which baffles every attempt on the part of the police to

obtain evidence. The facts are apparent ; it is clear that a mur-
.ler, prompted by witchcraft, has been committed, and that the

attendant circumstances are known to those who affect ignor-

ance ; but the mystery remains unravelled. It is safe to say

that in some instances crimes of this nature, committed in remote

districts, have never been reported. One in which a newly-

married man and w^oman were accidentally discovered, stabbed

to death, as they escaped from their burning hut, has never been

elucidated. Inquiry proved that the man was an alleged evil-doer,

but the closest investigation failed to point .suspicion to anyone

in particular.

The only definite case, occurring more than half-a-dozen

years ago, to w'hich reference will be made, is one which is of

some interest as showing the vain endeavour of a suspect to avert

her fate by placing herself under what was considered adequate

protection. No report was made at the time, and it was only

recently that the circumstances were divulged. This was a crime

in '• high life," occurring in the kraal of one Bulawa, a brother

both of the late Chiefs Tshanibezwe and Mkandumba (the latter

of whom will figure in another case), and a son of Mynamana,
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\vh(i was I 'rime Minister of tlie Zuhi nation under Cetshwayo.

and the fighting Commander-in-Chief against us in the Zulu War.
Bulawa died, and thereafter some of his children became

ill. A diviner was called in. and smelt out one of the widows.

Kayakonina, as the cause of these misfortunes. Knowing that

her fate was sealed, Kayakonina fled t(^ the Chief Tshaniliezwe.

her late husband's brother, to seek for protection. This was
readily accorded, and a man was detailed off to guard her until a

kraal could be built for her : and in the meantime her safety

was further secured by sending iter to her brother. On the com-
pletion of this kraal it was named Godhlekwapani (preserved

under the arm-pit), in signification of its being under the Chief's

protection. She was (.lul}- installed therein, and two men were
.sent to guard her. Notwithstanding this precaution, within a

week, eight of the widows of Bulawa came to a field in which
Kayakonina was hoeing, near to her kraal, and set upon her with
their hoes and with stones. Having killed her, they buried her

in an antbear hole. These women, the same day, the deaths in

the family being avenged, shaved their heads, anointed their

bodies, put on their ornaments, and went out of mourning for

their husband. There was no attempt at secrecy ; the facts must
have been widely known : even the deceased's brother, with whom
she had taken refuge. ])laced stones round her grave in the ant-

bear hole. Yet no word of this reached the authorities until

after the lapse of some 12 years, when a son of the murdered
woman voluntarily told what he knew, and pointed out the grave.

The skeleton was exhumed and examined by the District Sur-
geon, and the women implicated made a full confession. Two
native men were also convicted in this case as being accessories

after the fact.

To point the consequences which may attend the disregard
of an accusation of witchcraft, reference will now be made to
a case in which indeed the intended victim escaped with his life,

but which resulted in tragedy for two young men not under the
ban. and against whom no vengeance was contemplated.

The death of a nati\c woman caused suspicion to fall on
one .Msoinbuluko, and he was regarded as an iiiiitakati. This
was made clear to him. and social estrangement followed his

previous friendly relations with his neighi)ours. I^ossiblv be-
cause he was living in a Ruropean community, and close to a
town in Natal, he made no attempt to leave the district. He was
a man of .standing, and had a large kraal. Active steps to injure
him were then decided upon. I^ight huts, five of which were used
as dwelling InUs, and three as grain huts, were burnt to the
ground one night, the inmates narrowly e.scajjing. Realising the
danger he was in, Msomboluko. while still determined not to

leave, sle])t outside with his wives and family, .\nother hut was
burnt, but still undaunted he held his ground. His one remaining
hut was. a night or two .afterwards, set fire to. Being on the
alert, and sleeping outsiik-. he was able to extinguish the flames.
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the incendiar\- escaping- umliscoxercd. llis store of gnuu luifl

been destroyed, and all that was It-fi to him was a partially

burnt hut. Still he evinced no disposition to \acate his kraal

site. It was. however, imperatixe for him to go away to collect

.some debts due to him. wdierewith to i)urchase provisions. He
secured the services of two friends, yotiiii^ men who were strang-

ers in the neighbourhood, and, arming them with assegais for the

protection of themselves and his family, left them in charge dur-
ing his temporary absence. The fact that he had gone away
appears to have been unknown to his enemies. The night he left

was a moonlight one. The young men and the inmates of the

household slept outside, as usual. Ditring the night, one of
^tsombuhtko's wives saw three men approaching. She gave the

alarm to her guardians, and they sprang up to meet the invaders.

Both the young men were stabbed with assegais and succumbed
to their injuries, not. however, before they were able io make
dying depositions, which were of assistance in bringing the mur-
derers, one of whom was a relative of the woman who had died,

to justice. This occurrence took place three and a half years

ago.

How' fate pursued a man, who took no such risks as Alsom-
buluko, will now be shown. The victim was one Mbemu, who
some five years ago, being suspected of witchcraft, was cast

aside by his people, and left them. He joined another kraal,

but on the illness of one of its inmates, the accusing finger was
pointed at him, and he again moved his residence. His wife

forsook him, and he erected a hut for himself at some little

distance from other natives. This was set alight to by four

men. one of whom was a son of the man wdio had been taken

ill, and as he sought to escape he was stabbed to death by them.

His body was covered with dry grass, to which a match was
applied. The scene of this tragedy was a native location in

Natal. An immediate investigation brought the facts to light,

and led to the arrest and conviction of those implicated.

It cannot, perhaps, be maintained that the old-time idea of

death by burning as a punishment for witchcraft is the governing
principle among the natives, or the primary reason why fire so

often figures in their schemes of vengeance. The main object

is to be rid of the ofi^ender, and this can. with ease and certainty,

be accomplished by the simple expedient of incendiarism. This

was especially so in the days of the Zulu kings, where a smelling-

out involved the destruction of the whole kraal. If it were de-

creed that all the inmates were to perish, their escape was ettec-

tually cut oft' by the ring of u^atchers outside. On a smaller

scale the same system prevails to-day, as has been shown in

some of the illustrations cited, and is also seen in the case which

follows. One Somcuba, living in Zululand, was believed by his

own son to have cast a spell over him. The accidental burning

down of the hut erected by the youth in a neighbouring kraal

(he having separated himself from his father in consequence of
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the idea that he was a wizard) confirmed his suspicion. Som-
cuba's hut was surrounded at night, set fire to. and he was killed

as he sought to escape, and his body thrown into the flames. The
son admitted his guilt, his accomplices remaining undiscovered.

Close ties of kinship create no barrier of mercy when once

a man is banned. A few weeks before the last crime was
perpetrated (September. 191 1), but this time in Natal, a young
man named Manqane, assisted by a near relative, deliberately

planned the murder of his father. The death of three persons

was attributed to the latter by both these men. In pursuance of

tiieir plan, thev sought their victim in the open, killed him with

an axe, and hurriedly buried the body. Both were subsecjuently

convicted.

The same year was witness to another tragedy in Natal. The
victim in this case, Magabela, was a wealthy man who was
thought to have recourse to witchcraft, and to have compassed
the death of a child of one of the prisoners. This man, with

two others, laid in wait for him in a donga, killed him with a

knife, and cast his body into the Tugela river.

No distinction is drawn between witch and wizard, and her

sex afifords no protection to a woman. But little more than a

year ago, on a European farm in Natal, a native woman named
Mamadiba w^as believed to have compassed the death of two
children. The father of these children met her at a beer-drink,

and made it clear that he contemplated revenge. She fled in

alarm, but was pursued by this man and beaten to death with
knobkerries. The prisoner oftered no defence at the trial, merely

saying that the woman was an umtakati.

Arsenical poisoning was resorted to in one instance as the

method of ridding the land of a supposed umtakati named Gwele.
This man was smelt out by a diviner as having killed another
man by witchcraft. These facts, and the manner of his death,

were clearly ])roved. l)ut a cons])iracy of silence rendered the

trial abortive, and those alleged to be implicated, and who were
indicted for the murder, were discharged. There are many other
instances of a similar nature in which there was no room fc^r

doubt that the motive for the crime was witchcraft, but in which
there was insufficient evidence to convict.

It is a common idea that a girl may be l)ewitched by an
unsuccessful suitor, and his failure or refusal to remove the

s])ell may lead to serious consequences. In one such instance the

girl immediately reported the fact ; her lover, a man named
Cetshwayo, was ])ursued. and on his denial of the allegation

that he had bewitched the girl, and his refusal to return and set

her free, he was killed.

The credulity of the natives in all matters savouring of

witchcraft and their unshaken faith in the powers of diviners

is well shown in an occurrence which took ])lace last year. A
batch of men went up from Zululand to work in Johannesburg.
Some three months later, as they were ])artaking of fermented
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gruel out of a comiuon vessel, a small ])iece of fresli meat was
fouud \n the i^ruel. This was too serious an incident to be

capable of explanation. Accordingly, by mutual consent they

consulted a WMtch doctor in Johannesburg, who said that one

of their number. Ngulube. was the guilty ]~)erson, but that he

was acting as the agent of some one in i^ower. (ireatly alarmed,

the party returned to Zululand, and ac(|uainted their Chief of

the circumstance. Ngulube. a relative of the Chief's, was
summoned to appear before him. and an iiujuiry was held. To
protect himself. Nguktbe demanded that another diviner, a man
of renown in Swaziland, should be consulted. His re(|uest was

acceded to b\- the Chief, who seemed anxious to shield him, and

a deputation was sent to this man. His verdict confirmed that

c.f the Johannesburg witch doctor. He im])licated Ngulube. but

l)ointed out the real offender as one Tshankala. an uncle of the

Chief's, who had acted as regent during the minority of the

latter. Tshankala. he said, had supplied the piece of meat

before the party left Zululand. and had given it to Nguhtbe in

order to cause injury to the Chief by undermining his influence.

That the meat could have been kept fresh for three months
before use was made of it did not occur to any of them as an

unlikelv feature in the case. The deputation returned to Zulu-

land and made their report to the Chief. Within four days

Tshankala was shot by two men who went to his kraal at dusk.

The prisoners made a full confession at the trial, averring that

thev were the emissaries of the Chief. No evidence in corrobora-

tion of their allegation w^as procurable, and the Chief wa.s not

])roceeded against. The death sentence in this case was com-

muted to one of imprisonment for life.

If a person upon wdiom the stigma of witchcraft has been

cast is discovered at night within the precincts of a kraal, cus-

tom decrees one recognized method of summary punishment

—

death by impalement. Three years ago. wnthin twenty miles of

this town, a man named Wele met such a fate. He was
believed by his brother Sitendeni, and others, to he an umtakati.

Returning one night from a beer drink, something the worse
for his libations, Wele lost his way. and found himself in his

brother's kraal instead of his own. His presence there after

dark was proof incontrovertible of his evil intentions. He was
seized and tied up, and his doom pronounced by his own mother,
and carried into execution by his brother, Sitendeni, and two
other inmates of the kraal. After being impaled he was driven

forth, and managed to crawl a short distance and make his cries

for assistance heard. His life was past saving, but a deposititMi

was taken from him before he died, which, wMth other evidence,

established the facts narrated, and secured a conviction against

the four persons charged.

Without having exhausted recent examples of the fate

Vv'hich overtakes the supposed umtakati, enough has been said

D
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to indicate the prevalence of this form of superstition and its

consequences.

Brief reference will now be made .to a few instances in

which the victim was under no suspicion of being; an evil doer,

in which, indeed, it was immaterial who was selected for the

sacrifice so long as a " human buck." to adopt the usual term,

could be procured for the purpose of obtaining portions of the

flesh. Of the potency of human flesh for medicinal jjurposes

no native doctor entertains a doubt ; but. fortunately, few will

take'the risk of possessing themselves of it. The ordinary prac-

titioner is content with his herbs and the dried flesh and fat of

various beasts and snakes, and the other marvels of his pharma-
copeia, without endangering himself to secure at first hand
those tit bits of the human body in which efficacy lies. It is the

Court Physician, or the doctor of renown, who combines the

diviner's art with his /Esculapian pursuits, and has a reputation

to maintain, who is most often called upon to meet an emergency
in which human flesh is a sine qua iwii. And this may necessi-

tate an intermeddling with witchcraft b}' one whose function

it is to defeat it, if by no other means can a powerful medicament
in the hands of an enemy be neutralized. A Chief, for instance,

may wish to strengthen his hands, and obtain some advantage

Over a rival Chief. To this end the services of a trusted doctor

are requisitioned, and the coveted fat or flesh from a human
being is in due time procured. His rival gets to know of this,

and dreads the evil which will result. He, too, must in self-

protection, render futile the witchcraft he fears by having re-

course to other witchcraft in order to arm himself with a suffi-

ciently potent antidote ; and thus a second sacrifice is oft'ered up.

A case in point is that in which the Chief Alkandumba. who
has been previously mentioned, and twelve others, were charged
with murder. The history of the case presents many interesting

features, but a bare outline of some of them must suffice. A
year or so ])reviously a native woman was openl\- murdered, the

object l)eing. it was alleged, to furnish another Chief, who was
not kindly disposed towards Mkandumba, with ])ortions of her
body. This placed the latter at a disadvantage ; human flesh

was recjuired, not only to frustrate the machinations of a rival.

but also to fructify the corn. (Ukukanda amabele. ) The vic-

tim must for ])reference be an alien; and an opportunity ])re-

>ented itself when the Chief, with his retituie. was visiting

another section of his tribe in a district distinct from his own.
.\n old man, Sitebe. a ctMuparative stranger who had no kinship
with tin- tribe, came to pay his respects. Here, in broad day-
light, and in the i)re.sence of many people, the Chief gave direc-
tions to " watch his buck." followed by the fatal order to take
it away. The old man was seized and killed by twisting his head
round. Tile Ixxly was conveyed to another kraal, where the
required i)arts were removed by a native doctor, who was
accepted as King's evidence at the trial ; and after further dis-
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section was conveyed at nii^lil to the Pongola ri\cr, into wliich

it was thrown. Eleven of the thirteen ])risoners, inchuhnii; the

Chief, were convicted. The Chief himself was a fine specimen
of the best class of Zulu, a son of Mnyamana, the late P^rime
Minister of the nation ; beloved by his tribe, respected even by
his enemies ; conspictiously loyal to the British (lovernment
whom he faithfully served, and under whom he had succeeded
to the Chieftainship; yet, imbued with all the untutored instincts

of the savage, he fell a prey to the superstitious beliefs of his

race.

Certain relations of this Chief were indicted a year or so
later for the murder of another old man who had suffered death
by strangulation, and whose body had been mutilated. Flesh
and fat, containing human hairs, were found in the possession
of one of the prisoners, a doctor; but the death of the principal

witness and the reltictance of others to give evidence resulted

in an acquittal.

It may have been observed that in both these cases the
method of killing was similar. When a human sacrifice is re-

quired it is necessary that no weapon should be used ; the victim
is seized and killed WMth the hands, it matters not whether by
suffocation or, as is most usual, by twisting the head until the
neck is dislocated. Whatever device is followed, it must be one
which causes no external injury. In more than one instance

where a district surgeon has been led to assign the cause of
death to injuries, which are afterwards shown to have been in-

flicted post-mortem, a subsequent examination has revealed a

dislocation of the neck. Some five years ago a boy was mur-
dered for medicinal purposes ; his eyebrows and lips cut off, and
the body thrown into a river, where it remained for some days.

The medical report considered that death might have been due
to drowning, and that the portions missing might have been eaten

oft" by crabs ; but evidence to the contrary having established the

real facts, the body was exhumed and the neck found to be

broken.

The prisoner in a recent case was said to be an accredited

wizard who wanted human fat. The body was not discovered

for more than a year, and an examination of the skeleton showed
that a twisted neck was the only injury ascertainable. There

was, however, insufificient proof to connect the accused (Umzu-
beki) with the crime.

Seven men, one of them a doctor, were all found to have

taken part in the murder of a boy of 13, four or five years ago,

near the Usutu kraal in Zululand. They enticed him into a

donga and killed him in the usual way. The eyebrows, lips, and

Other parts were removed, and the body thrown into a pool.

This particular boy was probably selected because his father

and other male relations were dead, and his mother was a sickly

woman. There was no one, therefore, who would be likely to

worry about the matter. The mother was discouraged from
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making aii}- report that her boy was missing, but she persisted

in sending word to the Magistrate, and the facts in the case were

thus brought to hght.

Not long ago, and in this coimty I Pietermaritzburg),

a youth met his death under similar circumstances.

There was no doubt that witchcraft was the motive,

and the body had been mutilated. There were allega-

tions that a Chief of considerable influence had given

instructions that a potent medicine must be procured without

delay to increase his power, but the evidence was not clear

enough to insure a conviction against the ten men charged with

the crime.

Cases ()f this nature are hard to prove; almost invariably a

large number of natives are involved, and the loyalty of their

relatives and friends, or of the whole tribe if it be a tribal

matter, renders it difificult for the police, even if they get to hear

of them, to break through the compact of silence observed by
those cognizant of the true facts.

The potency of human flesh as a war medicine is unques-
tioned in the native mind ; but it would not be germane to the

subject to refer to mutilations said to have been made on the

bodies of some of our countrymen who fell in the last native

rebellion. The object of the killing per sc was to kill, and not

to perpetrate a crime in satisfaction of superstitious beliefs.

One other case, which is sui generis, is of sufficient interest

to deserve mention, as showing how an unwitting disregard of
native superstition may have tragic results to the European. A
chief of the royal house of Swaziland was buried on a farm in

the Northern district of Natal. His burial place was regarded
as sacred, and could only be visited once a year at the command
of his son for weeding ])urposes. Any unauthorised visitor

would be viewed with suspicion and regarded as an nmiakati.

who had evil designs, and who might wish to resuscitate the

corpse to turn it into a familiar of his own. A Euroi)ean, who
knew nothing of this, rented the farm, and cut down some trees

near the grave. His action w^as reported to Msweli, the late

Chief's son, who gave orders that he was to be killed. A meet-
ing was held, at which Msweli was j^resent, and the necessary
arrangements made. Two men were (lis])atched to carrv out
the order, and they proceeded forthwith to the homestead. The
farmer himself was absent for the day, and his absence a])pears

to have been well known, and advantage taken of it. His wife
was busy in the kitchen, when an elderly native, named
N(|en(|cza, entered by the front door and walked through the

house into the kitchen. .\ native girl was witness to what tran-

spired. " If a person were to kill you what would you saN," he

demanded. The frightened woman made no reply, and Nqenqeza
then killed her with a battle axe and severely injured her voting

child. The girl, who had seen all this, was threatened with

death if she dividged the matter. .Sjio fled into .'-Swaziland, but
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\\as sul)sc(iuciuly traced, and Mswcli and his acconipliccs were
l)nnight ti) justice, and received the death sentence.

Crimes of a ca])ital nature only have l)een selected in illus-

tration of the subject under consideration. There has been no
wish to pile tragedy ui)on tragedy ; still less has there been any
desire to depict the native at his worst, and to ])resent him as
a blood-thirsty savage only. We know his many good i)oints,

his loyalty, his faithfulness, his willing service; we nnist under-
stand, too, something of the handicaj) under which he labours,

and will continue to laboitr, so long as his belief in witchcraft
continues. We can afford now to pity this ])elief. to smile at

it perhaps: but we must remember it wonld have evoked no
derision from our forbears of the 14th, 15th. iC)th and 17th

centuries when, by State authority, witchcraft wa> i)unishable

by death in Europe. The last trial in England was in 1712. and
on the continent, in (ierman Switzerland, in 1782; while in

Alexico. so late as 1877. five witches were burned under cover

of religion and with the consent of the po])ulace.

The ethics of the ({uestion. as applied to our own natives,

cannot here be discussed. The cry of the innocent who meets
a critel death has to be considered wdien the plea is raised that

ignorant belief is an extenuating circumstance. Our chief re-

sponsibility lies in the removal of that belief. Is it too much to

hope that, with State recognition of the evil, the si)read of

civilisation, and the extension of Christian influence, supersti-

tion will in a few decades have no relation to crime?

TRANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

Thursday. October igtli : Prof. W. Buclumaii. M.l.E.l^., President, in

the chair.

—

" Lars^c gciicralor ami tnuisfornicr failures on the Raitd Pozcer
Companies' Systems ''

: A. E. Yal Davies. Several examples of break-

downs of generators and transformers were discussed, taken from the

experience of the Power Companies during the previous four years. In

every case the plant was of German design and manufacture. The gene-

rators were of the turbo-alternator type, of ratings varying from 3,.SOO

k.v.a. to 18.000 k v.a., and their speeds were either i.ooo or 1.500 r.p.m.

;

the aggregate rating of the .generating plant being 218.800 k.v.a. The
transformers were all of the water-cooled type, the ratings varying from
4,000 k.v.a. to 12,500 k.v.a., the total k.v.a. being 388,500. The failures

dealt with in the case of generators were (i) faulty design of stator

end connections; (2) failure of rotor l)inding wire; (3) heating of rotor

end winding i)inder ; (4) failure of insulation on end winding stays; (5)

fire in a dry air filter; (6) failure of insulation of a stalor bar. The
transformer breakdowns discussed were ( i ) puncture of water-cooling

coils in iron and lead pipes; (2) failure due to lightning; and (3) failure

of luagnetic circuit.

—

"Some pfiiblems connected tcitli electrical testing;":

A. C. Hall. 'I'he author presented a series of prol^lems met with in the

work of a Supply Company's testing department, under the following

heads; (i ) Accuracy of test fi.gures; (2) switch tripi)ing by primary bat-

teries; (3) accurate measurements of alternating E.M.F.'s; (4) unbal-

anced load on a power system: (5) three-pliase power factor of unbal-

anced load: (6) measurement of unlialanced tliree-phase power factor.



BANTU PLACE NAMES IN AFRICA.

By Rev. W. A. Norton, B.A.. B.l.itt.

Underneath the bergs, kops, dorps, spruits, laagtes, kloofs,

fonteins, Ijanks, bosches, velds, plaats, hoeks, pans, poorts, rands,

riviers, vleis, klips, gats, bults, draais, burgs, kuils, vlaktes, neks,

and last (but not least) dams, with which the maps of Dutch
South Africa abounds, lie a multitude of outworn or forgotten

Bushmen and Hottentot, Portuguese and Bantu place names,
of which a remnant still adorn the map; but the rest, except a

few which may be recorded in lessening numbers by careful

enquiry from the older natives, have gone under the palimpsest

of time

The native territories, however, yield a harvest of names
to the philologist, replete with geographical and historical in-

terest (when the meaning and origin can be traced), and con-
trilmting very specially to the comparative ])hilolog\' and
ethnology of the nations of this continent.

My concern to-day is with the Bantu names merely, and
these lie, as I shall shew more precisely presently, between a

northern limit, running roughly from the (julf of Biafra to

Zanzibar, and a southern liiuit running from Windhoek, through
the Kalahari to the junction of the Vaal and Orange, and then

across the Free State, where Bantu names are scarce on the

map, to the con(|uered Territory. Basutoland, and—roughly

again—along the East London line from Bethulie. That is to

say, the southern part of South-West .\frica and Ca])e Colony,

except the Eastern Province and the dependencies to the East

again, are ])ractically free from Bantu names ( I do not forget

Lendlovu, just to the north of the Bay). Besides the recent

English and Dutch names, Portuguese is represented, Bushman
and Hottentot, but not Bantu.

Thus only about half of South Africa, south of the Tropic,

contains llantu names, the south limit of which practically bi-

sects it from north-west to sotith-east. Presides which, the Bush-
man and Hottentot names, not to sav l\)rtuguese and other

Eur()])ean, encroach upon the Hanttt sphere; but from the Tropic
to the iMjuator, and now considerably beyond { exce])t on the

east side), the Bantu, except for (|uite modern names and a few
Portuguese and Arabic-, hold the field.

i^)Ut before' we proceed to discuss this held, let us revert

for a little to iIk- moot (|uestion of the intermingling of Bush-
man, Hottentot, and Kaffir names. And here I shall refrain

from entering into the delicate ]ioint of the distribution 1)etween
the two former, nor sliall I enter into the like deep question of
the ])honetic origin of the co-called clicks. I shall content my-
self with referring to I)r. IVringuey's learning on the former
r|uestion, and ^hall take for granted what Professor Meinhof
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has, oti the hitter ([uestiun, as it seems to me, so clearh' proved
in his work on Hottentot Sounds in Kaffir, I'ia. : that chcks
(with /'/; and r) are amonsrst these, or. at any rate, non-Bantu;
an(K tlierefore, names containinj; llieni do not directly concern
us in this ])aper. ( )n the other liand. to he clear, I propose
rapidly to trace the north and cast limit oi these ancient non-
Bantu place-names left hehind in the Bantu advance to south
and west. This is comparativel}- easy in the south-east, as far

north as the land occupied hy the Southern Basuto, i.e., to the

north marg^in of the " Conc|uerc(l Territory." The reason for

this ease is the presence of clicks. re])resented in Kaffir and
Zulu by (• q x and their \ariants. the middle or q grroup alone

being used in Sesut(\ Fhere is no need for me to dwell on them,

as they lie outside oiu- subject ; but there was need to mention
them, since these clicks have been so completely adopted into

Zulu and Kaffir that it re([uires care to note their ])resence, and
block out the names containing them from among the ])ure Bantu
names. Thus, the native name for Kingwilliamstown ( c()(>)icc)

begins with the regular Kaffir locative prefix c. and the name
of the mountain Qhoqholosing ends with ////. the normal .SiUo

locative ; and this is apt to withdraw attention from the fact that

both contain non-Bantu sounds, and should not, therefore, enter

into our present consideration. I hope, on another occasion, to

be allowed to treat more fully of these Bushman and Hottentot

names, but at present we must only note their existence and

avoid them, after determining their limits on the border of tlie

Bantu sphere.

An examination of these on a large scale map reveals the

Xqakaka and Xora Rivers as the last names on the coast to-

wards the east, which contain a non-Bantu sound (excepting, of

course, the Portuguese and Arab names). These rivers are just

south of the Umtata. From thence the limit line seems to pass

to Ixopo ( Stuartstown ), and thence to a groujj of clicked names
near the Buffalo. These are N(|utu Mountain, l)el<)w the junc-

tion of its tributary, the Blood River, with Mcenci Hill to the

north, and Qudini Forest to the south-east of the Buft'alo, and

between Sunday's and Tugela Rivers. Oan(|ana Mountain and

Umqwendu. Further u]), on the east of the Drakensberg, we
find Incandu and lngcul)u. respectively southern and northern

tributaries of the Buffalo, and Umbumrana. with the tell-tale r,

due east of these, on latitude 27.40.

In Basutoland, we find several on the Orange River, or

Sencju, and also south of it, up to its source, where Qho(|holosing

Mountain, already mentioned, stands as a gigantic outpost of the

non-Bantu names. Coming do\Nn the Orange again, we meet

the click not adojited into Suto, but occurring in Kaffir, in Xaba,

north of Herschel district, Nxaxa in Qumbu, and Mcoseli's in

Umzimkulu districts. Westward, throughout the whole of the

old colony, we find pure Hottentot and Bushman names^ dificr-

entlv spelt (with variations) from those adopted into Kaffir m
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the Eastern Province, and hence phonetised with more precision,

by the missionary grammarians, than it was the fate of the names
to be, which had, in earlier times, been learnt from the Hotten-
tots by the Colonists. Thus the place which appears on our maps
as Komgha is spelt with more precision by Kaffir scholars as

Qumra. and our Kln-Klu is really Xu-Xuwe

!

It will be convenient to deal, at this point, with the western
limit of the southern Bantu names, which we shortly sketched
at the beginning. We shall thus complete the southern sector

in which Bantu and Hottentot names overlap, a sector stretching

roughly from North Zululand to the right bank of the Keiskama,
and from North Basutoland to the southern sea. Our western-

most southern Bantu names seem to reach to the Umtata. and
the Umgeto stream, just east of the Great Salt River, and
Bokana's River, west of the Bushman's River. Further north

we find Umtlouli's and Kwenkezile's. Matomela's and Jokweni's

kraals in the Peddie district (the last name, however, is, of

course, not Bantu, but from the English "yoke"), (joing north,

we meet with Dcbe, near the Keiskama, and Gonzana, west of

the Tyumie. Lastly, east of the Zwartkei source, we get Ntaba-
kaMoses, obviously a recent name, since the Kaffirs have lieen

penetrating the interior of the Colony, and Musa Cmtwakazi,
with Umaleki and Lovani east of Aliddelburg. ( loing north-

ward again, we find a huge gap in our native names, owing to

two invasi(Mis, the one from the east, due to results of Tshaka's

rule, and one from the south, less violent but more effectual

and permanent, of the Dutch X'oortrekkers of the '30's.

The Orange Free State contains almost no native names on
the map, and was, no doul)t, but sparsely populated at the time

of the (ireat Trek, having been largely depopulated by the earlier

raids of Moselekatse, stretching from Thaba Bosigo, in Basuto-

land. to Marico, near Zeerust, his earlier settlement, and far

beyond. Most of the town sites, however, have native names
{e.g.. IHoemfontein is McnujaiDuj, where /arr/r -a'ildcats nrt' ) . and
also the rivers, e.g., Linyana is the \'et at Menschvretersberg.*

Before we find Bantu names again in an\- strength on (.ur

majis, we must ])ass Uj) once more cast of the Drakensberg, till

we reach the district on the border of the I'.ast Transvaal and
Swaziland, where we get a western limit of Bantu names on mv
large map (in \\'akkerstrt)oni and Piet Retief districts); thence
])\- .Ma\iriestad. northward by the Cjodwan River and Marola to

tlie Zout])ansl)erg. .\orth-west of Marabastad, the ri\ers still

maintain tlieir nati\e nanu'^ 1 ui tlie l\ailwa\- ma]), but Lclioe is

tiie only station 01- siding thai j)re>er\es one on tlie Pietersburg

* It has l)crn tlmiiKln ll'^it H" I'-nntii had ()i.i.u|)ii(l llic prcsciil l-"rce

State lieforc tlie Dutch, hut this certainly does iioi :i])i)ly ti) the eastern

part hetween the L'l^per Vaal and the Caledon. A casual perusal of Mr.
EllenherKcr's excellent "lli';tor> of the i'.asuto" will show thai these

trihcs often settled there on tlie way from the Xorth to the present "
( on-

(|uerr(l 'ierritory."
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line; nor indeed dc 1 know ol anotlier between I'l'eioria and the

Colony thron^h the Free State, though Maehavi and Ma(|uassi

stand on the road to Kiniberley. with Sivonel to the south-west of

the latter, a])|)arently the last ini])ortant sur\i\int; outpost of

the Seeoana names (Sefunelaj soutliward. Thenee northward

Bantti names crowd the line right awav througii Rhodesia to

the railhead, and down the Beira line also. Westward, the

Bantu runs to the Molo])0, and i^ossibly to Tsebe, south of this

and near to the Orange. Xorthward of \hv ^b)]o|)o is the

Kalahari Desert, putting a limit to P)echuana migrations to the

west, though some of the desert stations are named by them, and

there is a legend, mentioned Ijy Stow, of an adventurous i)arty

reaching the Atlantic, and there l)eing astonished at the sight

of a whale. .\s an illustration of the difflcultv with which they

must have found credence on their return. 1 ma\- mention that

an old nati\e woman (daughter-in-law, ]jy-the-l)ye. to the ( ireat

Moshesh). with whom 1 hapi)ened to be discussing the nature

C'f a whale, suggested as its Sesuto name that of tlie barbeh

,-howing how little she realised the hugeness of a monster of

the deep—a hipj)o big as our Church, as I had to exi)lain to her.

Before dealing with the western Bantu, it will l)e well to

round off our view of native |)lace-names of British .South Africa

1 V ccMisidering how far Dittch and b'nglish ])lace-names bear

witness to the presence of native races, who have left their own
trace in surviving names of stifficient importance, in our com])lex

bistorv, to appear on the white man's ma])s. The rarit\- of

Bantu natives, as distinct from Bushmen and Hottentots, in the

experiences of the Voortrekkers, is luarked l)y the names Kaffir

River, 20 miles south of Bloemfontein, on the line, and Kafifir

Kop. east of Winburg, both, we may note, in the Orange Free

State. But the traces of both Bushman and Hottentot are much
more frequent. We get Bushman Ri\er. east of the Bay and at

p:stcourt, in Natal; Bushman's Kop on the Kaa]) Plateau and

west of Smithfield, in the Orange Free State; Bushmans Drift,

at the far w^est corner of the Orange Free State, near Ramah ;

Bushmans Hoed, west of Colesberg ; Bushmans iMmtein. east

of Middelburg; Bushmans Poort. on the Orange, near

Bethlehem; and Bushmans Berg, south-west of Pneska.

We have again for the Hottentot: Koranna P.erg ar.d

Spruit, Orange Free State, the latter running into the

j.lodder River; another Koranna Berg, west of KuruuKui;

Korannafontein, at Lichtenburg, Transvaal; and ])ossibly Faai-

bosch S])ruit, west of Winburg, and Taaibo.sch Bult. between

Potchefstroom and the Vaal, commemorating the famous Hot-

tentot Kaptein, and Koksfontein, north of Philiiip<ilis. witli

Kokstad, the leader of the Gricjuas. To the Bu.'^hman names

we may add Keang Ko]), called after Kaang, the Bushman sky-

god.

It is to be noted, in regard to these names, that thev carry
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US beyond the limits, mentioned aliove for Bushmen and Hotten-

tot, into districts where no name in their language survives, at

least on our maps ; but they have left their trace in a Dutch
or English name, from Lichtenburg and Potchefstroom to Natal,

as well as in the south and west. Some such names, however,
would not necessarily imply the presence of the people men-
tioned, e.g., Bushmans How, ])resumably from the form of a

kopje, and Kaffirkuil's River, in Stil Bay.

To complete the south-west boundary of the Bantu names,

we must pass from Tsebe, near the Orange, in Bechuanaland,
which ai)pears to be the utmost name on the south-west, north-

ward over the Kuruman and Molopo, through the Kalahari, b\

Malibeng (the pools), Mokopong (where ])umpkins are) and
Matsa (the lakes), to Saviko Pan and Bulibeng (at the deep

I)Ool—note how characteristically thirsty the names are here),

by Lake Ngami. Then, again, due north to Nokanin (at the

streamlet), and westward 1)\- the Bell and Norton valleys, to

meet the Herero names, with their characteristic O prefix:

(Jkatuovatyonu, Otavi by (in)otfontein, and so by the now fa-

luiliar Okahandya and Otyimbingwe, to Walfisch Bay.

The Hottentot names spread from Damaraland and (ireat

Nama(|ualand on the west coast (where the last north is the

Kaurasibj to the southern capes, and eastward, from well into

the Transvaal, as far as Zululand, as we have seen.* So great

was the spread, in the .sotith of our continent, of these Hamites.

whose remote cousins, the I^gyptians. we know so well from
our childh(jod, as occu])ying the north-east corner thereof.

Doubtless, wide tracts of Central Africa, also, are strewn with

buried Hottentt)t names, of which all trace has disap])eared

;

and doubtless, also, had 1 lietler knowledge of the central dia-

lects, I .should have been able to trace Hottentot i)honetics in

those tracts in some degree, but 1 liave never heard that an>-

other dialects but the Kaffir-Zulu ha\f adopted Hottentot sounds

and words to any extent ; not e\en the south-western grotip of

Bantu, whom we now find in close contact with these ])eople.

excej^t, of c(nirse. the case of Daniara, recentl\ enslaxed to

them.

Having discussed the >()ulhern boundary of our names, it

remains to distinguish the Portuguese names o{ l)oth coasts, and
the Arabic names of the eastern, from the other coast-names,
practically all i'.anin, and linalK- in (leliiK- tlie northern limit

across the bjjuator.

On the east coasl wi' lind the llantn names run up bv So-
maliland U) Mtoni, jn^i unrili nf Wubuslii ( I'ort Durnford), and
along the rivers of Pirili^h I'^ast Africa, while inland the Hamitic
tribes bold the pastures of the highlands far iiUo the north of

German East, opposite Zanzibar. At Magila. in the Bondei, we

* And in the North-East Ka!ah;iri lo Kama-Kama, between Living-
stone and the Saltpans.
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used to g-ct numbers of Masai to l)e doctored, and tlie\ and their

eongeners occupied much territory to the west of us, and to the

south-east of Victoria Nyauza ; indeed, on its east side it was
only the shores of that lake that were occupied by Hantu. till

we reach the solid Bantu sphere at its southern i)oint.

Not only do P)antu and Hamites overhi]) in Kast Africa,

like llamites (^the Hottentot) and Bantu in South Africa, but

some Arab names are naturally found in their settlements as

far south as wSofala.* The number of these names is. however,
remarkably few. and even these have often Bantu terminations

or prefixes, as Saada-ni, or alternative Bantu names, as Unguja
for Zanzibar (or Zangue-bar. i.e.. the coast of the Zeng, or l)lack

folk). So, too, the latter part of the name of Songo-.Minara

Island is Arabic for tower or lighthouse { )itiiiarct } . I)ar es

Salaam is. of course, ]nire Arabic: " Mome of I'eace," a little

inappropriate lately. 1 do not hnd any other originally Arab
name but those mentioned, on this coast.

To turn to the Portuguese. These are usuallv obvious ; thev
commemmorate famous men. such as Lorengo Alartiues, Bar-
tholomew Diaz, Fernao Velloso, northward to Almeida Bay, w-ith

many more on the old maps. The Waldseemtillers (early i6th

Century) seem almost tcj exhaust Portuguese royalty, not to say

-the Saints of the Calendar, in naming rivers and capes. The
festivals on which places were disco\ered, were often used for

naming, as is well known, so much so, that these names are of

considerably value for the chronology of the voyages. Natal.

S. Lucia, and northward. Cape S. Sebastian and S. Antonio are

of this class. Porttiguese names like Beira. C'onducia (Bay),
(Cape) Burra (and Btirra Falsa, so called from its likeness to the

former). Cape Corrientes, Caldeira Island, and Cape Delga'do and
Angoxa B. are again sut^ciently obvious. These are mostlx"

features noted from the sea, and therefore useful in naviga-

tion. On landing, the Portuguese adapted native names, which
would more easily be spelt in a southern European language than

in English or Dutch. Imt one does wish that our own race were
not quite so anxit)us to blot out often (|uite beautiful native

names, for the sake of an English name, rei>resenting some
narrow or even private association of their (nvn, not in an\-

degree descriptive of the place named. ( )ur own community
farm is an illustration. The native name is Pass of Lions, which

is descriptive, historical and romantic. The Dutch must need-

call it Modderpoort, which is at least too descri])tive, unfor-

tunately, but so unpoetic. that a brass in Bloemfontein Cathedral

translates it as Moederpoort, Matris Porta, which would have

been delightful, if genuine. We are saved the last degradation

of some English name, describing aptly enough some village in

England, but here perhaps totally ina]ii)ropriate philologically to

the geographical situation.

* WaldseemulleT spells it Zafalo. Is it old Bantu?' Some suppose a

chiefs name and cf. Xosa .?()—prefix ; but the Arabs spell it with sad.

and ZuKi names in ,s- with sin.
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De la Goa Bay speaks for itself (Algoa is spelt likewise in

a 1640 nia]:»). MoQambi(|iie at first sight seems I'ortugnese, but

the word is Mzambiji, probably the same as Zambesi. This

river has many names in the many dialects of those who dwell

near it : Europeans know it as the great river of the MoZambique
province. For the many Portugtiese names surviving in South
Africa ftirther south, see Air. Pettman's interesting book.

Noting other European names, such as Penguin and Panta-

loon Islands, on the east coast, let us now pass again to the west.

Here the Portuguese names are much more frecjuent. Thus,
coasting Angola northward, from C. Frio (

" cold "' after e(|ua-

torial waters) : Sacco Armazao, Alljino Point, Sta Rosa, C.

Negro Bay, Annunciation Point, Chapeo Armado, S. Nicolas

Bay, Capes SS. Martha and Alaria, Pta. Salinas and S. Jose.

Egito (i.e., Egypt, cf. the Nylstroom in the Transvaal), Novo
Redondo, C. Alorro, Pta. Longa, Pta. das Palmeirinhas ( and in

Cabinda, Pt. Palmar), C. Lagosta, Pequena, S. Antonio again,

Pt. Padrao. But the names here are by no means confined to

the coast. \\"e have S. Salvador, Duque da Braganca, Ka])elle

(though I am not sure that this is not a native name adai)ted),

Silva Porta, S. januario, S. Bento do Sul, S. Miguel. This

shews the more complete occupation of the western colony as

nearer to Portugal, and the wider spread of Saints' names seems

to reflect fuller evangelisation, more numerous missions. Mo-
zambique remained more de])endent on India; Angola was less

the mere half-way house.

French Congo has Capes Lopez, Sta. Clara and Esteiras,

but not a French name, except Point Noire and Cape S.

Catherine, unless we count Point Ognone and Nazareth Bay;
and up-country, in the Congo, there are, of course, several

French and Belgian iillcs. Spanish Cuinea has Cape S. [can, S.

Tome, Benito, and Campo. Little Fernando Po, on tlie other

hand, has scarce any natii'c names on the map. Cameroons (the

name is Portuguese) have Lobcthal, Tappenbach's !\a])ids, Sodcn
Island. Rio del Rey, ( ?Lolo ) dorf, Carnot, and Job. Albrechts
Hohe. Roughly speaking, the names you will find, except tho.se

menti(Mied, are, tliroughout the west coast, all liantu. until we
reach the northern limit. o\er against the Sudan and I lamitic

fields, to which boimdary we must now turn.

The most northern point of the l>antn s])eakers (according
to Struck's nia]) in Mcinhof's llamburg Lectures, which here
I am mostly tollowing), is in the C anici'oons, just east of

Kororofa, on the parallel dixiding .\ortli and .South .Nigeria,

which territory bounds them on the West. North Cameroons,
like North .Nigeria, contains ln.tli ilamites and Sond.anese
(speaking linguistically), the I'.antu boimdary falling; awav (to

the east ot' the Kwili and Isubu ) to the liangi. which it crosses

about 3 (leg. North, and then rims irregularly mid\va\- between
the Congo Riwr and the noiahern Itoimdarx- of the Belgian state,

reaching the Celle about Ilima. Tlir remaining countrx between
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the Aruniwini Kixcr and the Con^^o border to tlie iiortli is

almost entirely Soudanese in languaiL,a' ( 1 use Meinhof's con-

sidered term for the loosely-knit neii^ro family of tongues in

West and North Central Africa, as the ter'.ium quid to Bantu
and Hamite). Po the south, however, of the line just traced,

from 7° N. to the lujuator at Lake Edward, we have to reckon

with Soudanese intrusions as far as 2' N., into the Duala-Tanga-
Fan l-^'ields on the west, and east of the Congo as far as to the

Line, while some are found as far as south as the neighbour-
hood to the east of Lake Leo])old IL

In the fork between the Albert-Kivu chain of lakes and the

Victoria Nile is almost solid Bantu ; the eastern shore of Victoria

Nyanza, as Ave have already pointed out, is mainly Bantu, re-

lieved with Soudanese, but a great arm of the Hamites (e.g., the

Ngiewa, but mainly Masai, with Ndorobo stretching to Speke
Gulf) runs down the highlands from the Galla country to that

opposite Zanzibar ; the Bantu, however, of the valley of the

-Vthi runs up through this Masai country to Kikuyu, and
another smaller line runs along the Shambala Hills and Pare
Mountains to the Chagga of Kilimanjaro, where the Bantu have
held their ground, including an enclave of Mlugu, a remote tribe

of Soudanese. The Nege pigmies, near Lake Njarasa, have a

language allied to Bushman, which has itself some touch with

Soudanese peculiarities.

In these last pages I have been mainly dealing with the

sphere of Bantu-speaking tribes, but as we have seen in South
Africa that many Hottentot and Bushman names survived the

Bantu invasion (and even the European), even where those

languages have entirely died out, so we must be prepared to

find, on the northern border, Soudanese and Hamite names inter-

mixed with the Bantu, and possibly some Bantu names left

behind in the present Hamitic territory.

We have now traced the Bantu place-names limit on the

west coast and on the east as far south as Walfisch Ba3\ and the

Kaffirland borders respectively ; and from the Cameroons also

to the Swahili coast. The remainder of our paper will but touch
the fringe of the great problem of the meaning of the place-

names, and the recurrence of similar names in widely sundered
territories.

But first we must pause to envisage, however vaguely, the

probable line of advance of different divisions of the great Bantu
race; and here we must note the geographical characteristics of

Central Africa.

The entry into East Africa in prehistoric times is usually consi-

dered to have been through Arabia. Taking for granted an immigra-
tion from Asia by this route, we picture the immigrants brought

up against the Abyssinian plateau on arrival. They can either

follow the Red Sea to the north, or turn to the south of the

plateau. However this obstacle was negotiated by various immi-
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grant races, the trek southward must have been mainly along two
paths : ( I ) along the highlands between Albert and Victoria

Nyanza—where even to-day there is, so to speak, a " jam " of

population ( over 50 to the square mile, crowded, as it were, in

the gate to South Africa, whereas in the rest of native Soutli

Africa, it is under 50 on an average : a friend tells me there are

traces of a great prehistoric road to the east of Mount Elgon,

coming from Lake Rudolf and passing north of Victoria Nyanza)
;

or (2) brokenly along by the sea-coast, or skirting the mountains

to the east of Victoria Nyanza, where to-day there is a great

mixture of races. West of Albert the Congo forests stretch as

far as the Atlantic (leaving indeed an eastern edge of grassland

which Stanley rejoiced to emerge upon, and which the early Hot-
tentots may have followed), and these tend to turn immigrants

southward, along the eastern shore of Tanganyika. Here again

the river of ])eoples would find a gate and tend to pass west of

Nyasa toward the Zambesi. Except in early days, the pressure

along the east coast of the ])ioneer Bantu, whom the Arabs found

in the loth century as far south as Sofala. would forbid all ])uc

strong races returning eastward to that side.

How, then, did the lower Congo become populated? I

assume that as the main paths became blocked, tribes would pass

between the smaller lakes north of Tanganyika down into the

forest, and down the tributaries of the upper Congo from Lakes
Bangweolo and Mweru ( so the BaLuba in modern times. See

Haddon, p. 105). It is, of course, quite possible that some tribes

passed north of Albert Nyanza and down or across tributaries of

the Congo, as the line to Stanleyville does now, but there there

was probably already pressure from the westward trek of the

pure negro.

That the Basuto tribes arrived at the Central Zambesi from
the north-east, and therefore passed between Tanganyika and Ny-
assa is ])robable from the fact that their legendary place oforigin is

Ntsoana-Tsatsi, or " Sunrise." There is a Ntsoanatsatsi in the

Orange Free State (Tafel Kop, by Vrede), but the tradition is

too widespread and old for this to have been the original. That
they should have come from the East coast, tlicir (^thcr traditions.

language, features, etc., forbid, but that they marched with their

backs to the ecjuatorial sunrise in remote days is probable enough,
and might well be remembered in later days as they marched
south; till, on arriving at the Zambesi, they would tend to ascend
the river for a crossing,* again marching with their backs to the

winter sunrise (their treks would nattu-ally follow the

Kaffir corn harvest) and so southward again. Thus would the

north-east be kept in mind as their home, and it is looking to

* Cp. M. Ellenl)erger. who say.s the Barolong (senior clan of Bevvana)
left the Great Lakes at the end of the loth century, crossed Zambesi in tlie

T2th, and settled Zeerust and ]\Iafekiiig, liaving adopted the baboon as
their crest in the Dwarsberg at tlie end of the r4th century. The Bahu-
rutse separated and extended over tin- l^-ansvaal.
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Xtsoanatsatsi in the norih-cast their dead are buried. They then

>treanied across the higliland bridge between the Kalahari and

f.inipopo basin till they were stopped by the Drakensberg.* The
south-western Bantu may have come by a similar route at no
very remote j)eriod, perhaps by a higher crossing of the Zambesi,

hut the ])h()netic data are puzzling for the relatitjn of the southern

branches, including the easternmost or Zulu-Kanir. Thus SIxosa

and SI Zulu share with 'the SEsuto the S, e.g., of this prefix

( Herero oiyi-), and, among other tilings., the prevalence of the

laterals (hi, e.g.), which are wanting in most of the other Bantu
dialects ; also they share the labialisation in the passive. Yet, on

the other hand, Zulu-Kaffir and Herero preserve the Bantu sharp

<m-ds K, T, and 1*, which the central group changes

into H. i\, and F, etc.i Neither grammatically nor

jjlionetically do we find much connection between Herero
and Siito, while, strangely enough, there is some phonetic

likeness between the latter and Duala in the north-west, opposite

Fernando Po. The Herero, again, has vowel-assimilation deve-

loi)ed in common with the central (Northern Zambesi) dialects,

and to some extent with Suaheli and the north-east Bantu dia-

lects. This might seem to show ( i ) a remote branching of

Rasuto and Duala possibly north of Tanganyika from one primi-

tive offshoot of Bantu, and (2) another branching of south-west

from south-east Bantu, possibly west of Nyassa. Thus Haddon
says :

" The Ovaherero probably represent a branch of the cattle-

keeping south-eastern Bantu." but I reach the same conclusion on
independent grotnids. The south-eastern Bantu is also extraordi-

narily like Suahili, so mtich so that many words and some phrases

are practically identical in these extreme dialects of the Ear-t

Coast. The closeness of Transvaal \^enda and Tonga, midway
between the Suto and the Zulti-Xosa group has to be reckoned
with : I am not prepared to say how. Room for borrowing not

only of words, but of sound-system and actual dialects must, of

course, be left.

This excursus is not intended even to approach a serious

attack on the highly questionable problem of the grouping of the

Bantu, but only as a general rough guide in our task of tracking

])lace-names.

In concluding this digression we may summarise the present

distribution of dialects by sa3'ing that in the main the Bantu
spread from the lakes Albert and Victoria- w^estward (e.g., the

* Not a little light is thrown on this Volkerwandernng by the Suto-
Chwana names (i.e.. tliosc of the South Central group we are discussing)
for N. and S. Both dialects agree on BoRwa (i.e.. Bushmen', driven
southward before them to the mountains of Basutoland) for S. : but
the S. Basuto use for X. Lc-Boea, from ho boea. to return

—

i.e., whence
they came out. But among the X. Bakwena of Molcpolole, I am told

that this word is used for grassless country, and Kgalagali is used for N.,

showing that these Becoana did not succeed in avoiding the desert after

crossing the Zambesi.
t See author's previous paper. "The studv of .South African X'^ative

Languages." Re/^f. .S:A. Assn. for Adv. of Sc. Kimberley (1914), 384-

395-
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Diialaj, south-east towards the coast, and southward to the bridge

betweenTanganyika and Nyassa. This last Hue branched south-

ward and westward, the hitter direction to avoid the Kalahari,

whicli runs ahnost to the Falls, with its Bushmen. Whether the

Bechoana crossed the Zambesi after this trek I cannot say, but

should think it probable. The main partitions are, therefore, the

line Albert— Tanganyika— Bangweolo, and along the Northern

Rhodesia railway track and Zambesi to the Kalahari.

All Bantu, then, except those who may have crept along the

coast from Somaliland, found themselves inevitably, in their

southward trek, on the plateau of the Great Lakes. This falls

gradually from the shore of X'ictoria Nyanza, at near 4,000 feet,

westward to the Congo forest basin, eastward by the coast rivers,

southward ultimately to the Zambesi.

In turning at last to the ])lace-names, let us remind ourselves

of more familiar ones and their characteristics. Towns get their

names either from those of men, or from more natural features

(r/., Edin-borotigh, Der-by, i.e., the abode of deer or wild beasts).

Usually the names are connected, even in constricted England,

with the experiences of travel, with waterways and landways. It

is remarkable that out of the few English shires no less than five

(named, of course, from the cotmty town) contain the word
" ford"—of the Staft", Ox, Hart. Here, i.e.. Army.

In Ford and Ham, in Ley and Ton,
The most of English sttrnames rtin

—

and names of places, therefore, also, from wdiich surnames are

mostly derived. Out of the four types, two are natural features,

two man-made abodes, th.e " town " and " home "' being ])receded

by the names of the peo])le whose home they were, thus Notting-

ham, of the Sons of Snot. These ])lace-names correspond to

those after ])eople, chiefs, etc., in Bantu. \\> shall therefore note

and set aside this class in .\frica, and confine ourselves to those

marking natural featm^es, since in these alone can we usuall}'

hope to find mtich connection with names in other dialects.

The place-names of Dutch Africa are, likewise, either per-

sonal names, as Reitz, or derived from stich, as Maritzburg, Pre-
toria, Potchefstroom (from I*otgieter), Orange River (froni

the Prince); or qualified otherwise, as I^)laauw-l)erg (Blue
Mountain ) or sometimes uncjualified, as Bank ; sometimes con-
tracted, as Rand, for Witwatersrand. I'ut the majority of names,
even of towns, that are not merely borrowed from older coun-
tries, are called after natural, not man-made, features. Thus, in

the exhaustive list of Dutch geographical elements with which I

began my ])aper, against ])laats. dor]), and burg, the man-made
elements, there are berg, koj), kloof, bank, klij), hoek, poort, nek,
gat, bult, kuil, connected with high ground; vlei, vlakte, laagte,

with low; and spruit, fontein. rivier. draai, dam connected with
water ; there remains bosch, and names of trees.
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Now the same characteristics appear iii. Bantu names, and

we may well arrange these as having to do with water, that most

important element, especially in South Africa; with trees, and

other natural features, as moun.tains, valleys. It will be found

that hills are often called after the neighbouring \ alley, and the

name of this may be taken from its stream, as with us {or viee-

z'crsa), but sometimes from the configuration of the valley itself.

But we luust certainly add. in the case of Bantu names, the

Acry characteristic categor}' of names called after game, which,

as we shall see. are very numerous : thus, among the Kaffirs,

Xalanga (vulture). Indwe (crane). Umzi-mvubu (hippo-town),

Umkoma (whale) on the coast of Natal (is it from a grounded

whale, the form of the coast, or the number sighted thence?

—

k)cal men kindly help me), Lunda Hill (ox's hump), Mbulu

( jackals. =^ ? monitors). Inkwelo (water-beetle), Isandlwana (ox's

second stomach. Maneering has been explained as MaNaring,

where the wild oxen are, but an earh' map gives Myneering,

I.e., where Mynheer, the missionary, is

!

Among the Becwana and Basuto this category is still larger:

Thus

:

Alatlakeng (Rouxvillej Moruakhomo (personal name?)
vultures (taming cattle) is the old name of

Molopolole.

Pudumong (Pudimoe), Kudu (Ladybrand)
gnu Koodoe

Pitsane, Likabi. Phala (Palla) and Tsebe. Tsesebe,

little zebra buck bastard hartebeest

Ma-ngaung Mokhotlong
large wildcat black bird with red beak, i.e., ibis.

Lions are naturally in evidence, e.g., Tatmgs. Lekhalong la

Botau (Modderpoort. v.s.), and less dignified beasts: Likolobeng,
in Basutoland. e.g.. where the pigs are ; Ma-tsieng. from locusts

;

Kurtiman, '' croaking.'' the welcome sound of frogs, showing
])resence of water. I am told, is a possible etymologv, but have
doubts, though I ])refer it to that from Khudu, a tortoise. Marico
is said to be really Ma-disho, eating places, pastures. Bo-tla-

nama, where game comes; Bo-n(w)a-pitsi, where qwaggas drink;
and Nko-a-khomo, said to be so called from the mountain's like-

ness to the nose of an ox; Ramokuabane (better Ra-mo-kgoe-
bana) is the name of a spotted bird and perhaps of a man so-

called. The Dutch names after animals are usually combined
with Fontein or other words for water.

I am confining my lists at j)resent to the languages I know
best. Z'i:Z\, Suto-Chwana. and Kaffir-Zulu ; we will deal wdth
remoter districts and dialects later, tiaving dealt with the names

* Macloutsie = Matlhotse. jackals. The camp at Leribe called iriot-se,

from the river beneath, is not from Tlhotse, a jackal, but means a hicl
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coniuienioratinj4" the presence of game, corresjxjiuling to sitch

Dutch names as ( )hfantsfontein, Katteherg—names, by the bye,

which would ilkistrate an interesting paper on the fauna of

Soutli .Africa, jjast and i)resent, and their hal)itats—let us turn to

the other categories, names to do with water and trees, and i.ther

natural featiu'cs ;

—

I.

—

Linokana—little streams.

Nukauuing—at the little stream.

Mcfsi maflaba—sandy water.

Maritsanc—dregs (rita is to stir up). !>ut it nui}' mean a

little iiiorifi (dish), cp. Bizana, a round pot. in Kaffir.

Maliba-iiiafso—(leei)s which are black, cf. Bulibciu/. and
Malibc i spruit).

Matsa—lakes, cf. PikcHi = Alice.

Senietic—Mciia is to roll uj^ one's clothes to cross a river.

Seatc (in Hasutoland )

—

.//</ is to swell. r.(/., in fllood.

Tebc-tcbc are qtiicksands.

Maribogo—dri fts

.

Scllka is a river island—holm.

Tsiisa (River) means oozing out. trickling; cf. Nyiti-nyiti

(near Keiskama Idoek), meaning Alarshy.

Nallia'anc { from iiatlui, to break oft" a bit)—a ])art of a big

river, or from the river breaking olT its liank.

In Zulu-Kaffir :

—

Aiiiaiizi-iiifoti—sweet-waters.

Amauz-iuudaka (near Cala )— foul waters.

Ikaiiyc {
l)right) = Glen Grey.

II.—Among Trees :

—

Tlaring Reserve, near Kitruman—" at the Trees."

Meni-iiicfsaiic—black forests, cf. Euniyauieni, on the Keis-

kama.
Maklialcng—at the aloes.

Morokiveng—in the btish.

Moralana—Btish with red jjcrry and l)lack spots on bark.

MasJiomeng—where bulbs are.

Litlhaka is the Riet River, ( ).F.S.

Lotlhokoanc—little reeds.

Lotsanc is a withe.

Lesiioane—grass for to1)acco granarw
Mokopong—where i)umpkins are.

Mokopn = Pam])oensberg, South of Thaba Patsoa, Orange
Free State.

Moroko—httsks.

Moslwzu—Moshiing in the MiiiKi.ui bush (Jcsii). .cf. Slio-

shong.

Machaciic (mountain)—dry wood.

Koiihuj ( Kgoiixiii;/

)

—i)lace of hrewood. near Kunmian.
and doul)tle^s rare tMiouiib.
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in.— ( )i1kt features :

—

Kaliikaiii t" at the chalk "')
is Dutch.

.\Jakrlckrlla—desccut. dropjiiuij".

Miifckiii;/, srfik'iiifj—at the rock (s).

Scfikaiiciiij—at the little rock.

Mpanuic ( P^ickshurij^ ) means the flat niuuntaiu.

Majoana a inohcli. near La(l3hrand. ().]"". S.. means Two
Stones.

.\nd Mabiila. near 1)\ . is " opem'ngs."

LilsclliiiKj, at tlie large nntiui stones, cf. liiiibokotwa, in

Kaffir.

Called after parts of the body are

—

Tlinrelc—a teat.

Scliiiua—collar hone, necklet.

Dlpctung—chest.

Mafika Lisiii ( Le .Souvenir)—rock-like granaries.

A farm called Ha Lchakoc. "at the Flint's " onl\- describes

the fanner's character

!

J.crihc, Chief Jonathan Molapo's ])lace in Xorthern Bastito-

land, means "Nodding " head, or stick. (/. Seribi, south

of Fraticistown.

ButJie-bittlic—"lying down," cf. the mountain to an animal.

Maseru—sandstone.

Malitti (mountains)—com])anions, or i)uzzles. cf. Molo-
polole. a tangle.

Maletstniyaiie (Falls). I'sit is the 1 )tttch y/'/V.;,- iiiotsii is an
arrow. (•/. Tsohi, a pointed hill near Umtata.

Tliaba 'Nchii is the black mountain.

Tliaba Cliicha. Palsoa —nnmd. da])ple(l (with bush), etc.

Taba Nkitlit is the big mountain in Kaffir.

1 must take a leaf out of my friend Mr. Fettman's book, and
continue this wide subject of place-names some other time.

Those that we have considered, chiefly from South Africa,

\vill give us a lead for others further north.

I shrank from contributing a paper which must seem too
little tinished, but the subject is so large as to be beyond the

power of one man, even in many years, since Bantu comprises 182
languages and iiy dialects, and ideally a work on Bantti place-

names would not be completed till all such were recorded, with
the meaning in the dialects which had provided them—obviously
an impossible task for one man. 1 give therefore what I have
to offer at present, in the hope that those from many parts of
Africa who have the patience to follow my remarks may help,

with local knowledge and kindly criticism, to correct my stigges-

tions from the philological side, and to fix the derivation of
names where I have failed or erred.
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South African Flora.—Three years ago when
Dr. Marloth issued the first vokime of his " Flora of South
Africa," the London Times Literary Supplement referred to it

as a " sumptuous work." and observed that " nothing of the kind

has been attempted for any other country." The same author
has just i)ubhshed a modest-looking little volume* which he

describes as a " supplement" to his greater undertaking. Not-
withstanding its vmassuming appearance, the labour involved in

compiling it must have been great indeed. The book is divided

into three sections, the first of which is mainly an alphabetical

li.st of the common names, current in South Africa, of plants

indigenous to the country. The same species are enumerated in

the second part of the book 'uit in systematic arrangement. If

either the common name or .e botanical designation of a plant

is known the searcher will fin., the other name in the appropriate

section of the work. The third, and smallest, section comprises

a list of foreign plants cultivated in the open, a list which the

author regards as only accessory to the main subject of the book.

The popular names are, of course, largely Dutch, but by no
means exclusively so, and in practically every case a few notes

descriptive of the plant, and often of its actual or possible appli-

cations, are added, and information is occasionally given to

direct the reader to practical proofs of these applications. Thus
one gathers that the furniture of the little English Church at

De Dooms illustrates the use of which the Rooi Els (Citnonia

capensis) may be i)ut ; of the Cape gooseberry—which, by the

way. is neither a gooseberry nor of the Cape—the potentialities

for jam manufacture are pointed out ; and of the ]]^itc)at boom
(Capparis albitriinca) the roots are stated to be used as a cofifee

surrogate. As already remarked, a great deal of valuable pioneer

work has been packed into the small compass of this little work,
and the author has indeed—to use a stock |)hrasc thoroughlv

applical)le in this case—met a long-felt want.

"^ R. Marlotli : "Dictionary of the common names of plants: with
list of foreign plants cultivated in tlie open."' Svo. pp. 175. Capetown:
.Speciality Press of South Africa. Ltd. icjr/.
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Lhf black wattle industry has been for many years, is now,
ami will permanently be. one of the most important of Natal's

assets.

It has already brought in nearly £3.000.000 of oversea monev
for bark exported, which, during the past five years (including

war restrictions), has averaged £266,000 per annum; it has
brought into circulation a further unknown amount, probably
i2,ooo,ooo, for mining timber and firewood used in South Africa

;

it lias paid to the Government a nearly equal amount for railway

freight on bark and wood ; to the shipping companies it^ has
provided a welcome addition Xo the home load ; it has found
occupation and maintenance for a very large industrial popula-

. don, and provided a congenial outlet for the energies of the

raw natives when hungry; it has provided the homesteads of

South Africa w^ith cheap and good fuel, and the gold and coal

mines with an absolutely necessary part of their equipment,

otherwise unobtainable except by import ; it has created a demand
for certain machinery and power, which also means money cir-

culated ; it has settled the Province with a contented and
prosperous lot of farmers, who spend money freely, and main-

tain the town stores ; and it has done all this on ground unsuitable

for other classes of intensive agriculture without ousting any

other industry, except to a small extent, grazing, for which the

available area is still very large.

It also provided the late Natal Government with one I'rime

Minister and several Ministers and members of the Legislative

Council and Legislative Assembly, and even the Union Govern-

ment of South Africa has had representatives of this industry

in its Ministry, its Senate, and its Legislative Assembly.

The black wattle is an Australian tree, and is believed to

have been introduced into Natal originally as an ornamental tree,

but on its tan value being ascertained, planting on a small com-
n^ercial scale began about 1880, and increased regularly, year by

year, up till 191 1, since which date the increase has been slow.

if any, for reasons mentioned later.

In 1905 I estimated the area under wattle in Natal at 30.000

acres ; now I estimate the area to be about 160,000 acres, though

no full and exact figures are available, and some estimates go

much higher.

The exports give the best clue to the expansion of the

industry ; these have l)een :

—

A
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No. of Average price

Year. Package.s. per ton. \'alue.

£ s. d. £

1886 39 II

1887 449 315
1888 864 410
1889 4,623 . 2.783
1890 7,911 3.389
1891 13.972 5.588
1892 19,408 9.234
1893 22,976 9,304
1894 40,485 12,569

1895 57.666 17.209

Tons.

1896 3.378 4 17 5 16,450

1897 4,098 462 17,659
1898 9,427 3 3 6 30,929
1899 11.070 5 4 7 57.885
1900 8,900 5 4 5 ^ 46,479

(affected by war.)
T90T 13.771 5 I 6 69,850
1902 15.537 4 ^5 " 74.554
1903 •• 12,135 70.581

(and 168,767 bags.)

1904 14.125 6 12 6 93.578
1905 15.636 580 84,434
1906 14.756 6 09 89.056
1907 23.839 5 14 9 136,873
1908 24.587 587 133.510
1909 35.292 5 9 4 192.950
1910 41,048 5 I 6 218,309
1911 49.407 5 17 10 288,365
[912 52,776 4 15 o 250,686

1913 65.052 4 15 o • .So8,997

1914 58.479 4 '8 6 286.399

191 5 40.050 4176 _ 195.244
(aft'ected by war.)

Approximately 535,047 tons, at

Average £5 i 9 £2.723,609

And from otber Provinces of South Africa a small value,

jxM-haps £30.000.

These figures do not include shipments^ from one South
African port to another, but Capetown has. at various times,

purchased a good deal for local use, and other ports some.

In 1905 I prepared a Government Bulletin, in which full

details of routine practice and experience up to that date was
embodied, and as that is still obtainable, I do not propose to-day

to re])eat any part of that, but simply to state further experience,

and l)ring the history of the industry u]) to date, indicating what
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dovcU^pnienls have taken place, and through whom, and in what
lines research and de\elopnient is still in progress or is wanted.

In 1905 every wattle-grower was a wattle expert; each one's
methods differed in some respects from that of his neighbour,
and each claimed to have the best possible method, and that he
knew his subject, and had nothing further to learn.

To-day. most wattle growers, and especially those who know
most, admit that they have learned more since then than all they
l-;ncw before, and that they are still learning daily, and have
nuich to learn.

In 1905 and onward, while the industry was developing
enormously, large areas were planted on second-rate or third-

rate wattle land, and have since proved that though such land
can carry a crop of wattles, and can even do so with profit, the
risks on such land are far greater, the need for first-class manage-
ment is mtich more pronotinced, and, in any case, the profit is

much less than wdien first quality land only is u.sed.

There used to be an optimistic idea prevalent that because
certain measured areas and crops had yielded four tons of bark
].er acre in six years, therefore every acre of wattle land would
do so ; to-day it is known that though under exceptional circum-

stances some crops may be even much better than that, there

are more acres in Natal carrying under three tons than over four

tons, at that age.

Thece were few at that time who thought of a longer rota-

tion than six or seven years ; to-day, periods up to twice that

length are receiving serious consideration, and being worked
toward by the most advanced growers.

.\.t that time, final espacement 6ft. x 6ft. was considered

the standard, except in very favourable spots ; to-day, most of

the better plantations are on much wider espacement from the

start, especially where longer rotation is contemplated.

It used to be the practice to thin only after the thinnings

-had value, say at four or five years' age; to-day, the practice is

growing of thinning out all the weak and dominated trees as

soon as they show that condition, say at two years' age. even

if it costs something to do that, and brings nothing in return.

There used to be little endeavour to clean a weedy planta-

tion, the idea being that the trees would find their way through

and eventually dominate ; to-day it is recognised that, besides

other disadvantages, the time lost thereby meant the loss of at

least one season on each crop, or the loss of one full crop every

50 years, and that mechanical cultivation pays its way well.

There used to be a firm conviction that the various insect,

fungoid and bacterial pests were part of Divine Provfdence and
unavoidable, and therefore had to be endured ; to-day the wattle

farmer is keen on the application of scientific research into the

]jossibility of the control of his pests.

In 1905 the production of bagged bark was the limit of the

farmer's ambition, and was beyond the scope of half the farmers,

who were satisfied to sell as stick-bark ; to-day we see compressed
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shredded bark bales and tons of dry bagged extract leaving

Natal, and opening new markets and new possibilities i^reviously

only dreamed about.

Till lately, the wattle grower has thought of bark as the

product, and timber as the bye-product ; now he finds he can

come out as well on timber as the product, and bark as the bye-

product.

He used to rely entirely on Germany as his market ; now he
relies on all places except Germany, and still there is a demand
for all the bark that shipping can be got for.

Till now he has thought of the oversea market as his only

outlet ; to-day the export of beef and consequent abundance of

best hides, scientifically handled in bulk, at one or a few centres,

instead of drysalted separately with no attention when a beast

dies on the farm, opens the way to the production in Natal, from
Natal materials entirely, and by Natal labour, of as valuable

leather as can be produced elsewhere, and the creation of another

indtistry.

There are also those now who have found out that beyond
its value for bark and timber, the wattle can be used as a poli-

tical handle, and that if they plant enough wattles in some remote

and outlandish place, where land and labour cost next to nothing,

there is a prospect that the Government later on will send a rail-

way to the door, and the price of land will jump straight oft"

from IDS. to £5 per acre.

It is the rare combination of a few simple factors which
has given Natal its monopoly in this industry. It has suitable

climate, suitable land which is not more valuable in anything else,

suitable and low-priced labour, and the right men to direct that

labour ; these are all the special requisites. Australia and New
Zealand ha\'e all other conditions, but labour is too expensive;

in the few parts of the United States where climate is stiitable,

land is too valuable under fruit and lucerne tmtil the supply of

(>ther local tan producers is more com])letely depleted. In

tropical Africa, the usual demand of new countries for immediate

leturns has so far prevented extensive plantation of wattles; in

India, the industry has not taken on ; in the Mediterranean con-

servatism, and in South America the absence of conservatism

have ])revented even a start being made ; in Cape Province land

suital)le for wattles is often more vakiable for stock-raising, and
in the North-Eastern Transvaal long freight, or a Portuguese

])ort are adverse influences.

As the local grower often wishes to know what is actually

Ijeing done elsewhere, the following facts, which have been

ascertained may be recorded :

—

Australia has suitable areas, but labour conditions are pro-

hil)itive. conse(|uently no commercial jilanting of wattle has been

done. 'I~hc natural wattle .scrubs are. in some jilaces, being

felled for bark with some regularity, and natural regeneration

without culture or labour is allowed to replace stock. This is

e([ui\'alent to the method once prevalent here of leaving regener-
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ated crops unthinned, takino^ the best trees out of the plantations
as they become lit. and leaving- the balance to struggle on till

tit—a practice long since condemned here as unsatisfactory. In

other places, bark is being realised as wattle is cleared for agri-

culture. But there are Australians so satisfied with these
methods that in the past the export of such ])roduct -to Europe
used to run to thousands of tons per annum, and being fairlv

mature, usually fetched a good price, whereas now the im{X)rt

into Australia from South .\frica is running to thousands of tons,

and the .Australian ( lovernments are being urged by their con-
stituents to ])lace an imjxjrt duty of 30s. per ton on South
African bark as a ])rotective measure—a duty which, considering

other markets for Natal bark, and also considering Australia's

local supply, will not affect the Natal grower, but will e\'entually

be paid by the Australian consumer withoiu keeping the Aus-
tralian grower alive as such.

Australia exported tanning l)arks, including mallet, wattle,

mangrove, and all other kinds, as under :

—

T91T, 12,680 tons, value £103,971.

Tgi2, 7.884 tons, value £67.525.

But still, during 191 1, 3,908 tons, value £22.570, were
shipi^ed from Durban to Australia and New Zealand. No later

returns have been seen by me, but I am aware that bark con-

tinues to be sent to Australia in quantity.

New Zealand has suitable areas, and has planted to some
extent, the latest report I have being about ten years ago. when
4,500 acres were in wattle. The experience there is that labour

is expensive, and there is no demand for the timber, conse(|uently

bark alone has to carry the crop.

liast Tropical Africa.—In the S.A. Trade Commissioner's
Re])ort on the Wattle Indu.stry (as it ajjpeared in the Natal press)

there were included figures so enormous and so extraordinary

in regard to the export of bark from British and German East

.Wrica, during 1910-191 1-1912, that enquiries were instituted as

to their correctness, and the official replies by the Conservator

of Eorests. British East Africa, and the Controller of Customs,

Mombasa, show that the wattle-bark industry there is still in its

infancv, and that, according to Blue-Books, the export has

l)een :

1910-191 1 . . 10 tons Wattle Bark, \alued at £47, all to Britain.

1911-1912 .. 43 „ ,. „ .. i333< - Germany.

1 20 . .. .. £200, to Cjermanv.
1012-1913 .. j^2 ,. £308, to Britain.'

Xo tannic acid was exi)orted. except in bark form, but the

export of mangrove bark was:

—

T910-1911. 6,442 tons, value £6.059. mostly to ( iermany

and United States of America.

1911-1912. 1,995 tons, value £1.950. mostly to ( icrmany

and United States of .\nierica.
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Up to 191 5, about 12.000 acres were planted with wattles
in British East Africa, of which very Httle was then mature,
but it is anticipated that the export of wattle bark mav increase
considerably about 191 7.

In view of the above figures, the S.A. Trade Commissioner's
Report is inexplicable, and evidently founded on error, as even
taking mangrove and wattle together, or either separately, the
figures he gives are far beyond the fact, so far as British East
Africa is concerned.

Concerning German East Africa, I have no figures except
those given by him, which I believe to be all wrong.

In India the various wattles were introduced many years

ago, but no systematic cultivation has ever been done.
Gamble (1902) states: "Nothing seems to have been done

on the Nilghiris, where the wattle is a weed, and miles

of it can be grown at a very small cost, and cut over at five years'

rotation." Probably this is because A. dcalhafa seems to be most
abundant. The various Forest Inspectors' reports up to 1908
show that the same condition still holds, and I have no later in-

formation. Samples of A. pycnaiitha and A. dccurrens from
the Nilghiris, analysed in India, were found to contain 33.8 and

33.4 per cent, of tannin respectively, which does not go to support

the popular theory that all tanning materials are richer in tan the

hotter the country in which they are ])roduced ; and ccMiiparison

of Natal's coast and upland wattle contents, so far as I know,

also fails to support that theory.

Ceylon and Japan have both been buyers of Natal wattle

bark, not growers so far. japan used a good deal during its war
with Russia.

In the United States of America, the value of land not

subject to severe frosts is too high under fruit and lucerne to

admit of wattle meantime on other than experimental scale, but

in the American island Hawaii, where it has l)een growing for

about 50 years, and ai)])arently does well, the harvesting of the

first and only six-acre block in 1905, raised ratlier a sensation,

and brought out Bulletin No. ii, 1906, of the Hawaii Agricul-

tural Experimental Station, by J. C. Smith, which shows that

when 13 \ears old, 3<S tons of bark were olitained from the six

acres.

Jn .South America, I am not aware of any i)laniing.

In the eastern part of Cai)e Colony there are jjossibly 10,000

acres altogether, but the industry is not increasing rajjidly there,

owing to the higli grazing \alue of nmcli of \W climatically

suitable areas.

In the Eastern Transvaal there are a few thousand acres

mostly approaching harvesting condition, which, unless special

arrangements can be made, will be severely handicai)ped so far

as bark is concerned, by long rail freight, or the use of a foreign

port. A Transvaal tanning com])any is the suggested remedy.

Thus it happens that Natal has had. and is likely to retain,

for the present, nearly a mono])oly in this culture.
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Markets.

The pro-war markets for wattle bark were ]lanil)uro- and
Antwerp, with only a very small ]x)rportion to England and else-

where. Hamburgh was the prineipal centre, distributingr to Ger-
many, Austria. Rtissia. Holland. Scandinavia, etc.

Consumers everywhere prefer extract to dry bark', l)ui the

Clerman policy was tlie importation of raw bark, so as to mono-
]H>lise in Germany the manufacture of extract, and with this in

^•iew, there was an import duty of £4 per ton, which ap])lied to

quebracho and other barks, as well as to black wattle, but which

had the effect of retardin^^- commercial enedavours to ])roduce

extract in Natal.

Under what was known as the Hamburo- contract, the arbi-

tration clause gave the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce the

official adjudication on points in dispute, and debarred sellers

from having any voice in the selection of arbitrators. exce])t

outside friendly arbitration was agreed to by both.

Also all bark was sold at " fair average quality "
( F.A.Q.

)

without analyses or sample, consequently anything claimed by
the buyer to be below F.A.Q. went to arbitrati(~»n, and unfair

losses to consignors were numerotis.

These, and other similar grievances recorded by the South
African Trade Commissioner, led to the formation first of a

Wattle Committee of the Natal Agricultural Union, and later to

the formation of the Agricultural Co-operative Union, with a

view to the protection of growers" interests. Private dealers in

Natal kept aloof or came into direct opposition, which resulted

in a certain amount of dislocation in the wattle business during

19TI-1912, consequent lowering of prices, and a sto])page to the

expansion of the wattle industry, which, till then, had been brisk.

The declaration of w-ar closed the German market entirely,

and growers may thank the Agricultural Co-operative Union, and

other dealers, who, in face of enormous difficulties raised by the

war. have opened up new and i)ermanent markets (|uite apart

from German intervention, and have done so without lowering

the local price more than a few shillings.

The i^resent position is that the British buyer is using, and

})repared to buy at enormous prices, whatever can be landed ; that

the shipping companies, running enormous risks, are earning

enormous freights ; that sufficient shipi)ing is not availal)le, and

consequently the ])rice in Natal remains low, and the export

comparatively limited. New markets in many other countries,

which the exigencies of trade prevent me from mentioning mean-

time, have been o])ened, and on the whole, I can only look on

the closure of the (ierman market, under the circumstances which

have brought it about, as an unmixed blessing. It must also be

noted that Britain has ])rohil)ited re-export of wattle bark to

Scandinavia.

And to those who say that as soon as the war is over the

demand will be off, I can onlv say I do not concur, as I think
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it will take years of active oi)erations to repair the wastage of

war and again arrive at normal conditions, and that if there is

meantime rather an accumulation of mature bark, that will be

worked off easily while the pressure is still high.

There used to be a hesitation about Using wattle bark in

England, lest the supply would be insufficient, and irregularity in

delivery might occur, necessitating the closing down of s]:)ecially

prepared appliances, and the return to former materials aufl

methods.

Recent years have proved conclusixely that there need now
be no fear about 50.000 tons per aimum being forthcoming, and
much more if it is wanted. When the Hon. W. Deane and Mr.
Harrison (Acting Trade Commissioner) visited Hamburg in

191 o, they found that that market alone could absorb 50.000 tons

per annum, at nearly the same rates as were then in force, or

100.000 tons on ])rices based on demand and on consideration of

V. hat other tan this would displace.

What may haj^pen after the war, no one can predict, but

this is sure: that if the demand existed somewhere in the w^orld

in 1910, it still and perpetually will exist, even though worked
through other channels, and probably much of that was in addi-

tion to the new markets since opened u]).

Consequently there is an assurance for the grower that he

will have a market, and the consumer that he will have a supply.

And though the export of extract, and of compressed bark are

now accomplished facts, and in daily use, there can be no doubt

but that it will take years before the whole of Natal's l)ark

products take one or other of these forms, and the grower whc
is so placed that he cannot conveniently have his bark shredded
or com])ressed or made into extract need have no fear that the

market for stick bark or chopped bark is already gone for ever

;

such a ])r()cess comes gradually, and necessarily takes a long time.

The methods of strip])ing and drying the bark, detailed in

my i)revious P)ulletin. ro(|uire little to be added further than this:

that where it can be done, drying in the open and close to the

place of felling is usually less costly than drying in sheds, though
(HI inan\ farms the constant use of sheds is an absolute necessity.

It is found that large and airy sheds are better than any
other, and that it is neccssar\' to lie able to close the ^ides to

])revent the entrance of mist where mist i)re\ails. Tlie tinal

stages of the drying may be done stacked outside under a roof

of 6-ft. iron, if loose pieces of in>n are kept at hand for standing

up as sides during rain or mist, or at night, to be taken down
rgain as soon as the reason has ])assed. Tliis consideral)ly re-

lieves the ])ressure on s])ace inside the drying ^hed, and also

keeps apart what is almost dry from what is still \er\- moist.

The wattle bark, after drying, is usually cut into approxi-

mately 2-inch lengths by strong choi)ping machines, many of

which are of local manufacture. The stream of chopjjed bark

is led direct into sacks, whicli are packed bv sjX'cial |j;icking

machines, all made in Natal, which varv from the single-dro])
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stamp, wliich takes cxtrciiK'ly little power aiul packs one ton

])er hour, to the hea\v machines workinj^ on the screw-i^roiieiler

j.rinciple. which handle almut ^o lon> ])er diem, and rc-i|nirc- 8

t.) lo B.li.l'.

It used to he the case that all shi])j)inf; charj^rs were per
ton weight, and there was consequently no very great inducement
to go to expense in regard to sjjccial packing. The war and tlic

scarcity of shi]iping has. iKnvever, had marked effect on this

industry, in that it has led lo serious endeavours to economise
shipping space. Various locally-made stamp and rotar\- machines
for packing have heen in use for some }ears, including C ollins'

])acker. Arthur Wotul's ])acker. and Alacdonald's packer; hy ail

of these, ahout 200 His. ch()])ped hark is packed in a grain hag,

and in this condition, which has. during recent years, heen the

standard, the hulk for shi])ment is 85 to yo cubic feet i)er ton

weight (2.240 lbs.), and is regarded hy the shipj)ing companies

as 90 c.f.

Mr. A. Collins is now ])roducing a rotary packer. ])acking

chopped bark into bags in an oblong container, and these are

Tifterwards bound square with iron hoop, whereby sacked pack-

ages. I4in. X I4in. x 28in. are ])repared for shii^ment. working

out at about 60 cubic feet per ton weight, with an inexpensive

outfit. X'arious hydraulic and lever presses are in use. and

ethers under order or c(>n^tructi(»n. whereby, with a pressure

of 200 tons, cho]?ped liark, at about 50 cubic feet per ton

and shredded bark at aljout 4S cubic feet per ton are

managed in bales covered with hessian and banded with steel

hoops, usually 2oin. x 21 in. x i6^/dn.. of about lyo ll)s. to 200 lbs.,

and 1 am informed that shredded bark has been packed to about

40 cubic feet per ton. but this I have not seen. A good deal

of bark is now being ex])t)rted shredded by disintegrators, mostly

in compressed bales, and is in demand in this form, and though

the chemist mav say there is more loss of tannin in the escape

of liM)se crystal's and fixation of others by this than l)v other

methods, the demand is likely to control the output till something

better is forthcoming.

A good manv of these grinding jilants are being erected in

various centres, and usually consist of a disintegrator recptiring

20 R.H.r.. which grinds or shreds the chopped bark to a fibre

resembling coir. The jirocess is a very dusty one, and can only-

he done in comfort b\ adoi;ting an exhaust fan and collector,

with jirobablv an added dust-room attached. The local si)ecial-

ists for the mechanical re<|uirements of the industry are giving

every consideration to this develo].>ment, and have iiroduced what

is required, and the baling is done by the i)resses already men-

tioned, to the same size as the ch(j])])ed hark bales.

The rate of freight. Durban to London, which before the

war was at 25s. ])er ton. has been raised to 62s. yd. per ton mea.s-

urement (40 cubic feet), or when in bags estimated at QO ^^ul^ic

feet ])er ton weight, at £(> i>er ton weight (2,240 lbs.). This

gives considerable encouragement to the reduction of bulk.
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Extract.—For a few years the practicability of exporting-

wattle tannin as extract has been under consideration, but the

war may be considered the factor which has given the oppor-

tunity, and made this an accomplished fact dtiring- the present

year.

The Natal Tanning Extract Company has its factory in

working order, and is busy making extract, having already

shipped some quantity in bulk, as a clear, dry, solid extract..

packed in bags of about 90 lbs. weight, and containing about 65
per cent, tannin.

Another factory is in course of erecti(~)n in Durl)an, and
expects soon to be in active operation, in which Bill)rough':?

process is to be in use, and public experimental crushings at

Motmt lulgecombe. May 4th, 191 5, showed to be also practical,

the machinery for this having been ordered in January, 1Q16.

It is tmderstood that in 1)oth these factories it is mechanical
expression of tannin from the bark by pressure between heavy
bronze rollers, that is tised, hot water and tan liquor washes
being applied to the pressed bark between each set of rollers.

By these means, extract as satisfactory can be prodticed in a

few hours as was formcly done by months or years of leaching

under the slow^ diffusion or infusion process. So far, green

tark only has been treated, but it is held that dry bark can be

similarly treated, though taking longer time to get int(T a .soaked

condition which allows of ])ressure.

It has always been held by the achocates of extract-produc-

^ion that twigs and branches, which meatime are waste, can

be similarly treated, and that thereby the production of tannin

per acre can be increased. Whether or not that can be done
Vi^ith profit still remains to be ])roved, and will probably depend
largely on how far the factory is fn^m the plantation. Williams

has siiown (Bulletin No. '/2. \^)\^. p. 7) that there is only 6 to

7 ])er cent, tannin in dry twigs and lea\es, or 3,4 to 4.4 per

cent, in the green sam])les. It is not xct clear what is the capacity

of each factory, or if it will eventually be necessarv to have

factories every few miles along the railway lines, as hap[)ens

with sugar; but it is clear that a saleable article is being i)roduced

instead of one which formerly the I'ritish tanner was not keen

on using; and that whereas the bagged bark only yielded

a ton (2,240 lbs.) of tannin from 270 cubic feet shipment, the

extract yields a ton from aI)out 40 cubic feet, without having

more expensixe i)acking than the other. What the shi])ping com-

panies will do in regard to freights after the war. cannot be

guessed, but it is evident that such a difference in cubic meas-

urement means an immense saving.

In regard to the use of extract in ( Ireat Britain, the .^.A.

Trade Commissioner (Mr. C. Chiapi)ini ) gave the following

interesting statement, showing for k^i i the import oi bark, of

extract and of other tanning, materials into the United Kingdom,
;ind the re-ex])ort tjf these articles:—
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Percentage of

Total Total re-exi)ort to

it)ii. inii)()rts. re-exports. total im]x>rt.

£ £

Bark, almost entirely

Mimosa (= Wattle) -M^J-'i^ i''^7.5''^7 77 I'e-rceni.

Extract 739-3-3 28,142 3.8
< )ther 'I'anning- Ma-

terials 5^\v5'^3 41.729 7-4

" In other words, in i()i] the United Kingdom used 96.2 per

cent, of the extract, and 92.6 per cent, of other tanning materials

im])orted. as against only 23 per cent, of the hark imported."

From this it would appear that wattle hark went from
England to Germany to he made into extract, and was theti

shi{)ped hack to England.

The \ery extensive use of extract in England is amply
shown in this, and gives every encouragement to the further

])roduction of extract in Natal.

Grading.—In my former huUetin (page 148) 1 urged that

high-grade bark only he sent to Europe, or, at least, that such
be sent separate from mixed, mouldy, and low grade
material. On November 8th, 1912. Dr. j. Cordon Parker, on
behalf of the United Tanners" Federation of Great Britain and
Ireland, wrote to the South African Tracle CcMiimissioner sug-

gesting that instead of sending all bark forward either as " fair

average quality,'' or on sample, or for sale as bark without
sample, it would be better for all concerned, grower, seller, and
buyer, if some system of grading could be adopted whereby
mature and innnature bark, as also perfect and damaged bark,

would be sent forward under different rect\gnised brands. This

matter was seriously taken up by the growers and the Govern-
ment, with the result that grading from Durban port was begun
by Government Notice 2032, December 2t^, 191 3. and a Govern-

ment grader appointed.

The classification was amended l)y Notice 655, April 17,

191 4, to be

—

H I. Heavy (choice).

H 2. Heavy (fair average ((uality).

M I. Medium (choice).

M 2. Meditun (fair axerage (juality).

T I. Thin (choice).

T 2. Thin (fair average quality).

B.G. Below grade.

This continued in force and worked satisfactorily until

September 30, 1914, when the grading was discontinued in \ iew

of the European situation.

An imix3rtant enquiry is whether successive crops of wattle

on the same ground are better or worse than earlier crops.

Experience varies much on this, and so does jjractice in the
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pn.duction of them, and I am convinced that the man who burns
badly for renewal, and cultivates badly (»r not at all afterwards,
usually has poorer succession crops, whereas the man who
secures a thoroughly good l)urn and culti\ates well has better
succession crops.

Not many men can go back into many rotations, under
regularly good cultivation, with an\- exactitude, but from
Ravensworth f^state. where wattle culture has been u]^ to date
at all times since wattles were introduced, we have this impor-
tant testimony from Messrs. Angus and Co.

:

" The yield of bark per acre varies according to the preva-
lence of drought, hail, snow, frost, hurricane, bagworm. frog-

hopper, locust, caterpillar, etc., and to freedom from all or some
of these. We have had an average yield of two tons per acre
from eight-year-old trees damaged by hail and other ]>lagues

and disabilities, and an average of 8J/3 tons from six-year-old

trees, where conditions of soil and good rainfall, etc.. have been
favourable. This was from a fifth rotation; four previous
heavy crops had been taken from tlie same plantation during
about 35 years.

" Where there has been very severe burning of branches on
the site of a rotation, trees are incomparalily better than where
the burn has been slight or missed altogether. And when (as

now practised) the rotation has the soil broken up by heavy disc

cultivation, it is, of course, more like the soil condition of a

first crop than when merely cleaned between rows of new trees

by hand hoe."

Messrs. Holley Bros. re]X)rt tlic succession crops to be
" better owing to better knowledge "

;

Mr. E. T. Hill says: " Under good trcatmeni practically the

same '"

;

While Sir ( ieorge Leuchars says: " i'j|ual if well cidtivated;

third crop has been 1)etter than the first."

It is evident from such testimonies as these. an<l from what
one can observe in going o\er many estates, that the wattle does
not, of itself, impoverish tlie grotmd for fiuure wattle crops,

but that it is the farmer who makes or mars liis future cro]is bv
his treatment from the burning stage onward.

Indeed, 1 go furihcr than that and say thai bad plcuighing

for the first crop, and consequent grassy condition, will continue

in evidence through several rotations, say, for 20 years, unless

it be rectified by sufficient l>m-ning on renewak which is difificult

in such case»through absence (^f branches.

'i^he practice of negligent ploughing, or of contractors

ploughing on lowest (|U(>tations, mtist therefore be condemned,
as 2s. per acre saved in the first cost may rcMill in 20s. per acre

loss per anntmi for 20 years or more.

A difticulty sometimes arises where felling has to go on
all the year round, or at certain seasons to suit fiow of sap or

other controlling conditions, in getting a satisfactory burn dur-

ing summer, and I ha\e seen this better managed by lea\ing the
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ground nnburned till winter, and tlu-n, after liocin.ii^ all rank
herbage, securing an excellent burn, even ai the sacrifice of a

full crop of seedlings already r8 inches high.

To many this would apj^ear wanton waste, and the loss of
nearly a season, but actually it acts in the op])osite direction, for
the growth on the well-burned ground more than coni])ensates

for the loss of the destroyed seeding croj), whicii on unburned
ground would sooner or later show the baneful effect of the
absence of fire.

This brings us \.o another iini)ortant (|uestion as t(^ whether
or not the application of bacterial cultures to the soil has anv
effect upon the crop.

The black wattle produces abundant nitrogenous nodules on
its roots, from its earliest stages onward, and in view of ex-

perience with other leguminous plants, clover, lucerne, etc.. it

has been held that the application of artificial cultures from
these nodules would facilitate the production of a crop, or woulrl

make unsuitable ground suitable for wattles.

I had experiments made in this direction with carefully-

prepared laboratory cultures applied in fresh veld, but the results

gave nothing in favour of the culture.

I feel satisfied that in all suitaljle wattle land in South .\frica

the bacterium is present, and was present before wattle existed

in South Africa; in other words, that the wattle has adopted an
ever-present indigenous bacterium ; or. i)erhaps, rather, that that

bacterium has adopted the wattle ; but that land unsuitable for

wattle is unsuitable for the bacterium also, and that no such

artificial bacterial application will in any way affect the crop,

either on the suitable or the unsuitable site, except possibly' in a

few rare cases not yet clearly understood.

But in this connection the eft'ect of burning grass before

hrst ploughing, and of a thorough burn when renewing requires

scientific explanation. It does not seem likely that any bac-

terium on or close to the surface could endure these fires. ])Ut

it does seem likely that the fire sterilises the ground from in-

jurious bacteria, and at the same time gives a particularly su-it-

ablc charred and open medium, in which the favourable one finds

a suitable nidus. Whether it arrives from the air or from the

subsoil is not clear, but the regrowth and formation of nodules

on a charred mass where a pile of refuse has been burned, irre-

spective of whether that pile was wattle wood or grass refuse,

shows within a month that the bacterium is present in abundance,

while the poorer growth on adjoining unburned s])ots shows that

it is not yet active there, and this early advantage is maintained

through life.

But my experience does lead me to believe that the applica-

tion of ordinary complete fertilizers can be made with profit.

This is best seen where ground barely fit to carry mealies is well

fertilised on purpose to obtain a catch-crop of mealies between

the }-oung wattles during their first summer. Such catch-croii

usually pays the labour and manure, and the wattles uii-

doubtedly benefit from the residual manure and from the culti-

vation unavoidable with the niealie.
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But here again curious phenomena are noticed, for upon an

old cattle kraal, or the site of a former Kaffir kraal, both of

which sites should be i)articularly rich, it is hardly possible to

get a wattle crop raised, and even individual trees which survive

are seldom up to the average of similar widely-spaced trees else-

where.

And again, on native lands which have been cultivated in

mealies for years without manure a wattle crop germinates

freely, but continues a somewhat languid existence as compared
with what happens on adjoining land which has not been culti-

vated.

I cannot think that the mealie has removed any necessary

manurial ingredient, as the effect is not the same or, at least, not

so ])ronounced after good European cultivation, but I do think

that the continued bad cultivation of mealies has either en-

couraged the abnormal propagation of some bacterium inimical

to the wattle, or it has produced conditions unfavourable for

the production of the wattle-aiding bacterium.

If such be the case, that is an instance where the artificial

a])plication of Nitragin might be of advantage, but this has still

to be proved.

It is well-known that the open mountain sourveld resulting

from the decomposition of dolerite is the soil on which the best

growth of wattle is obtained, though it is the worst for most
other agricultural crops; also that the wattle bearing quality

decreases with an increase of clay, and that, generally speaking,

what are known as sweet-velds and thorn-velds are not suitable

for wattle.

The proximity of shale, or its admixture in the soil, is

usually injurious, and though wattles do sometimes do well on
sandstone or ([uartzite. more selection of site has to be exercised

there than elsewhere.

In Natal the mist-belts and the doleritic soils often go to-

gether, and these are imdoubtedly the best localities ; on the

other hand, the close-grained thornvelds and absence of mist

usually go together, and are the worst wattle sites.

An article by Mr. C. Williams, Chemist of the Cedara School
of Agriculture, a])pearing in the South African Agricultural
Jourual, 1914, pp. 79 to 88, gives a series of chemical analvses
made at Cedara, the first of which shows the percentage of
tannin contents of trees of various ages from one to nine years,

which is far from imiform or progressively increasing from
youth onward, and i)roves nothing in that respect, but in which
the lowest percentage 28.6 per cent, is from trees on thin soil

over shale, while the highest normal percentage, 34.5 per cent.,

is from a dolerite ridge; though two interesting abnormal cases

are also given, in which a three-year-old plantation damaged by
hail a few months earlier gave 35.3 per cent., though its bark
weight was low, while an eight-year-old plantation " below
average in growth " gave 34.7 per cent., also on low bark weight.

It appears from this and from other experience, that certain

classes of injury or retardation of growth tend to increase the

percentage of tannin though they reduce the production of bark.
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Williams says (page* 83) :

"'
It is. liowevcr, the total amoiiiit

of ' tanning matter ' obtained per tiee that should govern the

market value of a plantation, and that factor is seen to vary more
regularly with the age of the trees, especially in case of planta-

ii(^ns on a similar type of soil."

T do not agree with this. It is the total amount of ' tanning

matter ' obtained per acre, combined with cost of harvesting and
\'alue of timber, that should govern the market value of a plan-

tation, and though that may vary with age. with some regularity

in a uniform espacement the regularity is quite upset when
different cspacements are compared together.

X'aluable as Williams' report is, it has a weak point in that

he does not state at what espacement the trees stood, nor if the

espacement was ([uite regular, and this omission much reduces

the value of his work, especially as in one case showing some-

what abnormal results he states that the area was " fairly well

stocked with trees of irregular growth." Does that mean that

the esiiacement varied and the result was irregularity r

Similar analyses taken from plantations having full stock at

various espacements, and thinned at various ages and in various

manners are, however, urgently wanted, and I direct the atten-

tion (->f Government to this as an early duty.

W'illiams's figures nuich condensed, and taking the average

arrived at in each case, show as follows :

Total
Weight of

Age. Soil. Dried
Bark,

lbs. ozs.

1. 3 years. Reddish grey

soil. Damaged by

hail a few' months
previously 4 i

2. 3 vears. Chocolate

loam from dolerite
;

trees of irregular

growth T2 9

3. 4 years. Soil thin,

over shale . . ..11 o

4. 5 years. Deep red cho-

colate soil 26 1

1

5. 6 years. Cholocate

loam from dolerite 26 7

6. 7 vears. Chocolate

doleritic soil . . . . 38 o

7. 8 vears. Red soil over

shale. Below aver-

age in growth . . 34 3

8. 9 vears. IModerate

growth over shale 32 7

9. 9 vears. On dolerite

ridge 47 7

Amount of Tannins.

In Dried In Green
Bark. Bark.

per cent, per cent.

35- 17.4

Total
Weight of

Tannin.

lbs ozs.

33-0
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The abo\e table shows that most of these barks lost 50 per-

cent, weight through drying.

Further experiments proved that the loss of weight in dry-

ing \ aried from 38 to 58 per cent., but that 50 per cent, might

be considered usual, thotigh it was found that thin bark lost

more than thick Ijark. I am satisfied that no plantation at nine

years" age shtnild be standing at the same espacement as at three

years' age. and consequently that the above comparison, if leased

on that condition, is defective there: and if not based on that

condition is misleading.

I am also convinced that under suitable conditions the bark

yield, and also the tannin content per acre of mature trees is

higher from a w"ide espacement than from a close one, while

the timber value is greater and the cost of stripping is much less.

It has been asserted that the bark becomes old and is corky

(rhetidome) when eight or nine years old, btit that is usually a

matter of management, and subject to the control of the farmer.

It is not uncommon for bark to be barkbound and practi-

cally useless when two or three years old. and at any age there-

after, through bad selection of site, and such trees seldom quite

recover except under exceptional weather and good manage-
ment ; it is also common experience of those who care to ob-

serve, that individual trees can be grown to two feet diameter

and still have fresh marketable bark of great depth and of im-

mense weight per tree, and that this can be done almost any-

where if conditions are proper for wattle doing its best.

Keep in mind that the wattle is a great light-demandcr, and
that the golden rule in thinning wattle is to always leave enough
trees to maintain canopy without leaving enough to seriously

injure girth growth.

These are the guides which have led to the wider espace-

ment now being adopted. It is found that mechanical cultiva-

tion among the young trees, together with sufficient light, gives

the desired growth and greater cleanness of ground surface,

with less risk of the trees being barkboimd, than does closer

planting without these accompaniments, and that once canopy

is secured there is less difficulty in keeping the canopy right, and
in handling; and that by judicious thinning the crop can be

carried on for a much longer period than has so far been at-

tempted excejn under crowded conditions, also that the bark

product in weight or cash is heavier, while the timber becomes

valuable poles instead of low-value laggings ; altogether, that the

long rotation and allowing the tree space to become to some
extent mature (which never hai)pened under the old method*

is the more valuable one. Williams, in the same report, gives

another series of analyses (i)age 84) show^ing variation in the

amount of bark and in the distribution of the tannin matter

according to height above ground, which summarised is as fol-

lows, taking one sample tree of 3. 6. and 9 years of a,ge respec-

tively, and dealing with each 6 feet length from the ground up-

ward se]uirately.
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\\ ider espacenient also tends to carry mature and heavv
bark further up the tree, and to increase its proportion per acre
in that way.

Wilhams made further experiments com])arinty bark dried
in the open air with other portions of the same sample dried
in an oven at a temperature approximating to 60° C. (or
140° F.) These agreed so closely that up to 150° F. is con-
sidered safe against damage or loss, especially if accompanied
by thorough ventilation to dry ([uicklv without destruction of

tanning matter.

This may eventually be useful toward the coast, where the

humidit}- of the atmosphere often makes successful drying diffi-

cult. All these experiments by Mr. Williams were duplicated

the following winter, and proved that summer and winter

felling give practically equal results, and that the first experi-

ments were confirmed throughout. This was issued bv ( lovern-

ment in ]iamphlet form as No. yi, 191 5.

I ha\e only casually referred to what bark constitutes a

crop. Of course, this varies immensel}- in accordance with con-

ditions and cultur^.

But, allowing average suitable conditions, the usual weight

of dry bark obtained is from half a ton to a ton per acre during

thinnings, which hardly do more than i)ay exjKMises, and about

three tons per acre final crop in a 6-year rotation, or four tons in

an (S-year rotation, if no pests or troubles have interfered.

I'hat is to say, apart from the unremunerative thinnings,

half a ton per year per acre of bark increment is a good crop up

till tlie eighth year, and very many indeed an- the crops which are

not up to this standard meantime.

We have no sufficient data on which to base calcitlations of

further increment, but if thinnings have been satisfactorily done

and conditions are favourable, 1 estimate the increase after the

eighth year at three-(|tiarters of a ton per acre for several years,

and ])robal)ly often more.

Meantime we do not have reliable data on wliicli to base yield

tables or _\ield curves, but the necessit}' for these is urgent, and
I stiggest that Government take the ])reparation of such tables or

cm-ves in hand at once.

The farmer or the conipan\- is only interested in his or its

own cro]); it is a (iovernnient dut}- to compile such tables, appli-

cal)le to all cases.

An erroneous idea is common that wattle, in ad<h'tion to

drying out the local soil, has a drying eff'ect u])on the district

generall}-. In Bulletin No. 7, 1905. I wrote:

—

" A plantation of mature black wattle transpires regularlv an
amount of moisture ecjual to about 40 inches of rainfall under the

ordinary temperatures of Natal Midlands. conse((uenth-. if the

su])])ly of moisture from all sources is less than that, the planta-

tion will eventually dry out the ground and suff'er ; whereas, if the
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supply is too heavy, the trees hccoiiic liclK-n-clad to an undesirable

extent, and otherwise suffer, ihouj^h this seldom happens. It is

on account of its absorptive powers tliat the black wattle can, like

blue s^uni ( /inc. (/lobiilits ) be used for drying up swamps, and
although it requires more care than blue gum at the start, it is

quite as effective in its action afterwards ; indeed, so aljsorptive

is it and so wide-spreading its roots, that few trees survive inter-

mixed with black wattle, except the rainfall is heavy, or the soil

very deep."'

This has been misconstrued by some, and 1 now wish io make
clear that the drying out referred to above is entirely local ; that

the black wattle is pumping its 40 inches of water into the atmo-
sphere so long as it can find it, and that conse([uently the sur-

rounding atmosphere becomes more moist, though the underlying
soil may become depleted of water to the extent of drying out
streams or spriiigs served by that area. In proof_of this I submit
the following table showing the rainfall at Maritzburg during 20
>ears (all there is on record) as supplied by the Chief Meteor-
ologist, Pretoria, on March 22, 191 5—the first ten years being
before wattles were abundant round Maritzlnu-g, the second ten

years, since they became so.
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appreciated, and thoiijj'h we are still a lon<^- way from out of difti-

cultv in regard to pests, the knowledge is gradually accunuilating

which a few years ago was altogether absent, and from which

ultimately good results may be exj^ected.

From the jjurely jjractical side this nuich ma}' be said in

regard to bagworm 1 L'halioidcs jiniodi). The bagworm belongs

naturally to the hot drv Thornveld. and is not at home in the mist

belt.

The wattle belongs iiatnralh to the mist belt, and is not at

home in the Thornveld.

Very seldom do these two velds overhi]). and it is found in

])ractice that healthy wattles in the mist belt suffer much less

from bagworm than the usual wattles found in the Thornveld.

In other words, if wattles were grown only in what are properly

wattle areas, the trouble would be insignificant, and the farmer
who extends beyond that must take the commercial risk attached

to his venture.

haulier, in Union . li/riciilliiral Journal. |inie-|ul\-August.

i(>]3, deals exhaustively with Ijagworm, and suggests shelter as a

means of jjrevention. Though he himself condeiuns this as im-

practicable, there is more in the suggestion than he seems to tliink.

especially as belts of tall gums put in on purpose to l)reak the

insect-bearing winds, do themselves grow into monex- as fast as

the wattle. If the gum has any jjrohibitive eti'ect upon the spread
of l)agworm. it has that effect without loss in the returns from the

ground, and with very little exti"a expenditure.

Much alarm has fi-om tiiue to time been expressed b\-

growers by the presence of the disease now known as " mottled

disease of the black wattle." This has been carefully investigated

by Dr. P. A. van der Byl. and his report was issued as Science

Bulletin No. 4, Division of Botany, Union Government, 1914. and

contains much of interest. The following are the most important

results arrived at, viz. :

—

" The disease known as ' mottling in wattles '

is due to

jjhysiological derangements caused by unfavourable conditions of

growth."

" Methods of control should l)e directed toward improve-
ments of the conditions which ])roduce the disturbance."

In addition to all that is stated therein. I woidd add that the

trouble often occurs among the most healthy and vigor(nis wattles

as soon as they become crowded and cannot obtain sufticient

light or moisture. In such case thinning, even after the disease

shows is benelicial, though thinning a vear earlier ])revents the
disease, gives finer trees from what are left, and is consequentlv
the method tliat should be ])ractised.

Dr. \ an ^Wr \\\\ has also produced .'mother valuable bulletin

on the (hsijosition of tannin in the \\attle bark'.
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I'hc profu of the industr) i> (.-losclx associiilcd with the

ntilisation ot' the timber.

Fuel and higj^ings used to he the tiinlx-r prockict, and are so

still to a considerable extent, hut the longer rotations are beinjj

adopted niostK' with a view to ohiaiuing heavier timber suitable

for mine ])rops.

If an equal weight of ])n)])s per acre is obtained, as formerly

was of laggings, then the value is about doubled, while the bark

value also is about doubled, the cost of harvesting is reduced,

and the cost of one renewal and maintenance through early stages

is avoided. Phis, of course, cannot be done everywdiere ; it can

"uly be done in what is reallv hrst-rate wattle ground, not too

far from rail, but if carried out extensively there the market for

these other products from ])oorcr sites is relieved and maintained.

The (|uestion of utilisation of the wattle timber from
remote farms has always l)een a difhcnlty. So long as it can
profitably be railed for mining timber and for ftiel, that of course
is the simplest utilization. But at distances which will not allow^

if that the timber so far has mostly been burned.

To a small extent charcoal has been made, and this might be
extended on the remote farms, as the trans])ort to rail of the

same value on rail is thereby much reduced.

- l)Ut allowing that the estimate of 160,000 acres now growing
in Natal is correct, and that each acre when mature will yield 20
tons of timber in eight years, and that half the total is too remote
frotu rail to allow of luarketing as fuel or nn'ning stufi', then we
find that there are 200.000 tons of timber being burned as waste

ever\- \ ear. besides what may be burned on farms nearer the rail-

wav. This amount, of course, is scattered over a wide area, but

the total is sufficiently large to place before the chemist and the

Government as a problem worthy of investigation with a view to

distillation or au}- other utilisation which may be suggested; any-

thing, in fact, rather than waste.

When in London at the .S.A. Products Exhibition, in UjO/. T

had ex])eriments made in making this timber into paper. The
result went to show that the wattle timber taken alone is unsuit-

able for the manufacture of " mechanical " pul]). while pulp pre-

jjared 1)\ the sul])hite process and also by the alkali i)rocess is of

inferior (piality. and has' low conunercial value.

1 have bleached and imbleached samples of the i)aper made
b\- the suljjhite i)rocess. and 1 was informed by exjierts

that tile fibre of the wattle is too short, and that consc-

quenth- the pai)er is deficient in strength, but that if mixed with

an equal weight of i)ul])e(l sugar cane or other grass hbre, the

paper ])roduced nu'ght be satisfactory .

Meantime the wattle .wood])ulp is considered fit for card-

board or bo.xes if manufactured in Natal, but that the cost of

freight is prohibitive against taking the timber elsewhere for
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nianulaciurc. It is evident this must only be for local use, as

many other countries are exporting either pulp or ])aper, and as

the machinery is expensive, there is a commercial risk connected

with the start.

The announcement made JDy Prof. j. .A.. Wilkinson, in his

Presidential Address to Section B, that synthetic tanning has

been successfully carried otit. will no doubt have caused some ex-

citement in Natal. This has been the ])ogey which pessimists have

kept before us for man\- years as likely to sound the death-knell

of wattle culture here and elsewhere, and it has in the past influ-

enced men and money from going into the business.

At one time it would have sounded such a death-knell

;

to-day, throtigh wdiat science has done and what we know science

can do if promptly and methodically applied, it comes as the

annotincement that we are about to turn another corner and must
be ready for the swing.

The parallel case of indigo was quoted by Prof. Wilkinson.

and its results mentioned. In that case it took 20 years after

discovery of the process before it became commercially a];pli-

cable, and after other 20 years, though indigo ctilture has waned
considerably, it is not dead, and has ]M"om])tly revived to some
extent since war shut out or shut in the German synthetic fac-

tories. The indigo was, and still is, a comj^aratively high-priced

commodity, whereas the wattle tannin is a \er\- low-i)riced one.

and it seems doubtful if synthetic tanning can touch a lower

price than tanning by bark.

Assuming that the war and the experience gained in regard

to indigo, camphor, and other stibjects allow us 20 years' grace,

instead of 40 years enjoyed by indigo, the wattle growers need not

be disconcerted.

1 have already stated that on some farms the timber is now
the j)roduct and the bark is the bye-prodtict, and that the ten-

dency, quite apart from the prospect of .synthetic tanning, is to

go further in that direction, on what is really good wattle ground.

We have also the fact that on all wattle areas and especially

on the less satisfactory wattle areas, the crop can, if desired,

arrive at harvestable condition in from se\en to nine years from
.sowing, and that there is no need to renew if conditions then
appear unfavotirable.

.\ls(» we Isuow that the land is not ruined, but rather im-
proved for gia/.ing and other pur])oses after the culture of wattle

is discontinued.

.Also we know that the export of beef now in o])eration opens
the way not only for utilisation of increased and improved
grazing land, but also gi\-es local hides for tanning in .\atal with
local tannin.

.Also we can see that tanneries ;ill uwr the world will nor
close down on ;i day's UDiice. and that under an\- circumstances it
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tmisi take iiian\ Ncars to woiIn out the full chanj^e even after the

svnthetic ])r()cess beedines e(tiiiinereial]\' a))i)licable.

Also that if in the still distant futnre the hlaek wattle

industry does become atYected to a very a])i)reeiable extent by

synthetic tanning; there is still likeU- to remain a local market in

local tanneries for the bark from heavv timber ( bye-prodtice

bark) for the tannin,^ of local hides and the reduction thereby

of OU1- leather import.

Also that the present leather ])roduct is a durable one ('more

or less), and that this can with certainty be maintained, while

the durability of the other is still unknown, and to some extent

:m])robable.

Also that if some ])lantations must of necessity drop out, it

will be the ])oorest ])lantations, 7'i::., those of the lazy man, and

those on Thornveld i^round. which should never have been under

wattle, and which are in the natural home of the bagworm and

most of our other pests.

Also that the export of extract and of compressed bark will

receive a present im]:)etus from the alarming pros]:)ect, and that in

any case the reduction of freight to one-eighth of the bulk it

formerly occupied, places the product in a new position on the

home market.

Also that the alarming pros])ect will certainly call into opera-

tion extended and more scientific methods of utilisation than have
existed hitherto.

Putting all these together, 1 can only conclude that the ]m-os-

pect is likely t(j do more good than harm, and that the biggest

harm likely to arise may come from an immediate scare of the

pessimists, unless the simple fact stated by Prof. Wilkinson is,

when ])ublished, accompanied by some such assurances as those

given above.

The chemist has rightly sounded the warning note, and we
thank him for it, but looking at the subject with knowledge of

many outside factors with which the chemist is not concerned \n

this connection, it seems to me that if the wattle industry takes

advantage and makes practical a])plication of scientific research,

it has little to fear beyond the gradual changes which may be dic-

tated by circumstances as they arise, and which are likel\ to

ruin no one who was fit to stand, apart from these.

Manganese as a Fertiliser. -The Intcmationol
Review of the Seieiiee and Practice of Agriculture (7 I9I 1256-

1257) summarises a series of experiments by R. A. de Gregorio,

which show that crops are increased by fertilisers containing

manganese, provided an oi)timum of .006 per cent, of soluble

manganese in the soil be not exceeded.



NOTE ON PHR FRl-DIXi; HABITS OF A LADYBIRD
RAR\'A.

Bv C. W. H. Smit.

Every child is familiar with the ladvhinl. and in these days

of economic entomolog:>' practically every <.rardeiier recognises

in this pretty little insect a friend—the natural enemy of Aus-

tralian l)u<:;-. scale, aphis, and othei pests. Not least interesting-

is an inconspicuous little memher of the family. Scyiiuiiis

casstroiiii Muls.. a small hlack ladyhird ahout one-twelfth of an
inch in length, with two red marKings on each wingcase. the

whole wingcase heing covered with a light puhescence. I say

inconspicuous, hut this is true only as regards the adult stage

;

for in the larval stage the insect is conspicuous enough, heing

covered with a pine white wooll}' covering of wax Which gives

it a stt"ong resemhlance to mealy hug—in fact, it is very often

mistaken for that pest. and. T fear. recei\'es short shrift at the

hands of the enthusiastic gardener who discovers il on his

])lants. It is noticeahle that the Argentine ant. which at once

attacks the ladyhird larva feeding on the rose aphis, does not

molest this jjarticular larva, possihly on accoimt of this resem-

blance to mealy hug. which the ant ])rotects.

( )ur little friend feeds on the ajihis infesting the ])otato

creeper {Solanuui irciidlandii ) .ind the GarJcula. Douhtless

there are other plants sinn'larly favoured, hut I lia\e not hitherto

found specimens of the larva elsewhere.

The life history f)f this ladyhird is. so far as m\- o])servation

goes, similar to that of (jther species. 'Hie hn-\a a|)])ears to cast

its skin three times 1)efore the final change, and numl)ers of

woolly sloughs of various sizes are to he found on leaves

frequented by the ladybird. When full grown, the larva, now
about one-fifth of an inch in length, attaches itself by the ])OS-

terior to .some suitable siu-face. .md pupates. .\b()ut three days
after attachmeiu ihe woolly covering s])lits longitudinally, and
the characteristic lad\bird pupa is re\'ealed. and seven davs later

the matiu'e in.sect e.Mricate^ itself frcni the v\\\y\ cast-. ' >ni-

ladybird which 1 watched ''merge, alter wandering about for a

while in the tube in which it was confined, retiUMied to its cast-off

woollv sheath, crept in, ;ind m.ide itself comfortable, remaining
there for a considerable iinu'. I ha\e since often observed
adnll ladybirds in eapti\il;. \\\w- hidden. As thi'\- are slv.- insects,

])referring the under to the uppei- >urface of a leaf, and making
off as soon as they notice they are l)eing watched, 1 susjject the

])upa case is resorted to lor eoneealment r.ather than for anv
other reason.

It was the feeding habits of the lar\a which s])eciall\- at-

tracted mv attention. The adult lad\bird seizes the aphis and
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jiroreecN. wirhout coriMuoiiv, and in spite of the xiyDrous protests

of his victim, to devour it. ealiii,s>" down tlirouii^h tlie back of the

livinq insect. He is a ravenous savat^e. caring for nothinc;,

apparently, hut to rtll himself up as (|uickl\' as ])ossil)le. Xot so.

liowever. the lar\ a ; he has a capacity for lenothenins^ out the

enjo\iiieni of a meal which niij^ht have excited the envy of a

Roman iLrhitton. and linj^ers over each aphis as though it v/ere

tin only one he was ever likely to ca]>tnre.

I'he larwi's method of takin^^^ a meal is exceedini^ly cuiaons,

and I was a.t first doubt ftd whether 1 had c(jrrcctl\- interi)reted

its actions. ( )l)servation tuider a microscope served, liowever,

oTd\- to confirm m\ lirst impressions. As the mode o- i)rocedure

varie- but little. I do not think I can do belter than describe

an actual encounter which 1 witnessed between a medium-sized

larva and a lar?e ajihis.

The larva seized hi< \ictim at tlie lower extr<'mitv of the

tibia of the middle lesj. 'Hie tibia. T mav remark, is the usual

iioint of attack. Inn the exact s])ot appears to depend on the

jiosition of the ley when the larva conies into contact with it

rather than on deliberate selecti(!n. At fir^t the ai)his stnig-.ii^led

viirorouslw and ihe lar\a ke])t shifting' his front feet as though

to secure a tirmer footing, while with his hind legs he made a

series of rapid spasmodic forward lunges. ap]>arentlv intended

to intimidate his victim or to warn off jjossible intruders. This

latter movement is almost invariabh- executed during the first

few minutes after he has seized his ])rey. and is ouite distinct

from tliat required for securing a better foothold with which

he sometimes varies the ])roceeding"s. The jerking motion thus

imparted to the woolh' tufts on the anterior segments of the

bod\- gives the little creature a ludicrous resemblance to an

excited ])orcu])iiie.

After ten minutes the struggles of the aphis had moderated

somewhat, and a tinge of green appeared in the tibia aiifl femttr

of the leg held by the larva. The mo\-ements of the a])his now
became less violent, as though the injected tiuid had a narcotic

efTect. Three minutes hiter the green tiuid moved back towards

the larva. Thereafter a steady l^ow of li(|uid was maintained,

alternateh from and to the kirva. the amount circulated in-

creasing until the ai)liis was alternately drained to traiislucencv

and filled out almost to bursting, in a manner stronglv suggestive

of the inflation and deflation 0I a kid glove by a child. .At each

successive injection the fluid was j^erceptibly darker, containing

,-i larger ])r(,])ortion of the larva's digestive juices; and during

the later stages the distended body of the aphis a])peared almost

black. The larva sucked the aphis dry. and then regurgitated

his meal, continuing to repeat the ])rocess until, appareiitlv,

nothing further was to \k- gained, wlien be drained the aphis

for the last time, elevated the skin above his head as though

to make sure of getting the very last drop, tumbled it to one
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side, and then sliufHed off in search of another victim. Durinc^

the final stages of the meal, only sufficient fluid was injected to

fill the lower part of the 1)ody of the a])his. which still appeared

to contain some pickings.

From the first ai)pearance of the green in the leg of the

aphis to the final act I counted hft\' regurgitations, and the whole
process, from start to finish

( i.e.. from the seizing of the leg to

the discarding of the em])ty skin), lasted an hour and three

minutes. The time taken varies, of course, with the relative

sizes of larva and a])his. A small aphis will be emptied by r*

fair-sized larva in from fifteen to twenty minutes.

Though the legs are the usual point of attack—probably

because they are the extrenfities with which the larva generally

first comes in contact— 1 have on several occasions seen a lar\a

fasten on to an antenna ; and, incredible as it may ajjpear, one
aphis v.as thus completely drained, the larva attaching itself to

the base of the third segment of the antenna and never shifting

its grip.

A short while agf) 1 was fortunate enough ti) witness an
extraordinary i)erformance on the part of a larva 1 had in cap-

tivity. I ha|)pened to he examining it through a pocket magnifier,

and noticed it had seized a winged aphis. It had attached itself

to the leg of the insect. I was at once interested, as it ha-

always appeared to me that the legs of the winged H])his are

more brittle and somewhat harder than those of the wingles>

specimens; and I was curious to see whether the result> of ihc

larva's operations w(ndd confirm this view. After an inefiectual

attempt to ])enetrate the leg, the larva, apparently dissatisfied

with the i)osition, moved round to the head of the aphis, and
failing to establish a satisfactory connection here, it shuftled olY

to seek a more convenient ooint of attack. I'resentlx its head
came into contact with the left fore wing, the costal margin
of which it immediately seized. Shortly after 1 observetl a dro|'

of dark li(|uid protruding beyond its head and then disapi)earing.

In a few seconds a larger drop appeared and disappeared, and
the ))rocess wa> re])eated a considerable nunibei" of times, the

amount ol li(nn(l— which was ot a dark green colour--iticreasing

each successive time until it c(<\ered upwards of half of the wing
to (|uite a considerable depth. The larva was evidenth under
the imi)ression that it had at k'lst succeeded in gaining access to

the juices of its ])rey ; lud wlien it had performed the ])roper

number of regurgitation- and withdrawals it went off in search

of another \ictim.

Notwithstanding tiie fact that this larva went through all

the usual ])roce(hn-e in comiection with its barmecide feast, there

seems little doubt, from its beha\iour when devouring small and
large aphides, that the insect is able, as a general rule, to judge
when the juices of its victim are exhausted; for. so long as the

amount w ithdrawn exceeds that injected, it w ill not let go. except.
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occ.'isioiiallw to ni()\r lo some ])()iiil where the juicts \\ill rinw

more treely. 1 have seen a larva, al'lt cleaniiio out an a])his,

go round to two or three other le.s;-s and suck them dry, re^nir^i-

tating- little more than enough to till the leg in each ease.

( )n another occasion I saw a larva attach itself to an ai)his

which a smaller larva had already started on. It was curious

to note the rai)idity with which the aphis was alternately em])tied

and refilled. As I had nothing better than a pocket magnifier

with which to watch the operation. 1 was unable to determine

which larva got the lion's share of the re])ast. Prol)ably one

went away emjnier than it came I

The question which naturally occurs to one is, why dcjes

the larva devom- its prey in this extraordinary fashion? Why
does it not sim])ly suck it dr}\ as other members of the tribe

do? It appears probable that the habit originated in the injec-

tion into the aphis of some c>f the larva's digestive juices in

order to still its struggles, and thus render it an easier iprey.

From this to the full withdrawa.l and regurgitation of the juices

of the ajihis would be merely a question of gradual evolution.

The usefulness of the process seems obvious, as very little but

the bare, almost trans])arent skin is left when the larva has

finished its meal. This is in marked contrast with the appearance

of an aphis off which an adult ladybird has dined. Probably, as

Mr. Mall}- suggests, the digestive ])rocess goes on during the

operation of feeding, the juices of the larva's stomach dissolving

the contents of the body of the aphis. I have noticed, i)articu-

larly towards the end of a meal, when the lower and more solid

part of the body of the aphis is being absorbed, that while the

injected fluid is usually clear and thin, that withdrawn is charged

with what appear to be fatty globules, some of which are of

considerably larger diameter than the leg o: the aphis, and

become elongated when passing through it to the mouth of the

larva. These globules may. indeed, be watched in process of

detachment from tlie interior of the aphis.

1 have not as yet been able to ascertain the nature of the

larva's feeding api)aratus, but hope to be able at some future

date to furnish a note on it.

I may mention that 1 have observed another ladybird.

Hy/^eraspie hottcntota Muls., with similar feeding habits. The
larva in this case is almost oval in shape and of a dark colour,

with a large yellow s])Ot on each side. It has no woolly covering.

S])ecimens of the adult insect of both species have been sup-

l)lied to Air. C \\'. iVIally, Cape Province luitomologist. Agricul-

tural Department, Capetown. He submitted them to Dr. L.

Peringuey, Director of the vSouth African Museum, who indenti-

fied them as the species indicated above.



TREIvPLANTING COMPETITIONS IX NATAL.

Bv lonx Spurgf.ox Hexkel.

Before dealing with Tree-])lanting Competitions in Natal,

it is desirable to review what was done in a similar direction in

Cape Colony, as it has an indirect hearing (jn the resnlts obtained

in Natal.

In 1894 the Honourable Colonel Schermbrucker, an enthu-
siastic tree-planter, introduced a motion in the Cape House of
Parliament relating to prizes for tree-planting. In terms of a

resolution of the flononrable the House of Assembly adopted, on
17th July, 1894, rejjorts were (obtained from Forest Officers and
Others on the subject of the encouragement of an extensive

system of tree-planting (z'ide Blue Book No. 62, 1895).
iVs a result of the reports a tree-planting competition was

approved by Resolution of the Honourable the House of Assem-
bly on 24tli Jtdy, 1895. The terms of the competition were
published in (iovernment Notices 758 of 1895 and 207 of 1896.

For purposes of this competition Cape Colony was divided into

five areas, and three prizes of £500. £300 and £200 were ottered

for each of the five areas.

The main conditions were the following: Awards were to be

made in 1901 by the Secretary for Agriculture. Intending com-
petitors were required to submit their names before the ist May,
1896. luich plantation was re(|uired to contain a minimum of

100.000 trees planted or sown in one block. No part of the

block to be less than 100 yard> wide. The trees to have an

es])acement of not less than 3 feci x 3 feet, or more than 6 feet

X 7 feet. Areas having fewer trees than i.ooo per acre to be

disqualified. The ])lantations were re(|uired to be j'jroperly

protected. Choice of species was left to the com|)etitors. but

it was stipulated that each species was to be planted in separate

grouj)s. At the time of judging the plantations were not to be

less than three years or more than six vears old from seed, and
reached the stage of clean sli'uis and close cano]\\-.

I'or tliis coni])etilion entries were received as ioUows :

—

4 f(jr Xo. I .\rea, comjjrising Western Districts,

n .. M 2 ,, .. Midland Districts.

8 .. .. 3 ., ., South-l''astern Districts.

20 „ ,, 4 ,, ,, North I'^astern and
Transkei.

— ,. .. 5 ,. .. liechuaiialand.

Total 43

Of this number only 2 for No. 2 .\rea, 3 for Xo. 3 -\rea,

and 4 for No. 4 Area actually were judged, the remainder either

being withdrawn or were never started. For each of the areas

separate judges were appointed, h was found that some of
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the C(jiuliti()ns conUl nut l)e complied wiili. The three prizes in

terms of the judge's awanls were yiveii in Area Xo. 4. In .\rcas

2 and 3 the plaiilalions wert- (hs(|naliHe(l, l)Ui bonuses were
awarded.

Ihe aetnal resuhs ol)taine(l may he summarised as follows:

Area Xi>. -'. 2 I'lots. 1 10.000 trees ou 130 acres. Bouu> L\ 15

Area Xo. 3. 3 IMots. iSo.ooo trees on 90 acres. Bonus 200
Area Xo. 4. 4 Plots. 450,593 trees on 14(; acres, rxmus 1.000

9 /4"-3*^3 3^'9 ^"-355

hjglit out of the nine competitors received either a prize or

a bonus. It will be observed that, for an expenditure of ii,355,

an area (jf 369 acres was i)lanted with 740,593 trees, costing in

bonus and prize money £3 13s. 5d. per acre. No account is taken

of any trees that may have been planted b\ com])etitors who
entered but withdrew.

The results of the comi)etition were disappoiiUiiig. h\ill

details were published in the ("ape Agricultural Journal of Sep-
tember 12th. 1901. X'o further ctnnpetitions were held in Cape
Colony.

In Natal, shortly alter the inception of the Durban and
Coast Agricultural Societ}-, that Society offered a medal for the

best essay on Tree-planting for the Coast Districts. The medal
was won by Mr. Al. S. Kvans, C.M.G., F.Z.S. The records of tb.e

Society have, unfortunately, been lost, and conse([uently the

details of the offer or a copy of the essays submitted are unobtain-

able. The prize essay is said to have been published.

Mr. M. S. Evans, having studied the subject of afforesta-

tion, was impressed with its importance, and in order to

stimulate interest offered prizes for the Ijest ])lantation of

forest trees, through the I'ietermaritzburg and Richmond Agri-
cultural Societies. No entries were received by either Society.

The offer, however, appears to have stimulated tree-planting, for

at least one plantation of considerable extent w^as established by
Mr. Niemack at Ingeli. Notwithstanding any treatment other

than protecting it from tire for a few years, the plantation has

developed, and now is of considerable value, and the forttmate

present owners, when the new railway is o])en to flarding, should
realise a large profit ou their investment. The plantation, con-

sisting of eucalyptus ])rincii)ally, is now ready for utilisation.

The encouraging feature is the abundant natural regeneration, so

that w'ith a minimum amount of care a new crop will establish

itself and thrive better than the original one. No award appears
to have been made to Mr. Niemack, the reason probably being

that the plantation did not comply with the stipulated conditions.

In the discussion which folUwved the reading of this ])aper,

Rev. James Scott stated that Mr. Xiemack's i)lantation was es-

tablished before the inauguration of the tree-])lanting competition.

Air. T. R. Sim. however, remarked that he distincth understood
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from the late Mr. Niemack that the plantation \va- imt clown in

response to Mr. Evans' offer, and that he ( Mr. Niemack ) was
annoyed that no prize was awarded.

In 1902 the Forest Department in Natal was reorganised

under the superintendence of Mr. T. R. Sim, a Cape Forest
Officer, who held the appointment of Conservator of Forests.

Mr. Sim started the Cedara Nursery and Plantation, and
endeavoured in every possible way to stimulate afforestation both

by Government and by private individuals, and from that date

numerous persons throughout Natal began to plant timber trees

of various kinds on their farms. Though it is not to be sup-

posed that tree-planting had not been carried on successfully in

previous years, for there are many honoured names of individuals

who realised the importance of the industry, such as Messrs.

Handley, Wilkinson, Menne, Sclanders, Sutton, Honourable T.

Angus, Alfred Henderson, Robert Topham, and Honourable
Sir Liege Hulett, all of whom planted trees more or less exten-

sively. From many of the plantations established in the early

days of the Colony considerable returns have been and are being

obtained.

It may not be out of place to mention that in 1889 Mr. H.
G. Fourcade, of the Cape Forest Service, visited Natal, and
l)repared an exhaustive report on the indigenous forests and
their timbers, and submitted recommendations for creating arti-

ficial forests of exotic trees. As a result of the report, in 1891

Mr. Schopflin, a Baden Forest Officer, was appointed Conser-

vator on a three years' engagement. Mr. vSchopflin only re-

mained some two years in Natal, but during that time en-

deavoured to arouse enthusiasm in afforestation. It will thus

be seen that the general pu1)lic were not without advice from

experts.

In ()ctol)er, 190.'^. Mr. M. S. Evans. C.M.G., again took nv
the ([uestion, and offered, through the Farmers" Conference at

Maritzburg, the sum of £500 to be divided into prizes and awarded
for the best plantations of forest trees planted between ist

fst January, 1904, and ^ist December, 1905. Mr. Evans' letter,

dated 13th March, 1903. sti])ulatcd the conditions to be observed.

^1iis letter was printed, and under a covering letter, dated 13th

May, 1903, by the President of the Conference, Mr. George D.

Alexander, was circulated to all the societies and associations

affiliated to the Natal Farmers' Conference.

Mr. M. S. Evans' offer was briefly as follows : A money
prize of £50 to each of the electoral divisions of the Colony, with

the exception of .Alfred, Alexandra, Eshowe and Melmoth for

plantations of trees ])lanted in the years T904 and 1905. For
the four divisions mentioned above the prize would be £35, on
account of the s])arseness of population. In each case the

larger prize to be divided into first, second and third, £30, £15
and £5 respectively, and the smaller one £15, £7 10s. and £2 los.

iMirmal notice was rcfjuircd from intending competitors not later
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ihaii 3Kst Ueccnilicr. i()05. The luiniinuni area was fixed at

10 acres, and all trees lo be planted in their permanent sites be-

tween ist January. i()04. and 31st December, 1905. Ft was
fiulher stipulated iliat areas above 10 acres in extent and up

to 50 acres would count for points. No one ]jlantation to be

less than 3 acres. The ])lantations to be jndg-ed in kjto, when
the xoungest trees would l)c at least five years old. The choice

"f species was left to the individual competitors, with the excep-

tion of the followin^i^ kinds—Blue Gum, Black and ."Silver Wattle

and Tnsionis Pine—which were debarred.

The response was again disapjjointing ; there was only one

entrant, namely, Mr. Andred .'^danders, of Kelvin, in the Berg-

ville Division, though it is reported several others started plan-

cations. Mr. Scla\jiders planted over 100 acres. In April,

1910. Mr. M. S. Evans personally judged the plantation and

awarded a first prize of £30. The writer last year visited the

l)lantation. and, generally speaking, it is a splendid success, con-

taining many varieties of useful timber trees.

Tlie net result of Mr. ^1. S. Evans' second efifort was a

plantation lOO acres in extent, costing in prize money 6s. ])er

acre.

it would appear that Mr. M. S. Evans did nnt renew iiis

' iffer.

In 1907 Mr. T. R. .^ini was retrenched and his office

alxilished.

When 'Sir. Sim was retrenched Mr. Orlando ITosking.

with a view to keeping alive the interest in tree-planting, moved
at the Annual Farmers' Conference at Maritzburg, held in April.

1909, a resolution submitted by the Royal Agricultural Society,

to the eitect that steps be taken to draw the attention of the

Governments of South .\frica to the advisability of tree-])lanting

(wattles not included), and that the Farmers' Union start the

movement by offering awards for Natal as follows: Say, iioo,

±50 and £25 for the best 15 acres laid down in good timber

trees, 20 entries to be received or no awards made. The Govern-

ment to be asked to appoint a judge at their own cost. Judg-
ing to take place in May. 1915. Entrance fee, los. 6d.

X'arious views were expressed by the members of the Con-
ference, it being pointed out that the amount recjuired, i.e., £175.

amounted practically to the whole of the Societ}'s income. The
resolution w-as lost.

Mr. Hosking, not discouraged, approached the individual

members of the Conference, and succeeded in obtaining a

guarantee for the recjuired sum. and at a later stage of the Con-

ference stated that the matter in regard to the tree-planting

competition had been arranged so that no financial burden fell

on the Agricultural Union, and proposed that the Agricultural

Union and the Royal Agricultural Society co-operate in the

management of the scheme, and he moved that a Committee be

a])]ioimed. This was agreed to, and the following gentlemen were
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appointed, naineh . i:. W. Kvans (Chairman), Colonel Leuehars,

O. Hosking, J. .Viarwick. T. W. Dukes, A. W. Smallie. W. J. T.

Newmarch, C. H. .Mitchell. Colonel Cromi)ton. T. R. Sim. and

Rev. J. Scott.
_

•

rhe committree, in whose hands the matter was left, drafted

rules and rej^nlations, and puhlished notices of the tree-planting

competition. In the meantime. Mr. Orlando Hosking approached

the (Government. Avith the result that at the Farmers" Conference.

held in April, 1910, the Tresident announced that C.(ivernmcnt

had provided £1.000 for a tree-planting comjietition. on the

instigation of Mr. C)rland() Hosking.

The Conference directed that a lettter of thanks he sent to

Government for the gift of £1,000. and also exi)ressed a])pre-

ciatir.n of the work done hy Mr. Hosking.

The £1,000 was passed as an excess to \^ote 34 (Agriculture)

bv CiOvernor-in-Council on 22iid April, k^io.. The money was
granted for the purpose of the Xatal \<j;riciiltural l^"ee-])lanling

Competitions. The trust deed was signed by the Treasurer of

Natal, and Edward William Evans and Orlando Hosking.

Trustees. The deed provided that the princi])al, together with

the interest thereof, may from time to time be applied in prizes

for the encouragement of tree-planting in Xatal.

It was furtlier provided that the trustees shall ])ay out from
trust all ])rizes awarded for the encouragement of the growing
of trees of commercial value within tlie Province of Xatal,

according to such scheme as may from time to time be adopted
by the committee a|)pointed by the Agricultural Union in con-

nection with the tree-planting competition, such scheme or

schemes to be ap])roved of 1)\- the Governor of Natal or Adminis-
trator of the Province of Xatal.

The first competition under the aus])ices oi the Ro}al Agri-

cultural Society of .Xatal and the Natal .\gricultural Union was
started in the summer of i(;09-io. The main conditions of the

conijjetition being the following:

—

Oi'.jHcTs OF Competition.

( I ) To encourage the growing of trees of commercial value,

to the end that in time the Colony may become a timber-growing

country, thereby enhancing its assets and promoting the develop-

ment of the Colon}

.

(2) By growing plots of various tree> in different i)arts of

the Colonv to afford ;ui object-lesson to the community ui)on the

suilabilit\- of difi'ereni trees for various districts, soils, altitudes,

and cfinditions.

RiLRs Axn Rkgul.\tions.

(i) This competition i-~ o])en to any farmer in Natal and

Zulnland.

(2) The Colon)-, for the pur])ose of judging, is divided into

three sections, according to altitude, 2'ic.: Section 1, from sea-
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level to 2,000 feet ; section 2. from 2.000 feet to 4,000 feet ; sec-

tion 3, from 4,000 feet upwards.

(3) The plots of trees planted shall be each 5 acres in ex-
tent. At least 600 trees per acre to be growing when judged.

(4) Should a plot be planted with more than one variety

of trees, one acre shall be the minimum of any variety.

(5) A comjietitor may enter any numl)er of distinct plots

of 5 acres.

(6) The plots will be judged according to the prospect of

commercial value of the timber.

{/) The dates of planting shall Ije from ist September,

\\)0^j, to 31st March, lyio. Blanks may be filled in at any time.

(8) Entries nuist be forwarded to the Secretary, Natal
Agricultural Union, on or before ist April, 1910, to be accom-
panied by a certificate from a neighbouring land-owner that 5
acres have been planted in each plot with Natal grown plants.

(9) There shall be no entrance-fee. Entry forms can be
obtained from the Secretary, Natal Agricultural Union.

(10) Date of Judging, April and May, 1915.

(11) The prizes are as follows:—Section i, first prize, £40;
second prize, i2o; section 2, first prize, £40; second prize, £20;
section 3. first prize, £40; second prize, £20.

If there are less than ten entries for an}- section, the judge
has the power to reduce the value of prizes in that section.

(12) Wattle trees are not included in this competition.

Acacia melanoxylon (Blackwood) is not included as a wattle tree.

Each year, since the inauguration of the competition, the

Secretary of the Natal Agricultural Union has called attention

to the competition in the pul)lic press, and by distributing notices

to persons who are likely to become conipetitors. Tlic various

members of the committee have also assisted in giving publicity

to the competition.

The entries for the competition to the ist April, 1916, are as

follows :

—

o 5
-3:5 Year.

. u
o c-

1. I9IO-I5 ..

2. T9II-16 . .

3. I912-17 ..

4. I913-18 . .

5. I914-I9 ..

6. 1915-20 .

.

7. 1916-21 . .

Totals to date

Section Section Section

1, 2. S,
Totals.

P^
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It will thus lie seen that the position to-day is that at least

1,365 acres have lieen })lanted as a direct resul' of the tree-])lant-

ing competition.

The first competition matured in 191 5.

The Tree-planting- Committee decided to appoint a single

judge. The judging results of the first competition were briefly

as follows: 31 plots were entered, four competitors withdrew,

and the remaining ones did not wish all the plots to be judged
leaving in all 22 plots competing for prizes, namely

:

I in Section i. Total area 5 acres.

9 in Section 2. Total area 46.5 acres.

12 in Section 3. Total area 64.58 acres.

22 116.08 acres.

Of these, five were disqualified. First and second prizes

for sections 2 and 3 were awarded. For section i the only plan-

tation entered was disqualified.

The net gain to the country in afforestation, which may be

attributed to the first tree-planting competition, is T16 acres, cost-

ing in prize money £1 Os. 8d. per acre.

The choice of species as provided in the rules w^as left, with

the reservation in regard to wattles, to individual competitors.

The genera planted were :

Eucalypts 54.4 acres.

Pines 32.2 ,,

Juniper 2.64 „

Cypress I7-I4 <>

Casuarina 2. ,,

Crevillea 5.5 .,

Robinia 5.5 ,,

Blackwood 1.2

116.08 acres.

The second competition has not been judged yet.

The results obtained as shown from the report of the first

competition, and the numerous entries for the following years,

indicate that the tree-planting competition has been a success.

As will be observed from the statement of the entries, the far-

mers falling within the coastal section have not availed them-
selves of the opportunities offered. In the other sections the

entrants in the majority of cases have taken their work seriously.

One of the results of the competition has been to induce a live

interest in the commercial side of tree-planting, and the impor-
tance generally to the country of providing its own timber re-

quirements.

It would seem clear that the amount of £1,000 granted by
the old Natal Government is earning magnificent interest in

results to practical forestry.

As provided by the trust deed, lioth capital and interest are
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l)eii\^ used as prize-money, and so far as can be seen at present,

funds remain tor one more competition, and unless a further

amount becomes available, it may be necessary to discontinue

the excellent work which is being accomplished.

The success attained in Natal seems to indicate that the sys-

tem of tree-planting- competilions under the aus])ices of the Royal

Agricultural Society and Natal .Vgricultural Union is well worthy

of extension to other Provinces of the Union of South Africa.

John Medley Wood, D.Sc. A.L.S.—The 1915 volume
of the Kcw Bitilctiii recently received, contains a brief, but inter-

esting memoir of the late Dr. J. Medley Wood, over the signature

of N. E. Brown. Medley \\'ood was born in Nottinghamshire
during the reign of George IV, and therefore lived under the rule

of five British sovereigns. F. M. Bailey, the veteran Colonial

Botanist of Queensland, whose obituary notice appears in the

same volume, }:)redeceJised Dr. Wood by some two months, and
was about nine months the older of the two. The present writer

had the ]:)rivilege of making personal acquaintance with both these

distinguished botanists within a few months of each other—with

Medley Wood when the Cape University honoured itself in 1913
in conferring on him the honorary degree of D.Sc. ; and with
Manson Bailey in his herbarium in Brisbane. Closely resembling
each other in the venerable dignity of their personal appearance,
they were alike unremittingly enthusiastic in their devotion to

botanical science, and they were equally valued and long-standing

contributors to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. Medley
Wood landed at Durban in 1852, but although his inclinations

from early boyhood pointed in the direction of botany, and his

first years in South Africa were largely occupied in the cultivation
of crops suited to the climate, it was not until 1875 that he first

entered into that correspondence with Kew which was terminated
only by his death. In 1882 he was ai)pointed Curator of the
Botanic Gardens at Durban, and two years later he was instru-

mental in establishing in the Colony the Uba cane now so well
known to the Natal sugar planters. Subsequently he became
Director of the Gardens, and afterwards of the Natal Herbarium.
His botanical zeal found a lasting monument in the six volumes
of " Natal Plants," and at the time of his death he was engaged
on an almost completed seventh volume. The eulogium pro-
nounced on Dr. Wood on the occasion of the conferring of the
doctorate by the University of the Cape of Good Ho])e. thus
summarised his work for botanical science and for South Africa

:

" For sixty years Mr. Wood has been engaged in botanical inves-
tigation of an essentially ])ioneer character, and during this long
period he has consistently been one of the most diligent and disin-

terested of the scientific workers in the country. Much of what
he has accomplished will only be adequately ap])reciated when a^^ ^..^
more intensive study of the .South African flora than has vet bG^^^GlC/f/*
attempted can be undertaken." /v^.^'i^Te''-^ X**

^: '-vO'Cfc.



THE METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
AND THE DECIMALISATION OF THE COINAGE.

Bv RoBKKT Thorbukn Avton Inn'es. F.R.A.S.. F.R.S.E.

The metric system is the most important decimal system,

and it is more than a mere decimal system ; it is a system in which
measures of weight, length, area, and capacity are all simply

interrelated.

In the Journal of ihe Koyal Society of Arts. No. 3.293, of

31st Decemher. 191 5, Colonel Sir Charles M. Watson makes a
spirited defence of the English measures of length which in his

last paragraph he claims to be prehistoric. Now, there is a good
deal to be said for our inch, foot, yard, and mile, cumbersomely
as they are related to each other. But too nuich should not be

said. The English acre has no obvious or indeed simple relation

to any one of them. The side of an acre square is 22V 10 yards,

which is a bad coordination. But if we gave way on measures of

length, what about those of capacity and weight? That is just

it I \\'e have to learn three distinct systems, not one of which
is in the decimal notation or any other notation, but a mixture.

W'e may learn these systems, but they are so artificial that unless

we use them regularly, we must perforce forget them.

In practice I find a millimetre a very convenience starting

j)oint, and for mental estimation I remember 2^ millimetres

( 25 mm. ) are e(|ual to tiie length of the middle bone of my
little finger, or about an inch, and that a metre is roughly equal

to a yard, and is j,ooo mm. A millimetre is the smallest distance

which can be conveniently or easily seen by the eye. ( )ne can

\isualise a \ard or a metre, but I do not think that without actu-

al) \' measuring anyone could distinguish between a yard and a

metre length if shown individually.

A cubic metre of water weights a ton (a metric ton), which
is subdivided into 1,000 kilograms. A metric ton is equal to

2,200 lbs., an bjiglish ton to 2,240 lbs, and a short ton( such as-

our ton of .coal in South .Xfrica), 2,000 lbs. But the especial

jioint to notice is that a cubic metre of water weighs a ton, because
this being so. a cubic metre of anything else weighs its specific

gravity in tons. What simplicity ! The specific gravity of iron

is 7.8, therefore a cubic metre of iron weighs 7.8 tons, cr 7 t'>!"*

800 kilograms. 'I'he specific gravity of oak or beech is about 0.75,
therefore a cubic metre weighs three-(|uarters of a ton. or 750
kilograms.

For li(|uids measures of capacity are generallv used, and
ca])acities differ, although some liquids should be and are now
sold by weight, such as sulphuric acid. In hjiglish measure we
have

—
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A ])inl of \\atcr wcii^lis a jxnuid and a quarter,

and
A cubic foot of water weighs 62.4 lbs.

llere are the metric relations

—

. A loo-nn'llinietre ctibe of water contains one litre and weighs
one kilogram.

The s\'steni is so sini])k' lliat once one lias handled and
studied a cubic litre, these simple relations can never be forgotten.

Colonel Watson believes that if England adopted the metric
measiires of length, it would be to Germany's benefit, but 1 can-

not lollow his reasoning. J'\)rmerly Germany did emplov^
measures of length corresponding to om- inches and feet, and n
deliberately abandoned them for those of the metric system.
None of us will be so foolish as to assert that in the race for
commercial supremacy German\- would deliberately handicaj)

Germans b}- adopting a second-rate system of weights and
measm^es.

1 shall, however, offer an entirely different argument in favour
of the adoi)tion of the metric system. In these days of truly inter-

national trade and exchange, the advantage of one uniform
system is self evident. The question is which system is it to be?
At the beginning of last century there were the metric system
and the English system—one legal in France, the other in British

possessions and the United States. Which has made progress?

The metric system alone ! It has been adopted by one countrv
after another until the only outstanding countries of any import-

ance are Russia, Japan, and the United States, but these countries

have systems based upon metric standard and mainly decimal in

character

In the United Kingdom the metric system is permissive.

Holland, Portugal, and South America use solely the metric

System.

Hence it has made great strides, and no nation having once
ado])ted it has ever abandoned it. It must, therefore, be accepted
that it is a good system.

On the contrary, the luiglish system has continuouslv been
losing ground—some British possessions, such as Malta. Mauri-
tius, and the Seychelles have made the metric system compul-
sory—not. ])erhaps. very important possessions in themselves.

but they indicate the direction of change.

As t(j the English-s])eaking peoples themselves: In schools
pu])ils are taught both, and if they progress to science classes,

they are taught to use almost exclusively the metric system.
Thus they are in an uu fortunate position. They have to remem-
ber best as they can two .systems. At least it is a handicap, which
Germans and others avoid. But in pharmacy, both in the United
Kingdom and in the United States, the metric sy.stem is now
alone used, and in the diamond trade the metric carat has been
universally adopted.
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Expediency is therefore an additional argument in favour

of the adoption of the metric system to the exchision of all

others.

When we come to the decimalisation of the coinage,

the demand is slightly different. It is only demanded that

the pound sterling should he decimalised, by dividing it into

i.ooo parts. There is no suggestion that we should express the

pound in terms of the dollar or 20-franc or mark-piece. The
present and the suggested coinage would compare as follows :

—

The 1,000 parts would be called mils, and as one pound is

equal to 960 farthings, one mil would be ecfual to one farthing

within 4 per cent.

The decimal coinage would be as fo11o\as :

—

Sovereign—same value as at present.

Half-Sovcrc'ujn—same value as at ])resent, equal to 500 mils.

Silver

:

Florin— 100 „

Half-Florin—same value as the shilling .. .. 50 ,,

Quarter-Florin—same value as the six-

penny piece „ ,, 25

Nickel

:

Cent—nearly equal to the threepenny

piece ,. 10 „

N.B.—The threepenuv piece is = 12.5 mils.

Copper

:

Demi-Cent ,. „ 5

or

Penny 4
Halfpen)iy 2„
Farthing or .1/// 1 „

The new peiin\- of 4 mils would be 4 ])er ccnl. less in valine

than the present i)enn)-. If the new ])emiy was the unit for penny
postage, then the cent would be the cost of the present 2j'2d.

foreign postage.

Tt will be seen ibat practically all om- ]ircsent coin-values

would be maintained.

In accounts the \alues would read as follows:—
Sovereign i .000
blorin o. 100
llalf-Horin (or sinlling): 0.05')

Quarter-florin (or sixpence) ... 0.025
Cent (or"ticke\") o.oic:)

Penny o . 004
Mil 0.001
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and articles be priced iii^niil.s. tluis "cheap at is. ii;id." would

be •' cheap at 99," and " bargain at 5>/4d." would be " bargain at

24," as mils would be habitually omitted, as is the custom in the

I'nited States with cent values; articles over £\, such as. say,

£\ Js. (id., would be written 1.125. Without some practice the

]irice of three articles at is. ii^d. and of two at sH^^- ^^^1 hardly

l)e done mentally, but in the mil coinage it is quite simple, namely,

350 less 5 = 345 mils --= 3 florins i quarter and 2 tickeys. In

the present coinage it wmiUl be 6s. lO^Xl^l. = 3 florins, i sixpence,

one ticke\-. one penn\ . and half]ienny, and a packet of pins.

Calculations in interest and discount become simple. In all

considerable interest and especially in compound interest sums, it

is necessary to convert our present coinage into decimals, work
the sum, and reconvert into £ s. d. This circmnlocution will be

avoided when a decimal system is adopted.

The general adoption of decimal systems will greatl}- sim-

plify the teaching of children and liberate time for other and
more ])rofltable study, business operations will be facilitated, and
account books more simply ruled.

1 believe the difficulties of the transition stage tend to be

exaggerated. Those who have travelled abroad will have per-

sonal ex])erience of how short a time it takes to get accustomed
to strange money.

June, 1916.

Use of Meteorites by Primitive Man.(i. F.

Zimmer recently contributed to the Transacfioiis of the Iroii and
Steel Institute a jiajier containing a table, which included ])rac-

tically all known falls of meteoritic iron, showing in each case

the i;riginal weight of the meteorite, and whether it was or was
not sufficiently malleable to be wrought into objects of utility.

The table was compiled with the object of removing the opinion

])revalent amongst archaeologists that such iron conld not have

i)een used by primitive man because of its supposed non-

malleability. A shorter article by the same writer appears in

Nature of January 4, 1917 (98, 350-352), in which illustrations

are given to show the fragmentary form of some meteorites and

the comparative ease with which small fragments could be de-

tached from such meteoritic masses. Amongst the meteorites

illustrated is one of 92 lb. weight from Kokstad, and another of

141 lb. from the Hex River Mountains. The weight of meteoritic

iron known at the present day is about 250 tons, of which total

the verv considerable amount of over 99 per cent, is malleable.

As all this meteoritic iron has been accumulated practically

within the last century, the writer argues that the alleged scarcitv

of meteoritic iron could not have been an obstacle to its use bv

primitive man.



THE MODIFICATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN
RAINFALL.

By John M. Sim.

\\ ilh the semi-arid conditions pertaining to-day in Sovitli

Africa, one of the most serious questions we have to face is the

question of the continuance of the water supply. Already we
have to accept the fact that a large portion of South Africa has
an entirely inadequate water supply, that the water supply of a

further portion is threatened by the spread of desiccating con-

ditions, and that even (Ui those regions on which the rainfall

as yet can be said to l)e sufficient desiccation is proceeding, the

ultimate effect of which must Ije in time the conversion of them
into arid or semi-arid localities. For both historically and
scientifically it is an established fact that for the last two
hundred vears or more there has been a steady and ])ersistent

decrease in the rainfall, and an e(|ually steady change in the

character of it. The result we see to-day in the conversion of

many parts of South Africa into what may almost be designated

as desert. With these desert conditions extending, the whole
productiveness of the country is threatened.

I would commence by briefly enumerating some of the

more important proofs of the continued desiccation of Soiuh
Africa. These i)roofs I would divide into two classes: firstly,

those which may rightly be called historical proofs, and those

wdiich are forced on us by natural facts. Both are convincing.

but since w'ritten proofs are mostly to be obtained from prcx-la-

mations and writings ha\'ing ]irimary reference to some other

subject, the natural proofs must be taken in conjunction with

them to entirely estal)lish their ])oint.

Jdistorically, we have no proof at all of the hydnjlogical

conditions existing in .South .\frica prior to the advent of the

Netherlands East India Company in 1652. Even after the com-
ing of the Dutch our proof lies in the ])roclamations they issued

mainly in the relation to timber-felling and grass-burning, and
not in any direct reference to the rainfall. But such facts as

the following allow us to deduce hydrological conditions ver\-

ditTerent from those of the present time:

.\bout 100 placaals issued between the years 1652 and i(So6

relate to the gcnernmcnt of the f(^rcsts of the Western I'rovince

of Cape Colony. I-'rom these it is evident that extensi\e forests

existed not merely in the vicinity of Cai)e Town, but also as

far U[) the coast as .Saldanha Bay. References to the cutting of

yellowwood at .Stellenboscli and Swellendam denote the presence

of forests ^)f .some extent at these places. The Cedarberg was
crowned by forests of Clanwilliam cedar. Xow our indigaious

forests are moisture-loving fc^rests. and the presence of these

forests in practically a continuous belt from Ca])e Town to
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Cieori![e is absolute pnnif that the rainfall must have been i^reater

and more soakinj^ than at the i)i"esent time.

Besides referrinjx to the forests, several of these placaats

between the years 1702 and 1743 i)rohibit the ruthless cuttin^jj of

reeds and rushes on the Cape Downs. These would indicate the

presence of considerable vleis in those days, and" the existence

of far wetter conditions than are now to be found at, or in the

vicinitv of. Ca])e Town. This belief is further strenj^jthened by

certain f'lacaats ])robil)iting the killing of the hii)]x)p()tamus

(1677, if)So, etc.), and of "wild asses" (1742), and orovern-

ing the trading in ivory. The physical conditions re(|uired by

these animals are scarcely the conditions to be foimd to-day,

and since the elephant was then to l)e found right along the

coastal belt of South .Africa, there is strong presumptive evi-

dence that the area now almost karroo between Swellendam

and M( ssel Bay was then, at any rate in large i)art, forest

country

-V:^ early as 1687 the detrimental etifect of grass-burning

was apparently realised, for in that year a placaat was issued

strictly prohibiting it, and making it punishable with scourging

for the first offence, and death for the second.

We next find evidence of vastly different h'ydrological con-

ditions from those of to-day in quite another direction, namely,

in the names given by the early Dutch ])ioneers to places to

Nvhich the names would be most inappropriate at present. We
have, for instance, names such as Rhenosterhock and Zeekoc
Rivicr. in the middle of the Cape Karn^o. Can anyone to-day

imagine the countr\ l)etween De .\ar and Xaauw])oort as a

home for the hippopotamus? I think not. Still, the names of

such j)laces and rivers as those mentioned pro\e that at one time

these huge water-loving aniiuals abounded there.

Our actual meteorological records are for far too short a

period to be of much practical value in determining whether or

not there has been any ])ermanent decrease in the rainfall of

South Africa. But in the records of his travels in South Africa

between the \ears 1804 and 18a; T.ichtenstein, who journeyed

through ])ractically all of the then settled South Africa, makes
casual mention of natural facts, from which we can judge some-

thing of the hydrological conditions of his day. For instance,

referring to Matjesfontein, he .says:

What, above all things, niak'.'s it reiiiarkaMc is tlu' excellent quality

of tlie grass in the neighbuurhocKi. .\nnther advantage enjoyed is that it

is free from pernicious droughts.

This reference is the more striking l)ecause. if 1 am not

mistaken, Matjesfontein was within the area which, durinjj^ the

pa.st season, has stiffered so severely from drought.

Again, speaking of Swellendam, Lichten.stein states that

'* trees of great size are to be found in the guUeys and water-

courses." There is at ]:)resent one demarcated forest ( ( iroot-

vaders P>osch ) at Swellendaiu. but no ()ne who has travellefl
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over the line from Swellendani to Mossel Bav can imagine trees

of a size to call for comment existing in the dry and hare gulleys

one sees.

Again, in continuing his journey northwards from (iraaff-.

Reinet, Lichtenstein mentions the " Snow Mountains." and the

perennial nature of the streams, which he ascribes to the pre-

sence of low marshy hollows filled with aromatic plants.

Dr. J. C. Brown, writing in 1884, states:

Dr. Moffat tells of the arid region of liis missionary labours, that

in his settlement at Latakoo, the natives were wont to tell of the floods

of ancient times, the incessant showers which clothed the very rocks with
verdure, and the giant trees and forests which once studded the brows
of the Hamhana Hills and neighbouring plains. They boasted of the

Kuruman and other rivers, with their impassable torrents, in which
hippopotamus played, while lowing herds walked to their necks in grass,

filling their inakiikiis with milk, making every heart to sing for joy.

Now all that is a thing of the past. I have visited a farm where it may
be said they had had no rain for three years.

The above description which the natixes gave Dr. Moffat
of the country near Kimberley offers a startling contrast with
the country as it appears to-day.

Much more of this .sort of evidence might be ([uoted, but

T think I have given enough to serve its purpose. If, then, we
briefly sum up this evidence, we find:

That the ])resent high forest belt which practically ends at

George was a lumdred years ago continuous to Cape Town, and
certainly a certain distance up the West Coast.

That the great inland basin, the present Karn^o, W'as, luore

or less, a true grassveld with ])erennial rivers, in which hippo-

potomi, etc., lived.

From these facts we conclude:

That the rainfall througliout ."^otub Africa has decreased

in the last hundred years.

That the character of the rainfall has entirely changed from
soft soaking rains to torrential thunderstorius.

Now, before going any further. I would l)riert\- mention a

})oint which was raised in the Press some two years ago, and I

think, from the nuiuber of letters which were written on it,

aroused a good deal of interest. This is tlu- (juestion of whether
or not there has been much actual decrease in the quantity of

rain precipitated. One correspondent, writing to the Agricul-

tural Journal in August, 1914. gaves the figures of the average
rainfalls for the ])ast (^o years as rec( M-dcd at the Royal Obser-

vatory, Cai)e 'i'own, and showed that the rainfall for the ten

years 1891-1900 was ])ractically the same as that for the ten

years 1851-1860. There is a saying that figure>< can be inade to

])rove an\'thing, and certainly 1 think the figures (|uoted l)y the

corresi)on(k'nt in (|ucstion arc extn-melx' misleading, I'irstly,

because Cape 'i'own, with its uni(|ue geograi)hical position, has

suffered ])robably less in tin- actual decrease of rainfall than

anv inland jxirtion of South Atrica; .ind sccoiullv, and this is
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"t the utmost ini|)ortancc, hccausc the fi,!:::ures given give otily
the actual (|uantities o\ rain ])reoij)itate<l. and give no indica-
tion whatsoever as t(> the manner of its precipitation. And the
manner of its ])recipitation is of ])erhai)s greater moment to the,
future welfare of Soinh Africa than even the actual decrease
in (|uantity of precii)itated moisture. This f|uestion of the
manner of precipitation I will refer to later.

To refer again to the tirst conclusion reached, namely, that
the rainfall throughout South Africa has decreased, it may be
fitting to explain a little further how one arrives at this. To
do so 1 would again refer to the evidence which proves that at
«-.ne time a more or less continuous belt of forest existed from
George to Cape Town. Our indigenous high forests recjuire a
rainfall of between 30 and 40 inches per annum. Alanv places
between George and \\'orcester to day do not enjoy a rainfall
of more than two-thirds of this. Ihn at one time they must
have done so, not merely because we can prove that forests
existed there, but also becau.se the forests in the first instance
spread there. Our indigenous forests are an offshoot of the
great equatorial forest belt, and were not in the first instance
indigenous to the present South Africa. They slowlv advanced
down the East Coast along the Cape coastal belt, displacing an
older flora—^a flora to which the heatiis, sugar-bushes and cedars
still to be found in the Western Province belonged. .\nd as

this advance of the indigenous forests was continued until they
reached the Cape Peninsula—and we still find ijatches of them
even in the gulleys of Table Mountain—the conditions all along
the coastal belt must ha\e been sucii as allowed them to spread
—not only a rainfall of at least 30 inches, but also a sufficiently

damp and cof)l condition of the soil to allow the ^(^cd to ger-

minate. Hut now the forests are dying out—the individual

trees are perishing, the forest streams are becoming more and
more liable to flood and less and less sure in the perennial

character i>f their flow. No surer indication could be obtained

of the decrease of our rainfall.

Throughout South Africa we can obtain from the older

inhal)itants—English, Dutch, or native—endless statements of

how the rainfall has decreased. But without proof one can

value this no more than one would value hearsay evidence in

law—the more so as we almo.st invariably find, when we en-

quire into these statements that they have their origin not so

much in the decrease in rainfall as in the change in the character

of the rainfall, and the consequences of this change. This

brings me to my next point, and, as I said before, it is one

C(jually im]iortant with tiie actual decrease of rainfall.

The eci')nomic importance of rainfall to a coutitr\- lies not

in the actual amount of moisture i)reci|)itate(l. l)Ut in the amount

of moisture which, when precipitated, the ground is al)le to

absorb and again yield U]) to the plant life growing on the sur-

face. Eor, as all animal life on the land is dei)endent in the
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first instance on plant-life—directly or indirectly— for food, so

this ]jlant-life is a^ain dependent on the |)ro(lucino; power of

the earth, and this in large ])art is the outcome of the presence

of ahsence of moisttire. W'hat, then, is it which "governs the

ahsorption of moisture, apart from the actual texture of the

ground, which is unchangeable for any particular i)lace? The
governing factors are twofold: firstly, there is the manner ol

precipitation of the moisture; and secondly, the condition of tin

ground surface.

Maimer of Precipitation.—No detailed exi)lanation is neces-

sary to make it clear that infinitely more st)akage takes place

and more good is done to the vegetation of the country by the

precipitation of, say, one inch of rainfall in the form (^f soft

showers and mists than by the ]ireci]iitation of the same amount

in one torrential downpour.
Condition of Ground Surface.—The more obstruction there

is to the fiow^ off of preci])itated moisture the more soakage takes

place.

Now the one point of jjrimar)- importance in ccjnnection

with these two facts which must be grasped i^ the interactiou

of them on one another. It is this interaction wJiich has been

responsible for the desiccation of South Africa, for tlie disas-

terous droughts and floods we have had such a striking examj^le

of this }'ear. and f(^r the decrease in the power of production of

the whole country. We may say that in the iiUeraction of tlu-

manner of ])recipitati(Mi ori the ground surface anil tin- groiuid

surface on the manner of jjrecipitation is wrai)ped up the whok-

problem of the future destin\ of .South Africa, ^o 1 would now
pro])ose to deal with theiu.

If a current of air laden with moisture—a sea-breeze, for

instance—meets a land surface, the question of whether or inn

the moisture shall be ])recipitated depends on the temperature
of the land surface met. If this land surface is cooler than the

vapour-laden air. it causes the density of the air \o increase, the

air becomes satin"ited. and preci])itation takes |)lace. If, on
the other hand, the temperature of the ground surface is higher

than .that of the air. it causes the aid to expand, rise and carry

with it the moisture it brought. This explains the enormous
influence forests exert on the rainfall of a countrv. Nc)W, since

the indigenous forests of South Africa s!o\vl\- spread westward
—and it must liave taken thousands of vears for this extension

to have taken place in—we must presume that the rt'lation be-

tween the ground-coN'ering and rainfall remained in a state of

C(|uilibrium. P)Ut as soon as man interfei"ed with tile t^round-

covering, the rainfall began to change.

'i'he original inhabitants of South .\frica. the Ibittentot

tribes, were a noiuadic race, their whole interest beiug in their

herds and in hunting. Tlnr^ they were not intentional de-
stroyers of either forest or grass, although their carelessness

in lighting fires at their cami)s undoubtedly was the cau.se of
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much grass-burning-. The I-)antu races ccmiing from the Xorth-
East, on the other hand, were agricuhurists, and speedily found
that old forest land yielded the richest crops, and that veld
burned in winter yielded green spring grass. They began the
systematic destruction of the forests and the ruination of the
grass velds l)y the burning of the grass. The early Dutch and
luiglish settlers followed both ])ractices. The grass throughout
South .\frica was. and is. ruthlessly burned, the forests were
worked, cut out. and ruined. Thousands of acres of what was
originally forest is now l)are veld ; great areas of what arc
called forests are today merely scrub with scarcely a timber tree

left ; and. finally, the areas which are still true forest have
almost invariably been so worked that they are drained in all

directions by slip-paths ; they are rapidly drying, and as a restilt

the old timber trees are dying from the top down, and there is

little or no regrowth. These forests have been called retro-

gressive : to a certain extent they are. ])ut it must unfortunately
be owned that the retrogression is a result of the ])art man has
played in the moulding of the destinies of these forests, and is

not due, as some people w'ould say, to any natural phenomenon.
The result has been a slow, perhaps scarcely ])erceptible but
nevertheless insistent, change in the character of the precipi-

tated moisture.

The burning of the grass was the first of the tw(^ great

catises of desiccation to take place. The effect of this burning
was the gradual killing out of the more tender " sweet " grasses.

This, of course, meant that instead of the grass offering a con-

tinued impediment to the run-oft' of mc^isture, a way was left

between the tufts of grass for the precipitated moisture to rush

downhill. This resulted in less .soakage taking place, and the

temperature of the ground rising. Successive fires destroyed

more and more of the grass ; what had been at first a mere
passage for water to run to waste gradtially deepened into a

donga ; sheep and native paths and disused roads resulted in

further donga formation, and year by year the soakage

became less, and the percentage of the precipitated moisture

running to waste more. Bereft of the cooling effect of the

moisture which had previously soaked in, and with its surface

exposed, through the killing oft' of the grass, to the full rays

of the sun. the temperature of the grass-lands rose, with the

eft'ect that vapour-laden breezes were repelled instead of at-

tracted. With the cutting and working of the forests, the same
result was achieved. Every slip-])atli for timber acted as a

drain, carrying aw^ay moisture which should have remained in

the spongy humus of the forest floor. Every tree felled let in

light, which helped to decompose the humus. Our indigenous

forest trees require the soil to constantly have a certain amount

of moisture, but with these artificial conditions the re(|uisite

amount soon became absent, and the trees began to die or to

become what is commonly called stompkop—that is. to have the
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topmost l)ranclies dead Imt the lower branches still li\ing. The
lesult was the rise in temperature of the forests. As a result,

again, the influence of these forests on the vapoitr-laden breezes
diminished, and with the repellent heat rising from the grass-

lands, and the forests not exercising their full share in cooling.

the precipitation of moisture in the ordinary way—from cloud
condensation—became more and more tmcommon. But this did

not necessarily lead to the diminishing of the average annual
rainfall—it merely changed the manner in which it took place.

For as these conditions repelled the precipitation of moisture in

soft showers, they brought about those conditions which restilted

in thunderstorms, and with the thunderstorms often torrential

precipitation. This led to further erosion, and, since the period

over which the rain was s])read was lessened, to further running
to waste of the water, to further flooding, and to less soakage.

This has been going on. gradually, slowly but \ery surely, for a

considerable period, and the result has been the entire changing

of the condition of the water'-supply of South Africa, and the

conversion of a considerable portion into semi-desert or karroo.

So, although the average rainfall for a period of years fifty years

ago may be practically the same as the average rainfall for the

same period of years now, the result of the two rainfalls may be,

and is, vastly different. We have only to look at the desiccation

W'hich has taken place in all parts of South Africa to see how
our utilisable water-supply has diminished. \\"e have, though-

out the Karroo and Free State, rivers which to-day are rivers

only in name—ma\' of them in the dr}' season but a series of

jx)ols. Advocate luigene X. Alarais, writing in the Agricultural

Journal, in 1914, of the portion of the Transvaal known as

the Waterberg, gives some striking illustrations of the desicca-

tion which has taken place in that district. He states: "The
two rivers, Ma(jalakzi.'cii (the Stronghold of the Crocodile) and

Palala (the Impossible), bearing in their native names proof

of their former greatness, are to-day mere ribbands of sand

winding through desolate sand-dunes to the Limpopo." And
again: "In the north of the district there is a tract of four

thousand sciuare miles in extent, in which there is no single

drop of water running or stagnant above the surface of the

ground." And this in a district in which the same writer

states :

—

There was a lime within tlic meiiKjry of white men when every

kloof and donga was the hed of a perennial stream nf crystal water, and
the district generally was so niarsliy and " vals " as often to render a

passage hy ox-wagon a hazardous undertaking. In those days was its

present name hestowed on the district (i.e.. the n;ime "Waterberg''). a

name tliat to-day seems to have originated in the hitter irony of some
disai)pointed voortrekker.

\'i\i(l though the picture is, it is by no means a unique

pictme. On ever\- hand we see the same thing—one-time peren-

nial streams converted into dry dongas, except just after a

torrential d<>\vn]j(nir. when they are raging tt)rrents. With this
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conversion comes the conversiiui of the veld ami the spread of
Karroo conditions. Not only ha^ the threat iiitiTior l)asin of
South Africa been converted into a semi-desert. ])ut the boun-
daries of the Karroo are constanth' increasing.

Mr. E. R. Bradheld. one of the oldest hydrolosj^ical observers
in South Africa, records an area of some 800 acres in the
Stormbers: area of the Cape Pro\ince which was, not so many
years ago, most valuable agricultural ground, now completelv
gutted by erosion and the grass veld practically converted to

Karroo. The same gentleman makes mention of another feature
of desiccation in the formation of sand-dimes in the neighbour-
hood of ]\Iolteno. These dunes now cover some 700 morgen
of ground, and new dunes are forming in what less than fifty

years ago was heavily grassed land. This is merely the first

step of semi-desert conditions to that area.

Everything, then, tends to i)r()\e the modification of South
Africa's rainfall. .\nd as a result o\ this luodification there
rises before us a vision of the aftermath to the ijrosperity of
the coimtry in the future—some glimpse of what this aftermath
must materialise as is afforded by the desiccation of most of the

older civilised countries of the world. We look to Arabia, to

the Mediterranean countries of Africa, and to Mexico, all in

their day renowned for their productiveness, and what do we
see? The l(^ss in everv direction of the very power of produc-
tion. The need of irrigation, and of more and more irrigation,

in a country once intersected in all directions by perennial rivers,

once without fear of drought or without need of artificial water-

ing, is the best answer to that question.

Since, then, through human agency, the rainfall of South
Africa has been so modified as to threaten the whole future of
the country, we, the people of South Africa to-day, have to ask

ourselves if we can reverse the process, and cause both an in-

crease to take place in the qitantity of moisture precipitated and
the manner of precipitation to change, so that, instead of thunder-
storms and torrential downpours, we may have more and more
soaking showers and mists. The influence of the numerous
wattle plantations on the rainfall of Natal prove that even in

the course of a few years we can influence the rainfall. I do not

mean tc^ extol the wattle as an ideal tree for hydrological pur-

po.ses : I do not consider it as such, but at the present time it

is the only actual exami)le we have in this country. The ways
in which we can influence the rainfall are, firstly, by artificial

afforestation, especially of the luountain areas, and by the strict

conservation of our indigenous forests ; and, secondly, by cooling

til* ground surface of the grass velds. These two means again

interact on one another, and must, to some extent, be taken in

conjunction.

Afforestalion.—Tree-planting for commercial i)in-])oses, has

been going on in South Africa for the last thirty or forty years.

A great deal has been done by the Forest Department, but un-
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fortunately, a Government department is always to some extent

hampered by political considerations, and while our le.s^islators

ha\e recognised the value of a home-grown timber supply to

the Union, they have not recognised the influence that afforesta-

tion has on climate. Consequently little or nothing has been

done, either departmentally or by private enterprise, to combine
the growing of timber with the infltiencing of the climate. It

is essential in a country in which the water-supply is yearly

decreasing, and the perennial nature of our streams more and
more imcertain, that the species planted should be such as exer-

cise a maximum cooling effect on the ground, transpire a

minimum of moisture, and provide humus which, acting like a

sponge, shall absorb and hold i)recipitated moisture, and so give

the moisture a chance to soak in gradually, and thus render our

streams yearly of a more perennial character.

C(wliiif/ the Grass Velds.—The ways in which we can influence

the grass velds' are too numerous for one to consider in detail.

But. since the first great factor in the destruction of the grass

velds was the burning of grass, so the first wav in which we
can assist in the improvement of the veld is l)y the entire i)ro-

•hibition of burning. Once that is done, the sweet grasses have

an opportunity of reasserting themselves, and the density of the

grass-covering of the ground at once increases. As it increases,

there is more shade given to the grotmd, and more im])ediment

to the flow-off of water. The soakage increases, and with it the

permanent humidity of the ground, and the tem]:)erature of the

ground is lowered.

Apart from the question of grass-btu-ning, undoubtedly one

of the most potent factors in the recovery of oiu" water-supi)ly

lies in closer settlement. Closer settlement means the more
intensive working of the ground, means more ground will be

broken up. and more soakage of moisture and less evaporation

will take place. Tt means irrigation, and irrigation means that,

instead of water running to waste in a narrow stream channel,

it will 1)6 spread over a large area, and exercise an enormous
influence in cooling the ground. It means that the veld must
be made to carry more beasts per acre than it does at liresent,

and to do this means the formation of artificial pastures. It

means that South Africa will realise the latent jiossibilities within

herself, and to do justice to them will give this great subject of

natural water conservation the attention it deserves.
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I pmpcise to g'ive an account of an irrioatifin scheme which
was undertaken with the view of setthni^- poor famihes on the

land :

—

Locality..—'V\\t settlement is situated at Kakamas. on the

hanks of the Orange River, in the Kenhardt and (iordonia dis-

tricts, about 50 miles west of Uping-ton, and 55 miles north-west
of Kenhardt. The source of the water supply is, of course,

the Orange River, which l)ears almost right through the year
a large tjuantity of silt, varying in colour according to the

])articular region where rain has fallen. The Orange River is

i^i\ l)y the supply from the Drakensberg, near Wakkerstroom,
and all the tributaries of the Vaal River, and also by the Orange
River proper, which has its source in the Drakensberg, Basuto-
land. and is augmented by its tributaries in the Orange Free
State and the Cape Province.

The banks of the river are in most |)laces covered with
heavy de]K)sits of silt, in some cases a couple of miles away from
the main stream. The nature of the soil is therefore very largely

alluvial in the immediate neighbourhood of the river ; beyond
this one finds a red, stony, sandy, quartzite surface, on which
Aery little vegetation usually grows, but which has been found
excellent for citrus culture. In this is also found the rocky
formation, known locally as tsgom, which is really a decomposed
gneiss. This tsgom is largely the sotuxe of brack, along the

l)anks of the Orange River. The rainfall is negligible in those

l)arts. and has no value from an irrigation point of view.

Irrigation Canals.—In 1897, the Cape Parliament granted to

the Dutch Reformed Church two farms on the banks of the

Orange River, Kakamas, and Soetap. on condition that the land

l)e reserved for the purpose of a settlement for poor families.

1)Ut to revert to the Government in case the ])roject proved a

failure, five years being allowed for taking out a water-furrow
from the Orange River and settling the ])eople on the land. In

iSy8 the work was taken in hand by the Rev. C. Schroder, a

missionary of the Dutch Reformed Church at Upington, and
one of the founders of that township.

At a spot called Neus. where the C)range River drops 30
feet over a reef, the intake was formed, and a year later the first

])ortion of the canal, about 10 miles long, 10 feet broad, with an

average depth of a1)out tw'o feet, was finished. This canal

was extended for six miles in 1906, and further after that, so

that it now measures about 25 miles altogether, enclosing be-

tween its channel and the river about 1,200 morgen. At the

same point another canal was begun on the north side of the

r>range River in 1908. For the first mile the drop in the river

is over 40 feet. There are very few lengths of the Orange River

from a point 70 miles above Prieska to the Great Waterfall
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(Aiig-hiabies ), wliich have a concentrated fall as great as this.

The nortli furrow— 12 feet l.jroad—had for its main objective

Paarden Island, which is one of the largest (~if the so-called

Orange River Islands, measuring about 1.800 morgen of the

richest alluvial deposit, of which about 800 to yoo are now
under irrigation. The whole extent of the land brought under

irrigation at Kakamas, north and south of the Orange, is about

2.500 morgen. The best description of the work from an irri-

gation engineer's point of view will be found in the reports to

the Cape Parliament by Mr. F. E. Kanthack, Director of Irriga-

tion, in lyo/ and 1911. The following is extracted from the

1911 report. ]jages 1-4;

—

The head regulator is a simple low masonry wall with a drop gate,

and is submerged during tlood.

l)r\-sl<)iu' Walling.—Tyi)ical .Section.

.Scale: 1 in = 61 ft.
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(I) Canal in Drystone Walling.

(2) Drystone Aqueduct : on Old Tramrails. Corrugated Iron Centering.
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Rev. B. p. J. Marchand.—An Irrigation Settlement.
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(3) Kakamas Furrow in Drystone Walling.

i I

(4) Downstream Portal of Tunnel No. 2.

RfcV. B. P.J. Marchand.—An Irrigaticn Settlement.
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Ik'toro describing the furrow itself in detail, 1 must first describe the

two ieiubng features of the work to whicli the success of the whole is

largely due. namely, the drystone walling and the tilting escapes. Both
are clieap and effective methods of overcoming tiie two diliiculties of steep
krantz work and cross drainage which liave made st) many schemes
imjxissihlc on account of the great expense in overcoming them in any
other way.

The attached sketch shows in section a typical example of drystone
walling. In Imilding these walls, three leadiiig points have to be kept
in view :

—
u/ ) During the early stages of the use of the wall, it has to act like

a t'llter bed, arresting tlie passage of all line material and only
allowing clear water to pass through.

ib) The tine material has to be arrested in such a way as to form
eventually as permanent a water-tight channel as possible.

(,f) The structure must he such that crabs and rodents cannot
easily cause a breacii.

The most important preliminary operation is to clear the rock of all

Ime river silt, especially near the outer toe of the pitching. Nothing is

more certain to cause a breach than the neglect of this precaution.

Once a sn.iall stream starts in the silt, it soon enlarges itself till a hole
is formed sufficiently large for the internal gravel and packing to pass,

after which the collapse is rapid. The silt also forms an easy passage for

crabs, and they do not waste much time in finding it out and starting the

small destructive stream.

The pitching is heavy and has to be exceptionally well done. The
gravel is obtained by blasting from the surface rock, which is decomposed
gneiss, and locally called ts gom. This provides an excellent gravel for

the purpose. It is clean and coarse, and the particles being of varied
size, the interstices are never very large. The liner gravel is reserved
for the last foot, and this is carried up to W'ilhm an inch of bottom con-
struction level. This point should be carefully noted. In most works,
where the silting process is used, it is customary to leave the channel
about a foot lower and wider than is necessary to carry full supply, this

extra area being subsequently tilled automatically by silt. The method at

Kakamas is, however, more suitable where the wall is entirely made of

such porous material. The silt cannot settle as a layer on the bottom,

but is carried by the water through the gravel until it settles in some
of the numerous pockets where the velocity of the water is checked. For
the first few weeks after the muddy water is let into the channel, water
oozes out gently in many places below the wall, where reeds and other

growths rapidly spring up. After a couple of months, however, this

growth lies dead and dry below the wall, owing to lack of moisture

—

so rapidly and effectually does the structure become water-tight. The
water-tight area is not confined to the immediate bottom of the furrow,

but extends througliout the structure wherever the muddy water reached,

and it is exceedingly difficult for crabs or other animals to make a way
through it, and, c\ en if they succeed, they do not wreck the structure,

the process of hltering going on again lower down in the gravel until the

hole is automatically repaired.

The tilting escapes are simple vertical wooden shutters 12ft. wide
by about 2ft. 3in. deep, pivoted on a horizontal axis, which is set at a

little less than one-third of the height from the bottom. They are

put in at bed level of the furrow wdiere the formation is hard, and, when
the water in the furrow rises to above full supply, they tilt automatically

and lie horizontal, the water escaping under and over them. It is

interesting to note that wdien Mr. Lutz first made these sluices on the

south furrow, he found the correct position >>i t!ie horiz( ntal axis l)v

experiment and not by calculation.

There are thirty of these tilting escapes in the seventeen miles of

the north furrow, and half of these are in the first five miles. What a
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large part they play in passiiiji the ^i(lc drainayc waters can he seen when
it is stated that, apart from oversow walls, there are only >ix ;i(|ue(luels

under which the waters of the higger dongas are carried.

Except for tlie head regulator, there is not a single gate across the

furrow, which I consider to be a defect which should lie remedied.

The lirst couple of miles of the furrow are through river silt, and Mr.
Lut/. employed the " spocling " or sluicing method <>i excavation con-

siderably in this length.

The first aqueduct is at i j miles, and there is a slight deviation here
from the original official alignment to keep the excavation otit of rock.

Rock excavation begins at 2-] miles and the second and widest

aqueduct on the furrow is at the bend at 2'f miles. The typical drystone
section (with pitching on both sides) continues right up to the slight

masonry al)utment. Zinc plates carry the gravel and slight masonry
side walls, and the plates are supported by a framework of bent trolley

rails. This is the only aqueduct of this type.

The river channel becomes very narrow at 2'1 miles, so that, in spite

of the big fall in the river above, the furrow is not completely out of
the reach of Hoods till the third mile. At 3| miles the canal meets a
high level branch of the river which is parallel to and high above the
narrow and deep Xeus Gorge, but cut otif from it by a ridge of granite.

rocks. The original idea was to make the furrow along the rock face of
this channel on the side farthest away from the river, but when
examining the alignment I approved of Mr. Lutz's suggestion to build an
earth dam faced with drystone work at the lower end of this high level

channel, and turn the furrow into the tank thus formed, which is fifty

yards long. This tank forms a good silting reach, and has already
almost conipletely silted up, with the furrow running down the centre.

When the silting operations are complete the furrow will be straightened

and trimmed up. By this means, about half a mile of difficult furrow-
making was saved. Small gaps in the river side of the sluit have been
filled up by masonry overflow walls, and these leak ratlier liadly. Tlie

third aqueduct is at t;^ miles, which is of drystone construction on corru-

gated iron centerings.

Lower down the heaviest walling and mck-work in the wimle furniw
is met with. The walling is 23 feet high in one place, and twu very
(Hfficult lengths have been blasted out of rock.

.At five miles the first tunnel is reached It is too yards long, has a

fall of 1 foot, and is 6 feet high liy 5 feet wire. Uelow the tunnel is a
long masonry overflow wall, with two tilting escapes, and the last

aqueduct of the usual type is at 5I miles. Heavy walling follows u|) to

the cutting for the second tunnel, which is 208 yards long, has i8in. fall,

and is of the same section as the first, 5 feet by 6 feet. This brings us to

the sixth mile, which completes the most difficult length of the furrow.
Krom there to the Paarden Island syphon there is nothing exceptional

in the work, wliich consists of cutting, dry walling, and tilting escapes,

though there are very few places where the work can he called easy,

the cutting sometimes reaching 10 feet in depth through rock.

.\ 22-fcet fall is given over rock a little beyond the thirteenth mile,

and the furrow enters Krantzkop (not belonging to the Commission)
about a quarter mile lower. A slight deviation had to be made just

within Krantzkop to avoid the shop there. .\ length of walling serves

instead of ;i cutting through a leegte, anti a 27-inch jiijie through the

wall under the furrow passes the side drainage instead of ilie usual tilting

escape.

The mainland furrow ends at T/ miles, and the water is carried over

to Paarden Island in a 27-inch pijie 1,360 feet long, having 5 feet fall from
end to end. The pipe is made of very thin (about ,^r6in.) galvanised steel, and
was sent out in 4ft. sheets, bent to shape and punched, but not rivetted, so

that several sheets could be nested, thereby saving space and ocean freight.

The pipes cost £460 in Port Elizabeth, and transport to site cost about

the same. The riveting was done cold on the spot, and the pipe was laid
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(5) Cutting in Granite.

(6) Second Section of Paarden Island Syplion.

Rtv. B P J. Marghand. An Irrigation Settlement.
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(7) Outfall of Paarden Island Syphon,
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(8) Turbine. (9) Power Station on the north furrow.

Rev. B. p. J. Marchand.—An Irrigation Settlement-.
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thruiiiih the river in a trcm-li in rock, without concrete settinji;, being

nu-rely packed over uitli stones. Tlie furrow on the ishnul lias been
finished for about four miles, and is still in course of construction. 'The

furrow is mostly in line so\\. but the surface of the land in the island Ls

very uneven, and a numbi r of hollows have to be crossed by simi)Ie

earthen Iianks, the drystone wallint? method being impossil)le, as tlierc is

no hard I)ottom. '!"he fall of the furrow on the island has been flattened

to I in 3.000, on account of the lineness of the soil. A vertical fall of

four feet has been constructed at a little short of three miles from the

syplion.

Produce.—I1ie chief cvo\)s raised at Kakanias include

wheat, hicenie, fruit. In 1915 about 50,000 bushel.'^ were har-

ve.s;ted ; one to two milhon pounds of lucerne hay ;
while there has

been an enormous development in citrus culture. The Trades

Commissioner. Mr. C. Chiapi)ini. told the settlers that some of

their land was, from the point of view of citrus culture, worth

up to £500 per morg-en. A certain number of ostriches are kept

on the lucerne lands, while a beginning has been made with shee])

under the same conditions.

History.—The history of this settlement dates definitely

from the year 1897, when the Cape Parliament granted the

original two farms, which, it may be mentioned in ])assing.

Avere not worth more at the time to the Cape Exche(|uer than

perhaps £20 per annum. The general question of poor whitism

had been discussed long before that. As long ago as the year

i8(S6, the Dutch Reformed Synod had its attention drawn to

the matter. At its meeting in 1894 a committee was appointed

to suggest remedies, and to carry out the idea of a labour

colony or, more properly, a land settlement for poor white

families. The Rev. Mr. Schr5der, a missionary of the Dutch
Reformed Chuixh at Upington, and one of the founders of

that township, as already noted, was asked to give his services

in \iew of a settlement on the Orange River at Kakamas. He
and I visited the spot in 1898, and we came to the conclusion
that the project was feasible, and that a furrow could ])e taken
out at the Neus Falls. At the same time, I ac(|uired from
private owners four farms on the north side of the river im-
mediately op)X)site Kakamas and Soetap on the southern bank.
The property to-day belonging to the settlement includes about
113.000 morgen, of which, as already .stated, about 2,500 are
under irrigation.

The object of the settlement being to reclaiiu poor white
families, certain regulations were framed as fundaiuental to its

attainment. The rule laid down that no settler would be ad-
mitted who did not take his share of work in the building^ of
the canal was rigidly adhered to, with the result that the whole
of the southern furrow was carried out by white labour. The
future colonist had to matriculate in hard work before he could
enter on the tenure of an allotment. These allotments vary
from five to eight morgen in size, the general average being
six. Then there are regulations binding the settler to culti-

vate his allotment, keep it free of weecls. eliminate brack as
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much as i)L)Ssible, and pay an annual rent. The tenure is for

life or good conduct. The number of holdings to-day amounts
to about 400, and the settlement has a ]>opulation of 3,000.

When I visited the place for the first time in 1898, there were
a couple of traders at the Kakamas Drift, holding short-notice

trading licences on Government land. The whole country was
bare and uncultivated, the nearest farm-steading being about

iq miles away. The colonists came from difterent parts of

the Ca])e Province, but chiefly from the North-West, and were
mostly bywoners or people who had lost their all through

drought. The principles laid down for tlic redemption of

these people were intensive and personal cultivation of the

soil, educational agencies, industrial instruction. Let me give

a description of what has been attained thus far.

Many of the colonists have built verv^ good Ijrick houses,

have farmed their plots with success, have fenced these into

lucerne fields, vineyards, orchards, and wheat lands. The failures

can be put down as under 10 per cent. There is an air of

general prosperity and independence in the whole ])lace, and very

little of so-called " poor whitism " remain^. One ])articularly

successful colonist made a clear j)rofit last year of about £300 off

his six morgen of land. The chief difficulty that had to be en-

countered was to eradicate the trekking propensity, and the love

of ranch-farming. There is a large and very nearly self-suji-

]X)rting congregation of some 1,200 members, to whom two
clergymen minister. There are seven schools with an average
roll-call of 700 children, and 20 teachers. There is a class of

20 ])upil-teachers. Of the teachers. 10 were locally trained and
took their elementary teachers' Government certificate. Of the

pupils, 150 are above standard V. The need for i)roviding for

the children of the colonists, who cannot be allowed to s(|uat on
their parents' allotments, has raised the industrial cjuestion. An
effort is being made to get the (.Jovernment to establish at

Kakamas an Agricultural School for the teaching of ])rofitable

intensive farming, poultry rearing. ])ig and shee]) raising, fruit

culture, on the lines of the Government Agricultural Schools at

(xrootfontein. I'otchefstroom, ;ind Cedara. but on a basis that

will involve coniparati\el\ little expense beyond the salaries of

the instructors. The means are to hand on the spot, both in

the human elemeiU and the soil. The Provincial (Government
has made arrangements for carpentering and smiths' work.
There is. howexer, an op])t)rtunity for develo])ment on a large

scale in the matter of leather and Ijoot mantifactiire. .\nd here
I may fitly introduce the sjiade-work that has ])een done in this

direction. As noted in .Mr. Kanthack's re])ort of n^M, at the

thirteenth mile on the nortlu-i-n furrow a 2_'-foot fall has lieeii

given. This iK)tential has been utilised for the erection of a
double turbine develo])ing up to 150 horse-power. .\ visit to

Switzerkmd in 1910 convinced me that we have made far too

little use of the existing water-power in South Africa for indus-

trial ])Urposes. The ekn-tricit}- (levelo])ed by these turliines is
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carried \)\ wire on pillars acri)ss the ( )raii_<,a' River to the

southern side, where the chief ])uildings. shops, etc.. are situated.

-A transformer house was ])uilt to reduce the high tension cur-

rent, and the ])0\ver is ajjplied to drive the machinery of the

flour mill, closely situated to it. This mill has this year ground
some S.ooo muids of wheat. Tt uses, however, only 25 horse-

power, leaving some 50 to 75 horse-power available for indus-

trial purposes. The times have, however, for the last three

years, been so unfavourable for raising cheap capital, that nothing
has been done in starting the leather industry, as projected. It

is hoped that at an early date there will be an Industrial School
also for girls.

The total ca])italisation oi the sclienie stands to-dav at

£ 1 40.000.

£

Canals 86.000
Buildings, schools, etc 8,608
Turbine and Hydro-I^lectric Flour Mill 13,280

Ostriches 1.800

Paarden Island develo|)nient 10,000

Shop and Ca])ital 15.000

Pontoons and Threshing Machines 3,600

Advances 2.600

The Poor IJ'hifcs.—When the scheme was first started

certain regulations were drawn up. already mentioned, and I look

upon these as the chief reason for the success of the undertaking
as far as it has gone.

One fundamental regulation, already referred to. was that

only those who were willing to work for 3s. a day at the con-

struction of the canal would receive consideration when the land

was allotted. As a result, the canal on the south side of the

river was the work of white men. And it was well done,

n(jtwithstanding that the men—most of them, were quite un-

accustomed to such labour. The problem of poor whitism is. to

my mind, quite capable of solution! if the right methods are

adopted. It is entirely a matter of training: the environment in

W'hich these people grow up is the one thing that militates against

an easy solution. Our idea was to gather them together, bring

them under the immediate influence of the church and the school,

and awaken in them a sense of their possibilities. I had had

seven years' experience of the Knysna woodcutter, and found

him easily receptive to the influence of the schoolmaster. What
we have to guard against is the dropping of these people into

the ranks of the criminal class. We have much for them to

do. given the op]K)rtunity. It has been said that we have not

done much to make this country self-supporting and indepen-

dent. Why not marshal the great army of people that crowd

into the town.s—some, alas, to become illicit liciuor touts—into an

armv of industrial workers? .\nd this will be all the more

feasible if we can combine a settlement on the land with indus-
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trial training. In our school system room will ha\ e to be fomid

for institutions of that nature.

In order to safeguard our settlers from the speculator, we
started our own shops, of which we have five, with a working
capital of about £15,000. These shops act as a sort of exchange,

as payment of the rent is accepted in the way of produce.

In dealing with poor whitism or any problem of that nature.

the chief desideratum in those who seek its .solution is. faith in

the salvability of every human being. It is only when we start

from this point that we can inspire confidence and self-respect

and hope into the man who has lost all.

Effects of Lime on Insoluble Soil Potash.—
Messrs. L. J. Briggs and J. F. Breazeale give an account in the

Jounial of A(/ricultitral Research^ of experiments with ortho-

clase and pegmatite, and also with soils of granite type, in all of

which they failed to detect any increase in the solubility of the

potassium on treatment with various proportions of calcium
hydroxide or sulphate. In some cases the ])resence of calcium

sulphate in solution actually depressed the solubility of the

potassium, proportionately to increase of the concentration of

the calcium sulphate. Similar results were arrived at by deter-

mining the amounts of potash taken up by wheat seedlings

grown in the respective solutions. The availability to i)lants of

the potash in soils derived from orthoclase-bearing rocks is

therefore not likel\' to be increased by the application of lime

or gypsum.

Potash from Banana Stalks.— New or dor-
mant sources of potash continue to be investigated from time to
time. In the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chcynistrxi
H. E. Billings and A. W. Christie record exjierimental work
recently carried out by them for estimating the ix)ssibilities <>f

recovering ]x7tash from the thousands of banana stalks weekl\-
cast away as refuse in every large .American citv. Thev found
the dried banana stalks to contain as much ])ota>li as Kainit, and
to compare favoura])ly with dried kclj) as a tiller for commercial
fertilisers. When charred and leached. (Mie ton of the fresh
stalks yields 2y lbs. of water .soluble salts, containing 90 per cent,

of potassium carbonate. The cho])ped-up stalks mav be heated
on a grating in a tall cylindrical heater, at the tt)p of which it is

constantly fed in. while the ash is drawn off below, extracted
with water and the resulting li(|Uor evaporated. This method
of recovery lends itself readily to small scale manufacture.

*8 fi] (TQ17).

19 (lU'D l-'|. i.^.V4.



NOTK OX THE (KCCkRKNCE OF A IMCDAE N()S1<: iN
THE MALI-: OF A TRAP-DOOR SPIDICR (STASIMOPUS)

B\ John Hewitt, B.A.

It has 1(111,2^ ])eon known that spiders arc sensitive to tKlours

of various kinds. This can be verified in most species by the
simple experiment of hokhns: a scented rod near to the spider,

away from her hne of vision and without actually touchin,CT her,

when the creature will shew an appropriate response according
to the nature of the scent em])loyed: she may either ap])roach

the rod with apparent pleasure, or more often may withdraw
therefrom with more or less distinct signs of dissatisfaction.

The position of the organ of smell is not known. Some
.writers have supposed that the olfactory sense resides in the

palps, and others seem to have suspected the chelicer^e ; how-
.ever, it was clearly shewn by the Peckhams (1) that spiders

bereft of their palps can still smell perfectly well. The most
recent writer on the subject. 13r. N. E. MTndoo (2) after sum-
marising all the previously published data relating thereto, and
submitting the results of his own experiments, concludes that the

olfactory sense is subserved by the lyriform organs which occur

in all spiders on most of the joints of the legs and of the palps,

and often also on the chelicene. spinners, sternum and cara}3ace.

These lyriform organs certainly have the essential structure of

a sense organ, and in one species (a Lyosa), MTndoo shews

that, on carefully varnishing the surface of all the lyriform

organs with vaseline, the sj)ider's sensitiveness to odours becomes
very greatly reduced.

So far as I can ascertain, no c^ne has hitherto observed any
Avell-defined localisation of the (~il factory sense in spiders. There
is a hint of it. ])erhaps. in a ])aper, which I have not seen, by

McCook, who a]:)])arenth- interprets the exi^eriments of the

Peckhams as indicating that the olfactory sense organs are dis-

tributed more or less over the entire surface of the body, espec-

ially at the tips of the feet and at the a])ex of the abdomen.
Recently I have had the op])ortunity of experimenting with

some adult males of a common trapdoor si>ider. Stasiinof^iis s])..

kindly collected for me at Alicedale by Air. Frank Cruden dur-

ing the months of April and May. I may mention that the

males of trapdoor spiders are very rare in collections, and

nothing has been written on their habits; yet the fact that these

creatures are structurally amongst the most primitive of living

spiders should lend a special interest to the study of their be-

haviour in life, particularly in connection with courtship and

mating, which, in manv two lunged sj^iders, is extraordinarily

complex.
The specimens examined were of moderately large size, and

when at rest their long slender legs were often extended away
from the body, which was very convenient when experimenting

on the localisation of sense organs. Thev were comparatively
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slu^e^^ish creatures, remaining quite motionless for Ion"- ])eri()ds,

thou,g^h when disturbed they would run away with considerable
speed, never making- any attempt to bite. In testing their ol-

factory p<nvers, a pair of ladies' hatpins was employed, one of
them, as a control being brought near to the si)ider at the jioint

which it was desired to test, when, on finding no res])onse, the

other, bearing a droplet of odoriferous licjuid on its ])ointed end,

was brought forwards in a similar way. due care being taken to

avoid actual contact with the skin or hairs of the creature. The
results were very striking. Every time the scented jiin was
brought near to the tip of a leg. within a few seconds that leg

was raised or withdrawn ; sometim.es the creature as a whole
moved away. So far as I could judge, the s(^ft skin u\ the

abdomen and the middle joints of the leg were not receptive

to the stimulus, and. indeed, no part of the body except the

tips of the legs was found to be sensitive ; it seemed impracti-

cable, hoAvever. to test the sensitiveness of the sternum. Th6
scents employed were the tnls (^f clo\es. eucalyptus and citron-

ella. also ammonia solution. The citronella oil proved most ef-

fective, clove oil least so. Of the four pairs of legs, the first

and second pairs were clearly most sensitive, judging from the

time involved in the reaction, whilst the fourth j^air was least

sensitive. All the odours employed were re)iellent in their

action.

One morning, choosing a strong specimen. I cut off the end

of the first leg of the right side, at about the midpoint of the

metatarsus (penultimate joint) ; by evening the creature seemed
fairly active, and all his legs responded in turn to the citronella

test except only the injured one, from which no response what-

ever was obtained. The ex])eriment was subse(|uently repeated

with another specimen, but still with no res])onse in the injured

leg. When the aminitation was made at the midijoint of the

tarsus (end-joint), a dehnite though feeble res]K)nse to a scenterl

needle was obtained on the following day, shewing that the

olfactorv organ is not confined to the distal half of the tarsus.

Similar tests were made with adult females of the same
species, also taken at Alicedale, and Mr. Cruden inde|)endently

experimented with other female specimens. Curiouslv enougii,

they api)eared to lie altogether insensitive to the odours em])loved.

As yet I am unable to sa\- with certaint\- what structures

are concerned with this olfactory sense on the feet of the male
Stasiinof^iis. Microscopical examination suggests two possibili-

ties. The olfactory organ may lie in the hairs of the scopula, a
tei-m emi)loyed for the pad of fine hairs found on the lower
and lateral surfaces of the tarsi and the terminal i)ortit)n of the
metatarsi. These hairs, when examined under a high i)owef,
arc seen to be essentiallv different from the several kinds of
hairs which clothe the oihcr segments of the leg and of the abdo-
men ; the latter are all linel\- ])otnied, their tips being solid ruid

stroiigK chitinoiis; the s(.-Mpnlar hairs, on the otjier hand, are
truncated or e\en fmni(T^h;i])ed at the tip^, where ai)i)areiuly
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the central piirtion of the hair c)j)ens i'reciv \<> the exterior.

Now, thoiij^h ii is (hlfii'iilt to see how tlie inii)act of olfactory

particles on die solid chiiiiious tii)s of an ordinary hair can he

sufficient for an olfactor\ sensation. 3et it seems (|nite possihle

that such i)articlcs on a sco])nlar hair nia\- he hroug-ht into direct

contact with livinof material or with liquid exudate from livinsj

cells, in which case chemical chani^^es may restilt in the settin«^

up of afferent olfactory imi)ulses. I-'urther investij^^ations i>n

the minute structure of sco])ular hairs and their relationship

with the subjacent cells and the nervous system will he re(|uirod

liefore this explanation can he established.

it may be noted that the scoi)ula is (jttite absent in females,

which, as we have seen, are dexoid of an olfactory sense; yet,

on the other hand, it is well established that an olfactory sense

is present in njany spiders which have no trace of a scopula.

riie tarsi of the female are relatively much shorter than tho>e

of males; moreover, the tarsus of the hrst leg of the male is

tlistinctly swollen and more strons^l}- sco])ulate than th;it of the

fourth leg. which i.s not swollen.

The alternative ixjssibilitx' which would connect the olfac-

torv sense with Ivriform or<^ans or related structtires does not

seem ade(|uatelv sti])])orted ])\ the facts of distrihtition ot such

oru;ans. These org-ans are I'.resent on each joint of the legs,

except the tarsi, in both male and female, being ajjparently

equallv well develoi)ed in the tw(» sexes. The organs at

the a])ex of the femur are larger and more complex than those

at the apex of the metatarsus, yet L could trace no sensitiveness

to olfactory stimuli in the neighbourhood <^f the femora. How-
ever, in addition to the typical lyriform organs, there are to be

found on the legs of Stasitnopus a great number oi minute pores.

These ])ores seem to be smaller than the simi^le slits distinguished

bv Dr. MTndoo in the various s])ecies he examined. Thev are

perha])S comparable with the olfactory pores of insects as

described ancl figured by that author in the honey bee and other

hymenojitera. I have found such j)ores also in Mo(/fjridffca

cocf/ciisis l^ircell and in Hcnnacha hicolor Pocock, bttt in the

latter case they are very easily confused with the exposed

sockets of broken hairs. In Stasiuiopus. hcnvever. the i)ores can-

not possibly be confused with hair sockets, for the\- are con-

siderably smaller than the ])its of neighbottring hairs. They
occur abundantly, for exam])le, in the midst of the sjjinous areas

of the tibia and metatarsus of a female leg, where fine hairs do
not occur. The distribution of these j^ores is very general, and
they are as abundant in females as in males. They occur on all

the joints of the legs and are not speciallv accumtilated on the

tarsi and metatarsi. Indeed, the total number of pores on
either of these segments is distinctlv less than that found on the

femur.
It is interesting to speculate on the inirpose of thi> olfac-

tory sense which presumablv does not originate in the feet of a

male until the final moult which ushers in the adult stage. The
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mature male appears to have no appetite for food. 1 have re-

peatedly offered him flies and grubs, but all in vain ; he is, more-
over, more amiable than the females, never shewing tight when
irritated, and some ten or twelve s])ecimens lived together

amicably for more than a fortnight in a small box. Tt is likely,

therefore, that the sense of smell is n()t required in a <earch for

food.

Their existence in the adult stage is indeed but brief. Dur-
ing April and May they were abundant at Alicedale, Imt during

June Mr. Cruden repeatedly searched for males on mv behalf

without finding a single specimen.

In all ])robability their sole function in life is that (,)f breed-

ing, and it is conceivable that the olfactory sense is useful in

helping to discover the female. In his search for a mate the

sense of sight will not hel]j him much as the female always
remains well concealed within her nest. I have not yet been
able to observe the mating habits, but have noticed his agitated

behaviour in the presence c:>f the adult females.

A few female specimens were kept for a week or two in a

small Ijox half hlled with dry, loose earth, on the surface of

wdiich they slowly crawled about for a time, and eventually

settled down half-buried in such depressions as they could hnd.

On drop])ing an adult male into this box at some little distance

from any of the females, he soon exhiljited a peculiar attitude,

different from anv he had previously displayed either in res])onse

to pinching or to strong doses of citronella. Standing on his

three hinder pairs of legs, he raised his bocK- high in the air,

threw out his forelegs horizontally forwards like feelers, and
withdrew the palps backwards over the carapace, the ])alpal

tibiag being directed horizontally. Thus he remained almost

motionless excc])t that the ft^relegs were slowly waxed around
and now and then were tapped deliberately on the ground. The
most marked feature of this courting attitude is the withdrawal
of the ])ali)s which ordinariK- are held in front when walking
or running. In this position the c-reature remained for se\eral

minutes.

Tlie late Dr. T. If. .Montgomery, who has written exten-
sivel\' on the court'-liii) ])eha\iour of \arious two-lunged s])iders,

Consider^ this attitude to be a nv idilicat ion of that normallv ex-
hibited as a result of alarm. This \ icw seems to me a very
reasonable one. ( )n one occasion a male was taken from his

'box and dropi)ed (m a thick talilccloth, the surface of which
presented numerous loose, ])rojecting fibres; for a ver\- short

time he also took up the characteristic cnurting attitude, though-
there were no females in the vicinitv.

L'nfortunatel\- the females at m\ disi)osal l)etrayed no
amatory emotions in response to the ])ersistent courtshi]) of the
males. ( )ccasionall\-, during his peregrinations a male ha])pened
to touch a female, when she at once showed her fangs, and he
discreeth- withdrew.
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If the female be situated four or five inches away from tlie

eourtintj male when lirst introduced to her box, he may slowly

wend his way towards her. liolding his i)ali)s forwards in the

air. One receives the im])ression that he does not see her, but

is ;L,anded more or less accurately to her neio^hbourhood throujj^h

stimuli received on his tirst pair of legs. Still, (mi several occa-

sions the ver\- erratic movements of the male led me to doubt

if he was guided to am- ai)i)reciable extent hv odours emitted

from tlie female. Presumabl\- this would be determined largely

by tile sexual ccMidition of the female which, of course, cannot'

])e ascertained by external examination. The behaviour of

the male always seemed to indicate his knowledge of the pre-

sence of the female, but not of the precise direction in which
-he was to be found.

To throw light on this point I removed several females

from their box, placing them on a small cardboard trav some
distance away, and after a while dropped therein fom- adult

males (|uite near to but n(^t actually touching the females. None
of these males made the slightest attempt to court the females

nor did they shew any signs of alarm or emotion. On the other

hand, whenever a male was dropped into the untenanted box
which had formerly contained the females, he at once took up
;'. courting attitude. The females were removed from their box
one Thursday, and on the following Sunday males which were
placed therein commenced to court immediately. Tn all proba-

bility this sensitiveness is not alfactory, but is connected with

the ])resence of web spun by the female over the surface of the

ground. Females kept in a box in which they do not burrow
will crawl about, slowly trailing after them a loose bundle of

very fine silky threads of uniform thickness, and thus the ser-

face of the ground becomes sparsely covered with delicate silk.

The paired tarsal claws of the male differ from those of

the female in being pronouncedly pectinate, and during life are

held widely separated. A courting male, whi-lst slowly waving

liis first pair of legs upwards and downwards, may often scratch

strongly on the ground with the claws of his first two pairs of

legs, so strongly that on hard ground the sound is clearly audible

to an observer. 1'hinking it i)ossible that these tarsal claws

might be intimatel\- concerned in the perception of the female

web. I cai-efullv cut oft', or at all events seriously hroke up all

the claws on all the legs of three specimens without injuring

the tarsi. On the following night I introduced these specimens

to the box formerly occupied by females, with the result that

two of them ])n)m])tly took ui> the characteristic courting atti-

tude.

I may add that males when walking or running do not emit

threads of silk ; no trace of web was found on the surface of

the ground, wdiere twelve males had resided for several weeks.

However, during courtship, when slowly approaching the female,

a male was observed to be trailing a cord of silk from his spm-

ners.
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Males shew no inclination to build a trapdoor, but if placed

in a hole in the ground they will line its sides with very fine silk,

and may completely cover themselves in with a delicate web.
'rhou,^"h I was imable to observe the further stashes of

mating in this si)ecie>. a few additional i)oints can l)e supplied

from observations on Acaiitliodon kcntariicus I'urcell. another

tra]xloor spider. The material came from East London, and I

am again indebted to Mr. F. Cruden for it. Last year, on Julr

I3tli, I placed a female Acanthodon in a tumbler containing

stifif earth, in which a hole of convenient size had been bored.

During the night the spider lined this tube with web and con-

structed a perfect trapdoor at the top. On July i6th I dropped
an adult male Acanthodon on to the earth near the female lid.

For ten minutes he merely made repeated efforts to scrample

up the sides of the tumbler. Then suddenly he iook up the

characteristic courting attitude, much as I ha\e described for

Stasbnopus, though the palps were held at higher elevation, the

palpal femur being drawn backwards and the tibia directed

horizontally. Meanwhile, he was tapping repeatedly and rapidly

on the ground with his forelegs. Now and then he commenced
to scratch the earth with the forelegs and fangs, but tliis did

not continue long, and he resumed the rapid tai)i)ing near to and
upon the lid of the female nest. After a few minutes this lid

was slowl\- raised and the female appeared, but did not actually

come <jut of the nest. At first she shewed hght. and he tem-

porarily retired. l)ut on courageously ta])ping her with the tii)s

of his long forelegs she soon became c|uiet and allowed him to

approach (|uite closely. During coi)ulation, which only lasted

three or four minutes, and took place at the moiuh of the tube,

the female was almost vertically arranged, her legs and i)al])s

drawn liackwards, and not holding the oi:»en lid: the male had
his first i)air of legs -iretched over her head region, the tarsi

and metatarsi pressing Ijetweeu her chelicera and ])ali)S. .\fter-

wards he withdrew his legs, she re-entered her retreat, and the

lid closed, lie then remained c|uiet for a long time, but slowly

cleaned the spine of his bulbal organ and the tarsi and metatarsi

of his forelegs by drawing them between the fangs several times.

Unfortunately, the process of si)erm induction was not seen.

It is clear that the female is only aware of his i^resence

when she feels the tapping on lier lid, and as likely as not, judg-
ing from her menacing attitude, she does not recognise him as

a mate, or, at all events, as a desirable mate; he first has to calm
her ruffled feelings, and i)erhai)s arouse her sexual desires by
tai^ping rej)eatedly on her l)od\- and legs.

.Another male and female of this species were allowed to
meet on an open tray. \\\> behaviour was much as I have de-
scribed already, but for a long time .she took not the slightest
notice of his attention--, .\e\ertheless, he continued even when
when -he had withdrawn to some distance. When she allowed
him to ajjproach, he patted her legs and abdomen slowly and
repeatedly with his two forelegs; then they copulated, facing
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each other, she raised ujjwards on her abdonieti and liindle^s,

and he approachinjy lier l)eneath, at hrst with incessant i)attinfi,

but eventually his leg movements ceased. The movements of

the male palps I was unable to follow.

The ordinary ambulatory movements of the male of this

species are fairl\- slow; the body is carried close to the .g^round,

the palps down, and the le.s^s wide-spreadint^. feelint^ his way at

everv stc]).

As 1 hap]>ened to have the male of another species of Acan-
ihodon I allowed him to walk near to and to touch two adult

females of kcntanicus: he merely shewed ordinarv symptoms of

alarm without any indication of courting attitude.

Experiments with the males of Stasimopus and nesting

females were unsuccessful. The male in such case took up the

courting attitude previously described for this species and

scratched on and near to the trapdoor, but there was no definite

tai)ping. and the female did not respond in any way. No doubt

mating will nominally take place at night, when both sexes of

Stasiuiopus are comtxiratively active.
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Clouds on Mars.— A recent issue of Nature contains a

summary of a report on the planet Mars by Prof. W. Jl. Picker-

ing, in the course of which it is stated that during its. last op])osi-

tion the planet was scarcely ever seen without clouds, although

a few years ago it was claimed by some observers that clouds are

never or rarely seen on Mars. Prof. Pickering says that the

clouds always lie over the so-called desert regions of the planet,

ap])arently being precijjitated as soon as the fertile regions are

reached.
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Bv Hon. Charles G. Smitfi.

There are uiiniistakable sipais of a changed attitude on the

part of the pubhc of South Africa towards colonial industries.

The traditional prejudice against the local article has been con-

verted into a feeling of tolerance, and even in certain cases to

one of mild encouragement. The lessons of the war have proved

to us our unhappy dependence upon outside sources for the bulk

of our supplies, and with the full realisation of our industrial

weakness, and the ever-growing penalty we pay for it in the high

cost of imported goods and rapidly advancing freights, the pub-

lic will be compelled to make up its mind whether it is or is not

worth while to put some enthusiasm into the question of foster-

ing manufactures and trade within the Union. Not the least

of the problems which will engage the attention of Parliament

is the one of making South Africa far more self-supporting

than she is at present. One shudders at the disastrous conse-

quences to this .sub-continent if our sea comnumications had been

interrupted for any prolonged period. The {patriotic stimulus

that the war has given us must not be allowed to die away with

the final sound of the guns. While the youthful vigour of the

nation is away fighting the battle of Empire, it is for us who
remain so to contrive that no shock shall be given to the national

welfare, and that our economic system shall be adjusted on such

lines as will ensure expanding prosperity to fully re-absorb in

peaceful occupations those who have sacrificed home life and
material prospects in order to keep the flag flying. We have had
the experience of thousands of able-bodied, acclimatised young
men leaving our shores because we lacked em])loyment to keep
them here, and the conditions of land settlement offered no
attractions. No one will dispute that the great need of South
Africa is a stream of vigorous white settlers to revivify the

sluggish pools and backwashes of the ])opulation. If, then, we
allow one single man now wearing uniform to go beyond the

.seas through lack of employment in Sc^uth .Africa on conclusion

of hostilities, we shall not only have disgraced our patriotism,

but we shall have set the seal upon our economic decav.

It will not do to wait until the men return and are dis-

banded. A definite policy must be decided upon, and the

machinery for its accomplishment prepared and set in motion,
.so that the transition from military to civil life mav take i^lace

without delay and without hardshij) or loss to the men. Those
who have suffered serious (lisal)lcment by wounds or sickness

on active service have done their life's work, and are entitled

to a pension on such a scale as will permit them to live in full

comfort. Whatever is done in the way of teaching them those
occu])ations which their disabled condition permits them to

take up .should be entirely supi)lementary, and they should not

be dependent i^n their exertions whatsoever for a livelihood.
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The first duty is with the State, but in(H\i(lual eni])loyers. firms,

and eonipanies are under definite obHj^ations to take back their

enipkiyees. For the men whose billets are not secured the ])ro-

bleni may j)resent some difficulties. The staiYs of some concerns

aie more elastic than others, and the nature of the business, too.

is an important factor. It is to be expected, and the public

should see to it, that employers fulfil their obligations to returned

soldiers previously in their service, and public opinion must
force uixin the Government the necessity of making^ provision in

time for men to go on the land under suitable conditions afTord-

ing prospects of comfort and success for them and their families.

No more suitable time could be chosen for a deep study

«if the (juestions which so vitally afifect our destiny as a nation.

Wealth destruction is taking place on a scale of appalling mag-
nitude, and the reckoning has yet to come. To a perilous extent

we are as a nation living on capital and borrowings—not on our
current income—and the only means of restoring the balance is

greater productiveness, the fullest employment of skilled labour

and natural resources in the creation of new wealth.

The obstacles that have ,so long stood in the path of South
African progress must be examined anew, and if the engineering
skill of Parliament shrinks at the task of removing them, we
must dynamite them out of the way by the explosive force of
an aroused, enlightened and courageous public opinion.

I shall leave to others the task of stating how best the land

l>roblems may be solved, and shall seek to indicate the lines on
which the development of our industries should proceed. And
here I will make a declaration of my fiscal faith. I am a Pro-
tectionist by conviction, by interest, and by saturation with the

exi)eriences of a long and varied business career, confirming
year by year more positively and completely that Protection is

the best and the only sure road ak)ng which South Africa can
travel towards permanent prosperity and the fulfilment of her

aspirations as a nation.

Free Trade, as understood and practised in Britain, is the

most dangerous doctrine of the twentieth century. It is the

])latform of the flatulent demagogue, and is the main cause of
the present devastating war, the buttress of the Liberal party in

England, and the hoj)e of Germany. Britain is the dumping-
ground of all Protectionist countries. Free Trade and low
wages have brought about the practical extinction of the agri-

cultural classes by their diversion to cities and towns, and, if

this policy is persisted in, will assuredly put the British under
the sway of their present enemies, and the present neutral
nations ; and even our present allies will impose upon us their

industrial superiority, unless Britain and her Colonies permit
only practical statesmen to rule instead of theoretical and insin-

cere politicians.

Internal development of industries has enabled Germany to

defy the Allied armies for two years. (Germany, by her far-

seeing policy of industrial development on scientific lines, has
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l)een able to sustain her armies and i)()])nlatiun for two vears.

despite the fact of our glorious navy imposinor a blockade of

unprecedented leng-th. and latterly, owino- to the insistent demand
of the public, a more rigid blockade and i)ractical severance by
sea of all comnnmications. How could (Germany have acconi-

j)lished such marvels without a carefully considered industrial

policy? The United Kingdom has been at the mercy of Free

Trade ])oliticians for years. The rich have become richer and
the poor poorer. The cry is still Free Trade and more children

—in other words, free imports, the increased power of wealth

and more children to be trained for labour at low wages. It is

:in o])vious fact that Britain would have been brought to utter

collapse by six months' entire blockade. There appears nothing

for it but the complete abandonment of Cobden's shibboleths, so

dear to the average politician. Industrial develo])ment must suc-

ceed the policy of control by ])oliticians. One only needs to

look at the extraordinary pros])erity of America, and in fact

all tariff controlled cc^imtries, for examples of how best to en-

courage national development. Where is Free Trade leading

England to? Do the ]K)wers that be expect the birth-rate to in-

crease without some means of providing for the existence of the

population? What object is there in raising the population of

a country if all the food necessary for their existence has to be

imported? Is it not an obvious fact that with any increase of

population ])overty must ensue? If the United Kingdom has too

large a population for the internal resources to prt)vide food

for, then the excess population must be deported, or cities will

become larger, millions c:»f people will be condemned to exist

under the most unfavourable conditions, and tlic onlv progress

that can be expected will be the progressive increase of riches

among those who ex])loit the population for their own benefit.

In other words, under Free Trade the doctrine of

(ii)d bless t!ie Sfuiirc and his ri'latimis.

Ami keep us in dur jn-nncr stations,

has full power and effect.

We are familiar with the risks and difficulties attendant

upon efforts to establish local industries. \^arious commissions

have sat and made their recommendations, but we still await a

tariff" that will i)rovide security under which industrialists may
embark their ca])ital with reasonable i)ros])ects of ])ermanent

success.

Hitherto there has been a timid pt)licy of moderation. Toli-

ticians are saturated with the idea of making concessions to the

<)])posing ])arty or ])arties in order to kee]> themselves in ])o\ver.

Aioderation is enjoined upon the public in all things. One might

as well continue the a])plication. and suggest only a moderate
bombardment v{ the enemies" trenches, or exi^ect peo])le to be

moderately honest, or women moderately virtuotis. The average

man and woman are tired to death of jjolitical and social plati-

tudes. Only a vigorous iM)licy will satisf>- us. Natal, and doubt-

less the other States of the I'nion, might as well ha\-e l)etn m-
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tiicly free dI' all political roi)resciuatiuu tor all ihc ^ood the

gener.'il public have derixed from the etTorts of Parliament.

Uiukr pa'"liam<.'ntary rules and party government, measures are

submitted to such a jjruninjj- and emasculation under the ])olicy of

ccMiciliati(-)n that their orij^inal character is lost and their effec-

tixeness destroyed. hVee Traders have a sop administered to

them. Protectionists are occasionally placated, rebels are cheer-

fully forj^^iven. and the jxilicN' of conciliation and compromise
satisfies no one. In future elections, if the country i.s to have any
peace and j^rogress. the electors will have to exact from political

candidates definite adhesion to \iews and princi]>les laid down
by the various organisations that will undoubtedly be in exis-

tence after the war. and unless candidates adhere rigidly to

their pledges on the hustings they nnist be compelled to resign.

We have had an instance of the efficacy of political organisation

amongst our Dutch fellow colonists, and it behoves every voter

in South Africa to belong to some political organisation by
which he can make sure that his vote has its true and abiding

value. It is time that the cheated elector, promise-crammed and
defrauded by successive Parliaments, should stand up and count
himself something more than a cii:)her in the business of politics.

As things are with him now—in s])ite of his ballot-box and his

adult franchise—he is a mere pawn that Parliaments play with;

a shuttlecock they toss with in sport. It is a lamentable thing

to say, but so true that it demands frequent restatement, that a

])olitician's pledge or a Ministerial promise is of no more value

than a (ierman signature to an international treaty. There is

a very sacred and solemn duty devolving upon all who would
rescue our ])arliamentary life from the level to which it has

drifted. The leaders who regularly give ])romises to catch votes,

and who break those promises Parliament after Parliament in

.order to evade irksome duties, should be met with the stern

displeasure of an indignant people. Cannot the people so rise

above mere party as to form a League of Truth, the meml)ers

of which would sternly punish e\ery Ciovernment in turn which
proves false to its pledges?

South Africa has been a favourite dum|)ing-ground for the

surplus goods of other nations, whose internal markets are se-

cured by high tariff walls. In open competition with such goods
produced by the worst-paid labour of any and every country,

it is impossible for our infant industries to find their feet. An
adequate protection is therefore essential to the birth and devel-

opment of South African industries, the number of which can

be extended very considerably under symj^athetic treatment.

It has Ijeen estimated that our, say. 1,300,000 whites in Soutli Africa

as a body of consumers, are equal in spending power to nearly 2.000,000

Australians, tlie rates of pay being so much higher in South Africa. Our
market, therefore, is equal to, and probably better than, the market of

3,000,000 .Australians. Based upon this calculation, there should be ample

room in South .Africa for 7,000 factories employing quite i^o.otxa persons,

of whom (the minimum wage being in force) at least one half would he

white, or nearly treble the number oi whites the whole mining industry
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directly- emplo_vs. The fact must imt be overlooked that, as manufacturing
enterprise developed, new demands would be made upon the labour

market. And the local market broadens by the increased wants of the

growing population. The employees in one class of factory become con-

sumers of the articles made in another class of factory. And the pros-

perity of the factories and of their employees naturally reacts upon the

activities of every branch of commercial and industrial life.

The existence of a sufificiently wide market l)eino- demon-
strated, an enlightened industrial policy affording security for

capital would open up factories giving full employment to a

much larger jx)pulation ; the spending power of the nation would
be increased, and the foundations laid of a ]iermanently pros-

]:)erous national life.

Proceeding collaterally with the development of industries,

legislation requires to be enacted to secure to the worker the

full measure of reward for his work. National ])rosperity

means the prosperity of the people comprising the nation—not

the drones, but the workers—and any state of affairs that fails

to ])romote the essential welfare of the whole body of w'orkers

must be regarded as unsatisfactory. The old doctrine of the

greatest good to the greatest number must be extended to secure

the fullest opportunities of material })rogress for all who con-

tribute to the sum of the nation's wealth. The worker's inter-

ests must not be left unguarded. He also must be entrenched.

The whole trend of modern industrial legislation is an effort to

restrict the ]>ernicious operation of the old so-called immutable
laws of supply and demand venerated by the Free Traders, whose
cardinal principle is cheaj) labour as the basis of com|)etition.

As a writer has well said :

—

Unrestricted competition in industry nf the needy and heli)!ess pio-
duces a standard of animal, not liiiiiiaii life.

The worker thus occupies very nmch the same position as

do industries under Free Trade—they are ground down to starva-
tion point. The case of the worker is admirably expressed by
Mr. Justice Higgins in the Australian .\rbitration Court. In

the course of his judgment in an indttstrial dispute he said:

—

The employer needs no court to enable iiini to reduce wages—he has
simply to refuse to give employment at wages which he thinks to be too
high. It ought to be frankly atlmitted that as a rule the economic position

of tlie employee is too weak for him to hold his own in the unequal con-
test. Me is unable to insist on a " fair thing." The ])ower of the employer
to withiiold l)read is a much more effective weapon than the power of the
employee to refuse to labour. Freedom of contract in such circumstances
is surely misnamed; it should rather lie called despotism in contract; ami
this Court is empowered to fix a minimum wage as a check on the despotic
power. The worker is in the same position in principle as Esau when he
surrendered his birthright for a square meal, or as a traveller wlien he had
to give up his money to a highwayman for the privilege f)f life. .Adnutting
all this, yet an employer often falls back on an economic theory as to the
law of demand and supplj'—a theory responsible for much industrial
friction, and at the root of many industrial disputes. He thinks that all

this regulation of wages is a nu'stake—a deliance of natural laws He
treats the so-called " law " as lieing, in matters of wages, etc.. more inexor-
able and inevitable in its play than even the law of gravitation—as not
being subject, as laws of nalnre ;ire, to ccnmter action, to control to
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dircctii,)!!. One may dam ii]) a river, or even chani^e its course, hut one
cannot (it is said) raise wa.ye^ above its unrei>ulated price, ahove tlie

level of a sum wliicli ,1 man will .iccepl rather than 1)l- starved.

What, then, is Lalidiir's share? Labotir is tlic ^realesl

factor in all produce, hiit we lia\-e not yet (k'\ ised an effective

scheme of a])j)ortionnient. What we have so far arrived at is

—what ought never to have been forgotten as it was—that the

lahotirer is worthy of liis hire. .\ man shotild command a living

wage, it has taken a long time to wring tliat admission out of

the em])loyiiig class, htit the " lixing wage "
is now one of the

accepted axioms of the age. However, that settles little or
nothing, unless we go further. What is a " living wage "? The

same wage which was a living one three years ago is so no
longer. The war has brought about a considerable increase in

the cost of living, but the ([uestion is, have wages gone up
proportionately? That is the f|uestioti that needs to be solved

i)efore we can get rid of the uncanny thitig called industrial

unrest, and so far there has not been devised a scientific method
of determining the bearing on wages of the rise in prices. In var-

ioits businesses a larger ratio of profit is now being earned (though

wtme have suffered a set-back) through the operation of increased

prices on account of the war, and, in the absence of any com-
})ulsion, those reaping such excess profits should give seriotis

consideration to the claims of their employees to a fair share in

the form of increased wages so as to counterbalance the higher

cost of living—that is. after suitable provision has been made
to safeguard the business from the prospect of diminished i)nitlts

in the future from the same cause.

The public are very prone to look askance at high rates

of jjrofit, and have a suspicion that the law ought to inter\ene.

But profft is exactly w-hat we all need. It is the life-blood of

industrial jjrogress, of scientific research, of editcational ad-

vance, i^ven if the consumer had to pay more for everything
in order to sustain the profits of productive industries, he wottld

get much more in return than he gave. Except in the case of

articles for which there is a very limited demand, a slight in-

crease in the selling prfce will make all the difference between
an undertaking which merely " carries on " and one which is

able continuously to de\elo]), to s|)end money on improvements in

its works and in the conclitions of its workpeo]jle, to organise

research, to test and exploit new inventions, and to ])ush its

enterprise in fresh directions.

Most of the accusatiotis brought against the British manti-
facturer may be traced to the meagreness or uncertainty of his

])r()fits. The usual indictment is that he is slow to take up new
machinery or new processes ; that he neglects research ; that he
is indifferent to the value of high technical education; and that

he allows American or German ci:)mpetitors to outstri]) him in the

vigour and scope of their selling organisations, luich of the

counts in this indictment may be true; but in each case the

defence is that nothing can be done by any firm which does not
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enjoy a secure and |)rotital)le market. Public <)])ini()n in dreat

Britain has encouraged competition in price to the widest hmits,

with the resuh that prohts have been reduced to the narrowest

h"mits. The one abidinj:^- concern of the Government, ltx:al

authorities and private buyers, has been to force jirices down to

the lowest possible point short of driving the manufacturer to

give up the business in despair. What matters as long as the

prices are low? The average English and South African buyer
cares nothing for the quality of goods or the wages of the pro-

ducers. At the same time they expect the British or Colonial

manufacturer to be as ])rogressive on a 5 ])er cent, margin as

the American or (ierman manufacturer is on a 10 or 15 per

cent, margin. They expect him cheerful!}' to scraj) ])lant with

many years of useful life, to spend money continually on re-

organising his factories, to make increasing concessions to his

workpeo])le, to endow research which ma\- l)ring only a distant

reward in cash, to employ a staff of experts in devising new
processes which involve fresh capital and fresh speculation, and
to lavish money on commercial development in. all jjarts of the

world. In a word, they expect the manufacturer to spend money,
while they conspire to prevent him making it. Investigations

re(|uire a large and s])eculative outlay of money, and the Ameri-
can and (Jerman industries, with their entrenched markets and
other advantages, were the only ones who could afford it.

Money is the sinews of trade. Theoretically, everyone ad-r

mits the truth of this summary statement ; everyone agrees that

it is obvious. The time has now come to act upon it. There
must be an end to the worship of the lowest possible i)rice at al!

costs. No industrial progress can t)ccur—no founding i;)f new
industries, no renewal of old enterprises, no capture of (Germany's

trade—if the Cio\ernment, the labour leader, and the consumer
in general do not realise that the fair ])ricc for commodities
must allow a margin for the cost of research, develoiMiient, edu-
cation, and tlie oilu-r constructive enter])rises which are now
demanded of the manufacturer. And in addition to these argu-
ments for the comnumal benetits of ample ])rolits, we have the

siniiile economic tact that out of dixidehds come the resources
which later appear as capital. " Xo profits, n^) capital," is another
«ib\ioii'> I null which is again and again flouted in ])ractice.

'i'luTc ha> been too great a tendenc\ in the past in South
Africa to subordinate all considerations to the one of the lowest
possible ])rice. The low grade mines ha\e encouraged it, and
received sub>iantial benefits in the form of remission of revenue,
which has conse(|Uently to fall on other shoulders. The im])ort-
ers and merchants have raised it as a fetish to be worshipped un-
<|ueslioningly, declaring in tlieir self-iiuerested blindness that
South Africa could never be ;ui\ thing bin a iiiiiiiiuj, pastoral and
affriiiilliiral coiiiilry. and that those iiuerc-t-^ were best ser\ed
by a i)olicy of I'rce Trade. That is precisely what was ^aid by
the ^ame class of people in .\ustralia, but every single .State
in the ( onnnonwealth has seen through their s])ecious arguments,
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and has piTuiaiiciitl}- a(lo])l(.'(l rnUcclioii, willi llic result that

Australia has developed her niaiuit'actures to an astonishing
(let^ree. Her need was, as ours is to-day, more i)0])ulation, but
she could not attract settlers unless she had emplo\ment to

otter them. She realised that foreign manufacturers were f^row-
in,ij fat on the working- up of the raw products she shi])ped over-
seas. t(^ he sidd again to her in altered form loaded up with
heavy cost i^\ douhle trans])ort and high prdils. W'hv could
she not do the wDrk herself, and build herself up as a nation,

affording eni])loyment to her own ])eo})le, attracting other skilled

workers, and enriching the State coffers? That was the Com-
monwealth's task, and it is the (tne that confronts South Africa
to-day. Too long have we been content to see the golden treas-

ures from our mines leave these shores. That rich stream
should pulse through the arteries of a vigorous internal industrial

system. Unless we realise (jur i)osition we shall bleed to death.
The stores of gold which Nature has l)ountifully j)rovide(l to

gnve us a start as a natitMi will be all s(|uandere(l long before
we have reached the stage of being self-su]jporting. We nuist

make a strong effort to kee]) the money circulating more and
more in South .\frica, and divert it from the purchase of luxuries
abroad towards the estal)lishnient of manufactures and indus-
tries which will ensure for tts lasting national prosperity. Is

this opportunity to be utilised, or is the merchant, who laughs at

Technical education and the laborious work both of mind and
bod}' which maiutfacturing entails, to have it all his own wav,
and this country, after the exhaustion of its mineral wealth, to

sink back into jtrimitive conditions, with the submergence or
absor])tion of the white race by the black? If historv demon-
strates anything, it is that manufacttires bring wealth, and that

a State whose prosperit\- is ])uilt merely upon mining and dis-

tribution, unbacked by agriculture and mauufactures, is bound
in time to be tripped up and left with no resources.

A favourite argument, levelled by the Free Traders, is that

T'rotection leads to the formation of trtists which artificially

raise ])rices. Once uixm a time this objection would have been
immediately fatal. The mere mention of the word "trust" was
enough to reduce the n-!( st lively economic reft)rmer to impo-
tence. l-'\en yet the word has some i)ower o\er tho>e who do
not look Ijelow the surface of things. But the war has taught
us to face the realities of trade, and one of these realities is

that combinations of some sort are inevitable in modern industry.

They exist everyw'here. They control almost every commodity
in general use: coal, iron and steel, meat, grain, transport ser-

vices, ty])ewriters, oils, chemicals of various kinds—a long and
miscellaneous catalogue. What we want to guard against is that

we should not be placed at the mercy of trusts domiciled abroad.
Those which may grow up in our own midst we have the ]X)wer
of controlling. If the Cmvernment ha\e rea.son to think that

the ])rofits of a ring of manufacturers are excessive, they have
a weapon ready at hand—the\ can impose an Excise which will

divert the excess profits into the i'reasurer's hands.
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There would be mucli more effective work done in Parlia-

nienl if lawyers were replaced to a very considerable extent by

industrialists and manufacturers. Let us have a little less law

—or jaw—and more products. I'ei^ple will ha\e few i^rievance?

to air in the courts if national prosperity ])revails. That is the

best solution for racial unrest. A Parliament so constituted

would see at once the necessity for reviving the portfolio of

Minister of Commerce and Industries, and establi.shing his de-

partment on a thoroughly live and effective basis, to ensure na-

tional supi>ort of industries, the compilation of statistics, and

the gathering and dissemination of data.

We want the farmer to realise that his interests are insepar-

ably Ixnmd up with those of the manufacturer. Industries and
manufactures will bring jjopulation, will give fullest emi)loyment

to those who are here, will open u]) careers for the younger

generation, and will yield a nearer and more profitable market

for the farmer's produce. Chie of the most serious handicaps to

the farmer in this country is ihe great distance his produce and
stock have to travel before they reach the few widely scattered

markets.

Close attention must be paid to the organisation of our
markets and the standardisation of our products. It is to be
hoped that we shall not see a repetition of the timidity of the

colliery proprietors in selling coal at absurd prices for the benefit

of shipowners earning vast war profits.

When industries attain national recognition. perha])s our
Government will consider tlie\ (lc;-er\c fniancial assistance simi-

lar to that afforded to agriculturists by the Land Bank. Other-'

wise influence should be brought to bear on the joint-stock banks,
who make hand.some i)rofits out of St)Uth Africa, to adopt a

more generous. sym])athetic and enlightened attilutle towards
l<;cal manufactures. Let them api)oint re])resentatives to make
a s])ecial study of ()p])ortunities for industrial outlets and ex-
])ansion.

Then, so that our lawyer friends may not lack employment
and brew mischief, they might be usefully occujjied in codifying
the Company laws, and providing safeguards for the investing
])ub!ic from the machinations of the bogus company pmnioter

:

and at the same time directors and shareholders might l)c edu-
cated up to a wider .sense of their duties and responsiljjjities.

we then might .see the industrial highwax strewn with less of
the wreckage of once promising ventures.

.\ gratifying feature of certain local industries is the devel-
opment of by-products, and operations in this direction promise
tti be considerably extended in the near future. These by-
products are most valuable adjuncts and buttresses to the ]jrim-
ary industries. To technical education I look with the fullest
confidence to assist in preserving and expanding, nctt only local
industries, but kxal brains, the most preciou.s—with national
character—of all our assets. Here again let Protection prevail
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—let US train our own younj^ men and women to (|ualifv for and

secure the ai)iMiintnients wliieli are their natural heritage.

These somewhat disjointed references to a suhject of gra\-

est importance are intended merely t(^ he sugg^estixe and to arouse

interest and discussion.

I admit that in this short pajx'r 1 have not ijropouuded any

original ideas. The views expressed have heen mainly gathered

from other sources and from current literature. The world un-

douhtedly is underg(Mng a mar\ellous change. The poor cannot

always remain poor. Millions of peo])le are horn in pcn-erty

and remain in [X)verty the whole of their natiu'al lives. Would
it not he hetter to hreed a nation of virile men and women fit to

work and entitled to enjoy and he secured in the possession

of the full results of their labour? A little imagination would
soon bring us to a reasonable estimate of what the probabilities

w^ould be under such conditions, and, rightly or wrongly, I

believe that conditions of life can only be improved by work
and an adequate return for the labour expended. Internal de-

veloi)ment. therefore—the entrenchment of our industries estab-

lished and to be established— is the only hope of salvation of our

Motherland and the Colonies.

JAPAN'S Potash Output.—The annual consumption
of potassium chloride in Japan is about 4,000 tons. The bulk

of this, before the war, was supplied by Germany. At that time

there was only t)ne com]:)any in Japan, which produced about

300 tons per aimum. Since the outbreak of war many new
potassium-making companies have been established in Japan, and

according to official statistics, the present yearly rate of output

exceeds 3,500 tons. During the last eight months enough has

been produced for Japan's own consumption, and in two months
half a million pounds' weight has been exported, mainly to

China, Souraljava, and \ ladivostock.

South African PALyEONTOLOGY.— Attention is

dra\yn in a recent issue of Nature to the pn\gress that is being
made in the knowledge of dinosaurs in South Africa. In 1915 a

rejjort l)y Mr. S. Fl. Haughton was made on Iwnes found in the

Forest Sandstone twenty-five miles from Bulawayo. They re-

sembled Thecodontosaurus and G_\'posaurus from the Cave Sand-
stone of the Cape Province and the Orange Free State. A
month later Dr. A. W. Rogers contributed to the Royal Society

of South Africa a paper on " The Occurrence of Dinosaurs in

Bushmanland.'" The remains were found in the ancient infilling

of a valley cut in gneiss, and Dr. Rogers concluded that the ])re-

seni valley was initiated in Mesozoic times. Mr. Haughton
referred the bones and a tooth to a new genus, Kangnasaurns,
intermediate between the Up])er Jurassic Camptosaurus and the

Up];er Cretaceous Alochlodon. It is thus probable that the

allu\ial de])osit is of Cretaceous age.



HENRY HAROLD WELCH PEARSON,
M.A.. Sc.D., F.R.S.

The lanienied death of Professor I'earson at the com-
paratively early age of 46. is beins^ realised by us more
and more as a great blow to botanical science in South
Africa. His varied activities outside the s])here of Botany
have been recognised by others more qualitied than the present

writer to speak of them, but Dr. Pearson was pre-eminently an
enthusiast in his chosen profession. He was. however, in no
sense a narrow specialist. He was keenly alive to the possi-

bilities of many somewhat widely divergent lines of enquiry.

In his own researches he showed this by not confining his at-

tention to any single field. He also ]x)ssessed that happy faculty

of inspiring enthusiasm in others, and it was in this connection

that his breadth of view^ and varied interest was most apparent.

After a distinguished career at Cambridge—he obtained a

first-class in both parts of the Natttral Sciences Trii)os (1896-97),
and in 1899 won the Walsingham medal—Pearson added to his

experience and gained a knowledge of wider Botany by visiting

Ceylon as Frank Smart Travelling Student. In Ceylon he made
a thorough investigation of the vegetation of the patanas. He
returned to Cambridge in 1898, and was elected Curator of the

University Herbarium. A year later he went to Kew, where he

remained until 1902, when he received his appointment as Harry
Bolus Professor of Botany in the South .\frican College.

I^earson's first published work (i8(;S) \\a- a i>:q)cr on the

anatomy of the seedling of the Cycad Bowciiia. but his atten-

tion for the first few years of his career was directed chiefly

towards Systematic Botanv. He wrote the section on the Ver-

benacea? for the '' Flora Capensis " in 1901. • .\fter coming to

South Africa he established his reputation as a plant mori)holo-

gist, his most important work being on IVchvitsrhia and Giicfiiiu.

He demonstrated the nature of the " endosperm." wliich lie pro-

posed to call a tropho])hyte, and cleared up many points regard-

ing the degree of affinity between the Gnetales and the .\ngio-

sperms. This and similar worl< was continued up to the time

<^)f his death, and the MS. (>t' a book on the ( Inctales has. been
left almost complete. 1 rememl)er. in the cmn-se of conversa-

tion. Dr. I'earson once mentioned to me that some of his friends

in l-Jigland. wlio arc leading botanists, were of the opinion that

.he ought to confine his attention entirely to this l)ranch of the

subject. But this was not Pearson's view. lie realised that

while many ])roblenis in connection with the ])otanv of South
.Africa could e(|uall\- well be solved in I'.n^land. there were
others that conld only be dealt with 1)\- a botanist resident in this

country, and he thought, and thought rightlv, that it was his

dutv to devote attention to the latter.

He therefore commenced bis l)otanicaI e.\pediti«nis to

Xania(|nalan<l. South-West Africa, and An'j(^la, assisted l)y

funds from the Percy Sladen Tru-i. lie endured great hard-
.^hips. and it is not too much to sa\

. perhaps, that these helped
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lo shorten his lift.', so that in a \cr\- real sense he saeri!iee(l hini-

selt to Seience. ilis collections ha\c lieen most \alual)le. but
it is one of the saddest thins^N connected with iV'arson's career
that he was niU able to reaj) the full reward. Some of the

ec(>lo£jical note-- which lu- made dm'ini;- recent x^isits t<» Suuth-
A\'est Africa were particularly im])ortani and interestin<j;-, while
Systematic Hotany was enriched In the arldition of many new
.s])ecies. Me never lost sii^ht of tlu' claim- of Kconomic Ijotany,

and was on the outlot)k for new fodder jjlants. useful succu-
lents. >and-l)inders. etc. hi --uch jjapers as " Traxels of a

l-Jotanist in South-West Africa" and " Le X'aillant's (Irotto at

Heerenlojjcement "" Pearson showed that his interests were not

Confined to hotany, but he was. as Professor Seward has re-

marked in an obituary notice in Xatiirc. " an exjilorer of the best

type."'

All this work was beins^ done bv Pearson during- tlie time

when his teachino^ work nniM have been heav\. ( )f the enthu-

sia-^m which he inspired in his i)ui)ils 1 have already s])oken.

TA en to mention the successes j^ained b\' them here and overseas

Would make this article much too lont;'. One woubl ima_2^ine

that I'earson would ha\e been content with the accomi)lishing

^)\ all that has been outlined above, but he himself latterly looked

]ierhap> U])on the establishment of a National Botanic Gardens
at Kirstenbosch—wdiich he had warmly advocated in his Presi-

dential address to Section C of the .Association in lyio—as out-

wcig^hini;^ in importance exerythinjr else. It is not too much to

sa\- that no t^ne 1)Ut Pearson could ha\e done what has been done

in this direction. He was faced with countless difificulties : he

knew how to overcome them. He knew that Kirstenbosch

could be made a .sfreat national asset: he convinced others of this,

and he i)roceeded to show how it could be done. In a vear or

two he had accomplished wonders, but he was., not spared to

comidete the work. It is for all tho^e who have the interests

of Science at heart to see that it is comiileted.

Less than a vear before he died he was elected a Fellow of

the Royal Society, a well-deserved recos:nition of his services to

Science: he appreciated the honour all the more because, throusjh

him. Science in South Africa had been rewarded.

.\s to his personal (jualities, no one wdio knew him coitld

fail to appreciate his charm of manner: he was direct and truth-

ful, f^enerous to his fellow botanists, and he understood

thoroucjhlv the value of co-operation. The country has been

fortunate in i)o?sessinjr the services of such a man. who in a

short time had accomplished so nnich : unforttmate in losins^- him

at such an earh' ao^e. with the promise of so much of value to

come.
The followintj is a list of Professor Pearson's published

works :

—

I. "Some observations on U'l'licifsrlua uiimbiHs." J'hil. I raiis. h'oy.

Soc, Scries P.. 198. p)). 26.^-.^04. pis.. 18-22 (1906).
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2. "The Li\ing U'elwilscliia." XaUirc (lyo/).
3. "Further observation on W'chvitsclua:' Phil. Trans. Roy. .Soc. Serie-

li. 200, 331-402. pis. 22-30 (1909).
4. "On ilie embryo of IVelzvitschid." .-lunals of liotaiiy. 24, 751J-766,

pi. 64 ( [910).

5. "On the Microsporanj^ium and Microspore of uiirliiiii. with some
notes on the structure of the inMorescence. .liirals of IhUcviy,

26, 603-620. pi. Ix, iigs. 1-6 (igi2>.
6. " A note on the inHorescence and flower oi Gnctuni " (Percy Sladen

Memorial Expeditions in S.W. Africa. Report No. JS (in part) ).

Annals of Bolus Herbarium. 1, 152-172. pis. 24-26 ( 1914).

7. " Notes on the morphology of certain structures concerned in repro-
duction in the genus Gnctuni." Trans. Li)i)i. Soc.. Ser. 2.. Bot.,

8, 311-332. pi. 31-32 (1915).
8. On the morphology of the female flower of Giu-tnin." I'roc. Roy.

Soc. of S. Africa (in the Press).

( 2 ) Travels and Plant Geography :

9. "The Botany of the Ceylon Patanas."' jouni. Linn. .Si'c. 34. 300-365.
pi. 7 (1899)-

10. " Some notes on a Journey from \\ allish Bay to W'indhuk.'' Kcii/

Bulletin, 21, 339-360. map and plates 1 and 2 (1907).
11. " Percy Sladen Memorial l-^xpedition in South-West Africa, 190S-9."

Nature, 81, 466-7 and 499-500. maps and pliotos ( 1909).

12. " Travels of a Botanist in South-West Africa."' Journ. Roy. Gcoy.
Soc. (1910).

13. "itinerary of the Percy Sladen Akmorial Expedition to the Orange
River, 1910-if." (Report No. 7.) Ann. S.A. Museum. 9, 21-29

(1912).

14. " Le Vaillant's Grotto at lleereiilogement " (Percy Sladen Memorial
Expeditions in S.W. Africa, Repon \i>. 17). Ccoii. .lourn.. 39,
40-47. Map and 3 illus. (1912).

15. "Introduction to the Flora of the (ireat Karasberg." Ann. Bolus
Herb.. 1, 1-8 (i()i4).

(3) -^y'^lcinatie Bolany:

16. " Vitcx mooicnsis." Hooker's Icones. fourth series, 8, plate 2705
(1901 ).

17. " I'entaphraiinui albitlorniii ."
1 looker's Icones. fourili series. 8, plate

2706 (190 1 ).

18. ' Verbenacece." Ttoni C'lpeiisis. 5, |ij. iSo-226 (lyoi).

19. "South .African W'rben.icea-." 't'r,:iis. S..I. I'lnl, Soc. 15, 175-182

(1905).
20. " Thymeheace;e." Mora of Tropical Africa, 3 |i|, 212-255 ' 1910I.

21. "On the collections of dried i)lanls olj'ained in South-West Africa
liy the Percy Sladen Alcmorial i'lxpeditions, 1908- 191 1" (Report
No. 5). .Inn. S.A. Museum. 9, 1-19, map (1911).

22. In collal)oration with oilier authors: " List of plants collected in Percv
Sladen .Meniori.d i'-",.\])editions, i(jn8-(), 1910-1 i." ./;/;/. S..I.

Museum ( 1012, 1013. 19'5)-

( 4 ) f-lolanic (iardens :

23. "A Natit)nal Itotanic (iarden " (Presidential Address to Sect. C". of
S.A.A.A.S.). Rept. S.A. Assn. fur Adi'. of Science. Capetown
(1910), 37-54.

24. "A State P.otanic (iarden." I'lic State of South Africa (Kjii).

(5) I anoiis lUilanicu! Tafers:

25. " Analoniy of the seedling of Bowenia stectabilis Flot)k., f." .Innals
of Botany. 12, 475-490, pi. 27-28 (1898),
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20. ' Plants and their fuud." Kiioiclcai^i- ( kjck)).

27. "On sonic species of Discliidia, with doulile pitchers. "' Joitrii. Linn.

Soc, 35, 375-390, pi. 9 (190J).
28. ' The donhle pitchers of Dischiiiia Sliclfordii." .binals of Botuny. 17,

617-618 ( 1903).

29. " The Teacliing of P>otan\ ." h'cf^orl of S..!. .Issoc. for .\di\ i<f Sc.

Capetown (1903).
30. "'Notes on Sontli African Cycads."' Trans. S..I. f'liil. Snc, 16, 341-

354. pi. vi-viii. ng. 1 (1906).
•31. "On the Rooihloeni (Isona or VVitchweed )." Dei)t. of Agric. nf

Union of S. Africa. lUdl. .\o. 30, pp. 1-7 (1912).

;_'. 'llie prolilcm of the VVitchweed." Dept. of .Agric. of I'nion of S.

.Africa. Ilnll. .\'o. 40, pp. 34 (1913).

33.
' OI)servations on tlie internal temperatures of Eul^Iiorhiii virosa and

Aloe dicliotO)iHi:" Ann.ils lh>his Herb.. 1, 41-66 (photos and
charts) (IQ14).

34.
' Comniunication on the experimental use of plants for fixing moving

sand." I'roe. .S.A. Soc. of Civil Eniiineers. 26^-270 (i9!5).

J. W. Bkws.

Early Man.— Dr. .\. .Smith Woodward, I'.K..S.. F.I..S.,

Past-President of the (leological Society, contributes to the (/>o-

logical Mai/a::iue* a short discussion and criticism of some of

the theories ptit forward in relation to more recent

Ettropean discoveries of I'aL'eolithic man. The writer Ijegins

by i)rotesting against the false appearance of knowledge which,

he declares. Prof. Osborti, in his book " Men of the old Stone

.\ge—their Environment. Life, and .Art" provides for the

unwary reader who does not understand geology, by assigning

dates to the sitccessive episodes which he recognises in his

atten'i])ted correlatioii of all the discoveries referred to. There
is no real scientific basis. Dr. Smith Woodward says, for any
of the statements made by Prof. Osborn in asserting that
" Heidelberg man is nearly twice as ancient as the Piltdowm man,
while PitJiecanthropus ( Trinil Race) is fotir times as ancient,"

and that the Piltdown man is " four times as ancient as the final

type of Neanderthal man belonging to the Mottsterian indtistrial

stage." f^illicainfhropii.s\ Dr. Woodward has reason to sus])ect,

was really a gigantic and precocious gibbon. Prof. r)sI)orn

supjMjses that Homo heidelbcrgcnsis is next in anticpiity to Pithe-

canthropus, while Eoanthropiis dan'soui (Piltdown man) flour-

ished much later. Dr. Woodward declares himself unable to

a])preciate the reason for this supposition, and remarks that

such an opinion can only be fotinded on negative evidence. All

the mammalian remains fotind in the IMltdown gravel, he avers,

are so fragmentary in condition, and several are so obviously
derived from an older stratum, that they are insufficient to date
Eoanthroptis with exactness. The unravelling of the story of

early man. Dr. Woodward says in his concluding paragraph, is

indeed a continual struggle with the fragmentary evidence of

casual discoveries, and mttch of it still consists iti the i)alancing

of probabilities.

•4 [I] (1917, 1-4).
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By F<ev. Samuel S. Dornan, M.A., F.O.S.

Tlie discovery of poison by primitive man was probably
accidental. The death of a jjerson by snake bite, or by eating

poisonints fruit or berries, would naturally sug<;jest to man that

certain animals and plants were dangerous, and therefore to be
avoided. Indeed, so far as some of the natives of South Africa

are concerned, this seems to have been the case, as the following

tale related by the Zulus shows.
" The first woman that Unkulunkulu produced had a child

before any of the other women. Another woman who saw her
with the child was jealous. Iiated her. and wished to poison her.

She looked about her for some plant that was poisonous; she

saw the Amabele, which at that time was not cultivated, but grew
wild like grass. .She plucked the seeds and gave them to the

woman. She watched. exj)ecting to see her die ; but she did

not die as she ho])ed. but instead of that grew- cjuite fat and
rice. At length she asked the woman if the Amabele was nice,

and she replied. ' (Juitc nice." And from that time the women
culti\ated Amaliele, anil it became an article of food." There i>

also a somewhat similar tale regarding the discovery and use of

pumijkins. which relate'^ that a woman troubled with the inces-

sant crying of lier child. ga\e him pum])kins, thinking they were
poison, and that he would die; but he got cjtiite fat on them.

Mankind thus discovered i)oisonous and other i)lants by trial.

But to take the further >tep of using such i)lants for medicinal

or other purposes, in\-olves a much larger mental i)rocess. and

probably a very much longer time.

The natives of South Africa lia\c r|uite an extensive know-
ledj^c of jxiisons, both animal and \cgetable. but i)rincipally the

latter, and make various uses of them, but mostly for the fol-

lowing i)uri)oses: (a) Vor war and the chase: ( /' ) religion-^

and judicial; (c) criminal and medicinal.

The emploNUient of i)oisons for warfare and hunting is

largely confined to the \ arious Bushmen tribes. It is said that

the Korannas and some IJechuruia tribes obtained their knowledge
of i)oisoned arrows fri>ni the lUislimen. ])nt I ]ia\e ne\er known:
anv of the Bechuana irii)es to use bows and arrows either foi"

hunting or warfare, though in olden times thev may have d(Mie

so. 'i'he Ijuslinien rcgularix emplo\ed i)oison of a potent and
deadly charactt'r to smear tlieir arrows witli. The arrows are

made of reed, and the i)oints <>f liard wood, usually tii)ped with

stone or bone. Thex were (juite separate. The sliaft was about

iS inches in length. ;ind tlie point abotit 4 inches. !^ojiie points

I have -ecn seemed to nu- to l)e made of " mo])ane '" (Copaifcra
mopotic]. The point \\a> sunietinio stuck in the hollow shaft,

which was bound round with gut to prevent splitting, but gener-

ally it was fixed lirml\ with a sort of wax. or tied with sinew.

The poi"^on wa^ smeared o\ cr tlie point pretty thickly and al-
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lowed Id (li\. Any I lia\<.' seen was ehooolale colouretl. or nearly
black, riie composition of the poison, so far as 1 can learn, was
])rett\ nincli as follows : (u) Snake ])(jison. usually cobra or
\iper: (h) ilie juices of certain plants sucli as linpliorbia, i)ro-

bably striata, Acocantlicra venenata. The poison basics of the

snake were extracted, dried and pounded into dust, and mixed
either with lutpliorbia or AeoeaulJiera to make it set. It was
boiled repeatedly until it obtained the re(|uired degree of con-
sistency, usually that of very thick jelly, and of the colour
of chocolate. When smeared on the arrows it adheres hrmlv
and soon dries. I once asked a Masurwa Bushman if he ever
used Mamba poison, but the way in which he answered the

{|uestion left no doubt in my mind that he considered this snake
much too aggressive and deadly to interfere with. I have been
informed that other ingredients and juices are mixed with the

poison, such as Amaryllis disticha, poisonous spiders and cater-

l)illars ; but I am unable to vouch for the accuracy of this state-

ment. Some Bushmen have told me that they never used snake
poison, but only the juices of plants, some of which have already

been mentioned. The effects of the poison on animals and man
seems to be pretty much the same as snake poison. The Bush-
men that I have had any relations with most emphaticallv dis-

claim any innnimity from their own poison or from snake bite,

nor do they seem to have any specific for it, in spite of what is

])o])ularly re])orted to the contrary. The other natives often say

that the Bushmen have wonderful cures for snake bite, but T

never heard any of these people themselves make any such claim.

Of course, it is possible that a Bushman once bitten by a snake,

and recovering, might attain a certain degree of immunity, but

I have not met with any individuals I have known a Basuto
catch puff" adders readilv enough. l)ut he did not seem to ascribe

his dexteritx', in this respect, to any immunity from the bite of

the snake. In war the arrows of the Bushmen were greatly

feared 1)y their enemies, and the slightest scratch was usually

fatal. Hence although relentlessly j^ersecuted and killed off

whenever possible. the\' were held in wholesome resi)ect by their

neighbours.

The Biishmen ( ccasionally use a species of Iin['liorbia to

|)oison pools and pans for game, and where their enemies might

.

drink, but the practice never was extensive. The plants were
mashed and thrown into the water till the pool became im])reg-

nated with the |x^i.son. The ])oison did not affect the meat.

The use of i)oisonous plants for religious and medicinal pur-

lX3ses is common to all natives of South Africa, Bushmen and

Bantu. The war doctors often give the armies various decoc-

tions to make them invulnerable to bullets and spears, or to make
them victorious in battle. Some of the ingredients of these war
medicines are poisonous, such as Phytolacca abyssinica, stricta.

and so on. Cannabis sativa is also used to make the warriors mad.

if anv ])articularly dangerous expedition is to be undertaken. De-

coctions of these plants, sometimes compounded with ants, bits
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of feathers, the faii^s and teeth of caniivora, were either oiven

to the soldiers to drink or were sprinkled over them before they

went into battle. Sickness of a more or less violent character

w^as the result. Various plants, some of them poisonous, are

used for sacrificial or purificatory purposes. Sic'kness or purging
usually follows from drinking a decoction made from them.

However, they are rather nasty than poisonous. It is a curious

fact that natives consider the more unpleasant tasted a medicine

is, the more potent is must be. Native doctors are well

aware of this, and made use of the knowledge accordingly. For
ordinary diseases, such as malaria, blackwater fever, blood poi-

soning, anthrax, dysentery, the native doctors use such plants as

Cannabis safiva, Solaniuii iiiyniiii. Lif^f^ia aspcrifolia. Crotalaria

bnrkeana. Bauliiiiia reticulata. Cassia fistula. Ptcrocarpns au-

goicnsis, and Auacauipscros rhodesica. This last plant is used

for blackwater fever, and for the manufacture of intoxicating

drinks, and has been forbidden by law. All these plants are

more or less poisonous, but the doctors seem to prescribe them
without serious consequences. They know that misadventure
means loss of reputation, and they are correspondingly careful.

There is no doubt of their success in curing dysentery and black-

water fever. Riclnus coiiniiuuis. Datura straiuouluiit and !iu-

phorbla abyssliilca. and other jilants not identified, are used
for wounds and sores. Some of these plants are also used for

snake bite, but the results do not appear to be satisfactory-. In
the case oi a chief who w^as bitten by a cobra two years ago,

1 know that se\eral such remedies were tried without avail.' the

])atient dying within twenty-four liours of l)eing Ijittcn.

The witch d(~>ctors had in the old days a far larger and richer

field for their o]>erations, in the custom of smelling out. the

detection of criminals, and the ordeal by poison. Their energies

are now mtich curtailed by law, for the profession of witch-

finding is now forbidden. In the old days the witch doctor was
a power in the land, and every man, woman and child cowered
wMth fear 1)efore him. No person knew when his or her turn
might come to be denounced for bewitching something or some-
body. " To breathe the word wizard was to imsheathe a sword
which mercilessly divided husband and wife, parent and child,

banishes the unha])])y victim from Iniman society, and i)laces him
beyond the i)ale of tril)a] law."* This is a very fair descrii)tion

of the blight of wiichcrafi which hung over the natives like a

black cloud. Iiniumerable acts, perfectly harmless in themselves,

could be construed as w itchcraft. It was a terrible engine of op-
pression, cruelty and revenge. The witch doctors w^ere not neces-

.sarily cruel or vindictive in themselves, but they knew only too
well that their i)ower in the country dejjended on their playing
up to the chiefs. The witch doctors were credited with being
al)le to turn themselves into various animals at will, such as

baboons, dogs, bucks or snakes, hence various ])arts of these

"^ F. \V. Possc'lt: " SiK-ial Coiulitioiis of tin- Natives of Maslionaktnd."
Proceedings of Rhodesia Sciculific .Association. 12 [3], 130.
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animals formed part of tlu'ir slock in trade. 1 lia\e ot'ten been
told hy natives that tlie\- saw wizards at ni.yht, and when I in-

cinired what he was like, was informed that he was like a buck
or other animal. This shows how deei)ly rooted the belief is

anionj.;^ the natives. Of course there is a ^reat difference in the

minds of the natives between witch-tinders and witches, thoug^h

the former are, to our ways of thinkino^, the real villains. To
kill a nocturnal wizard is justifiable, no matter where found. I

have lieard it stated that they used to ,£^o about i)erfectly naked
with their Ix^dies smeared with fat, so that if captured they
could not be held fast, and thus were enabled to escape more
readily. Witch doctors are most expert eavesdroi)])ers, and do
fre(|uentl\- wander about at night for this and otlier purposes.

Natives are very much afraid (^f the dark, more es])ecially in

lonely jilaces, and usually, when travellino^, make a great noise to

frighten awav the witches, and keep up their spirits, so that if

a man wanders ai>out l)y himself at night, there is something
uncanny about him, and he is after no good. These nocturnal

visits of the witch doctors were often connected with secret i)oi-

soning. The termr inspired by such a visit is almost unbeliev-

al)le. The modus operandi in some cases was as follows. The
doctor Ijy night tied a bunch of his herbs, wdiich might or might
not be poist)nt)US, over the door of the i:)erson's hut, or buried

them in the earth just before the door. In the morning when
the owner saw the bundle, he was inspired with the greatest

tern^-. To pass over the freshly-dug earth or under the bundle
was enough to cause certain death. Sometimes he even sickened
and died of sheer fright, or took his own life. He was abso-

lutelv con\inced that his destruction was certain. There was no
use in resisting. Often his family was involved in his ruin. Tf

not actualh' killed they were driven from tlie district and lost

all their proj^erty. W'hw because they were susi)cctcd of being

witches.

Wholesale i.)oisoning does not seem to have been i)ractised

among these peo])le. as we read of in other ])laces. such as wdiat

ha]>])ened in the West Indies in the time of Pere Labat, who re-

lates that the whole slave pojuilation of an estate in Martinique
had been ])oisoned by an Obeah. or witch doctor, who made use
of the juices of poi.sonous plants that grew in the island, and
so .skilfully was the matter accom])lished that the guilt was never
l)r(-.ught home to the criminal, until he confessed at the point of
death. This was in 17 12.

Occasional poisoning seems not to have been uncommon in

the old days. Sometimes this was done by the witch doctors to

gratify motives of personal spite, or at the bidding of the chiefs
who wanted to rid themselves of unwelcome subjects, who might
l)ossibly become too jjowerful. A man who had a grudge against
another would go to the witch doctor or herbalist, and obtain
from him .some |X)ison which he would mix unobserved wnth the
victim's food or drink. Persons suspected of witchcraft were
sometimes quietly poisoned without the formalitv of smelling out.

c
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Two young |^;ii'ls. some years ago, suddenh- and mysteriously

died at a village, some distance from Bulawayo. They showed
signs of poisoning, and the evidence was not sufficiently strong

to fix the guilt upon anyone in ])articular. although suspicion

rested on the chief. I heard afterwards that the poison used
was SfropliaiitJins in such cases, but this may have been mereh"
a guess hazarded by my informant. The people of the i^lace

had no doubt the girls were |K)isoned. Self-destruction by means
of poison was not unknown. It is said that Lobengula took his

life by poison when he was pursued by the Chartered Company's
forces. He always, it seemed, carried about with him a small

l)hial of poison slung round his neck. He took some of this

poison, and then laid down and c|uietly died. Another part of

the witch doctor's duty was the detection of criminals. The doc-

tor was often called in by the chief to assist him in such a case.

The fact is, the witch doctor was the ]>ower behind the throne,

not only in name but in reality. The accused person was occa-

sionally obliged to imdergo the poison ordeal, or he could demand
it. Sometimes it meant the only chance of escape from an ig-

nominious and unjust death. The risk was great, but to the

defendant it was worth taking. The prisoner was given an ex-

tract of Datura or Ekeodendron, which produced severe vomiting

or purging. If he became rapidl)'- unconscious and died without

vomiting, he was held to have been guilty, and the medicine was
said to have been very good, and the doctor ])ossessed of grear

skill, whereas if he showed any of the usual signs of the i)oison

he was actiuitted, so that in both cases his prospects were not

bright, as sometimes the effects of the poison remained for

months. In some parts of .\frica the ]ioison ordeal was much
more largely used than in Rhodesia, as, for exam]jle, in Barotse-

land, Nyasaland and the Congo. Sometimes the doctor wottld

be in collusion with the accused, and for a consideration would
give him a weak decoction of the poi.son. or even give him an
antidote immediately afterwards. But I think unless the de-

fendant was a very big man socially, such a thing did not hapi^en

often. If the chief wanted to get rid of a man. no matter what
his .social standing was. he stood a i)oor chance. We may look

U])on the poison ordeal as a sort of rough and readv means of

disi>ensing justice. Undoubtedly it was liable to the gravest

abuses, and could be used as an efficient means of revenge or

miu'der. The ordeal probablv arose out of .some such idea as

that of distinguishing between the innocent and the guiltv. Sav-
ages have little inclination to weigh the niceties of legal evidence,

and something tliat brings a (|uick result api>eals forcibly to

then>.

There are several other ])oisonous plants used for various
piu-|)oscs, but so far they have not been identitied. This is a

jjromising field of in<|uirv. and much remains to l)e learnt con-

cerning native i)oisons and their antidotes. The native doctors

say they have antidotes for all their poisons, and their word is

implicitly believed by the peopU'. Thev could not. however, tell
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me, 1)1- rather would not tell me, much about the action of these

antidotes, neither could they imi)art much information as to how
thev discovered them. I think many of their discoveries in the

realm of tt)xicolo<^y have been })urely accidental, and 1 presume

that the same aj^plies to antidotes also. A hi,<^hy (|ualihed medi-

cal i>ractitioner is re(|uired to take np this branch of inquiry, and

do it thoroughly; one with jilenty of time and means at his dis-

posal. Much of value would be learnt, not only to the profession

but to the ])ublic t^^enerally.

Variability of Uranus.—A series of i)hotometric

observations umlertaken by Mr. L. Campbell with reference to

the light of the planet Uranus is recorded in Harvard Collcyc

Observatory Circular. No. 200 (1917). The measurements

showed that the light of the i)lanet varies by about . 15 magnitude

in a period of .451 of a da\ . This period agrees witli the period

found for the rotation of Uranus by the late Prof. Lowell and Dr.

Slipher by means of the si)ectroscope, so that the two periods

were arrived at entirely indej:)endently. The conclusion is, there-

fore, that the variation in light is due to unequal brightness of

different jwrtions of the planet, and further photometric measure-

ments will ])e able to show whether the variations in brightness

are permanent.

A Red Aurora.— The Journal of the Ixoyal Astrouo-

mical Society of Canada^ has a description of a brilliant red

aurora seen in British Columbia on the morning of the 4th

Januar}-. It was first noticed at 4.43 a.m., and at 6 a.m. the sky

was .still covered by the aurora, but over half of it was a brilliant

red. The corona towards the east and south-east was red for

about a third of the way down to the horizon, but towards the

south, south-west, west, and north-west it was red all the way
down, giving the snow and everything else the appearance of

being red. That ])art of the atu'ora which was not red was
tinged with colour, the waves of red, white, and mixed colours

sweeping across the sky. and circling round in a most wonderful
manner, and with a most beautiful eff'ect. In the United King-
dom the aurora was seen on the evening of lanuary 4, at widely
distant stations.! The Rev. W. F. A. Ellison. F.R.A.S.. who
observed it near Waterford, described it as a particularly magnifi-
cent display. From Edinburgh it was also observed as a fine

exhibition, extending along a considerable range of the northern
horizon, and at Bristol it was conspicuous in spite of the unusual
brilliancy of the almost full moon. At Radcliffe (3bservatorv,

Oxford, a very fine display was noted at 10.15 P-m-, simulta-
neously with the a})pearance of a brilliant fireball, which ran
rapidly downwards from the direction of the moon, and burst,

with a blue colour, about 12 degrees below Jupiter, and emitted
a light distinctly more intense than that of the moon.

"11 (1017) 1.3) 124. -i-.V «/»/«', 98 (1017) :507.



BIRD LIFE ]N THE MIDLANDS OF XATAL.

Bv [ames King.

A good many years ago I was induced to buy a book, en-

titled " The Earth, as Modified by Fluman Action," by (ieorge

P. Marsh, an American author. All thnntgh it is a work full

of interest, and replete with many astounding facts, which
must appeal to even the casual reader, and go far to shew that

great changes, not only in a phyhical sense, but also to the habits

and distribution of the fauna and flora of the world, is due to

human action. The writer proposes in this short paper to con-
fine its scope to a short study of bird life in the midlands of
this Province, on observations extending over half a century.

Xatal is somewhat unique in some things, and among others in

having a climate which varies in less than too miles from the

subtropical coast to the almost British climate of the midlands
as far as temperature is concerned. These varied conditions are

not confined to climate alone, but in the one case wood and
thick jungle ; in the other, open or alpine countrw with timber
here and there in the kloofs, and on the hills, heav\- forest in

.some localities, but still, between the two, a clear interval of o])en

country. Lender such condititHis, birds whose habitat was in

the warmer and timbcr-])rotected parts of the Province, wcnild

not readily become denizens of the colder and opener parts of

the country unless the country itself had undergone some change
in its ])hvsical conditions. This, to ni}' mind, has l)een brought

about bv the gradual connecting uj) of one part of the country

with tlie other by tree-planting round homesteads, and more
especially by wattle plantations. This subject will l)e treated

under two heads, z'ic, the appearance and the disajipearance

of birds within certain localities from causes which, in the

oj)inion of the writer, have l)een brought al)out by human action,

cither directly or indirectly.

1. Gaiiw Birds— Bustards.—At one time several kinds of

these l)ir(ls were found in considerable numbers, especially the
" .Stanley Bustard." Ni'otis caffra and Hctcrotctrcix vicjorsi

( Korhaan ) 1)oth have practically disappeared, and as they are pre-

served birds, this cannot well be attributed to the work of the

sportsman, but probably to the grazing down of the open country,

e.\])osing the eggs and yoiuig birds to the ravages of other birds

of ])redatory habits, and also to the country being more tim-

bered than it used to be, as all 1)irds of this s])ecies alTect the

open country. 'I'he same causes have undoubtedly nuich to do

witli a gradual decline in the numbers of the redwing partridge

(Francoliuus levallianti). ([uite apart from the action of the

sportsman, a!sf> the crowned pkn-er (Stcpanilyx coronatus).

I'rom the same causes guinea fowl (Niinida coronata), from
being imknown in the early days in this district, has beccMiie (juite

numerous, and probably the luost so of any of the game birds
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of \atal. This is easily traceabU- to the increase t)f tree-plant

-

inij and CDnnectiny^ up of the thorn country—their original

habitat—with the high lands b\- means of the extensive wattle

l)lantations. This increase of co\cr has also to do with the ap-

preciable increase of the red-necked bush ])artrid^es ( Plcnirstcs

iiiuiicollis ).

Picjcons.—-Of late }ears there has been a rather notable dis-

appearance of the blue-rock pigeon (Coliiiiiba plucnota) ; whether
this is the consequence of a preference to the open country or to

some other cause, the writer is not prepared to say, but the fact

still remains that these birds, which at one time were in largt

flocks, are now rarely seen. On the other hand, at least three of

the other kinds f)f Ccilumbiche. notably the " black ])ig'eon
'"

{Coluinba Arquairix) , has much increased of late years, as at

one time they were a rare bird locally, and essentially belonged

to the coast and the more wooded parts of the Colony. These
remarks also apply to the Senegal turtle-dove ( Turtur Sciic(/al-

ensis), the small coloured turtle-dove, Turtur Capicola. and the

beautiful little long-tailed dove, CEtia Capciisis. all of which were

at one time denizens of the warmer and more-wooded coast and

thorn country.

Herons and Cranes.—The common heron (Ardca Cincrca),

has certainly become more plentiful since some of the U])-country

rivers have been stocked with trout, as formerly it was a very

uncommon l)ird in these parts. Its destructiveness to the voung
fish is well known. ( )nly a short time ago a gentleman told me
that on shooting one of these birds he took a number of small

trout from its crop. On the other hand, the Cjreat Wattled Crane
(BiKjrrcDiits Carnncnlaiiis), which at one time was quite a com-
mon bird, is now rarely seen : this is probably caused by swamps
being largely dried and drained f(^r agricultural purposes. A
similar scarcity is to be noted of the beautiful crowmed crane

{Balcarica Crcpopclargus), from pr(^bably the same reason.

Rooks and Crows.—The lessening of the numbers of the

common rook {Hetcrocorax Capensis) is difficult to account for,

unless it be that some introduced i)lant or w^eed, of which there

are many, is fatal to them as food; this is. of course, only a con-

jecture. The white-necked raven (Corvultur Albicollis) has

almost, if not (juite, disap])eared, and in " Natal Bush Birds
"'

(Woodward), this seems to be coincident with the rinderpest, in

which opinion I agree, this being a carrion-eating bird. .A.nd

there has certainly been a very marked lessening in the numbers
of the common vulture (Cyps Koibi) since the ])revalence of

East Coast Fever among cattle.

Cape Starliiu/ {Spreo bicolor).—This bird, which is now to

be met with in thcjusands in the Midlands, at one time was
almost, if not entirely to be met with in the thorn country or it^

environs. Originally 1 think it lived on ticks or kindred insects,

and it was not until cattle in the higher districts of Natal became

more numerous and tick-infected that this 1)ird tOf^lc U]) its bain-
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tat in the upper midlands, and since its almost ])henomenal in-

crease in numbers it has become less an insect-eater and more
fond of small fruits, and occasionally attacks turnips, cabbages,

etc.. making holes in them and doing serious damage. One very

noxious weed is being spread to an alarming extent by them.

This is an exotic. T think, of Indian origin, generally known as

the " inkberry " (the botanic name I do not know), but the birds

I mention feed on the berries at a certain time of the vear, re-

sulting in a spread of this weed over the whole countrv. Tt has
a strong herbaceous stem, sometimes 6 feet liigh, with a tough
fibrous root, often strong enough to defy a strong disc plough.

This bird is of the starling tribe, and it is rather remarkable that

its original congener, Ainydnis inorio, which used to be seen in

large numbers, is now seldom to be met with.

Of a(]uatic "birds, the appearance of the cormorant, an es-

sentially sea bird, in the fish-stocked rivers of the uplands, often

1 20 miles from the sea, is to be specially noted. I cannot quite

place this bird, but am of opinion it is either Palacrocorax Capcn-

sh or P. African Its; they have come for the same reason as the

heron, and causing havoc with the young trout, some of these

birds have been shot on the Upper Mooi River with their crops

full of voung fish. Spur-winged goose (Plcctopterus gainbciisis) :

I'his bird in the early days was rarely seen, but since cultivation

became more common on the banks of the larger rivers, they

have made their appearance, sometimes in large tlocks, doing

much damage to mealie crops. Change of habit has been noticed

in some of the afore-mentioned birds, a condition that often

results in birds becoming a nuisance from a previously harmless

character. One of them, the large ground hornbill, generally

known as the turkev bitzzard (Bucorax Caffcr*) is another

instance, with its well-known change to ])redatoi"y habits from
living on snakes and lizards and similar i)rey, to the destntction

of young game birds of all kinds, even in raiding farmyards in

search of young chickens. .\ neighbour, on going round the farm-
yard in the early morning, was just in time to see the last of

a brood of turkey chicks being devoured by some of these marau-
ders. Snakes and other reptiles are lessening in numbers, and
the bird takes to feeding on something else.

Of the smaller ])ir(ls that have taken up their lial)itat in the
up])er midlands of late nia\ he mentioned threi' l<in(ls of shrikes,

viz.: Buchanga Assiniilis. (irdinalns i'olsiiis. and /.aiiitirins Siil-

phiiyrpcctiis, all of which at one time were unknown in this dis-

trict. ( )t birds of prey, some have almost, if not (|uite, disap-

l)eare(l. notably some of the larger kinds, two of which deserves
mention, 77',::.: Hatleur's eagle (Ilclotarsiis rcaudatiis) and the

crowned hawke eagle (Spicwtus CoroiuUiis). The former lived

almost entii'elv on mice and other small \ermin, the grazing down
of the pasture lan(K reilucing the nuni])er> of mice and rats. The
latter has i)rol)al)l\ hein reduced by the shot-gun, as it was de-

structive to poultry and young game. How far-reaching the
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conscqiUMiocs of " liunian aolidn'" nia\' \)v. can liardlx- l)c dis-

counted without .U'cinj^' nii>ri' decplv into tin- (lucstioii, hiil sufli-

cierit lias been said to proxo that chan<;c's of a not insij^nitk-ant

character are l)cin<j- carried out l)y the aj^ency of birds, wliich in

their turn have either been extirpated or proj)ajj^ate'd by human
action, especially on the one hand by lessening the destruction

of noxious insects, and on the other by the spreadinj^- of some
of the worst weeds the farmer has to contend with.* and I

cannot conclude this paper without puttint^ forward a strong
plea for the preservation of such birds esj^ecially known as insect

destroyers, as well as adding beauty and interest to the country.

We liardlx know as yet what far-reaching consequences may
follow on what is sometimes a thoughtless disturbance of the

"balance" of Nature, and which not infrequently has 'an ad-

verse effect on the welfare of the human race—surely a strong

reason against the indiscriminate destruction of the feathered

denizens of the country.

Note.—For the technical names of the birds mentioned I

am indebted to " Natal Bush Birds " (Woodward).

Spectrum of the Solar Corona.— in the Report
of the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society, made to the

97th Annual General Meeting of the Society, it is stated that the

discovery of a new red line in the coronal s])ectruni during the

ecli])se of August 21, 1914, has led to an important extension of

Nicholson's theory of the s])ectrum of the solar corona. It was
first noted by Carrasco that this new line, A6374, was a member
of the same cube root series as the green line A5303, and Nichol-
son has deduced therefrom that the atom of the element coronium
is a simple-ring system with nucleus jc. When it has eight

electrons, or a single negative charge, it emits the lines 6374,
5303, 4566, 4359. 3642, 3534. The neutral and positively charged
atoms yield lines which are outside the range of observation. All
the remaining known lines of the corona have previouslv been
assigned by Nicholson to prototluorine.

*Tlic' fore«>oiiio; reiiiaik leads the writer to the conclusion that the
(hanf>;e of habitat in the l)ir(ls mentioned (environment) has more to
do with it than climate, and following on the premises, that these change3
often lead to others, which, in some cases it must be admitted, ni,ay he
brought about by ordinary migration. Some time ago I noticed that
a naturalist, in examining the feet of a grouse { Lnr/opiis Scoticiis) , found
a dozen or more seeds of plants adhering to its fe;ithereil feet in nodules
of clay, and round my own homestead, among the ornamental trees, nearly
every known tree in the adjoining bush is represented by the iipspringing
of young plants. T have also noticed that of recent years the large
mimosa, generally known as the "camel tliinn."" is s|)r'ea(ling into the
midlands: s|)ecimens may now be seen as far uj. as Lion's lUver and
Dargle lload stations—a tree that was quite unknown in these part.s, the
seed of which must have been carried by birds from the tliorn country.



OUR NATIVE BIRDS: THEIR VALUE T(3 MAN.

Bv F. W. ImtzSi.moxs. F.Z.S.. IvR.AI.S.

In the .economy of nature, birds take a \erv considerable

])art. Throuo^hont all forms of life, from the humble creatures

which are mere spots of transparent jellv, upwards all alono- the

line to the his^hly e\t)lved subhuman animals, nature guards
against undue increase by so orderino- things that those forms
of life which increase most rapidly have the largest lumiber of

enemies.

Man fondly nurses the erroneous belief that he is the domin-
ant animal upon earth. True, lie has ac(|uired a considerable

measure of power and dominance, and persecutes and slays the

lower animal life around him in a most unreasoning manner.
Knowing no better, he destroys friend and foe alike.

The real lords and masters of the world are the insects.

With his many inventions, man wages a constant warfare upon
the Insect Army, which is seeking to drive him from the face

of the earth. The numerous allies which the Creatcjr has pro-

vided to aid him in his struggle for life are doing most of the

fighting, however. Man's ])uny attacks wotild do about as much
damage to the insect enemy as shooting into a flight of migra-

tory locusts with a single rifle.

Insects breed with astonishing rapidit\", and ulien from an\

cause, their natural enemies are dinn'nished in numbers. the>'

increase and become a plague.

Over 300,000 species of insects are ;dread\- known, and new
kinds are being discovered every day. These vast uncountable

hordes live upon vegetable and animal life. If we had the power
to exterminate all the natural enemies of insects, and exercised

that power to the full, then, within a period of five vears, the

insects would have swept the entire world bare of vegetable life

—yes, as bare as the Sahara Desert. lMer\- living creature is

dei)endent, either directly or indirectly, on i)lant life, and the

w'cjrld would, without it, become a barren, uninhabitable waste.

Man is indeed a i)rovokingly imreasoning animal, for he. as a

general rule, does not avail himself as he should of the knowledge
of men nf science. To bring about manv of the reforms for the

pr(Jlection and general betterment of the individual ami the race,

it is usually necessary to employ com])idsion in the form of

legislation. Until the education of the children takes a more
practical turn, the hmuan race will continue to blunder on and
evolve to higher intellectual and spiritual planes at an e.xasper-

atingly slow i)ace.

Insects ha\e liosts ot i-nemies other than our feathered

allies, but if we e.xterminated the nati\e biriN. the liuman popu-
lation of South .\frica wmuM, in a few \ears. be reduced to a

condition of starvation.

The fecundity of man\- species of insects is staggering to

the imagination of even an astronomer. ]utr instance, one Hop
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Aphis, if allowed to breed unchecked, would develop 13 j^enera-

tious in a single year, and at the end of the 12th generation would
have hred an arin\ of ten sextillitjns of a])hi(les.

]^^)r])ush has worked it out. and says if this uncountal)le arni\

was marshalled in line 10 to the inch, it would extend as far

as the great star Sirius. which is so far away that if a man could
travel at the rate of light, whicli is 184,000 miles ])er second, the

journey from the earth would take him 8.6 years.

Kirtland. too. has carefully worked out the rate of breeding
of the (jyi^sx- -Moth, and states that if a i)air of these moths and
their progeny were allcjwed to breed unchecked for eight years,

they would strij) the entire United States of America of vegeta-

tion.

A Colorado Ik^etle, or Potato Bug, would, if uncliecked.

multiply in one season to the number of 60.000,000. It can thus

be realized by even the dullest intellect, that at this rate of multi-

plication the Colorado Beetle would ver\ (|uickl\- exterminate
the potato plant.

The Migratory locust, for instance, if allowed to lav its eggs
and breed imchecked, would in a few years make farming an
impossibility. Aye! it would sweep the entire countrv of vege-
tatit)n and convert it into a barren, useless desert.

The tick is another insect scourge. It is parasitic, and feeds
on the blood of animals. It reduces the condition of stock ani-

mals more or less seriously, and is an active agent in carrying
disease germs from one animal to another.

The female tick lays from 2,000 to 18,000 eggs, according
to the sjjecies.

If all our tick-eating birds were destroyed and dipijing sus-

pended, these terrible i)ests w(udd kill off every stock animal in

the country. C^n taking U]) my residence in a hottse at Port
Elizabeth surrounded by large grounds and gardens, I was
amazed to hnd the place a paradise of insect life. The flowers

and vegetables which I i>lanted were com])leteh- eaten oft' before

reaching maturity. Prior to my tenancy the house was un-

inhabited for two years, and boys had been in the habit of roam-
ing at will about the ])remises with cata])ults and air-guns, mur-
dering any and every bird they could rtnd. Others searched the

bushes for nests, intent on rt)bbing them of their contents. The
place became a sanctuary for liirds on niv advent, and within a

year the insect army of occupation was annihilated.

Insects not only breed with astounding and disconcerting

rai)idity, but their powers of eating are, if anything, still more
amazing. A cater])illar will eat two or three times its own weight

of vegetation every day. This, on first thoughts, does not seem
so verv astonishing, but if ai)plied, for instance, to a horse, it

would mean the animal would recjuire a ton of food every 24
hours to satisfy its hunger and i)rovide for its growth. A man
weighing i^olbs., eating twice his own weight of food, would
need a (laily ration of ^oolbs.

The ap]ietite of the vegetation-eating caterpillar is. however.
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dwarfed into coniparatixe nothingness ])\ the colossal eating

powers of some of the carnivcn^oiis larv:e. One of them, for

instance, will devonr 200 times its original weight in 24 hours.

If a cateri)illar eats an ounce of vegetation a day. one can

well imagine what a (|uantitv of produce the offspring

of a few moths or butterflies would devour in a season, if every
e^g was allowed to hatch and the caterpillars permitted to live

their allotted s]jan of life. The actual hulk of vegetation de-

voured is not the only mischief wrought by insects. Hosts of

species of insects pass the first or lar\al stage of their lives under-
ground, and feed on the roots, and conse(|uentlv dcstrov the life

of the young plant.

Man with all his weapons of defence could not withstand
the onslaught of the insect hosts a single vcar without the aid

of the allies which he ignorantly persecutes, in the front rank
of which are the birds. Yet. strange to say, man, who claims

by reason of his mental superiority to be the lord of the earth,

is either directly or indirectly destroying the creatures which the

All-wise Creator has ])rovided to help him in his struggle for

food and life against the most formidable of his enemies—the

insects and their near relations which, although not true insects

in a scientific sense, are pojjularly grouped as such.

Man, who claims to be guided by an educated intellect, de-

liberately attacks his allies instead of acting in co-operation with,

and safeguarding them in e\ ery way in his power. Lack of the

right kind of knowledge is undoubtedly the taj^ root of the evil.

Boys and girls leave school knowing little or nothing at all al)out

the Natural History of the coimtry in which they dwell. A few
pick uj) some knowdedge of the ways and habits of the lower
forms of life, but the vast majority go forth to persecute and
slay the creatures which are striving to make the lot of man a

brighter and hap])ier one; nay. more, which are making it |K)Ssi-

ble for him to live and enj(n' the fruits of his toil. In his orchard
and garden, man can, to a limited extent, keep the insects in

check with \arious insecticides which are. after all, unnatural and
ex|)ensi\'e. and often dangerous bA-en with these aids, he is

frequently o\'erwhelmed. When his croi^s, his i)asturage. and his

forests are invaded by ravening hordes of insects, his offensive

collapses and his defences are demolished. I le sits in his home,
curses, blames T*rovidence, the riovernment. or thinks the visita-

tion a Divine ])unishment for his sins. In thi.s latter surmise he
is not far wrong, for it trid\' is n chastisement for his sins and
those of his neighbours in allowing his friends and allies, the

native birds, to be done to death, or dri\en to seek less dangerous
hunting grounds.

Fn.sects arc attacked b\- parasites, diseases and fungi, and
.some kinds pre\ ni)on others, but all these natural checks, with
the fight ])Ut up l)v man. are altogether and entirely inadequate
to prevent insects from develo])ing into uncountable ravening
hosts and sweei)ing all vegetable life from the face of the eartlr!

Insects are i)reved upon bv some small mammals. l)v lizards,
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toads, and otlu'i- rcptik'^, l)in tlicir arcli-encnu'—tlu- u>i- which
kcci)s them in check— i.s our feathered ally, the birrl. Destroy
the birds and all the other foes of insects could not prevent them
from carrying all before them 1)\- sheer force of numbers.

\\'h\- are birds indis])ensal)le allies in i^ur (lc>i)erale efforts

to stem the advance of the inst'ct ilun-? liccause the food of

tile vast majority consists of insects, and tlie seed-eatin;"^ species,

with but few exceptions, iced their xoun^ solelv on an insect

diet.

Is it then a matter for wonder that outraged nattirc scotir^^es

us so severely? We deser\ e it surelv' There are sins of omis--

sion and commis'^ion—botli ai"e c(|tiall\- far-reachin;.;- in their re-

sults.

We are'hy])notised b\- the belief that it is necessary to have
*iur children's mind tilled with what mi^^ht be termed " the ballast

of the afjes," in order that thcA' may seemingly pt)ssess .some little

veneer of hot-house so-called culture. There is no time left in

the children's lives, or no desire on the ])art of the parents to have
them tauiSiht those thing's which are necessary for them to develop

into useful and progressive citizens of the State, and to enable

them to i^ilot their way throttgh life with the minimum of mishaps

and disasters. To study natttre is to study the works of (lod. It

is eminently iM"actical in e\ery sense of the Avord, and is also S.

powerfttl factor in the awakening of the moral and s])irittial

nature of n->an.

Why have so many of the htiman race degenerated into mere
money-making machines, with inter\als of leisure for the gratifi-

cation of their animal i^assions and desires? Chiefly because their

minds have never been awakened to a realisation of the fairyland

around them opened u]) by a study of Natural History.

What is si)ort to man is often death or persecution to some
creature which, more likel\- than, not, is a valuable alh', but he
knows it not. Since the invention of the gun. man has been
engaged ttpon the deliberate and wanton u])setting of the balance

of nattn-e. He ventttres where angels fear to tread, not because
of his bravery, but by reason of his want of knowledge. Know-
ing no better, he allows his children indiscriminately to maim and
kill the wild birds and rob their nests. He hands down to theni

errcMieous, mischievous and harmful beliefs in regard to the sub-

human inhabitants of veld, motrntain.. forest and stream, which
results in the persectttion (tf the creatin^es which are heli)ing hitn

in his battle for life.

For instance, it is popularly believed that the harmless little

(ieko Lizard is venomous. The restilt is. this highly tiseful

insect-eater is killed at sight. So mtich for the wisdom of man.
Conversing with a ladv school teacher from an up-country

dorp. I expressed regret at the iM'ofound ignorance of Colonial
children on the ways and habits of the wild creatiu'es of this

country. She admitted the fad. but was eager to inform me
she encouraged the boys in the school to learn Natural History.
" One boy." she declared, " had made a wonderful collection of
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birds' skulls." " How did he i)r(jcure the skulls," 1 (|ueried. " lie

went on excursions and killed the birds with a shot-gun," she

replied. " Other boys," she declared with pride, " collected bird>"

eggs, and had really lovely collections." " I supi^ose they. always
took the entire clutch of eggs every time," 1 asked. " Yes ! oh
yes! They were so eager, you know, and so jealous lest their

rivals should get more eggs than they." 1 left her jjresence

thinking it would l)e nnich to the advantage of South Africa'-

peojjle if she and those of her kind who deliberately encouraged
the wanton destruction of bird-life were chloroformed.

In South Africa there are about 921 s])ecies and stib-species

of birds. Of this great host, not more than a dozen species can

be said to be harmful to man without sufficient redeeming (|uali-

ties from an economic point of view to justify their ])reservation.

There are some which, when judged from a broad standpoint,

are beneticial to man as a whole, but which are a pest to indi-

viduals such as fruit-growers and stock farmers.

The Colies or .Muis X'ogels, and the Bulbuls. for instance,

are foes to the fruit farmers, and the larger birds of ])rev can
expect no merc\- from st(jck and poultry farmers.

When any creature is destroved which acts as a check on
another, the inevita])le result is a multi]jlication of the latter.

The destruction of a pair of breeding starlings, for instance,

which involves the death of 4 to 6 nestling birds, means an
increase of a minimum of 30,000 caterpillars and grubs within

six w'eeks. These caterpillars soon reach the adult condition.

change into chrysalises, and emerge as moths, butterflies and
beetles, h^.ach of the females lays thousands of eggs, whicli bring-

forth a vast and destructive army of lar\te, and from the 30.OOO

cater])illars and grubs there will arise in a few short nu)nths an

uncountable bo>t. All because of the thoughtless or w-anton de-

struction of a i)air of breeding insectivorous birds.

Many years ago the l''nglish I^ress ga\-e colour to the erro-

neous and stui)id belief that owls were birds of ill omen, and tliat

they were destroyers of chickens and useful Ijirds. The su])er-

stitiou.s and credulous farmer^, l)elieving these false statements,

mercilesslv persecuted the uwU, and the survivors retreated to

the wilds. The following season loud and bitter were the com-
plaints about the damage done to the crojjs and -\'oung jioultrA'

l)v rals and mice. The second .season proved still worse, and
nian\' a farmer was uttcrh- ruined.

lames Huckland, whose life's work has been large!\- devoted

to'_sprea(ling knowledge in regard to the economic value of birch,

relates several instances of the serious consecjuences attendant on

the indiscriminate de-truction of wild liircU. which are brieflv

as follow >:—

-

In the Island of ilnurlxm tlie i)eo|)le. impelled b\ erronetni.-^

beliefs and superstition, '^et a price on the .Martin's head. The
birds were nearly annihilated, and as a conse(|uence, gfassboi)per.-

overs))read the island, and the people w^ere frantic with fear lest

thev should perish. It \va>, indeed, fiM'tunate for those fi~>i-)lish
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j)t*()|)k' tliat the Martin was not (|uito l)evf)n(l recall, livery cn-

coura«enient was given these hirds, and svyift fell the punish-

ment on anyone who jiersecuted theni. The Martins, findini];^ an
abundant t\)od supply, increased rajiidly in nnnihers, and the

dexastatinq- hordes of j^rasshop])ers were destroyed.

In tlie year 1861 the harvests of France were very ])oor, and
the Minister for Agriculture appointed a Commission to investi-

gate the cause of this alarming diminution in the crops through-
out the country. The Commission attributed the unusually poor
return to the raxages of insects. It seems the birds which had
been keeping the insects in check, had been shot, snared and
:ra|)])ed throughout the countr\- in such numbers that the sur-

vivors were unable to maintain the balance of nature, and the

insects multii)lied and overspread the land to .^courge man for

liis ignorance and folly. This Commission re]xirted that they
c<!uld suggest m^ other reniech- against the ravages of the insects

than for i)rom])t and energetic legislation to i)revent the de-

struction of birds.

Ft^r some vears prior to 1877 the farmers of Nebraska were
hi the habit of poisoning the Blackbirds during the spring and
autunm around the cornfields, because they believed this bird

was damaging the crops. Darticularly the wheat. Large numbers
of Prairie Chicken. Quail. Plover, and various other species of
eminently useful birds were destn^yed at the same time, jjy eating

\hv poisoned grain.

Again outraged nature arose and smote those unreasoning
farmers in the form of countless hosts of locusts which swept
the land bare of crops and pasturage. " .\s ve sow, so shall

ve rea])."

In the year 1815, in the region of Ekaterinburg, in Russian
Sil)eria. two species of cut-worms, and about ten s])ecies of
locusts devastated the countryside, and the farmers were in de-

s])air. for there was famine throughout the land. The local

Societ\' of Natural Sciences carefully investigated the cause, and
declared it to be due to the almost com])lete destruction of the

native birds which had been killed and their plumage sent abroad
to gratify- the vanity of so-called civilized w^omen.

The tick is a living ever-|)resent nightmare to the farmer.

Knowing its disease-carrying i)rr^]>ensities. he never can tell when
it mav ii;fect his flocks and herds with a disease that will destroy,

perchance, the majority of them. The tick is the most formidable

enemv with which the stock farmer has to contend.

With but few excei)tions. the ground birds feed more or

less on ticks. Some species of birds, such as the Tick Birds

(Buphaga) take them direct from the cattle, but the majority

feed upon them on the herbage and ground. When a female

rick has gorged herself with bl(^od she dro])s from her host and

crawls awav to seek a suitable place in which to deposit her

eggs. These blood-gorged ticks are eagerly sought after bv birds

which frequent the grazing grounds of cattle to seek for them.

Everv female tick so destroyed means the destruction of thous-
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ands of ciji^s. For instance, a quail, partridge, guinea fowl, lark,

rail, starling, or any one of the many tick-devouring birds, in a
single season is ca])al)le of killing vast swarms of ticks directly

or indirectly.

I have found as many as 50 gorged female ticks in the crop
of a single cattle egret {Bubnlcus ibis). Taking the minimum
number of eggs laid by one of these ticks at 2.000. we have the
tremendous tc^al of 100.000. In the crop of a c|uail. eight of
these mature female ticks were found. This", multiplied bv 2.000.

makes a total of 16.000 ticks accounted for by one bird in a day :

or during the course of the spring and summer the colossal num-
ber of three million ticks would have been accounted for bv one
quail.

Twehe Crowned Lapwings { Stcpliaiiihyx coronatns ) . or
Kiewitjes. as they are ])oj:»ularly termed, were shot during De-
cember on a cattle-frequented veld. Nine of these contained an
average of 5 blue female ticks distended with blood or eggs.

Again, taking the minimum tuimner (^f eggs laid bv each tick

at 2,000. we have a total of 1 0.000 ticks accounted for bv each of

the five birds in one day. In three months these birds, eating

female ticks at the rate of live i)er day. wt)tdd account for a

million. If these had survived, and taking half their number
to be females, the following season the\' wottld have totalled

something like 6.000,000.000.

In F"rench West Africa the unre--tricted sln)oting and trap-

ping of the guinea fowl has resulted in epidemics of germ di-

seases amongst the native tribes, and the destruction of crojv^

by beetles, cut worms, grubs, atid locusts.

The wholesale destruction of native birds is followed by

disaster to man as surely as da\- follows night. Man idly, wil-

fully or ignorantly brings about the catise. and he suffers the

effect to the full. To-day he has men (^f science who are capable

of guiding and teaching him how to avoid most of the set-backs

he gets in his journey thnnigh life, but he heeds them not.

TR.W.SACTIONS OF SOCIETIES.

South Afrka.v Ixstitution of E.n'cjxkkrs.—Saturday. October 14th:

B. Prict', M.kE.E.. ,\.M.1.C.E.. President, in the chair.—'^ 77;^- f>rospects

of the carbonisiitimi nf cual. :<.'itli by-fyroduct recovery, as a South .ifricait

industry": S. B. Bilbrough. After a brief enumeratioif of the primary
and by-products ol)tained from coal In- means of gas producers, coke
ovens, and town gasworks, tlie auliior discussed the prospects of coal

carbonisation as ajjplied to South .\fric.in coals. The prospects of

obtaining ammonium sulphate on a large scale in the production of power
gas were dealt with exhaustively. It was pointed out tliat South Africa
possesses one of the cheapest coals in the world at the pit's mouth, and
that this fact, coupled with the abundance of the coal, the geographical
situation of the country relatively to tlu- large demands of fndi.i and the

East, and the richness f)f South .African coal in nitrogen, should combine
to make an anmionium sulphate industry in South Africa highly promising.

The author also discussed the producti(Mi of coal-tar in connection with

gas works, .ind jtoiiUed to tin- largi- market in South .Africa for road
composition.
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Saturday. Xovcnur iitli: I'.. I'rioi.', M.l.rM'., A.M. I.C.I-"., I'rc.sident,

in the cliair.

—

" Xolc on hollcii limlh-r joints": W . Alexander. In tlic

case of a tension joint, consi.sting of a middle piece of tiniljer and two
side pieces, the distribution of the transverse pressure of the wood on
the l)olt was briefly discussed, and forniuhc were obtained (i) for the

thicknesses of the side and middle ])ieces and tlie diameter of tJie bcilt,

and (J) for the stren.uth of the bolt per joint.

Saturday, Deceml)er otb : B. Price, AI.I.E.E., A. M.I. CI-:., President,

in the chair.

—

"Boiler house operation and maintenance: zvith special

reference to the Rand Pozcer Companies' Plant": T. G. Otley. and V.

Pickles. The methods of boiler house operation and m.iintenance

adopted at P>rakpan. Simmerp'Ui. Rosherville, and Vereenitiins^ were
described, and the results of efficiency tests were set out.

Saturday, January i^tli; I'.. Price, .M.l.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.. President, in

the chair.

—

"Recent devclopinenls I'f the ll'hifing hoist as applied to

deep winding": B. Gray, and J. Whitehouse. Experiments and deve-

lopments carried out at tlie Village Deep Mine in winding with Whiting-

Hoists were described, and an account was .given of the winding plant

originally employed, and (;f the steps which led up to the conditions at

present existing. The possibilities of applying the imjjroved system in

the future to deep winding were discussed.

Saturday, Eebruary igth : P.. Price, M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.. President,

in tlie chair.
—

" The deterioration of Curtis Rateau Turbine blading'': A.
Fen-wick. The author supplied information and placed on a record data

summarising his experience, with regard to the behaviour of certain

materials used in turbine blading, gained during the last six years in

operating and maintaining the turbine plant of the Rand Power Com-
panies. All necessary particulars regarding the design of this plant were
included.

South African Institute of Electkic.al Encinkkus.—
Thursday, Xovember i6th : Professor W. Buchanan, M.LE.E., President,

in the chair.
—

" Electrical system of the Rand Power Companies, with

special reference to methods of operation and experience '"
: B. Price.

The lay-out and characteristics of the electrical portion of one of the

largest power schemes of the present day was described, and connnented
on. in the light of experience gained on that scheme by the author during

a period of seven years.

Thursday, December 21st: Prof. W. P>uchanan, M.l.l'lE., President,

in the chair.
—

" Some notes on efficiencies and costs of steani and electric

zvinding plant": H. W. Clayden. The relative efficiencies and power
cost of three winders—two electric and one steam—working on mines

under the control of the General Mining and Finance Corporation were
dealt with. It appeared that, for surface winding, given the same capital

cost for installation, and the present ruling high power rate on a low-

load factor, steam is the cheaper power with a load factor below 35 per

cent., and electricity above ,^5 per cent. Erom figures obtained on hoists

on the group -of mines the above conclusion appears to hold good for

hoists up to (Soo h.p.
—

" Comparison of Ward-Leonard and Three-Phase

irinding Systems": S. E. T. E-wing. The conclusions reached by the

author were that for shaft-sinking either type is equally effective on all

points at approximately equal capital cost; that for rock-winding from

one level, the capital cost is lower in the case of the alternating current

system, and both systems afford equal safety and ease in handling; where

even running is secured liy means of tail ropes, relative economy depends on

the frequency of winding, but in absence of tail ropes and for rock-

winding from several levels, for raising and lowering men, lowering

supplies, and dead slow winding the three phase winder in each case

involves lower capital cost, but the Ward-Leonard is more economical and

easier to handle.

Thursdav. Eebruarv 22nd: W. 1.1. Perrow. M.I.E.E.. President, in the

chair.—Presidential address: W. II. Perrow. The early history of tlie
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iiuluclidn cnil was reviewed, its suhsequeiit clevelupnient traced, tlie con-

struction and operation of the modern type of apparatus referred to. and
some of its applications recounted.

Geological Society of S(juth Africa.—M<.)nday. December i8tli : P. A.

Wagner, B.Sc, Ing.L).. President, in the chair.
—

" Gra/'hitc-bcariiig xeno-
liflis from the Jayersfuntcin Diamond Mine :" Dr. P. A. "Wagner.
Xodular xenoliths of the cognate type, presenting in their mineralogical

composition an extremely wide range of variety, are rather abundant in

the blue-ground and Kimberlite vi the Jagersfontein Mine. .Among them
nodules containing graphite seem to be by no means uncommon. Two
specimens were described by the author, the contained graphite being"

identical in physical properties with the graphite found in a garnet-pyrox-
ene nodule from tlie Premier Mine, described by the author in 1911.

—

" The altenitioii of the dolomite at the Xoriheni limezi'orks. near Pot-
iiietersrust

"
: Prof. R. B. Young. The rock quarried at the limeworks

belongs to the Dolomite Series, and is normally a magnesian limestone,

containing approximately 52 per cent, of calcium car])onate, wdiile the

rock quarried contains more than 90 ])cr cent. The changes which the

rock had undergone were indicated, and an ex])lanati>in (if its abnormal
composition was offered.

•Monday, January 29th: P. A. Wagner, B.Sc, Jng.D., President, in the

chair.

—

"Some /problems in South Afriean* Geology'' : (Presidential

address) Dr. P. A. Wagner. Four problems, whicli have, in the past,

.greatly exercised the minds of South African geologists, were discussed

in the light of the latest investigations. These were: (1) The problem
of the auriferous conglomerates of the Witwatcrsrand, ( 2 ) The genesis

of the diamond; (3) Is the diamond susceptible of alteration under the

influence of the agencies operative or specially active at or near the earth's

surface? {4) The salt ])an on the farm Zoutpan, Xo. 467, north-north-

wesl of Pretoria.

SorTH Afkua\ .\s! (I [ \tio\ ok AwM.vTic m. CiiKNFisTS.—Tluirsdav.
Fe])ruary 15th.—J. McCrae, Ph.D.. I'M-C. Vice-President, in the chair.

—

"Blast funiaee possibilities in South A/ric-d'' .R. V. Crake. The author
instituted a comparison between the materials used in Sc<itland fiu* th..'

manufacture of pig-iron with those available in Soutli .\frica. and
arrived at the conclusion that with certain adaptations it was possible to

start a blast furnace industry, and that the time is opi)ortune.
—

" .\ on-
routine steel analysis" : W. ( >. Andreiws. .\ review of various methods of

steel analysis useful in laboratories wiure such analyses are only occa-
sionally required.

Chk.mkal, Mkiallckgii \l .\.\ii Mi.M.Nd SiK iKTv OK Sociii .\frica.—
Saturday. February 17th: Prof. J. .A. Wilkinson. M..\., I'.C.S., President,
in the chair.

—

" Xezv Apf>lieations of 'l'hywol[>hthalein and Xaftholphlha-
lein. including Ra/^id Methods of Analysing Limestone and Ammonium
Salts": Dr. J. Moir. Three analytical methods were described: (a) A
rapid method of analysing limestone by titration. The acixl equivalent
of the CaO and MgO together are iirst deternn'ned, and the CaO subsc-
fpiently found by subtracting the MgO, whose determination is based on
the fact that magnesium hydrate, when coagulated by boiling, ceases to
affect thymolphtlialein, ;illhough it still colours i)!KMiolphthalein. (b) Xew
method oi determining amnninium ^alts by titration. By this method
annnonium may be determined in its neiUral salts when present in explo-
sives, fertilisers, etc:, without distillation. The solution is titrated with
sodium hydrate in presence of thymoIi)hthaIein, whicii turns blue when the
equivalent of the ammonia present has l)een added, the indicator remain-
ing unaffected by the annnonia set free. (r) Determination of true
neutrality in waters l)y means of mixed indicators. The mixture recom-
mended comprises methyl red and a-nap]itb()lo|ihthalein. This mixture will

detect 1 part of H..S()< and 2 |>arts of Ca(()II ).. in i.ono.fjoo p.irts of water.
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It is proposed in this paper to deal with tlie above subject

in concrete form, and in its relation solely to the game of

Zululand rather than to view it in the abstract, and to endeavour
to set forth the conditions obtaining at the present time in that

portion of the Natal IVovince which is perhaps the only place

in the world where actual large game may be encountered within

fifty miles of a rail-head, distant only twelve hours' journey
from a large and thriving coast port.

With this object in view, but few remarks will be intro-

duced upon what is termed the sentimental aspect of the ques-

tion ; a brief summary of the laws which have been passed from
time to time to regulate the destruction of game since the incep-

tion of the work of preservation will be presented, to be followed

1)y a short description of the Zululand Game Reserves.

The tsetse-fly borne disease known as Nagana, will, of ne-

cessity, be touched upon, but entirely from the view-point of the

ordinary lay observer.

It will be impossible to cover all the above ground without

introducing contentious matter and perhaps treading upon some-
one's toes. But it will be my endeavour to deal with the former
in a fair and non-controversial manner, while as regards the

latter I will try to tread as lightly as possible.

As a keen student and lover of wild life, it is my earnest

desire that a modus vivendi should be established between the

supporters of game preservation and those hona-fide settlers

whose position has been the cause of the ])rinciples upheld by
the former having entered the realms of somewhat bitter con-

troversy.

The subject of game preservation is one which, over and
over again, has been dealt with by able and sympathetic writers,

men whose earnestness of purpose and sincerity cannot be called

into question, and who. in the face of continued and often un-
reasoning opposition, and not a little ignorant abuse, have lovalh-

upheld their convictions.

They have contended that it is a duty which those of
the present generation owe to their successors that they hand
down to them for their pleasure and enjoyment some, at least,

of the many beautiful forms of animal life, the contemplation
and study of which has brightened the lives of thousands in
the past and present, and has no greatly enriched the stores of
scientific knowledge.

Arrayed in opposition are two classes of residents, having
little (^r nothing in common otherwise, the one consisting of
those whose honesty of ])urpose can no more be doubted tlian

that of those whom they 0])pose, who have no real desire to
see game exterminated, and who only hesitate to cea.se their

A
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opposition because of their doubts as to what may be the

economic resuks of preservation.

The other is very differently constituted, people whose
motives are almost entirely personal and selfish, and those who
speak and act through ignorance, an ignorance which frequently

displays itself in loud self-assertiveness.

The former class have hitherto evinced a praiseworthy

desire to arrive at a mutually satisfactory understanding with the

powers that be on the basis of the preservation of game in stich

manner that it shall not constitute a menace to their domestic

animals.

During the last fifteen years mtich useful work has been
accomplished by the champions of protection, particularly in the

Transvaal, and some check has been placed upon the wholesale

and cruel slaughter of wild game.
Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that, as regards Natal

at any rate, we stand, as it were, at a parting of the ways, and
that the cause of protection never stood in more urgent need
of thoughtful, unprejudiced, but withal strenuous support than

at the present moment.
Few people, it ma}' be asserted, realise how sure, though

gradual, has been the disap])earance of the wild fauna of the

sub-continent during the past fifty years. Even those whose
experience only carries them back a dozen years, and whose
knowledge is concerned with but a limited portion of the

country, cannot be blind to the existence of this process of ex-

termination, while those who have wandered afar during the

past twenty-five years, and who remember the amazing wealth

of animal life of which the country boasted even in those days,

stand aghast at the dismal tragedy which is daily being enacted.

The former can no more grasp the reality of the ])rofusion

of wild game as it existed twenty-five years ago than the latter,

in their earlier days, could realise that its extermination would
ever be as nearly complete, relatively, as it is now.

The humane man, and more particularly the true lover of

nature, can but feel infinite regret for the purposeless waste of

life which has been gc)ing on ceaselessly during the last two
generations, and which has de])rived the Continent as a whole,

and the southern portion in particular, of one of its grandest
assets, ^nd of one of its most valuable educational media.

And if it is persisted in the writer can already see, in

imaginati( n. a countr\- wliicli once boasted the possession of an
ap])arently inexhaustible wealth of faunal life become a void

and lifeless waste.

There is no tuiprejtidiced person but will admit that while

this country ]X)ssesses scenic beauties in its mountain regions,

and in many of its tropical i)arts, the vastly greater portion of

its land surface is dull and uninteresting, and that where it is

otherwise, it is almost solely due to the i>resence of animal and
bird life. Under that sj^ell the most desert regions become
charmed and quickened into beauty, and keen interest and
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plca>urc su|)|)lant dullness and monotony in llie heart of the

l)eholder.

The writer canmH hut heliexe that if the attention of the

thinkiiiij and ol)>ei"\ant puhlic in this counti"\ could he seriously

directed to this suhject— if the certain results of inaction, in-

difference. nei(lect, and, wor-e still, of o|)];osition to the ])rinoi-

ples of g-anie protection could he hrouj>-ht liome to them, a large

majority would surely rouse themselves to find that modus
vhcndi h\ which the hateful conditions ahove suggested might
be staved off at a niininnim risk to themselves and their

interests.

That the (lovernment of Natal has not been backward in

falling into line with other Administrations both within and
without the Union a glance at the history of game preservation
in this Province will make sufficiently clear ; and I am enabled
through the courtesy of the present Administration, and the per-
sonal assistance rendered by Mr. John M. Herschensohn, to pre-

sent such a brief view.

Fifty years ago the first (iame Law in Natal was enacted,
and was known as No. lo of 1866, which fixed a close season
for game birds and crane (species not mentioned) from Sep-
tember 15th in one year to April 15th in the year following.
Twelve species of game animals (including hares) were pro-
vided with a close season between the 15th August and the 30th
November in each year. Eland. Hartebeeste. Ostrich, Secre-
tary-bird, and Turkey buzzard " (Ground Hornbill) were
declared Royal (jame. Provision was made for the protection
of growing crops, and a penalty imposed for contravention of
the Law.

Eighteen years later this Law was repealed and re-enacted
by 22^ of 1884, by which the close season for birds was fixed at

from the 15th August to the 30th April, and for the game
animals at from 30th June to the 31st December.

Wild duck were added to the Schedule of game birds, and
"rabbits" and bluebuck (Blue bush-duiker C. monticola) to

that of the game animals, while buffalo, " kwagga," zebra, and
reedbuck were omitted therefrom.

Hip]>opotami, reedbuck. springbuck, and blesbuck were
added to the Schedule of Royal Game.

Law 28 of 1890 introduced a provision i)rohibiting the kill-

ing of game at all times by means of traps, snares, pit-falls, etc..

and the penalty for contravention of the Ordinance was in-

crea.'^ed.

Rooi Rhebuck, bushbuck females, and " red bushbuck

"

( Red bush-duiker, C. )iatalci}sis ) were included amongst the

Royal Game.
Law No. 16 of 1891 repealed all pre\ ious laws and re-

enacted them with certain amendments, amongst others per-
mitting the destruction of game birds by means of sticks, and
requiring the ])ermission of the Governor to enable owners and
occupiers (to whom the concession was restricted) to shoot
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Schedule C (iame, presumably upon their own properties. Pro-
vision was made fixing the minimum penalty for contravention

at a fine of £2, and the maximum £20 as before.

Pauw, crane, and korhaan were removed from Schedule

A to Schedule C, Royal (iame, and " rabbits " were omitted

from the game animals.

It should be noted that the foregoing Law was based upon
the report of a Committee " appointed for the purpose of con-

sidering the Game Laws in force in this Colony, and of advis-

ing the Government of the alterations, if any, which were
desirable." Every effort would appear to have been made with

a view to obtaining the fullest information possible, in order to

assist the Committee in framing their recommendations.
The most important of these latter were that the close

season for all game be from the i6th August to the 30th April,

both days inclusive ; that the taking of game by any manner of

traps be declared illegal, and that heavy penalties be laid down.
The signatories to these recommendations were Colonel J.

G. Dartnell. C.M.G., H. Binns, Esq., M.L.C., and T. K. Murrav,
Esq., M.L.C.

A subsequent Act passed in 1894, amended Law 16, i8yi,

by limiting the Governor's permission to destroy Royal (iame
to the open season onlv, and bv adding wild duck and geese to

Schedule A.
Further, Bushbuck females were removed to Schedule B.

Steenbuck to Schedule C ( Royal Game ) , and the Ground Horn-
bill was excluded altogether.

Game matters in Ziduland a]>i;ear to have first come inider

legislative control in i8(jo, when, under the provisions of Pro-

clamation 3, the close season was fixed as from the ist .\ugust

to the 31st March for Schedule A game, i.e.. all the game
birds wath the exception of pauw and wild duck, these two
latter birds being ])laced in Schedule B with a close season pro-

vided from the ist October to the 31st March.
Schedule C game com])rised " rabbits," hares, and all the

smaller antelopes with the exception of the Klipspringer,

which was placed in Schedule D (Royal Game), together with

Reedbuck, Blesbuck, Springbuck, all the larger antelopes, Buf-
falo, Rhinoceri, Hippoi)otami, " Kwagga," Zebra, Ostrich,

Secretary-bird, and the Ground Hornbil!, which still appeared
under the inexplicable name of " turkey buzzard."

The occurrence of the words "' waterbuck and piva " and
of " kwagga and zebra" in juxta])()sitinn upon the list of game
reads very quaintly.

The special permission of the Go\crnor or of the Resident
Commissioner was necessary before Royal (iame could be shot.

The j)enalty for contraventions was fixed at a maximum of
£10. except in the case of the elephant, for destroying which
the penalty was from £50 to £100.

Proclaniati(Mi 5 of 1893 repealed and re-enacted the above.
llic close season for Schedule .\ game being altered to the ist
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September ti: the 31 si March, while [JrovisiiJii was made fur ihe

ftirfeituro cf tjame tri)])hies illegally obtained.

The cribi was .Miiovcd from Scliedule C" to 1). and rhinoo-

eros, water buck, wildebeest. '" kwagga." zelira. kudu, and recd-

buck were removed to Schedule C.

Zululaud rrt'.clamatic ;i Xo. 5 of 1895 amended the aboxe
by deleting- rhinoceros and waterbuck from Schedule L'. the

former being included in a section of the Proclamation referring

to the elej)hant. which practically gave absolute ])rotection. while

the latter was again ])laced in Schedule I).

Zululand I'rc clamation No. 2 of 1897 i'<-'l'*-''^l^<l '^'I'l ''^'^

enacted the above, the Livin^-ston.e's Suni (Zululand sub-s])ecies j

being added to Schedule C.

Hippopotamus and Black Rhinoceros were placed in a separate

Schedule E. and a licence requiring the payment of £10 for each

animal wa:-~ demanded, net more than two of each species being-

allowed to any one applicant, and a maximum jjenaltv of £2^
for contraventic n in respect cf either of these animals was fixed.

Section 14 of this Proclamation provided for the first estab-

lishment in Zululand of Game Reserves, although these did not

then become Reserves in the true sense of the word, as shoot-

ing was permitted therein upon permit, the charge for which w^as

fixed at iio per month or any less period, while ])nn'ision was
made for the surrendering to the (Government of a jiortion of

the trophies.

For hunting in these Reserves without a ])ermit a maximum
penalty of £ig, and a minimum of £5 was provided for.

Four such Reserves were established, under Zululand

Government Notice 16. 1897. to which reference will be made
later.

Section 18 of the above Proclamation provided for ])ermi->-

sicn being granted to natives to kill certain game, out of

season, when found damaging crops, and in times of scarcity.

Act No. 8. 1904. consolidated the Crame Laws of Natal

and Zululand. repealing the previous Natal enactments, and
Zululand Proclamation No. 2, 1897.

The outstanding provisions incorporated therein were

—

( 1 ) The close season in Zululand was made uniform with

that in Natal.

(2) The destruction of all but the smallest game with a

shot-gun was prohibited.

(3) The employment of natives to hunt game, excejn in

the capacity of beaters, was prohibited.

(4) The penalties were increased all roimd, and the mini-

mum ])enalty of £2 was done away with, while Stani]) Duties

were imposed in respect of Schedule D game, and in the case

of Schedule E game, even the (jovernor was de|)ri\ed of the

right to issue permits for these.

i\ct No. 8. 1904, was repealed and re-eiiacted 1)\ our jire-

sent Ordinance.
Referring again to the estal)lis]iment of ( lame Reserxes in
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Zululand, it would appear that insufficient consideration was
CTiven at the time to the effect which such Reserves might have
upon the economic conditions of the country. This I think

will be sufficiently evident if we glance for a moment at the

areas in question.

One Reserve, " Umdhletshe. No. i," included |X)rtions of

the present Shooting Areas Nos. 6 and 10. together with a large

portion of Native Reserve No. 12, now apportioned to the

Mdhletshe and Mandhlagazi tribes. This Reserve was abolished

in 1897, under Government Notice No. 192.

Another Reserve, known as the " Hluhluwe Valley. No.
2," included, in addition to the area now styled the Hluhluwe
Reserve, that portion of Native Reserve No. 3 and of Crown
Lands which now forms the southern portion of Special Shoot-
ing Area No. 7.

The " St. Lucia Reserve. No. 3,'" included the present

Dukuduku Reserve, together with a tract of country about

equal in area to the latter.

" Umfolozi Reserve, No. 4," had identicallx- the same
boundaries as the present Umfolozi Reserve.

Subsequently a fifth Reserve was added and notified under
Government Notice No. 93 of 1905 in the Natal GovcriDucnt
Gazette, and was known as " Reserve No. 5."

This included practically all that portion of the Hlabisa

Division, which did not fall within the boundaries of the

Mdhletshe and Hluhluwe Valley Reserves, with the exception

of the extreme south-eastern area, thus including considerable

portions of main transport roads.

This latter Reserve was abolished at the same time and
under the same Government Notice as No. i Reserve.

i Government Notice No. 2)^2 of 1907 ])r(nided for the ex-

tension of Umfolozi Game Reserve No. 4, with its southern
boundary along the line of the Imvamanzi Stream and the

Sangoyana Range.
The areas thus included in (jame Reserves as above de-

scribed were at least four times as large as those now set apart
for the purpose, in view of which it is no{ difficult to under-
stand why ])r()vision was made for a limited amount of shooting
therein, although this concession deprived them of one of the
most essential characteristics of Game Reserves, namely, tliat

their occupants shall be free from disturbance.

It may be assumed that these Reserves were originally set

aside upon the suggestion of the Resident Commissioner, and
the action was, at any rate as far as the Natal Parliament is

concerned, fully endorsed, no complaint against these Reserves
being made at the time.

Between the years 1907 and 1911. the southern boundarv of
the Hluhluwe Reserve {i.e., the area originally styled "Hluh-
luwe X'ailey Reserve No. 2") was defined as starting from the
highest point of the Zankomfi to that of the Mtolo, and thence
to the Maxatshwa. thus necessitating a slight alteration of the
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eastern Ix^undarv-linc. which now ran from the last-named

|X)int to the original one on the iMzinene River.

During the same ])eriod the Dukuduku Reserve was limited

to its ])resent houndaries, as was also the Umfolozi Reserve.

It should be mentioned that at the time of the establishment

of the first four Reserves above mentioned the shooting on per-

mit to which reference has been made was allowed only in Nos.

1 and 2, imne whatever being permitted in 3 and 4.

1 am not certain of the reason for the abolition of Reserves

Nos. I and 5, but have understood that this land was intended

to be divided up for European occupation.

During the year 191 1 a Game Conservator was appointed

for Zululand, with a stafif of native Game-guards to assist him

;

the head(iuarters of this official were esablished at Nongoma,
this place having been selected for the purpose by reason of its

being in telegraphic and telephonic communication with all the

magistrates in Zululand.

In igi2 it was considered advisable to add another Game
Reserve to the three already existing, and this was done under
the Provisions of Section S of Act No. 8 of 1906, as amended
by Section 81 of the South Africa Act, 1909, whereby the pre-

sent Mkuzi Game Reserve was established. This is situated on

the south bank of the Mkuzi River, in the Ul>ombo Division,

with Native Reserve No. 2, as its south-western boundary and

the Msunduzi River on the south-east.

The object sought to be obtained by the establishment of

this Reserve was the inclusion of certain species of game not

found in either of the others, vis., Impala, Inyala, Red Bush-
Duiker, and a local sub-species of Livingstone's Suni.

It may be mentioned that the area thus included was practi-

cally uninhabited, and that the game therein had for a con-

siderable period been partially protected by the Magistrate at

Ulx)mbo, in whose Division it is situated, and whose " mufti
"

Reserve is the name by which it was known.
A brief reference to the leading characteristics of the

present four Zululand Game Reserves may be of interest, as

serving to show that they supply the needs of all the dififerent

classes of game which are to be found in the country.

The Mkuzi Reserve, in extent about 62,000 acres, consists

for the most part of rolling country formed by the foot-hills on
the northern slopes of the south-eastern extremity of the Ubombo
Range ; these fall away gradually towards the Mkuzi River,

within a few miles of which the ground again rises slightly and
forms an extensive plateau. On the eastern side the country
slo])es steadily towards the Mlambomudi River ("Soma" on
the maps), along the banJ<s of which it is very flat and unusually

open for thorn-country.

Buffalo used to be fairly ])lentiful in this Reserve, in the

neighbourhood of the Delakufa, where the bush is thick and
dense reed-beds clothe the river banks. By 191 1 their numbers
were reduced to two, both large bulls, and these died, as far
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as is known, natural deaths during 19 u. The unusually mas-
sive head of one is, I believe, now in the Natal Museum.

There is a troop of about forty Imnala in this Reserve

:

these, at one time, were in the habit of crossing the Mkuzi
freely, and could be as often seen on the north bank as on the

south, but the great amoiuit of shooting that is done on the

former side has taught these wary animals that safety lies to

the south in the Game Reserve.

Kudu are more or less resident therein, though after the

maimer of their kind, are given to fre(|uent wandering.
Wildebeesten (Brindled Gnu, C. taurinus) are fairly plentiful,

as are all species of the smaller antelopes which are represented

in Zululand, with the exception of the Blue bush-duiker.

Mountain Reedbuck are found on the foot-hills, and in the

dense bush along the Mkuzi the beautiful Inyala (T. angasi) is

plentiful. In certain places in this bush, principally about the

Delakufa. a form of Bush-buck is found having straw-coloured

tips to its horns, similar to its congener the Inyala. They are

decidedly scarce, btit a few are found on the opposite bank of

the river, and again a few in the Mtshazi Bush on the Pongolo.

Lions are mainly visitors in the Reserve, coming across

usually from the north bank, though recently 1 have had reason

to think that a few are resident. Leojjards occur but rarely,

though they are very common on the other side of the river, out-

side the Reserve.

The Hluhluwe Reserve is in many res])ects the " j)ick of

the bunch," mainly on account of the very great diversity of

land surface and climate of which it boasts. It may be described-

as a central valley containing but little flat ground, being broken
up into ravines and kloofs throughout its greater area, and
rising on all sides to considerable mountain ranges. The north-

ern and north-western ])ortions are very hilly and rough, and
covered for the most part with dense bush, amcnmting in places

to actual forest, of which the Pongwe i^ the largest and most
dense.

This Reserve is the true home of the l)uH'al(). where, in the

safe retreat afforded by the above-mentioned bush, it I)reeds

freely. In the more or less open thorn country outside the main
bush, herds of from twenty to fort\- individuals mav often
be seen grazing in the early mornings and late evenings.

The Prehensile-lipped rhinoceros, or as it is familiarly st_\ led,

the Black Rhino," is also thoroughly at home here, and along
the margins of the two hue streams which water the central por-
tions of the Reserve, the Amanzibomvu and .\manzimnyama,
this uncouth, prehistoric-looking creature is \ er\- commonly met
with.

The lmi)ala, ln}'ala, and Suni are not re|)resente(l here, nor
until recently were either Wildeljeesten or Zebra. The shooting
outside, however, has resulted in a fair tnxip of each of the
latter s])ecies taking U]) its abode in this safe retreat, where
they are tloing well.
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A scheme of acclimatisation in connection witli this Reserve

was favourahly considered by the Administration a sliort time

l)ack, the object of wliich was to introduce certain other o^ame

into the country. Ehmd. the Cape or Red Hartel)eest, Sable

and Roan Antelope, and Sassaby (Alcclaphus luiiatus) were the

species indicated, all of which would without doubt thri\e here.

The idea has been temporarily abandoned, after it had
actually e^one so far as the selection of the site, the Amanzila
X'allev, in the western jjortion of the Reserve, having been

chosen for the purpose.

Unfortunately there are several natives lixin?:; within the

boundaries of this fine Reserve, who—together with those living

actually upon them, and others in very close proximity oittside

—give constant trouble.

The area of this Reserve is about 40,000 acres ; it is the

only one of the four into which wheeled transport can be taken,

without encountering almost insuperable obstacles, there being

a track, wliich with the expenditure of a little time and labour,

might be made available for wagon transport, leading to the

Amanzila Valley from the Inhlwati-Makowe main road.

One of the greatest advantages possessed by the Umfolozi
Game Reserve is that it is of no use for any other purpose, the

climate therein being very deadly.

It consists for the most part of low, fiat thorn country, the

only elevated portions being the Dengeza, Impila and Amantiyane
Hills, and a slightly raised plateau in the eastern portion.

Except along its northern and southern boundaries, formed

by the Black and White Umfolozi Rivers respectively, it is

poorly watered, save during the summer months, when practi-

cally the whole of it becomes a quagmire.

Game is not exceedingly abundant therein if we except

Wildebeesten and Zebra, though wart-hog are surprisingly nu-

merous. Small game is generally scarce, though in the bush

along the rivers, Bush-buck abound, and Duiker and Steenbuck

are plentiful in the eastern section.

The fact that small game are thus generally scarce has been

put forward by those who should know better, as proof of the

overwhelming numbers of vermin ; this is most misleading, the

actual reason for their scarcity, as is the case in the Ubombo
thorn veld, being that the physical conditions of the country are

unsuitable.

]:^uffalo and Prehensile-lipped Rhinoceros are fairly numer-
ous, but it is as the. home of the Square-mouthed Rhinoceros,

commonly known as the " White Rhino,'' that this Reserve may
be considered as one of the most valuable in Africa. Nowhere
else on the Continent, save in an area on the Blue Nile, can

this weird creature be seen at the present day.

It is exceedingly difficult to compute their lunnbers even

approximately, but I ct)nsider that there are between thirty and

fortv adult animals actually resident in the Reserve, as well as

a useful numl)er of cahes. Some of them occasionallv cross to
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the south t)f the White Umfolozi. and it i> true that at any
time a number of these animals may he encountered there, out-

side the Reserve, some, at least, of which are probably resident

outside. This fact led to the extension of the Game Reserve
to the boundaries provided for under Government Notice No.

322 of 1907, previously referred to, but owing to complications

which subsequently arose in connection with the occurrence of

Nagana, last year it has reverted tem])orarily to its old boun-
daries between the Umfolozi Rivers.

The area of this reduced (iame Reserve is approximately

73,000 acres.

The Dukuduku Reserve, lying between the lower reaches of

the Umfolozi River and the sea, and to the north of Native Re-
serve No. 4, merits but little notice ; it is a sandy waste of low bush
country, and contains little game beyond Waterbuck, Bushbuck
and Red Bush-Dtiiker.

Bush-pigs are very numerous, and until (|uite recently it

was more or less the headquarters of flic Zululand Elephant, a

magnificent bull, which in February of this year was done to

death by a native, for which scandalous deed he was mulcted in

a fine of £50 or six months' impriso)imeiif!

It was nearly a month after the event that the animal's

death became known, by which time, of course, the hide was
useless, and even the skeleton had been partially damaged. Steps

were at once taken to recover as much of the latter as possible,

and with the kind assistance of some of the neighbouring planters

the Game Conservator was enabled to carry out this work.

Reference has already been made to trouble which has from
time to time been caused by the proximit\- of natives' kraals to

the Reserve borders, and the i)resence of others acttialK- within

the boundaries.

These constitute, in my_ opinion, a serious menace to the

well-being of these Reserves, especially in view of the fact that

practically all the natives [jossess dogs, some of which have
actually been shot when in pursuit of game therein. Moreover,
twice during the last two years one of the l^^eserves, the Hlu-
hluwe, has been Ijurnt out almost from one end to the other,

with the result that much game has been driven outside, and
on the first occasion a yoinig rhinoceros was burned to death.

It may also be recorded that on one of these occasions the

natives who fired the grass and who were charged with the

offence in the local Court, were ac(|uitted'.

It cannot be too urgently insisted that a ( i.nnc Reserxc, if

it is to fulfil its functions proptTly, must be an actual sanchiarv
within which the animals nuist be assured of absolute immunity,
not alone from harm, i.e., iKxlily harm. Imt also from all dis-

turl)ing elements of whatever nature.

Of the latter, an advancing wall of fire, fi\e miles in length,

leaping along through four feet high grass, may certainly be
considered a type.

The conlidence which may l)e established in wild animals
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is little short o\ surprising, hm it rc(|uires tinu', and unbroken
quiet. That such confidence was becoming acquired between
the years lyii and 1914. was evidenced by the fact that the

writer has on several occasions seen from his guard-hut on the

Kwankwa both reedbuck and bushbuck grazing in the middle of

the day within fifty yards of the hut, and entirely disregarding

the native guards who were sitting round their fires eating and
talking.

Only in a localitA' in wliicli tliey considered their safety

assured would the wary bushbuck so tar forget his customary
caution as to venture on a prolonged midday meal.

Deliberate ])oaching in the Game Reserves is almost a thing

of the past as regards Europeans, although last year, when the

Nagana panic was at its height, and the whole country south

of the White Umfolozi was' thrown open to indiscriminate

slaughter, several parties entered the Reserve from that side and
destroyed game. The natives, however, continue to ]jnach when-
ever they get the opportunity, especially those living near the

Reserve boundaries; and it is cjuite impossible, with the compara-
tively small force of guards at the disposal of the ( ianie Con-
ser\ ator, to prevent this.

Zululand is a large tract of country to patrol with less than

twent}' men, and it is fairly certain that if all parts were pa-

trolled (as they should -be), each individual area would be

visited about once every two vears. 1 he onl\- plan, therefore,

to adopt is to station guards at certain spots where the greatest

danger threatens, makin.g occasional changes as circumstances

suggest.

The question of the occurrence of \ ermin in Zulular.d is one
which has given ri.se to a great amount of inconse(|uent charter,

and the time-worn shibboleth, " vermni is bred in the Game Re-
serves," is raked up whenever the occasion seems to warrant it.

It is an old tale, long ago worn to shreds in the Transvaal, where
the Game Warden clearly shoNved its absurdity.

It still passes muster here amongst a certain class, mainly
consisting of those who merel}' talk for talking's sake, and who
the while, know nothing whatever about the sulqect.

Let us for a moment consider the matter dis])assionately,

and ask ourselves (
i ) what reason can be given why vermin'

should show a partiality fi;r the Reserves as breeding ground>.
and (_') is the statement that they do so borne out by facts?

( I ) Two reasons are commonly advanced for their par-

tiality t<j the Reserves, t'/.c., on account of the small risk of

disturbance therein, and because they can there obtain plenty of

food. As to the first of these, it is certain that outside the Re-
serves there are just as many (|uiet, undisturbed s]X)ts as inside,

and moreover, those species of vermin which " lair down " in

holes of the ground (and amongst these is to ])e reckoned the

hunting dog. the greatest criminal of the lot) are by no means
particular in this respect.

I know of a spot where, until last year, two litters of wild
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dogs were brought forth regularly each year, and upon three

occasions the litters were destroyed Ijy the Game-guards ; a con-

stantly-used wagon-road passed within So yards of the jjlace.

In recent years lions have occasionally bred in the L'nifolozi

(ianie Reserve, but their chosen breeding ground is the Ubombo
thcrnveld, in which, with the excejition of Hlabisa. more shot)tin.g

is done than in all the other divisions put together.

Unfortunately for the food argument, those who make use

of it are constantly telling us that the food supply is becoming
exhausted in the (lame Reserves, and that all the small game is

killed off 1)\- the vermin ; it is therefure difficult to understand
why, if that is tht; ease, \ermin sliuidd continue io rl'ow anv
])artiality for such places.

The fact of the matter is, and this also answers the second
query propounded, that it is a case of any stick being good enough
to beat a dog with. M\' records show that for each littering

down place of wild dogs found in the Reserves, we have found
seven outside. And in any case, even were these figures re-

versed, it wfudd ha\e very little signification, because these ani-

mals are the most pronounced wanderers of all the mammal
fauna of Zululand, never remaining more than two or three days

at a time in one locality. True, when the period of i)arturition

arri\es, the bitches are com])elled to remain longer in one s])Ot.

but when it is over they quickly rejoin the pack.

The following figures may be of interest : During the year

1913, twenty-one wild dogs were killed by the Game Conservator

and his staff; during 1914. the numlier killed amounted to fifty-

two, and in 1915 to sixteen; giving a total of 89. Of this num-
ber, 17 were killed in Game Reserves, and the remainder outside.

IJuring the past three years a further record has been kept

at the office of the Game Conservator df the localities (confined

to the Dixisions of Mahlabatini, Fllal)isa, Ndwandwe, Ubombo
and Ingwavuma) in wliieh wild <logs have been .seen, local na-

tives having given consitlerable assistance in the matter. The
data are still insufficient to enable a definite statement to be made
ti}X)n the subject, but already much has been learned oi their

movements, which have been recorded upon a large scale map.
It would be tresi)assing too nuuii upon the space allotted io me
if I were to set forth the restdts obtained, even though the\- are
of a most interesting nature.

The Nagana (juestion and its lelaiion to game preservation
n(;w claims attention, anil it is indeed a thornv one.

I ha\e no delinite information as to the ])eriod when, and
the manner in which the coiuro\ers\- u])on this subject tirst arose,
but I fmd that during ilir course of iJu- discussion upon .\ct No.
iS i.i 190O. uhere])y the l.a\\> relating to game in Znlulantl and
Natal were consolidated, the I'rinie Minister (the Hon. C". ).

Smythe) referred to the fact that Zebra and V\'ildebeesten were
held to be largely re>])onsible for the spread of the clisease.

.^ince that time ajjjiarently the outcr\' against the game a.s

being the res])()nsible host of the try]>ano.soma, and against the
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tsetse-fly as the i)nncii)al causal a^ent. ha> been maintained with

fluctuating intensity, according to whether any ])articular season

ha-> been favourable to the occurrence ;)f the fly or otherwise.

It may be n(~)ted that this agitation has invariably been di-

rected against " game," a word which is almost universally under-

stood to signify the various species of the Family Bovid;e, to-

gether with the single representative of each of the Families

Iu|uid.'c and Hippopotamid?e, and two sjiecies of Rhinocerotida\

!'\)r this reason I ccMisider tliai the word " (iame '' was
somewhat ill-chosen by the Veterinary Research Ofiicer in his

recent able re])ort U]>on the occurrence of Nagana in Zululand.

The brief explanation given by him of his use of the word
fully suftices for those who wish to understand it, but for those

who wilfully or ignorantly fail to do this, the constant reiteration

of the word "Game" may be, and 1 know has been, harmful

and misleading. At least two species of animals in Zululand

which are never looked upon as game, are proven hosts of

T. hnicci \ these are the hysena (presumably H. crociita) and the

Bush-pig {F. clurropotauiiis), the latter a great wanderer, and

existing in incredibly large numbers in this country.

Another class of vermin, the Hunting Dog (L. f^lchts) has

not, as far as I am aware, Ijeen yet experimented ui)on in Zulu-

land.

It must be quite evident, therefore, that to use the word
" game " when referring to the responsibility of the mammal
fauna generallv of the country for the dissemination of Nagana
is to play into the hands of those who only wish to hear the final

doom pronounced upon those creatures, the sale of whose horns,

hides, and meat, may put a few miserable shillings into their

This point is not brought forward for the pur]:)ose of en-

deavouring to cloak the real issue, indeed there is little doubt

but that such an attempt would defeat its own ends. But seeing

how strenuous is the opposition in some quarters to game i)re-

servation, it is as w^ell that it be made perfectly clear to what

extent that opposition is justified.

It will be conceded that unanimity of opinion is a very

desirable asset for an opposition to possess, but it is one which

we find deplorably lacking in those who are " up against " ])ro-

tection. The advocates of indiscriminate slaughter comprehen-

sively blame all the game, and wish to see a clean swee|) made
thereof, but that is so manifestly absurd a proposition as to be

unworthy of comment.
The moderates of the i)arty are far less bloodthirsty ; but

there is much diversity of opinion amongst them as to where

the blame should be apportioned. To take two instances by way
of illustration: A recent Magistrate in Zululand, very keen

upon shooting, used to practically stake his reputation upon the

culi)ability of the Black Rhinoceros, which he stoutly maintained

is the fans ct orujo of all the troul)le.

Another, a verv old resident, who is not lacking in self-
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assertion, has made certain statements in letters addressed to

Government officials. In one he has made it quite clear that he
considers the kudu mainly responsible, while presumably ex-

onerating the zebra, for he writes " zebra and donkeys quite

take to each other. I have had zebra stay all day with my don-

keys ... I had two donkeys go oft with zebra for miles.''

In an'.rher letter he writes: "' The fly are harmless where there

are no kudu for them to suck from." Further, after eulogising

the zebra as a transport animal, he adds :
" They are not affected

by the fly," a remark which, by the way. has little bearing upon
the point at issue ! These are definite statements, almost amount-
ing to dogmatism, yet their value may be assessed from the con-

clusions arrived at by the Veterinary Research Officer after his

work in Zululand. He placed the kudu first upon his list of

dangerous and suspected game, while the zebra came next, and
the bush-pig (which is "vermin") is third. The above-

mentioned resident has always asserted that the waterbuck is

blameless, but we find it upon the black list of the Veterinary

Research Officer, though whether justly so I am inclined to

doubt.

All this goes to confirm the old saying, " quut homines, tot

sententicc," and at least it should satisfy one section of the opjK)-

sition, seeing that amongst the diverse opinions ex])ressed. scarcely

any one of the game animals escapes condemnation.
The rinderpest plague of some years ago has furnislied the

opposition with a good deal of material for apparently plausible

argument, if positive assertion may l)e so called.

The Veterinary Research Officer thnnvs very little light upon
its relation to the mysterious partial disappearance of the tsetse-

fly, with which it certainly synchronised, not only in Natal but

in the Transvaal also. It is commonly asserted that the fly died

oft" because their food supply failed through the destruction of

buffalo and kudu by the plague, but I dn not think tliat argument
will bear investigation.

To be of any value it would have to be shown that not only

two sources of food supply failed, but that there was an appre-

ciable diminution of all sources. But we know that this was not

the case, and that on the contrary, it being well established that

the fiy feeds on all warm-blooded mammals, tliere could have
been l)Ut a comparatively small percentage of the sui)ply cut off'.

Zebra, the second on the black list, were immune from the

di.sease ; and wildebeesten. fourth on the same list, suffered but

very slightly, if at all; conse(|uently these were still left in great

numbers, as well as very many l)ushbuck.

The ])resence of these species alone would have furnished
ample food sup])ly for the fly, to say nothing of such bush-pig.

buffalo, and kudu as certainly remained. Unfortunately for

Zululand game, the after results of the plague were not so satis-

factory as in the Transvaal, where the fly never occurred again, at

least, not in the (iame Reserves.

I lean to the opinion that ])ossilily a certain proi)ortion of the
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existing' fly was killed 1)\ abs()rl)ini^- tin- \irus-la(lcn juice^ t"n>ni

the (lead carcases of animals killed by the plague, and the dim-
inution in their numbers thus caused mav ])erha|)s have been
accentuated by existing climatic conditidns. whicli were over-

looked at the time, or not considcrctl in relation to the bionomics
of the tsetse-fly.

The Administration of Natal has for a long time ])ast con-
cerned itself with considering how best to minimise the risk to

domestic animals resulting from the spread of Nagana, and in

1913 Mr. C. E. Gra}-, r'rinci])al Veterinary Surgeon (Union)
visited Zululand in company with Veterinary Surgeons Power
and Ewing. with the object of reporting -upon the existing con-
ditions.

A number of recommendations were appended to his report,

the most important of which were (i) the destruction of all

infected domestic animals; (2) the outlawing of all small game
along the road-sides; (3) clearing the dense undergrowth for a

distance of 400 yards from the roads at the suspected points; (4)
that the natives should be compelled to exercise greater care in

herding their stock, and be encouraged to keep the bush cleared

in the vicinity of the places where their cattle water.

As a result, Nos. 2 and 3 were adopted" early in the year

1914, and in addition to abolishing the close season in the sus-

pected areas with respect to small game, a Proclamation was
issued under which reedbuck and kudu of both sexes were also

outlawed. No. i recommendation was discarded, but I consider

it unfortunate that in place of the destruction of infected stock

a policy of immediate segregation was not adopted.

I am unable to say whether anything was done with regard
to (4), but it is certain that if any instructions were issued to

that end they fell upon deaf ears.

In the same year, 19 14, an expedition set out from Pretoria,

styled the Bacteriological Research Expedition ; but though much
game was destroyed, our knowledge u])on the subject of the

relation between tsetse-fly and game was but little advanced
thereby.

In June, 191 5, a deputation from the sugar-planters in the

Lower Umfolozi Division was sent to Pietermaritzburg, and was
accorded an interview with His Honour the Administrator, the

Game Conservator (Zululand) being requested to attend.

The result of the interview was that the whole of the coimtry

south of the White Umfolozi, including that portion which had
recently been added to the Umfolozi Game Reserve, and lying

between the White Umfolozi and the line Imvamanzi-Sangoyana,
was thrown open to shooting upon the ordinary Game Eicences

(£1), the only restriction imposed being that neither Klip-

springers nor Rhinoceros might be shot.

Eurther, it was enacted that under the j)rovisions of Pro-
clamation No. 8, 1915, all Schedule A game (to which both sexes

of Reedbuck, Waterbuck, Kudu, Wildebeest, Buffalo, and Zebra

were now added) might be shot upon the £\ (Ordinary Game
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Licence within an area of three miles on either side of the Soni-

keli-Hlabisa-Ncngoma. and the Somkeh-Umduna-Ubombo roads.

Proclamation No. ic. 1915, added to the above the main
road Mahlabatini-Nongoma-Ubombo, and the branch road from
the Albhekamtetvva over the Msundiizi River to Banganomo.

Natives were given permission to destroy any of Schedule

A game over their grazing areas.

The worst feature about it was that whilst this legislation

was enacting, preparations were already nearly completed for the

visit to Zululand of the Veterinary Research Officer, Mr. D. T.

Mitchell, who was to work there in connection with the occttr-

rence of Nagana. This officer therefore entered the country,

and had to prosecute his researches under abnormal conditions,

caused by the scattering of the game outside its usual haunts.

Of all or even an appreciable part of all that occurred when
these areas were given over to practically free shooting. I prefer

to say very little, as the details were too horrible. That people

calling themselves human beings could ever have been so lacking

in all humane feeling was indeed a revelation to me. There were
but few, very few, brilliant exceptions—men who were sports-

men and not butchers, and who scorned to emulate the deeds of

the rabble.

For the rest, well, they laid themselves out to slaughter,

and for ever earned the contempt of all true sportsmen. It was
indeed a " reign of terror " for the beautiful and defenceless

creatures which have been placed upon this earth for man's use,

not abuse; for his enjoyment, not for the exercise of his spirit

of blood-lust.

And, after all, the game is not to blame, the blame lies at

the door of the causal agent, the tsetse-fly.

The Proclamations above referred to were revoked with

ettect from the 1st May, 1916, under Proclamation 7, 1916, which
authorised the destruction of the different species of game sup-
])osed to be responsible for the spread of Nagana in all areas of
Zululand. with the exception of Game Reserves and certain

Special Shooting Areas which were defnicd in Provincial Notices
Nos. 74 and 103, 1916.

.\t the same time Proclamation No. 8, 1916. declared Nhiun-
tain Keedbuck (C fuh'onifiila) to be Royal (lame, as also Klip-
s])ringers.

The definition of the Si)ecial Shooting Areas was based upon
that portion of the X'eterinary Research Officer's report which
records his conclusions in respect of certain areas, mainlv around
the (iame Reserves, where he considers that Nagana is endemic.

Within these Special Areas game could be shot upon pay-
ment of reduced fees, while outside, in the Open Areas. Permits
costing £2 each for the o])en season, or £5 for the whole year,
were alone required. i'lie Open Areas, it may be remarked,
embraced practically the whole of the Zululand Native Reserves,
while most of the Crown Lands fell iiUo the Special Areas.

The objects sought to be attained by the establishment of
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I he lattcM" were, tirst. iv incliule within their hniits areas in whieli,

owing to the presence of water and dense bush, and the proximity

of the Game Reserves, Nagana might be considered to lie. as

the Veterinary Research Officer expressed it. endemic; and
secondly, to provide buffer areas where possible, round the ( lame

Reserves, which would tend to prevent persons who had only

the £2 licences from trespassing in the Reserves, as was done by
both Europeans and natives during the latter portion of 191

5

and the opening months of 1916.

It was expected, and hitherto the results have justified that

expectation, that many more Open Area Licences would be re-

quired than for Special Areas, with the result that in the former
game would c|uickly be diminished in numbers, wdiile those which
escaped would be urged towards the Special Areas, and thence,

by the holders of licences for those Areas, into the Game Reserves.

The success or failure of this scheme depends entirely upon
wdiether the pressure is exerted from behind or in front, i.e..

from the Open or the Special Areas. If from the former, suc-

cess is, I believe, assured ; but if the pressure slackens in the

Open Areas, and is exerted from the direction of the Game
Reserves and Special Areas, failure will certainly result.

It might be contended that in the latter case there is as

much chance of the game flying towards the Game Reserves as

to the Open Areas, but I consider that most unlikely in con-

sideration of the relatively vast size of the latter. And even
if it were to go in the direction of the Reserves, these are no
small that they would be quickly crossed and the game would
again find itself under fire.

And. obviously, if the object be to keep the game in the

Reserves, or as close thereto as possible, at no time should the

pressure come from that direction.

The Native Afifairs Department is, of course, fully justified

in doing all it can in the interests of the natives, that is its raison

d'etre ; but it seems that if the question be considered in a sane,

common-sense manner, it will become apparent that to permit the

natives to harry the game all the year rovmd, especially upon the

immediate borders of the Reserves, is not in consonance with

their best interests.

In the first place, these localities, being near the Game Re-
serves, are considered by the Research Officer to be amongst
those in which Nagana is endemic, and to permit natives, par-

ticularly such as own stock, to continue to live therein, merely
^because they wish to, does not seem to be a course of action

conducing to their interests.

It is very similar to permitting a child to continue playing

with a box of matches in the middle of a straw-yard, merely
because he wishes to do so. Moreover, during the close season,

owing to the rains and length of the grass and other cover, there

will be a distinct diminution in the amount of shooting done in

the Open Areas, that is to say, the pressure from behind will

slacken. Continued harrying of the game on <:be Reserve borders.
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and throughout the Special Areas, can therefore only result in

driving a large number back into the Open Areas.

It must be borne in mind that in his heart the native does
not believe in the harmfulness of the tsetse-fly.

I desire particularly to emphasise this statement, because a

great deal of twaddle has been said and written to the contrary.

The inherent belief amongst them is that deaths amongst
cattle, etc., in game coimtry is that they are caused by the game
grazing over the same ground as the cattle, these latter thus being
compelled to swallow some of the game saliva '/' ainat'ciiyaiim-

::ana'" as they put it). It is true that nowadays many natives,

if asked the cause of such fatalities, will say that it is the fly,

because they hear Europeans say so, but they do not believe it.

hence they fail to understand that there is any difference between
a fly area and another, and would as soon live in the one as the

other.

Another cogent reason for their choice of these out-of-tlie-

way places is that they think they run less risk of detection when
indulging in their poaching and trapping proclivities.

There is yet another very important point in connection with

natives living in fly-areas. Mr. Mitchell has stated in his report

that on the borders of the Game Reserves, " the native kraals

Avhich are found have, in practically every instance, lost their cattle

from Nagana. In spite of the knowledge that the area is a

deadly one for stock, the natives, however, usually prefer to

remain."

Elsewhere, when considering the " spread of Nagana," he

states :
" Wandering game must be held as most responsible for

the spread of the disease, but domestic animals suffering from
Nagana also constitute a grave danger when in the vicinity of

a tsetse-fly area."

Quite recently some correspondence passed between the Ad-
ministration and the Native Affairs Department upon the subject

of natives being permitted to destroy game elsewhere than upon
their own grazing areas, and the latter urged, in sup]X)rt of the

concession, that owing to Nagana having encroached so much
on Native Reserves, the natives are forced to change their graz-

ing grounds constantly in order to fmd land not infected with

Nagana.
T ask any unDrciud'ced person to i)lace this statement side

by side with that of the Veterinary Research Officer above cfuoted,

and then to say whether it is in the interests of the natives to

permit them to live with stock in endemic centres of Nagana, and
then to move their infected cattle about in their ward at their own
sweet will.

If it is agreed tiiat these Special .Areas are "endemic cen-

tres," then it would be only an act of justice to the natives

living therein, and owning stock there, to save them, as it were,
against their will, and not to i^ermit them to remain and con-
stitute themselves a "grave danger" to the conimunitv at large
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l)y iiuliscriininalo nioxiiiL; abnm the oounirv with infected

animals.

And if it is aj^ainst tlicir interests to be i)ernntte{l to remain
liutjg'ing the Reserve boundaries, what can be said concerning
tliose who are—and for several years ])ast have actually been
living" ill the Ciame Reserves?

I would like, with all deference, both in the interests of

game protection and that of the natives, to urge that the matter
be taken up in a frankly conciliatory spirit between the Depart-
ments, each being prepared to grant concessions where such are

necessary, reasonable, and possible, because 1 l)e]ieve that the

action would be justitied by results.

That infected stock in Nagana areas is a source of " grave
danger " has been conclusively shown, and there should be a

way of counteracting that danger, that way, it appears to me.
being by the segregation of infected stock. The carelessness dis-

played in the natives' herding arrangements is another source of
danger, and is due, I believe, to the peoples' inability to realise

that the game, apart from a transmitting agent, is harmless.

I have repeatedly seen troops of cattle grazing on warm,
windless summer mornings in the thick scrub and bush by the

Mkuzi Drift, where they had been taken to water, while the

herd-boys who were responsible for them were half-a-mile away
up on the hill-side, playing games.

As there were certainly infected cattle amongst the herds,

and all the conditions were favourable for the fly, it is not diffi-

cult to understand that the results of such carelessness would
probably be disastrous.

It is generally admitted that the conditions wliich obtain
in respect of the relationshi]) between tsetse-fly and game vary
greatly in widely-separated localities.

A remark made by Mr. Mitchell in his report tends to con-
firm this when considered in the light of the experiences of

others.

He says: "'The association between game and tsetse-flv is

a very close one, and so far it has not been possible to procure
fly, except in areas where game were numerous. In such cases

the tsetse-fly has been found in practically all instances." It

must be presumed that the word " game " is to be understood
in the general sense as explained in that report.

In 1896-7, in company with my friend, Capt. (now Col.)

Harrison, of the Indian Staff Corps, I was elephant-hunting in

the Mozambique Province, and during one portion of our travels

we marched from Chirimani across the Lualwa and Lukugu
Rivers to Kuruwe, thence through Lukosi across the beautiful
Liuli River to Marari, and back to Chirimani by a different

route. The distance covered was a])proximately 534 miles, and
on the slightly shorter outward journey we encountered great
quantities of game of all sorts, with the exception of elephants,

of which, however, we saw spoor on the Liuli.

On the return trip (268 miles), we had the utmost dif^culty
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in providing food for our carriers, as we did not see twenty
head of game on the journey, and were constantly compelled
to keep the shot-guns going to supply any sort of l)ir(l which
offered a shot, in order to get meat.

Yet on the outward journey we saw no tsetse, notwithstand-

ing the large amount of game encountered, though in the

sand veld and low, scrubby thorn-bush passed though on our
return there were thousands of tsetse, and a small terrier dog
belonging to my friend was bitten and died on the I2th day of

the return journey.

Major Stevenson Hamilton, late Warden, Transvaal Game
Reserves, had an almost similar experience a few years later,

when with Mr. C. F. Maugham, H.B.M. Consul at Delagoa Bay,
he marched through the Mozambique Province along a route

some distance to the north of the route taken by me.
Both in his work on the Game of Africa, and also in the

Billletin of Entomological Research, lyii, July, pp. ii 1-118, he

has remarked upon the prevalence of the tsetse in the almost

complete absence of game. Mr. Maugham has personally ex-

pressed himself to me upon the same subject in like terms, but

in this instance I believe there was not, as in our case, any
recorded proof of the infectivity of the fly.

I must dismiss very briefly the question of the sup-

]josed occurrence of another form of trypanosomal disease in

Zululand, known as " Munca." I have always considered it to

be a different form to that of Nagana, and most natives clearly

distinguish between the two, while some say the word merely

indicates the same disease.

It is pathogenic to domestic stock, though a])i)arent!y in a

less degree than Nagana.
Mr. Mitchell, who describes it as a " chronic form oi Na-

gana." puts forward a very interesting suggestion, vie. that

po.'^sibly this milder form may be Nagana reduced in virulence

by passage through the smaller antelopes.

Upon the subject of the possibility of Sleeping Sickness

being introduced by the tsetse-fly into Zululand. 1 would merely
point out that, as far as I am aware, Glossiiia palpalis, which
transmits the human trypanosome, is not foiuid in the country.

Neither, J believe, is morsitans, althottgh the bush in the

Ubombo Low Country, of a xen)])hilous natm"e. would seem to

be suitable to their habits.

In conclusion, the rei)ort to which so many references have
l)een made, carries us a ste]) further on the way to complete
knc^wledge of the association between game and the tsetse-fly

in Zululand, and th(~)Ugh to my mind, it is not altogether convinc-
ing, ])artly on account of the echo I catch here and there of
time-worn Zululand ])latitu(les, and also on account of its being
inconclusive in respect of souie important points, this latter is

doubtless due to the insufhcient time at the Officer's disposal, in

which to have completed his work.

l-)Ut it has at least cleared the air somewhat, and lias given
the .\dniinistration a basis uijon which to \.vork.
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l\)ssibl_\ with rcj^ard U; j^aiiie protection. Mr. MitclKll's

conclusions ui)on tlie subject of endemic centres of Nagana are

of the utmost importance. They make it clear that we are

hroujjht face to face with two alternatives-^that of completely
" wiping out " all mammalian life, iiicliidiiu/ that of domestic

stock, within these centres, or of frankly recognising the im-

possibility of doing this, and thereupon setting to work to devise

means whereby the spread of the disease from these centres may
be i)revented.

I venture to think the latter is the obvious and only reason-

able alternati\e to adopt, but in order to succeed, there must

be com])lete mutual understanding established between the Go\-
ernment Departments concerned.

I have endeavoured to show that it is contrary to the inter-

ests of the natives, just as it is to those of game protection, to

permit them to live, with stock which is being constantly moved
about, in these endemic centres of Nagana. And as there seems
no lack of space for them elsewhere, I must believe that if the

Native Affairs De]jartment were willing to help in regard to these

centres, there would be no insuperable tlifficultv in carrving out

such measures.

We must not accustom ourselves to look at one side of the

C|uestion only, wdiile ignoring the other, to think solely of the

present and leave the future for others. The dance is pleasant,

but the piper expects his pay afterwards, and who will pay him?
What will be said when the gradual extermination of game

brings the fly to the doors of kraals and other habitations, seek-

ing from domestic stock some of the sustenance they are denied

by the scarcity of game, and later still, when virtual extermina-

tion is accomplished, and nothing remains but domestic stock

for their food supply? Domestic animals, in gradually increasing

numbers, themselves constitute almost as serious a factor in the

spread of Nagana as do the wild animals, and it would be a

grave error to delude ourselves with the idea that when the

game is destroyed the fly will vanish.

There is abundant evidence to the contrarv, just as there is

evidence that wild game can live unassociated with the tsetse

-

fly. The Transvaal Game Reserves furnish such proof.

I cannot think that the various interests concerned are
necessarily antagonistic, but to prevent their becoming so, the

party that stands solely for selfish and sordid material gain, the
curse of the present age, must be silenced, or if that is imi)Ossil)]e.

it must be ignored.

Even if the theory of the .sole culpability of the game were
ever proved, which is about as likely as a final victory for the
Huns in the great Continental struggle, still the difiiculty would
admit of some other .solution than that of the wholesale destruc-
tion of Africa's wild game.

The voices of those wdio love Nature's handiwork, the sturl-

ents of her every mood, who are in genuine sympathy with her
children <U' plain and forest, who coiUend that these are not ours
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to do with just what we will, but that they constitute an inheri-

tance to be handed down to our children and to theirs again

—

these voices have an equal right to be heard with those of others.

As Dr. G. D. Maynard. F.R.C.S.E., of the South African
Institute for Medical Research, has so aptly put it. " It is easy

to propose remedies entailing the adoption of measures of eco-

nomic importance, but inhabitants who have to reap the after-

math will demand expert o]>inion and a reasonable probability of

success before deciding to carry out such recommendations." I

ask for whole-hearted support in the u])-hill task which lies before

those who seek to preserve to the sub-Continent the most striking

and by far the most beautiful of its characteristics.

Physical Conditions on Mars.~ Ihe British

Astronomical Association has recently published, as volume 20,

part 4, of its Memoirs, the tenth report of the section for the

observation of Mars. It is assumed that the mean tem})erature

of Mars must be above the melting point of ice, and almost

comparable with that of the earth. The atmosphere of the

planet is extremely trans})arent : its absorbing power for light

is feeble, and it has no reflective power. Hence stars must
be visible in the Martian lirmament in broad daylight. On a

small scale Mars has its trade and anti-trade winds ; and white

clouds, probably analogous to. but much less fre(|uent or dense

than our own, float in its skies : their height above the planet's

surface is comparable with that of our own clouds. The pre-

sence of snow at the poles necessitates the existence of water
on Mars, which would appear grey, greenisli or black. acc(^rd-

ing to the nature and depth of the bottom. The lawn-green
areas are probably due to vegetation, and the vast ruddy ex-

panses have the colour of sandy deserts, in which there are

many dusky irregularities, a]>])arently corres])()n(ling to our

valleys. Change in outline of the greenish marks ma) be

accounted for bv growth and decay of vegetation, and the

yellow clouds which veil, often for months together, extensive

regions of the i)lanet. are probably due to sand dust raised from
the desert regions. Mars may tlierefore still be inhabited, but

it has certainly reached the stage of <lecrei)itu(le in i)lanetar\-

life.

Phosphate Scarcity. - G n.^-ecjuent upon the difliculty

of obtaining i)liosph;itic fertiHsers, the President of the Board
of .Agriculture and iMsheries of the Cnited Kingdom has ap-
pealed to farmers to cease a]>plying phosphates to meadows and
pastures during tlie ))resent >eason. and to reserve all available

su]:i)lies for other crojjs, |;articularl\- root crops and potatoes.
In view of the short supplies, it is advised iliat only three-
fourths of the usual dressings of the.se phosphatic fertilisers

slK'Uld be applied in the case of lands of uniform (|ualitv, and
where land in good condition can be given full dressings of
farmyard manure the omission of artificial ])hos])hatic manures
is suggested.



BANTU MirniODS Ol' DIVIXA'IION : A
COMPAkATIVI". S'lUDY.

Bv Rev. Noel Robickts.

(I^latcs 8-IO and f-a'o tc.vl figures.)

DIV[NATION is the jirofessed jjower of ac(|uiring know-
ledge by occult means. It is based on tbe as.sumption that the
whole of Nature is united l)y a subtle bond, corresponding in

many ways to the ether postulated by Science. This bond is

of such a nature that the diviner believes that his instruments
will record actions far or near, present. ])ast or future, in much
the same way as the seismograph, the photographic plate, or the

barometer indicate or record disturbances, incidents or changes
in the physical world.

Broadly speaking, divination is of two kinds^ :

—

1

.

SUPERNORMAL PERCEPTJON by means of visions

in trance or in dreams,
2. The use of ARTIFICIAL AIDS, such as twigs, bones,

etc.

The present paper is confined to the consideration of the second
class onl}'.

Before I describe the methods of artificial divination prac-
tised in the tribes that have come under my observation, it will

be necessary to review the relation of divination to magic and
totemi.sm, for without a clear understanding of these relations

it would be impossible to follow the lines of thought governing
the interpretation of the " bones " or other "aids." The former
relation is a verv close one, for divination is realh' a branch of
MAGIC.

Now, magic is to the savage what science is to the savant,
namely, systematized knowledge founded on the records of ob-
servation. The savage studies the track of the animal he hunts,
and a close inspection of the footprints and other signs, coupled
with his knowledge of the habits of the animal, enable him to

make fairly accurate predictions concerning the animal itself.

He will tell you whether it is old or young, male or female,
wounded or unhurt, and a host of other things which would
amaze a no\ ice in the art. He works precisely on the saine
lines as the man of science who. for instance, after a careful
study of the pedigree and character of the parents, can predict
the pro])ortion of red or white ofi'si)ring they will produce.

Predictions of science and of magic are based on the ob-
servation of relationships which exist, or appear to exist, between
pairs of objects. Thus, for examt)le. the relation between

'In i)ractice, however, the.-^e two classes are largely interdependent.
for the interpretation of " artificial aids "' frequently depends on the
state or condition of the seer, and the prophetic trance is often induced
In- artificial means.
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the hoof of an animal and its imprint on the ground is observed.

The hoof of the ox is cloven ; that of the horse is not. The
imprint of either corresponds in outline and in general character

to the hoof that formed it. If the hoof be maimed or broken, a

corresponding- trace of that injury will be observed in the
" spoor." Thus far. the conclusions of the savage are legitimate,

and strictly scientific. But when it is assumed that this rela-

tionship continues indcfinitehx a false premise is introduced,

and the subsequent argument is fallacious.

This is precisely what is done in magic, for the laws of

magic assume that whatever has once formed part of a body,

or has been in contact with it, conti)uies to form part of it, or

to be en rapport with it.'

A native tracker, believing in this extended relationship,

will point at the " spoof " with his thumb face downwards, in

order, as he says, " to hold the spoor down," and he believes

that by this action he retards the flight of his c(uarry. He will

even go further at times, and drive a peg into the footprint, in

the belief that by so doing the animal will be maimed."'

The rules of magic go still further, for they assert that

this rapport may be induced between the representation of an

object in the form of an image or symbol and the object itself,

" Thus the North American Indians, we are told, believe that by
drawing the figiu'e of a person in sand, ashes or clay, or by
considering any object as his body, and then pricking it with

a sharp stick, or doing it any other injtiry, they inflict a corres-

ponding injury on the person represented."^

Sympathetic magic, therefore, gives us a key to the inter-

pretation of the Biantu witch-doctor's " bones " and other aids

to divination, for every bone, or other object, used as an " auto-

scope "''
is believed to be eti rapport with some person, place or

object, with which it was at one time in contact, or which it is

supposed to represent. The rules by which these objects are

chosen may be found in the study of TOTEMISM

.

Totemism may be broadly defined as a generic system of
classification foiuul in ])rimitive communities in manv parts of

the world, in whicli a class, famih', or tril)e is represented bv
an animal or otlier natural object The system may be de-

scribed as follows: Man is communal and gregarious by nature.

Me lives in commimities, and himts or makes war in organized
bands. Such a band will arrange a code oi signals 1)\- means of

which combined action may be possible at any given moment.
Among savage hunters, as a rule, such a signal will take the
form of an imitation of the cry of some wild animal or bird,

well-known in the neighbourhot.d, in order that it may not
arouse the suspicions of the ((uarry. This idea is still further
developed in warfare, and a tribal password is arranged, and,

'^ Vide ' Encvclop,-cdia Britannica,'' iitli edition, article ''Magic"
'Cf. Frazer. "The Magic .Vrt." 1. _'oX-jt2.

^ Frazer. "The Magic .\rt."' 1. 55.

•'•Sir W. I*". I'arrctt. " Psvcliical Roscarcli." 28.
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for the same reason ij;i\en alxixe. the cr\- or the gesture of a

common animal is freciiiently ehosen. for the purpose.'' In many
cases these sounds or ji^estures would heconie the ijermanent

sjo^ials or ]:)ass\vords of the tribe, and men w(udd be kncnvn as
** Owl " men, " Jackal " men, etc.. because they belonged to

the section or clan which was distininiished by the call or gesture

of that animal or bird.

Among all primitive people who practise magic, however,
we hnd the belief that a rappurt exists l)ctween the name of a

thing and the thing itself—in fact, a man and his name are often

regarded as identical.' In the same way the identity of a

community with a synonymous object may be postulated. Thus,
for example (arguing on the law that things which are equal

to the same thing are equal to one another), if a man and a

bird are each called by the specific name " Owl," they luust

belong to the same species.

If this confusion of thought really exists, we should ex])ect

to find, as a natural corollary, that the killing of an (nvl by a

man called " Owl " would be regarded as equivalent to the

murder of a man of his own tribe. This is what we actually

find.

Almost every Bantu tribe is distinguished by the name of

an animal or other natural object, and that animal or object is

regarded as taboo to all members of the tribe which bears its

name.

This identity of man and totem is expressed not only by
vocal imitation of the animal, but also by gestures of a more
or less conventional type, which are supposed to represent the

characteristic movements of that animal. These gestures are

woven into the ceremonial dances, so that the tribal origin of a

man may be ascertained by noting bis actions during the dance.

If a South African native wishes to find out what tribe another
native belongs to, he will ask, "What dance do you dance

F"""

and the reply will be. " Owl," " Jackal," " Baboon," etc., ac-

cording to the totem of his tribe.

If the foregoing principles of magic and totemism be borne

in mind, there should be no difficulty in following the interpre-

tation of the " bones " and other " artificial aids " used in Bantu
divination.

" Cf. the adoption of this i)rincii)le hy ['aden-Povvell' in the organi-
zation of Boy Scout " Patrols."

' Cf. Andrew Lang: " Prohaljly the wliole Aryan Family at one
time believed not only that the name was part of the man, l^ut tliat it

was that part of him which is termed the Soul . . . hut, if the name is

the soul of the bearer, and if the fotem also is the Soul, then the name,
and the Soul, and the Totem of a man. are all one'' ("The Secret of

the Totem," p ii6, etc.). See also l->azer.
"

'I'alioo and the Perils of tlie

Soul" p. 318 if.

"Stow, ' Native Races of Soutli Africa." ^ii.
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The system which is most widely known is that of

ASTRAGALOMAXCV.

In this system the witch-doctor provides himself with a set of

astragali or huckle-bones of various animals. These bones are

convenient in shape and size, and they are still used in Russia,

Italy, and other countries ior playing various games. In South
Africa the Boers call them " dol-ossen," or to}' oxen, and this

word has been retained in the phrase " dol-ossen o'ooi," which
is equivalent to the English " Consult the oracle."

As a rule the set contains the astragali of the totem animals

of the neighbouring tribes. In the case of larger animals some
other bone or part of the body is used to replace the huckle-

bone. Thus in the case of the lion, one of the i)halanges is

usually chosen, and parts of the carapace of dififerent species of
tortoise are commonly seen. A set in my possession contains

a fretted bone ornament which was called " tlo " {i.e., elephant),

as it was supposed to Ije made of ivory, but in practice I was
told that it represented " the white man," because it had been
obtained from a European trader (Plate 8. Sekukuni set). From
what we know of magic and totemism. it is clear that each bone
or object in the set represents the animal of w'hich it once formed
part, and hence the tribe of i<'hich that animal is totem; and in

the case of the " tk) " we have a good example of '" contagious
"

magic, since it stands for the white man, with whom, at one
time, it had been in contact.

The oracle is consulted in the following manner :

—

1. Certain roots are chewed by the diviner.

2. The astragali are gathered up between the i)alms of the

two hands.

3. The diviner blows or si)its upon them, and utters a short

incantation or formula calling upon the " bones " to

reveal the answer to the question given.

4. The " lx)nes " are then cast upon the ground before the

scjuatting .seer, and an answer gleaned from the ])osition

they assume.

It will be seen that the sides of each huckle-bone can be

distinguished, as they differ in cotUour and general sha})e. The
dift'erent aspects are named in accordance with the rules of
magic. Thus, for exami)le, if the huckle-bone of one of the

Bovida- be examined, it will be seen that two of the sides pro-

ject towards one end rather more than the other; and if it be
held against the liglil with these projecting sides ui)permost. a

rotigh likeness to tlie silhouette of an animal's head with ears
erect will be obtained. Tliis end. therefore, is regarded as the
" head " of the " bone." In like manner the convex and concave
faces are called the " back " and " bell\- " res])ectively.

When the "bones" are thrown, they may fall with the

"head" facing either towards or away from the operator, and
with one or other of these faces uppermost. In reading the
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signs these positions are sup}«)secl to correspitiul \o the positif^ns

of the objects they represent, and therefore to inchoate the con-
dition of the ** princijial " of each object. l"or. just as an animal
is usually seen U])(.n its feet when alive and well, it lies upon its

side when asleep or sick, while a dead Ixxly is often found uj>on

its back with feet up]:)erniost. so the object in the di\iner's set,

beino^ <•;/ rapport with its " ])rinci])al," is ex])ected to assume the

same attitude taken up b}- its " ])rincipal " at the time.

The various positions assunuMl ])\ rlic " bones "' may be

generally olassitied as follows :

—

1. Anterior position: head facing awa\ from tlie operator
:= " lost," " strayed," etc.. generally nccjativc character.

2. Posterior position : head facing towards the operator

= " will be found." etc.. generally affirmative character.

3. Dorsal aspect: back ujjjjermost. indicates "health," etc.,

and. by a grouping <if ideas. " -^ticcess." " pr(^sperity."

etc.

4. Ventral aspect: l)ell\ u])permosi. re])resfnting "death."
" failure," etc.

5. Right pectoral aspect : right side uppermost.
6. I^eft pectoral aspect : left side uppermost.

Eitlier pectoral aspect may represent " sleep,"
" sickness," " uncertainty," and hence " try again."'

R. H. Nassau'" records the same custom in the Congo:
" After the ceremony, an elderly man or woman who has Ijeen

a twin is called upon to split the kola nuts in order to find out

whether the children will live or die. This is their way of
asking the god or goddess to answer their reijuests (and it is

singular that this throwing of kolas may be done repeatedly

until the re})ly is favourable to the inquirer)."

In addition to the above positions, the directio)i of a lost

object may be indicated by the direction in which a given l)one

faces. Thus the astragalus of a goat pointing directly at the

huckle-bone of a pig would be conclusive evidence in the eyes

of many natives that a lost goat had been stolen b\- a man of

the pig totem. Sometimes a Ijone is included in die set, whose
sole function is that of a " ])ointer."

Once these general principles are grasped, their ap])lication

is left in a large measure to the ingenuity of the witch-doctor,

but throughout the system we see the influence of imitative and

contagious magic. Hence if the three carapacial plates of tor-

" It a reply be unfavoural)k'. or not what the querent desires, he will

often repeat the process indclinitely till lie gets t:ie desired answer. To
our '"Western'' minds this is a proof of charlatanism. I imagine, how-
ever, that the Bantu witcli-d.>ctor regards the interaction of his "bones,"

and the objects they represent, a-- a mutually rellex one. Not only does

the principal affect its vicar. Inn t!ie latter acts reflectively on the former.

Hence if the representative of a lost goat can lie persuaded to fall in

such a way as to indicate its recovery, the result is more than .1 mere

prophecy—it is a magical act which will assist in the restoration.

"' I'Vtichi^m in W. .Africa."' J07.
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toise (['late 8. Sekukuni and Malab(^cli ) --hdirKl fall in thf

anieriur position with the dorsal aspect when the diviner seeks

information regardinfj- the weather, the interpretation would be,
" It is going to rain," because, to quote a native ])roverb, " The
tortoise only K'alks zchen it rains/'

The use of astragali in divination can be traced back into

the dim ages of the past, and indeed, they appear to be the

earliest form of " autoscope "" known. According to Cicero,

the Corcyraeans ]3resented to the tem])le at Dodona' "a metal
'basin with a statue of a man placed over it. in the hand of

which was a brazen scourge oi three thongs, from which small

bones (na-rpdyaXoL ) were suspended, which, being moved
by the wind, struck against the l)asin.' and thus ]M"oduced sounds
" of prophetic import."^"

Angelo AIosso refers to the system as follows :

—

' In the articulation of the toot there is a cuboid bone ternu-d

astragalus, used by the ancients for play like dice, and also for the pur-

pose of divination, l-'ig. 30 shows some astragali of oxen and sheep
from the excavations of Phsstos. I found some at Canatella, near
Girgenti," in a cultus site, and this is important, for astragali were used

in the neolithic period, and are connected with the primitive Italic

religion, which accounts for their l)eing discovered in great numbers near

the Lapis Niger in the excavations of the Roman Forum.'""

These (|Uotations, taken from a large number of records,

ancient and motlern. should sttffice to show that there is more
than a j^assing interest to be gained from a closer study of this

primitive method of divination.

It is well known that dice used for play owe their origin

to huckle-bones. Their evolution from astragali took place very

early in history, and probabK- coincided with some advance in

civilization and culture. There are several sets of dice from
early Kgyi)tian tombs in the British Museum, and some of these

are identical in form and marking with the i^attern in use in

our own day.''

Side by side with ihc transition from the use of natural

bones to artificially- ft)rmed cul)es of ixory in the games of the

ancients there ai>i)ears t(t have been a similar development in the

substitution oi

1\(<K^ Tahlets

for ))urposes of dixinaiidii. This system of divination is de-

scribed by I'jinemoser inider ihe title of L'leromancy. 'df'

a kind of divination |)cn'onnril hy the tbriwing of dice or little bones,
and observing tlu- pujnts m|- mark-; lurned np.

and he goes on to say that

" Autoscope = instrument by w Inch the inspirations of the seer are
automatically recordeil or brou^lit 1m liudu. (7.. Sir W. F. Barrett,
" Psychical Research." 28.

"Cicero. " l)e Divinatioiie." .^4. j(). (pioted in .Smitli's "Dictionary of
Greek and Lalin .\nti(|uities." 3rd ed.. 2, jjij.

""Monumenti antichi." 18. -"^8.

'* A. Mosso. "Dawn <>\ Mediti. ("i\il." 67.
" C^ "

I larniswnrth Iukv cinp.i'dia." 3. '^'M • bi which specimens are

figured.
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al Inira. a city of Acliaiali. ilicrc was a Cfk-l)raU'(l temple of I K-rciik-s.
where such as "consulteil tlie oracle, after praying- to the idol, threw four
dice, tlie points of which, i)eiiig well scanned In the priest, he was sup-
I^osed to draw an answer frdni tlu'in."

I\ORv Tablets from a Libyan Tomb.

Wide Petrie, " Naqada and Ballas "
; Churchward, "Signs and Symbols of

Primordial Man.")

A Still older relic may be found in the .-^o-called " votive tablet.s
"

discovered by Professor Petrie in the Lybian tombs of Naqada/'
which in all probability were used for the same purpose ; and
if the bear's teeth found in the Cave of Duruthv, in the South-

Beak s Teeth fi^om the Cave of Duruthy.
(From S. Reinach, " Repertoire de I'Art Quaternaire," p. 179 )

West of France, which are marked by differential symbols/**
may be taken as evidence, the history of cleromancy goes right
back into the quaternary period.

"H. Ennemoser, "History of Magic" (Eng. transl. by W. Howitt,
in Bohn's Scientific Library, 2, 454.

1' Petrie, " Xaqada and Balla.s"; De Morgan. " Recherches sur les

Origines de I'Egypte "
; G. Sergi. -The .Mediterranean Race," 97. Church-

ward. "Signs and Symbols of Primordial Man," 179.

"C/. S. Reinach. "Repertoire de I'Art Quaternaire," 179.
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This practice lias survixed among the Bantu, and was
(le.scril)ed by Bent in almost the same words as Ennemoser

:

" On the evening of a new moon they will seat themselves in

a circle, and the village doctor will go round tossing each man's
set of dolosses in the air, and by the way they turn up he w'ill

divine the fortune of the individual for the month that is to

come."'-' Mr. H. W. Garbutt, in a most interesting paper read

before the Rhodesian Scientific Society in 1909,-'^ showed the

widespread tise of tablets for divination in the coimtry north

of the Limpop<i, and the following description by Dr. Theal
iproves the existence of a similar practice along the East Coast

:

The tribes of the interior were more superstitious than those of the

roast, as they were guided in nearly all their actions l)y the position in

which some pieces of !ione or wood of the cliaracter of dice fell when
they were cast upon the ground. . . . On each tablet a different pattern

was carved, and each had a signiiication different from mat of the others.

Sometimes, instead of tablets, pieces of bone or of ivory carved in

various shapes were used, in the manufacture of which a great deal of
patient labour was expended. The usual number employed was tive,

but more were sometimes found in a set. If an ox strayed, the daiila
"'

was thrown to ascertain in what direction it had strayed ; if a hunt was
to take place, it was consulted to indicate in what quarter game was
most likely to be found—in short, it was resorted to in every case of
doubt. Each individual carried with him a set of these mystic articles

strung on a thong, to be used whenever required. This superstitious

practice, just as it was described more than tliree hundred years ago by
the friar Dos Santos, is still prevalent and tirmly believed in.--

H. A. Dryden-" describes " four curious-looking pieces of

ivory, three triangular in shape, the fourth rather long and
pointed at either end," which " were flat, and had a sort of

pattern rtidely worked upon them." which were used by the

Masarwa diviners, and in Plate 8 1 figure a set in my own col-

lection used by the Ovambo, still further west.

In the Northern Transvaal, ivory tablets resembling those

of the Makalanga and Mashona are used by the chiefs and their

indunas, bttt, as far as I am aware, only in conjunction with

one or more astragali. These tablets are usually fotir in nttm-

ber, and are cut from the tusks of the wild boar. The individual

pieces in a set are similar in size and shape, but are differen-

tiated by symbols incised on one surface, the female sex being

expressed by a " V "-shaped nick at one end. Those used by
the Malaboch {vide Plate 8) are marked with ^ymliols closely

akin to those used in Southern Rhodesia, and are called by the

f.)llowing names:

—

1. Kuami, representing the Chief of the Tribe or Clan.

2. Titadima or Tsuadima, his wife.

1" Theodore Bent, "' Ruined Cities of Mashonaland."
'^ IT. W. Garlnitt, " Proceedings of the Rhodesian .Scientific Asso-

ciation," 9, 50, ff.

"The same word " da-ula " is used in tlic Xdrtliern Transvaal to

signifv "throw tlie bones" or "divine." N.R.
^ Theal, "Dark and YclIow-skinncd Peo]>le of Africa." p. 20T.
^^ IT. A. Dryden, "Gun and Camera in Soulheni Africa." p. .?S.S.
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3. Srlnnii (a technical term c(|tii\alciu to " t(.t)th-));ittcrn."

which may be translated literally as " the biter ").

4. Lengi^ana.

The g'cneral rules of interpretation resemble those of astra-

galomancy. and the various positions are described in detail in j

former, volume.-*

A comparative study of the desiii;ns on these tablets re\eals

a striking uniformity in nomenclature, and in many cases pat-

terns from widely separate tribes are of a similar nature. The
conventional designs on the Churinga of the Artmta of Central

Australia--' are said to be symbolic representations of the tribal

or personal totems of their owners, and it is possible that these

Bantu designs may serve the same purpose. At any rate, they
are symbols expressing ideas, and bear the same relation to

writing as potter's marks,-'' or the incised patterns of ancient

divining tablets do to our own alphabet.'-' Their discussion,

however, is beyond the scope of this paper. excei)t in so far as

they introduce us to another system of divination known and
practised by the initiated in certain Bantu tribes, namely:—

Divination by Bowls.

In the course of a witchcraft trial a few years ago in the

Northern Transvaal, two curious old bowls were produced as

corpus delicti, and subsequently confiscated. They are now in

the possession of C. A. Wheelwright, Esq., and Alajor C. Man-
ning respectively (Plates 9 and 10). Each bowd is carved
from a solid block of wood, with a fairly wide rim, which is

divided into sections, each section being marked by a distinct

symbol carved in relief. The bed of the bowl, in like manner,
is divided into areas marked by embossed figures. The designs
on the rim were said by the owner to represent " all the nations

of the earth "—in other words, they are probably conventional
sym.bols representing tribal totems Several of these crude
figures will be recognised by students of symbolism and heraldry-

;

e.g., there is a fine exainple of the r:rocodile disappearing into

the water—an ancient symbol of " night " or " death." One of
the tablets forming fart of the com.plete set is embossed with
a battle-axe, another ancient symbol representing " power," hence
royalty, or " the Chief." (See photographs, Plates 9 and 10.) A
solid cone of a hard, black, wax-like substance rises from the
centre of each bowl almost level with the sides, the apices being

^^ Report South African Association for Advance of Science, Kim-
berley (1914), ^,67-2,70.

" Spencer and Gillen, " Native Tribes of Central Australia." 146 If.

Cf. also " Northern Tribes of Central AustraHa," 729-736.
T/. A. Moc,so, "Dawn of Meditt. Civil," 12; Flinders Potrie, -The

formation of the Alphabet," etc.

"'"Formerly," says John Exarch of Bulgaria, who wrote in the ninth
century, " the Slavonians had no books, but they read and made divina-
tions by means of pictures and figures cut on wood, being pagans

"'

(Edward Clodd, "The Story of the Alphabet," 215).
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crowned by inverted cowrie shells. The bowl was tilled with

(water?) and a number of seeds, in the one case, and a pair

of naviculate wooden buttons, in the other, were cast upon the

surface, accompanied, presumably, by appropriate formulse. and
an answer divined from the position they assumed. Each bowl
was accompanied by a set of astragali and tablets.

This method of divination finds many parallels in the his-

tory of magic. It bears a striking resemblance to the modern
practice of divination by tea-leaves, and if " The Golden Wheel "

said to have been used by Cagliostro-** were transferred to a

bowl the likeness would be perfect. It also reminds us of " a

widespread practice of divination by oil among the ancient Baby-
lonians, of which we have evidence in the reign of Urukagina,
King of Lachish (circa 2800 B.C.). The procedure consisted in

l)ouring oil upon the surface of watc, the different forms taken

bv the oil on striking the water indicating the course events

WH;uld take."-"

The possession of a pair of these bowls l)y a native witch-

doctor is explained by the following ceremony, which is per-

formed during the training of a candidate in the art of divination.

Two qualified witch-doctors take up positions about half-a-mile

apart, and out of sight of one another. Each is provided with

a wooden bowl filled with beer. The bones ( astragali and
tablets) are thrown in the bowl by one of the " doctors." but

the position in which they fall cannot be seen, as they are hidden

by the beer. The candidate then carries the bowl to the other
" doctor," who consults his own tablets (or bowl?), and foretells

the position of the set in the bowl of his companion. The
accuracy of the Ngaka's forecast is then proved by carefully

decanting the beer in the first bowl.

The Corcyrjean bowl of Dodona was probably regarded with

s]:)ecial veneration, as it combined three dilTerent methods of

divination—astragali, the bowl, and " sounds of ])rophetic im-

port." The use of astragali and bowls by Bantu diviners has

already been described ; it remains, therefore, to notice a method
as yet but little known to Europeans, namely, the

" Dfkoman.x,"
or divination by drums.

Frobenius-'" describes many interesting customs relating \i^

the use of drums in Africa, but he says nothing about divina-

tion. .'\s far as I am aware, the only non-Bantu i:)eo])le who use

drums for this ])urpose are the peo])le of Lapland and the North

-

East Coast of Russia.'" Drum divination in those countries is

a species of sortilege akin to the Bantu "bowl" system, and in

""Manual of CartcmancN " (Win. Ridn- and Son"), Sq. and Fron-
tispiece.

^"Hastings, " Kncyclopa-dia of Roligi'.)n and Etliic.'^," 4. 783.

""Leo FrolK'nius, "The Childhood of Man" ( Secley & Co.).
''^Tornaus, c|Uoted liy F.nnemoscr, "Mist, of Majjic,"' 2, oS ; see also

" iMK-y:]. Hritt.," gth ed.. 14, 307.
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this respect has nothinj^ in conimon with tlic F»aniu (h'uiiis as far

as 1 am aware, hut in other ways they are siniihir.

The dikomana, or war-drums, are essentially instruments of
niajjic. and are not to he confused with the morn pa, or dancing
drums, with wliich they have no connection. They are invariably
" consecrated " by human sacrifice, a custom recorded in the

Segananoa proverb :
" The man who makes the dikomana will

see them with his eyes, but he will never hear them with his

ears." They are supposed to be possessed or inhabited by the

tribal spirit, •'- and are consequently jealously guarded, and stored

in a special hut. They are only used in connection with tribal

fertility rites, or for other purposes of magic, and are therefore

seldom seen.

The number of drums in a set is ahcays five or a multiple

of five. Each group is called a herd. in(li\'iduals being known
by the following names :

—

1. Moradu: the " big cow " of the herd. This is the largest

of the set, and is beaten with the fists only. The rest

are beaten with sticks.

2. Pau (Po-o).

3. Maditsi.

4. Todiane.

5. Bo-pampane.

Each drum'^'' is carved from a solid block of wood, and they

aj^pear to have been modelled on the spherical clay pots used
by the Basuto. All are provided with projecting handles with

the exception of the smallest, which has only one. The mouth
of the drum is covered with the undressed skin of an ox, specially

sacrificed for the purpose, and kept in position by wooden pegs.

The largest drum is only eighteen inches in diameter, and the

others diminish in size down to seven inches in the smallest.

Numbers 2, 4 and 5 are without ornament of any kind. No. i

has an embossed rim at the level of the handles, ornamented by
a series of curved lines. No. 3 is surrounded by a belt orna-

mented with a series of patterns, including the " selumi " or
" teeth." A smooth white pebble is kept in one of the drums,
and part of a femur in another.

The use of the dikomana is closely bound up with a curious

instrument called sitlajaiii, made of two pieces of grooved i\ory

bound together, grooves inward, with a thin film of skin between
them, after the fashion of the *' squeaker " used bv " Punch and
Judy " showmen.

At the time of some national crisis all men who have been
initiated in the dikomana degree are summoned to the Chief's
cattle kraal, where a solemn service is conducted. The invoca-
tion of the spirits is accompanied by the beating of the drums

"^ At certain times lil^ations of beer are oflfered by being poured upon
the largest drum in the set ( ^^Irs. Franz).

" This description is taken from a set said to be over .300 years old,

and now in the author's possession.
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in a particular way, and these in their turn affect or " inspire
"

two or more " prophets," who masquerade as spirits, and emit

weird cries through their sitlajani, which are beheved to be the
" voice of the gods." These cries are understood by the ini-

tiated, but by them alone. In this way the will of the tribal

spirits is revealed, and woe betide those who fail to carry out

orders received in this way.

Other Methods.

The foregoing notes refer to the methods of divination

practised by men. Most natives are able to interpret the signs

in sortilege more or less accurately, but as a general rule no one
presumes to practice until he has graduated under a recognised

professor in the art. In addition to the bones and drums there

are simpler methods of divination known and practised by the

common folk, and even by women. One of these, the moseliscli,

is interesting since it is a variation of the custom of "breaking

the merry-thought " or " wishing-bone," well known in most
English homes. -^^ When the traveller approaches a neighbouring
kraal, he will take the ends of a forked twig of the moseli-seli

tree and pull them apart. If one of the ends break away, it is

regarded as an ominous sign, and the intended visit will pro-

bably be postponed. If, however, the branch splits evenly, " like

the smile on the face of a friend," it is a sure sign that the

querent will be received with smiles of welcome.

Omens are frequently consulted, and are gathered from the

flight of birds and other incidents in Nature ; but as these hardly

come within the scope of " artificial aids " to divination, three

short examples must stiffice as illustrations of the rest.

1. If a Grey Lourie''^ is disturbed by herd boys on return-

ing towards the kraal, and it flies off without uttering its usual

cry
—

" Go 'way "—trouble is sure to be awaiting them at home.
2. A flock of mouse birds'''' flying over a kraal fcM-eshadows

the advent of visitors with beer.

3. The track of a snake across the path i)ortends great

difficulties on the journey. These can be removed, however, bv
cutting- one's way through it with a spear.

'^ Now replaced in most homes by tlie more retinecl, if more exciting,

Christmas cracker. Forked twigs are also used l)y modern " dowsers."
"^ Schi.':oris concolor (Layard).
'''" Colius ('!\'l!iroiiie!oii (Vicill).
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Hl'LBILS ON THE SUBTERRANEAN OR AERIAL

ORGANS OV PLANTS.

Bv I'rof. Rldolf -Marlotii. M.A.. Ph.D.

Plate II.)

\'e,qetati\c reproduction by means of bulbilhe is known from
all classes of higher plants. It is of frequent occurrence among-

the bryophytes, and several genera of liverworts produce special

receptacles for their formation, e.g.. the common Mareha)ifia

poh.»morf>lia. Less frequent but not rare are bulbilliferous ferns,

e.g., Asplenium inonanihemum and A. gemmifentm. the " mother-
fern."

There do not seem to be any bulbilliferous plants among
the Gymnosjjerms—at any rate, not in the South African flora.

The best-known examples of bulbil-bearing Dicotyledons of

the British flora are Dentaria biilbifeya (Cruciferae) and Poly-

gonum viviparum (Polygonaceae). No bulbilliferous Crucifer?e

or Polygonaceae are known in South Africa. On the other hand,

we find a number of species of Oxalis bearing bulbillse, the

best-known example being O. eerniia, which under certain condi-

tions produces large numbers of bulbillas in its bulbs, as well as

in the axils of the leaves. As is usual with such plants, they

do not produce any seeds, although they may have flowered pro-

fusely. I have found plants of this species with a large number
of tiny bulbils, about the size of a cabbage seed, accimiulated in

the axils of the leaves. They are rich in starch, and eagerly

searched for by birds. On one occasion I found the crop of a.

pigeon almost filled with such bulbillae.

C^f European Monocotyledons the best-known examples are

Llliitni bulbifentm (in the axils of the cauline leaves) and
AUium sativum (in the inflorescence), and of foreign plants

introduced into South Africa, Fourcroya gigantea (Amarylli-

dacese ) irova Central America, which bears numerous large,

green bulbils on the ramifications of the inflorescence.

More numerous are such plants in our flora, producing them
on the subterranean as well as the aerial organs.

I. On Subterranean Organs.

We need not here consider the formation of several young-

bulbs by an older one, which process is of general occurrence

among Liliaceae and other orders, and for which the various

lilies, the onion, the Ornithogalum, etc., are familiar examples.

I wish to refer only to cases where the bulbilla? aj^pear in great

numbers around or within the princij)al bulb or corm.

Albiica minor.—Several plants collected at Camps Bay in

October, 191 5, possessed numeroits small bulbils around the

parent bulb. Under ordinary circumstances the species readily

sets fruit, but when I gathered these two plants, one of which had
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produced four and the other one five flowers, the first two of

each plant had withered withotit having set fruit ( PI. 1 1, 3).
Albiica viridiflora.—Of two plants gathered near Mowbray

in (Jctober, 1915, each one possessed about 20 to 30 small bulbils

around the principal bulb. The first flowers had just opened,

hence I do not know if they would have produced fruit.

Gladiolus grandis.—Two plants from Frenchhoek enclosed

numerous bulbill?e (small cormlets) among the fibrous covers

of the main corm. The only flower of each plant was still fresh

when gathered. Some other specimens of this species were
without bulbils, but some gathered near Capetown possessed them
as well.

Gladiolus cuspidatns.—A few plants gathered by Dr. W. F.

Purcell neaer Retreat, on the Cape Flat:?, showed impoverished

flowers, but numerous bulbils between the scales of the corm.

In this case the abortion of the flowers was evidently due to the

attack of a fungus (Uromyces gladioli). Leaves and stalks of

some plants were so badly infested with this rust that the spike

did not contain a single normal flower, and in some cases it

possessed no flowers at all. On a few which were in a less in-

jured condition the' flowers were of normal size, but none had

set seeds. Dr. Purcell informed me that in some years he had

not been able to find a single well-develo])ed flower owing to

the ravages of this ftmgus.

.liitholyaa rcvoluta.—-Several plants gathered at Camps Bay
in Ttily, 1916. possessed a large number of small bulbillae among
the old scales of the corm, quite similar to those of Gladiolus

grandis*
Morcca viscaria (yellow variety).—From Cape Flats, Octo-

ber. 1915.^—Niunerous bulbils on the corm. The nearly allied

M. hifnminosa, gathered in the same localit}'. showed no bulbilke.

II. Bulbils on the Aerlvl Organs.

Oniifhogaluin tliyrsoidcs.—Groups of small green bulbils

formed on the luiderside of a leaf. Flowers a])parently normal,

but no seeds formed.

IVatsonia ii'idifolia.—In a i)atch of plants gathered near

Hoj)efiel(l (Cape Province) all stems bore bulbils (cormlets) in

the axils of the cauline sheaths. Some of these plants were
transferred to the author's garden at Capetown. They flower

every year, Init do not produce any fruit, althoug'h sun-birds

often visit theuL All jiroduce little cormlets of medium size

in the axils of the cauline bracts, t

Homcria niiiiiata.—Fre(|uent t)n the Cape Flats, near Cape-
towiL Numerous bulbils on the corm and at the nodes of the

stem. Flowers numerous, but seed-vessels a])parently always
empty (PI. ii, 4).

* See illustration of such a corm on Plate 50 of " The Flora of South
Africa, (4.)

f See illustration in " Flora of South Africa," (4, 132.)
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1. Me.asjioerula gniminea (L. fi!,) Ker.

2. Micranthus pUmiagineus X Jis:u!osus Marl.

3. Albuca miiivr L. 4 Homcrin iiiiitiiita Sweet.

R, Marloth.— Bulbils on urgans of Plants.
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Uomcna colliiia and H. anranfiaca in similar localities are
vvitliout bulbils, and b-ear seeds well.

Monca ramusa.—Numerous small bulbils on tbe oorni. and
a few large ones at tbe nodes of tbe stem.

Hcspcrantha hulhifcra.— " Lea\es 4. grass-like, linear, above
a foot long, furnisbed witb bul])ill;e in tiie axils."'* Tbe plants
had been eollected In- I'. AlacOwan on tbe Boscbberg, near
Somerset East.

Mclasplucnila (/raiiiiiica.—A fre(|ucnt spring flower among,
shrubs near Capett)wn ( Dutch name " baardmannetje "). In some
localities always witb a few large l)ulbils ( cormlets ) along tbe
stem ( Plate 11, i )

.

Micranthiis plantagincus.— Mostly witb a few larger bulljils

on tbe lower nodes. Flowers all fertile.

MicniiifliKS fistnlostis.—No bubils, neither on the corm nor
in the empty bracts of tbe spike (the lower |x)rtion of the

distichous spike is always formed of bracts without flowers,

20 to 30 on each side )

.

There is a plant named by Baker, M. plantayiiiciis. var.

junccHS^, which bears bulbils in the otherwise empty
bracts of M. fisfiilosits. This plant is, however, in our
opinion, not a variety of M. plantagiiieiis, but a hybrid of

the two species (tbe only two), and its name is consequently
to be M. plantayincus X fistulosus (PI. 11, 2).

The following statement will show the intermediate nature
of this plant :

—

Micranthiis plaiitagiiieits.—A few bulbils at the lower nodes.

Lowest leaf ( radical ) lanceolate, acuminate, prominent midrib
and thickened margin, the two cauline leaves shorter, also

lanceolate, acuminate, strongly ribbed. Spike long, all bracts

floriferous, the flowers dark blue; all flowers fertile.

M. fistulosus.—No bulbils. Lowest leaf (radical) fistulose,

with a blunt but mucronate apex, the walls of the hollow leaf

membranaceous, often browai at flowering time, the two upper
leaves flstulose, acute, much shorter. Flowering portion of

ispike short, the lower bracts (30 to 50) empty; flowers pale

blue, all fertile.

M. plantagineits X fistulosus.—No bulbils on lower part of

stem. Lowest leaf (radical) terete, wiry, very elongate, hollow,

striate like those of M. plantagineus, the two upper leaves shorter,

otherwise similar. Inflorescence a simple s])ike or branched, the

upper part flower-bearing, the lower ])art without flowers, but

in each bract two or more bulbils; some bulbils also in the axils

of the floriferous bracts. No seeds formed.

Summary.
Frc-m the foregoing observations it is obvious that there

is a considerable number of bulbilliferous plants in tbe flora of

* Baker in ' Flora Cap.," (6, 65.)

t " Flora Capensis," (6, 97).
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South Africa. It is further seen that in most cases, 2'i::.. 9 out

of 12 species, the absence of fruit or seeds has been actually

observed, while in the other three cases this was probable. The
question naturally arises, is the formation of the bulbils the

cause of the barrenness, or is the barrenness the cause of the

appearance of the bulbils? In most cases experimental investi-

gation could probably decide the question ; but two of the above
cases give some indication of the primary cause, vis., that of

Mlcranthus plaiitagiiiats X fistulosus and Gladiolus cuspidafus.

The Micranthus is a hybrid, and as it is known that hybrids
are usually sterile, the formation of bulbils in the axils of the

bracts of the spike is apparently caused by the barrenness, the

materials required in fertile plants for the formation of the

seeds being utilised for the production of the bulbils of the

seedless hybrid.

The evidence afforded by Gladiolus cuspidatns is even
stronger, for the barrenness of these plants is ol)viouslv caused
by the rust, and the formation of the bulbils must be con-

sidered as a secondary process, which enal)les this species to

propagate itself ev^en in localities where the fungus attacks it

regularly. In other localities, and also in gardens, G. cuspidatns

often remains quite healthy, and produces perfect flowers, but I

ha\'e not been able to ascertain whether these plants are fertile

and whether they bear bulbils or not.

1 havo no doubt that more such cases will be found in our
flora if more attention be paid to the subject ; hence collectc:)rs

of i)lants could much assist in the matter if they would record
their observations when gathering and drving sucli specimens.

Llst of SoTTti African Speciks Mi;ntio\i:i).

Albuca minor L.

A. z'ii'idiflora Jac(|.

A)itholyca rcvolnta Burm.
Aspleninin (jenunifcrn)n Schr.

Gladiolus cuspidatns jact).

(7. grandis I'himb.

Hcspcrautha huthifera Baker
Homcria ininiala Sweet.

Marchantia polyiiiorpha L.

MclaspJiccrula (jraniinca ( L. fil.) Ker
Micranthus fistulosus (Jac(|.) Eckl.

M. plantar/incus { Ker ) I"aM<1.

.1/. plantac/incus, \ar. jnnccus. liaker

M. plantayincus >< fistulosus .Marl.

Mor(ca bitnniinosa ( L. hi.)

M. ramosa ( Thunl). ) Ker
M. 7'iscaria ( L. til.) Ker
Ornithogalum thyrscidcs |ac(|.

O.valis cernna I..

iVatsonia iridifolia ( |ac(|.) Ker
Uro)ii\'CCs Cihuiioli \\ Ilenniiur-^
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Bv Rev. SmxKv Rkad Wklcii. B.A., D.l).. I'li.l).

The thirteenth centur\- was in some ways one of the most
remarkable in the history of human development. I'rom the

politieal and religious standpoint it was a creative epoch, but

it also marked the zenith of the evolution of the Scholastic

Philosophy, one of the most complete systems which the world
has seen.

I wish to draw attention to a minor chapter in that ):)hiloso-

phy. its treatment of the vexed question of the nature of time.

Two thirteenth-century treatises are extant in Latin, which
deal with this subject, and are usually ascribed to the great

St. Thomas Aquinas. They hold the most im])ortant contri-

bution made from that cjuarter to the subject.

I propose not only to give an idea of what this teaching

was, but also to trace it back to its foundation in Aristotle's

works, and forward tt) its development among the Neo-
Scholastics.

Every exponent of the Scholastic theory in its various

sch(X)ls took his stand in Aristotle as far as possible. It is said

that they only read him in Latin translations, but with the Greek
text before us to-day we note that their "rasp of his meaning
was wonderfully close.

The Aristotelian teaching, which is mainly contained in the

last chapters of the fourth book, ^vaiKt]'; WKpoda-eco<;, may be
summarised under three headings. I shall not take them in

Aristotle's order, but in one more convenient for the present

purix)se.

The present moment is the only part of time which actually

exists. For us it is the point which takes us to the boundaries
of time.* It is the end of the past, the starting-point of the

future, and the whole of the present. Hence he also calls it the

link of time ( ov^'e%ta ;i^poi'OL'). We are conscious of time when,
standing in the present moment, we become aware that the past

is slipping away by moments, which are indivisible, as the

Scholastics glossed the text.

The instant constantly moving along the course of time

recalls the analogy of the moving point, which by its motion
constitutes the line.f If you take any given point in a line,

you can see what is before and what after; and so at any given
instant, where you hapjien to be, you can measure " before and
after"' in time. The one point enables us to gauge distances in

motion, the other reveals the existence of a duration in motion,

* oXfo-i Trepas; -^povov iariv (ch. xiii., n. l).

Ka( ofioLco:; 8r) rij aTi<yp.i] to (^epojxevov, (p rrji/ Kivrjcnv

yv(opi^ofM€v Kai TO TTporepov h> avrfj kuI to varepov (ch. xi., n. 8).
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which we signify by saying that things happen before a certain

instant or after it.

But though it is true that the present moment enables us

to divide time into present, past and future, it is also true that

the moment establishes the continuity oi time. * In the same
way it causes us to realise two other i^roperties of time, z'ic,

that it is quantitive and divisible. Now these three qualities

are common to extension, motion and time. And since movement
follows a line of some sort, since time follows movement, their

measurements riui parallel to one another. t Hence we measure
movement by its extension, and time and motion in terms of

one another. And for an instinctive tribute to the truth of the

last statement, you need only remember that when you want to

measure the flight of time, you look at the progress made by
the hands of the clock. These preliminaries elucidate Aris-

totle's definition of time :
" It is the measure of motion in its

aspect of duration"' (not a literal translation, but a fair para-

phrase of his words) : apiOfxoi; Kiin)(Teu><; Kara ro irporepov KaX

varepov. Experience teaches us that time disappears where
there is no consciousness of movement, yet it is not movement
itself ; but whenever the mind discovers one thing living or

moving before another, it becomes conscious of time.

Upon this foundation of .\ristotle the two scholastic

treatises mentioned build a fuller and more consistent theory of

time. Much of what Aristotle has written is obscure, because

of the imperfect way in which his lectures were taken down
and preserved ; but .some of the obscurity is doubtless due to a

want of development of the subject. This is fully atoned for

by Aquinas in his exposition of the nature of time, which is a

model of clarity and straight reasoning.

The monograph " De Tem]X)re " has four chapters, in the

first of which it is shewn that time is something real, though
not an indeijendent, self-sufficing entitw The second chapter

is that which adheres most closely to Aristotle, whilst it puts

greater logical secfuence into the ideas scattered here and there

•by the Master. Time is not movement (is the burden of this

chapter), but is dependent upon it and a measure of it. The
third chapter discusses what things are measured by time and
what not—movement first of all, and other things, in as far as

they partake of movement or are related to it.

Amongst the realities which are abo\e time, as we know
it, come the separated substances and the First Cause of all

things. Here Af|uinas dei>arts a good fleal from the conclusions

of Aristotle, but he is at pains tr» sliew that the Scholastic

theories of his day are in com])lete accord with the general and
fundamental jiositions of the Philosopher; whilst time (lie holds)

* Kal crvv€')(r)<i re Btj '^^povos tcG vvv kol Bi-pprjTai Kara to

vvv (ch. xi., g).

^ d/coXovOel yap t<x> p,€v /xeyeOei >) Kivijai^, rrf Se KiifjcreL 6

"X^poi'o^, ru> Kal TTocra Kai rTVve)(>) Kal Siaipera elvai. I c\\. xii., 6).
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as defined by Aristotle is the proper measure of the duration of

all things which are subject to generation and corruption, it

cannot be the apidixos of existences on a higher level. JEvum
and eternity are the measures which express ( as far as expres-

sion is possible in our terms) the duration of separated beings

and the First Cause.

Here he carefully distinguishes at least two kinds of eter-

nity—that which is mere time without beginning or end. and
that which is " unitas rei ?eternie." Elsewhere he contends that

the eternity of the created universe is concei\al)le. and would
not amount to a contradiction of its dependence upon a First

Cause. The eternity of the latter is totally different in kind,

and he describes it in the words of Bioethius :
" 'Eternitas est

interminabilis vit?e tota simul et perfecta possessio."

The treatise '' De Instantibus " carries the discussion a bit

further in its five chapters. The second and third chapters

pursue the fleeting to vvv through all its peregrinations, and are

the most thorough discussion of the subject that we have any-

where. The other three chapters are most interesting, because

they shew how the Scholastics were able to use Greek philosophy

in expounding the scientific bearing of many facts of the Chris-

tian Revelation.

What Aristotle called the separated substances Christian

tradition called Angels. But whereas Aristotle only glanced at

these, it was necessary for a Christian philosopher to say a great

deal about beings which figure so prominently in the Old and
New Testament. Hence the need of expanding the teaching of

the Greek, and of applying it to these new facts. I shall now
endeavour to shew how he sets about this task in regard to

time.

In the separated substances (which the Christian Revela-

tion calls Angels) there is not the material succession* which
is the basis of all time measurement with which we are ac-

quainted. But since they can apprehend ideas in succession,

there must be some means of measuring this duration of suc-

cessive acts of their minds.

There is, therefore, a prins ct posterius in the intellectual

acts of separated substances, but it is not continuous, but dis-

crete, if that term can be applied to a series which is not quan-

titative at all. Hence, whatever be the nature of the " time
"

which measures the successive operations of the angelic intelli-

gence, it is composed of indivisible imits. Let us imagine a

number com]X)sed of successive units, each of which is indivisi-

ble because not quantitative.

A closer comparison with our own time will elucidate this.

Time is called a number by .\ristotle. because it is the means
of enumerating the length of the duration of a motion. But
if our time is a continuous quantity always, this is because it

measures a material succession which is continuous. But the

* Aquinas, " Opuscula," vol. i., p. 350.
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Angels are called separated substances by tbe philosophers be-

cause they are removed from all matter. Hence the measure of

duration in their actions is in no sense a material number,
whether discrete or continuous. But a multiplicity of succession

there must me ; and since it does not fit into any of the cate-

gories that we are familiar with, it is called a " transcendental

multiplicity." This is the only n-ay in which we can describe

the time which measures the mental activity of these separated

substances.

Hence it also follows that in the mental operations of these

immaterial beings there is no such thing as a break measurable
by time. In our mental operations .such a break must occur
when we pass from one subject to another, and may occur when
we pause in our thought upon one subject. The second suppo-
sition is self evident, and the first becomes clear when we analyse

what it means.

Let A be the moment of time when we cease thinking one
subject, and B be the moment when we begin to think of the

next. They cannot be identical ; for we are unable to grasp two
different subjects of thought at the same moment. These two
jK>ints of time are like the points of an unbroken line ; for time
is flowing on in this unbroken succession during all our thoughts.

But between any two ix)ints of a line there is a divisible exten-

sion, no matter how small it may be conceived to be. This is the

necessary transition-time between one subject (^f thought and

another.

There is therefore no break m the successive thoughts of

the separated intelligences. With us the break is caused some-
times by the subject matter of our thoughts, which must always
leave a gap measurable by our time when we change the sub-

ject of our thoughts ; sometimes by the cessation from the act

of thinking, which ])ause is likewise computed in terms of con-

tinuous time. But in the case of the immaterial substances the

indivisible particles of time are not related to any external

measure which runs on continuously and registers a break or

transiti(Mi. C)uv ])article of that indivisil)le time mav ]:)ersist

whilst much of our time passes; but there can be no proportion

between the ])arts of our time and the parts of the other.* All

this transcends our imagination, because we arc tied to the

iOiit'miiiim of our time.

It is clear, however, that all time consists in a certain succes-

sion of duration. It depends entirely upon the things which arc

measured by time whether this succession will be contintious or

discrete. There being no trace of material being in the Angels.

c.v hypothcsi, even the dksgregated. particles of their time cannot
l)e numbered or labelled as can the periods of our time.

Now, if the Scholastics stand for anything in this matter,

it is for the reality <^f time. In modern si^eculation there has
been an undoubted tendency to set down the idea of time as one

* Aquinas, " Opuscula," p. 3S2_
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oi our mental (lelusi(in>. li is therefore interesting^ to sec how
the revived Seliohistieisni i>t tlie last tew decades has met these

new tendencies. Kant, Bradley and P)ert^son nia\ l>e taken as

names that represent three streams of thousj^ht, which tend t(^

shake the empirical view thai time counts for someihino in the

realm oi reality.

Most of the Kantians will no: adniil that iMnniaiuiel Kant
treats tiiue as a mental ilelusion. But what is it in his system?
When he tells us that it is em])iricall\- real and transcendentally

ideal, he does not describe what we mean ])y a real thin^'. What
we think of. in ap})rehending time. is. lie tells us. (|ualities of

an absolute time which does not exist. Time is just the form
of our internal ])ercei)tii;n. which is iji\en us (/ priori, and which
therefore does not necc^sarilx- arise from our bein';^' in touch

with reality.

Against this the modern Scholastics have advanced two
j)ositions. which appear to safeguard the reality of time, better

than Kant's hypotheses, if we are prepared to admit that Kant
leaves anythin<>' to guard.

First, the data of time arise from experience, and are not

given a priori. Cardinal Mercier. wh(^ was the distinguished

leader of the Neo-Scholastics of Louvain forty years before his

name became famous as the brave Belgian prelate, holds that

Kant's objections only ap])ly to ideal and imaginar\- time,

i.e., to notions that we may form of a ]x.ssibly unlimited time or

of a time limited only b}' the efforts of our imagination. It does

not apply to what we may call physical time.

In fact, he says

:

Supprimez par la ponsee tons 'es mnvcments qui dans la realite

forment le oours des evenements. de ciuip le temps reel' s'evanouit, niai.s

le temps ideal restc avcc le snbstrat c|nc liii prete rimagination. En
resume, rien ne demande que les notions d'espace et de temps soient

anterieurs a I'experiencc ; I'analyse montre au cnntraire que I'observatinn

oxterieure ct le sens intime en sont la source I

On the other hand, time has its root in the real world. For
j)ure duratioti. which is a real consequence of real movements,
is the foundation of that measurement which we call time. Pure
duration is certainly not time, but it is something real which,

when measured, gives us time. Certain conditions are required

in order that this measurement may be ])ossible; there must be

a measuring mind, and the object to be measured mu.st be nor-

mally presented. If any of these fail the meastirement fails,

not for want of a reality, but for Vvant of the normal conditions

in which it can be gauged. Is this not true of every real measure-
ment? "Yet measurement, though as such it is an act of the

mind, is none the less objectively determined." So says another
recent writer* among Scholastics.

Bradley strikes at the reality of time through a destructive

criticism of causality. But he also attempts to deal directly with

time through duration. His argmnent is " based on a fallacy.

* Leslie J. Walker, S.J.. " Tlieories of Knuw Icdoe," p. 249.
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He assumes that causation, though continuous, has n(j duration,

or, in other words, that for a tinite cause to produce a finite

effect no time is rec|uired ; whereas, in fact, all causal action is

a orradual process which may occupy a considerable period of

time." "" In some ideal world, or in some actual world more per-

fect than any of which we know by direct ex])erience. all this

may be so.

But in the real world, which is the rough material out of

which we hew our si)eculative knowledge, the case is very dif-

ferent. Duration, and consequently time, are physical conditions

of growth and evolution. Geological formations, animal varia-

tions, great political developments, are really tied to time for

their results. The lapse of time is a real condition which gives

the agents at work a necessary aid to their action. Time alone

neither makes nor mars ; but in many instances we perceive that

all the other causes together will not produce a desired effect, if

this reality be wanting. Who wall doubt to-day that time is a

real element of military preparedness?

Bergson is at once the most recent and the m(i>t thorough

opix)nent of the reality of time. There is indeed a kind of time,

which he asserts to be the very essence of life and the whole

meaning of realit)'. P>ut as this is a metaphor, we need not stop

to consider it.

Time, as science concei\es it, d(jes not form j^art of the

reality of material things: this is the Bergsonian proposition

wihich really concerns us. it is so startling that one can only

look for the reasons that are supposed to support it.

In the first place. Bergson asks us to reject the idea oi a

real time in relation t<; ordinary unorganised material things

because whatever happens to them they remain substantially the

same. In other words, time does not affect any substantial

change. This is not alwa\s trtte, as we see when the diamond
emerges from the ground, produced by many geological adven-
tures in a long time from baser materials.

But even if time never worked a substantial change, that

would not demolish its reality; for not all reality is made up of
substantial dilterences. There are minor differences between
things which often escape our observation because of the very
incompleteness of their being. These are " c|uae mininiam enti-

tatem habent," according to .\(|uiuas in the \er\- first chapter
of his work " l)e 'rem|)i)re."' linie has a kind of parasitic exis-

tence, in so far as it cannot l)c conceived as standing alone,

a]jart from the things which are measured by time. .\ i)artialh-

elusive existence it does lead, and it re((uire> logical reflexion ti>

define its nature. \\'hil>i. there fore, we can admit with Bergst)n
that time doe> not ])o>sc-ss the most substantial kind of being,

nor the most ol)\ious. these properties may make time- an incom-
|)letc reality, but they do nt)t destroy the reality of it.

.\gain Bergson takes up the paral)le by admitting that there
is .semething which looks like reality in time, but it is a creature

* I'k-m. p. 372.
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oi the imagination. We imagine tliai tliinys are sul)jeci to lime,

simply because our imagination is.

Let us examine this position. Does not the same exi^erience

that enables us to percei\e the permanence and identity of our
own being under its several phases also enable us to realise that

we pass through various states of secondary change? Whilst
all (Hir lives we feel the same personality, our changes of ex-
perience are often very great at different times. It is not
imagination that underlines this duraticMi. partK- identical and
l^artly different; it is memorv, and memor\- is most sensitive to

the reality of time past.

But a modern Scholastic writer,* wIk^ did not write directly

against Bergson in this point, has indicated the element of truth

in Bergson's contention. " Apprehendit homo ])er conscientiam
memcria adjutam seipsum durantem, proinde suam durationem
suum tempus

;
postea alias durationes per experientiam externam

pcrcipit ; quibus perceptis, mensuram ali(|uam ct-mmunem ex
arbitrio eligit. Hac ratione inducitur ad tingendum tempus
([ucddam universale, essentialiter mensurans ideoque relativum,

cujus fundanientum extat in rebus experientia notis."

The concept of a universal time bv which all other things

are measured may be arbitrary and fluid, as the many methods
of measuring time show. But all our measurements are in some
way conventional. What is real in time is the fact of a real

duration that can be measured, and is measured with mathe-
matical precision.

Hence one may be pardoned for holding that the Scholas-
tics, mediaeval and modern, wnth their master Aristotle, have in

this ])oint established a philosophic view of things that has
stood long changes of fashion. Time, which eats into so many
things, has not consumed their main conclusions, which hold
the golden mean between the extreme views, both of which
Bergson has succeeded in incorporating into liis astonishing

svstem.

Glycerine from Waste Fat.— It was recently

officially stated that glycerine is being recmered at the rate of

1,000 tons per annum from the waste fat of the food supplied
to the x\llied forces on the Western front. This quantity is

sufficient to provide propellant explosive charges for about
1,250,000 i8-pounder shells. In the earlier stages of the war
the meat scraps from the military cami)s used to be destroyed
or disposed of for trifling amounts. All this waste is now
utilised by collecting and sorting the table refuse for the above
purpose. Special plants for the conversion of waste fat into

glycerine have been erected both in England and France, and
the glycerine thus manufactured is sold by the War Office to

the Ministry of Munitions for £50 per ton instead of the £240
per ton that glycerine imported from the United States W(nild

cost.

" Creteriolcgia,"' by R. Jeanniere, S.J., p. 374.



SIMi'LlPlED SPELLING.

By R. T. A. Innes. F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.

It might be thou^jht that a paper urging the advantages ot

simplified spelling would be unnecessary before a scientific asso-

ciation, because the scientific method is the experimental method,
and because a belief in evolution as a living principle is inherent

in scientists. If this is so. why, then should experiments in

spelling not evolve? In spite of grammars and dictionaries, our
spoken English is evolving. Why should our s]jelling suffer

because of an alien yoke long since forgotten? (1 refer to the

influence. of the printers from Holland, who settled in England
and virtually crystallized c.ur spelling.

)

Personally, I don't want to write in a simplified spelling,

nor do I want to read in a simplified spelling : but then my
learning days are perhaps past. It is not for myself or others

who have acquired all the knowledge they ever will that I

would advocate the need of simplified spelling. Nor is this

advocacy to-day confined to ideahsts and visionaries. At the

Annual Conference of Educational Associations held recently in

the University of London, the subject was al)l\' discussed.

Professor Gilbert Murray said it Vvas their hope that the English

language would be read and spoken as widely as possible over
the surface of the world, and one essential obstacle to their

aim was that foreigners learning English had practically to learn

two languages—one spoken, one written. Language should be

written as pronounced. The English langtiage was in a different

position from many Euroi)ean languages. In most a watch had
been kept over the relation between the written and the spoken
word. Scandinavian and (lerman were fundamentally but not

minutely and exactly jjhonetic ; Italian and Spanish were ex-

quisitely and beautifully phonetic. Whoever hears an Italian

word can spell it. In French, though the sound was not a good
guide to the spelling, the sjjelling was a very safe guide to the

sound. Some languages had gone wrong—as, for instance,

Russian and Greek; and luiglish is in a bad condition. Practical

teachers estimated that luiglish spelling entailed a dead loss of
alj<:)ut one year of the pupil's time, which was serious enough,
but more serious was the positive harm of gi\ing children a

training in imreason. The object of education is to put before
the child as far as possible a reasonable world, instead of which
the tendency in teaching spelling was to present to the child

a thoroughly mad world, and t" make the teacher appear
capricious.

Sir Frederick Pollock, LL.U., l).Cf>.. compared the spell-

ings as follows: In the first class he would i)ut Spanish with
special distinction, then Italian, then Dutch, although their

\()wel system was open to .some <^l)jection ; in the second class

German fairly consistent but clumsy, then (iaelic and Russian.
Jn the third class French and Cireek. ,\s for English, charitv
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niig-lit fjive it a pass decree. It was the pendantrv of Latinized

printers which gave Enghsh speUing its Wardour Street

character.

Dr. Macan, Master of University College. Oxford, said if

he was a socialist he might go about the country denouncing the

present system of s])e]ling as a capitalistic and aristocratic device

for keeping the i)eople ignorant and in leading-strings.

Mr. W. W. Steer. President of the National Union of

Teachers, said that children had to waste their time in spelling

when they ought to be s])ending it in dealing witli facts. It

was impossible to give the same time to technical education,

when there were these spelling difficulties to be got over.

And -SO on.

And how do our enemies look at it ? A few weeks ago the

Cologne Colette found satisfaction in saying that the English
had a spelling system so complicated that her educational effi-

ciency was seriously impaired.

If Germany has put her general efficiency to bad tises. that

is no reason why other countries should worship the cult of the

inefficient.

There are two simplified spelling societies at work, namely,
the Simplifyd Spelling Sosyeti of London, and the Sim])lified

S])elling Board of New York,

Of these, the English society is the more radical ; it is out

and out phonetic, whilst the American society relies on slow
permeation. And many of us are adopting the spelling " recom-
mended " by the Americans, such as " altho." " draft." " pro-

gram," etc. The English society has on its board manv living

authors or authorities on English literature, stich as Dr. Gilbert

Murray, Lord Bryce, Professor Stanley Jevons, Dr. Mahaffy,
Sir William Ramsay. Dr. Michael Sadler. Mr. \\'e]ls. and
others.

An example of the English society's spelling is as

follows :

—

And for children, if stich a chainj toi-k plais. wun wood
be unaibel tu distingwish the edeukaited from the imedeu-
kaited, or werdz tu that efekt.

The letters c and (/ are not used.

The American .society recommeiids as a start the adoption

of one hundred specimen words as follows :

—

activ
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But some spellini^s Ijalfie all sound, sucli as " cough."
" enough," " ]>lough," "" phthisis," whilst in other words it is

becoming pedantic to give the sound values of a third of a

century ago. such as " which," now generally pronounced
" witch "

; white—wite, etc.

My own experience tends to show that it is not the edu-

cated Englishman wIki can impress on the crowd the proper
way to pronounce words, but, on the ct)ntrary, it is the crowd
which forces the educated man to conform to its way of doing

so.

In a scientific sense this leads to a mild confusitjn. The
guardians of literature and speech have said in effect, " S})eak

as we do and spell as we do," and the populace has replied,

"No; we will do either, but not both. We see your written

word, we do not hear it; we will speak by the written word."
This being so. if the guardians of speech consider that their

spoken word must be preserved, then they must make their

written word conform to it. Things will evolve even if they

desire to stand still. Which should it be? In the interests of

the rising seneration and in the desire to facilitate the use of

English all o\er the world, my vote would l)e for ])honetic

spelling.

The argument that the written and spoken languages should
agree deserves emjjhasis when, as in South Africa, English is

not the mother tongue of half of the white race nor of the teem-
ing millions of natives. If we who acc(uired English as our
mother tongue believe that its use should become general, let

us aid its spread among other peoples by smoothing the road.

Grants for Research.— The Royal Society of
South Africa invites applicants for grants in aid of Scientific

Research in South Africa to send in their apjjlication forms,

properly filled in. to the Secretary of the Society, Prof. W. A.
jolly. South African College, Cape Town, not later than the ist

August, 1917. Application forms niav be obtained from Prof,

lollv.

Potash from Felspar.—The problem of preparing
soluble j)otash from felsj)ar has long occu])ied the attention of

chemists, but has not hitherto been made a commercial success.

A i^rocess has. however, been patented by a Swede, J. Rhodin,
who claims to be able to divide the cost of preparing the potash
by producing along with it, as a by-product, a marketable white
cement. Successful results had been obtained from Swedish fel-

spars, and recently the Rhodin process has been ai)plied to

British felspars, from Roche, in Cornwall, and from Loch Eriboll,

in Sutherland.shire. From the Roche felspar 75 per cent, of the

contained ])otash was obtained in a soluljle form, and 60 ])er

cent, from the Loch Eriboll felspar. The cement ]-)roduced at the

same time is described in the February issue of the Journal of
the Board of Agriculture as being a true hydraulic cement, satis-

factory in colour, but much lower in tensile strength than Port-
land cement.



AN ACCOUNT OF THE NATAL FUNGI COLLECTED
BY T. MEDLEY WOOD.

Bv AVERIL AL\UD BOTTOMLEY, B.A.

The late Dr. Medley Wood's fungi amounted to some 550
mounted specimens. All, with very few exceptions, were found
in Natal between the years 1875 and 191 5, and by far the larger

number were collected at Inanda about 1881, before he took

charge of the Botanic Gardens, Durban.

The collection of these plants was thus primarily merely a

hobby ; for this reason, and taking into consideration his inade-

quate equipment and lack of reference books, it is greatly to

his credit that there are so few omissions in his earlier collec-

tions.

Until recently the collection was left untouched ; the speci-

mens were retained in paper capsules firmly glued to sheets of

mounting paper. No attempt was made to classify them be-

yond keeping those which are usually parasitic on living plants

from the others. Dr. M. Wood deprecated the fact that lack

of time prevented his remounting the specimens, because he

feared that the above arrangement would lead to different species

getting mixed when examined, the value of type specimens thus

being destroyed. Now, however, in accordance with his wish,

they have been remounted and classified, and, in order to make
the collection of as much use as possible, it has been thoroughly

revised ; modern names have been substituted for obsolete, un-

determined specimens have as far as possible been determined,

and the whole has been incorporated with the Mycological Her-
barium, TVetoria.

The above collection has been selected from several sets of
specimens, vis., his " Cry]>togamia Austr. .\fricana—Herb. J.

M. Wood," divided into 2^ folios, each folio consisting of a

single sheet of 18 mounted specimens; the set entitled "Ex.
Herb. Woodianum, Colonial Herb—South African Plants," and
miscellaneous specimens, many of whose numbers are prefixed
by an A, his earlier distinguishing- mark for the Cryptogams in

general. The same specimen was often duplicated in ihe dif-

ferent sets, Imt is, of course, only cjuoted once.

In the list i)repare(l below, the fungi have been arranged
according to Engler and Prantl's system of classification. There
are 100 genera, representing fairlv well all the groups of Fungi
except the Fungi Imperfecti, of which there are only eight

genera. 'Hie majority of the si)ecimpns. however, belong to the
Uredine?e and the Agaricace^e. Of the 34 new species described
by Cooke in ])ul)lications of Grevillea, 30 belong to the ft)rmer

uroup alone. .Vmong genera of particular interest might be
mentioned Rod7>.'aya Syd.. formerly known as Camphcltia Cke.
and Mass., one of the Polyix^racere Api:)arently only two species

of this genus have' been recorded so far. one, R. infitudibiili-
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funiiis. from Australia, and the scccmkI, R. africaiia, collected

by ). M. Wood in the Botanic Ciardens, Durban. Another ^enus
of interest is IVoodiclla Syd. and Sacc, named after its dis-

coverer, l)elonj^ing to the Patellariacea^ of the group Pezizine^e.

Found in Durban on leaves of Pavcfta obovata, it seems peculiar

to Natal. With regard to new or interesting species collected
1)\- Dr. Medley Wi^cd, there are too many for individual men-
tion, so it will suffice to draw attention to just a few by enu-
merating the following :

—

Xcoharaclaya iiatalciisis. I-cnisjoiiia iiafaloisis. Piorcliidium
Wooda. Hrjiiilcia U'oodil. etc.

MYXOMYCETES.

\hX()GASTERES.

Arcyria punicca Pers.

1. On decayed branches Riciiius coiiiiiiuiiis.

Ccrotium hypnoides A. & T.

2. On decaying stumps. Inanda, February, 1881. (521)
Hcmiarcyria clavata (Pers.) Rost. (529)-
Physarum cinereum Fr.

On grass. (429).
Stemonitis fusca (Roth.) Rost

On Wood. (206).

7 richia turbinofa Fries.

On rotting wood. (463).

3-

4-

5-

6.

^^^i^^

8.

10.

II.

PHYCOMYCETES.

OOMYCETES.
Cystopus ciibicus Sw.
On leaves Hcicittca bicolor. Inanda, January,

1881. (467).

ASCOMYCETES.

PEZIZINE^.
Pezizace.^2.

Peziza aluticolor Berk.

Pezisa (Tapesia) natalensis Cke.

On decaying trunk of tree. (476).
Pecica nilgherrensis Cke.
On bark. Inanda, February, 1881. (549)-

Phillipsia douiiugcnsis B, (41 0-

12.

13-

Helottace.il.

Helotium capensis C.

On decaying wood.
On bark.

Inandi, February, 1881.

Inandi. January, 1881.

(520).

(531 >
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., Patellar: ACE.E.

Woodiella nafalcnsis Sat. & Syd.

14. On Pavctta obovata. Inanda, 25/5 97. (6451).

Phacidiine.^:.

PHACIDIACEAI.
Phacidiiim rcpandum Fr.

15. On Rubia cordifolia. Inanda. June. i(S8i. (597)-
f6. Rhytisma eugeniacearum. (599)-

Rhytisma porrigo Cke.

17. On leaves. Inanda, August. 1881. (660).

PYRENOMYCETINE.F..

PERISPORIALES.

Pekisporiace^.

Antennaria Robijisonii B & iVI.

18. On leaves host undetermined. Inanda. [ulv.

1886.
"

' (636).
Balladyna? sp.

19. On Randia? Umgeni. 16/7/15.
20. On host undetermined, Mayville. 22/7/15.

Dimerosporium Acokanthercr P. Henn.
21. On Acokanthcra spectabilis. Near Din"l)an,

^5/5/07- i(HSo).
22. On tree unknown. Near Durl)an, 17/5/99. (6461)

Mcliola amphitriclia Fr.

2^. On leaves Plectranthiis sp. Inanda. {22^.

24. On Plectranthiis ciliatits. (604).

2^. On host undetermined. (620).
2(^. On BiirchclUa capensis. Inamla, August, 1881. (/>53)-

2^. On Gardenia globosa. Umgeni, 16/7/15.
Meliola bifida Cke.

2i<. On Osyridocarpus natalcnsis. Springfield, 14/7/15.
Meliola Boscicc Doidge.

29. On Ncbuhria pediinnilosa. Limgeni, 'iC^/y/iS-

Meliola capetisis ( K. & C.) Theiss.

30. On Hippobrouuis alatiis. Umgeni, 16/7/15.
31. On Hippobronitis alaliis. Near Durban. 1897.

32. i)n Hippobroinits alatiis. Inanda. (57)-
Meliola falcata Syd.

}^T{. On Plcctronia sp. Springfield, 14/7/15.
34. ( )n host undetermined. Mayville, 22/7/15.

Meliola inerinis K. & C.

^5. On Biiddleia s]). Inanda, I'me, 1881. (57o).

Meliola Mitchell u Cke.

36. On .Icridocarpits nalalifins. Inanda, May, 1881. (575).
37. ( )n host undetermined. i^^37)-

Meliola polylricha K & C.
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38. < )n liost undcteniiined. Inanda.

39. ( )n leaves O.vyris coni{->rcssa.

Mrliola Rhois \\ noun.

40. ( )n Rlitis. s|). Mayville. 22///i=,.

Meli'ola saf^i)idiuc(iniiii Speij.

41. On Din'yalis rliaiiinoidrs.

42. On leaves host undetermined.

Mel10la triscpta B. var.

43. On Riibits rigid IIS. Inanda. Tunc. 1S81.

Meliola }Voodiaua Sacc.

44. On host undetermined.

Meliola sj:).

45. On host undetermined. Near Durban. 28/5/99.

46. On Eiicica nataleiisis. Near Durban, 25/5/97.
47. On host undetermined. Mayville. 22/7/15.

48. On host undetermined. Sprinp-field, 14/7/15.
Parodiella perisporioides ( Berk. & Curt) Speg.

49. On Vigna nwrginafa. Inanda
Parodiella Schiuiperi. P. Henn.

50. On Rhyncliosia sp. Near Durban. 2^/s/gy.
51. On RJiynchosia sp.

MlCROTHYRTACK.TJ.

Asterina diplocarpa Cke.

52. On Sida rlioynhifoUa. Inanda. June. 1881.

Asterina ditricha K. & C.

53. On Celasinis. 1S76.

Asterina fimhriala K. & C
54. ( )n Hypocstes aristata.

Asterina Grexvice Cke.

55. On host undetermined,
Asterina MacOwaniana K.

56. On Cclastrus huxifoliits.

57. ( )n Celastriis huxifoliits.

. 25/5/94.
Asterina inyriadie Cke.

58. On host undetermined.
Asterina phccostrovna Cke.

59. On Kraiissia lanceolata

60. On Pavetta natalensis. Inanda, September, 1881

Asterina siniilis Cke.

61. On Sida rhoinbifolia. Inanda, April, 1881.

Asterina stylospora Cke.

62. On Sponia guin^eensis.

63. On Trema brafteolata.

Asterina tennis W'int.

64. On Kranssia coriacea.

65. On host undetermined.

Asterina toruligena Cke.

66. ( )n host imdetermined.

Inanda. i88t.

& C.

Near Diu'ban,

(222).

(448).

(6454).

(^M57)-

(566).

(6467).

(6456).

(6447)-

(115)-

(6455)-

(6445).

Inanda.

(601),

(3)-

(608).

(639)-

(6450).

(6452).

(641).

(652),

. (606).

(5-- •

(564).
(A564).

('6452).

(6458).

(635)-
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68.

69-

JO.

71-

72.

73-

74-

75-

76.

77-

78.

7Q-

80.

81.

82.

83-

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

9'-

<;-'•

94-

95-

.\X .\C"C()U.\"T OF XAT.^L Fl'NtlT.

Near Durban, ATav

Si)rin,o-ticlil, 14/7 1 5.

Si)rinirfield. 14/7/15.

Uniireni. 16/7/ 15.

( )n liost undetermined
1881.

Asicr'nia sp.

On Jasiiiiiium niultit'nrtaiii

On Hcteruypxis nataJcnsis.

On one of the Celastriiiccc.

On Cryptncarya ]Voodii. Mayville, 22/7/15.
On Trimcria alnifolia. Mayville. 22/7/15.

Asteronia fiinbriafo D. & C
On host undetermined.

Asteronia sp.

On Dicleptera hcterostcgia. Mayville, 22/7/15
Seyncsia Balansv S.yiQg., var. Africana Sacc. n.v.

( )n R II hits rid id us.

Hypocreale.s.

Hypocrea lycoyahc K. & C.

On host nndeterinined.

Hypocrea sp.

On bark. Tnanda, January, iR8t.

Nectria coccinea Fr.

On decaying trunk. Inanda. Februar)-, r88!.

SplucrostUbe pseudotricJia Schy.

On fallen trunk of tree. Tnanda. Tanuarv, 1881

(SS9)-

DOTMIDEALES.

Dolhidca circinaia K. & C.

On host undetermined.
Dothidea crotonis C.

On Crotoii syluiticiis.

On Cr<>tou sxlvaticiis. Inanda, January, 1S81.

Dothidea qraiuinis F.

On grass.

On grass. Inanda, Mav. [881.

Dothidea Inceiis Cke.

On host undetermined. Inanda, ^^a\•. 1881.

Dothidea prrisporoides IJernk.

On nesiiiodiiDii setijjennii. Inanda. June, i88r.

( )n 'riosciHa rordatnui. Inanda, ^lav. i88i.

On Erioseina salif/ini in

On Vigua iiiargiiiala. Inanda.

Dothidea piiiicta Cke.
On DaJherf/ia aniiala.

( )n host undetermined
Dothidea repens Corda.

( )n I'icus sp. Inanda,

( )n h( St undetermined.
Pothidea scabies K. ^ C".

On host undetermined. Noodsl)erg.

On host undetermined.

Tnanda. lune, 1881

Aoril.

Inanda.

(608).

(6464).

C399).

(547')-

(5^7)'

(49)

(466).

(406),

(221).

(569).

(581).

(541V
(664).

(470.
(115).

(605).

(607F

(.=^4.0

(48).

(50).
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Dothidca Strclitci(C Cke.

96. On SlcrliLciia aiigiisla. liiaiula. May. iS8i.- (5<^o).

Dothidca vivoitis Cke.

(^7. (^n .llhi.':cia fasf!(/i(ila. Inanda. May, i8<Si. (5^3)-

Pliyllachora Crolonis
(
("ke. ) Sacc. Grev. X 28-9.

f)8. On C'roloii syh'alicitiii. Inanda, T2/1/81. (A466).

I^hyHacliora (/riitills Spe^-.

99. ( )n I'.iKiciiia caf^ensis. Near Dur1)an, \^/^/()/. (6462).

SPHJiRfALES.

CH.IiTOMIACE.K.

.hcotricha cliartaruiii R. & R.

100. On host undetermined. (542).

Srii.KRiACE,+:.

Mclanopsainnia parasilica Sacc.

TOI. On ho.st undetermined. Inanda. (6467).

Sphcvria applatmta Fr.

T02. On PiiiiiS sp. (4103).

SpJucria Colliiisil Sch.

On Anielaucliicr canadensis. (4102").

Sphccria Coryli Bot.seh.

104. On Ciiryl lis s\). (4101).

Sphccria fillciuniii Fries.

105. On Pto'is aqiiilina. (4100).

106. Sph'cria fiinbriata. (4097).
Splucria fitsca I^ers.

107. ( )n host undetermined. (4098).

Splucria frifolii I'ers.

108. On host undetermined. (4099).

Sphccria sp.

109. ( )n host undetermined. Inanda. (83)-

Sphccrella myrsines K. cK: C.

no. On leaves Myrsiiic africana. Niginya.

14/10/07". (1 1235).

CliKA r( )ST( )M AT.XCE.li:.

Ccratostoma sp.

ill. On leaves host undetermined. Durban. (55«^)-

CoKVNELIACE.li.

Corynclia uberata Vx.

112. ( )n leaves Podocarpiis cloiujaia. (3203).

M\c()S1'ii.v:kellace.k.

Stiijmatca Rhynchosicc K. & Cke.

113. On host undetermined. Inanda, 1877. (55)-
114. On Dioscorca sp. Nt)odsberiEJ^. (A54).
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II 3-

1x6.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

1^3-

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

I2y.

130.

>3'-

133-

Pleosporace.k.

Physalospora chccnostoma Sacc.

On Maesa rufesccns. (^6).

\"alsace.'E.

Valsa stcftulata Fr.

On dry sticks. Natal, 1884. (574)-

Diatkvpace^.

Microstouiu qucrciuum.

On Qitcrcifs sj). Inanda. (59)'

X^'LARIACE^.

Hypoxyion nth'ujinosum Fr.

On bark. Inanda, February. 1881. (5-23)

Poronia punctata Fries.

On horse dung. Inanda. (404)
Xylaria Jiypoxyloti Fr.

On tree trunk. Inanda (342)
On tree trunk. Inanda. (402)

Xylaria nigripes ( Kl ) Sacc.

On grass. Durban. A])ril, 1914. (12600)
Xylaria rlwpaloidcs M.

Inanda. (346)
Xylaria sp. (324)

BASIDIOM YCETES.

USTILAC.INE.E.

(Jstilago Sacchari. Rabh.

On Saccharum officivaniui. Umhlanga, July,

1881.
"

" (650).
Ustilago Vaillantia Tub
On flowers. Scilla Kraiissia. Inanda, Sej^teni-

ber, 1881. (649).
Ustilago sp.

On Cypcnis sjx Durban, 1884. (A823).
On Chloris compressa. Natal, 1884. (821).

Graphiola Phocnicis Vow.
On Pluviii.v rcclinata. Inanda, March. 1881. (554).

URUniN.lLPS.

Melami'sorace.e.

Colcosporiuin Hcdyotis K. & C.

On leaves Hcdyotis amatymbica. inanda. (60).
Colcosporiuin ochracciim Fell.=Mac( )\van, 1112.

On leaves Agriinonia h'.itpatoria (432).
Colcosporium.' sp.

On host undetermined. I'nihlanga, July. (624).
On Vcrnouia cf. hirsiita. Inanda. io/6/8r. ( A622).
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Mchun psora hypcricoridit (D.C) Schrol.

134. ( h\ Hyt^cricum wihiopicum. Inaiula. Sei)tcni-

ber, 1881. (646).

135. ' Oil host undetermined (610).
Mclampsora strafosa. (Irev. X., j). 2^-().

136. On Croton s\'h<'aticits. Inanda, 12/1/81. (A4r)6).

PrcnxiAci:.!-:.

^^cidiitui acanthaccantiii Cke.

137- ^" Calophancs Btirkci. Grew. X.. 124. Inanda,

September, 1881. (2685).
138. On J list icia sp. (603).

139. On host undetermined. (^'45)-

Aicidiiim albilabruiii Kalch.

140. On leaves Kraitssia floribunda. (11344).

141. On leaves Kraitssia floribunda. (2786).

142. (,^n leaves Kraiissia floribunda. (A233),
Aicidium aroideum Cke.

143. On leaves Sfylochifo)! iiatalcnsc. Inanda. (ii4)'

^Ecidium asperifolium L.K.

144. On Cyiioglossum micrautliuin. Inanda,

17/9/81. (643).
^Hcidiuui bicolor Sacc.

145. On leaves Maba natalrnsis. Xear Durban,

.
14/5/97- (,646oj

JEcidium Brachypodii.

146. On host undetermined, (590)
^'Ecidium Cardiospcnui Cke. (irev.. X. 124.

147. On leaves Cardiospcnuutu uiicrocarputu. (2673)
148. On leaves Cardiospennum microcarpuiii. {5^7)

JEcidium Crini K. & C. Cirev.. X.. 124, XI. 126.

149. On leaves Crinum Moorei. (2667)

150. On leaves Crimen capeuse. Inanda. (68)
^Jicidinni crypticum K. & C.

151. On leaves Gcrbera discolor. (11955)
152. On leaves Gerbcra sp. (66)

^cidium Cussonicc K. & C.

153. On leaves Cussonia sp. Inanda. (88)
.^cidium Dissotidis Qce.

154. On leaves Dissotis iucaiia. 'irev., X.. 124. {^-^3)

155. On leaves Dissotis priiiccps (47o)
Jicidium Dolichi Cke.

156. On Dolichos axillaris. Inanda. July. 1881. (640)

157. (Jn Dolichos sp. Inanda. (40)
Jicidiuin flustra Bernh.

158. {)n Aster ( Diplo])a])pus) aspcr, Septenil)er.

1881. (2681),

159. On Aster asper. (648).
Aicidium Alacoi^'auiaiiuu: Thuni.

160. On ("oHV-Cf/ iucisa. inanda. 1877. (18).
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i6i. On Co;;v^(7 f^'nittatUobata. (456).
162. On Conyza ^iunatilobata. {2669).

JEcidiiim Ocirni P. Henn.
163. On Ocimniu obovatum. Inanda. '

(46).

^^cidiiim ornamcntalc K.

164. On leg'umes Acacia liorrida. l.adyhrand. Feb-
ruary, 1895. (5629).

165. On host undetermined ( A682).
JEcidium Osyridocarpi Mass.

166. On Osyridocarpits nataleusis. Tabanihlope.

14/10/07, and September, 1907. {10527).
Aicidhim O.validis Kalch., n. sp.

167. On Oxa lis purpurata. (453)-
Aicidium Phascolorum D. C.

t68. On Dcsiiwdiuiii scalpe. June, 1881. (613).

JEcidiuiii Plcctronicc Cke.

169. On Plcctronia Gucinzii. Grev., X., 124. (2743).
170. On Plcctrouia Gucinzii (577)

•

171. On host undetermined (573)-
Aicidium Plectranthi Cke.

172. On Plectranthus sp. (2768).

173. On host undetermined. (505)-
JEcidium of Plcorat'cnclia MacOw.

174. On Acacia horrida. Ladysmith. February.

1895. (5629).
Aicidinyn Royouc C. & M

175. On Royena pallcns. Near Durban. 13/9, '88. (4078),
JEcidium scrophulariw D. C.

176. On Chcciiostoiiia scrophularicc. 3/5/81. (2762).

177. On Chcoiostoma floribu)iduiii. (562).
Aicidium Sciiccionis Des\-,

178. On host undetermined. (/U-)'
Aicidimn Stobcccc K. & C.

179. On Stobcca sp. (63).
i8o. On Bcrkhcya s]). (651).

.Ecidium Tabcniuinoiitaiuc Cke.
iNi. On leaves and petioles Tabcrnacuiontaua tcu-

iricosa. (469),
182. ( )n leaves and petioles Tabcniaciiioulaihi i en-

tricosa. (2776),
Aicidiuui '/'hiiiibcr(/ia' Cke.

183. On leave- Thuiibcrf/ia xolalciisis (468),
.'Ecidiuiii Trufiiar Cke,

184. On Traf/ia sp. (628),
Aicidiuni I'alcriaiiac i). C.

I "'^5. On Valeriana capciisis (443).
Aicidiuni I'anf/ucricc Cke.

i(S6. ( )n Wanijucria infausla. Durban. (11799),
'if^/. ( )n I'auijucria infaiisla. (5-7).
188. On J'angiicria infaiisla. Near I 'Urban.

14/5/07- (6463).
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]S(). < )n I'anyiicria injtin.^id. Inaiula. March.

iS8i. (Irev.. X., 1J4 i 2()ji ).

I9tj. Oti Wingucr'm hitifolia. igoO.

.^widimii rigihc Ckt.

liji. On I'iipm inariiinata. jiKuula. iSSi. (407)-

.Ki'idiitin Ji^ifhanir Thum.
192. On irithanld soiiinifcra (447'

.Kcidiinit s|).

]i)T^. On (,'i>iiipli()sfi(ii)u! scof'oroicics. IUishinan"< l^ivei

X'allev. _' I 10/07. ( 10565)

194. On Hcllchrysum tjuintjucncy<-c. 7/10/S1. (A662)

195. r)n Hclichrysnni s]). (73*

196. ( )n Kraiissia florihiiiida. Near lee's. May.
i87('). (-'O

197. On Ocinniiii iiratisshiutw. Botanical Oardens,

Durban, 5 3/09. ( 1 12341

198. On Ocimitiii obrn'atnm June. 1881. (3^8)

199. On PcI(V'(/ouiuui aconitiphylhim. Inanda. (81)

200. On Scnccio tanioidcs. Winkle Si)ruit, 28/5/15.

201. On Scnccio s]). Inanda (I1348)

202. ( )n Tragia s]). ("irt-ytown. 15/4/94. 'II353)

203. On Vaugucria hitifolia. Inanda. January. ( A540)
Ca'oma ncrz'csccjuiiui Fhuni. n. >]>.

204. On fronds Pclhca luisfafa (440
Cccoma Ricini.

205. On Ricinus connnitnis. Inanda. (M)
Diorchidiiint IVoodii. K. & C.

206. Oil leaves Millcttia caffro. Grev., XL. 26.

Durban. Tongaat. near L'mzinvati F'alls.

1880. (A70).

Hemileia vastoirix !>. & B.

207. On Coffea sp. Riet Valley Estate. Natal.

208. On Coffea Maragogipc var. Botanical (har-

dens, Durban. 30/4/97. (6466)

209. On Coffea Maragogipc var. Botanical ( iar-

dens. Durban. February, 1906.

Hemileia Woodii K. & Cke.

210. On Vanqucria infausia. Grev.. X.. )). 22.

Inanda. March, 1881. (2^).

211. On I'angiicria infatisfa Xatal, March. 1898.

212. On Vangueria infaiista. I<eduml)ini, 26/4/99. ( A107)
213. On Cangitcria hitifolia (A540)

Phraginidiion longissimiiin. Tlnnn.

214. On Rnbiis rigid lis. Inanda. (34)
Phraginidium inncro)uitii)n Fr,

215. On Rosa sp. Durban, 18.^2. ( A686)
Pnccinia africana Cke.

216. On Spihinthcs africana- Inatida. (200)

Pnccinia arundiuacca- Hdw.
217. On Phraguiitcs cnninmnis. (444)
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J^iiccinia (>i\icliypodii. Fchl.

218. ( )n grass. Itiaiula. June. i8(Si. (59o).

I'ucciuia biillafa (i'ers. ) Wint.

219. ( )n Pcuccdatmm capev.se. Inanda. .\u^ust. (A623).

Fiicciula carhoiuwca K. & C.

220. On ln)st undetermined. Near jee's. Aiaw 1(876. (23
221. On host undetermined (m).

I'ucciuia Ccrasi (Bereng) Last.

222. On liost undetermined. Itafamasi. (.45)

•

Fuccinia couipositarum Schlecht.

223. On h(»>t undetermined.
I 37

Fucciuia cucurbitaccaruni.

224. On Moiuordica curdifolia Inanda. { 141),

Fuccinia discoidearuni \M.

225. ( )n Artemisia afra. Inanda. August. i88i (.625

Puccini^a exhauriens Thum. n. sp.

226. ( )n Jasmiuuui tortuosi. Boschberg, October,

1875.
•

(454)-
Fuccinia Galopiiue Cke.

227. ( )n Galopina aspera. Inanda, June, 18S1. (^602")

Fuccinia ( Uredo ) Gladioli Cast.

228. On Dieraina (Sparaxis) pcndula.. Inanda.

June, J 88 1. (585)
Fuccinia (jraniinis ]..

229. ( )n Fliraqtniies conininni.s'. L'mlilanga. |ul\-.

1881.' '

" ' (A624).

Fuccinia (jranularis K. ii: Cke.

230. On Fclaryouium acouifiphylluni. Inanda. i'^77. ( Aio).

Fuccinia Heliclirysi K. ik C.

231. On H elichrxsum latifoHuiu. ( Irev.. IX.. \). 21.

Inanda, Jime, 1881. (592)-

232. ( )n Heliclir\'sum petiolal uiu. (35)-

233. On Helichrysuni quinaueuerx'c. (A551).

234. On host undetermined. (632).

235. On host undetermined. (633).
Fuccinia holosericea Cke.

236. On IpoHi'.va ficifolia. 3/5/81. (.\56o).

237. ( )n Iponuca holosericea. (irev.. .\.. j). 126.

Inanda, May, 1881. (560).

I'ucciuia I I'diuw-c Cke.

238. On host undeternu'ned (225).

I'ucciuia K raus.sian-.i Cke

239. On Sniilax Kraussieina. Inanda. June, 1S81. (611).

Fuccinia (Uredo) Lyclmoideannn !) C.

240. Oi\ Dianthus crenalus. Inanda. Jtme. 1881. (615).

Fuccinia Mah-acearuni Mont.

241. ( )n .lltliea rosea. <455>-

242. On Malva rolundifolia. Somerset l^ast. (44o)-

243. ( )n host undetermined. Inanda. (42).
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Piiciinio Men flue Pers.

244. Oi Menflia syhc'cstris. (4^)6).

Pnccinia Mcsciiibryantliccc MacOwan.
245. On Mesembryanllinniim micrantha. (iraaff-I\einet.

f^uccinia natalcusis Hiet &- Syd. n.sp.

2^b. On IAintana salv'ucfolia. Umzinyati. (/O-
247. On Laiitaua saJvia-foUa. Znluland, March.

1888. "i^:;5 0.
248. On Lantana sp. ZuUiland. April. 1R88.

PHCcinia oedipus Lkf.

249. On Senecio paiidnriccfalius. Orev.. X., p. 126.

Inanda. May . 1 8(S 1

.

( 56 1
)

.

250. ( )!i leaves and scales ()niiflu>(/alitiii s]). Orev.,

X., p. 21. (659).
Pnccinia Pachycarpi. K. & Cke.

251. On Pachycarpns yrandiflora. Inanda. (36).

Pnccinia Pcntanisia' Cke.

252. On Pentanisia variabilis, (irev.. X.. }). 125.

Inanda, June, 1881. (S^Z)-

-h}>- ^^'^ Pentanisia variabilis. (11343).

254. On host undetermined. (.S36).

255. ( )n host undetermined. (.596)-

Pnccinia Plecfranlhi Thnm.
256. ( )n ricctrantluis.' sj). (irc\-.. X.. ]>. 126.

Inanda, June, 1881. (618).

Pnccinia Phyllocladice Cke.

2^j. ( )n Asparagus falcatns (irev.. X., ]). 125.

Inanda. (630).

Pnccinia Popowia^ Cke.

25S. On Popo-a'ia caffra. (irev.. X.. p. 126. Inanda,

Jtme, 1881. (614).

Pnccinia PrintziiC Thnm., n. sj).

25c;. i)u Printzia Hnttoni. (442)-

Pnccinia purpurea Cke.

260. On Zea lilais. Inanda. (229).

Pnccinia Rliyiicliosir K. & Cke.

261. On Rhynchosia adcnodes. Inanda. (29).

Pnccinia Salvicc Ung.

262. On host undetermined. Inanda. {-?)•

Pnccinia Scorodoni c DC.

263. On Lippia asperifolia. Inanda. (,538)-

Pnccinia Stobea- K. & C.

264. On Berkhcya sp. Inanda. June. 1881. (616).

265. On Stob.ece nienihranacea. (438)-

266. On host undetermined. (67)-

26/. On host undetermined. (80).

Pnccinia stria-for mis W'asta.

268. On host undetermined. (ii3)-
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Puccmia Tahcniu tnoiiiana Lke.

269. On host undeterniined. l.^i-^j'

Puccinia Tlutnbcry'uc C.

270. ( )n Thiiiibcrgia iiataleiisis. Lirev.. X., p. 125.

Inanda, May. 1881.
"

1570).
Puccinia Tragixr Cke.

271. On Tragia sp. Inanda, jnly. 1881. "^^31 )•

Puccinia Trochom crier.

272. On Trochomcria sagittata. Inanda, June, 1881. 1594!
Puccinia (Trichobasis) Vernonicc Ckc.

273. On Vernonia angiilifolia. Grev., X.. p,. \2b. 13204
274. On Vernonia hirsuta. Inanda, 10/6/81. (A622).

Puccinia sp.

2^^. On Lantana salvcefolia. . Inanda. (70
276. On Lantana salvcpfolia, Inanda. (85).

2y~. ( )n Lantana salvivfoUa. /Mainland, April.

1888. ' \ 11351).

278. On Pentanisia variabilis. 11343).

279. On ho.st nndetennined ( Vt- rl)eiiace?e )

.

(72).

280. On host nndeterniined (Liliacese). Inanda.

June 22nd. (.630).

281. On host undeterniined. Inanda. 21/8/79. 'A629).
Ra-Oenelia glabra. K. & C.

282. On le^ume.s, Calpurnia sylvatica. Somerset

East. (503).

Ravenelia niinina< Cke.

2i<T,. On Albizsia fastigiata. Grev., X.. p. 128.

Inanda, May, 1881. (57i)-

Ravenelia stricto B. & Br.

284. On leaves Calpurnia sylvatica. (445)-
Ravenelia Tephrosice Kalch.

285. On Tephrosia macropoda. Inanda. (25).
Trichobasis cichoracearum Ck<:. -^Puccinia

Hieracii (Schunij Mart.

286. On Bidcns pilosa. Inanda. (230).
Trichobasis Hypccslis Cke.= Uredo hypd'stis Cke.

287. On Hypa^sfcs aristata. (5'^9)-

Trichobasis Labiafarnin Lcv.=Pnccinia Mcntluc.
Pei-s.

288. On Lconotis ovala. ('57'^)-

Trichobasis Phascoloruni DeBy.
289. On Phaseolus s]). (504).

Trichobasis Rhynchosi(C K. »S: C'ke.

290. On Rhynchosia orthodanion. (S^s)-
291. On Rhynchosia orlhodanuni. Inanda, Mav,

'^'^'. (579)-
292. On Flemingia congrsUi. (553)-
293. On Lrioscma cordaliiin. {K^6).

294. On host undelerniined. (617).
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'/'riclu)hiisis Rliyiichosicc K. tK; C'. \ar cri-'sciwc.

295. ( )n host nndctorniiiied. (5-^8).

'/^ricliohosls } ubujo-^ era. \.cv.=Piicclnia l\iihif/o-

vcra W'int.

296. On .ii'dia salii'ii. *45-)-

Tricliobasis Slacliydis I). C.

297. On Stacliys nigricans. (^54)-

Tricliobasis utnbcUataniui P. C.=---Pucciiiia .-Ipii Desni.

298. On Peiiccdaninii capcnsr. (623).

'frichobasis z'crnonicc Cke.

299. On Vcrnonia corynibosa. Tnanda, .\])ril. 1881. (546).

300. On Vcrnonia sp. (626).

301. On Vcrnonia sp. (584)-

302. On Vcrnonia hirsuta. (622).

Tricliobasis s]).

303. On Hypxstcs sp. 10/6/81. (A589).

Urcdo .-lllioritni D.C.

304. On Scilla Kranssii. Inanda. September. t88i. (655).

Uredo Aloes Cke. n. sp.

305. On Aloe Saponaria. Grev., XX.. 1891-92, ]). 16.

Near Greytown. April, 1891. US' ' >•

Uredo appcndiculafns (Br.) Link.

306. On Phaseohts sp. {89).

Uredo balsainodendri Cke.

307. On Balsanica sj). Gardens. Durl)an. June.

1882.
'

(A689).

Urcdo caricini SchL ( Urcdo form of Puccinia

strioia Link.

)

308. On Cyperns tcmiiflorns. (450) •

Urcdo cf Puccinia caricini D. C.

309. On host undetermined. (670)-

Uredo celastrinccc Cke. & Mass.

310. On Salacia altermfolia. Near Durban. Octol^er,

1888. (4028)

311. On Salacia Kraussi. Near Durban. September,

1888. - (4028)

Uredo Clematidis B.

312. On Clematis Owenicc. Inanda (563)

313. On Clematis brachiata. (457)
Uredo Clnytiic K. & Cke.

314. On Cluytia pulchcUa. Inanda, 3/6/78. (51)

315. On Cluytia sp. (32)
Uredo Commelincc K.

316. On Comnielina madagascarica. Lianda. (231)
Uredo Cussonir Cke. & Mass.

317. On Cussonia s\). 12/3/86. <3494)
Urcdo Ectadiopsidis Cke.

318. On Ectadiopsis oblongifolia. Inanda. 'InuQ.

1881. Grev., X.. "p. 128.
"

(600)
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Urcdo Geranii D. C.

319. On Gcraniuui orm'fhopoditiii. Inanda. (77)
Uredo Hypoestis Cke.

320. On Hypoestcs antouiifera. 10/6/81. (A589)
Uredo labiatanim.

321. On Moschosma riparia. Umlaas, January, i(S76. (i)

322. On host undetermined. (47)
Uredo leguminosannn Rabh.

2,2^. On Faba vulgaris. (439)
Uredo liicida Thinn.

324. On Riibits rigidits. Inanda, May, 1881. (582)
Uredo macrospermum Cke.

325. On ironds Pteris aquilina. Inanda. (61)
Uredo Maydis D. C.

326. On Zea Mays. Inanda, January. 1882. (669)
Uredo Myrsipliylli K. & MacO.

327. On Asparagus uiedioloides. Noodsberg. (219)
Uredo Pamparnm Speg.

328. On Rhyiichosia orthodainiiii. May, 1881. (-'^579)

Uredo Phaseoloriint DeRy.

329. On Phaseolns sp. Inanda. . (89)

Uredo Pycnostachidis K.

330. On Pycnoslacliys reticulata. Inanda. (30)
Uredo of Ravcnelia sji.

33 r. On host undetermined. (606)
Uredo Rhynchosice K.

2f^2. On host undetermined. Jnanda. (24)
Uredo scladiopsis.

?>?\^- On host undetermined. (600)
Uredo transversalis Thum.

334. ( )n Tritoiiia sp. (45^)

335. ( )n Gladiolus sp. (590
336. On host undetermined. (697)

Uredo Vauguericc Cke.

?)})7- O" langueria latifolia. Inanda, Januar_\-, i88i. (540)
7,T,H. ( )n host unde-terminecL (8)

Uredo sp.

339- O" Cluytia puleliella. Inanda. (43)
340. On Cluytia puleliella. Inanda. (76)
341. On Dolielios axillaris. Zuhiland, .\pril, 1895. (11352)
342. On Hypo.vis oligotrieha. Clairmont. 26/5/81. (A586)
343. On Ipoijuea.' f/eieiftea hi'rolor. 25/3/79. (467)
344. On Peiteedainnii eapeiise. hianda, 1/8/81. (.\623)
345. On host undetermined. 1876. (2)
346. On host undetermined (588).
347. On host undetermined (634).

I 'romyees Albnece K. & C.

348. On Albiiea sp. Crev., XL, j). 20. hianda. Sep-
tember, i88t. (647).

349. On Alhuea s]). Inanda. (69).
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.^S().

35-'-

354-

357-

359-

360.

361.

362.

363-

364-

^(>>

366.

3''*^

37' >•

37
'

•

'roiiiyccs Hitlhiiuc K.

( )n lUdbiiic latifolia.. ( Ircv.. XI., ]). 20. N5i)-
'roiiiyccs cliiyticc K. cK; C".

( )n host umleterniincd. (52).

iciiiyccs r.riosf^cniil K. dv C.

('11 I'.riosf'cniuDn McKcnii. (ircw, XI. I'iiizin-

yati. Match iSSi. ( 352 ).

'roiiiycrs /•.rythriiiil. var. driiiiiopsai'JIs.

( )ii nriiniof^sis iiiaciilafa ( 6SS )

.

loiityccs l:ii f^li()rhi:c C Ivc. t\; I'cckc.

( )n liiipliorbia saiiyitinca i)url)an, 22 4 07. ( 10362).
( )n liiipliorbia scuif/itiiica Uurljan, 14 7 03. (11340).

'ri)iiiy.'-cs I'iorlaiiiis Sacc.

On rrtiredaiiinii >i).
Uurl)an. 12 6 14. (12602).

Jromvcrs Hcfcroniorl^luc Cke.

On I fcfcnnurpha arbfircscciis. (44(j).

'roiityccs Ifypo.vidis C
( )n Ilypo.vis oliyotriiiia. (ircv.. X., ]>. 127.

Clairmont, May. r<S8i (586).
'roiiiyccs Icfjiiiiiinosantiii.

On L'rotahiria lanceolata. Inanda. (199)-
Uromyccs Iiignbris Kalch.

On host nndeterniined. Inanda, June. 1877. (i5)-

Uromyccs ( Uredo ) Lupini B. iS: C.

On Lotouoiiis coryinbosa. Inanda. June, 1881. (595)-
Uromyccs Mclanihercc Cke.

On Mclauihcra Brownci. Umhlanga, July.

1 88 1. (A627).
Uromyces Mimitsops C".

On Mimusops caffra. Grev.. X., p. 127.

Lsii)ingo. ( 5o(:) )

.

On MiiiiHsops caffra. Near Durban. 14 5/97 (645()).

romyccs phascolornm DeBy.
On Rhyiichosia s]). or Hrioscma s]). Inanda,

June, 1881. (621 ).

romyccs Poly.goni Pers.

On PoIygo)nim tomentosum. August. iSSi. (.\752).
Jromyccs Pscudoarthricc Cke.
On Psendoarihria (Aiiarfhrosy>ic i-obiisia).

Grev., X.. p. 127. Inanda, 9,6 81. (598).
romyccs Rhynchosicc Cke.
On host undetermined. Cxv)-
romyccs Tbhuii/csii I\.l'>r.

(_)n .V/(/(/ iliombijol'm. \'crulani. (
|()'i).

romyces .sp.

On HcJichrysitm qiiinqiioicr-rc. (A551).
< )n Zornia tctrapliylla. (nanda, Jniie. iSSi. (593'-

AuRici'LAKi \i.i;s.

Hinieola Aitricit!a-Ji(d(c {\.) Ilerk.

On wood. (412 j.
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Hiyncolii nigra. Sw.

2,7Z- On wood. , (io8).

Him cola vitellina Fr.

374. On wood. (398).
StUbiini conuatum K. & C.

375. On old stump. (5 16).

Tremellink.e.

llxidia cinnabansia B. & C
376. On Salix sp. (4105).

Exidia glandulosa Fr.

T^yy. On Bctula sp. (4107).

378. On host undetermined. (4T06).

Pcmsjonia uatalcnsis C & P. Grev., XDl. IT.

T^y^j. On decayed stem. Inanda, l)ecenil)cr. 1S80. (47<^)-

I ).\CK\().M VCETI N 1- /F..

(j'lirpiiiia spafhiilata Vv.

380. (.)n old stump. (5i4j-

HYMENOMVCBTINE^.
TlIELEPHORACE.E.

L'ladodcrris Tlva'aitscli Berk & B.

381. On wood. (-39)-
382. Cratcrcllus coniticof'ioides. (4108).

Cyphella tabacina C. & Phil.

383. On bark. Inanda, February, iSSi. (524).
Solenia minima C. & Phil.

384. On decayed stem Strclitrjia. Inanda, |anuarv.

1881.
"

"

(482).
Stereum clcgans = Sicrcniu iiilidiiliini \->.

385. On dry wood. Inanda. (39^^)-

Sfcrciini littco-badiuni Fr.

386. On wood. Inanda. ('^>3)-

Thclephora pcdicillala ."^chuz.

;^i<~. On bark'. Tnanda, l"\'l)ruar\-. 1S81. (532).

C'l.W AKIAC'i:.!",.

( lai'aria K iinrjii l'"r.

388. ( )n jLjround. Inanda. (148).

389. Lacluiocladiiiiii Si'inii'i'slilitiii . (700 j.

1 1 ^ ii\ ace.f:.

Ilydniim ocliracciiiii W
390. ( )n dccayini;- \V(...(1. Inanda. Jannarw 1881. (47<;).

I 'i»L\ l'(»kA( i:.l- I 'dlAl'UKE.E.

/\)l\'f^/ints ( I 'Icur.ijin- ) alfiiiis .Mces.

3<)i. ( )n trunks <»f ircc^. (4i<))-

I ' 1)1 \poms bifoDiiis l'"r

392. On decaying tree. Inanda, januar\-, 1881. (^34").
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393-

3W4-

3''5-

3V^'»-

397-

39.^.

399-

400.

401.

402.

403-

404.

405-

406.

407.
40S.

409.

410.

41 I.

412.

413-

414.

4>5.
4ir..

I'olwponis coriicola I'l".

On l)arl<. Inanda.

Polyponts fcrntf/iiiosiis.

(^n Pniiius crrasiis.

Polyporiis ( T^lcuro])Us ) flahcJJIforuus. Klotzsch.

On trunk> '>l trees.

PolvporHs ( IMenropns ) rhipidiHs Bevk.

On hranolies. Inanda. i8So.

Poh'ponis sicrcoidcs l'>. Aar.

( )n decaying' wood.
l\)l\'ponis I'ihcsciniis Vr. \ar. anfilysion.

( )n old stnni]).

flcxaijonia polyyrainnta Mont.

On \v(!od. Natal.

Traiitcfcs rigidits Fr. re.snpinate.

On fallen tree.

Tramctcs occidcuiaUs Vr.

On tree trunk. Inanda, February, i88t.

Trametcs fitiuilis Fv.

On bark.

Boi.ETINEyE.

(188).

(41I5).

(422).

(351 )•

(99)

(201).

(496).

(535)-

(433).

(329).

(691),

Boletus fiaz'idits Fr.

On soil.

Boletus sp.

On soil.

Agaricack.k-Cantharelle.k.

Cantharcllits capoisis B,

On ground. (513)
Cantharcllits ciharliis Fr. (41a)).

Caiifliarclliis IciicopliUcus.

Ow fj^ronnd. (^^/.S '•

Cantharcllns crispiis. (4110).

Coi'KlNE.K.

Coprinus curtus K.
On dung of Rock l\abl)it. (526).

Coprinus digitatus Vv.

On dung heaj). X'erulani. (384).
Coprinus cpliciiicnts. Vr.

On dung hea]). (423).
Coprinus nivcns. Fr.

On dung heap. Verulam, February, 1879. (384'
Coprinus pUcatilis CwrX. (3'">7)- (^'98!

Coprinus piinctafiis K. il^- Cke.
On ground. (41 3).

Ccpnntis tninconitn \'r.

( )n dead trunk. ( ^^^ )
Coprinus <,]). P)otanical ( lardens. Durban,

29 1 1/07. (679,
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1 1 NCKi irnuKi-..]-:.

Hygrophonis corciiicits Fr.

417. On trees in woods. (510 )•

Sen 1/1 ipin ij.i- i-;.

Srhicof'hyJliiiii ( iinniiiinc I'"r.

418. On Acer sj). (4104).

.MauasmI':.!-:.

419. Aiifliracdpliylluiii niyrita T.ev (1<S()).

Loitiniis Lccontii Fr.

420. On stuni|)s Fagus sylz'atica. (4114).
42T. Lciitiiiiis striijosiis Fr. (421

Loiliinis ::-eyhcri Berk.

422. On wood. (97)'
Marasiniits hcli'olus Berk.

423. On oround in Inish. Tnanda, March. 1880. (,147V

424. Marasinins oreadcs. (4111).

425. Marasmiiis pctaVuius B. & C. Jnanda, 18S1. {676).
Marasmius rohitsfa Scop.

426. On twip:s. (41 12),

427. Marasiuiiis feiicr E. & C. (681),

428. Marasmius llncaitcsii Baker & B. (4'"\S)'

429. Panns stipticus V>\\\\. (4116),

430. Panus toriilosiis. (4^0'
Xcrotus caffroniiii K.

431-2. On dry wood. (341) (371).

43.

V

kU

AV^

437
43'^

43<>'

440
44'
44-'

443

444
44 .>

Agarice.*:.

.U/aricits ( Le])iota) Afrlcamis Kak"h.

On _yroun(k (417)'
.h/ariciis ( Fkinimuki ) Abiicola Fr.

On (k'ad tree. Inancka. 10/2^81. (512),
Aj/ariciis ( Mycena) ar(/iiliis K.

On ^Tounck (340).
.Ujaricus ( I'salliota ) arrciisis SchlT.

On dead woo(k (409) •

Afjaricus ( I'sikx'ybe) atroniftis ."^chlT.

On ground, hiantki. I"\'l>i'nary, 1881. (522).
On host unknown. (507).
( )n licst unlNUown.

( 508).
.Igarici's li'lcurotus) aiirro-toiiiriitosiis K.

< )n ,l,M-OV:!ld.
( 103),

( )n host unknown.
( 348^

( )n hosi unknown.
( 4i<^'!

A(/iirlci(s (I'lioliota) (iiiricrHns Vv.

Inan(k'i. .\k'irch, 1881. (S^^)'
A(/iiriciis (I'ana'olus) i-alit/iiii>siis (Jun^li) ( iih.

( )n v;yi lumk
( 472),

I h)si unknow n.
( S' S)-
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.l(/ariciis ( 11 yphdlonia ) caf^jiclrpis K.

446. On grouinl. (337)-
Agaricus ( Mycena ) clavicnlaris Fr.

44;. On ground. (478),
44S. On host unknown. ("147

440- Agaricus ( Collybia ) confoyfiis Bull. (461 ).

Agaricus ( AFycena') coiticola Fr.

450. On wood. (4^4)'

451. Host unknown. Inanda. (55o)'

452. Host unknown. (492).
Agaricus ( Psath}rclla ) (^issc^uillatus Vr.

433. On old stuni]). Inanda, June, 1881. (4UO),

454. On old stumj). Inanda. (,400).

Aga ric 1ts ( Co 11y 1 ) i a ) dryopiiibis Fr

.

455. Inanda. (434),
456. On host unknown. (458).

457. Agaricus ( Lepiota ) dryophyllus Bull. (34U)'
458-9. Agaricus excoriatus S^ch^. 133' ) C^xp),

Agaricus (Collybia) cxtuhcrans Fr.

4O0. On ground. Inanda, January, 1881. (4<^5)'

461. Agaricus (Colh'l)ia) c.vtubcraiis Fr. (354)'
462. Agaricus (Pholiota) flanuuaus Fr. ((^73)'

4/1:5. Agaiicus (Pleurotus) gihcsccus ¥i. (332).
Agaricus (Mycena) Jiicuialis Fr.

4O4. On wood. (498).

465. On host unknown. CS.SS).

466. Agaricus Juandice Cke. (680),

Agaricus Icucisus.

467. Inanda. (388),
Agaricus ( Pleurotus) limpidus P'r.

468. On decaying tree. Inanda, Fel)ruary, t88t. (518).

469. Agaricus uiaculcnfus Fries, Inanda. (401 ),

470. Agaricus ( Tricholoma ) luclalcucas, var. por-

phyrolcucas (Fr.) Cill. (495
Agaricus (Omphalia) uiicromclcs.

471. , On old wood. (477)'
Agaricus (Stropharia) olivacco-flavus.

472. On ground. (502),
Agaricus (Paujeolns) papilioiiaccus Fr.

473. Verulam. (385).
J74. Agaricus (Naucoria) pcdiadcs Fr. (4^*4

Agaricus ( Pleurotus ) pcrpusillus Fr.

475. On trunk of tree. Inanda. ( 191 ).

Agaricus ( P>ath\rella ) proiius [Fr.) CM.
476. On ground. (499).

477. ( )n host unknown. (51O.
Agaricus ( Pauceolus ) rcparatus 1*>.

478. On dry cow-dung. (4(10)

479. Agaricus rhodiophyllus K. <33'^)

480. Agaricus rubrical us R. & B. (394'
481. Agaricus (Omphalia) rusticus 'J'r. ) (lill. (,509)'
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Ayaricus ( Stroj^haria j nHvaccu-flavns K. & MacO.
482. Inanda. Grev., IX., p. 131. (415)-

-I83. On host unknown. (244).
, Igaricns plcuvopus K. (5v MacO.

4S4-7. On hosf; unknown. (345)- (35'''- <,^5Q)- (.^7-2)-

.h/ariciis ( l'".nto]( una ) .uu/illdfonnls K. tH: C.

4SS-(). ( )n hosts unl<n(i\vn. (344)- (337)-
Ayaricus scparal ns.

490.' Xcrulani. (?^7(">)-

Agaric us (Myccna) sciulus K. & M.
49]. On floor and walls of outhouse. Inanda. (<-j2).

Agariciis ( I'leurotus ) scpticiis.

4(j2. On trunk of tree. Inanda. (lyO-
Agariciis sinopicus Fries.

493. Inanda. (395)-
Agariciis spadicco-griscus .Sch.

494-5. On liDsts unknown. (3-3)- (33^>)-

Agariciis ( I'silocvhe) Sijiialciis Fr.

496. Verulani. (383).
Agaricus sublatcritius Fr.

497. On root Coiimm maciilatiini. (41 13).
Agaricus (Lepiota) siilfurclliis Kalch.

498. Inanda. (387).
Agaricus ( Psathyrella) sublilis Fr,

499. On dung. \'erulani. (382).
Agaricus (I'salliota) syh'aliciis Schfif.

500. On .uTound. Inanada. (480).
501. Agaricus tcrdiosus Kalch. (393^-

502. Agaricus (Naucoria) niidiilosus }uu'j:h. (370^-
Agaricus (Pholiota) iiiiicolor Fr.

503. Inanda. (390).

504. Agaricus ( Trichcloma ) iisfalis. (428).
Agaricus (Co\\\\)'vA) 7'cliilipcs Vr.

505. Inanda. January. 1881. (486).

506. Agaricus (l.e])i()ta) Zcyhcri Berk. (392).
Agaricus sp.

507. In hush. Inanda. (^473)-

508. On host unknown. (.S30)-

i'llALLINE/li:.

l.cpturiis IVoodii (Anfhurus Woodii Kalch ) Mc( )w.

50<). ( )n ,i,n-()un(l. ( 1 34).
Kalchhrciiurra Tuckii (K. iS; McOwan) P)erk.

3i(;. ( )n i^M-ound. Durhan. Noveniher. 1882. {l\GC)C,),

riiallus ( I I \ nienophallus ) iiidusiatiis V'cnt.

^11. ( )n <j;^round in thick l)Ush. Inanda. lanuarw
1882.

'

"

(()()/).

^12. ( )n host unknown. (6()()).

F^ (di'i'.uni KK.v..

I'x'i'isia lilaciiia M. cK- F>.

::;i3. ^ ^'^ '^'*'^- lii'iiida. (408).
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a caster finihrlaliis \-v.

514. ( )n i^round. Iiiaiida. (489).

I'LECTltllASIDINK.V;.

SiU'rodcruia horisla.

513. On groiiiul. Inanda, Dt-ccniber, 1880. (3^9) •

Scleroderma pyramidafuiii K.

51(1. On soil. (375)-
Scleroderma vakjare.

517. On soil.

'

(374)-

NlDULARIACl-:.!-;.

Cyathiis Foepogii Tul.

515. On o-ronnd. Inanda. (334)-
Cyatlius sulcatiis Kalcli.

5i<). ( )n ground. Inanda. (334).

FUNGI LMPi<:RFi<:cri.

SPHAiROPSWALES.
Cluetomella Arfcmiscc Cke.

520. On Artemisia afra. (572)-
Darluca filimt.

321. On Pliaseoltts ^\h Inanda. (8y).

SplKcropsis Mappcc C".

322. On Mappa capensis. June 21st. (A619).

MELANCONIALES.
Neobarclaya natalensis Syd.

523. On Eugenia cordata. Inanda, 26/5/97. (6446).

HYPHOMYCETES.
Cercospora Lconitidis Cke. n.sp.

324. On Leoiiotis Leouiirus. Inanda, 1877. (3).

Epochuium phyllogoiiim K. & C.

On host undetermined. (,39)-

Eiisicladitim fiili(/i)wsiim K. & C.

326. ( )n Greyia Sitfherlaiidi. (9).

Isaria sp.

327. Inanda, 1881. (.^77)-

Unuktermineu Fungi on Following Hosts.

328. Carissa sj). (95)-

529. CephalanlliKs natalensis. (3920).

330. Chloris SI). ( A687).

331. Citrus Mcdica v. I.imonuni. Tnanda. (4lJ-

332. Cluxtia sp. (423)

•

333. Cluytia sp. (A32).

334. Croton syJi'aticum. (A466).

?3S- Cryptolepis capensis. (A672).

336. Dalheryia armata. June, 1881. (6aj).

337. Dioscorea sp.

D-.1-
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538. Euclca iKitalciisis. Near I )iirl)an. 25/5/97. (6447).

53(;. Euphorbia cnibcsccns. (lO')-

540. Hydrocotylc honaricnsis. (430)-

541. /scliaiiiuiii aiu/iisfifoliiiin. l)url)an. 14/7/03. (1134OJ.

542. Laiifaiio sali'ifulia. (11349).

343. Lciicas Marti)iicciisis. Marcli 27tli. (11354).

544. Aloscliosiia I'iparia. (11345).

545. Ocimiim obtiisifoliitin. Ai)ril. 1.S81. (545)-

546. Ocimuin obovatum. ( A46I.
547. Pavetta sp. (ii347)-

548. Pavetta lanccolata. Mayville. 22/7/15.

549. PcUcca has tata. (243)'

550. Polygonum toincntositm. (75)'

551. Planus pcrsica. Inanda, 1877. (7).

552. Rhus sp. Inanda, November. (A457).

553. Rhynchosia orthodanum. July. (A579).

554. Royena villosa. Springfield, 14/7/15.

555. Royena pallens. 13/10/88. (4078).

556. Rosas]). Durban, August, 1882. (.VOSf)).

557. Salaeia Kraussi. Near Durban, October, 1888. (4028),

558. Salaeia sp. (696).

559. Salaeia sp. (11341).

560. Seueeio (climbing). (11348).

561. Seueeio oxyrucfolius? D. C. (11350).

562. Smilax Kraussiaua. (100).

563. Sponia sp. (A564).

564. Tragia sp. (629).

KAX.SACTIOXS OJ-" SOCIETIES.

South Aki<ic.\x I .\stiti:ti()N' ok Engixkkks.—Saturday, I\Jarcli loih :

B. Price, M.I.E.E.. .\..M.I.C.E.. Pro.sidcnt, in the chair.—" A'o;/rf Mining
Economics- : sonw salii-iit uniipfrcciatcd issncs": d. .\. Denny. The
paper dealt witli soiiir of iht' lundaniental principles L;<ncrniny mining
policy on tiic Wituatersrand uold fields. The author at the outset
referred to the vague knowledge available to the mine manager respecting
tile econonu'c fundamentals of in's business, and stated liiat failing su:h
knowledge the operations of a mine might be ijrejudicial to its standing,
and the conclusions l)ased tlurion so radicall\ contrary to its interests as
to lead an otherwise sound umli rlakin.L; in disaster. 'i"he causes respon-
sible for this stale of .-i (fairs were poiiUed out. and a coiri|ilt'te investigation
of tlie lundanuniais of mining; economics advised, 'i'iu author proceeded
to di^cnss lb. m, ibods of calculalin.t.; ilie tonnage and \alue of ore
reser\-es, .and made various su.^.iieslions res])eclin!4 those reserves and
related i-conmnic issues. Ii u;is als<, |). linud olU that blocks of ore which
fi'oiii Ibr poim (il \i(w ol (K\ eb.piinnl were fiil!\ (jpeited n|i were oeiU'i'
ally \\r..iiL;l\ r(;;;i|-ded as full> \alned. I be t rononm-s of milbnt; \i<\\

.^rade ores ueie also discussed, and il w.is .is^erled ib.'it lb* milling of
waste rock .uener;dl.\- n-snlls in loss and creates an impres.sion of improved
\vork by spurious lowi'ring of working rost jier l.^n, wln'ch. as the prin-
cipal olijectivi'. m.akes for e.\trav;i,i;ance in capital om!a\.
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4. The Inspection of Schools.

(rt) Large circuits of Inspectors.

( b ) Inspectors do not always know the language.
(c) Inspectorate inadequate.
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2. Industrial.
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X. Higher Education.

1. What is "Higher Education"?
2. The Native College.

3. Institutions.

4. The future of Xative Higher Education.

XI. The Future of Xative Education.

1. As to Administration.

(a) Missionary' Superintendent's position.

(b) Provincial Council or Union Government control?

2. As to possibilities in attendance.

(a) In Cape Province.

(i) By compulsion.
(ii) By growth of population.

(b) In the Union.

3. The Expansion of Expense.

(o) Due to higher grants for teachers.

(b) Due to larger attendance; hence more teachers.

(c) Due to grants for more buildings and equipment.

XII. Conclusion.

1. The national importance of educating the Native—morally,

economically, intellectually.

2. The time ripe ( not least on account of war ) for adoption of

a wise and strong policy.

3. Education is the foundation of all progress—agricultural, indus-

trial, commercial.
4. An appeal for earnest consideration.

1. The Field Covered.

The Education of the Native is a much-discu.ssed subject,

and one upon which a variety of opinions has found expression

from time to time. Unforttmately, these opinions ?re not always
soundly based, and often tend to produce misconceptions in the

pubHc mind, and an atmosphere not conducive to the wise and
just handling' of the matter, whereas a well-informed view,

while keeping certain real difficulties in right perspective, would
go a long way in the direction of removing misconceptions, and
correcting many hasty generalisations with which we are all too

^familiar. Coming, as I did a few years ago, from my home in

the Western Province, to work in the Transkei, I was conscious

of a certain emanciijation of view, and adjustment of outlook,

as I became familiarised with the situation in the Native Terri-

tories, and acquainted with what was actually in process there,

and in this paper I ]:)ro]X)se to make a statement, I might say a

survey and review, oi the position of Native Edtication. hoping-

that it may have a jjlace and a value as a contribution towards
the solution of a ([uestion which is tindoubtedly of supreme
concern to our SotUh African nation.

That the time is (>])portune for an earnest consideration
of the whole question of Native lulucation will be conceded by
all. In the first place, the statutory five years havini^- elapsed
since Union took place, certain imi)()rtant changes in the adminis-
tration of education are now pending. I*'lscwhere we shall deal

more fully with this point. In tlie second ])lace, the passage
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of ilu- L'nivcrsily Hills through rarliaincnt lias created a new,
and as yet nndefmed. situation. In the third place, the openinj^
of the South African Native College at Fort Hare, by the Prime
.Minister, on the 9th of February, 1916, has marked an epoch
in the history of Native Fducation, and appreciably altered the
whole position, l-'inally. in view of the Great War, we all ex-
pect a o-eneral readjustment of our relationships and responsi-

bilities on the restoration of international equilibrium. To catch
the flowing tide, let us be prepared.

As a basis lor this consideration, and for the jnu'-

l)ose of greater accuracy, I propose to give, in some
detail, the actual position not only as it was, but as
it is. Further, we have sufllcient statistics—which will

appear in due course—to show what has been accom-
plished in the past, and what is being accomplished in the pre-
sent. iWhat might be accomplished at present, and what we
shall have to face, and to accomplish, in the future, will also be
stated ; and when we have exhausted our statistics, perhaps we
shall need to remind ourselves of the volume of results which
can neither be expressed in black and white, nor tabulated, for

life can never find ade([uate expression in formulae and tables.

The field of enquiry covered by this paper lies within the

borders of the Transkei. An effort has been made to confine

oneself to these limits in order to show what has been done in

the worst possible surroundings by Native Education, and to

see what education can and does do in purely native commtmities.

Unfortunately it has not always been possible to disentangle

the statistics on the sul)ject, i)ublished in Blue Books and else-

where. Thus, for instance, certain pu])lished figures include

th,e natives in the colony proper, and it is not always easy to say

precisely w^hat proportion are to be assigned to the Transkei,
and what proportion to the Ciskei. Again, in dealing with
Ciskeian statistics, we have mission schools and aborigines'

schools. As the mission schools are mostly, but not wholly,

attended by coloured children, and the aborigines' schools

mostly, but not wholly, by native children, and the totals are not

differentiated, it is difficult to separate the statistics with accuracy

—and this is my reason for not making the attempt. In passing,

how^ever, I may say that the Select Committee of 1908 speci-

fically referred to this point, and recommended"' not only the

abolition of the distinction betw-een mission and aborigines'

schools, but also that native and coloured children should be

differentiated as soon as practicable in the returns. Much, how-
ever, can be statistically established, and our knowledge of the

position wall crystallize, provided that care is taken to observe

whether the figures (|Uoted apply to the Territory, or the Pro-

vince, or the Union. One other word of caution is necessary in

this connection. The extraordinarv circmnstances brought aboiu

by Union and the (ireat War have hindered the publication of

* Report of Select Committee on Native Education (1905-08), p. xiv.
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animal reports, and conseciuently some statistics arc not so com-
plete as they might be.

II. The Origin of Native Education.

The origin of Native Education is directly traceable to the

earliest missionaries. As one and another arrived in this

country, abtnit one hundred and twenty-six years ago, he was
faced with the ]jroblem of a growing number of converts who
could not read the Word of (iod. The logical stqj was to teach
them to read. and. the bonds of ignorance and superstition once
broken, men eagerly came forward to learn. The tirst schools

were comi)Ose(l for the most part of old, or at least full-grown,

men and women, the missionary was the teacher, and the only
textbook a classic which holds pride of place in the literature of
the world. These schools were often conducted in places widely
separated from each other, sometimes by men of highest quali-

fication, sometimes by men whose highest (jualification was a life

transformed, and as a result they varied in most respects.

Nevertheless, they formed the nucleus of a system which later

came to be modified by State su]:)erintendence and assisted by
grants-in-aid.

To-day the whole fabric oi Native Education rests ujjon the

missionaries, but neither the missionaries on the one hand, nor

the State on the other, are free agents. Perhaps this accounts

for such unsatisfactory features as are to be found in the sys-

tem—it is neither jnirely missionary nor yet ])iu-ely State. Some
vears ago a special report on education was i)repared for the

Imperial Government, in which we find this clear statement of

the actual 1)eginnings :

—

TIk' missionary movement. I)egun l>y the Mora\ians in I79-', had been

taken np hy the I.ondon Missionary Society in 1799, the Soutli .\frican

Society about llie same time, tlie Wesleyan Chnrcli in 1S16, the Glasgow
.Society in 1821. tlie Rhenish .Society in US29. the Paris Society in 1829,

and the Berlin Society in 1H34. It liad thus gradually assumed large

proportions, and we are consequently not surprised to learn that at the

time now reached tliere were over 50 missionaries at work in the Colony.
All of these, with tlicir numerous helpers, interested themselves in the

education of the coloured races, no fees being charged, and the training

being in most cases similar to that given in the schools attaciied to

Churches in England. In almost every village, we are told, a branch of

one or other society existed, by means of which the education of coloured
peojtle. both children and adults, was fostered.

.\s early as 1841, on the .sug'gestii)n of Sir John Herschel.
(I<^\crnment grants had been made available for teachers m
the.-e mission schools ]>rovided certain re(|uirements were ful-

filled, but this was designed in the interests of the white and
coloured children rather than for the natives. IVrhaps the
experience gained as a result of this was largely incidental in

leading .Sir ( ieorge (irey. greatest of (iovernors. to ai)ply a

similar .system in the Transkei. It is to be noted that the Imperial
(Government, as a matter of policy, encouraged the education of
the natives as a sort of insm-ance against Kafir wars, and for years
lio received money direct from the Imperial (lovenuiient with
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which to ir.aintaiii industrial and nati\-(.' schools. The system once
cstahlishtHl. it needed hut an .Vet of rarlianient to hring these
aided ahori^ines' schools under the jurisdiction of the Education
Department of the Cape Colony alongside the previously recog;-

nised mission schools. The distinction, however, hetvveen mis-
sion schools and ahorigines' schools perj^etuated in the .\ct ^f

1865 ctMitinues e\en unto our own da\-. In that year there were
no less than i i .737 pu])ils on the roll of the mission and
aborig-ine.-" schools; in other w; rds, there were three times as

many children in mission schools than in all the white schools

put together, and of these more than one-half were coloured,

so that Xative Education was still in its infancy. At first the

main difficulty in the way of Native Education was that of lan-

guage. It must be remembered, and appreciated, that the first

missionaries came upon a new and unknown language, and their

first work was to become familiar with the customary pronun-
ciation and usage of words, and to fix upon an alphabet which
would give adequate expression to the strange sounds. It is .1

fact that many " clicks " were either missed or purposely ignored

in the j^rocess, and so have been, and are being, lost to the lan-

guage. Perhaps the differences in nationality of the early mis-

sionaries, and the impossibility of communication with each

other, is responsible for the orthographical differences in our
various South African native languages. But it is significant

that the various attempts to secure a uniform orthography have
not accomplished much, and at this late date probably no change
of importance will occur. The fixing of the alphabet was the

first ste]:) in reducing the native language to writing—and with-

out a written language teaching could not be undertaken. Mr.

Bennie has i^ut it on record that

On the 17th December, 1823, we got our press in order ; on the ISth the

alphabet was set up ; and yesterday we threw off Fifty Copies.

Thus was laid the foundation of Native Education at Ncera
on the lyth day of December, 1823. The following year Love-
dale was established at Ncera. Until 1865 aborigines' schools

were unrecognised, but from that date the Education Depart-

ment has controlled Native Education, making certain conditions

on which (iovernment aid would be available, and yet tacitly

recognising the position of the Missionary Superintendent,

thankfully accejjting his willing service, and interfering as little

as ])ossible with him.

111. riiii S\sTiiM OF Native Education.

I. Till-: MISSIONARY SUPERINTENDENT.

The Missionary Superintendent occupies a position as yet

undefined. The Department has little control over him. for his

services are given gratuitously. He is the independent agent of
the Missionary Society. The whole local control of the schools
is under his su])erintendence, and as many schools are usually
under one man. he has much tf> do to keej) them well staff'ed.
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and doing efficient work. The Act recognised him without dehn-

ing his position, maintained a wise silence about his duties in

connection with the control and management of the schools, and

expected him to provide the necessary buildings and even equip-

ment.
It is his duty to supervise the teachers in their duties, to

advise and help them, to examine the schools from time to time,

to organise and direct the religiotis instruction, and in cases of

serious trouble he exercises the power of dismissal.

All this work, if thoroughly done, entails a fair amount of

correspondence, and mtich more of time and labour, for most
teachers need constant stipervision, and the outstations are

often some distance away; and when it is remembered that the

work in connection with the schools is only a part—and that

not the main part—of the missionary's duties, it will l)e con-

ceded that his time and strength are fully taxed. As much as

fi.ooo per annum, and more, passes through the hands of some
superintendents, in (lovernment and General Council ^jrants, and
every penny of this money is paid out in salaries to the teachers,

and for all this extra res])onsibility and work the superintendent

neither receives nor desires any renuineration from the State.

It is done because the first duty of the missionary is to enlighten,

Christianitv ha\ ing evervthing to gain by the dissemination of

knowledge. If men are taught to think aright, even heathen

men, then tiiey will live aright ; and anything done to lift native

thought out of the animal rut, and provide something j)ttre and
clean and uplifting to think around and speak abotit, is to be wel-

comed. Too often the conversation of the heathen is but a cess-

pool of immoral thotight—from which they need emancipation.

This is simply due to the fact that they are ignorant. In the

early days their minds were fully occui)ied by warlike i)ursuits.

or in hunting, and in their leisure hours they would think alx)ut

these things, and relate the stories to (Mie and another of their

friends. To-day there is no outlet in these directions, nor has

there been for years, and consequently their thoughts seem to

concentrate upon cattle. Kafir beer, and women. esi)ecially the

more degrading aspects of these stibjects. If these same people

were better informed on other subjects this deplorable state of

things would atitomatically right itself in large measure—and
we look to education to lead to cleaner thinking and better living.

In any case, the miM-e edtication they get, the more intelli-

gent and sturdy will be the ])roducts of missionary effort. For
these and other reasons, which need not here be specified, the

stiperintendents are prej)ared to undertake the burden oif Native
Education without any monetary return. It is not too nnich to

say that the wliole fabric rests upon them, and that the with-

drawal (.)f tlie missionary superintendents would mean the virtual

collapse of nati\e education.

To begin with, excluding an ahnost negligil)le percentage,

abnost all the schools are held in cinirch l)uildings, or school

l)nil(lin,ys, ])ni\i(lc(l 1)\- the nn'ssionary su])erintendent. Usually
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the peoi)k' of the iocalion ha\c helped in the work of huiI(lin^,^

hut often the phiee was erected for ehureli purposes, and hy
ceHU'tesy of the missionary school is held in it during the week,
and in any case the site helons^s to the churcli concerned. If

the missionary superintendent were superseded, the (lovern-

ment would be faced with the provision of hundreds of new
school buildings, and new sites, and a very considerable staff of
i|ualified officials. While officials ma)' he appointed to perform
certain work it needs to be ))ointed out tliat more than mere
labour is required of men who take U|) this work. Such officials

would need to have iiUeresi in the work, for its own sake—and
interest cannot be boug-ht. The i)robal)ility then would be that

the officials would perform their duties in a i)ureiy official way.
and quite without the interest essential to the success of the work.
And, moreover, the additional expense both in initial outlay and
in salaries would be a revelation to the country. It has been
calculated that the missionaries are doing work in South Africa,

which could not be done departmentally for less than £200,000
per annum.

With these considerations before tis, it is well to remind
ourselves that sooner or later the c|uestion of the management of

native schools will arise. Already there is a slight tendency

to resent the power of the superintendent on the part of delin-

quent teachers and those interested in them. Sometimes a

teacher is dismissed for immorality—much to the surprise of

the heathen community I At other times, schools are made to

languish and die, by the withholding of children, so as to get

rid of a .sound teacher who may be unpopular l)ecause he be-

longs to another tribe; or again, because some influential man
hopes to get his son or daughter appointed t(~i the place or even
for ecclesiastical reasons.

In order to meet these and other subtleties it is necessary,

at the present stage of development, to have men who are free

to exercise their judgment without let or hindrance.

In any case, it is difificult to see where stiitable native men
wotild be forthcoming who could take their ])lace on any " i:)ublic

authority " created for the purpose. It is sufficient for the

superintendent to act discreetly, and not without informal con-

sultation with headmen and people where necessary—and this,

I may say. is the usual ])ractice. In stiitable and more ad-

vanced localities, perhajxs. an Advi.sory Committee might be of

some value some day.

2. THE TE.XCHING STAFF.

The (|uestion which gives greatest trouble to the superin-

tendent is the provision of an efficient staff of teachers in his

schools. On the character of the teacher dej^ends the character

of the school.

(a) Training.— In the earliest davs no pretence was made
of training the teachers, the senior scholars being used as needed.

But as schools increased the need became more ap])arent, atu

institution was opened at Lovedale. .^^

^^
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The first great step towards the training of native teachers

was made in 1872 by the wise ]>rovision on the part of the

Government, for the granting of an Elementary Teachers' Certi-

ficate.

The subjects required for this certificate inckided Arith-

metic, Enghsh, Geography, Handwriting, and School Manage-
ment, with Dutch and Kafir as optional subjects.

The establishment of the certificate necessitated training

schools, where the pnj)ils could receive instruction in the re(|uired

subjects, and as a result some of the more important centres

were converted at that time into institutions. At these jjlaces

no fees were charged, at first, the whole expense being borne
by Missionary Societies, but the fee system is now fully estab-

lished. The influence of these Native Training Institutions upon
the whole educational system has been very great, and natur-

ally there has been a good deal of action and reaction as between
these institutions and the schools. The former produced better

teachers for the schools, and these in return produced better

material for the next generation of teachers.

The greatest fault to find—and it is a serious fault— is that

the whole school system has become stereoty])ed to produce
teachers, and nothing but teachers.

The first five teachers to take the certificate graduated from
Lovedale and Grahamstown in 1874; in the following year 37
were successful. The results seem to have varied a good deal

from year to year :

—

1874 1875



Passes.

I-irst Year.

.

Second Year
riiird Year. .

(ATIO.N IN
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similar lines. I'he .\n<,dicans and ^Moravians also have Training
Colleges, and altogether there are now thirteen of these centres.

Since many students from the Transkei find their way to Love-
dale, Healdtown, and other Ciskeian places, all are included in

the accompanying (Table 11). which gives us an idea at once
of the relative sizes of the centres, the total output, and the

numerical development which is now proceedinu.

(rf) Qitahty of Teachers.—How much remains to be accom-
plished will be realised, when it is said that only 34.12 per cent,

of the teachers in the aborigines' schools are qualified.

The demand is far greater than the supply, and consequently
many students break their courses and take up teaching ap-

l)ointments. There seems also to be an idea abroad that a

Standard VI pass is sufficient (lualification for assistant teachers,

who are to take charge of the sub-standard classes. Indeed, one
superintendent told me that it was his duty to economise on be-

half of the Government by appointing Standard VI teachers, as

in this way the (iovernment would be spared the expense of

higher grants.

Fortunately, the Department realises that Standard \'I is no
c|ualification at all. and economy of this kind is neither expected

nor desired. The best (|ualified teachers should be provided for

the sub-standards in order that the foundation may be well and
truly laid.

Two-thirds, then, of the teachers possess only the second

year pupil teacher's certificate, or the first year, or Standard VI,

and it is in the main from this uncertificated class that most of

our troubles arise. Having little to k)se they are often careless

and incompetent, and sometimes the general laxity is not uncon-

nected with immorality. To give such men charge of a school

in which there may well be growing girls is sometimes a real

danger, and even constant vigilance does not always prevent

the fulfilment of one's fears.

On the other hand, it is a real privilege to help the better

type of uncertificated teacher, who is earnestly striving to im-

prove his. or her, (jualitications, and in many cases one is amply
re])aid by any eff'ort made. Enough has been said to indicate

that a certain pro])ortion of the teachers do not give satisfac-

tion. l)ut it nnisl not be thought that this ])roportion is unduly
large. It is very easy to run away with an exaggerated view of

the actual situation. l^robably if the b^ducation Department
were to publish a return of all teachers dismissed for immoralit}'

it would be found that only a very small percentage was con-
cerned—tmder 4 per cent. Tliat figure does not give us any
true indication of the extent to which immoralitv i>revails. Too
m:ich of it remains undi.scovered. in the very nature of things.

((') Social Position.—It must al.so l)e remembered that the

social i)osition of the teacher is a peculiar one. In all the loca-

tion he probably is the best educated man, and he stands alone.

If he is fortunate he has one or two companions who have had
some schoobng, btit if the\' lia\e e\en achieved Standard VI
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the chances are that they, too, will be teaching. ConsecjUently

his companions are not his equals in education, and too often

they tend to drat^- him to their own level. The heathen often are

out of sympathy with him. for he is ever before them as an
examj^le of what they could and shcmld be—and they know it.

In many cases he turns for companionship to the assistant mis-
tress, who works along^side him day by day. who understands
his outlook upon life, and who shares the new tastes he has
ac(|uired. His ])osition as teacher can 1)e, and often is. an in-

fluential one, for even in heathen communities the worth of a

truly good man is recognised. Many of the children of the loca-

tion grow up tmder his care and guidance, and over these, in

after life, he tisually retains an influence.

The possibilities are very great, but they are dejiendent

upon the class of teacher available for the schools. If our
teachers are poor the inflttence exerted u])on the children and
the people will be corresjx)ndingly ])0(jr, and it is for us tc~t get

th'e best type of man and woman to complete his or her training,

and, if need be, to exckide from training those Avho are unsuit-

able. Unhappily this selection is not attempted. Every scholar

who passes Standard Vl is accepted at Training Institutions if

he presents himself for entrance, and at no sta.iie in the cotirse

is there a weeding out of undesirables. ( )n the completion of

the re(|uired tests they are regarded as (|ualified teachers. Xot
a few men who have com|)leted their training should never have

been allowed to f|ualify.

(/) Rconomic Position.— In addition to this, the economic
•factor should be at work attracting the best men to tlie teaching

prt)fession—but it is not. Uualifled teachers are paid only from

£36 up to £74 ])er annum, and conse(|uently many who com|)lett-

their c(;urse prefer to take up positions as clerks, or inter|)reters.

and sometimes even as policenjen. It is earnestly to be hoped
that some effort will br made, in the near future at least, to put

the. teaching i)rofessi()n on a lc\ cl wiHi i)olicemen and clerks,

and unskilled labourers mi the mines. In these days of econom\-

one does not care to acK'ocate additinual expense, but one sug-

gestion mav lie permitted in \ iew nf the importance of the wliole

(juestion of the payment of teachers. At present the local con-

tribution amoimts to 15s. for e\er\- jxnind of (lovernment grant,

in case of princi])al teacher-^ ; and los. jjcr pound in the case i>f

assistam teachers. This scale. ho\ve\er. might be better api)lie(l

rather to certificated and imcerliticated teachers, so as to en.-

courage the latter to ijualify. and in order to ])re\ep.t the hard-

shi|) of a certilicated assistant drawiiig a local grant on tlie

lower -cale. The suggestion is tli;it rbe local grant for certifi-

cated (and alternatively unceriibcated |;rincij)al) teachers shoultl

be on the poimd for ])ound basis. This would .apj)reciably hel])

in raising the standard of teachers' salaries directly, an(l even

indirectlv in connection with the good service allowance; and
any extra outlay in this direction will tend to produce greater

efficiencx

.
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3. 11 ii". SCHOOLS.

(a) Ho7k' Schools Orlf/inatc.—Turning- from the teachers

To the schools we find a similar development, and improvement
at least numerically. l)ut before tracing' this suri)rising develop-

ment it is as well to have some idea how schools originate.

Sometimes the peoj)le of a g^iven locality ap])roach the mis-
sionary with a re{|uest to open a schot)l for their children. The
headman, or the chief, may be behind the request, or it may be
necessary to get his permission and l)lessing upon the ])roject.

Most headmen welcome a school in their location so that they

may bask in the reflected glory, and added dignity. If the atten-

dance keeps up to a certain level the General Council, on the

recommendation of a School Inspector, gives a grant of £io per

annum for two years, and a grant of £5 to help in providing
furniture for the school hut. At the end of that time, if not

he fore, the school shoidd have a regular attendance of 25 chil-

dren, and so be drawing a Government grant together with the

ordinary General Council grant. Sometimes a private hut ,is

used for the school, or the peo])le may unite to l)uild a hut if

there is no existing church hut at liand, l)ut usualK- the school is

'held in the church hut.

ib) Granting of Sites.—-Grants of land are made from
time to time by the Government, on sj)ecial application, for

clnirch and school purposes. In the unsurveyed districts a
" permission to occupy " certificate is given, which is exchange-
able on survey of the tlistrict for " title." If the land is used
tor anv other purpose it mav be taken l)ack by (lovernment. who
onlv grant it on the condition that it is used for nnssion ptirposes.

ancl the land cannot be alienated by sale.

(() Surz'cy and Limitation of Sites.—The free grant of

land is only right and reasonable, but it is disap])ointing to find

that the extent of the grant is no more than half a morgen. At
present the vast extent of open veld renders a school playground

unnecessary, but the day will come when the available land will

l)e allotted, and our schools hemmed in on all sides. In those

days men will wish that a far-seein^^^ jjiilicy had been ado])ted

at the time when the country was being surveyed district Iiy

district—as at the present—and that a mininumi grant of 2^^.

ni(M-gen had been made instead of the jjaltry half-morgen.

[d) Need for Better Type of Buildings.—The buikliniis in

which the children spent their school life are often poor huts

without even windows, or they may be small buildings made of

corrugated iron
—

'' tin abominations." as one exasperated inspec-

tor called them! The furniture is rough but reasonably good.

In such surroundings what can we expect to make of the chil-

dren, and is it any wonder that they are only too glad to leave

school after a vear or two of incarceration? It seems too much
like a fairy vision even to suggest a neat building standing in a

suitable position on enclosed land with trees giving shelter and

shade—a place to which the children delight to go. That day

will come only when the authorities make the grants conditional

upon necessary improvements of the kind, and provided time
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were J4i\en no real hardship wuulcl be ex]jerienee<l from such a

condition.

Up to the present we ha\e been so bu>\ copino^ with the

problem of prt)\idino- accommodation that we have hardly

stopped to enquire what kind of buildings was being i)rovided

—the day is now come tor us to deal with this matter.

(c) CrowtJi in Number of Schools.—In order to illustrate

the growth in the number of schools let us glance for a mcjment

at the available statistics. In Cape Province there were 120
non-European schools in 1854, 'i^yj i'l 1894. 1,265 in 1904. 1,830

in 1914, and 1.842 in 1916. If we consider the 24 year period

of Sir Thomas .Muir's regime, and taking into account abori-

gines' schools onl\-, we hnd that there were 2^}^ in 1892, 770 in

1907, 940 in 1913, and 1.007 ''^ 1916. An examination of the

figures will show an increase i>f 182 per cent, in 15 years to

J907, and of 268.5 P^i' ^'^i^t. in the 24 )ear ])eriod to date.

In connection with the enrolment for the years 1892, 1907.

and 1916, we find that the 15,193 grows to 45,936 at the middle
date. re])resenting an increase of 202 per cent., and by 1916 the

enrolment is 65.45(;—an increase of 431 per cent. With these

figures before us we are able to get a fair idea of the rate (^f

progress which may reasonably be expected.

(/) Denominational Control of Schools.—The next point

is to show to what extent the \arious Churches and Missionar\'

Societies control Xati\e Education, and once more it is neces-

sary to resort to the Superintendent-Ceneral's .\nnual Report

(1914). How few schools are managed apart from Missionaries

may be observed under the heading of " other " in the accom-
panving Tabic.

Taiu.k III.

{No)i-I:nropean.)

Dcnoininalional Schools. .Schools. Pupils.

Wesleyan 672 49-443
Anglican 415 31,667
Presbyterian

—

1. South African Church .. 151 9,223
2. V.F. Church of Scotland.. 124 8,986

Independent 109 7,7^7
l^utch Reformed Church /2 6,290
Moravian 6S 537^
Roman Catholic _|o 3.097
Ik'rlin Mission 31 2,595
I^>ench bA angelical 26 2,o8o
Rhenish Mission 17 2,510
I^)ndon Missionarx Societ\ .... 12 762
Bai)tist .

".....' 8 363
South Africa (ieneral Mission ... 6 2H/
Salvation .\rmy 5 330
Lutheran 1 39
Other 44 4,427

1,801 135,444
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{g) Distribution of Enrolment.—At a later stage, under ihe

Results of Education, we shall give further details of enrolment,
distrihution. and classification.

4. THE INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS.

(a) Larijc Circuits of Inspectors.—In order to ensure the

necessary standard in mission, as in other schools, several

Inspectors have l)een appointed by the Education Department.
In 1892 only two Inspectors visited the Transkeian schools.

whereas to-day we find eii^ht—and even so, the work expected
of these eight Inspectors is unreasonably great. In some cases

the circuit is far too large geographically, and in other cases

the number of schools must make efficient work exceedingly diffi-

cult. One man has 189 schools to inspect, but the average num-
ber is as high as 147 schools per Inspector. Another man is

expected to inspect all the schools in Bizana. Flagstaff, Libode,
Lusikisiki, Mount Aylift", Ntabankulu, and Port St. Johns.

{b) Lack of Knozdcdge of the Language.—Speaking gener-
ally, the in.spection is conducted in a sympathetic manner, but a

serious criticism is to be found in the fact that only two or three

Inspectors know the native language. It is admitted that diffi-

culty is experienced in securing men who have the necessary
qualifications, together with a knowledge of the language, and
very often men are accepted whose vernacular qualification is a

minimum. Probably this fact accounts for the tenacious way
in which the Education Department has adhered to the use of
English in all standard examinations ; and it also accounts very
largely for the extraordinary idea of insisting upon teaching

little native children who have come direct from some heathen
native kraal through the medium of English. For years this

has gone on in our schools, but now' the change is coming; in-

deed, it has partly come already. As we shall be dealing with

this point at a later stage, it is sufficient merely to mention it

here, and pass on.

The first matter of imjx^rtance, then, in connection with the

Inspectorate is that those working in native schools should, and
must, have a sufficient knowledge of the language, in order that

they may inspect children in their own language—not in Eng-
lish—at least up to Standard III.

Since the Mission Schools are tending more and more to

take the character of the particular denomination to which the\-

belong a possible solution may be found by permitting the larger

churches to aj)point their own Inspectors, or, at least, to have
the power of nomination, and knowledge of the language surely

must be an essential.

(c) Inspectorate Inadequate.—The general impression

amongst Missionary Superintendents seems to be that Inspec-

tors have too many schedules to fill up, and too many schools to

visit considering that there is no railway communication, and
that in the coast districts great distances have to be travelled

on account of the characteristic deep river valleys, which can-

not be crossed, necessitating a long, circuitous journey up the
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rid^e until a crossing is possible, and then the journe\- down the

otlier ridge to the point desired.

An idea of the work required of an Inspector may be
realised when we remember that in the school year there are 40
weeks, or 200 days. If a man has i8g schools to attend to how
is it possible for him to inspect each of them thoroughly, es-

pecially when we recall the length of time recjuired in getting to

the schools ; and is it any wonder that we have wholesale passings

sometimes, and at others wholesale failings?

With excellent men in the Inspectorate the thing is almost
a physical impossibility, and should be remedied by the a])point-

ment of a larger staff.

IV. The Education now in T'rocess.

Before we enter into questions of curriculum perhaps we
should define the position a little more clearly. The education

now in process may be defined as

—

1. Literary.

2. Industrial.

3. Agricultural.

I. LITEKAR^ .

The literary education provided is outlined in the ordinary

curriculum for European schools. In other words, the children

from heathen kraals attending our schools are expected to fulfil

the same requirements as the European children. At the Butter-

worth Conference (as between the Superintendent-General of

Education and the missionaries) in 19 10 it was gravely stated

that the policy of the Department was to provide for the natives

education " of the same kind and on the same lines " as Pluro-

l)ean children were receiving.

.^iich a i)olicy ])resupposes that the European and native

children come from the same environment, that the mind of the

luiropean child works in the same way as the mind of the nati\e

child, and the presuppositions are utterly incorrect. Educa-
tionally, then, applying the European curriculum to the native

schools is unsound, and the fact that they have done so well even
in s])ite of this handicap is an indication of the earnest purjiose

in all their searcliings after knowledge. It must be imderstood
that slight nKidilications may be allowed in the curriculum from
time to time by a sympathetic Inspector, but, then, all Inspectors

do not hold the same idea as regards sympathy, and no educa-

tional system should be based on informal assm-ances, and
understandings. The lime is come for a thonnigh enquiry into

the environment, re(|uirements, mental cai)acities and processes

<jf the native mind, and all the other factors in the situation, in

order to the devising of a suitable curriculum. Let us first

knf>w and understand his manner of thinking so as to learn

how best to teach him. and then consider what subjects are to

be selected and taught so as to produce the best results—best in

the interests of the native himself, and best in the interests of the

State.

'i"he greater i)art of tiiis i)a])er is devoted to Native Educa-
tion. esi)ecially in its literary aspect, and conse(|uently ther« i<
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no 1100(1 to travorso L^roiiiul alroad)' mado familiar olsowhoro.

It is sufficient to draw attontion to the need for a well-devised
syllabtis based on the exi)erience of the last 50 years, adapted to

tile special capacities of the native mind, the environment from
which he conies, and the part he is destined to i)lay in the
South African State.

2. INDUSTRIAL.

The industrial side of Native Education is, relatively, small.

It seems that sonic (hfficulty has been experienced in devising
suitable courses which could be applied to the native schools,

but so far nothing has been done, exce])t in the large Training
Institutions, where we find struggling Industrial Departments.
The provision of tools for use in the native schools would be
an expensive item, teachers who could combine literary with
industrial work* are easy to secure ; but in any case it is

an open question whether it would be wise to introduce such a

course into all the schools of the Territories. It is very popular
to assert that all natives must have an industrial training; but,

then, even fallacies are sometimes popular

!

Nevertheless, greater facilities for industrial training should
be provided by the Ciovernment, and the time is come when this

branch of education should be placed on a sound footing, so

that those who want it may get it, and those who have little, if

any, idea as to what industrial training really is, will see it and
])OSsibly desire it. All that the native knovv'S (I speak of the

heathen native in red blankets) of education is the village

school, and if he does not see industrial training going on there

how can he be expected to know abotit it, and to send his chil-

dren to be trained?

If the Government were to make reasonable grants available

no doubt many missions would tprovide facilities in this direc-

tion, but as things are, the industrial departments of our institu-

tions are usually run at a loss to the mission, and the economic
factor is too strong. That, in plain words, is why industrial

education is a negligible quantity in native schools to-day.
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The Victorian Department of Education controls 2,000 primary schools,

with their plots and gardens. Of these schools, 700 have regular courses
in agriculture and Xature-study. and before leaving the primary school,

the pupil is taught the signilicance of schoolroom and plot experiments
of an elementary character, with plants and crops. ... In order to

provide suitable teachers to take agricultural subjects in the primary
and secondary schools, courses of lectures on practical agriculture, accom-
panied by weekly deuKnistrations of agricultural principles, are given at

the Teachers' Training College.

From time to time attention ha.s been drawn to the necessity

for including agriculture in the school curricukmi here in South
Africa, but up to the ])resent nothing has been done in this

direction.

That there are difficuhies in the way is freely admitted;
in fact, they are on no account to be under-estimated. But un-

less we address ourselves to the problem of overcoming these

difficulties we shall be in danger of facing a much greater pro-

blem not many years hence.

A course adapted to the exigencies of our climate could be

majjped out, providing for practical work in the rainy season,

and theory in the cold, dry months of the year. If all the schools

could not come into line in this respect, at least the great

majority could, and the main difficulties which we would have
to face have ap])arently been already faced elsewhere. In pre-

vious papers* 1 have already emphasised the necessity for intro-

ducing this subject into oitr native schools in the interests of the

State, pointing out that both men and women have their part

in native agriculture, and so agriculture is specially suitable as

a school subject. The compelling factor is to be found in the

enormous increase of the native population and the consequent

using up of all available land. In a measurably short peric:>d

we shall be in the midst of serious difficulty unless we inculcate

intensive methods of cultivation, and so postpone the crisis,

hoping that, in the meantime, economic factors will be at work
adjusting the whole situation.

One cannot over-emphasise the importance of this sugges-

tion, and it is to be hoped that serious consideration will be

given to the mapping out of a suitable course, the introduction

of the subject into our primary schools—especially, though by
no means exclusively, our native schools—and the training of

teachers in agriculture.

In any case, if in our native education we applied the

principle of proceeding from the known to the unknown, we
could hardly find a better starting point than is to be found here

—the cattlefold and the mealie garden.

V. The Curriculum.

I. WHAT WE TEACH THE NATIVE.

We have already stated that the ordinary curriculum for

European schools is employed practically in its entirety in the

* Rept. S.A. .Assn. for Adv. of Science. Kimberley (1914), pp.151-164 :

Pretoria (1915), pp. 178-192.
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native schools. The responsibihty iur this state of aitairs must
be shared by the missionary body, who have declared from time

to time in favour of the development and adaptation of the pre-

sent system, and that any future changes in Native Education
should be of the nature of adjustment within the educational

system of the Province. Such a decision is quite reasonable and
eminently wise ; but the trouble is that little etifort has been

made to secure these necessary developments and adaptations.

At present, then, we are teaching the natives just what we
are teaching the white children. This is a mistake, and we have
already expressed ourselves in this sense, and given reasons else-

where in this paper. There is therefore no need to cover the

same ground a second time, though we take this opportunity

of em])hasisin^- the considerations already given. In particular

there is the totally different environment in which the native

children live, their totally different outlook, tradition, language,

and mentality ; also the totally diff'erent future which thev will

need to face when they grow up as compared with the ])rofes-

sional or commercial life for which our white children are being

prepared ; and the fact that they are compelled to assimilate all

this through a foreign language. Such a condition of affairs

one would imagine would closely affect the re])Utation of the

responsible educational authorities ; but here. api)arently. the

Edtication Department does not seem to realise that its jjosition

is educationally unsound I The glorious doctrine of l.iissc:; fairc

seems to be followed with a vengeance.

From the native point of view the |)osition. if riglul\- \iewed.

would be regarded as quite unsatisfactory. Why should the

natives not be allowed to develo]) alon^ their own natifnial and
natural lines rather than be forced into Euro])ean moulds, which
do not at all suit their genius, and tend rather to handicaj) them,

and tuni tlic-ni out as ^o many " lialf-l).'ikc(! cakes."

2. VERNACULAR AS MEDIUAt KAFIR AS Sll'.j IXT.

Perha])S the first change to advocate would be the use ^-^i

the vernacular as the teaching medium. The letter of the law
leaves no room for the use of the vernacular, but various benevo-
lent assurances of an informal nature have encouraged the use
as teaching mediimi of the vernacular uj) to Standard III. When
it is remembered that the httle children coming from heathen
kraals know nothing of the I'^niilish language the folly of using
that language as medium becomes a])parent ; and perhaps that

accounts for the fact that in practice no exception is taken to

the use of Kafir in the lower standards. But the tacit permis-
sion is of coni])arativeIy recent date. Throughout English is

emphasised as medium, probably mistakenly, and the difficulty

of securing ins])ectors conversant with the vernacular no doubt
tended to keej) \\\) the emphasis of English.

That hjiglish shcndd be taught as a subject in the lower
standards, and that with some emphasis, is quite right, when w'e

realise that ICnglish is to be the medium of instruction in the
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liii^hcr standards. lUu in n\\ cxporiciKX' of the i)resc'nl svslcni

I have ohserved a,:^ain and again h iw an imperfect understandiivj^

of the hm^uage in which the chihh'cn were taught led to an
imperfect and inacciu-atc Ivnowledge of the suhjects taught
through that hmunagc. LhiUh-en came to lose interest in the

reachng they did not understand, and so in ])lace of learning hy
understanding they committed large i-arts of the reading Ijook

to memory, and once started (^i'f they ap])eareil to read, hut
really recited the passa'^e : and niucli of wha: tliev did nianag.^

to read they did not in the least understand.
Surely it would he far l)etter to allow them to he taught

throughout in the vernacular, retainino- luiglish as a suliject

—

as an important suhject. It is far better to educate the natives

soundly rather than to gi\e them a thin coat of English paint;

and if luiglish is of such essential importance to them, why is

not the other official language of the Union equallv imi)ortant?

The fact is that the languages of the Union might with at

least equal pro])riety be trilingual. With a native population of

some seven millions as compared with a white ])opulation of one
and a (juarter millions, the native language should have its right-

ful place; and surely, if anywhere, its rightful ]ilace is in the

native .schools at least. In all his dealings amongst his own
people the native will use his ov.n language—not English—and
only a very small ];ercentage of the total ]>opulation re(|uire to

talk English after all. Better then, by far. to educate him
through his own language, always retaining English as one sub-

ject in the curriculum, so that he may benefit to the full, and
understand what he is taught. I ])elieve that Native Edtication

will have far greater value, and be sounder in most respects

when the hcjjeless policy of teaching them through a foreign

language is abandoned.
Moreover, we are making the extraordinary mistake of not

leachino: the natives the grammar and structure of their own
language ! Kafir should, and must, be taught as a separate sub-

ject. Many native? do not even understand what they read in

their own language because their knowledge and their vocabu-

lary arc so limited ; nor can thev write a letter, which is iirammati-

cally correct. It is most important for us to realise that we are

making their grammar for them. Thev had no idea of grammar
-—^they just talked! We have reduced their language to writing,

and to <^rder. and to some extent we have mastered the \arious

rules. I believe that a (lisco\ery of first importance has been

made within recent months regarding one oi the points which

long has been a jn-oblem to investigators: a discoverv of such

imp{^rtance as to necessitate the rewriting of the Kafir grammar
book. Since there is little value in an education that does not

adequately educate, and e(|ui]). men for their work in life. I am
prepared boldly to advocate readjustment of the curriculum in

these three important i)articulars :

—

I. The use of the vernacular at least to Standard l\' as

medimn of teaching.
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2. The teachino- of English as a major subject.

3. The teaching^ of Kafir as a major subject.

3. RELIGIOUS TEACH IXC;.

A further point claims our attention in this connection, and
that is the ]ilace of relio^ious teaching- in the curriculum of our

native schools. After my exjjerience of native life, and s])eak-

ing as a South African, I am convinced that the one great

obstacle to advance is the moral one Temptation of a sexual

nature is the great barrier reef on which Christian teaching and
effort is too often broken ; and before a native is converted the

teaching of the missionary must break through this barrier. And
if we dare not leave a large and unenlightened heathen com-
munity to practise their evils within our borders, neither do we
dare educate them away ifrom their heathen ideas and customs,

leaving them free to per])etuate their evils with the impunity

which comes with increased knowledge.

It is therefore essential to present the Christian standards

of morality as part of the inseparable fabric c^f true education.

And those who have investigated the situation in its several

a.spects have again and again urged the necessitv of Christian

teaching in native schools. The authority of Government com-
missions will hardl}' be called in question, and at a later stage I

propose to give full quotations of the findings of various com-
missions. I am content here to point out the need for adequate
religious instruction in our native schools. So long as present

conditions remain this subject will not be seriously treated by the

teachers, or the children, and the logical step is iov the Educa-
tion Department to take such steps as may be necessary to place

the subject in the school curriculum, and to give ])ractical effect

to the pronouncements which hitherto have been made with all

seriousness, and quietly left to be overtaken by obli\ ion.

VI. Thi". Attexdaxci:.

1. NlTMr.KR ATTEXDIXC. SCHOOLS.

The last 23 years ha\e seen a \ery great developnicnl educa-
tionally in the Cai)e Province, and some of the most striking

results are to be found in connection with the native scliools.

In 1915 it was officially estimated* that the native (and
coloiu'ed

)
population in the Territories amounted to 923.916.

and as at the second (juarUT im less than 65.138 children,

representing 7 per cent, of the i)opulation. attended Government-
aided schools. Thcsi' figures were an increase of 2.2 per cent,

on the figures of HJ04. b^or purposes of com])arison I should
state that out of a white population of 5H3.(S6S, in 1915, some
I03,90<; children, representing a ])ercentage of 17.8 per cent, of

the white population, were atteiuling school.

'•' Education Gaceiie. 2"/ Jan.. T916. p. 709. Sec also p. 481. post.
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J. NTMIU-.K A\- All.AliLi:. '

Ivestrictiiig" ourselves more particularly to tiie native popula-
tion we find. then, that while larjj^e numbers t)f children are
attendinji^ school yet very many UKjre do not attend. I have
Avorked out a com])arative table shewing not only the actual en-
rolment, but also the number of children available. (See Tables
IX and X post.) The latter number has been determined on
the basis of 25 per cent, of the population. This basis is by
no means too high for the pur])oses oi our study, especially

since it is applied to a heathen and ])olygamous community,
where one would naturally expect to find larye families. It has
already been shown that in the census of 1904 it was found that

the number of children between the ages of 5 and 14 actually

represented 26.1 per cent, of the population.

The actual figures of attendance in the districts which are

under General Councils are given in Taljle X. Certain few of

the most backward districts are not yet under the I'ondoland
(ieneral Council, but leaving them out of consideration for the

present and confining ourselves to those of which we have
exact knowledge, we find an average roll (191 5) of 62.835 '^^

an area in which the population amounts to 689,122. If 25 per
cent, of the children are of school age then 109,245 children are

still available. If it is a problem for us to find accommodation
for our present pupils, and grants in aid are secured with diffi-

culty, what will the i^roblem be like if we were called upon to

accommodate 1J/2 times as many more children in our schools?

3. REASONS FOR NON-.\TTENDANCE.

At present the natives find their children very useful as

servants. The boys are given various duties to perform, such as

the herding of the sheep and goats, and the girls assist in the

nursing of numerous younger brothers and sisters, as well as

in the share of work which usually falls to the womenfolk. In

consequence, there is a certain reluctance about sending the

children to school. There is also an idea abroad (quite a cor-

rect one) that if the girls are sent to school and are educated
they will not submit willingly to any arrangement of marriage
with some heathen man, and so may refuse to marry a man
who could aft'ord to ])ay her father a substantial dowrv for her.

Speaking broadly, the natives do not employ servants as we do,

and consequently the children are widely used in that capacity,

and for that reason large numbers are kej)t at home.

4. DESIRE FOR COM P^;LS()R^• ATTENDANCE.

However, there has l)een f|uitc an insistent demand of late

for comi)ulsory education, and anyone who has attended recent
sessions of the Transkeian (ieneral Council will know how, year
after year, lengthy discussions take place, and unanimous, of
nearly unanimous, resolutions are carried on that subject.

Hitherto the authorities have frowned upon the suggestion upcjn

the grounds of expense, and not wholly without reason.
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5. WHAT COMPULSORY ATTEXDANCK WOULD MEAN.

Indeed, the very men who demand most insistently compul-
sory education, scarcely realise what the granting of their

demand would really mean. They would be surprised, indeed,

to find themselves without servants and herd boys ; and yet that

is just what com])ulsory education would mean.
Looking at it from ((uite the other i)oint of view, it would

mean a very substantial reinforcement of the missionary body
at i)resent at work. It would mean finding accommodation, the

granting of hundreds of new sites, the building of hundreds of
new schools, and the enlargement of existing schools in order
to accommodate an enrolment two and a lialf times as large as

the i)resent enrolment.

llie teaching staff would need to be doubled, probably, and
that would involve considerable develc^pments of the Training
Institutions.

The financial (|uestion wouUl be a really serious matter,

including increased grants for the doubled teaching staff, and
the provision of the necessary school e((ui]>ment, and conse-

quently increased taxation.

But in these days we are living in the midst of a wonderful
transformation, and there is no knowing but that we shall still

have to face this question, serious though it be. At the very

least, it is a possible responsibility, and if it does not come all

at once and within the next half-dozen years it will at least

come in due time ; and the wonderful develoj^ment of the native

schools in recent years seems to indicate that very large additions

will continue to be made to existing schools in the near future.

With this vision before our eyes it is only fitting that we
should en<|uire more closely into the actual results of Native

Education, and so discover whether wo are wise in educating

these i)riniirivc ])eoples who dwell within our borders.

\ 11. Till': l\i';sur.Ts oi-~ Naiixi-: I'jircATioN.

riiis asj)ect of our t'n(|uir\- i> one which merits si)ecially

careful consideration. There is no doubt that if peo])le gave
serious thought to the actual r(\sults of Native bjlucation they

would not ])ass those superficial judgments ui)on the work being
done, whicli, in the aggregate, tend to i)roduce an ill-informed

])ublic (i])inion. it reallv is absurd for men to continue to make
all manner of statements about education s])oiling the native,

in face of the considered judgments of imi)artial (jovernment
commissi! ns, which always take a strong line in favour of Native
l^ducation. It nnist al.st) be remembered that resi)onsible men
meeting together in ci inferences, and Teachers' .\ssociations, and
elsewhere. lia\e lime and again declared their judgment in

strongest support. All tins does not count for naught.

1. AUOIM i:XT A(;AINST native I'.DUtATIOX.

If 1 ma\- make a bold statement, with all caution, I would
say that the argumeiu against the education and ad\anceinent of
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the native on the i^n-oniul of competition is utterly

erroneous and unsouiul. It is comparable, in some
respects, to the old-time argument ai^ainst the introduc-

tion of machinery. We now know that, speaking economically,
competition always leads U) increased production, and consump-
tit)n increases with competition, and this, in turn, leads to i^reater

wealth. After a Ions;- ex])erience in the industrial world we are now
fully pre])ared to acknowledi^e that all the riots, which took place

in the days when machinery was tirst intri.duced. were hased
on a misconception, and the arguments then usee] were (|uite un-
sound.

2. ECONOMIC VAlAl': OF NATUK KDUCAtlON.

Perhai)S, then, the first result of our experience of Native
Education is this, that it proves beyond question the unsoundness
of the argument against Native Education. Economically, there

surely can be no comparis(jn between an ignorant red heathen
man in his blanket, whose requirements from the sho]), generally

speaking, are a blanket and st)me ochre, and tobacco ; and. uu the

other hand, an educated native needing clothes, tea, sugar, jam,

tobacco, tables and chairs. ])cjts. and even other articles of Euro-
pean manufacture. The heathen man staying at home becatise

his re(|uirements are small, the school native going to work be-

cause he has accjuircd tastes for tea and sugar and other things,

and must have money to satisfy these tastes.

And so from other points of view we may make the same
comparison always to the detriment of the ignorant savage.

Applying this argument in the aggregate, how nnich greater is the

force

!

3. MORAL VALUE OF .NATIVE EDUCATION.

Further, it cannot be to the interests of any State to harbour

a i)rimitive people within its borders, indefinitely allowing them

to per])etrate and peri)etuate unspeakable evils; and our South

.African nation must be aroused to the situation, and brought face

to face with the actual position. I do not propose to sj^eak in

this i)a]>er of native customs, except to raise the curtain iiKjmen-

tarily in order that those who are truly interested in Native

Education may see and understand. There is a general impres-

sion abroad that the heathen natives live clean lives, that bound
by tribal custom men restrict themselves to their wnves. Since

I made my home in the Territories I have found this to be abso-

lutely incorrect. 1 learned that the natives have a custom ecjuiva-

lent to the sexual act, and ])ractised almost universally—that

])ractically no heathen girl would not consent, if. indeed, she

did not take the initiati\e. The difficulty which missionaries

have to face is this custom of iikiimetsha, so deeply entrenched

in native life and thought that j^ublic nati\e ojiinion thinks no-

thing of it. and ])arents take litHe. if any. care to kee]) their

boys and girls from coming together in this way. Indeed, the

girls are often taught by their own mothers how to accomitlish

their purjjose without serious results ensuing. The growing
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class of school natives, while not wholly free from this custom,
represents a very real effort to he free from heathenism; and the
laro^er we can make this class, the hetter for the white man and
his children.

I am further informed, with only very slight exaggeration
I fear, that every heathen man has one or more secret consorts
other than his wife, and conversely wives are friendlv with one
or more men other than their hnshands. Sometimes there is

connivance because the one dare not accuse the other. Amongst
school natives there is at least a real attempt in the direction of
faithfulness.

With this before us as a serious statement of the position,

the argument for educating the native becomes unanswerable.
We must choose between keeping within our borders a large and
growing population of primitive people, perpetuating evils that

every right-minded man should be determined to stamp out ; or,

on the other hand, putting forth every effort to turn them from
animalism to a higher view of life's values; and so long as w^e

do not do our ])art to right this great wrong they will be an
abiding moral menace to the State—a menace that we dare not

leave at our doors.

4. OTHER REASONS FOR XATIVE EDUCATION.

I am unwilling to burden this paper with lengthy (|Uotations.

but feel that certain paragraphs in Rejx^rts of Government Com-
missions need to be ptiblished in their natural context, where they

may be correctly correlated. No serious study of the question

of Native Education can leave them out of account. These
notable findings refer to the results of Native Education, and are

in themselves a complete answer to superficial critics.

§ 189. The evidence of the effect of Christian teaching and education

on the character of natives is verv stron,u. These unqucstionahly exercise

an enormous intkience for ^ood. A(hninistrati\ e action can go hut a

short way in that direction. It is a universal comph^int tliat the weakening
of tribal control is having a disastrous l)earing on social and family life.

The effect rf the introduction of a civilised form of government results

necessarily in the discouragement of ceremonies and customs which.

tliough barbaric in European eyes, have important consequences in

regard to tribal, paternal, and marital autliority, and indirectly on the

nmral bearing of the c'>mnnmity.
In this evolution the Commission is convinced that the restraining

and directing influence of the Cliristian religion and education, if imi)artcd
on proper lines, are absolutely essential, 'riiere is abundant testimony of
tlie benefit derived from these agencies which should receive the fullest

possible enconragemenl in the interests of the white as well as the black
races.— P. 35, Report of the Commission appointed to entiuire into
Assaults on Women. 191.

1

The consensus of opinion expressed liefore the Commission is to the
effect that education, while in a certain number of cases it has had the
effect of creating in the natives an aggressive .spirit, arising no doubt from
an exaggerated sense of individual self-importance, wliich renders them
less docile and less disposed to be contented with the position for which
nature nr circumstances have litted them, has had generally a bencticial
influence on the natives themseK'es. and l)y raising the level of their
intelligence, and by increasing their capacity as workers and their earning
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power, lias hcoii an advantatjo t<> the i<>nitminit\ .—§ .U'!^. South African

Native Affairs Cotninission. 1903-05.

Testimony has heen given as to tlie value of education as a conconii-

lant of religious atul moral instruction, and as to its economic eflfect in

raising the standard of material comfort, and tlins creating wants, .\part

from the consideration that there is a moral obligation upon the State

to provide for the intellectual development of all classes of its subjects,

there api)ear to he very s<nmd reasons of policy for the adoption of a

liberal and sympathetic attitude towards the subject of Xative Education.

The native, in common with the rest oi mankind, docs not live by bread

alone, and i)Ossesses cert:iin mental impulses and aspirations which

demand satisfactinn. Ikfore the advent of Iv.iropcan ci\ ilisation. the

struggle for existence, the chase, war, tribal jiolitics, all furnished a tield

for the exercise of faculties which new conditions have condemned to

inactivity. Xo policy can be complete or sound which is limited to political

or economical considerations only, and which takes no account of the

irrepressible forces within each individual. And it is evident that there

is among the people themselves a growing desire for education, which

cannot and need not be suppressed. Xative witnesses have been strong

on this point, and the Xative Churches which have seceded from European
control have established schools for which they have attempted, in most

cases unsuccessfully, to secure Government recognition and financial aid.

—

§ .3J9. South African Xative .Affairs Commission, IQ03-5.

The Council assumes without cpiestion that the education of the

native is to proceed, and proposes t<^ confine itself to llie prcjblem of

linding the right course. It does not seem to be necessary to enter upon any

elaborate justification of this assumption. It seems to the Council to be

axiomatic that the native ha- a right to an opportunitx to proceed to

such a stage of development, whether moral, intellectual, social, or

industrial, as he is capable of ; and it seems equally axiomatic that it

is a primary duty of those responsible for the government of the country

to see that such ;m opportunity is given to him. Both the right and the

duty seem to be beyond controversy.

It is the opinion of the Council, moreover, that on econonn'c grounds
merely the case for his proper education can be urged. If education can

make his maintenance and development more enduring and stal)le where
he is an occupier of the land, the country will reap indirect advantages-

from his increased productive power; and it is also equally true that,

where he comes in contact with the European as a labourer under super-

vision, we want the best work possible from him. and. therefore, his

education as a condition of advanced efficiency should be proceeded with.

-Again, the claim he has for educational facilities, as some return for his

direct and indirect contributions to revenue cannot be overlooked. The
Council therefore takes the case for Xative F.ducation to he proved.—pp. i

and 2. Third Report of Coimcil of l-'ducation, Transvaal.

( )riginally the cnstonis and the manner of hfe of the South
.\frican nati\e.s were adapted to the environment; and much
may be said in commendation of some oi these customs. But the

entrance of the white man, and the mere fact of his hving^ in con-

tact with the natives, has changed the whole environment. The
question now is : to what extent must we encourage the alteration

of the manner of life and customs of the native peoples, so as to

adapt these to the new and still changing environment? What
kind of education is best for the native peoples anrl 'for the

State? llow shoitld we adapt our educational methods to the

special needs, and circumstances, and environment?

There is an advance and a general im])rn\eniem in the con-

dition and otitlook of the i)eo])le wlu'cli can ne\cr be expressed
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in lio:ure.s and percentages, and conse(|ucntly all this must remain
unclassitied in our review of the results attained ; Imt there is a
growing volume, and (|uality of work done in our schools, which
gives promise of great things in the future, and some idea of the
suhstantial progress made within the last quarter centurv will

be found by referring to the returns of the exports and imports,
and by observing the increasing number of native clerks in

pri\ate and public service, native teachers and ministers, not to

mention the steadily growing number of native news])apers, and
the growing volume of native literature.

It will be a great day for the nati\e races when the rank
and hie learn to appreciate the blessings of reading. There is

not much " xolume " of nati\e literature >et, but it is growing.

5. NUMERICAL RE.'^ULTS.

Turning to the numerical results of Native Education we
find ourselves in a j^osition to classify and tabulate. In the pre-

sence of the actual figures one cannot but feel impressed both as

regards past attainment, and the challenge O'f the future. In

this year's annual report ( 1914) the Superintendent-General of
Education says

:

Xever jireviously has so great an increase in coloured pupils been
recorded in any year : and the statistics show that the growth in the

Transkei has been much more marked than in mission schools in the

Province proper.

[Qi.^. 1914. Increase.

Province Proper 66,070 70,511 4.-I4I

Transkei 60,242 67,960 7-7i"'^

I26..3[2 I.1^.-!7I T2.T5()

The very considerable deveU)pment recorded is the mure .i;ratitying-

when it is recalled that it is the result of voluntary and disinterested etitbrt

on the part of the different religious bodies. In their educational work
for coloured and native children the various Churches are carrying out.

at a comparatively low cost to the .State, work of considerable importance
and value to the general comnumity. The missionary ])odies are deserving
of all i)raise for the manner in which their schools arc conducted, often
in the face of consideralile linancial ditficultv.— p. 11.

I). A ki:.M AKKAIU.I-: .M)\\NCE.

'i'al)k' \1 is I if historic value as showing the state of Native
J'",tlucaii(;n in the year 1X84 by way of giving contrast to pre.sent-

day ci iiiditions and nmnbcrs.

Tables V'll and Vlll .giving details of enrolment as to dis-

tribution and classification have an important bearing on the

(|uestion of the future of Native " Higher ICducation," and will

re|)ay a careful study. In Tal)le Vill three things call for atten-

tion, kirst. the striking increase in numbers; second, the large
number of children who now ])enetrate to the highest standards;
third, the al)rupt falling off. as at .'Standard 111.
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Taulk VI.

From Commission on Native Laws and
Customs, 1884. Xo. Children.

Xati\c Training Institutions

—

Day Schools 25 -..S-'

Kaffir Mission Day Schools 128 6,460
Transkei 106 4.15

1

Tembuland 42 2,162
East Griqualand 50 2,250
Rasutoland 24 '.083

37.S f 8,427

Tadle VII.

(Non-European.)
Distribution of Enrt^lment. 1913- I9I4-

First Class Public Schools 80 /i^

Second Class Public Schools ^84 620
Third Class Public Schools 1.826 1,848
District Boarding- Schools ... 341 340
Evening Schools 230 210
Training Schools 1.113 ^^--3,

Mission Schools 61.718 66,341
Aborigines' Schools 60,409 67,801

Other Schools 11 to
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througli the Transkeian Sclu.i>ls annually, it will be realised that

a ven^ considerable class oi school natives is in process of

creation, and these are of great value to the Administration.

Being better informed, they tend to act as a steadying influence

upon the old natives, helping to explain new legislation, and

easing the situation generally in one way and another. These,

then, may be regarded as the main results of Native Education.

A result on which 1 have not dwelt in this paper is the

hypothetical one of comj)etition as between w^hite and black. To
my mind the fear of such a competition is a confession of weak-
ness on the part of the white man. The practical importance of

the question, however, is such that I j)refer to reserve consider-

ation for the present, hoping- on some future occasion to enter

fully into the whole issue.

\'III. THE .SUPPORT OF TFIE SCHOOLS.

I. MISSIONARY S()CIETH-:S.

The sup}X)rt of the schools is dependent upon three sources.

In the first place the Missionary Superintendent who does the

work in an honorary cai)acity is only able to do so by reason

of the fact that his salary is pro^'ided by the Church or Society

of which he is an agent. In providing the necessary buildings

for school i)urposes he often is supplied with grants towards the

building fund from the same source—especially is this so in the

case of the Training Institutions in which the Home Churches
have sunk thousands cf ptiunds. All this is due to the develop-

ment of Native Education from the days when the schools were
a branch of purely missionar) etfort, quite unsupported by grants-

in-aid ; and the financial su]>port still given by the various Mis-
sionary Societies is not to be under-estimated. It has been esti-

mated and publicly stated (I quote it not without reserve) that

the missionary bodies are doing work in connection with Native
Education in .South .\frica which could not be done by paid

agents of the Government at a cost less than £200,000 per annum.
If that burden is not upon the Government, it is because it is

being faced 1)y the Missionary Societies.

2. GO\ERN .MI.NT (;kANTS.

In the second place the Government give grants on certain
conditions. These grants are paid (juarterly to the Missionary
Superintendent, who pays the salaries of the teachers; and
,every penny of this money is paid over to the teachers con-
cerned. Many of the expen.ses incidental to the w'ork are re-
garded by the missionaries as personal ex])en.ses, so that not
only are they not paid, but actually they lose! A fully certi-

ficated teacher is paid (from (jovernment sources) £6 per
(juarter, rising slightly with long experience. Teachers who
have passed the second year pui)il teachers' examination receive
at the rate of £5 per f|uarter ; those whf> have passed the first
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year at the rate of £4: and those with only Standard \'l quali-

fication at the rate of £3.

After five years' continuous service the j,^ood service allow-
ance becomes oi)erative, while j^rants are made, pound for pound,
in the purchase of books and sewinjj^ material.

3. LOCAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

In the third place the Transkeian Territories' General
Council makes grants, based on the Government grants. Thus
all principal teachers receive a grant at the rate of 15s. for
every £1 of Government grant, and assistant teachers at the
rate of 10s. per £1. This arrangement, as has already been
pointed out, is not satisfactory for some fully certificated

teachers are not principals, and a large number of. uncertificated

teachers are princi])als. Thus certificated assistants are gettin.u'

less than uncertificated principals, and for that reason it is urged
that the higher scale of grant should apply to certification, and
not to position, which may mean very little in a small outstation

school.

Originally, it was usual for the Government to supply the

grants for salaries, and the missionary did the best he could,

with or without the assistance of the headman of the location,

to raise a further sum to augment the grant. This amount was
called the " local contribution," It was, however, found that

much of the missionary's time was spent in the efifort to rouse
the headman to a sense of his duty. In some schools the local

contribution was (forthcoming; in others only a fraction of the

amount was collected. Naturally, this led to a very unsatis-

factory condition of affairs since the teacher seldom knew
whether he w'ould get his full salary or only a ])ortion thereof.

4. EFFECT OF COUNCIL SYSTEM ON EDUCATION.

The development of the Transkeian Territories' General
Council has. howe\er, brought about a considerable change in

the condition of affairs. Districts elect to form a District

Council under the chairmanship of the Magistrate. This in-

volves that they submit to the imposition of a los. rate per
adult man, the money thus obtained to be spent on education

and public works. Every District Council sends representatives

to the General Council. This movement has develop-ed steadily,

and 21 districts are now represented on this system. 18 in

the Transkeian, and three in the Pondoland General Coimcils.

In consequence, we have an official body w-ith powers to enforce
the collection of the general rate, and this body disburses

through the Missionary Sui)erintendent, quarter by quarter, the
" local contribution." Jt will p.t once be seen that such an
arrangement is of the greatest possible advantage, for now
there is certainty where before there was none, and the mis-

sionary is freed from the unpleasantness and labour of chasing

an elusive heathen headman, who knew nothing of education
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aiifl Cc'rfccl still less to be bothered with the none too pleasant

duty of urgino- his ])eople to fulfil their obligations.

In i)assing, however, it should l)e mentioned that this extra-

ordinarv state of affairs still exists even unto this day in the

Colony ]jroper, for there is no machinery in the Ciskei com-
parable to that in the 'IVanskei. Several efforts have been made
to secure some competent authority in the Ciskei with powers to

deal with the raising of a rate at least for educational pur-

poses, and it is to be hoped that something will be done along

those lines in the near ftiture

The \alue of this suggestion will be at once seen when we
studv the accompanying tables relating to the efifect of the

General Council system on Native Education in the Transkei.

For one thing, it has, of course, and c|uite naturally, attracted

the best teachers to the Transkei. In consequence, the

standard of work has been mucli imj)roved, and this imj^rove-

ment is reflected in the better ([tialified teachers which the Train-

ing Institutions are turning out, because they have better material

to work on. The Instittitions then.iselves are not only much
improved within recent years, their numbers increasing both in

point of attendance, and also in the numbers of Institutions. In

fact, the whole system of Native Education in the Transkei has

been materially improved in most respects, and stands as an

illustration and exani])le for all our native territories in the

Union.
In order to make the comparison as complete and exact as

possible two tables (IX and X) are here given. The first is

taken from the minutes of the Commission on Native Education,

and the second is conijiiled from of^.cial sources^as are all the

tables in this i)a|)er.

It will be noted, in the first instance, that in the districts

under the jurisdiction of the Council the average percentage

attending school is double that in non-Council areas. In the

second table the first point to be observed is that only four dis-

tricts are now outside the District Council system. The obvious
inference is that the system .so manifestly commended itself to

the people that they willingly accei)ted the responsibilities of

entrance in order to secure the privileges ; and of these, perhaps,

the fir.st is education. The four districts which remain without
the magic circle are the most backward districts of heathen
Pondoland, and their entrance is now only a question of time.

How backward these districts really are is revealed by the fact

that only y per cent, of the children available attend schools,

re])resenting an increase of 5.S jier cent, in eleven years

!

The average ])ercentage of attendance for all Council areas
is ;^2 jjer cent.

Alongside the.se figures it is of value to show the percen-
tages as from certain districts in order to see what number of
children may be regarded as available for school attendance.
Thus in 1907, in N(|amakwe district, 14.7 per cent, of population
were attending school, and 2g per cent, of j)opulation were be-
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Iwecn tlio ai^cs of 5 and 14 years. This if education became
conipulsurv tlie school acconiniodatiun would need to he douhled,

and that in the district jiossessing, jjerhaps. the largest school

acctMiiniodation. So what shall we say of those districts of

much smaller i)ercentaijes? And taking a {general averajj^e. if

between 5 and 14 years of aj^e we have roui^hly (accordinjj to

census 44.14 per cent.), 30 per cent, available for school, the

percentag^e would be obviously greater if the age were extended

to 16. l^ut taking 30 ]^er cent, as the basis, only 8 per cent,

are in school, and the large numbers of schools, teachers, and
missionary superintendents would need to be more than trebled.

And in the four n(,)n-Council districts, where we now accommo-
date 2.42 ])er cent., we shall need to ])re])are for twelve times

as many.
Table XI will demonstrate clearly how eminently reason-

able is the basis of our calculation.

Table XI. 191 1 Census.

A. Under 15 years. European. Native. Coloured.

1. Union .. .. 465,459 1,636,031 268,417
2. Cape 219,462 670,868 191,441

B. Proportions per cent, under 15 of ])ersons of each race:

—

1. Union .. .. 36.47 40.71 39-58
2. Cape 37.68 44.14 41.38

But hand in hand with the advantages already enumerated
has come another effect destined to monopolise much time and
thouo-ht and diplomacy in the near future. Since the Councils

have contributed to the upkeep of the schools they have sought,

and are w'ith some insistence seeking, some measure of control

in matters scholastic. We need hardly enlarge upon this aspect,

inasmuch as we have dealt with it elsewhere in this ])aper.

Nevertheless, the situation is likely to develop as time goes on.

and when it does develop it will only be satisfactorily settled in

closest co-operation with those who, from the first, ha\e been

the prime movers in giving the people education, and at no slight

sacrifice now maintain the whole system of Native Education.

IX. The Gr.ading of Schools.

At the present moment, as one surveys the whole system

of schools in the Territories, one is impressed with the hap-

liazard way in which schools are allowed to exist. This is

largely the result of the conditions which obtained in earlier

days, and a little systematising would much enhance the vahie

of the inheritance.

I OUT.STATION .SCHOOLS.

Many of the outstation schools are struggling along with

one teacher and many children, and the hopeless attempt is being

c
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TAHL1-: ]X.

IXFl.rKXC!- OF Gi.KX CiKKV .\('T ON luUX ATIOX 1 (I9O7).

Total Pcr-

Total available-, Total centage

Population ages 5-14. Enrolment of avail-

Territory .ii.d District. ( T904 (1904 June 30, able Total

Census)
Transled—

Rutterwortli 18,625

Idutywa 27,279

Kentani 34,048

Nqamakwe 33-977

Tsomo 19.869

Willowvale 4--2-?5

Tembuland—
Elliotdale -^9.1 45
Engcobo 59.622

Mqanduli 35.3^8

Umtata 41.784

Griqualaiid East—
Mount Ayliff 16.738

Mount Fletcher 23.992
Qumbu 31.160

Tsolo 31.402

Umzimkuki .52,574

Total for (Hen (irey Act
Districts 477-75^

Tembuland—
Elliot •. 6.241

St. M:irks 37. M5
Xalanga 14.161

Gri(]iialaiid Hast—
Maclcar 4,829
Alatatiele 32,627
Mount Curric 10,697
Mount Frere 32.765

Pondoland—
ISizana 33.022
Magstaff 25.903
Libodc 24,795
Lusikisiki 42,169
Xg(|eleni 37.838
Xtal)ankulu 29,336

Part St. Jo'., IS ,S,68i

Total fur niin-( ilcn (irey .\ct

nistricls ,UO,2oo 07.807 12.471

Total for wliole of llic Terri-

tories 81,967 232.131 47,176

Census).
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TABLE X.

IxKui'EXCK OK Glkx Grky Act ON EuvcATU)N— II (lyis).

Total Per-
Estimatet available Total ccntage
Population ages 5-14. Enrolment of avail-

Territory and i)islrict. (11)15). on 25 % June 30, able Total
basis. 1915. in School.

Tnuisk'ci—
Butterwortli 22,500 S.625 2,666 47
Idutywa 32,188 8,047 1,888 23
Kentani 38,040 9,5io 2,246 25
Xqamakwe 38.348 9,585 4*241 44
Tsomo 21,514 5,370 3,173 59
W'illowvale 40,912 10,228 3,799 37

Tcmbuhi)id—
Elliot (no longer in J'erritories

)

Elliotrlale 27,Si2 6,883 428 6
Engcobo 62,500 1 5,625 4,025 26
Mqanduli 35,195 8,799 2,099 24
St. Marks 39,536 9,884 3,189 32
Umtata 45,2/0 11,318 3,446 30
Xalanga , ... 1 7.173 4-293 1,636 38

Griqualand East—
Maclear (no longer in Territories).

Matatiele 40,050 10,013 4.243 42
Mount Ayliff 20,370 5.093 1.687 33
Mount Currie 14,906 3,^727 721 19

Mount Fletcher 27,146 6,787 2,695 40
Mount Frere 41,297 10,324 4,799 46
Qumbu 34,900 8,725 4,194 48
Tsolo 33,586 8.397 3.555 42
Uinzimkuhi 39,io7 9,777 3,553 3t'

Pondulaiui—
Libode 25,895 6,474 867 15

Xgqeleni 36,464 9,116 1,591 18

rort St. Joints 27,812 6,953 632

Total for Glen (jrey Act
Districts 762,241 190,560 61,313 32

Poiidolaiid—
Bizana 49,068 12,267 569 5

Flagstaff 29,290 7,323 1,086 15

Lusikisiki 45,945 1 1,486 990
Xtabankulu 43,327 10,832 1,120 10

Total for non-Glen Grey Act

Districts 167,630 41,908 3,765 o

Total for whole of the Terri-

tories 929,871 232,46s! 65.078 2$
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made to teach the suh-standards and all the standards u\) to the

fourth. Other main station schools are similarly flooded ont

wivli a larg-e stih-standard attendan.ce, and a few scholars in

each of the other standards, and we hnd the principal teacher

arranging to teach, say, 12 children in Standards III and IV,

while two assistants struggle with 70 children in the lower

classes. To obviate this wastage perhaps sonu> wise grading-

might be arranged whereby the outstation schools would do
most of the sub-standard and lower standard work, the children

passing on from there to the main station school, which might

well teach up to Standard \T.

2. MAJX station schools.

At ])resent fairly stirt re(|uirements must be ful-

filled before Standard \'] may be taught in a school,

with the result that the sub-standards are flooded with

infants in order to secure the necessary attendance of 125. I"*ro-

liablv the Department would secure better results by allowing

main station schools to teach the higher standards apart from
the attendance rec|uirement of 125, so that they may be freed

from the encumbrance of sub-standard tuition, and then children

would pass naturally from the one school to the other ; and in

any case there would be no extra expense to the Department.

The whole scheme is sim|)ly a matter of arrangement.

3. HIGH SCHOOLS.

We have already shewn elsewhere that there are several

higli schools for natives, and the opening of the South African
Native College is making the establishment of other high schools

a necessity. If the grading of schools were seriously taken in

hand, a further development would be the establishment of

high schools at strategic ])laces so as to serve the needs of

groups of districts, and these would serve as step])inii- stones to

the Training Institutions and the Native College. The impor-
tance of a well-graded .system is too obvious to re(|uire further

emijhasis. and the suggestion here made might well ])rove to be
the solution. Let the main station, and perhaps large outstation
.schools, teach the higher standards, and confine the small out-

station schools to lower stan<lard tuition, drafting the children
c»n in i\uv cdur^c tn tlie main station school.

X. 1 1 Kill i:k 1"T)1'catiox.

I. l)i:i'IMT10\ OF THE TERM.

In dealing with the " higher education " of the natives we
are faced with the initial difticulty of the definition of the term.

'J'he South .\frican Native College has been adversely criticised,

and some have even gone so far as to say that it is no college,

becau.se it is pre])aring students for matriculation. These same
critics would be interested to know tliat the South .African Col

lege i)repared students for the matriculation examination for

many years after the passing of the Act (->f 1874. In fact. .Vet
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24 of 1S74 was called "
1 he lli^hcr luluoation Act of the

(.1 loiiv of the C"a])e of C"ai)e Hi)i)e," and preparation for niatri-

cnlation came within its purview. At present, for the native,
" hii^her education " means proceeding' to one or otlier of the

Training- Institutions for Teachers, or else to the Native College.

We ha\e alreadx' _<,Mven some indication of the course for

teachers. The first year is in the main a revision of the \vor]<

of Standard \'. and the second year is a revision of the work
of Standard \'l, and the third year is largely Standard \'ll

work, together with some theory, a little nature stttdw toiiic-

solfa, woodwork for male students, and needlework for female

students. It will thus he gathered that the re(|uiremcnts are

not excessive.

2. TlIK X.\TI\I-: COLLECi:.

The opening of the Native College hy the Right Hon.
(ieneraJ Louis Botha (Prime ^Minister and Minister of Native
Affairs) t(^ok place on the yth Fehruary of this year. Provision

has therefore l)een made for higher education along other lines.

and already the natives are availing themselves of the o])]>or-

tunities afforded by the College. But as the corner and cap-

stone of Native lulucation, the College should be more detiniteh-

related to the other institutions. We have recently realised the

danger of allowing Colleges t(^ spring up in different parts of

the covintry, and acquiring in the nature oi things vested

interests., with the result that when one had reached that stage

at which it could aspire to University rank, all manner of ])rac-

tical difficulties made their i^resence felt.

It is to be hoped that a similar sitttation in connection wi^h

our Native InstituticMis may be avoided.

3. OTIIKK INSTITUTIONS.

There are now a number of strong institutions in different

parts of the country, and perhaps in some quarters there i> a

feeling that these places are overshadowed by a brilliant younger
brother. It is true that the work in these institutions is along

other lines, and so does not compete with the College; l)Ut why
not definitely relate these institutions to the College so that the

one may strengthen and help the other?

If a course is to be arranged leading uj) to the College

Dil>l(.ma. some arrangement might well be arrived at whereby
one or two years of tlie work could be done at a recognised

institution, and the remaining minimum of years comi)leted at

the College. .Such an arrangement would give the insti-

tutions a living interest in the College, and the co-operation

would ]yt beneficial to all concerned. In time to come most of

the existing institutions will take rank as Colleges, if Native

Education continues to ])rogress as it has done within the last

20 years, and preparation should be made against that day, in

order that the develoi)ment may take place normally, so that

when the time comes the transition may not disturb other insti-

tutions.
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4. THE FUTURE OI" NATIVE IIIGMEK EDUCATION'.

The future of higher education so far as the natives are

concerned is hard to foresee, but it must not be thought that they

cannot attain to university standard, and it must be remembered
that there is in the Union a native ])o])ulati()n of more than

5,000.000. Very much will depend upon the character of the

higher education we place within their reach.

XI. The Future of Edi-catiox.

I. AS TO ADMINLSTRATION.

(a )Missioiiary Superintendent's Position.— In \iew of

what has already been shown, it will be interesting to observe

the future of the Missionary Superintendent. It is not too

much to say that he is the keystone of the arch, and consequently

the utmost consideration would .be shewn him in bringing about

any changes. Not so long ago there was a movement to provide
native local Advisory Committees to act with Missionary Super-
intendents, but as the superintendents act honorarily they could

not well be burdened with an unwieldy Advisory Committee,
who probably would only add to their labours. A proclamation

was issued, but it was stillborn. Probal)ly when a change Is

made it will be either at the suggestion, (^r at least with the con-

currence, of superintendents.

{b) Provincial or Union Control.— .\ mure important (|ues-

tion which is likely to arise immediately is whether Native
Education is to remain under the F'rovincial Council, or to pass

under the control oi the Union Government. Clause cS5, section

iii of the South Africa .\ct (Union), dealing with the powers of

Pn vincial Councils, reads as follows:

The Pro%incial Council may make ordinances in relation to Education
other than liif,'lier Education, for a period of five years, and tliereafter until

Parliament otherwise provides.

That i)criod of ti\e \cars is now at an ^'Wi], and steps are

already being taken for Parliament to exercise its powers.
Hitherto these powers ha\e been I'estricted to legislation con-

nected with higher education. biU now it ma\- legislate for educa-
tion other than higher education—a term which, as we have
already mentioned, is not yet defined. The i)ractical (|uestion

before us to-day. in connection with the administration of

Native I'.ducation. is wlietber it will continue to be administered
through the Department of I'.ducation, or b\- the L'nion Depart-
ment of Native Afifairs. Tlie Right lion. J. X. Merriman i.s

reported to have said in the House that Native lulucation nutst
be regarded as a nati\e affair, and therefore should come under
that Department. P)Ut the divorce of Native lulucation from
the De])artment of b'ducation is not likely ti) find manv sup-
porters in circles most interested. \t present the Provincial
.\dministration Commission is making en(|uir\ on this very
point. In \ iew of tlie great adxance in tlie Cajjc Province
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within rcoi'iit years there is some apprehension lest a chan<,'e

should he more of a handicap than a hell).

IVrha])s a solution niit^ht he found hy plaeint;- Native Indu-

ration under a Union De])artment of Inducation, and possibly

inaking some division in tlie De])artment as between the luiro-

pean and native sections. In this way Native Education and
native affairs would be under the same ultimate control, for b}-

the Union Act now operative " The control and administration

of native affairs " is vested in the Governor-General in Council.

The education of natives, however, being' treated as education, as

•before Union, was, under Section 85 (iii), left mider the con-

trol of the Province. Agriculture, which was taken to include

agricultural education, was assigned to the Union (iovernment.
In view^ of the satisfactory maimer in which Native Educa-

tion is administered by the Provincial Council a change to a

Union Department of lulucation might not be altogether welcome
in the Transkei. It almost seems that the status quo might
well be maintained for many years to come, and in any case is

there any need for a change of the kind? Would a Central

De])artment be able to control the whole of white education

in the different Provinces of the Union—not to mention the

education of the many different native peoples at various stages

of development within our borders? Some of us who live

amongst the natives are only beginning to understand them and
realise their ref[uirements. and it is hard to see how a Union
Department of Education could understand, and provide for,

the widely diver^tent needs of peoples like the Zulus, Fingoes,

Pondos, Tembus. Baralongs. Batlapins. Sw^azis—not to mention

the Damaras, Hereros, and Ovambos of newdy concjuered terri-

tory, which we hope to see shortly added to the Union. The
thing is impossible except by the concession of large local powers.

In the multitudes of counsels would Native Education not come
to a standstill ? There seems, on the whole, no reasonable possi-

bihty of getting better work done by over-centralising the admin-

istration on the one hand, or making the authority too localised

on the other hand. Rather let us maintain intact some form

of administration neither too limited nor too accessible, which

will more readily understand and deal with the needs of the

peoples within its sphere. A local authority of the kind already

mentioned might be oi>en to influence, more so than in the case

of an authority that is larger, and more distant ; and there, for

the present, we must let the suggestion rest!

2. AS TO l'OSSIi:jr.ITIK.S IN ATTENDANCE.

We have already pointed out what has already been actually

;icconiplished. In order to gain a correct perspective of our
achievements, and a view of the task which still lies before us,

let us now follow out our enquiry along two lines. The first

point is to discover what percentage of the children are not attend-

ing school. The second point is to determine, within reasonable

limits, the probable expansion in the population. If we give a
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faithful consideration to these points we shall be in a better

position to face the future of education among our native peoples,

and will realise the responsibility resting upon those who are

moulding and framing the whole fabric of Native Education, and

the importance of making that education sound and adequate.

I am unwilling to cite too many figures, in the course of this

paper, and yet the importance of the subject is sufficient warrant

for the inclusion of full statistical information. Fortunately,

where we have no authoritative figures it is usually possible to

compute with some accuracy on a basis that is authoritative. ]f

we desire to know how many children there are between the ages

of two and fourteen years, we are reasonably safe in accepting a

25 per cent, basis. In the 1904 Census Report, section 375. we
are informed that the proportion oi children of school-going age

(5-14) to the total population of the Colony is no less than 26.21

per cent, for both sexes.*

Proceeding, then, we may calculate that the available children

number one-tjuarter of the ])opulation, and in the accompan)ing
Table XII we give the figures for each district, so as to show in

detail which districts are most advanced educationally, and which
areas rec|uire most attention.

{a) 111 Cape Froi'incc {Traiiskci).— (i) By Coiiipiilsioii.—
In the first jilace. then, on examination of Table XII. we find in

the Territories that the average roll amounts to 65.138 children

distributed among 1,026 schools and 2.131 teachers. But large

as these figures are, we need to remember that 230,979 children

are available, and we would re{|uire 33^ times the accommodation
and 3'/> times the teaching stafif if education were made com-
pulsory—not to mention the multiplication of the number of mis-

sionaries.

( ii ) By Gro'a'fh of Populatiou.—Turning our attention to the

probable expansion of the population, we are faced with figures

unsuited to generalisation. The census returns do not helj) us
very much on account of the fact that they do not cover a uniform
area throughout, and in any case the earlier (^nes are not so
reliable as the later ones.

For most purposes we may regard the 1911 census as the
most reliable and thoroughf—and we cannot generalise on one
set of ligures. if we desire to work out the approximate rate of
increase of the native population, we find the task as yet impos-
sible, and in the next census so great a factor as the Fast Coast
]'"ever is bound to make its ])resence known, and disturb the
normal rate of increase. The extraordinary series of droughts
since 1912 in the Transkei is also a distm-bing factor which cannot
be regarded as negligi])le. In con.se(|uence we shall not be in a
position to know the nornial rate of increase of the native races
for .some time to come, and the accompanying figures must be

* P. xci.

t l-A-eii so, in my best jud-imiit. Iicpclc^slx iiiariuralc rcyardiny Traii.-^-
keian ai;riciilnir."il statistics.
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examined carefully with a full realisation of the al)ove considera-

tions.

While recognising- the fact that a census was taken in the

years 1865, 1875. 1891, 1904. and 191 1, we also need to remeniher,

as already pointed out, that the area of census has varied from

the Cape Colony proper to the whole of the Union. We are thus

unable to state finally whether the increase is uniform, or stibject

to great fluctuations, or rising progressively. We do, however,

know that the Bantu population increased from 838.136 in 1891

to 1,424,787 in 1904; that in 13 years there was an increase of

586,651, which means 70 per cent.—but ditring that period Pondo-
land was annexed. We also know that in 1911 there was an

increase of 95,152 in the seven-year period, and it is apparent that

in the ordinary course of nature very substantial increases in the

native population are to be ex])ected. Tn the Transkeian Terri-

tories the net increase at 1911 (_ensus was 8.70 per cent.

(b) III the Union of South Africa.— .A. further consideration

which cannot be neglected in the contem])lation of the future is

that of the native poi)ulation in the Union. If the figures relating

to the Transkei are large, what shall we say concerning those of

British South Africa? Tf the state of Native Education is so

far advanced in the Transkei and yet needs to co])e wiin not less

than ;^y2 times the jM-esent numbers attending school, what shall

we say of those parts of the L-nion where Native Education is all

but untouched? What manner of task lies before us? What
prodigious future to be faced—and what a mitrhty reservoir of

intellectual and economic power to be ta])i>efi. and released, in

the interests of the South African State?

'Tis only when we allow our thoughts to grapple with the

prospect that we realise that Native f*!ducation is only in its

infancy, and that is why it is so im])ortant that we should take the

long view, and build on sure foundations. The South .\frican

Native College is not a day before its time, and when it becomes
the Native University, what a constituency it will have—from the
Cape to beyond the Zambesi ! And where with a po])ulation of

1^4 millions we already have three universities and a fourth in

prospect, how many Universities will not the native poi)ulation in

due season support ?

Once more it has seemed necessary to leave as little as pos-
sible to the imagination in order to avoid the spectre of exaggera-
tion, and accordingly a group of four tables, Nos. XIII, XI\'.
W, and XYI, have been arranged so as to show at a glance the
largeness ot \hv numbi-rs inxolved.
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Into these (|iK'stii)ns uc niu>l not Iutc enter, bnl ratlier let

us lav hold of (he maynitiule of the nndertakin^ as rexealed in

Fabk" X\'l.

If tliere are. in the rransisei. an immense numlier of ehildren

of school age not attendinj^' sehool, what shall we say of the num-
bers relating to the whole Union?—and of the expansion of ex-

pense in providing" for them: Hearing in mind all ttiat is involved

m (kiuhling the accommodation we sliall ajjpreciale better the

difficulty ot accojuniodating all tlie a\ailable native chddren in the

L'nion. lor according to tne Native Aifairs Commission of 1903

05. 100,606 children -were attendnig school in South Africa.

On calculation (taking tlie conservative 25 i)er cent, basis

of i)opulation ) we hnd 1.153.1^)5 children avadable. In other

words, we shall need to muiti])l\ all our present activities eleven

times if we are to fulhl our o!)hgations to the full. If this is not

a jiractical issue lo-daw U at least indicates what the future

holds in store for us, and demonstrates the necessit) of ])lacing

the linance of the undertaking U])on right lines capal)le of natin-al

exi)ansion with the developiuent of the work.

It also emphasises the importance of a suitable curriculum.

Tile natives are a conservative j^eople. and a thing once
begun along certain lines must continue to follow those lines.

C'hanges are extremely difficult to effect, and when made are

liable to create all manner of sus])icion in their minds. Any i)ro-

j)0.sed change, for instance, in our present unstiitable curriculuiu

would lueet with great oi)position on the part of the natives.

Therefore I say let us be careful of the foundations now
being laid, for the whole su]:)erstructiu"e of future years will

<lepend tipon, and take its character from. them.

3. I'lii-: ]-:xi'.\xsj().\ 01- i-:xi'i-:xsK.

If ever om- responsibility to the whc^le iivailaljle school com-
munity is taken up. the expense of the enterprise would increase
very considerabl}'. in fact to siich an extent that a svstem of new
taxation would become necessary in ( ieneral Council areas.

Already the amount availabk' from the Louncil rate for education
is ju.st abotit equal to the burden. But in any case the Council
rate is inelastic and produces the same amounl., roughly, ever)

year. I-'or this reason it is not satisfactory, and already considera-
tion is being given to other possible schemes that are elastic, so
that as the increased devek)])ment of the Territories brings larger

burdens, the revenue will ])i,' in a position to bear those larger

burdens.

If, then, the present resources are barely sufhcient for present
needs, we realise what would be recpiired if present grants had
to be multii)lied. The increase of grants made direct by Govern-
ment would be proportionate. In this connection it would be
interesting to knov.- exactly what reventie is derived from the

Territories, and exactly how nnich is sjkmU in the administration

of those same Territories. It is a little problem on which we
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never >eeni able to get accurate knowledge I I.et us at least take

note of the last two colounms of liable XVI.
The expansion of expense would come in three ways :

—

{a) Higher grants for teachers;

{b) Larger attendances, therefore more teachers;

{ c ) ( irants for scIiikjI c(|uipment ( perhajjs including build-

ings ).

(a } J Uglier grants for teachers, a> we have seen, is a reform

already long overdue, and in any case mtist be faced soon. The
increase will not be confined to the direct increase of salary, it

will affect the good service allowances also.

ib) Larger attendances and more teachers.— The larger

attendances necessarily will involve the provision of many more
teachers—say, on a very conservative estimate, three times as

many teachers as at present, for only 65,138 children out of a

possible 230.979 children, now attend school in the Transkei.

If the missionary body is likewise to be increased, the respon-

sibilities of missionary societies will also be proportionatel}-

increased.

( c) Grants fur more buildings and eqitipmcnt.—in the third

place the cost ot equipment for all these additional children will

be very great indeed—so great that it might well become necessary

for Government to relieve missionary societies from the ex})ense

of new buildings.

All these consideratitjns siiow how far off we are from
making education compulsor\- ; btit by no means does the matter

end there. What will not come b\- conipttlsion may come to a

great extent in a vohmtary way. and the growth NNitltin recent

years of the niunbers of children attending schcjo! is significant

of much. .Special attention is drawn t<) this increase, li is well

for tile point to be realised b} all.

Finally the cost of administration, already great, w ill neces-

sarily be nnich greater. We ai)pear to be on the eve ot a

renaissance of learning m tlie 1 ran^ke'. it our scliooi returns ma\
be taken as evidence.

This is no place to make an academic pronouncement as to

the superiority of the intelleclual gifts of the white race—we are

here ccjncerned only with the {|uestion how to make the best of

the material available. We nnist Ijc alive to the dangers of allow-

ing primitive races to live within oiu" boundaries, perpetuatmg in

their ignorance and even tlevelo[>ing under the security of our
rule the moral e\ils of heatiien lite. As a young man of this great

land, and with the exj)erience gained as k missionary living in the
midst of our Transkeian natives—perhaps the furthest advanced
of all the natives of the Union are tound there—and weighing my
words carefully so as not to overstate the case, 1 would .say that

even to-day the moral evils of native life are unspeakable and
widesi)read. If tnir intellectual gifts are superior, then the
resjKinsibility inexitably rests upon u< My to guide and direct these
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l)Cople that ignoraiKx- may j^mvc place lo knowlrdi,^'. dark .su])crsli-

tion to truth, and tlic filth of heathen customs to purity. No great

State can aUord to neglect these considerations on the grounds of

expense.

\11. CoNCLLSION.

I. THE NATIONAL I.Ml'dkTANtE OF EDUCA TI Nc; III K N \T1\E.

Let US now sum up the main conclusions of this paper. First,

a wealth of material is available, proving the national imjjortance

of educating the native. The plain fact of the matter is that the

natives are determined to have education, and will resort to

]jrivate schools if they canot get encouragement from the autho-

rities. The hands of the clock cannot now be stopped or put back.

Morally, and intellectually, and econoniically, to take the stan-

dards of humanity at its best, the national im])ortance of Native

Education can hardly be overestimated. \\'e confine ourselves

of set purpose to these three realms with which all men are fami-

liar—the moral, the intellectual, and the economic. The necessity

for, and importance of. Native Education in these directions is

undisputed. Sixty years and more of native education has pro-

duced a rich harvest and vindicated for ever the faith of those

pioneers who faced all the unj^leasantness of esjKjiising an un-

popular cause.

2. THE TI-ME ARRIVED FOR A WISE AND STRONC, POLICY.

Second, the time is ripe for the adoption of a wise and strong-

policy of Native Education. The question is not whether we
should encourage the education of the native ( it has long ceased to

be that), the question is rather what kind of educaticjii should be
given. A new situation has arisen in South Africa since the con-

summation of Union. The responsibilities of the white man are,

])erhaps, all the greater Ijecause of the millions of heathen black-

men who now are subject to one central government ; so are the

dangers. The great war undoubtedly has jjrofoundly stirred the

native mind. These two considerations alone, in addition to

the fact that hitherto in the Free State, and Transvaal, and Natal,

very little has been done to educate and uplift the native, are
sufficient to show that a wise and strong policy of Native Educa-
tion is an imperative necessity.

3. f:ducation the foundation of all progres.s.

Education is the foundation of all progress along the lines

of agriculture, industry, and commerce.
Owing to the defective system, education in the Transkei is

almost wholly of a literary character, though agricultural educa-
tion is receiving attention apart from the schools.

Agricultural Education must be developed without delay in

the schools. Much can be done in this direction if the Depart-
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11 lent would address iheniselves seriously to the task. In the

adoption of the- wise and strong j^olicy already advocated, agri-

cultural education must be given a large place.

Industrial Education is almost at a standstill, owing to the

expense of supi)lying sets of tools to all the schools, and the

])rovision of suitable accommodation. If the grading of schools

( an exceedingly difficult and intricate, btit not insurmountable

task) suggested in this paper were adopted—perhaps also adaj^ted

—the difificulty of giving industrial instruction would be largely

removed, for only headstation and large outstation schools would
teach woodwork.

The present state of Industrial Education in the Transkei is

a scandal. A reference to the figures published (piarterlv by the

Education Department will confirm this judgment.

Commercial Education, as far as I know, is possible only at

JjAcdale. Perhai)S in time this branch of learning will be deve-

loped in other institutions. For the i)resent 1 am content to

make the point that the development of commerce is dependent

upon education. Wants are greatly increased, consequently the

trader buys a larger and more varied stock to meet the growing
needs of his ctistomers. Also the extension of our credit system

is dependent upon it. The growth of banking in the Transkei

would form an interesting study on this account ; all the more so

Avhen we remember the weakness of the native in the direction of

getting credit.

Rearing in mind the emphasis that has 1)eeii laid upon the

<ilmost excktsively literary character of tlie education now given,

it is necessary to make the position clear. The point is. not that

\ve should have one whit less of literary. l)ut rather much more
of agricultural and indtistrial education.

4. AN .APPEAL l'X)R C()NS11)I:R.\TI()N.

The object of this paper will be gained if in any measure it

has made plain the main trials and trium])iis of those who labour
to educate primitive ])eoples. The experience of tlie Transkei
slKmld serve as an imi)ortant and invahtable exam})le and illustra-

tion to our Union Government, and lead, let us hope, in the near
futtire, to the a])plication of an enlightened policy in those areas
where hitherto the education of the native, by some strange mis-
concejjtion, has not been welcomed. The whole ])osition has been
worked out and revealed, in almost too great detail, with a view
to the securing of an earnest consideration of the whole situation
by those in authority, and the introdtiction of a liberal and far-
seeing policy of Native Education throughout the length and
breadth of the Union of South .\frica. So onb- shall the future
be made secure.



THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OUARTZITE.

Bv Prof. Ixoi'.KRT A. Leiifeldt, B.A.. D.Sc.

In the course of an in\ cstit^alion connected with one of tlie

mines of the W'itwatersrand, I had occasion to examine the

thermal conductivity of the country rock, a quantity that ])lays

an important part in all (juestions of heating- and \-entilation of
The mines.

I was sui)plied, through the kindness of the mine authorities,

with two samj)les of rejiresentative quartzite. about lo cm. scjuare

and between i and 2 cm. thick, with fiat ground and polished

faces. An apparatus was constructed, consisting of an electric

heater enclosed between thick copper plates, in the centre ; the

two specimen slabs on each side, and outside them two copper
tanks through which cold water was passed. The temperature
difference between the faces of the rock was taken by a pair of

thermojunctions embedded in narrow grooves cut in the copper
plates. The heat flow could be determined (a) by the current
through the heater, {b) by the inlet and outlet temperatures and
weight of water used in the tanks. (a) will slightly exceed
{b) on account of loss of heat from the edge of the rock speci-

mens. The mean value in a stationary state, combined with the

tem|)erature dift'erence, determines the conductivity.

The experiment is easy and satisfactory : the most essential

precaiuion is to supply the cooling water from a constant level

apparatus, and at a constant temperature.

The power used was from 20 to 40 watts ; the temperature
dilterence on the two sides of the rock 6° to 12°. The result ob-

tained was
0.0388 watts ])er degree Cent, per cm. cube.

The BoSKOP Skull.— At a meeting of the Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, held on the 23rd January,
JVofessor G. Elliot Smith discussed an endocranial cast obtained
from the fossil human skull, found near Boskop, in the Trans-
vaal, in 19 13, and submitted to him for report by Dr. L. Perin-

guey. Professor Elliot Smith declared that the capacity of the

cranial cavity must have been well above 1,800 c.c.—perhaps
even as much as 1,900 c.c.—greater than that of the skull of
Immanuel Kant, and almost equal to Bismarck's. The features

and certain other characteristics of the cast suggested affinities

with the Neauderthal race, but the larger size, and in particular

the ])refrontal l)ulging, indicated an even closer kinship with
Europeans of Aurignacian and later times. One conclusion that

emerges from a comijarison of such cranial casts is that it is

the size of the ])re frontal area rather than mere bulk that deter-

mines brain superiority.

D



EXAMINATION OF THE BARK AND SEED OIL OF
TRICHILIA EMETICA.

By James Sprunt Jamieson, FT.C. K.C.S.

My object in the investigation of the bark was to study its

supposed poisonous properties. Bryant describes it as very pois-

onous, but the natives inform me that it is very generally used
in the form of an aqueous decoction as an emetic. The absence
of toxic symptoms on administering it to guinea-pigs upholds
the view that it is not poisonous. The yield of oil from the

seeds is fairly good, and the probable economic properties of this

oil for soap-making is feasible.

The fruit weighs about 20 grams, measures one inch in

diameter, and contains four seeds. The testa, on ri])ening, red-

dens. The seeds yield about 32 per cent, of their weight of an
oil to petroleum ether. Other methods for extraction were at

the time unobtainable. At ordinary temperatures the fat is

solid, melting at about 30° C. to a brownish oil with very little

smell.

About 10 grams of this fat was mixed with mealie meal
and administered to a guinea-pig with no toxic effects or

symptoms.
The following are the constants of the fat :

—

Butyrometer reading at 30° C 59.5

Specific gravity at 40° C 91 14
Saponification equivalent 201

Iodine value 67.3

Acid value 008
Reichert-Meissl valite 3.1

Polenske value 3.3

Melting point 30° C.

The volatile fatty acids consist mainly of caproic acid.

Judging from the Polenske value, this acid would amount to

about the proix)rtion found in a normal butter- fat, z'ia., 2 to 3
per cent. A quantity weighing 50 grams was saponified with
alcoholic potash, the soap dissolved in water, and the unsaponi-
fiable matter extracted with petroleum ether. This yielded only

about 2 per cent., which was identified as phytosterol. The soap
was then acidified with sulphuric acid, and the free fatty acid

extracted with petroleum ether. After washing and getting rid

of the solvent, the fatty acids yielded the following constants

of fatty acids :—

Melting pohit 35° C. to 7,-/° C.
Saponification e(|uivaleni 181
Iodine valtie 60.3
Acid value 166
]\Iean molecular weight ^5:54
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I'lic acicl was S()lul)lt.' in alcohol, cliloroforiii, and ciIkt,

and (.Tystallisetl in lon^ neetlles from alcohol. A solution in

chloroform had no action on p<ilarisc(l li.s^ht.

l-'urthcr investif^ations on the com])osition of this acid are
in progress, although it appears to be only a glyceride of stearic

and oleic acid with small ([uantities of caproic acid.

The bark oif Tricliila cmctica, which is known to the Natal
kafifir as the Vuikhuln, is used as a purgative medicine. A quan-
tity of this bark weighing <Soo grams was percolated with hot
alcohol. The brown viscous extract contained about 100 grams
of extractive matter. I'his was mixed with water and distilled

with steam, but no volatile product was obtained. The liquid

was filtered from a small quantity. of a brown resinous, stickv

mass (A), and then washed with boiling water. On allowing
the filtrate to stand for a week, a considerable (|uantity of a

very similar substance was deposited : this was separately filtered

ofif (B). The filtrate (C) v/as concentrated to a small bulk in

a vacuum.

(A) This resin, which amounted to about 20 grams, was
dissolved in alcohol and evaporated to dryness with purified

sawdust, and then thoroughly extracted with petroleum ether

in a Soxhlet apparatus. The ether extract consisted of a sticky

brown mass which was dissolved in ether and shaken witli

animal charcoal for two or three days. This treatment removed
hardly any colouring matter. The solution was filtered and
then shaken with an aqueous solution of caustic potash. The
ix)tash solution was separated, but yielded no acid on acidifica--

tion. The ether solution was washed with water and evaporated,

and the residue boiled wath alcoholic potash. The alcohol was
then removed, water added-, and extracted with ether. The
ether was driven ofif, the residue mixed with potash and fused,

dissolved in water and extracted with ether. This, on evapora-

tion, yielded about half a gram of an amorphous substance

slight!}' soluble in water, but no crystals could be obtained from
it. It gave with ferric chloride a green solution, which became
reddish on addition of sodium carbonate. This is probably pro-

tocatechuic acid.

(B) On examination of residue (B), it was found (juite

as refractory as the resin (A), and yielded nothing crystalline.

(C) The aqueous liquid was concentrated to a bulk of

about TOO c.c. and shaken with ether. The ether was allowed

to evaporate spontaneously, but nothing was obtained from it.

It was also shaken with chloroform, but nothing was obtained.

The aqueous liquid which had been extracted with ether

and chloroform was treated with basic lead acetate. This pro-

duced a brown precipitate, which was filtered ofif and then

suspended in water and decomijosed with sulj^huretted hydrogen,

filtered, and tested after acidifying with sulphuric acid with the

usual alkaloid reagents. These gave negative results.

The filtrate from the basic lead acetate ])recipitate was
freed from lead, and this solution also tested for alkaloids, but
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iKjiie were found, a portion of the filtrate was tested with

FehHng's solution, which showed the presence of glucose. It

also orave crystals with phenylhydrazine acetate.

A weighed portion was extracted with water, and an esti-

mation of the tanning matter made by means of hide powder.
Tlie following results were obtained :

—

Total solids 22.32 ])er cent.

Solids not tannin i.S-SO per cent.

Tannin 6.82 per cent.

The ]uirgative action of the bark is probably due to the

large (|uantity of resinous ma-tter. A quantity wei^yhing 20 grams
was digested in alcohol, and the resultant extract mixed witli

food and given to a guinea-pig without fatal result.

vSuMMARV.

Tlie sul)stance yielded about 12 i)er cent, of extractive

matter to alcohol, which consisted of a rather refractory resin

containing a quantity of protocatechuic acid ; the aqueous solu-

tion contained small quantities of glucose, but neither alkaloids

nor glucosides were found. An ac|ueous infusion ctintained 22.32

]K'r cent, total solids, comprising 6.82 per cent, of tannin.

Cosmic Evolution.—According to the Joiumol of ihr

Briiish .Istroiioniical .Association, a i)a])er read by Mr. J. II.

leans before the Royal Astronomical Societ}-, and dealing pri-

-niaril}- with spiral nebul?e, leads to some interesting negative

results as regards the origin of the solar s_\steni. If gas be

ejected into a vacuum, it will condense gravitationally only if

thrown out with stifficient rajndity and in sufficient amounts. In

the first case the outpouring of matter would have to be so rapid

that it woukl take weeks only for a mass ecjual to that of the earth

to be ejected. In the second case, if the matter thrown off from a

large nebula of low density is condensed at all, it will condense
into masses comi)arable with that of the Sun : we should not have
l)lanets generated, but streams of stars. Thus, if the results to

which this i)aper seems to point, be established, we must conclude
that the rotational hy])othesis, introduced first to explain the solar

system, seems able to ex])lain almost everything excei)t the solar

svstem.



THE CE13ARA PLANTAl'ION.

I'>\- loilN SPURGEON llKNKia,

The Cedara I'lantation ha\ing- been recently re-surveyed 'a-

-Mr. S. St. C. Ballenclen, the officer in charge, and a descriptinu

prepared by him of the growing stock, it seemed to the writer
that a brief account of the origin and present state of the largest

(jovernment Plantation in Natal would not be uninteresting.

The plantation is situated on the south and st)uth-east ])(ir-

tion of Section A of the farm " Riet S])ruit," purchased bv the

Natal Government in iyoi-2. The whole area was named the

Central Experiment Farm, but subse(|uently came to be called

Cedara.

The nearest railway station is that of Cedara. on the Natal
main line. F'rom this station the furthest point of the ])lantation

is distant about hve miles, and the nearest about two.
The geological formation is that of the Beaufort beds, with

numerous intrusions of dolerite. The soil varies considerably.

being in parts shaley and shallow, in others a |)orous red loam,
and a still black clayey loam in the valleys. It is nowhere as

good as the soils on the coastward slopes of the Zwartkop. where
trees do so well.

The average elevation is al)out 4,000 feet, varying from .^.500

to 5,000 feet.

The general aspect varies from north to north-west.

The rainfall, which principally occurs in summer, averages
about 30 inches, with 134 wet days. Occasionally snow falls on
the higher portions, and in winter frosts occur in the valleys.

Hailstorms in the summer months sometimes pass over the area,

and occasionally injure the trees.

The configuration is hilly, a large part of the area having a

steep slope, which rendered it necessary to prepare the ground
by hand.

The action of the Natal (jovernment leading u]) to the es-

tablishment of the plantation ap])ears to date from the year
1900, when, as a result oi a discussion in Parliament, steps were
taken to collect data in regard to the re-establishment of a Forest
Department. In T(joi-2 .some provision (ii,ooo) was made for

such a Department, and in 1902, on the invitation of the Natal
(iovernment, Mr. J. Storr Lister, Conservator of Forests of
the Eastern Conservancy of the Cape, visited Natal and sub-
mitted a report on the forest areas, and gave suggestions for
the establishment of a Forest Department. Air. IJster visited

Cedara in order to determine whether it would be j)racticable to

form a Nursery and Plantation there. He reported favourably,
and suggested that about 1.400 acres of the farm be allotted for

afforestation, and that the Conservator of Forests have his head-
(|uarters at that centre. Various suggestions were given for

laying out the plantation and nursery, and the kinds of trees to

be grown.
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Mr. Lister recommended Air. T. R. Sim, a Cape Forest
officer, for the appointment of Conservator of Forests. Mr. Sim
took up his appointment in September, 1902.

In the first Annual Report of the Conservator of Forests.

i.e., that for 1902, it was stated that afforestation was one of the

])rimary objects of the Government's present policy. Mr. Sim
advised a settled and continuous ]X)licy of afforestation in order

that all work undertaken may be properly arran_CTed, and was
prepared to organise the industry and proceed at whatever rate

the Government was able to sup})ly the necessary funds.

The Natal Government, following Mr. Lister's advice, de-

cided to commence operations at Cedara, placing about 1.350
acres available for afforestation ; though Mr. Sim pointed out
" that the area was mostly, either very steep, or very rocky, and
consequently it is both more difficult and more expensive to

prepare than more easily ]:)louohable land. The site was selected

on account of being the least suitable i^art of the farm for

agricultural operations. Some of the land was so rocky that it

was suggested that it be left unplanted. The as])ect mostly

iaces north, and is consequently the o])])osite to that where
natural forests are found, and except in the upper and very

rocky part, it is outside the mist belt which occupies the southern

and eastern aspects of the same range. Altogether, the site

cannot be regarded as a favourable forestal one, except to prove

what can be done under rather adverse conditions."

In 1902 active operations were commenced by preparing

land and establishing a nursery and engaging a small staff". The
avowed object of the afforestation operations was to produce
timiber for railway sleepers and general technical purposes to

re])lace that which was being imported. It was not the intenti(Mi

of the newly established Dej^artment to come in ccMiflict with

local and alreadv established industries, but rather to grow the

kinds of timber which private enterprise was not. on account of

the time element, prepared to invest its caj^ital in.

In 1903 the first trees were planted, and considerable areas
.sown with Cluster Pine seed, in all about 407 acres having
api>roximately 700,000 trees.

A seed store was established, and tree seeds as well as

transplants from the nursery .sold to the general ]iublic at such
rales as to place them within the means of all sections of the

comnuniity. (iradually the lun-sery became known, and has been
the means of distributing nian\- hundreds of thousands of trees

lo all i^arts of Natal.

In addition to the purel}- forestr\- work, two Arboreta were
])Ut down, one having the individual trees widely si:)ace(l so as

to permit of free and natural de\elopment, and the other in

crowded groups, so as to deiuonstrate the relative height growths
and sui)ply data as to the value of timl)er. density of crop, etc..

etc.

As the Forest Department controlled all tree-planting opera-

ti<.ns at Cedara, it fell to its province to lay down the various
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avenues, shelter and ])i"()tecti\e hells on the estate, and the skill

shown is demonstrated to-day hy the heautiful ai>])earance of

the whole estate, the estate being considerably enhanced in

value l)oth from a scenic as well as a scientific ])()int of viev>

.

and students of arboriculture and forestry at the Agricultural

College may see many varieties of trees, and can select kinds

for planting on their own farms, or advise others as to the right

kinds to use.

Afforestation operations were continued yearly, and in lyoC)

it was reported that there were 1,004 acres planted, and some
100 acres of land prepared for planting during the ensuini»' year.

One of the objects was to plant as many varieties of trees

as possible, in order that their value and suitability to the locality

ma}' be thoroughly tested ; this object was steadily kept in view,

and to-day many interesting studies can be made as to rate of

growth, mode of development, etc., of the various kinds. At a

later date, when the trees are sufficiently developed, the qualit}-

of timber produced by each species will be determined.

Unfortunately, just after the scheme of afforestation was
launched, depression set in, and owing to the difficulty of finding

adequate funds, the work was considerably curtailed and practi-

cally brought to a standstill. In 1907 Mr. Sim was retrenched

and his office abolished. The work of the Department was then

placed under the control of the Director of Agriculture and

Forestry, and continued under his supervision until shortly after

the Union of the Colonies came about in lyio.

The young plantation has had to contend against periods of

drought, hailstorms, snowstorms and frost, but notwithstanding

all these drawbacks continued until iQog to thrive and give excel-

lent results in regard to growth, etc.

In August, 1909, a calamity befel the plantation. During
a violent, hot north-westerly wind, a fire was started by a train

travelling north, first at Riet Spruit. But this was successfully

extinguished. Subsequently another fire was started near Howick
Rail, which swept over the veld and jiunped the existing fire-

breaks, and practically passed through the whole plantation.

Nearly all the Cluster Pine compartments were totally destroyed,

and the majority of the Gums were injured to such an extent

that they had to be coppiced.

All the reports available indicate that fire-breaks which
were considered adequate had been made to meet all ordinar\-
circumstances, but the force of the hurricane was such that
breaks 150 yards wide would not have stemmed the onward pro-
gress of the fire. At the time it was reported that some 400
acres of the plantation were totally destroyed, and the remainder,
principally Eucalypts, Wattles and Blackwoods, with the ex-
ception of some of the groups near the College and a few plots

scattered about the plantation, were so badly injured that they
had to be coppiced. Fortunately, vigorous shoots developed.
The re-survey of the plantation showed that, in reality, a larger

area had been totally destroyed.
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Certain interesting results were observed in regard lo the

Acacia mclanoxylon (Blackwood). Whilst Black Wattle and
Eucalypts offered little or no resistance to the progress of the

fire, some Blackwood planted in a ravine which was a veritable

flue and contained four-3'ear-old grass, turned the fire and pre-

vented any considerable penetration alon<>' the line.. It seems

clear that wherever Blackwood can be successfully grown, it

should be used generally for fire protection purposes. At Cedara
itself this observed fact was put in practice when replanting

operations were commenced, and numerous intersecting belts of

Blackwood now traverse the plantation.

In 1910 the staff at Cedara was principally em])loyed in

coppicing the injured gums and re])airing. as far as this was
possible, the damage done by the fire.

In the same year (ist October, lyio) Mr. A. W. Heywood,
Conservator of Forests of the Eastern Conservancy, Cape Prc^-

vince, was transferred to the charge of the Natal Conservancy

and afforestation operations were recommenced on a larger scale

and continued until the outbreak of the European W'ar. when re-

trenchment of funds only permitted works of maintenance.

With the re-establishment of a Forest Department in r^TO

under the Union Administration, it became necessary to define

the relative spheres of the Agricultural and Forest Departments

at Cedara. An agreement was drawn up in igt2 by which an

area of 1281.44 acres were placed entirely under the control of

the Forest Department, and the remainder of the estate under

the Agricultural Department. Under the arrangement about 131

acres of plantation, consisting of the greater part of the Arboreta.

ornamental belts, avenues and some black wattle areas fell to the

Agricultural Department.

iThe area of i2(Si.44 acres which came under thr direct

control of the Forest Department is in one l)lock.

hVom time to time stock maps ha\e l)een prepared of the

area planted, but owing to the numerous i)lots of varying age

scattered over the area, it was decided in lyi.S f^' re-survey the

plantation and di\ide it into blocks and compartments. Owini:'

to the numerous small groups the size of the individual c(Mni)art-

ments was fixed at 10 acres—irregularities of ])erimeter render-

ing it necessary for some com])artments to l)e larger and others

smaller.

The four blocks were numbered respectix ely, .\, B, C. and D,

and contain the following areas:

—

Block A . . . . 14.^-26 acres with r8 compartments.

Block B . . . . 386.4 acres with 40 compartments.
i>lock C .. .. 409.02 acres with 42 com])artments.

l-)lock D . . . . 342.76 acres with 37 comi)artments.

Total .... 1281.44 137
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Careful descriptions on suitabk- forms were made of eaoii

compartment, givint^ particulars of locality, soil, aspect, species

of tree, ii^e, (|uality and stocking. Each sj^ecies was separated

into a sul)-conipartment or ^rouj). As evidencing- the scattered

nature of the planting of i)ast years there are in:

—

Block A yo grou[)s.

Block B 193 groups.

Block C 212 groups.

Block D 126 groujjs.

Total 621

The forms in use provide space for recording the future
treatment of each group, and in this way accurate records will

be secured in regard to methods of treatment, intermediate and
final yields, and costs of the varicnis operations which may ])e

imdertaken for the improvement, etc., of the gro wins' stock.

The stocktaking of 191 5 yielded the summarised re-ults

tabulated on page 504.

Summarising the results still further there are :

—

Eucalypts 4i<^-5''^ acres.

Conifers 347-03 ,.

Blackwood 211.89 ^
i'oplars 3.75 „

Black Wattle 104.54 ,,

Others -3-74 „

Indigenous Bush 12.76 ,,

1222.29

Unplanted Area CS9-I5

Total 1281.44 acres

The unijlanted area, excepting certain excessively stony

]:;atches with practically no soil, and parts required for protecting

the Cedara Reservoir, etc., will be planted within the next seas;)n

or two. The areas under Black Wattle are being converted to

timber trees as the crojos mature.

Exclusive of the many valuable kinds growing on the area

transferred to the Agricultural Department there are approxi-

mately 80 varieties of timber trees l)eing tested, and in due course

valuable results will be obtained in regard to the suitabilitx nv

otherwise of each species experimented with.

The woods are being regularly thinned, and with increa>ing

age the whole plantation will become valualile. not only in regard

to the timber itself, but also as demonstrating what kinds can

be grown successfully and the jiroper methods of tending each

s])ecies.
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I*'roin ihe resulis dbtained frdin time to tinic, vield tables

will be prepared for ireiieral use in tlie jjlantatioiis, and in

localities having;' more or less similar conditions to tliose obtaininj^

at Cedara.

The whole plantation is well sn)>})lied with roads and bridle

paths, rendering all ])arts of the area accessible. The compart-

ment boundaries have been irarked on the ground, and each

compartment numbered so that no difficulty is e\])erienced in

finding any one of the numerous grotips.

In this paper the financial results have not been touched

upon, principally because when the ]>lantation was controlled by

the Agricultural Department during the years 1907-1910, no

separate accounts appear to have been kept of the purely forestry

<iperations. It is hoped, however, on another occasion to give

particulars of the costs incurred and the financial prospects of

the plantation. Suffice it to sav that the Nursery pays for itself,

and that such material yielded by thinnings as is saleable, and

the yields of mature wattle plantations, are sold at remunerative

rates.

In conclusion it may be slated that though Cedara Planta-

tion was tlie tnrst Government Timber Plantation established in

Natal, smaller test plantations have been put down at Empan-
geni. Port Durnford, Buhver, Ingwangvvane, Ngomi, and ex])eri-

mental ])lots at nearly all the forest stations in Natal.

A SHORT NOTE ON RRYOPHYTA OF SOUTH AFRICA.

Bv Thomas Robertson Sim.

(Precis.)

In continuation of the statement made a vear ago,* the

author stated that he had, during the interval, prepared and
distributed a check-list of the Bryophyta of South Africa, run-
ning to over 1,000 species, and also that the first two parts of
liis " Handbook of the Bryojjhyta of South Africa " were now
ready. These two parts (leal with the whole of the genera of

the mosses. The genera of the Hepaticse and the sj^ecies of both
groups will be dealt with in future parts, and it is expected that

the work will consist of about ten parts when complete.

* Rept. S..A. Assn. for Adv. of Sc, Pretoria (1915), 435.



NO'l'l': ox POLYPORUS LUCJDUS LEYSS.. AND ITS

i':i''Kl-X'r ox TITE WOOD OF THE WILLOW.

By Paul Andries vax der Bijl, ALA., D.Sc, F.L.S.

{Plates 12-16 and Si.v Test Fif/ttrcs.)

1.\TU(JDUCT1()X.

This fungus was first brought to my notice by Master J.

Sellschop, and found to be very plentiful under Acacia trees

around Pretoria. While hunting for more material of this

fungus, Mr. H. F. Cuti' came across it on the roots and stem
of a large live willow tree-

Subsequently I had the plant from ditterent locahties, and
it is evidently one of our most common Polyporacese.

I have to acknowledge the assistance given by Mr. C. li.

Lloyd, of Ohio, in determining and verifying many of my speci-

mens, and am also indebted to Mr. L. O. Overholts, of Pennsyl-

vania.

I have, moreover, to thank those wlio have favoured me
with specimens, and am grateful to Mr. 1. B. Pole-Evans, M.A..
B.Sc, F.L.S. , Chief t>f the Division of Botany, fi^r letting me
have samples of the material forwarded him.

The drawings were kindly made for me by Miss K. A.

Lansdell, of the L^iion Department of .Vgriculture.

FuNca OCCURRING IN SoUTH Al-RICA WHICH ARI-: EITHER CLOSE
TO OR SvN()iX>'M()US WITH roLV i'( >iirs Lixinrs.

What is evidently a sessile form of Polyporus lucidus has

been descril)ed l)y Mtu-rill* under the name Gaiiodcniia sessile

Murr. {Polyporus sessilis), and he gives its distribution as Con-

necticut to Missouri, Alabama, and Louisiana. Ovcrholtst men-
tions the following as .synonyms of /'. lucid us:

Boletus lucidus Leyss.

;

Ganodenna sessile Mur.

:

Ganodenna suhperforatuui

The fungus Polyporus fulrellus llrcsadoLa is e\'idently i)nly

a sessile form of P. lucidus: indeed, had we onlv the fungu-
from tile stem o.f the willow, and n^i fruni the roots alsc\ we
would have referred it to \h\> spc'-ic-^.

Of Polyporus sessilis Slur [Gauiulcnua sessile) LKncli
says: "As usually a])])lied ii is the sanir a> resinaccus. We
have, however, in the I'nitc-d .Stales, an annual sessile species

which we have found on willow. The >in-face is not so dark
nor strongly laccate a,- the preceding plant, and it is broadh-
attached, ne\er any intimation of a stipe."" I lia\e a single speci-

men of Pdlyporiis rcsiiiaceus l)ou<l., kindK named for me 1)\'

"..Vlurrill. Win. \. : "Xmih American hlMi-.t." S |2|, 12c.

t Overholts. L. (). : ./;;;;. \lijs. Hot. (.nird.. 1 ( .Marcli. 1914), 12,5.

itl.tfiyd, ('. (].: "Sxnoijsis :«f the -Soction Ajnis of the Genus Poly-
porus "

( i<;i5 ». ,?7L
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Mr. C. (i. Klovd, and thi> sprcinuni i> tliickcr than rolyporus
Jncidiis as usually found in South Africa, and the siu-face more
resinous. I have several s])eeiniens oi Polyf^onis rrsiiiosKS

Schrad.. also named for nie hy Mr. C. G. Lloyd, and thc>o he
regards as hul sessile forms of P. liicidiis. The surface is

decidedly resinous. Polyporns Ciirtisii Berk, is close to P.

Incldus. the only difference heinj.;- that in tlie former the surface
is more yellowish or almost white.

As stated hy Lloyd,* the following description will ai)i)ly

to all the annual Caiwdcnniis Polyporus forms: " l^ileus sessile.

applanate, with a thin, reddish-l)ro\\n. nuM-e or less laccate sur-

face. Context dark burnt uml)er, \aryin^ light. Lores small,

round, from 1 to I'S cms. Vnv^, with white or yell<AV mouths.
Spores obovate, truncate at base, (>— 10 to 8 — 10 X i-— 14 y^,

smooth, varying- to strongly ])unctate. There have been numerous
new specimens named, to all of which the above description will

apply. The only thing that can be done is to ado})t names for

the most extreme forms, and then refer the specimens to the

nearest one. The spores even in the same specimens vary from
smooth to strongly punctate, but tiie latter are said to be rough."

It is evident that Polyporus lucidus is not necessarily stalked,

and we must regard the ifcllowing as close to it, and some cer-

tainly svnonvnious :

—

Polyporus rcsiiiosus Schrader.
Polyporus rcsiiiaccus Boudier.

Polyporus fulvcllus Bresadola.

Polyporus scssilis Murrill { (ianodcruia sessile).

Polyporus Curtisii Berk.

In Saccardot this fungus figures as Foiues lucidus ; l)ut I only
know it as an annual, and have thus far not come across a speci-

men with the pores in strata, as is tyiiical of Pomes.
Later we hope to deal more fully with the fungi related to

P. lucidus; in the meantime an\- s])ecimens will be of material
assistance.

Hosts ox wiiicti roLvroRis lucidus has b?:e\ okskiu'ed.

Polyporus lucidus has been recorded on the following
hosts :

—

Acacia, sp. ; on roots and stem of live Salix (willow) ; base
of dry Pticroxylon utile ( sneezewood ) base of dead ZLzyphus
mucronata ( wacht-een-beetje) ; live Olea verrucosa (wild olive).

In addition I have a numl)er of s])ecimens from undetermined
hosts. Polyporus rcsiiiosus is common on dead stumps in and
around Durban, where I have twice found Polyporus Curtisii on
dead logs.

An interesting occurrence of this fungus was brought to

my notice by Mrs. J. E. Farrar. of Dur]:)an, in whose house it

was breaking through a concrete floor in three ])laces close to-

* Lloyd. C. G. : Op. cit., 370.

f Saccardo P.: .a. Syllogc Fiui.eoruin, 6, 157.
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gether. TJic fnictificatiuns have thu> far reappeared three

times after having been broken off. This adds an instance of the
longevity of the mycehum of the fungus, and its abiHty to con-
tinue developing sporophores for a considerable time after the

death of the host plant. The fungus evidently grew from .some

tree which was cut down and covered with concrete at the time
building was proceeded with, and I am informe 1 that a large

tree did grow in the vicinity where the fructifications now con-
tinue to reappear.

Unfortunately I could not gather any information on the

kind of tree or its condition at the time the house was built,

though it is evident that it must have harboured the fungus even
at this time, and most probably was well on the way to decay.

Fructification ok Spokochori-: of polyporus lvcidus.

Plants variable, annual, se.-^sile. or stipitate (Plates 12-15).

Pileus dimidiate or reniform in outline, imbricate or connate at

times, flat, or convex abo\e and concave below, 10-25 X 8-9

X 8-17 cms., thickest behind ; leathery, corky when fresh, be-

coming corky or woody on drying ; upper surface covered with

a dark chestnut red or brown varnish, wrinkled or concentrically

sulcate. and at times dotted over with irregular tubercles (Plate

I5f). Context varying whitish to light brown, frequently separ-

ating into an upper light-coloured, softer region and a lower
darker and firmer region (Plate 12), at times of the same
colour and texture throughout ; concentrically banded and 2-3

cms. thick.

Stalk absent or present, lateral, irregularly cylindrical, lac-

cate, resembling pileus in colour and substance, 3-5.5 cms.

diameter X 2-6 cms. long. In the specimen of Plate i5f the

stalk was short, measuring 14 X 6 cms., and was apparently

three fused stalks, as was indicated by the upper surface of the

pileus and the incomplete fusion of one stalk. From one of the

fused stalks a secondary ])ileus was growing. In Plate 12

also we have separate ])ilei. In these cases the hymenium
is confluent and the pilei overly]), as is evident in the illustration.

Margin acute, often undulating and turned inwards, rarely

truncate. In the s])ecimens taken from the willow stem the

pileus was jjractically white toward^ the i)eriphery and the

margin of the same colour. These were evidently not yet ma-
ture. In the specimens the margin showed tawny bands, and
on the under surface a sterile region 3-4 mm. wide, yellow, and
later becoming brown.
Tubes 1-1.2 cms. long, brown within, 162.5-187.5 /a across,

dissepiments narrow, 62-100 n\ mouth circular or angular, 3-4
to the mm., white becoming brown, darken on being bruised.

The hymenium often shows red. varnished i)atches on which
no pores are produced.

In herl)arium material the jxire mouths were at times ob-

.served to change from white to light yellow. Spores (Fig. i)

yellowish brown, varying from smooth to punctate and decidedly
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rouoii, (j.j-ii.o, ^.2-j.^i) IX, o\oid, truncate at base. Tlie .-^pure

has a li valine membrane or epispore which projects l)eyond the

coloured endos]K>re at the base, and it is the colla])se of this

empty base which gives the sjx^re the truncate appearance.

A section (Fig. 3) shows that the hyph?e of the laccate

cuticle forms an even, ctnnpact palisade tissue comjiosed of cells

Fig. 3.

growing vertically upwards and becoming swollen at their ends,

where they are thicker walled and darker in colour than the

ordinary hyphae of the trama.

The pores appear beneath a layer of downy hyphse which
covers the hymenium. The surface may be perfectly smooth
with no indications of pores, but when the outer layer is re-

moved the young jwres, often already of some depth, become
evident. Fries made use of the development of the pores as

one of the characters in distinguishing Polyporus from Poly-

stictiis and Tratnetcs. In the former, he held that the pores were
preformed (endogenous), and thus at first covered by a smootli

contiguous layer, whereas in the latter two genera the |X)res were

supposed to arise successively from the centre outwards and to

be open from the beginning (exogenous).

It has since become extremely doubtful whether the de-

velopment of the pores is of any value in classification, and

Miss Ames* writes :
" Judging from the forms examined, there

is not sufficient difference in the order of development of the

pores for it to be used as a character in classification."

I have not had the opportunity of following the complete

development of this fungus, which in the very young stage

consists of a white-greyish, soft, corky nodule (plate i6a), the

interior of which is brown and striated and covered by a white

rim about .5 mm. thick. Whether the nodule would become

hard and pass into a kind of resting condition capable of re-

suming growth on the return of favourable conditions if growth

* Ames, A. A. :
" Consideration of Structure in Relation to Genera

of the Polyporaceae," Ann. Mycologici. 11 (iQi.^^- [33- 226.

i
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were arrested I am not at this stage in a position to sa>-, hut it

is not unlikely.

On the upper surface of the mature sporophore there are

usually spores resembling in colour, size, etc., the ordinary spores

of the fungus. I have not seen any of these spores attached,

and hence can only look- upon them as Conidia with a certain

amount of doubt.

These conidial spores are also found in Fames apfilaiiatus

Pers. and other Polyporacese.

How THE FUXGUS GAINS ENTRANCE INTO ITS HoST.

As often as not the fructifications are formed near the

.uround (observed in Acacia, Salix, Ziz\\phus), and this would
suggest that usually an entrance is obtained near the ground
level.

Though there is thus far no direct evidence, it must be held

that it is primarily through wounds and abrasions at or near the

soil level that the fungus gains entrance, and as is general in

fungoid diseases, trees wdiose vitality has been diminished

through external conditions would be more suscej^tible than

young actively growing trees.

It has been observed that usiially the afifected trees are on
low grotmd, a situation which, owing to the usual i^resencc of

moisture, would be a favourable factor for the external growth
of the hyphse of the fungus. As observed on Salix and Acacia
around Pretoria, these trees were in the vicinity of watercourses,

though elsewhere I have found the fungus where there was no
watercourse in the immediate vicinity.

I would reuard the fungus as a facultative parasite which
is rmly likcl\' to Ijecome established when the ability of the trees

to re.sist its attack is impaired by unfavoural)le conditions.

Patiioi,o(;i( AL Anatomy t)F Willow infected with
POLYPORUS LUCinUS.

It was originally intended to compare the jjathological

anatomy of Salix and Acacia infected with this fungus, but

owing to difficulties in obtaining material of Acacia, I have for

the jfresent to limit my.self to a description of Salix.

Stevens* mentions Pomes Incidns as causing cocoanut root

rot. ])ut I have not been able to gain access to any work on the

fungus cither in relation to cocoanut root rot or disease in other

trees.

The general naked-eye appearance of the disease is the white
mottled spots in the wood. In tangential sections these areas

are seen to run at about right angles to the grain of the wood,
and also to extend upwards and downwards along the stem, i.e.,

in the wood elements. Plate i6, h and c, are photograi)hs of

diseased wood of Salix and Acacia respectively.

* .Stevens. F. T.. : "The Fungi whicli cause Plant Diseases," (1913),

I
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The mycelium of the f unions does not Hmit itself to these

white areas, but is present throut,diout the intervening tissues.

More frequently- it is hyalin and very mucli vacuolated. l)ut

brown and hrmer liy})h;e are also present, and show uj) \ydr-

ticularl}- well.

The hyphcT are .O5-3.68 /x in diameter, less frequently

7.36 fx, are septate and branched, the septa often beinj^ close

together. Clamp connections, so common in the Polyi)oraceae,

are of frequent occurrence. Plate 14a shows some of the

hyphre from the wood of Sali.v The tii)S of the hyphal l)ranches

are frequently somewhat swollen.

The wood elements of Salix have relatively large lumina.

The wood prosenchyma cells have lumina 11-18 fx diameter,

and walls 3.68 /* thick ; in the vessels' the lumina are 3*">54 /^

diameter. Where vessels adjoin vessels they have bordered pits,

but in contact with parenchyma of the medullary rays the pits are

simple. The wood prosenchyma cells at times have cross walls

and have simple pits. The cells of the medullary rays vary
;

some are elongated horizontally, others transversely, whereas
others, again, are practically square. Their walls are i)ierced

by numerous simple pits.

Unlike the maioritv of wood-destrovingf fungi, the nncelium

^^^

Fig. 4.
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of P. lucidUS has not been observed to bore directly through
the cell walls. In 'lx)th the wood prosenchyma and medullary
rays (Figs. 2 and 4) the hyphge invariably pass through the pits,

and in this process often appear to become somewhat con-

stricted.

To stain the hyalin hyphge I employed methyl violet after

first mordanting the sections in tannic acid. With this stain

the pits usually showed up particularly well, l)Ut the wood ele-

ments only took it slightly.

In the deca}ing wood it was noticed that starch was absent

ifrom the medullary rays, and since this substance is easily di-

gested, it is probably the first to be utilised by the ftuigus for

its nourishment.
The action of the fungus on the wood can be described as

one of digestion. Schulze's solution (chloro-iodide of zinc)

clearly shows that the fungus causes the delignification from the

walls bordering the lumina, and is foll<nved bv the digestion of

Fig. G
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the now colliilosc walls. This digestion is shown in h'is^ O. where
the walls hordcrinij^ iho Inniina of the wood proscnchxina are

corroded and oellnlose plates project into the Inmina. This

delio-nitication and al)Sor])tion result in the cell walls hecoming
thinner and thinner, ihoutih the middle lamellae are evidently

acted ujx)n with some difficulty. W'hen this, too, is delig;nihed

and ahsorbed, the destructit)n of the cell is complete. I have
not observed any delignihcation in the large vessels.

The action of the fimgus on the willow resembles somewhat
the destruction of the wood cotton-wood by Fomes applauatus,

as described by Heald,* but the deligniiication and digestion

would ap{)ear to be both slower and more gradual than that

caused by the latter fungus.

Though of necessity there must be a certain amount of

disorganisation of the wood cells, nevertheless in the material

examined I have not noticed any particular tendency on the

part of the ifiuigus to form pockets or cavities filled with fungoid
hy]:hse. The white mottled areas are due to a combination of (a)

delignification ; (b) the presence of hyalin which fills the vessels

and medullary rays, especially the former.

It is further of interest to note that the medullary rays of

the willow are attacked by the solvents of this fungus only at

a late stage—in fact, their action on the rays was almost over-

looked.

Fate of Attacked Trees.

It was on the willow tree already referred to that 1 was
able somewhat to follow the ultimate fate of attacked trees.

When first observed, this tree had three sporophores on
the roots and nine on that side of the stem (Plate 145) on
which, higher up. were a few dead branches. On the opposite
side there were a few young sporophores on the stem and roots,

but this side was to all intents and purposes more active and
\igorous, and had more life in it than the first mentioned.

Five months after, when I ag'ain happened to visit the place,

the tree was nearly dead, and it is probable that by now the

fungus has killed it.

There is little doubt that the death of a large number of
the Acacia trees around Pretoria must be attributed to this

fungus. Here, unfortunately, the host was always dead when
the sporophores were found, and further investigation w'as

imjjossible.

Control.

The fungus, which is a facultative parasite, forms sporo-
phores abundantly after the death of its host, and methods of
control should be directed towards preventing the spread of the
disease. Allowing diseased trees, or dead logs or roots har-
bouring the fungus, to stand or lie in plantations is a sure
rneans of propagating the fungus, and thus rendering trees

* Heald, F. D. :
" A Disease of Cottonwood caused by Efvingia mcga-

lonia Xcbr.," Agric. Experiment Station Ann. Rep. (1905), 92.
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liable to infection when a favourable opportunity otters itself.

All logs or trees alTected with this fungus should be imme-
diately burned, and destruction of all sporophores made certain.

The instance cited where the fungus was breaking through a

concrete floor is definite evidence that the mycelium of the

fiuigus not only remains alive for a considerable time after the

death of its host, but that it is capable of forming fructifications

afresh should the first be removed. The destruction of all wood
harbouring- the fungus is thus essential.

From information thus far to hand it would appear that the

fiuigus is not as yet of great economic importance, though con-
sidering the different hosts it is capable of attacking and its

a])i)arent frequent occurrence in various parts of the Union, it

should not be treated too lightly. It is common on Acacia sp..

and Mr. T. R. Sim once collected the sessile form of Polyponis
scssilis (Plate 14a) on a living Acacia niollissima, our cultivated

wattle. Proper drainage accompanied by good forest sanitati<:)n

would go a long way towards i)reventing this fungus from ever

causing very serious trouble.

SUMMAR^'.

The paper deals with Polyponis Iiicidiis Leyss, a funs^us

very common on native Acacia, and its action on the wood of

the willow is recorded.

The death of a large number of Acacia trees an)und Pre-

tria is attributed to this fungus, and the fact that it has been

found on Acacia inollissiiiia, our cultivated wattle, adds to its

imi>ortance.

The action of the fungus on the woo'd of the willow is

described as one of digestion, which proceeds slowl\- and
gradually.

Tlie fungus is held to Ije a facitltatic'C parasite, thouiiii there

is no doul)t that it is ca])al)le of attacking, and causing the death

of living trees.

Methods of control should aim at the destruction of the

s])oroi)hores and of all material harbouring the myceliimi of the

fungus. This is essential, since the mycelium remains active and
retains its i)ower of fruiting for years after the host plant is

dead. With i)roper attention and care the fungus should never
become serious.

X.B.—Material, either of this fungus or of other Poly-
pi raceme, will always be welcome, if sent to the autlior at the

Xatal Herbarium. Berea, Dtu-l)an.

I'Lxi'LANATlON OF ILLUSTRATION'S.

Plate I-'. .sporoi)hores of P. liicidits from an acacia tree.

IMatc 13. S];orophores from stem and roots oi a li\ing willow
tree.

Plate I4(/. .Sporoi)hori's fi-oni the sessile form Polyponis scs-

silis from !i\ini'' ./."(n/'j iiiollissiiita tree.
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riate 14/'. Sporophorcs on trunk of livinj^ willow tree.

Plate I5(/. Sporoj)ht)res on roots of livinj^ willow tree.

Plate 15/). S])orophores at base of dead .-Icacia tree.

i^ate 15(". SjKirophore which l)roke thr<jngh a concrete floor.

and was evidently jj^rowin<^ on a decaying stuni]). Xote
the indication of the sei)arate j^ilei and the i^resence of a

secondary pileus on one of them.

Plate 16a. Young sporoi)hore on a dead stump.
Plate 16b. i-^iseased wood of willow attacked by this fungus.

Plate i6c. Diseased wood of acacia attacked by this fungus.

Fig. I (X 300). Spores of the fungus.

b'ig. 2 ( X 300). Mycelium in wood ]jrosenchyma and medul-
lary rays of willow.

^^S- 3 (X300). Section through laccate cuticle to show the

thick-walled palisade layer.

Fig. 4 (X300). Mycelium of the fungus from willow.

F'S- 5 (X300). Mycelium of the fungus in medullary ray

cells of willow. Note the hyphc-e passing through the pits.

F'S- 6 (X50O)- Wood prosenchyma of willow showing the

delignification and the digestion of the cellulose. Note the

cellulose plates projecting into the lumina of the cells.

Ground Rainbows.— The United States Department
of Agriculture Montlily Weather Review, 44 [9], 508, reprints

from Seieiice Abstraets a description of a coloured bow similar

to a rainbow, with an intensity erpial to that of a good secondary

rainbow, which was seen on the ground of a cricket field. The
sun was immediately behind the observer, and the bow appeared
on the ground, starting from just in front of the observer's

feet, and stretching on either side in a sweeping curve away
from the sun. The bow was pr(A'ed to be a hyperbola by pegging

out its outline on the ground. Tt is explained as being due to

sunlight refracted twice. at the near surfaces, and reflected once
at the back surfaces of drops of water that had condensed on
gossamer which covered the field. According to this explanation

a ground rainbow will form a circle if the sun is in the zenitli,

an ellipse if the solar elevation is fnMii 42° to i;o°, a parabola
when the elevation is 42°, and a hyperbola if it is less than 42''.



THE PROGRESS OF THE NATAL SUGAR INDUSTRY
FROM ITS INCEPTION IN 1851 UP TO 1915.

Bv William Petre Tucker.

Although Sugar Cane was known in ancient times, we do
not come across any record of sugar being made from cane at

any period previous to 300-600 a.d. The first kind of sugar
mentioned was only concentrated juice, called " gin- " in India,

and is said to have been known in India even in prehistoric

times, and a Chinese Emperor, 627-650 a.d., sent ])eople to Behar.

in India, in order to learn the art of sugar manufacture, and
from that time the art of making su^ar out of cane spread ra-

|)idly. It was net restricted merely to evaporating the juice to

dryness, but the Arabs and Egyptians soon learned how to purify

raw sugar and re-crystallization. The Chinese also learnt how
to make a light-coloured sugar by drawing oft' the raw molasses,

but the proper art of refining seems to have been brought to

China by people from Cairo. Arabs and Chinese introduced

sugar cane to the Coast of the Mediterranean, North Coast of

Africa, and the Indian Ocean, West Coast of Africa, Madagas-
car, Siam, and several other countries. In the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, the countries around the Mediterranean were
cane sugar producing countries, the sugar being sold in the fc:»rm

of loaves, square blocks, and powdered, and the industry flour-

ished up to the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the six-

teenth centuries. Even in these early days the labour problem
influenced the whole nroduction. Sugar cane was introduced by

the French into Mauritius and Reunion about the end of tlie

eighteenth century, and from there found its way to Natal.

Turning to the history of tlie sugar industry oi Natal.

Byrne's immigrants, introduced l)etween 1848 and 1850, had
brought up the population to al)out 8,000, and it was then witb

tliis new life infused into it that the settlement really began
its eflbrts in tlie w(^rk of colonisation. The first Natal Estate

was inaugurated b\^ a Mr. .VIorewood, on the Compensation Flats,

on the Unihlali, about 35 miles north of Durban, and the first

cro]) was rea])ed in 1861 ; the im]:)k'ments emi)loyed in the manu-
facture were primiti\e in the extreme, being a pair of wooden
rollers, hewn from an old mast, for crushing the cane, and an
ordinary Kaffir cooking j^ot of about three galk^is' ca])acity for

boiling the juice; thus was obtained the first sam])le of indigenous
sugar in Natal. It is notewortlu' that Mr. Morewood used the

])low for breaking up his ground l)efore planting, which, in after

years, was to a great extent discarded by Natal planters, no doubt
because newly-cleared good bush-land did not retjuire it. and
could be holed and planted at once, and probably more than

once, with success: now. however. ])l()wing is recognised by all

as an essential oi)eration on c>yery well-cultivated projierty. In

these first years, after the experiment at Compensation, the in-
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dustry made very liltlc headwu}-. Initial mistakes and mis-

directed energy, thrt)ugh inexperience, were only what was to be

expected. It was at first thought that the cane would only grow
rin flat land, and when they l)etook themselves to alluvial flats,

chiefly on the ])anks of the rivers, frost would sometimes blight

the fields, and floods would wreck mills as well as crops, the

three F's, fire, flood and frost, caused much loss. One of the

pioneer Estates, that at Springfield, on the banks of the Umgeni,
a few miles from Durban, was almost totally destroyed by the

great flood of 1856. This river rose 28 feet, and not only sub-

merged the Springfield cane fields, but rushed through the factory

to a depth of nine feet, and among other havoc carried the heavy

battery of boiling pans clean oft' the masonry. An amusing in-

cident of this disaster occurred at the height of the flood, when
a large elephant was swept past the mill, trumpeting furiously.

On the same occasion another factory was similarly destroyed

on the banks of the Umhloti. The earlier mills were worked by

animal power (oxen) until about 1856, when the steam engine

was introduced, and, of course, rapidly superseded primitive

methods. Mr. Tom Milner, of Redcliffe Estate, was the first

to import steam-driven machinery, with a view to making his

factory a central one. In 1858 there were 12 steam su^ar mills

in Durban County, chiefly in Isipingo and Umgeni flats, and 1,490

acres under cane. In Victoria County there were only four or

five mills, Ijut a larger acreage under cultivation ; other planta-

tions and one or two mills had also started in less accessible

districts near the mouth of the Urakomaas and at Umzinto. In

the following years the labour (|uestion first came to the front,

thousands of capable natives existed in and around the Colony,

but could only be got to work by fits and starts, which simply

meant ruin to the industry, if it had to depend on native labour.

In the general interests of the Colony, Government gave

its sanction for the importation of Indian labour," 'and Indians

were first introduced into Natal in i860, and up to 1866, 5,600.

including women, had been introduced ; in that year financial

rea-^-ons comijelled a stoppage of the supply, and it was not again

resumed until 1874. The labour question was not the only

serious one that the struggling ])lanter had to contend with in

the earlier years of the period under notice. The Colony, gener-

ally, then passed through a very severe financial crisis, brought

al30Ut by land speculation and bad seasons, and several suc-

cumbed, but the survivors gradually made progress as well as

improvement in their work

In 1867 the industry was protected Ijy an inijiort dutw

In 1870-71 a welcome impetus was given to the industry by
the y;reat discovery of diamonds in Gri(|ualand West, and the

determination of the growers at this time to improve their pro-

duct may be judged by the fact that whilst in 1870 only three

factories possessed a vacuum pan. the number was increased to

12 in 1873.
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In the next 15 or 16 years much progress was effected in the
development of the industry. Among the ini^uences which fa-

voured its growth, railway extension deserves just mention. The
line to Maritzburg was begun in 1876. The completion of the
North Coast line to Verulam, in 1879, meant a great deal to the
planters in "victoria County. The stoppage of the South Coast
line at Isipingo was a handicap to producers in Alexandra and
Alfred counties. The introduction, in 1877-78, of the Natal
Central Sugar Company's factory at Mount Edgecombe, under
the supervision of Mr. Alfred Dumat. from Mauritius, and at

about the same time the arri\'al of a number of planters and
artisans from Mauritius, trained to factory work, did much to

foster improved methods, as this factory was equipped with a

type of machinery entirely new to Natal, which turned out u

product marketably as good in the one colony as in the other.

A great fall in the market value of sugar took place all the

world over—in 1883-84—and some thought its continuance would
mean a permanent blow to the Natal sugar industry, but although
the fall was considered established, producers ]Dut their shoulders

to the wheel of economy and improvement, and a buoyant feeling

as to the future prevailed. The labour difficulty cropped up
again in this period when railway construction was being pushed ;

and during the Zulu and Boer wars.

In 1888 a strong feeling prevailed against Indian immigra-
tion ; the planters took the matter up and held a conference, and
proved by the recorded testimony of every important producer
that the importation of Indian labour had been and continued to

be the mainspring of the Colony's prodtictive power.

Up to 1884 the varieties of cane chiefly in vogue were the

Green Natal, Lousier, and Port Mackay. At this date Uba was
first introduced into Natal by Mr. Daniel de Pass, of Reunion
Estate, about 10 miles from Durban, on the South Coast, and
proved so successful that it gradually sui)erseded all the other

varieties, and is to-day the cane generally in cultivation through-

out the industry. The introduction of the Uba cane, coming as

it did when disease was playing havoc with the varieties of canes

already mentioned. ])roved the salvation of the sugar industry.

This cane proves a success whenever planted in South Africa,

and the industry owes a debt of gratitude to the introducer of

Uba. It takes plant-cane two years, and first and second ratoons

18 months to mature, which means three crops from one planting

every five years. The yield per acre varies according to soil,

seasons, and care be.slowed, the average years being i4 tons sugar

per acre, but with l)etter improvements in the factories and culti-

vation, an increased yield is not uncommon on good lands of be-

tween two and three tons. .All estates having factories grow
their own cane, but there are many growers of cane who get

their cane crushed at convenient factories.

In 1891-92 the aggregate crop was about 18,000 tons, about
one-third being white sugar, and the remainder vellows and
syru]) sugars. Most of the factories at this time had double
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crushini^ 1)\- a pair of mills, and noarl)- all had vacuum pans for

juice and svrup boiling; but a few still had open batteries and

Wetzeels. Much of the machinery employed was admittedl}

out of date. ])ut during the past 24 years vast improvements have

been introduced, and thouiJ;h the numl)er of factories has much
iliminished durinij^ this period, cidtivatiou has consideraljly in-

creased. The crushiu!^ season usually runs from June or Jul\- to

lanuarv, and the ])lanting from September to December.

The capital employed in the industry was estimated in i.SSX

at £830,000 (to-day it is over three millions), and the succeessful

flotation in Fingland. in 1892, of Reynolds Bros., Ltd., with a

capital of i 100,000. is an instance of the (outside confidence in

the ability of the industry.

Successful sugar-growing anywhere depends much on clim-

ate and rainfall. The Coast climate of Natal, with an average

rainfall oi 39 inches, and an axerage temi)erature of y/" , being

warmed by the Mozambique ctn-rent, making it sub-tropical, has,

upon the whole, proved favourable io the production of sugar.

As is well known, it is only a coast belt, ranging from about six

to twelve miles inland, that contains the cdiaditions suitable for

cane growing ; besides what is now cultivated, there are still

large tracts of land to be found and made available to grow all

the sugar South Africa requires, and if the industry continues

to expand as it has done in the past ten years, there seems no
reason to doubt that the industry will reach the exporting stage

in the near future.

The ])rospects of the sugar industry may be considered satis-

factory and hopeful. All those now engaged in the enterprise

have had many years' experience of its ups and downs. They
know what to expect in the way of seasons, and better than

most of their predecessors, the absolute necessity of more care-

ful culture of the raw material. ])roper scientific selection of

land and plants, scientific manuring, labour-saving appliances,

mechanical transport and ])lowing. etc. Factory work is now
much better understood than formerly, there bein^i' much less

guesswork all round and more practical study of the elements

of success. The fall in prices which at one time threatened ruin

to the industry has, in Natal, as elsewhere, given an impetus to

improved methods. It is only by the adoption of the latest

modern methods to production of cane, thereby ensuring maxi-

mum tonnage and sucrose content, sound engineering practice

in the construction of sugar manufacturing jilant, and the best

methods of manufacturing under chemical control, that the

cane-grower will be able in the future to sticceed and compete
against the required standard of develojinient existing in

countries competing in the open markets of the world.

The production c^f sugar in Natal during the first 40 \ears

of its cultivation reached a total sterling value of £5.000.000,

which contributed largely to the prosperity and general spending

power of the Colony. In 1898, 29,000 acres were in sugar: in

that and the ])revious year the industry sustained a serious set-
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back due to the rava,ues of locusts, the loss being" estimated at

8.O0O tons of sugar; but thanks to the methods of destruction

adopted, the plag^ue was practically exterminated.

Prior to this great visitation of locusts, the only record in

Natal occured more than 40 years ])reviously, and remained only

a short period. Under the circumstances above described, not to

mention other discouragements, a check to the industry might

not unnaturally have been looked for—on the contrary, it had
the effect of stimulating further improved methods.

The trade amongst the South African States used to be

very complicated, as each State had its own import duties and
granted different kinds of privileges to different countries.

Mczambique sugar, fnr instance, was exempt from duties on
import into the Transvaal, whilst Natal sugar was taxed. This
remained in force imtil a couple of years after the Boer War.
In 1906 a Convention was drawn u]). in which the British South
African Colonies guaranteed each other free trade, whilst sugar

from abroad was taxed. The industry from this date onward
made steady progress, the production mounting from 35,000
tons in 1907/8 to 1^2,000 tons in 1914/15. This crop marks an
epoch in the history of the industry, the total output reaching

for the first time 100.000 tons. The crop in 1915/16 totalled

115,000 tons, so that in nine years the output has more than

trebled itself. If this increase is maintained, Natal will soon be

an exporting country. The industry is likely to flourish. The
factories have been and are bein^- well installed, and up-to-date

methods are being a|)])lied to cane cultivation, and after the

labour problem has been solved, a ftu'ther exj)ansion of the in-

dustry may be looked for, as there is land and lalxntr enough, to

judge from the present state of aff"airs.

The history of the industry and its growth, from the ])lant-

ing of the first cane l)y Mr. Morewood, on Compensation Flats
in 1847, to the existing standard of develo])ment. is a story with
the elements of romance. One by one the early pioneers of the
industry have dro]>ped out of the running, leaving onlv a few
who have followed it from the early l)cginning, through want of
ex])crience and cai)ital. The early i)ioneers had many failures,

but tlieir pluck and dogged perseverance against man\- odds, of
which the |)resent-day ])lantcr has no conception, laid the foun-
dation of ihe present flourishing industrv.

British Association. — I'or the first time since the
iSriiish .Association for the Advancement of Science was founded
in 1 83 1 its animal meeting will be intermitted. It has been
decided to cancel this year's meeting, which was to have been
held at Pxiurnemouib in Septciuber. The rea.sons for this step
arc niaiiil\ tin- rc^trictit m ot' railway communication and the
fact that the buildings in which it was anticipated that the
Association would be acconnnodated are being requisitioned for
various national pm"|)Oses.
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Hv R. r. A. IxNKS, PM^.S.E.. F.R.A.S.

[Abstract.)

The author sui;\^esi> thai ])Ui)iLs from twelve year.- of age
upwards should he required to express their choice of an occu-

pation each year until school-leaving, and that once a year the

head teaciier should address the pupils on the suitahilitv of their

selections. In this way. he thinks, pu])ils would he hrouo-ht to

reflect carefullv on their future careers.

Conference of Scientific Societies.— On the

initiative oi the \\'itwater>rand local centre of the Smith .\frican

Association for the Advancement of Science a Conference was
held at the Chamher of Mines, Johannesburg, on loth April,

1917. to discuss and fornudate resolutions with reference to:

(a) The introduction of tlie Metric Stf'tem of Weights and
Measures

;

(b) The introduction of a Decimal Coinage; and
(

t" ) The official adoption of Daylight Saving Measures.

The following scientihc societies and commercial bodies

were represented by delegates present at this Conference

:

South African Association for the Advancement of Science,

South African Institution of Engineers, South African Institute

of Electrical Engineers. Chemical Metallurgical and Mining
Society of South Africa, Geological Society of South Africa,

Institute of Land Surveyors. Association of Aline Managers,
South African Association of Analytical Chemists, Natal Society

for Advancement of Science, Biological Society, Pretoria, Rho-
desian Scientific Association, A^ssociation of Certificated

Mechanical Engineers, Pharmacetitical Society, ^^'itwatersrand

Agricultural Society, Vi'itvvatersrand Central School Board.

South African Society of Civil Engineers, Natal Alanufacturers'

Association, South African Manufacturers' Association, Cajic

Town, South African National Union. Johannesburg, Central

Committee of Industrial Research, Royal Society of South
Africa. Cape Institute of Architects, Transvaal Teachers' Asso-

ciation, Johannesburg Municii)al Officials, Witwatersrand Coun-
cil of Education, Transvaal Society of Accountants, Institute of

l^ankers. Society of Architects, Institute of Architects, Associa-

tion of Architects, Federation of Master Btiilders, Transvaal
Manufacturers' Association. Association of Chambers f)f Com-
merce of South Africa, Transvaal C^hamber of Alines.

The Chairman of the Conference, Professor ]. Orr, Presi-

dent of the South African Association for the Advancement of

Science, in welcoming the delegates, stated that it was fitting

that the South African Association for the Advancement of

Science should ha\e taken the initiati\c in this matter, as two
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of the objects of that Association were (a) to promote the inter-

course of Societies and individuals interested in Science in (hf-

ferent parts of South Africa, and (b) to brino^ al)(mt the removal

of any disadvantages of a ])ublic kind which might impede the

progress of that country. The ])resent war had brought before

us many new problems, and had also taught us to ado])t a less

conservative spirit. The time, therefore, seemed opportune to

endeavour to bring about certain changes with reference to our
systems of Weights and Measures and Coinage, and also to the

use of Daylight, which would most inevitably lead to .ureater

progress. He asked Mr. \V. Ingham, Past ['resident South

African Institution of Engineers, to move Resolution i :

Tliat the Metric System ul WuMghts and Measures be legalised al as

early a date as possible for permissive use until the end of the war, and
that its use l)ecome compulsory and exclusive after such time as may be
found practicable.

After reviewing the history of the ])resent British system
of Weights and Measures and of the Metric System, and sho\\-

ing how greatly the Metric System is superior to the British

system with reference to the greater facility and simplicity with

which all calculations may be made, \[r. Ingham i)ointed oni

that the Metric System had already been a(lo])te(l (up to h;i3>

by the following countries, having a total ])opulation of 477
millions: Argentine Republic, Au.stria, Belgium, Belgian Congo.
Brazil, Bulgaria, Chili, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark.
Finland, b ranee, France (Colonies), Cermany. (ierman\-

(Colonies), (Guatemala, Holland, Holland (Colonies), Konduras.
Hungar}'. Italy. Italy (Colonies), Luxembourg, Malta, Mauritius.

Mexico, Nicaragua, Norwa}'. Pern, I'hilippines, Porto Rico.

Portugal, PortUiial (Colonies), Roiunania, Salvador, .Servia, Se\-

chelles, Siam, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland, Crugua}-, \'enezuela.

British Consuls in foreign covmtries frequently complain that

foreign trade orders are continua.ll\- lacing lost by British manu-
facturers because the\' per-^ist in sending oui citalogues and
quotations based upon the Imperial system of weights, measures
and coinage. The British Select Committee on Weights and
Measures, which reported in Jul\-. i8<j3, after taking evidence

from witnesses representing many dilTerent interests—official,

commercial, manufacturing, educational and professional

—

decided that the ])resent British system was unsatisfactory and
a drawback to commerce. It was stated that one year's school

time was lost in teaching otu" ])reseni system, and would be

saved by adoi)ting the Metric .System. The Committee recom-
mended that the Metric System should be adoi)te(l in Cireat

Britain, and was of the opinion th.at the change could be made
withoiu serious < >])]),)siii()n or inconvenience.

The South \!'rican .\ational A.dxisory P)oar(l for Technical
Education, at its sixth meeting at Cajjc Town on March isi.

it;r6, came to the opinion that

—

( 1 ) The necessity for school inslructinn in the use of a non-
liecimal s\Nteni of money, weights and nu'asin-es has resulted in-
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a (|uitt.' uiireasi)nal)lc proportion of the time available for educa-
tion beinx s])ent on work which is really non-educational in

character, and has prevented a proper development of the school

cnrriculinii in the direction of mathematics.
(J) Some relief should be gi\-en from the existin<^ condi-

tions wherein the school deals with three systems of wei,<j[hts and
measures—the Inijjerial, the Metric, and the Ca])e.

(3) The International Metric System has now been taught
in our schools for a period sufficiently lono- {o render its daily

use quite simple to the greater part of the pojjulation.

The Board therefore desired to draw the attention of the
< io\ernment of South Africa to the desirability O'f :

{a) Making' the weights and measures of the Metric Sys-
tem com];u]^"ory for use in internal trade and manufac-
ture; and

( /' ) Introducing a decimal s\stem of coinage at an early

date.

Mr. C. H. Leake, President of the Johannesburg Chamber of
Commerce, in seconding the motion, said that the war had taught

us that we needed increasetl production, and if a method could be

introduced that would save time, as the Metric System would
undoubtedly save time, then there is everything in favour of it.

The advantages of the Metric System so far outweigh the dis-

advantages that it is difficult to eee how anyone could object to it.

Mr. J. Davidson. Assizer to the Johannesburg Municipality,
pointed out that the Union (Government does not possess a single

tangible standard of weights and measures to which it can refer

as the " standard unit of weights and nu'a>ures '" from which all

other units of weights and measures shall be derived; nor has
it, notwithstanding the fact that it is now in its se\enth year
since Union, defined what standards are to be used throughout
the country. The several Provinces which came into the Union
have, it is true, some ancient legislation on the subject, but there

is no uniformity amongst them. The greatest evil in connection
with weights and measures in the Union arises from the fact

that up-todate bye-laws are enforced in the Reef Municipalities

and in Pretoria, whilst traders in other towns are at liberty to

do as they please. The uniformity which would follow from the

introduction of the Metric System would remove a great many
c-nomalies.

After some discussion as to the exact wording of the resolu-

tion, it was carried without any dissentieiU.

Dr. R. A. Lehfeldt, Professor of Economics, South .\frican

School of Mines and lecluKjlogy. ])roposed Resolution 2:

That the Govermiient of the Union of Sonth .\frica .shonld co-operate
with the Home Government and those of the other .self-.«overning Domi-
nions with regard to tlie decinialisation of coinage.

He said that the only sort of argument that one would have
to work against was that the change from the present coinage to

decimal coinage would be beyond the capacity of the people. .\s
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to arguments in favour of decinud coinage, the first was the

advantage in regard to intern.ational trade. If one put oneself

in the position of a customer who was used to decimal coinage

and di(l not know ]>ounds, shillings, and ])ence, one would realise

that an English trader who otfered his goods in terms of ]>ounds.

shillings and pence was handicapping himself unnecessarily.

The second point is with regard to mercantile convenience : it

takes much less time to do commercial arithmetic in the decimal

system than under the British system, and the ])ercentage of mis-

takes is smaller. For example, in working out the price of so

many tons, hundredweights, quarters and pounds at .so many
pounds, shillings and pence per ton, probably a quarter of an
hour is. the time required; whereas a similar problem could be

done in the Metric System in a few seconds. Professor Leh-
feldt spoke in favour of the decimal system of coinage as out-

lined in the draft bill proposed by the London Chamber of Com-
merce, which retained the pound sterling and made the florin the

monetary unit, the florin being divided into one hundred cents.

The motion was seconded by Mr. H. C. Jorissen, President

of the Institute of Bankers, who said that the Bankers' Institute

was certainly heart and soul in favour of the adoption of a deci-

mal coinage. In 191 3, the President of the Bankers' Institute,

in his inaugural address, touched very largely on the question

of the introduction of the Metric System and a decimal coinage.

He said; " I am aware that ior a young country as South Africa

to adopt a basis of token coinage that differs from that of any
other country may appear at first sight a very bold step, and I

would like to see the currency in England and all the Colonies

on a decimal basis. Still, reforms in the past have invariably

been effected gradually, and there is no reason why South Africa

should not take the first ste]) towards the establishing of an
Im]>erial Decimal Coinage. The difficulties would, at present,

in this country, be ciuite small, and. the adoption of the .system

in a young and growing country, such as South Africa, would
be w^ell repaid. I feel ctMivinced that it i? only a question of

time when (zreat Britain and those of her Colonies, which have
not already taken the step I indicate, will have to adopt the

decimal system in order to stop the present wastage of time. I

admit that the chan<>-e would mean a temporary inconvenience,

but if it also means permanent gc^od, then let us use what in-

fluence we may have in the hoi)e that the change may be made
scon and in our generation."

After .some debate on the merits of the decimal coinage

scheme, as proposed by the Lon(k)n Chamber of Commerce, the

resolution, asking the Union Government to co-oi)erate with the

Home Government and those of the other self-governing

Dominions, was carried unanimously.

Mr. E. Chappel, Past-President and \'ice-President of the

Association of Chambers of Commerce oi South Africa, pro-

])osed Resolution 3;

I
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That in view oi the consideral)le advantaiic^ tn l)c gained by a fuller

use of tlayhght, the Gtnernment l)e requested to take into consideratfon

the desirabihty of advancing tlie time of the Unio»7 one lidur for six

months of the year, from September 30th vmtrl Marcli 31st.

As is. of course, well known, the principal reasons for the

introduction of the change of time in Cireat Britain and France
were the increased efficiency g'ained by the extra hour's work
in daylight, and the econoni)' effected by the saving in cost of

one hour of artificial light. To these Mr. Cha])pel added that

the facilities thus obtained for an hour's open-air recreation of

some sort might also be considered as an additional aid to effi-

ciency during working hours. In view of the trium])hant success

that the experiment has achieved in Great Britain and France,
where it has been universally adopted, there can l)e no reason-
able doubt as to its merits, and as an industrial people it is our
duty to do all in our power to bring about the much-needed
change. \'arious suggestions have been made from time to time
as to the manner of making this change, but all of them have
been rejected in favour of the one proposed by the resolution.

I'ic.. altering the clock. Man is very much a creature of habit,

and if he has been used to going to his work or to his ofifice

at a given time he resents going an hour earlier, although he
will go most ttncomplainingly an hour earlier in reality as long

as it is called the same hour. The real superiority of the pro-

posed method over any other lies in the fact that by altering

the clock you do away with the necessity (for altering any Laws
or Regulations which in any way deal w'ith time, and also you
have no need whatever to alter time-tables of any kind whether
for railway or other purposes. When this proposal was put

before the (iovernment of the Union of South Africa, the only

argument that they used in support of their refusal to adopt it

was to the effect " that the majority of the white inhabitants

of the Union who live in the country districts and villages, and
the mantial workers who live in towns, regulate their lives more
closely in accord with the rising and setting of the sun than do
the bulk of the town dwellers, and, as far as the Government
are aware, there has been no expression of opinion from them
in favour of any alteration in clock time. Under the suggested
scheme farmers and others in the country districts would pro-

bably regard it as a grievance if during the summer months
they were obliged to rise an hour earlier when they wanted to

travel by an early morning train or to send or bring produce
to market, or to attend to any business in town in the morning."
In this argument it will be noted that it is admitted that the

country districts already practise the very excellent principle for

which we are striving, and therefore it is clear that if our request
were granted no great inconvenience would be caused to those
who already regulate their lives in conformity therewith.

When in 1892 the clock time was altered by the Government
in the Cape Province, and again in 1903 it was altered through-
out what is now known as the Union of South Africa, the
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alterations were made by Government Proclamation only, and no
difficulty whatever arose therefrom, it is clear, therefore, that

a similar method might be adopted now, thus saving the incon-

venience and delay inevitably connected with special legislation.

Mr. H. G. Nitch, representative of the Association of Mine
Managers, in seconding the resolution, said that his Association

was in favour of the resolution as it stood.

Professor Lehfeldt referred to the arguments, already

quoted, which had previously influenced the Government, and
thought that they were very strong ones. It was a fact that

the majority of the white inhabitants of the Union lived in the

country, and to put the clock ahead for them would not cause

them any benefit, and the (jovernment might think the change
would cause inconvenience. He thought it impolitic to send for-

ward this resolution, on which differences of opinion existed,

with the resolutions on the Metric System and Decimal Coinage,

on which they were mianimously agreed. He did not think the

scheme would suit the inhabitants of Cape Town, where, owing
to the geographical position of the town, the clock was already

advanced iforty-six minutes.

Mr. Chappel pointed out that when the proposal was put

before a meeting of the Associated Chambers of Commerce.
Cape Town was doubtful at first, but finally agreed to it. The
Cape Times might be cited as strongly in favour of the new
scheme.

The Chairman mentioned the fact that at the annual meet-

ing of the South African Association for the Advancement of

Science, held at Maritzburg in July, 1916, this same resolution

was proposed by Mr. R. T. A. Innes, Union Astronomer, and
was approved of unanimously at a combined meeting of sections,

and at a later date confirmed practically unanimously by the

Council of the Association, which has many rcjiresentatives at

Cape Town.
After further discussion the resolution was put to the vote,

and carried with two dissentients.

Mr. H. Clark, B.Sc, representing the Natal Society for

the .Advancement of Science, proposed the following resolution:

That ill order to make the Metric System aiul its advantages more
.a:enerally known in South Africa, the following steins he taken :

—

(a) That popular lectures he given in the larger towns explaining the
system and enunurating its advantages, at which lectures local

memhers of Parliament he asked to preside.
{b) That Municipalities he circularised and asked to purchase com-

plete sets of commercial metric weights and measures for inspec-
tion.

((•) That a hooklet, specially written for South .\frican use. he pre-
pared for free circiilatii)n or at a nominal I'lgure.

Air. P. Cazalct, South African Association of Kngineers,
.seconded the resolution, which, he stiggested, might take the
tform of a recommendation to l)e dealt with by the Council of
the South African Association for the Advancement of Science,
Vv-hich had taken the initiative in the Conference.
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It was ai^Tcc-d thai copies of the resolutions on tlie Metric

System, Decimal Coinage and Daylight Saving l)e sent to His

Excellency the (iovernor-General, the Prime Minister, the

Minister of Mines and the Industries Advisory Board, the High
Commissioner for South Africa (London), the British Colonial

Secretary, the Decimal Association, London, and the South

African Standards Committee.

The Chairman said that an abstract of the proceedings

would be sent to each member of the Conference, and he hoped
that each Society represented would confirm the resolutions that

had been passed. If no reply were received within one month
from the date of the Conference, it would be taken for granted

that such contirmation was given. The proceedings terminated

with a vote of thanks, proposed by Sir T. M. Cullinan, to the

Chairman and the members of the South xA.frican Association

for the Advancement of Science for calling the Conference.

Comet 1917a.—A new comet was discovered by Mr.

J. E. Mellish on the 20th March. Its magnitude was 7.5, and
it was expected to be visible in the southern hemisphere during

-Mav.

Geology and the War.—The Geological Magazine
for February, 1917, contains an abstract of a Presidential ad-

dress delivered to the V'esey Club by Dr. A. Strahan, Sc.D.,

LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., in the course of which the author said

that the researches of the stratigraphical geologist, the palaeon-

tologist, and the petrographer had received a respectful tolera-

tion in England, but were regarded as a luxury, to be
abandoned first among luxuries in time of stress. He hoped
that it would not be so necessary in the future to urge the

claims of science. The Germans, he said, had been active in

their application of geology at the front. Two years ago they

had begun to make geologists a part of the army organisation.

A staff of geologists was created and placed under the direc-

tion of a Professor of the University of Greifswald for service

on the Western Front. Among the subjects on which geologi-

cal advice was requisitioned were the laying of field railways,

the provision of water, the examination of marsh lands, the

finding of road-metal, and the guarding against landslides due
to gunfire. The German professor of palaeontology, from whom
Dr. Strahan quoted, hinted that a much greater use had been
made of geological ma])s than he was at liberty to make known,
and recommended that. full advantage should now be taken of

examining the numerous artificial openings, and of gaining such

knowledge of the ground of Germany's neighbours as may be

desirable for military purposes, as the coming peace would not

be everlasting, and posterity would reproach the present Ger-
many if she neglected so favourable an opportunity of examin-
ing present fields of battle, on which the wars of the fuUire

would ])rol)ably also be fought.

F



THE MEDICINAL SPRINGS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

By Prof. Max Morris Rindl, Ing.D.

In a young country like ours, with such a variety of pro-

blems, scientific and otherwise, and such a small population to

solve them, progress is necessarily slow. Comparatively few- of

the problems, it is true, are left entirely untouched, but most of

the work is done by individual effort. The medicinal springs of

this country constitute a case in point Many valuable data con-

cerning them are in existence, but no effort has been made to

collect and correlate them. Some of the information is recorded,

much of it has never found its way into print. The problem is

one which commands mere than merely scientific interest. It

is of practical importance. Most European countries issue big

volumes containing all the information about their watering

places and health resorts, and these compilations are indispen-

sable to the medical profession. That is far more than we can

hope to do for some time to come ; but I have attempted at

least to make a beginning by putting together all the available

facts, incomplete and fragmentary as they are, in a ])erspicuous

form. My object has been a double one, to place on reconl

what has been done, and to stimulate interest by showing what
still remains to be done.

Part I.

—

General.

I am painfully conscious of the incompleteness of my paper.

Many of the data herein contined need amplification and corro-

boration
; mtich of the information will undoubtedly be modified

and changed beyond recognition in the course of time. I have
included in my list all springs known or reputed to be, or likely

to become, of medicinal value. The majority of the springs
have a local reputation, and are frequented by the farmers of
the surrounding district, l)ut their efficacy remains to be estab-

lished by imi)artial medical evidence. The statements of the

owners and patients are naturally biassed.

Analyses.—The majority of the analyses are taken from the
.\nnual Reports of the Senior Government Analyst of the Cape
Colony. As most of the waters were analysed with a view to
a.scertaining their fitness as lx>iler waters, the analytical results
are in some respects incomplete. For example, iron and
aluminium are usually determined together as oxide's, whilst it

i.s desirable to know the amount of ferrous iron se])arately, par-
ticularly in the case of chalybeate springs. Lithium compounds,
bromides and iodides, the presence of 'which, even in minute
([uantities, seems to have a very marked effect, are usually re-
corded simply as traces, if at all. Many of the waters have been
analysed hundreds of miles from the .source of the springs, with
the result that the dissolved gases, several of which have pro-
nounced thera])eutic ])roi)erties, have liffused out. Moreover.
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thf dissolved hicarbonates of iron and calcium arc likcl\ u> l)t'

partly or entirely precipitated.

Mineral springs, particularly new ones, occasionally undergo
considerable changes, even within comparatively short periods.

These changes may be ]>eriodical or permanent. A single analysis

cannot, therefore, safely be regarded as a criterion. It is

desirable to have a series of analyses extending over a term of

years until the composition has been proved to remain constant,

or the {)eriodicity has been established. An interesting example
is the Ehrlich Forest borehole outside Bloemfontein, of the

water of which several com])lete analyses exist. The results

show striking dififerences, although the analyses were carried out
within a few months of each other. The lithium chloride con-

tent in the last has decreased to the extent of approximately

1/35 of that in the first. In view of such variations future

analysts may find the inclusion of the date of each analysis in

the tables useful.

As a rule, analytical results in this country are recorded in

terms of grains per gallon, and in the series of Tables No. I

I have kept the data in the original form. For purposes of com-
parison 1 have recalculated them in the usually adopted Conti-

nental standard, grams per 100,000 (series of Tables No. II).

There is a growing tendency among chemists, although not yet

universally adopted, to discard the conventional form of express-

ing results by combining anions and cations more or less arbi-

trarily, and to express restdts instead in terms of ions. Such
a system is perfectly leji'itimate, as the amounts of saline con-

stituents in waters are usually so small that they may be regarded

as completely ionised. This method (which has been ado])ted

in calculating the values in series of Tables No. II) does away
with the factor of uncertainty at present attaching to all water

analyses, inasmuch as the combination of ions is largely a matter

of choice.

The value for total solids obtained by actual estimation is

usually different from that obtained by addition. It is for that

reason that the calculated and determined values are given in

different columns.

Most analyses contain the values of iron and aluminium as

Fe^Og -|- AI2O3. In the calculation for the ionic Tables (Series

Nc. II) these values have been regarded as being pure Al. O3
on the one hand, and Fe-pO. only on the other. The values for

aluminium and iron calculated on this assumption are always
recorded in brackets.

Silicic acid is probably present in the uncombined state in

most waters. Being an extremely weak acid, it must be re-

garded as practically undis.sociated. Nothing is known about
its state of hydration (ortho- or meta-silicic acid), and rather

than make any arbitrary assumption, I have preferred to leave

the values in the form usuallv given, namely, SiOo.

From the value of combined carbon dioxide it is imixissible

to discriminate between carbonate and hvdrocarbonate ion. The
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data necessary for making such a distinction not being available

or existent, the course adopted was to regard the combined car-

bon dioxide as hydrocarbonate ion only in all cases where
calcium, magnesium, and ferrous iron are present. In the case

of the alkaline waters, however, whose predominating con-

stituent is sodium carbonate, the combined carbon dioxide was
calculated as carbonate ion.

In many of the analyses under review the values of the

alkalies were not determined. After satisfying all the bases, the

excess of acids was assigned to the oxides of the alkalies, which
are put into reckoning as NaaO. Jn such cases, and generally

s])eaking in all cases where there was reason to believe that the

values of some of the constituents had been obtained by calcu-

lation instead of by actual determination, there could be no ol)ject

in recalculatinji: the values in terms of ion-equivalents.

Where such tables of ion-equivalents have been made they

are appended to the descriptions of the individual springs in Part

II of the ])aper. The values are obtained by dividing the weight

of each ion (expressed in grams per 100,000) by its atomic

weight (or the sum of the atomic weights), and multinlying by
the valency in order to obtain monovalent ions.

In accordance with the generally accepted theory, alkali

sulphides are regarded in my calculations as being ionised into

scdium (or potassium) on the one hand, and inti) monovalent
SH ions on the other.

Ga.yc.s-.—The o])eration of collecting the gases escaping from
a spring is a difficult one, and cann'>t be entrusted to a layman.

Dissolved gases diffuse out in the course of a few liours. As in

most cases the waters were not collected l)y the analysts them-
selves, and were transported a considerable distance before being

examined, our information about the gaseous constituents is most
incimplete. In the case of sulphur springs the values for sul-

Dhuretted h\drGgen are often not given at all in the original

analvses. If recorded, they should be regarded with a certain

.'iniMunt I if reserve, unless the estimptinn was cari'ied oiU at the

.•-itc of the spring.

RadioactiTity.— It is impossible *.o ex])ress an opinion on
this pnmt and to make comparisons, unless (piantitative data

aljout tlie radioactivity are available. ex])ressed in terms of an
accejjted international standard.

Medicinal Properties.— In the al)sence of delinite ex|)ressions

of opinion from the medical ])rofession, my information is based
(;n the statements of guide-books of South Africa, on the evi-

dence of patients, and on current beliefs. To what extent such

infi^-rmation is credible can be gathered from the fact that prac-

tically all our si)rings are su])]>osed to be s])ecifics for rheumatism
and ciuaneous diseases, no matter wXvAt their com])<)sition.

CoDiparison ivitli linropcan Springs.—The original rejiorts

in some cases ])oint out the similarity of the waters examined to

well-known F,ur()])ean medicinal springs. These statements have
liecn includerl in the descrijnions of the individual springs in
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Part 11. l-?ul il niusl ho home in niind thai ihc comparison i.>

made scilelv on the basis of the chemical analysis, whilst the

chemical compo.^ition is only one oi several factors determininir

the natnre and efificacy of a spring. Radioactivit\-. temperature

and altitude should all he taken into consideration, and until \\c

have at our dispcx^al a complete set of data concerninj^ South

African springs such ct^nparisons must be regarded merely

as tentative. It is for that reason that I have refrained from

drawing any parallels.

Classificatio)i.—The recognised method oi classihcation is

on the basis of the chemical composition. There is a long list

of springs of which no analyses exist, and which must conse-

c|uently be left unclassified, with the exception of those which

can be recognised by their smell as containing sulphuretted hydro-

gen, and which are added to the group of sulphur waters. In

many cases my decision in assignins; a spring to this or that gi'"up

will be open to criticism, and in view of the incompleteness (^f

the existing data, no etTort has been made to subdivide the

groups.

Only three groups are well represented among South African

springs, the indilTerent, the sul])hur. and the chalybeate springs.

Each of these groups contain springs which have attained to

more than a local reputation, Montagu in the first, Malmesbury
in the second, and Caledon in the third group.

Indifferent Springs are defined as such, containing less than

1 gram of dissolved solid constituents, and not more than i gram
of free carbon dioxide per liti"e. These waters contain no mineral

constituent in sufficient quantity to have a ]Dronounced elifect on

the sy.stem, and their action is probably due to their temperature,

which in the case of all South .\frican springs of this group, is

well above the average temperature of the atmosphere. Possibly

their efficacy may also in some measure be attributable to their

radioactivity. 1 append a list of some of the well-known Euro-
pean springs of the same group for comparison :

PfafYers .... . . 99° F. Gastein 9vii8' F.

Ragatz 95° F. Wildbad (Wfir-

Teplitz 101-120° F. temberg) .... (;5-ioi ' F.

Sulphur Springs.— In this country all springs with the

odour of sulphuretted hydrogen are classed as suli>hur

springs. I am inclined to think that that is not a

sufficient criterion. Many well waters in the Karroo con-

tain small amounts of sul])huretted hydrogen ( hence so

man\- farms are called " Stinkfontem "
), but few of them

are. to my knowledge, endowed with medicinal virtues.

The majority of the well-known sulphur si)rings in other parts

of the world contain metallic .sulphides in addition to sulphur-
etted hydrogen, and these sulphides are probably far more potent

than the small amount of dissolved gas. The only South .\frican

sul])hur springs reported as containing combined sulphur«?tted

hydrogen (sodium sulphide) are those of Machadodorp, W'elte-
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vreden, and the Ehrlich Forest spring near Bloemfontein. In

the springs at Matjesfontein, Lochinvar. and Weltevreden the

amount of free sulphuretted hydrogen is considerable. All these

are practically unknown as medicinal springs. Strange to say,

those springs which have attained a reputation as sulphitr waters,

Aliwal North and Malmesbury, contain only very small amounts
of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Hot sulphur springs are. as a rule, less fre(|uent than cold

ones. It is, therefore, interesting to note that a large number
of our springs have temperatures considerably higher than the

average temperature of the atmosphere (Aliwal North. Malmes-
bury, and Machadodorp), and one of the group of springs con-

stituting the Zongala geyser is just a little below boiling-point.

The amount of sodium chloride in the two Isinuka springs is

so considerable that they might as well be classed as brine

springs, and the amount of sodium sulphate and carbonate they

contain would justify their being regarded as sulphated alkaline

waters. The action of these com])ounds on the system is well

known, and when once the effect of the spring has been carefully

studied it will be easy to classify it according to the constituent

which predominates therapeutically. But the only way to study

the effect of a spring- is to keeji a careful medical record of a

large number of cases.

Chalybeate Spri)igs owe their curative prc^percies to the iron

they contain. Some chalybeate springs also contain sulphuretted

hydrogen. The Zwartkops water is of this type, and here again

the medical man must act as arbiter in the question of classifica-

tion. Chalybeate springs are defined as such, containing not less

than 0.7 grams of ferrous iron per 100,000. Unfortunately, in

snany of the analyses iron and aluminium liave not been deter-

mined separately, but for a rough approximation I am assuming
the values given in the column Fe.O.. + ALO.^ to be iron oxide
(inl\. The values f(.r ferrous iron in grams per 100.000 would
then be

:

Balmoral 4.0 Tooverwater Poort . . 0.23
Iiningi 5.3 Zvvartkoi)s 0.77
Caledon 1.39

W'armbad ( Oudts-
hoorn) 0.3

[t will be noticed that Warm!)ad and Tooverwater Poort
fall tar ]jek)w the minimum. In coiumcnting on the analysis of
the Oudtshoorn spring (Warmbad) in the report for 1908, the
Senicr Analyst points out that the value is probal)ly low in con-
se(|uence of the di roini)osition of ferrous bicarbonate on expo-
sure. The figure for Balmoral is of little \alue for purposes of
comi.arison in view of my unwarranted assum])tion regarding
the values (jf iron and aluminium oxides. But in the case of
inungi the iron is calculated from ferrous carbonate, and a spring
which contains almost four times as much iron as the famous
C\'dedon water deserves attention. i)articularlv in view of the
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large amount of calcium and sodium carbonates, which make it

partake of the nature both of earthy and alkaline waters. The
Balmoral spring dilYers from the others in containing the iron

as sulphate. A noteworthy feature of South African chalybeate

springs is that most of them are thermal. Iron springs in other

parts of the world are, as a rule. cold.

The South African Sa-lf Spriii/js are not comparable to any
of the well-known Central European salt springs. The pecu-

liarity of these is their higher sodium chloride content, and the

presence in most of them of a])preciable f|uantities of potassium.

Those in which the value of sodium chloride is low usually

contain bromine and iodine.

Alkaline Waters contain a minimmn of i gram of solid con-

stituents per litre, among which the carbonate or hydrocarbonate
ions predominate. If this definition were rigidly adhered to, all

the springs which 1 have classified under the above heading
would have to be transferred to some other group, as the total

of the solid constituents is only about 0.4 of a gram per litre in

all cases. But I think I can justify my decision in the matter of

classification on the grounds that in all cases (except Msali)
sodium carbonate or bicarbonate preponderate to such an extent

as to determine the natm-e of the water. The Msali spring might
be regardeed as a sulphated alkaline spring.

Earthy JVaters are defined as such containing at least i gram
of solid constituents per litre, among which the bicarbonates of

calcium and magnesium predominate. None of the waters

answer entirely to this definition. Wonder Water approaches
nearest to it, but it contains less than 0.4 of a gram of dissolved

solids ])er litre. Moreover, it is used almost exclusively as a

table water.

The Table Waters are not, strictly speaking, medicinal, inas-

much as they are taken mainly as beverages, and only incidentally

on account of an}' niedicinal virtues they may be endowed with.

They are usually rich in carbon dioxide, being aerated with the

gas before bottling. Judged on the basis of the chemical classifi-

cation adopted above, thev form a heterogeneous group, compris-

ing alkaline waters (Driebad), earthy waters ('^^^onder \\'ater).

and alkaline salt s])ring?^ (Van Riebeek and Cirendel). I

Part II.

—

Description of Individual Sprinc.s.

i The springs are umnbered to correspond 7vith the numbers
on the map.

)

A. Indifferent Waters.

I. Brandx'lei.

A most excellent descrijjtion of this spring is given by Bur-
chell in his book, " Travels in the Interior oif Southern Africa

'"

\ 181 1 ) 1. from which I take the lil)erty of quoting:
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It forms a shallow pond of about 50 feet across, of the most trans-

parent water, in the middle of which several strong springs bubble up
through -a bottom of loose white sand, and afterwards, llowing in a very

copious stream, liecome a rivulet, which, for at- least a nnle and a half,

continues so hot that the course along the valley may. at any time of the

day, but more particularly in the eariy morning, be traced In' the steam
which perpetually arises from it. The pond is sheltered by a clump of

white poplars, which thrive perfectly well, although growing at the very

edge of the water, and bedewed with tlie h(.t steam, which ascends to

their highest branches.

Other early travellers give enthusiastic and detailed accounts

of the curative powers of the Brandvlei waters.* As Gum-
precht's description dates back nearly 70 years, it has little more
than historic interest. The spring seems to have fallen into,

discredit in the course of time. It has now only a local repittation

as a cure for rheumatism, and the primitive bath-house that once

stood there has been allowed to fall into ruins. The spring is

near to the town of Worcester, C.P. It rises from eastward-
di])ping Table Mountain sandstone, gives a daily yield of 365,000
gallons, and is believed to be slightly radio-active. Its tempera-

ture is 145° F. The only European indifferent thermal springs

of higher temperature are those of Plombieres-les-Bains, De-

partement Voges, France, with a maxinntm of 74° C.

2. Cioiidiiii { RtKcsoiiz'illc )

.

The (joudini spring is about 12 miles distant from Wor-
cester. Its temperature is 104° F., and it rises through gravels,

probably from Table Mountain sandstone. It is believed to be

beneficial in cases of rheumatism and cutaneotts diseases. There
is i^rovision for bathing, and the si)ring is said to be ])atronised by

a fair number of peo])le.

3. OUfanis Rk'cr. CIiDra'ilJiaiii.

These hot baths are situated on a farm (the proi)ertv of the

estate of the late Mr. James McGregor) about 45 miles south of

Clanwilliam. Rooms are let to visitors by the late Mr. Mc-
Gregor's executors, and there are separate bathrooms for the

use of white and coloured i)ersons, 1)ut no ])rovision for medical

treatment exists. The nearest doctors are resident at Glanwil-

liani and I 'i([uetberg. The latter place is distant abottt 36 miles

from the baths. The spring rises from eastward-dipping Table
Mountain sandstone. It has a temperature of 108-110° F. The
existence of the spring is recorded by several of the earl\-

travellers, and Thunberg seems to have recognised its freedom
from dissolved mineral con.stituents. He reports that it is much
like ordinary water, having no unpleasant taste, and l)eing suit-

able for drinking, cooking, and washing ])urposes.

* Gnmprecht, "Die Mineralquellen auf dem Festhnde von Afrika,"
Berlin fiR^TV
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4. Montagu.

The only one of the springs of tiiis group which has attained

to more than a local reputation is that at Montagu. The si)ring

appears to have been known to and frequented by the liottentots

and Businnen before the advent of the white man, but little was
done to make it attractive until it was acquired by the New Cape
Central Railway in 1907. The company has erected a bath-house

and a comfortable hotel, a glass-covered verandah connecting
the two. In addition to the bath-house, which contains eight

separate bath-rooms, a swimming-bath has Ijeen constructed. Of
late radio-active peat baths have been installed, and the erection

of an inhalatorium is contemplated. The water is strongly radio-

active, and is compared in its composition and nature with the

waters of Buxton in Derbyshire. Pfiiffers in Switzerland, and
Gastein in Austria. As far as its radio-activity is concerned, it

is said to be stronger than any of the Ruro|)ean springs with the

exception of Gastein. Excellent results are recorded in the

treatment of sciatica, but the \\ater is also claimed to be a specific

for rhetunatism. neuralgia, and nervous exhaustion, eczema,
acute indigestion, and gravel. The gas. of which an analysis is

appended, bubbles freely through the water. Medical treatment
is in the hands of Dr. C. H. Muller. of Montagu, and his \vife,

who is also a Doctor of Medicine. Detailed information can be
obtained from a panqihlet issued by the New^ Ca])e Central
Railway Company. The spring rises from northward-dip])ing
Table Mountain sandstone, and its temperature is 112.3° F.

The attached analyses by Prof. Hahn of the peat used at Mon-
tagu show it to be very similar to that em))loye(l at Franzensbad
and Karlsbad.

Dark. Brown. Fight brown.
Sample F Sample IF Samj^le TIF
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Organic substance 84.81 84.25 85.02
Ash 15.19 15.75 14-98
Ether extract i .27 1.17 0.95
Sulphur trioxide 9.16 8.85 8.45
Ferric oxide 8.31 7 - 9^ 8 . 38
Humous substance 75- 09 71-^.5 '^^83

The gas issuing with the water consists of: Oxygen 10.5
per cent., nitrogen 87.6 ])er cent., and carbon dioxide 0.6 per
cent.

Table ok Ion-Fq['i\-alexts ( Monox'alf.nt Ions).

Cations Anions.
K 0.009 CI 0-037
Na 0.038 SO^ 0.034
Fi 0.0002 HCO.. 0.030
Ca 0.031
Mg 0.022
Fe o.ooi
Al 0.057

Total 0.1582 Total o.iot

i
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5. Barrydale.

The VVarm-Waterl>erg spring ( Barrydale ) rises from the

east end of an anticHne with bent axis in the Table Mountain
sandstone. I have not been able to get definite information about
its temperature other than that the water is uncomfortably warm
to the touch. Medicinally the spring is said to be excellent, but

nothing is done to exploit it.

6. 7^arka Bridge.

( )n the farm formerly called Driefontein. but now known as

Tarka Bridge ( District Cradock ) there are several warm springs,

which appear formerly to have had some little reputation as a

cure, but which have now fallen into disuse. Some years ago

several boreholes were sunk on the farm, which yield water of

constant temperature. In all the boreholes the water comes up
accompanied by a large quantity of inflammable gas. In one of

the boreholes (temperature 80.4° F. ) there is a regular daily

variation in the amount of water.*

B. Sulphur Springs.

7. Alnval North.

The springs, which are situated about a mile from the centre

of the town, emanate from nearly horizontal sandstones and
shales of the Upper Beaufort series, v/ith an average temperature
of 95° F. There is a small dyke of dolerite 100 yards below the

spring's. They issue into a small lake, which is utilised as an
oj^en-air swimming-bath. The daily yield, irrespective of the

season, is about 1,000,000 gallons. The overflow is carried into

the towm in a masonry furrow, and is used for irrigation pur-

])oses. A bath-house, containing a large swimming-bath and
several well-e(juipped bath-rooms, is situated between the source

of the s])rings and the town. In addition to ordinary baths, pro-

vision is made here for electric baths of various kinds. The
bath-house is tmder the control of an experienced mavSseiu-. Con-
siderable (|uantities of gas issue from the eves of the springs.

Whilst this yas is strons^ly radio-acti\e, the water is onlv slightly

so.

According to Prof. liahn"s analysis, the gas consists of:
Oxygen 5.4 per cent. ; nitrogen, argon, and helium ()4.6 i)er cent.

;

sul])huretted hydrogen, trace.

'i'he amount of sulphm-etted liydrogcn dissolved in the
water is astonishingly small, and alkaline suli>hides are alto-

gether absent. The amount of free carbon dioxide in solution
is 7.4875 grams per 100,000. The municii)ality has issued an
illustrated pam])hlct with detailed information about the town
and the springs.

* Andrew Young. " A Subterranean Tide in tlie Karroo." Trans.
/\'oyal ,S\)(-, of S. .Ifrira. 3.(ioi,^), fi], 6i-ro6.
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TaIU.K (U" l(iN I'lgnVAUvNTS.

Cations. AiiK^iis.

Na 1-49^ O i/'^5

K 0.016 Br 0.002
I-i 0.033 ^^4 01 43
My 0.046 HCO.. 0.122
Ca 0.419
Al 0.081

Total -2.093 Ttnal I-97-2

8. Maim csbury.

The IVJalmesbury sprinij flows from granite intrusive in the

Xania Ijeds. and has a temperature of 94°F. A bathing estab-

lishment has been erected in the centre of the town, consisting

of 12 rooms with porcelain-tiled baths, and containing a larjje

<wimming-bath. In addition to the sulphuretted hydrogen re-

corded in the tables, the water contains 3.4657 grams of dis-

solved carl)on dioxide per 100.000.

Table of Ion Equivalents.

Cations. Anions.

Xa 1.615 CI 1.6 12

-Mg 0.05 T Br 0.002

Ca o.26») <0_^ 0.163

HCO.. 0.079

Total 1.935 Total i-8.S6

9. Fort Beaufort.

The only information available, in addition to the analytical

data given in the tables, is contained in the Rejiort of the Senior
Analyst. Cape of Good Hope ( 1907), 110:

—

The Fort Beaufort spring is close to that tnwn, and in ])ast years, it

is said, enjoyed a considcral)le reputation fur its cnrati\e properties in

chronic aihnents, rheumatism particularly.

Table oe Ion Eouivalents.

Cations. Anions.

-\'a 0.610 CI 0.570
K 0.006 SOj 0.033
Ca 0.054 HCO, 0.042
Ma 0.017

Total 0.687 Total 0.645

10. Isiiiitka.

The two Isinuka sprinsis are six miles distant from Port
St. John, Pondoland. The spring described as Lsinuka I oi>ens
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out in a small valle\' between the Isinuka hills. The ori<^inaI

opening has been enlarged to form a ])rimitive bath in the lime-

stone 4 feet X 3 feet X i foot deep. The water trickles into

this from openings in the sides, and there is a continual bubbling

of sulphuretted hydrogen through the same openings. The
water smells strongly of the gas, and is fairly milky in appear-
ance. The spring described as Isinuka II is about lOO yards

distant ifrom the hrst, and issues from the bank of the Isinuka

stream. There w'as a good flow formerly, but the volume of

water has diminished almost to a mere trickle. There is no pro-

vision for medical treatment, and the bathing facilities are en-

tirely inadequate. The springs are free of access to all comers,

and are used principall}- by the natives. The water is a powerful
pur^iative and ditiretic, and it also has the reputation of being

beneficial in borh articular and muscular rheumatism. The

springs issue close to a fault between the Dwyka conglomerate
and the Table Mountain sandstone. There is a deposit of cal-

careous tufa on the spot. The spring Isinuka I has a tem])era-

ture of 67°F.

11. Matjcsfontcin.

Table of Ion Equivalents.

Cations. Anions.

Na 0.521 Ci 0.907
ta 0.435 SO4 o.igi

Mg 0.500 HCO, 0.180
Al 0.145

Total 1.60T Total 1.27S

The analysis is taken from the Report of the Senior

Government Analyst, Cape of Good Hope, for 1897. All my
efforts to obtain jjositive information about the exact site, etc..

proved unavailing. Nobody seems even to be aware of the exis-

tence of such a spring. The original report describes the water
as being comparable to that of Aix les Rains (Savoy).

12. Zongala Geyser.

^rhe Zongala geyser (17° 3C S(nith Lat., 27° 28<' luist

Long. ) , Northern Rhodesia, rises through stratified sandstones,

grits and conglomerates. These overlie the aluminous
.shales of the coal series. The eyes of the springs are
surrounded l)y deposits luainly of crystalline calcite. The
similarity in the mineral contents of the two geysers has
led to the inference that the Zongala geyser has its origin, like

Ihe Goa one, in granite underlying the shales. There are alto-

gether eight springs, one of which ejects water and steam with
a hissing noise to a height t)f 7 feet. The tem])erature of the

hottest si)ring is 97°C, of the coldest 52°C. The total amount
of water in all the springs is S6.000 gallons i)er day. The water
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is alkaline in reaction, and contain.s free sul])huretle(l hydrogen,
bnt the amonnt has no[ been estimated.

13. Goa Geyser.

The tloa geyser (16° 39' South Lat., 27° 20' East Long.),
Xorthern Rhodesia, rises through granite, and embraces several

springs with a maximum temperature of 63°C, and a minimum
of 26" C. The springs are surrounded by a deposit of siliceous

and partly calcareous pulverulent sinter. The total daily yield

of all the springs is 337,000 gallons. Free sulphuretted hydrogen
is evolved, but the amount has not been determined. The eyes
of the various springs lie in a depression 400-500 yards long and
150-200 yards wide. The owner of the farm on which the spring

is situated (Muckle Nuek, near Chpma Station), informs me
that he only knows of one case of a rheumatic patient having
sought and obtained relief at the s])rings.

Most of the geological data about the two geysers were
taken from the paper of D. Ferguson, " The Geysers or Hot
Springs of the Zambesi and Kafue Valleys, Proceedings of the

Rhodesia Scientific Association, vol. iii, hj02.

14. Koiibad.

On the farm Koubad, on the Pivaan River, District Utrecht
<>r X'ryheid, 20 miles north-east of the township of Vryheid,
there are two springs, one on the bank of the river with a tem-
perature of 105° F., and a cold one about 300 yards from the

river. Both are much frequented during the winter months
by the farmers of the surrounding districts. No provision exists

either for bathing or for accommodation. In the original report

the springs, which are very similar chemically, are compared to

those of Uriage, Aix-la-Chapelle and Bagnolles, and it is sug-

gested that by aeration with carbon dioxide the water might

become a useful table water of the character of Giesshubler

Sauerbrunn. The gas emanating from the hot spring was
found to consist of

:

Per cent.

Carbon dioxide 7.39
Oxygen 0.65

Nitrogen 91.96

Tables of h)X Equivalents.

Hot Sl^riiu/ (Analysis by Smite dn Mont).

Cations. Anions.

Na 0.285 CI 0.108

K 0.015 SO^ 0.045

Mg 0.005 ^0,1 o. 1 53
Fe 0.0005

Al o.oIt

Total 0.3205 I'otal 0.306
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The item " halfgebonden koolzuur "' contained in the

original rep<^rt has not been taken into account, because it is

not obvious from the figures that c(>nil)inefl carbon dioxide pre-

sent as bicarbonate is meant.

Cold Spring.

Cations. Anions.

Na 0.174 CI 0.131

K o. 1 1 1 SO. 0.02^

Ca o.oi r CO., o.it,S

Total 0.296 Total 0.297

In view of the extremely small amoitnt of calcium the com-

bined CO2 is calculated as CO.

"

15. Sulphur Spring District Zoutpansbcrg.

I have not l^een able definitely to identify the sulphur sjjring

in the Zoutpansl)ero' District, but there is reason to l>elieve that

it is the sprinjj 30 miles north of Louis Trichardt. When re-

ceived at the laboratory the water contained neither sulphuretted

hvdrogen nor sulphides.

16. Machadodorp.

On the farm Geluk 29, the i)roperty of the Maatschappij

tot Exploitatie van Cjronden t^n (irondrechten in Zuid Afrika, in

the immediate vicinity of the \illage of Machadodorp. is a group
of springs containing alkaline sulphides as well as sulphuretted

hydrogen. Their temperature, <Si.5^83.3° F., although lower

than that of Malmesbury, is nevertheless exceptiimally high for

a sulphur spring, and, moreover, they are highly radio-active.

Seven " eyes " are enclosed by a cement strticture and roofed

over to provide a kind of basin, from which bathing cells arx^

-fed. The above company is considering the erection of a proper

establishment. One of the springs, i\v,\ issuing into the basin

above referred to. has been analysed .separately. Whilst corres-

jx»nding closely in composition and nature to the water in the

basin, it was found to contain between three and four times as

much sulphuretted hydrogen and .sodium sulphide. The water
in the basin having been exposed to the atm.osphere for some
time before being analysed, the sulphide probably suffered de-

composition, and some of the sul])huretted hydrogen diffused out.

Table of Ion b^yuivALENTS.

Cations. .\nions.

Na 0.238 C) -0.147

K 0.005 SO4 0.01 T

IJ 0.005 ' ^ CO., 0.090

Ca 0.064 SH 0.0003

Alg 0.027

Fotal 0.3.^9 Total 0.2483
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1

17. Cradock.

No information i)l)tainal)le.

18. Gr&iiff-Reinel.

There is some cU)ubt as to the exact locahty o;f the Graaff-

Reinet s^)ring. In the Reix>rt of the (Government Analyst for

1906 it is described as being at Rynheath, but from enc|uiries it

would appear that the analytical data refer to a spring on the

adjoining estate Kruidfontein. According to local medical

opinion, these waters are anti-rheumatic and slightly laxative.

There is comfortable accommodation for patients, and a number
of bath-rooms have been erected in close proximity to the spring.

The spring issues from Lower or Middle Beaufort Beds.

19. Lilani.

These hot springs are about .seven miles south of Hermans-
burg, Natal, and the water issues from a fault line in crystalline

schists and metamorphic limestone There is a single spring,

and a gi"oup of four or five about 600 yards distant. At this

spot a well-a,ppointed sanatorium has been erected, at which a

]:>hysician is in residence. Provision is made for open-air bath-
ing, and sand and mud baths are in the course of preparation.

The maximum temperature of the water is 39.5° C, the minimum
about 37°C. The water is re}X)rted to be radio-active, and is

claimed to be efificacious in cases of rheumatism, gout, sciatica,

cutaneous diseases, malaria and obesity. There is a feeble evolu-

tion of gas, containing a little sulphuretted hydrogen. Accord-
ing to the analysis the water contains sodium sulphite and
sodium thiosulphate.

Table of Ion Equivalents.

Cations. Anions.
Na 0.446 Q 0.099
K 0.059 !^04 0.096
NH^ o.oii HCO, 0.046
Ca 0.012 SO3 0.007
Mg 0.012 S-^Oa 0.002
Fe 0.004 ^'O^ 0.247

Total 0.544 Total 0.497

20. Lochinvar.

The water of the hot spring from the ranch L<jchinvar,
Magoye, Northern Rhodesia, contains a very considerable amount
both of sulphuretted hydrogen and of sodium sulphate. Accord-
ing to the report, it is likely to be of medicinal value, but I am
not aware of any tests having been made to establish its efficacy.

21. Weltevreden.

The spring on the farm Weltevreden, Division Beaufort
West, rises from the Lower Beaufort Beds. It is suggested that
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The water from this spring and from KHpbank (25) comes from
the same vein. Medical opinion holds that the water is of ser-

vice in cases of chronic rheumatism, gout and eczema. There
are no facilities for bathing. The water is cold. Traces of

iodide have Ijeen found in it. The extraordinarily high amounts
of lithium, sulphuretted hydrogen, and sodium sulphide are

noticeable features.

Table of Ion Equivalents.

Cations. Anions.

Xa 1-393 CI 1305
Li 0.236 SO4 0.287

Ca 0.183 HCO.^ 0.092

^l<s 0.092 SH 0.065

Total 1.904 Total 1-749

22. Ehrlich Forest. Near Bloemfontciii.

According to the analyses recorded in the tables, the com-
position of the water from this borehole shows remarkable varia-

tions. If T am not mistaken, the scheme which was at one time

entertained for the erection of a sanatorium has been abandoned.
The temperature of the water is 67°F.

There is a long list of sulphur springs which have never
been analysed. About many of these I can record very little

more than the mere fact of their existence.

2^. I'artii riagfoiitciii. Salt River Vlei, Division Beaufort West.

Cold. Geological formation at surface Lower Beaufort
l)eds.

24. Stinkfonlein. Division Friiiee Albert, 9 Miles front Fraser-

hurg Road Station.

Rises from Lower Beaufort ])eds. Daily yield about 10,000

gallons. Warm.

25. Farm KFipbank. about half a mile from Siding of same
name. Division Beaufort West.

Borehole in Lower Beaufort beds. There is limited pro-

vision for accommodation and bathing in the shape of four sets

of rooms, consisting of bedroom, sitting-room and kitchen, with
bath-room attached, luich bath-room is fitted with a geyser for
beating the water. .Springs 21. 23, 24 and 25 are believed to be
endowed with the same therapeutic pro]>erties, and have been
.successfully a])])lied in cases of chronic rheumatism, gout and
eczema. The water of Klipliank is also taken internallv for con-
stipation atid indigestion.

2(k FaDii /)(' /)'(/(/, Di^'ision Hanover.

Issues probably from Middle B^eaufort beds. Total .solids

n grains per gallon, chlorine 2.1 ijrains.
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2y. Kniidfontciu, Dii'isioii irHloionorc (flic f^rof^crty of Mr. B.

J. StccjDiann.

From the Dwyka alons^ 'ryg;erberi^ axis.

28. Spriiu/ on the Black Uinfolosi River, 36 miles east of Vry-
heid.'

2y. Farm Sulphur Springs. District Piet Relief.

30. Farm Warmbad. District Pict Retief.

31. Farm Oirc'crivacht. District Piet Retief.

32. Calais No. J286.

Hot springy 30 miles south of Rhodes Drift, on the LimjXDpo
River. Yields approximately 400 gallons per minute. Highly
purgative. Is visited by occasional trekboers.

2S- Veffonfein 2299, 100 miles north of Pietersbnrg, Transt'aal.

34. Kapessa Hot Spring.

This is situated 5 miles from the confluence of the Zambesi
and Sanyati Rivers { Northern Rhodesia), 16° 35' South Latitude,
28° 42' East Longitude. The spring rises through a fissure in

the basaltic rocks. The water is practically boiling, and so far

as can be ascertained from the natives the temperature never
changes. The vapour rising from it can be seen for miles. The
water flows into a morass about half a mile distant, and the

natives cut the grass there during the winter time and extract

salt from the deposit. It is stated that this spring proves an
immediate relief for malaria.

C. Iron ok Chalybeate Waters.

35. Zwartkops.

The water issues from a borehole in the Uitenhage beds, at

a dej)th of 3.600 feet. The temperature is 130° F., an unusally
high temperature for a chalybeate s])ring. and 10° above that of
Caledon. The daily yield is 165,000 gallons. There are at present
eight trial bathrooms in service, and there is accommodation for
a limited number of visitors, but the establishment of a properly
equipped sanatorium is contemplated. Cures have been effected
in cases of rheumatism, eczema, dyspepsia, gallstones, kidney
troubles and female complaints. The water is reported to be
highly radio-active. It is the only South African chalybeate
spring containing sul])huretted hydrogen, namely, 0.124 of a
gram per 100,000, and it contains, in addition, 6.662 grams of
free carbon dioxide per 100,000. The spring was discovered in

1909, when drilling for pretroleum The gases in solution have
l)€en analysed by Sir J. Dewar. The composition of the gas
is as follows:

—
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Carbon dioxide 3.43 per cent.

Oxygen . 11.54 per cent.

Nitrogen, hydrogen, helium,

and neon . 85.03 per cent.

Amount of hydrogen, hehum and neon 741 ))arts per

1.000,000. Analysis is taken from paper by J. G. Rose.*

Table of Ion Equivalents (Prof. Hahn's analysis).

Cations. Anions.

Na 0.519 CI 0.568

K 0.052

Ca 0.075 Br 0.004
Mg 0.097
Fe 0.025 SO 0.071

Al 0.007 HCO., 0.127

Total 0.775 Total 0.770

36. Too-i'rrivatcr Poort.

The springs at Tooverwater Poort rise from folded and
broken Table Mountain sandstone. The one which is used bal-

neologically has a temperature of 120° F. The five analyses given

in the tables are from various springs, and it is not clear which
of them refer to the medicinal spring. However, they diifer only

slightly in composition. There is no adequate provision *for

bathing. Patients bathe in the pool above the spring. There is

accommodation at the adjoining farmhouse, but the majority of

the patients cam]) in tents and wagons.

;^/. Balmoral.

The water isssues apparently from Table Mountain sand-

stone, but the surface is obscured by superficial deposits of black

and brown oxides and hydrates of iron, which have been traced

to a depth of over 40 feet. There are several s])rings, all of
which are api>reciably warm, l)Ut no reliable record of the tem-
perature exists. The reaction of the water is acid. The water
contains no combined carbon dioxide; its iron (which is deposited
as a brown flocculent precipitate on standing, and which lines

the irrigation furrows) is present as sulphate. Hence the bit-

ter and astringent taste. All the other South African chaly-
beate .springs contain the iron as bicarbonate. In places the
ferriginous de{>osit forms circular rings which have the ai)pear-
ance of volcanic vents. 'J'here were formerly bathing facilities,

and the water is said to have afforded relief in cases of rheuma-
tism, but for several years the water has ifallen into disuse as a
medicinal spring. The water is .suitable for irrigation.

* Rept. S.A. Assoc, for Adv. of Sc. (1910), 202.
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3S. U'arnibad. Olifaiils l\i:'cr Bed.

Tlie si)ring is situated in the bed of tlie Olifants River, a

few miles above the junction of the C^lifants and (lamka Rivers,

and about 30 miles south-west of the town of ()udtsh(K)rn. It

is dammed up to enclose a pond about 40 feet s(|uare and 3 to 4
feet deep. When the river is in flood everytliinj>- is completely

submerged. The tem])erature of the water is i 14° I''., and it

rises from north-dipping Bokkeveld beds. The value of the iron

is considerably below that usually considered necessary to impart
to a spring the nature of a chalybeate water, but this may be due
to partial precipitati<^n of the iron before analysing. According
to Juritz,

Local opinion ascrilies therapeutic properties to the water, and con-
siderable mimbers of people are said to have recovered from rheumatism
by the use of the liaths and the subsequent sweating to which patients are
subjected. ATany farmers from the surrounding district visit the spot
througliout the year for treatment, while during the periods of drought
the spring forms the sole source of water for all domestic purposes to

every inhabitant within a radius of ^2 miles.*

Medical opinion holds that the water is particularly efficacious in

chronic arthritis and gout. The spring was already known as a

medicinal spring over 60 years ago, and is referred to by Gum-
precht,t but apparently the bathing conditions are as primitive

now as they were then. There is nothing more than a few
miserable reed huts in the immediate vicinit\'.

39. Innngi.

There are several chalybeate springs in the bed of the Um-
zimvubu River, on the farm Inungi, west of Kokstad. Thev
issue from nearly horizontal Middle Beaufort beds. The one
to which the analysis refers, has a temperature of 12° C, and is

remarkable for its composition. The water is accompanied bv
gas, wdiich seems to be mainly carbon dioxide inixed with a

little sulphuretted hydrogen. About i^-^ miles downstream a
spring of similar nature, but slightly warmer (24.8° C), issues

from the bank of the river. Neither of the springs have ap-
])arently been used medicinally.

40. Caledon.

The Caledon springs issue from south-dipping Table Moun-
tain .sandstone of the Caledon mountains, and have a temperature
of 120° F. The iron content of the Caledon water is of the
same order as that of the Adelheidbrunnen, Langenschwalbach
(1477 grams per 100,000), or of the Geronstere spring. Spa,
Belgium. In point of tem})erature the water was almost unique
until the Zwartkoi)s borehole was sunk. There are very ifew
European chalybeate springs of higher temperature. The best-
known is Bain Fort, Rennes les Bains, France (51° C). The

* C. F. Juritz: "Underground Waters of the Cape Colbny," (1908).
I/.

t"Die Mineralquellen auf dem Festlande von Afrika."
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water and the air in contact with it are strongly radio-active, and
the water is said to retain its radio-activity for a considera])le

period after botthng. The total yield of all the springs is

180.000 gallons per day. There is a well-appointed hotel and
sanatorium. Provision is made for ordinary and electric mas-
sage and for electric baths. The visiting physician is in atten-

dance at the sanatorium daily. In addition to the ordinary bath-

rooms a large swimming-bath has been erected. In 1897 Dr.

C. W. B. Daniell wrote a brochure dealing with the therapeutic

])roperties of the Caledon waters, and in 1908 Dr. W. Darley

Hartley contributed a paper to the South African Medical Con-
gress* containing, iiifcr alia, a discussion of the effects produced

bv the treatment with the water. All information about the

history of the springs, the equipment of the sanatorium, etc., is

contained in an illustrated pamphlet issued by the company own-
ing the baths, and obtainable on api)lication.

Table of Ion Equivalents (PkoF. Attfield's Analysis)..

Cations. Anions.

Xa 0.04.^

K .. 0-0.^4 CI 0.1 12

Ca 0.033

Mg 0.027 SOj 0.029

Fe 0.048

Al 0.01)6 HCO.. 0.037

Total 0.301 Total 0.178

D. Salt Si'rincs.

41. JVarnihad, Soiith-JVcsl Protectorate.

There arc b\e s])rin,us emanating ifrom crevices in granite

witli a tenipcratm-c lluctuating between 99° and 102°. A con-

siderable (|uantit\- of gas. mainly nitrogen, is constantly bub-
bling up with tlie water, (iumprecht's statement that this gas.

which inijjarts a vigt)rous motion to the water, is mainly carbon
dioxide, is not corroborated by Versfeld. The data given above
are taken from \'ersfeld's ])aper, " Ceology of Crerman South

-

West Africa. "t The only information obtainable about the

sanative (|ualities of the water is a brief reference in William
F.veleigh's "South-West .Africa" (J915). 28-29.

Tai'.li". nv Ion Eol'in'.vli^nts.

Cations. Anions.
Na 2.:,i<7

K 0.024 CI 1.996

Ca 0.814 SO I13.S
Mg 0.045 HCO.. 0.070

Total 3-^70 Total 3-20i

' Reprinted in tlie South .African Medical Record, January loth, 1909.

t A' ('/'/. .S'.. /. .\ssoc. (or .Ui:\ of Sc. Kimherlc}- (1914), 227.
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42. h'ictfoiifrin. near Haaycnstad. O.I'.S.

This saline s])riii<i;- is situated about two miles from the

Haa^jenstad salti>an, and a.hout 30 miles north-west-by-north of
Bloemfontein. The si)rin!;4-. which has a temperature of 28-30°

C. issues from a sand-hill which is capped by a layer of peat
formed from the roots of trees, and this overlies a bed of bones
and fossil remains. Fossilised bones of extinct types, as well

as human im])lements, have been excavated here, some of which
have been described by Dr. Broom in the Annals of the South
African Museum. In order to offe'- better bathing^ facilities,

the owner of the farm has had part of the peat removed, and
has erected a primitive bath-house. Through the sand-floor of
the bath streams of inflammable gas force their w^ay in liun-

dreds of places. This gas, which can only be a decomposition
product of the peat, contains about 70 per cent, of marsh
gas and 10 per cent, of hydrogen, the remainder being nitrogen.

The water and the gas have not been tested for radio-activity.

The bath is frequented by hundreds ':^f patients every year, and
many wonderful cures are reported Medical opinion holds that

the water is particularly efficacious in cases of muscular and
i'.rticular rheumatism and sciatica.

Tat.le of Ion Eotivalents.

Cations. Anions.

^71 ^^?,S
Li o.oio CI 3679
NH, 0.003
Ca 0.466 SO.i 0.005
-Nig 0.007
Bd o.ooT HCO3 0.031

Fe o.ooi
Al o.oog XO., o.ooi

Total ^-732 Total .v7i6

E. Alkaline Waters.

43. Msali.

This spring is on the farm ?^isali, the property of Mr. M.
F. B. Dennis, near Choma Station, North-West Rhodesia. It

is known to be mildly a|)erient.

44. JVannhaths.

The spring at Warmbaths, Nylstroom, has a temperature
of 140° F., and is described as a mildly alkaline water. Its

radio-activity is too slight to be of any consequence. The bathing
establishment is the property of the Transvaal Provincial (-ov-
ernment. The water is strongly purgative, and is reputed to

be efficacious in gout and rheumatism.
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Table of Ion Equivalents (Prof. Hahn's Analysts).

Cations. Anions.

Na 0.677 CI , 0.224

T.i 0.005

Ca 0.052 SOj, 0.009

\\g 0.009
Fe 0.007 CO3 0.517

Total 0.750 Total 0.750

45. Rupisi Rwer.

This hot sprin^g^ is situated 10 to 15 miles east of the Sal)i

River, in South Alelsetter, Rhodesia, and is described as a weak
alkaline water.

46. Junction of Odd and Wengesi Rivers.

This hot spring is situated on vacant land south of Um-
vumbu farm, near the junction of the above rivers, Umtali Dis-

trict. Rhodesia. It is described as a weak alkaline S])rino^. It

forms a deposit which has been submitted to analysis and found
to contain :

—

(i) Organic matter in small ((uantities;

(2) .-\ large amount of sandv silica:

(3) A considerable quantity of soluble alkali salts, chiefly

sodium bicarbonate, .sodium chloride and sodium sulphate.

(4) Salts of iron, aluminium, magnesium, calcium and
jKitassium in small quantities.

47. Badplaats or Doornpoort, District Car(dina.

No complete analysis of the water was obtainal)le, l)Ut from
the appended analysis of the solid residue the water would
appear to be a sul])hated alkaline water. It a])pears to contain

sul])liurette(l hydrogen, but in view of the ])re]K)nderancc of alka-

line carbonates, sulphates and chlorides in the dissohed salts. I

should prefer to class it witli the alkaline rather than with the

sulphur s])rin.gs. The spring is Government property, and is

open to the j)ul)lic, l)Ut no system of control has been inaugurated,
and the conditions of living and bathing are most ]>rimitive. I

am informed that the " season " lasts from May to September,
and tliat the farmers camp in tents and waggons. .\t times
tluTc are as many as 50 to 60 ])atients. The following descrip-
tion of the spring and its geological features is taken from the
Annual Report of the (ieological Survey for k;!,:;, p. 40:

—

" (hi ihe ( lovernment ground Hadiilaats. al)out 36 miles east
of Carolina, the si)ring is situated almost in the bed of a small
tributary to the ButYels Spruit, and about 300 vards north-w^est
of the main road. It issiio \igorousI\. like boiling water, from
granitic rocks on the left l)ank of the little tributarv at an un-
plea-^antly high teini,>eraturc, ^o that the waters of the stream

I
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have been de\'iatecl to cool down the lcm])craiurc tor l)atliinj^'

purposes. The waters of the spring are associated with a strong

sulphur smell, and said to be an excellent curative agent for

rheumatic complaints. No structural features indicating faults

or disturbances were found in this neighbourhood to afford a

clue as to the mode of origin of the spring." Amount of total

solids. 39.1 grams per 100.000

Analysis of ignited total solids ( Dr. McCrae, October, 1914) :

Nacl 2i>.2 per cent.

NaoSO^ 32.4 per cent.

NaoCO, + sodium silicate (Na.SiO.^?) .. .. 32.1 percent.

CaCO^ /.T, per cent.

y,lg salts trace.

G. Table Water.s.

48. Vail Ricbcck.

The water issues from Malincibury beds, on the slopes of

the Tygerberg. The bottling department of the Van Riebeek
Natural Mineral Water Co., Ltd., is at Bellville Station, and
the water is conducted thither from its source between Bellville

and Durbanville b}' 32,000 feet of tin piping.

49 and 50. Grcndel and Vasco.

These flow like the \'an Riebeek spring from Malmesbury
beds on the Tygerberg.

Grendel Table of Ion Equivalents.

Cations. Anions.
Na 2.193 CI 2.902
K o.oo<; SO4 0.301
Ca 0.439 HCO, 0.128
^Ir 0.833 NO3 0.017

Total 3.474 Total 3.348

51. Driebadcn.

The farm Driebaden is near Jagersfontein, O.F.S., and the
water has recently been put on the market as a table water.

In the original report it is described as a mildly alkaline
water similar to Apollinaris. The bathing arrangements are at

present very i>rimitive. but it is ])roi)Osed to make adecjuate
provision at a later date.

52. Seltsbach.

The Seltzbach water comes from a spring at \'an der
Merwe. a wayside station on the Delagoa Bay line, 21 miles
from Pretoria. The spring was known as Gezondheits-Bronne
to the old voortrekkers, and it seems to have attained a repu-
tation among them as a specific for malaria and as an appetite
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stimulant. The present owners have deepened the well to a

depth of 60 feet, and concreted the whole. To prevent surface

infiltration, a small domed wellhouse is built over the eye. Dur-
ing the process of deepening the well, interesting- native cooking
and drinking utensils, supposed to be of considerable antiquity,

were found.

53. Wonder Water.

Wonder Water comes from the fann Blaauwboschkuil, Dis-

trict Waterberg, Transvaal. Although its jjrincipal constituents

are calcium and magnesium carbonates, it scarcely answers to

the definition of an earthy water, inasmuch as it contains less

than 0.4 gram of dissolved solids per litre. The United Mineral

Water Company, of Pretoria, has taken over the management
of Wonder Water, and has issued a pamphlet containing the

analysis and other information about the water.

Unclassified Springs.

54. Farm Tierbauk, north of Lindley, O.F.S.

55. Winhurg.

The spring is situated on the Klein Vet River. l)elow the

old main road from Brandfort to Wiuburg, O.F.S.

56. Welgcvondeii \']'J2.

District Waterberg, Transvaal, 20 miles north-west of
Naboomspruit Station. Hot. Yield said to be approximately
100 gallons per minute.

57. Rietfonteiii, adjoin'uuj U'eU/ei'onden.

=^H. Bujfelsvlci 196, Right Bank of Steelport River.

Tepid. Used by farmers against rheumatism.

59. Chif^esc. on the N'Jelele River, 60 miles north-east of Louis
Trichardt.

Very hot.

.60. A'drianskop, on the Olifants River, south of Pietershurg.
61. Stindaf east of Rhodes' Drift.

Slightly thermal.

6j. The Report of the (iovernmcni Analyst for 1900 refers
to a spring on a farm near Die]) River. C.P.', which is credited
with stimulating the kidneys when taken internally. It contains
a little lithium. My repeated efforts to obtain definite informa-
tion about the exact locality and nature of the s])ring have proved
fruitless.

63. In the vicinity of Dysselsdori) Mission Station, District
Oudtshoorn, there is a cold spring which was formerly success-
fully used for rheumatic affections. It is now onl>- utilised for
irrigation pur]x)ses.
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64. In tlie Schiingwe District, Southern Rhodesia, there are

some hot springs whicli are used medicinally by the aborigines.

The following information is taken from a report sent by some
nati\es to ascertain the whereabouts of the spring, and kindly

placed at m\- disposal b}- Mr. Mauff", of Bulawayo : "The
springs are situated at the south end of a range of koi)jes in a

hollow, about seven miles south of the Zambesi River, b'rom

the springs the local people ])rocure their salt. The method of

doing this is by gathering u]) the grass which has been encrusted

by deposits from the water. The grass is then boiled, and when
the water has evai)orated the salt remains. The water, which
is very hot, comes out of a hole in a single rock which is isolated,

and when issuing makes a noise like a small steam-engine work-
ing. The steam can be seen rising at .some distance before the

spring is reached. The water has healing ])r(.perties. The sick

people make a practice of bathing in it."

65. On a farm called Wildepaarde Jacht, in the iield-cornet-

cy Klein Drakenstein, about four miles east of Paarl, at the foot

of the Drakenstein Mountains, there is a medicinal spring. Some
considerable time back an attempt, which, however, proved abor-
tive, was made to exploit the s])ring.

66. Caiinafoiitci)!, District Boshof, O.F.S.

There are a ntimber of springs covering an area of four or
five morgen. The main spring has a temperature of 75° F.

and a yield of approximately 4,500 gallons per hour, and is ac-

conipanied by a constant di.scharge of inflammable gas. There
is a well-constructed bath, 20 feet square and about four feet

deep, at the main spring, and satisfactory jjrovision is made for

accommodation. The springs are distant about six miles from
Dealesville.

67. In the bed of the Tugela River, 4,'/^ miles above Middle
Drift, there is a spring which is hardly mineralised, but which
is reputed to be medicinal, and is patronised by the farmers
during the winter months. Its temperature is 124.9 ^'^ 126.3''

F., and it is.sues from a fault-line in hornblende gneisses which
is accom])anie(l by much cry.stalline calcite.

Of the many lessons the war has taught us, none is more
impressive than the necessity for every nation and country to be
as self-contained and as independent, economically speaking, as
possible. This paper on the. existing and future health rc'^orts

of our country will, it is hoped, be a contribution, however hum-
ble, to the solution of the problem of finding everything we
require within our own boundaries.

I record with gratitude the a.ssistance I got in my efi'orts

from individuals and corporations over the whole oif the country.
Everylx)dy that was likely to be in possession of any information
bearing on the subject was approached by me, and everywhere
I found the utmost willingness to co-0|)erate. In spite of the
fact that no efforts were spared on my part to make the paper
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complete, I feel that there must still he a considerahle amount
of infcrmation which I have not succeeded in collecting. I am
particularly indebted to Dr. A. W. Rogers and Dr. A. L. du
Toit. of the Geological Survey, for furnishing me with geologi-

cal notes about the springs in the Cape Province ; to Air. A. L.

Hall, cf the Geological Survey, Pretoria, for a list and descrip-

tion of the majority of the Transvaal springs; to Mr. H. B.

Maufe, Director of the Geological Survey. Bulawayo. for sup-

plying me with information about the Rhodesian springs ; and
to Dr. C. F. Juritz, of Capetown . and Dr. McCrae, of Johannes-
burg, for placing many of the analytical data at my disposal. I

also received valuable assistance from: Prof. P. D. Hahn, Dr.

W. Versfeld, Dr. W. Darley-Hartley, Capt. Dunley-Owen. M.D..

Professor A. Young, of Capetown; Rev. Mr. Smit, Muizenberg;
Dr. A. L. de Jager, M.L.A., Paarl ; Mr. I. Meiring, Worcester;
Dr. Bensley, Beaufort West ; the Caledon Baths Ltd. ; Dr. Bau-
mann, Mr. Frood, Capt. Heywobd, Bloemfontein ; Miss Wilman,
j. W. Ross, Librarian, Public Library, Kimberley ; the New
Transvaal Chemical Company, Delmore ; Dr. Wagner, Lieut.

-

Col. J. (t. Rose; Dr. H. Brauns, Willowmore ; Dr. Querney, Port

St. John's; Mr. F. Dawson, General Manager of the New Cape
Central Railway, Ltd. ; Mr. H. F. Walker. Senr.. Choma. North
Rhodesia; Mr.' T. N. H. Janson, Dullstroom ; Dr. J. W. Mat-
thews, Lilani ; Mr. FI. A. van Schalkwyk. Standerton ; Mr. O. F.

Brotherton, African Farms, Ltd., Johannesburg; Mr. H. Ma-
gennis, Balmoral, Uitenhage ; Mr. F. Alullcr Rex, Oudtshoorn ;

Mr. J. Laing, Algoa Mining Comj^any, Ltd.. Port Elizabeth; Mr.
A. Coster, Mr. G. Baumann, Bloemfontein ; Dr. Macrae, Cloco-
lan ; Mr. J. Home, Parys ; Mr. Chas. McCuUoch, Lindley ; Pro-
vincial Secretary, Pretoria; Mr. A. C. Mitchell, Jagersfontein

;

the Van Riebeek Natural Mineral \A' ater Co., Ltd., Capetown ;

the United Mineral Water Co., Pretoria ; Rev. Mr. Blazey,
Dys.selsd'jrp ; the Secretary of the Transvaal Medical Council;
The Medical Journal of South Afriea; the Secretary, Cok)nial
^ledical Council; .Mr. .\. F. \. Zealley and Mr. G. Arnot.t,

Curator, Rhodesia Alu.seum. Bulawayo; the ALigistrate, Piet
Reticf

; and the Mayors and Town Clerks of Aliwal North,
Bloemfontein, Clanwilliam. Colesberg, Graafif-Reinet, Machado-
dorp, .Malmesbury, Willowmore, Worcester, Citenhage and
\'r\h('id.

Transmission of Sound Waves.— Dr. C. Davison,
in the course of an article in Nature* says that tlie most remark-
able result of recent investigations, with regard to the transmis-
sion of sound waves by the atmosphere, is the recognition of the
fact thai there is sometimes a zone of silence separating two
detached sound areas. Ibis zone has been traced in 22 recent
e\i)losions. of which two were due to gun-lirin,y, four to explo-
sions of dynamite or gunpowder, and 16 to volcanic explosions.

• 98 (1917), 438-9-
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U)MI". I-IXAXCIAL 1vI-:ATUR1':S of THK CANAI)i\.V
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

Bv Rev. William Flint. D.l)

The (iovernment of Canada bein<;- of the federal type, it

is a necessary prehminarx- to the study of any ])hase of a(hninis-

tration to ascertain the relation in wliicli it stands both to the

Dominion and provincial authorities.

In the l^ritish North America Act there is the followinji- clause,

which may be re^^arded as the f(Uindation stone of the sN'stem of
national education in Canada:

—

In and for each Province the Legislature may exclu-
>ivel\- .\Like Laws in relation to Education, subject and
according to the following provisions :

—

" I. Nothing in any such Law shall prejudicial!}' affect

any Right or Privilege with respect to Denominational
Schools which any Class c^f Persons have by Law in the

Province at the Union
;

" 2. All the Powers, Privileges, and Duties at the Union
by Law conferred and imposed in Upper Canada on the

Separate Schools and School Trustees of the Queen's Roman
Catholic Subjects, shall be and the same are hereby ex-

tended to the Dissentient Schools oi the Queen's Protestant

and Roman Catholic Subjects in Quebec;
"

3. Where in any Province a System of Separate or

Dissentient Schools exists by Law at the Union or is there-

after established by the Legislature of the Province, an
Api)eal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from
any Act or Decision of any Provincial Authority affecting

any Right or Privilege of the Protestant or Roman Catholic

Minority of the Queen's Subjects in relation to Education;
"

4. In case any such Provincial Law as from time
to time seems to the Governor-General in Council requisite

f(-r the due Execution of the Provisions of this Section is

not made, or in case any Decision of the Governor-General
in Council im any Appeal under this Section is not executed

by the proper Provincial Authority in that behalf, then and
in every such case, and as far only as the circumstances of

each case require, the Parliament of Canada may make
remedial Laws for the due Execution of the Provisions of

this Section, and of any Decisions of the (lOvernor-General

in Council under this Section."

The significance of this ]:)rovisi()n is increasingly ai)])arent

the more thoroughly the educational ])roblems of Canada are

investigated. That such a clause should have been inserted in

the Charter of Canadian union presupposes a condition of affairs

the permanent recognition oi which w-as deemed to be of the

utmost im])ortance. What that condition was the most cursory
exaniination of Canadian historx- suffices to shew. The con-
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stituent elements of Canadian life which successfully claimed
the embodiment of this [principle in the fundamental law of the

Dominion were to be found in the diverse characteristics of the

two nationalities. French and English. The problem raised by
these was at once racial, ecclesiastical and linguistic. At the

first jj^lance these three may appear to Ije out, but the\- are not

really so in the eyes of the law. It does ha])pen that they

are to a large extent co-incidental, but numerous interpretation.^

of Clause 93 in the Canadian courts have made it e\ ident that

the intention of the framers is regarded by the majority of

jurists to be to ensure, not so much linguistic and racial as eccle-

siastical securit}'. One illustrative example of this ma\' be

quoted :

—

" It has been recentl\- held that the use of the hVcncli lan-

guage in schools in Cpi)er Canada attended by French-Canadian
children, whether th(.)se schools were public schools or denomina-
tional (separate) schools, was not a right enjoyed by law at the

date of the union, and that therefore the Provincial Letiislattire

of Ontario has the fullest discretion as to how far the French
language is to be now used or taught in the schools of that

Province." (Clement's "Canadian Constitution.";

Various aspects of this question have from time to time

been submitted to the test n\ the law-courts, some of which ha\"e

been deemed of sufficient imjjortance to reach the Pri\v Council

for final decision. As a result of this the following i)rinciple^

may be said, on the authorit\' just (|tioted, to have been estal)-

lished :

—

''I. The right to establish denominational schools;
" 2. The right to invoke State aid in the collection oi taxes

necessary for the suj^port of such schools from their sui)])orters :

"
3. The i)rivilege of exem])tion from taxaticvn for the sup-

{X)rt of the ]niblic schc^ds of the province;
"4. The ])rivilege of having taught in such sei)arate schools

the religious tenets of their denomination ; to which sh.ould

perhaps be added the right or ])ri\ilege which an\- member of

any denomination has to choose which he will support, the

sei)arate schools of his deru^mination. or the ptiblic schools of

the province. Any legislatiiin of a com])ulsory character would,
it is thought, be tmconstitutional as ])rejudicially affecting the

right (,r privilege which such persons had by law at the date of

the Confederation."
it will thus be seen that llii> foundation princi])le oi the

Canadian educational system has a \er\ important bearing on
educational finance, with which it niu>t be borne in mind this

pajKM- especially deals, these other (|uestions onlv being intro-

duced so ifar as they help to a bf-tter understanding of the main
issue.

In such a vast territory as Canada, and a country with a

population which is far from homogeneous, the problems which
arise in the course of educational development are necessarilv
varied. This fact. howCver. calls for notice that the Dominion
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1 ui\ernnK'nt has not forcetl all the |)r()\incos into the same nionhl.

The principles previt)usly noted run throush all the educational

adniinistratitMis. hut it i.^ found that tlicre are reasons why. for

instance, equal languai^e rights cannot Ik- afforded to all sections

of the conmninity. An exani])lc occ-urs where, in ^onie of the

western provinces, ininiii^ration has heen much more rapid, and
in nnich lar^e^er national })roportions than could he at once as-

similated hy the estahlished body politic, there have arisen new
forms of lino^uistic difficulty. Certain lars^e communities, chiefly

from South-Eaftern Ein-ope, have been led to ask for the rifjht

of education in their own tong-ues, but this is not beins^ tjranted to

any g^reat extent, because it is felt that the new-comers, who
have escaped, in s(^me instances, from the most nnfavotirable

-(Kial and political conditions in their native lands to surround-
ing-s oi an entirel\- different nature. ma>- \erv reasonably be
expected to give up something for what is believed to be ifor

the n.ltimate and permanent good of the community as a whole,
fhe seeming discomfort and disabilitv of such a condition as

having to accept English as their educational language, it is held,

will be amply compensated for l)v the tact that the ])eo])le will

be able the more readily and achanta^eonslx- to l)ecnme a i)art

c;f a great homogeneous nation and people. That may he unsen-
timental and utilitarian, but it is i)rol)ablv politically sound,

th( ugh tem])(;rarily there may be some educational disadvantages.

The larger outlook and the long view lend a large measure of

support to the system under which the western provinces l)elieve

themselves to be justified in working.

It remains to be seen how all these ])rinciples ha\e affected

the financial administratiiva of the different provinces in relation

to edtication.

In the Dominion as a whole, (iovernment Cirants, coupled

with Local Assessments, may be said to be the basal principle of

educational finance. ])nt to these two sources of revenue we
find additions peculiar to individual provinces under the heads
'if Clergy Reserves, Debentures, and other titles.

As between the amount of income from the (lOvernment
and local sources, the former does not, as a rule, stand in a

large proportion to the latter except in one instance, that of

Prince Edward Island, where nearly three-fourths of the cost

)f edtication is borne directly by the Government. In Xova
.">cotia the proportion .for a given year is roughly 22.^ per cent.

;

in New Brunswick 19.8 per cent; in Quebec 21 per cent.; in

Ontario 5.3 per cent; in ?\lanitoba 5 per cent.; in Saskatchewan

9 per cent. ; in Alberta j.^ pt-v cent. ; and in British Columbia

40 p^r cent. In the instarices in which the grant is relatively

very low it will be found that there are sometimes other sources

of income than the simple local assessment. The separate pro-

vinces may now be examined in order.

Prince Edward Lslaxd.—This island did not enter the

Union at its formation, although it had enjoyed responsible gov-

ernment since 1851. It was recei\ed in 1873, and four years
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later passed a I'uhlic Schools Act, which is the Ijasis of its

present system of education. The control lies with a Board of

Education, consisting of Members of the Executive Council, the

Superintendent of Education, and the Princii^al of the Prince
of Wales College and Normal School. For the purjDOses of

administration of the Schools Act the province is di^ided into

school districts, which consist of the whole town in urban cen-

tres, and for rural communities of areas alxjut four miles square.

The local management for each school is in the hands of three

trustees, with the exception od two t(;wn>, which have seven

trustees, four cf which are appointetl l)y the Board of Educa-
tion and three by the City Council. The schools are divided

into three grades—primary, advanced and first-class schools. In

each district an annual school meeting is held, at which a budget

is submitted and moneys are voted for all school purposes. The
amount required for the year is made up of a government grant,

and the remainder is obtained from a local rate levied by assess-

ment on property. Should the ratepayers at the annual meeting

so decide, they may also levy a poll-tax not exceeding one dollar.

The annual revenue, according to the latest return available, was

£43,600, of which £31.300 was received as grant and £12.300 as

local assessment.

Nova Scotia.—In this province the problem is a little more
complex. It entered the Dominion at the time of union, carry-

ing with it a system of education which had only recently been

adopted. The control of education is vested in a Council, which

is identical with the Executi\-e Council, the Superintendent of

Education being the Secretary of the body. The Premier, as

Financial Secretary, is practically the Minister for Education,

and the Superintendent of Education becomes virtually his

deputy. An Advisory Board of Education, consisting of seven

members, five appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Covmcil.

and two elected by the teachers at the convention of the Provin-

cial Educational Association, advises the Coimcil of Public In-

struction and the Superintendent respecting text-books, c|uali-

fications and examination of teachers, courses of study, and
other educational matters. District Boards, each consisting of

not less than 7 commissioners ajipointed by the Council of Edu-
cation, exercise a limited jurisdiction over 33 areas, each averag-

ing half a county. They have the i)ower to condemn school

l)uildings, api)oint school trustees, and order levies of money to

keep schools open in cases where the ratepayers fail in respect

of these duties. The local management of schools is entrusted

to a Board of Trustees elected by the ratepayers in the school

sections into which the province is divided, l3ut in the towns the

Board consists of three members of the Town Council and two
api^ointed by the (government. The annual meeting acts simi-

larly to that of Prince lulwai-d Island, and at the same time has
the ])ower of determining whether compulsory attendance clauses

shall be effective.

The school re\'etuie is (>btained from a (H)\ernment Grant.
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which is i;i\en as aid to teachers, and amounts lo £68,426, the

remainder hcinj^ made np of Mimicii)al h^nuls i32.(j96, and Local
Assessments £200,593, a total of £302.015. It slioidd he noted in

this connection that the cost of the College of Agriculture is not

included in this amount, hut is paid through the Department
of .\griculture. and that certain Rural Science Schools have also

heen instituted, the charges for which are met by a special Do-
minion grant. A word as to the manner of raising the muni-
cipal school fund and the method of its distrilnitinn may not

be out of place. The fund is derived from a tax of 35 cents

per head in each rural municii)ality. but levied on the real and
personal property, and is distrilnned to school boards at the rate

of £5 for each teacher employed, and the balance, about half

the total ag<iTegate. according to the attendance of the pupils.

The law allows municipalities at their option to raise a larger

fund, and three have a fund based on a 50 cents basis, distri-

buted at the rate of £10 per teacher. It may be also of interest

to note that the Government aid is paid to teachers on the fol-

liowing professional basis: Class D (third class), £12 per
annum; Class C (second class), £18; Class B (first class), £24:
Class A (superior first class), £30; and Class "Academic."
which implies graduate status, £36 or £42, according to position.

New Brunswick.—The supreme control of the schools in

this province is vested in a board composed of the Lieutenant-

Governor, the Members of the Executive Council, the Chan-
cellor of the University of New Brunswick, and the Chief Super-
intendent of Education. The local administration is by school

districts of a similar constitution to that of Nova Scotia, but in

towns the boards of trustees consist of from iiine to eleven

members, the majority of whom are appointed by the City or
Town Council, and the remainder by the Executive Council of

the province. Two of the members may be women, one ap-

pointed by the Town Council and one by the Executive Council.

The schools are maintained by Government Grants upon the

basis of the qualifications and service of the teachers, and by
county funds provided by munici])al assessment at the rate of

60 cents per head of the population. From this fund £6 per

annum is given to the trustees for each school or department
in operation for the full term. The balance of the fund is dis-

tributed among the schools according to the attendance as com-
pared with that of the whole county. Any other funds required

must be raised by direct taxation on the local school district.

The amounts under the various heads are given as .follows

:

Government (jrant £39,052; County Assessment £19,389; and
Local Assessment £140,895; making a total of £197,336.

Quebec.—In this Province the educational problem is in

many respects unique. Largely French-speaking and Roman
Catholic in character, a system of education some three cen-

turies old is met with, and although numerous modifications of
the original have necessarily been made, the influence of forces

at work dating back to the 17th century is apparent. More
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recent history is what concerns us most, and we find that when
confederation took place there was already in operation a law
which is the basis of the existing- administration, and which says

much for the clear-sightedness and liberal spirit of those who
framed it. In 1841 a Department of Education was established,

and by 1846 had succeeded sc far in gauging the needs of the

colony as to initiate and pass the legislation named.

The school org'anization is under the control of a Council

O'f Public Instruction, presided over by a Superintendent of

Education. His duties are in part defined by law, and in all

matters not specifically set forth he receives instructions from
the Government through the Provincial Secretary, in whose de-

])artment education is included. This Council is composed of all

the Reman Catholic Bishops or \'icars Apostolic, whose dioceses

or parts of whose dioceses are in the province of Quebec, now
numbering 15, an equal number of Roman Catholic laymen ap-

pointed by the Crown, and an equal number of Protestants simi-

larlv appointed. This Council is divided into two Committees,

one composed of the Roman Catholic and the other of the Pro-

testant members. Four As.sociate Members work wdth the

Roman Catholic Committee, two being priests, principals of nor-

mal schools, and two laymen who are officers of public instruc-

tion. The Protestant Committee has six Associate Members
elected by the Committee, and one annually elected by the

Protestant Teachers' Provincial Association. The Associate

Members of the Protestant Committee ha\e the same powers
as the other members, except that they are not members of the

Council. The whole Council does not meet except to consider

such educational questions as concern the interests of the schools

collectively, and ordinarily the Committees meet separately, and
have independent and final jurisdiction over their own schools.

How far the powers of these Committees extend may be seen

l)y the fact that. sul)ject to the approval, of the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, each Committee makes regulations for the

organisation, administration and discijjline of inibbc schools, 'for

division of the pro\ince into inspection districts, for normal
schools, for boards of examiners, for examination of candidates

for school inspectorships, and for. school holidays. The Super-
intendent has a staff of 49 inspectors, and these ai^e placed under
two Inspectors-General, one for each class of schools. For the

])ur])tises of organization, school municipalities are established,

and the local authority in each of these is vested in a board of

five commissioners elected by the ratepayers. The board is

responsible for the erection, ecjuipment and maintenance of

schools, the administration of the property, and the fixing of the

.school assessments and monthly dues from the parents. In the

cities of Montreal and Quebec the, boards are not elected but

are a])pointed, and in Montreal the rate of taxation has been
fixed by a provincial statute. Those numicipalities have a separ-

ate exi.stence as Roman Catholic or Protestant, and are then

divided into school districts. It should, however, be mentioned
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tlial uiiilor certain couditiiuis ii'lij^ioiis iuiin>i"ili(.'s iiia\ witlnlraw

from iIk' jurisdictidii of the coiiiinittccs. form a separatt- cor-

poration, and c'stalilisli schools of tlicir own under rnles which
cannot lie specified here at leni^th. The Secondary .Schools are

usiial!\- under the srnne conimitiees a-^ control the l*rimar\

Schools.

""Jdie linances are deri\'ed from a s.;rant of the l.eg'islature,

which is divided proportionately- to the nnniher of children

enrolled, and from local rates wdiich are levied on all rateable

property of a schc^ol nuinicipality, in addition to which there is

collected ior every child from 7 to 14 \ears of .age who attend.s

school.or who should attend school, a monthly fee which cannot
exceed 50 cents a month, nor be less than Ine cents; but school

l>oards may, by resolution, abolish the fee. and in the citv

of Montreal, for instance, elementary education is free to all

Protestant and Jewish children under the jurisdiction of the

Protestant Committee. The average 'fee collected is stated to

be alxHit 25 cents, and in no case is a teacher allowed to receive

it from the i)upils, nor can a child be excluded for non-payment.

The amounts administered in a given year are: Govern-
UKUt Grants for Elementary Schools £131,765, other schools

£213,057, Local Assessments, Elementary and Superior Schools

£1.293.687, a total of £1,638,509. As a matter of interest it may
be noted that the monthly fees in an average of three years

amounted to some £60,000 per annum.
Quebec presents us with a school system which is uni<|ue,

but one which seems to (di'er a working solution, of a confessedlv

difticult ])ri>l)lem. fairl}- satisfactory to the ])e(>i)le of that

pro\'ince.

Ontario.—This ])ro\ ince ha- now a I)ei)ariment of Edu-
cation, although its institution in its present complete form is

as recent as 1909. The Minister of Education ])resides over
its altairs, and a Dej^uty ^linister is its i)ermanent chief. A
Superintendent of Education has the general supervision of the

educational afifairs of the i)rovince. The w'ork (^f education was
co-ordinated and organized in the same year as that of Quebec,
in 1846. and after several changes and clevelopments the School

Law of 1871 gave effect to these principles, vi.z., free tuition,

compulsory education, county inspection, and uniform examina-
tions for pnjmotion tt) the high schools. In \\)0(.) the whole
question of education was more fully dealt witli bv legislation,

and no less than ii different Acts were i)assed dealing with
various phases of the work. The\- were .\cts rt^si^ecting the

Department of Education, Public Schools, Continuation Scltools,

High Schools, Truancy and Compulsory School Attendance.
Ac(|uisition of Land for School T'ur|x')ses. Boards of Education,
University Amending Act. Veterinary College Acn, a School of

Mining and Agriculture Act, and one regarding Art Schools. Tt

is n()t possible t(> outline thc>e in this paper, nor is it necessary
for the end in \ii'\\. There are two or three principles which
nnist ])(' noted The Act constituting the Dei)artment of Educa-

H
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tion i^rovides fur an A(J\isory Council for the Superintendent

which is widely representative of educational interests. The
President of the University of Toronto is chairman, the Super-
intendent of Education is a member without a vote; there are

seven other members representing the Universities, two repre-

senting High School Teachers, two representing Public School

Teachers, one representing Separate School Teachers, two re-

])resenting Public School Inspectors, and two representing Schot>l

Trustees of the Province. This Council is consultative, and
confers with the Minister on such subjects onh' as he may
stibmit to it or its committees.

Elementary Education is provided for in Public Schools,

and in what are known as Separate Schools for the children of

J^oman Catholics. These schools are controlled by Boards of

Trustees. The province is divided into school sections for rin"al

districts, each with three trustees, and in towns each ward has

two trustees, or if there are no wards six trustees are elected.

The duties of these trtistees are the provision, e(|uipment and
maintenance of schools, engagement of teachers and preparation

of financial estimates. The financial support is obtained from
three sources, Government (irants. County Rates and Munici])a!

Assessments. There is also a certain income from land reserves.

The Separate Schools are similarly managed, and under the

Act it is ])rovided that any number of heads of families, not

less than five, being resident Roman Catholics, mav tmite and
establish a Separate School. They then become Separate School
supporters, and are exem])ted from the payment of rates for

the ordinary public schools. Secondary Education is ])rovided

for by High Schools and Colleges, controlled l)y trustees and
su]jported financially by Government (Irants. district or nnmi-
cipal grants, and fees from students.

The cost of Elementary Education, as met by Government
Grants, is £155,630, 1)y Local Assessments £1,971,276, by income
from Land Reserves £805,057, a total of £2,931,963.

There are many interesting features, such as uniform text-

books, and kindred regulations, which testify to a highly-organ-

ized .system of education in the i)rovince of Ontaria.

Manitoba.—This Province difi:"ers from the older parts of

the Dominion in that its educational system was subjected at a

certain ])eriod of its history to a radical change. The first S3'S-

teni, established in 1871. was similar to that of Quebec, with a

,^>entral control consisting of a Board of Education, divided into

two sections, Protestant and Roman Catholic, with local manage-
ment entrusted to trustees elected by the iniblic. Jn 1890 the

Public Schools Act repealed all jirevious legislation, and estab-

lished a system of national non-sectarian education throughout
the ])rovince. A Minister of Education, advised and assisted

by a I )e]>iUy Minister and a Sujx'rintendent, controls education

in both I'llementary and .Secondary Schools. riu-se, again, are

assisted by an advisory board, consisting of 12 iiiembers, two
of whom arc elected by the I'ublic School Teachers of the pro-
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vincc. one 1)\- llic iJii^h Schuol Toaclicrs, une by iln.' ln>i)cclors,

wliik' the rest arc ajjpoiiUcd by the l)e[)artiiiem of b'.ducalion,

with the provision that two v)f these appoiiitmeiUs are selected

from, aiul represeiii. the rural school trustees of the i)r()-

\ince. Kducatioii is free ami compulsory, every person in rural

municipalities between the a^a^s of 5 and 21 years, and in cities,

towns, and villages between the ages of 6 and 21 years, having

the right to attend >omr school. The extension of the aue to

J I vears doe^ not api)ly to the compulsory principle, but is de-

signed to meet the requirements of a new cottntry in which school

attendance is often limited to certain months of the year only.

As in the East, the school district is the unit of local administra-

tion, the average rural district covering an area of about 16

square miles. The revenue required is derived first from Gov-
ernment (Grants, at the rate of 3s. id. per teacher per day. There
is also a local contribution raised over the wliole area of a

numicipality, which may comprise from 10 to 50 school districts.

This is known as the General School Tax, and is distributed to

the school districts on a basis of 6s. 3d. per day. The balance

re(|uired beyond these amounts is raised b)' a s])ecial tax upon
the lands c<imprising the school district. A little elasticity is

introduced into the method of financing the schools, which allows

of an additional grant of £20 if the people in the locality are

unable, through po\erty, to raise a sufficient sum to carry on
the school, also an additional £20 is given if the district has
been formed beyond the municipal organization area. A refer-

ence having been made to the system of payment by days, it

is, ])erhaps, desirable to explain that schools in Atanitoba vary
in the ]jeriods for which they are opened, and the provision for

payment is made adaptable to those circumstances. An interest-

ing feature of the Alanitoba school organization, and one afifect-

ing finance, is that of the consolidated school district, which also

obtains in Ontario and Saskatchewan. The clauses of the Public

vSchools Act dealing with this (|uestion provide for the consoli-

dation of districts without any limitation of area
—

'' if the Coun-
cil shall jirovide by the bye-law that the trustees of such district

must make and carry out suitable arrangements for conveying
to and from school once a day each way all i)U])ils who would
have further than one mile to walk in order to reach the school,

and aifter the formation of such eidarged school district it shall

be the duty of the trustees thereof to make and t^arrx out such
arrangements and to pro\ide for the expense of such conv^v-
ance." Of the cost of this transportation the (rovernment may
pay a sum not exceeding 50 per cent., provided that the con-

tracts are first approved by the Department. The average at-

tendance of such schools is saitl to be from 8<S to 97 per cent.,

as against 55 or 60 ])er cent, in ordinary rural schools.

l•^)r pur|.)Oses of re\enue Manitoba lias a s\steni of raising

loans by debentures. Schcjol Ik^u-ds, with the authority of the

Department, may thus finance their schools and provide for

special needs on condition that pro\ision is made for re]ia\nient
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by instalments or a .sinking;' fund. The income under diliercnt

lieads (for the latest year is: (iovernment Grant £78,116, Local
Assessment £534.690, Special £922,104; total, £1,534,190.

Saskatchewan.—As a sister ]>rovince, Saskatchewan has

many i)oints of resemblance in its financial economy to Manitoba.
Education is controlled b\' a duly-organized Department, at the

head of which is the ]Minister of Education, hie is assisted by
an EducatiiMial Cmincil ccjnsisting- of five members, who are ap-

pointed by the Lieutenant-! Governor. The Council holds sessions

once a year at least, and all general regulations regarding- the

inspection of schools, the examination, training and licensing of

teachers, the grading of teachers' courses of study, the affairs

of teachers' institutes, and text and reference books, are referred

to this Council for consideration and report before being adopted

or amended. A Superintendent of Education has the general

supervision and direction of High Schools, collegiate institutes,

model schools. Public and Separate Schools, and matters relating

to teachers, inspectors, libraries and kindred aft'airs. The School

Act also provides for the establishment (^f schools wherever
necessary, and any portion of the province with an area not ex-

ceeding 20 scjuare miles may be organized into a school district.

])rovidin<i' there are residing therein 10 children of school age,

and four persons, each of whom on its organization is liable to

be assessed for school ])urposes. Under such conditions the

claims oif the most sparsely-populated district have an i)])p(^r-

tunity of being met. The control is ag;iin in the hands of

trustees chosen by poi)ular vote, and teachers are ai)pointed by

these trustees, having first received their certihcate of (|ualili--

cation from the l^epartment of Education.

The educational budget for a typical )ear reveals four

sources of income—(iovernment (irants £144,400, Local As-

sessments £582,62/, Proceeds of Debentures £415,075. Loan
Account £494,167, a total of £1.638,269.

As a A'ounu' {province, Saskatchewan has shewn a remark-
able inti-rest in education, and scln)ol districts have been created

in almost incredible numbers within the last decade, 'ihe con-

solidated school system, in its results, reveals a great ad\antage
over the one-roomed, (Mie-teaclier iiro\ision of the ordinary
school in rural districts.

Aluekta.—Idle education of this newly-formed ])ro\ince is

controlled by a Department of Education, ])resided o\er b_\- a

Minister of Education, assisted b\- a Dej^uty Minister as i)er-

manent administratixc head. The local administration is again

through the school district, A\hich usually includes an area of

about four s(|uare miles, and may be organized as soon as eight

children of school age are resident, and four resident ratepavers
are found to take the initiatixe. Indifference on the i)art of l"he

people, or oiJi)osition on the part of settlers. i> met b\ a mandate
of the Minister to establish such ;i district without regard to the

attitude >-\ the ratepayers, nr on die failure of trustees to satis-

factorih' administer the scho,(.! allairs (,n llie area, the Minister
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may appoint an official trustee to perform all the usual func-
tions of a board. The local board of trustees is not, however,
burdened in every instance with the task of raising funds.
When the school district is situated in a town, the trustees re-

quisition the amount re(|uired for school purix)ses, and the

munici|>al council is responsible ifor assessment, levying and col-

lection of taxes to the amount required. In rural municipalities

the council is also entrusted with the collection of the tax, but
in village districts these duties and responsibilities rest with
the school board and its officials.

So much of the work of education being in the initial

stage, si)ecial i)ro vision is made for school l)uildings, and these

are usually erected from the ])roceeds of school debentures.

Such debentures must first be authorised by the Department,
and when issued, registered and countersigned by the Depart-
ment before they are marketable. In order to secure a good
market for these, it is usual for several districts to combine in

their issue. The revenue required for these, and all other school

expenditure is derived from Government Grants and local

taxation. The grants are apportioned in such a way as to give

the greatest proportional aid where Government assistance is

most needed, so that a newly-organized district usually gets a

relatively larger amount than an older district. The more popu-
lous districts are thus thrown more and more upon their own
resources, though not without some compensation, as Govern-
ment provision is often made for special instruction in such
centres in subjects like manual training, music, art and agri-

tulture.

The revenue for the last available year was—Government
Grants £111,536, I.x>cal Assessments £605,755, Debentures
£199,270, and other amounts £554,276, a total of £1,470,837.

The system provides for 12 grades of teaching, of which
one to eight belong to the Public Schools, and children are

required to attend until these are passed, or they have completed
their tifteenth year. The higher grades merge into University
work, as a candidate may enter on the first year of his University
course on completing liis i ith grade, or on the second year's

work on completing his 12th grade.

British Columbia.—In this Province the system dates back
to an earlier period than in those last named. As far back as

1872 a complete system of free education was established. The
central control is vested in a Council of Public Instruction, which
consists of the members of the Executive Council, the Provincial
Secretary carrying the portfolio of Education. A Superintendent
of Education has the supervision and direction of inspectors,

teachers and schools, subject to the control of the Council of
Public Instruction. The unit of local administration is the

school district with elected trustees, and these districts are defin-

itely divided into three classes, controlling municipality schools,

rural schools, and assisted schools. The municipality schools

are divided into three classes, according to average daily atten-
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dance, and are governed by boards of seven, five or three trustees,

according to class. The assisted schools are those established in

outlying districts, aided by sums granted by the provincial

Government.
The revenue required is derived from (i(*vernment Grants

and Local Assessments. The relative amounts are: ( iovernment

Grant £377,131. Local Assessments £549.844; total. £926.975.

Of the Government Grant it may be noted that about two-thirds

was spent in education proper and one-third in buildings.

The Xorth-Western Territories and Yukon, in tiicir

present immature stage, do not call for detailed notice.

This rapid review suggests many (jueries which remain to

be answered, such as the relations between school and university

education in the various provinces, but that jjarticular aspect may
possibly be dealt with in a second paper.

It is also provocative of comparisons at many points with

our own local conditions, legal enactments and administrative

regulations, and it has not proved easy to resist the temptation

to enter into some of these. Flowever. the chief object has been

to give information which others may find possible to utilise for

their own special studies. In this relation certain phases might
easily be elaborated in order to confirm our faith, in the excel-

lencies of our South African systems, or, on the other hand, it

is just possible that some facts brought forward may suffice t(^

reveal defects in our methods, the existence of which the most
ardent supporter of the Uni(^n v\'ill acknowledge it is not treason

to alleg-e.

TRA.\.S.\CTIOXS OF SOCIETIES.

South African Society ok Civil E\gineei:s.—Wednesday. Marcli

14th: R. W. Menmuir, AI.I.C.E., President, in the chair.

—

" Short history

of the present stale nf the surz-ey of South ^/^rirrt"( Presidential address) :

R. W. Menmuir. A short arc of meridian was measured I)y Abl)e de la

Caille in 1752. In iHn Sir Thomas Maclear began measurement of a base
line in the Western Province, and triangulation work was tiien commenced.
A secondary triangulation was undertaken in 1903, and at its rate of progress

70 years will lie required to complete the survey of the Cape Province. An
aerial survey, photographing from a baloon or aeroplane was suggested,

and it was pointed out that, previous to the outbreak of war, it had l)cen

decided in \'ienna to undertake an aerial piiotographic survey of South-
West Africa.

South African .\s.sociation ok .Vnai.vth ai. Chkmists.—'I'hursday,

March 15th; J. McCrae, Ph.D., F.l.C, Vice-President, in the chair.--
" Routine work in a fertiliser factory": .M. Rosenberg.—" Deterniiiin-

tion of oil ill seeds": W. 1'.. Gray. Tlie author descrilied tlie tise nf tin-

Kreusslcr oil extractor.
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FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ARGENTINE ANT,
IRIDOMYRMEX HUM!US MAYR.

By Charles Wili-iam iMally. M.Sc, F.E.S., F.L.S.

In liis article on " Measures Suggested against the Ar-
;t,fentine .\nt as a Household Pest."* Prof. Wilman Newell recom-
mended " Ant Tape " as a repellant, because " ants of this (and
>ome other) species will not cross cotton cloth or tape which has

been thoroughly soaked in a saturated water solution of corrosive

'Ublimate and then dried." In his bulletin on " The Control

of the Argentine Ant.f Prof. C. W. Vvoodworth, in discussing

the \alue of corrosive sublimate as a deterrent for ants, states

that " The Argentine Ant seems to be very little influenced by
this poison, and in many experiments tried at the ant laboratory

lines of ants were found re-established across the |X)ison inside

half-an-hour after the most liberal treatment." This left me in

doubt as to the real value of corrosive sublimate as a deterrent

for ants. As I had intended vising corrosive sublimate for the

purpose of isolating grape vines in fumigation ex]ieriments for

\'ine Mealybug {Psciidococus capensis Brain) so as to prevent

a native species of ant ( which was attending the mealybug in the

vineyard), and also other insects, including mealybug, from
possible secondary host ])lants from crawling up the stems of

the vines, it was important that all doubt should be removed.
While preparing some "ant tape * for trial, it occurred to me
that its effecti\eness jjrobably de]>ended on the fine layer of

corrosive sublimate crystals on the surface of the tape cominu;

into contact with sensitive tissue on the antennae or on the feet

of the ants. In such case it seemed likely that finely-powdered

corrosive sublimate would give better results than " ant tai)e,'"

because the small particles would be more easily available, and
hence a larger (juantity would get on to the ants. There was
also the ix;ssibility that they would poison themselves l)y attem]>t-

ing to clean their feet and antenna? b}' drawing them through the

mouth, the same as cockroaches are said to do with sodium
fluoride.

During a fine spell of weather, in August. 191.^. the Argen-
tine Ants were very active near the base of a large oak tree at

Mowbray. I surrounded the opening of the nest with a cordon
of finely-powdered corrosive sublimate, about one-half inch wide,
about an hour before sundown, the base of the tree being shaded
by the house. Both incoming and outgoing ants were thrown
into confusion immediately they came in contact with the poison.

Some would advance on to it and then hastily retreat along the
trail. Others would get to the middle of the cordon and then

* Journal of Economic Entomology (1909), 2 [5].
'rl'nh: of California But. 207 (Oct. 1910). 81.
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wander around on it from side to side in a confused manner, as

if loath to leave it. On three occasions an incominj^ ant seemed
to communicate with an ant on the ])oison. and then suddenly
catch it b}- a leg or an antenna and pull it olif the ])oison, and
then release it after struggling for a few seconds. Others would
skirmish along the poison and suddenly " storm " across it ; but
the great majority refused to cross, and finally retreated along
the trail. On the whole I felt satisfied that unless there was some
exceptional reason for crossing the ])oison they would avoid it.

Circumstances prevented further tests being made until February.

1914. when I had occasion to place some eggs of the Maize Stalk

Borer {Scsainia fusca Hamp.) on a young maize plant at the

J-ioseband Experiment Station.' Argentine Ants were abundant,

and to prevent the eggs being carried away I decided to isolate

the plant by a cordon of finely-powdered corrosive sublimate

before covering it with a cage.' In view ni my observations in

August. 1913, I instructed the Assistant bjitomologist, Mr. C. 1'.

van der Merwc, who was responsible for making detailed o])ser-

vations. to keei) careful watch and note the effect of the corrosive

sublimate on the ants. After ;i few days had elapsed he called

my attention to the fact that there were a great many dead

Argentine Ants in the cage around the corrosive sublimate. I

instructed him to continue the observations with a view to

determining the cause of the mortality, and he later on reported

that the ants, as s(X)n as they came in contact with the poison.

es]>ecially in bright sunlight, became confused, and in a short

time started " leg-pulling." as he described it

—

I.e.. one ani would

seize another ant by the leg or antenna, and start pulling; a

third ant would seize a leg of one of the two contestants, and
so on till there was a " chain "'

of five or six ants. This at once
recalled the fact that during the first trial the ants showed a

tendency to ])ull each other about. < )n watching the ants closely

b\ means of a magnit\-ing glass, I soon saw that tliev were not

inerelv " leg-i)ulling." but that it was a real tug-ot war in which

they were literally tearing each otlicr to pieces. In the mass of

dead ants the great majoritv had l)een injured to some extent.

l)Ut many died without being mutilated. It seems ])rol)able that

thev were ))oisoned by trying to clean their antennae and feet.

The finelv-powdered sublimate i^ more active in sunliyiit

than in the shade.

With the assistance of Mr. \'an der .Merwe. a large niunber

of experiments were conducted under \arying conditions, and it

soon became evident that by placing a very little of the finely-

powdered sul)limate around the entrance to the nest, the whole

colony would ultimately be annihilated because they could neither

leave nor enter the nest without getting into the poison. Forag-

ing queens are affected the same as the workers, the latter attack-

nig the (|ueen the .same as they do each other. They are evidently

too confused to recognise her.

Under some conditions the ants become excited before they

actually touch the powder. This suggests that there may l)c
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very tiiu' particles ol' the sul)liinale Hoatinji- about. When the

suhhniate lias been sprinkletl on to the soil at any point, it remains

-uftieientlv virulent to affect the ants for a long time. Certain

))rotecie(l s])ots treated eight or nine months ago still react on

the ants when they wander over them. Heavy rains carry the

corrosive sublimate away to a very large extent, but light rains

simplv carry it into the soil, and then, as the moisture eva|)orates.

there is a tendencv for the corrosive sublimate to be deposited

on the surface, thus reproducing " ant-tape " conditions. This

suggests that it may be possible to treat the foundations of build-

ing's, either during construction or afterwards, with corrosive

<ublimate in solution, and fortifv them against ant invasion.

Geology of South West Africa.— Some months
ago Trof. S. j. ."^liand. i>f Victoria College, Stellenljosch, visited

."^outh-W'est Africa f<ir the ptirpose of studying the occurrences
i>f alkaline rocks in the desert sotith of Likleritz Bay. On
arrival there Dr. Shand found that Prof. Erich Kaiser, the dis-

tinguished petrologist of Gilssen, was in the country as a

])risoner of war. and had come out from Europe for the express

pur])ose of studying those very rocks. Dr. S'hand writes to the

Geological Magazine* that Prof. Kaiser has utilised his enforced

leisiuT by studyinu- the alkaline rocks most minutely, and map-
ping the occurrences on s])ecial, large-scale topographic sheets.

I'nder the circumstances Dr. Shand has abandoned his intention

i»f writing anything aljout these rocks for the present. In the

meantime, he declares that Prof. Kaiser's memoir on the sub-

ject, when it appears, will be found to possess a (|uite extra-

ordinary interest for petrologists.

Potash from Seaweed.— A recent issue of Nature.
ijuoting from United States publications, refers to the existence
I if nearly 400 sf[uare miles of seaweed beds along the United
States Pacitic coast. It is officially estimated that these beds
can sui)ply 59.000,000 tons of seaweed annually, capable of pro-
ducing an aggregate of 2,300,000 tons of potassium chloride,

i'he United States Dei)artmcnt of Agriculture is undertaking the

experimental ])roducti(>n of potash from this seaweed on a com-
mercial scale. An apjM'opriatiou of 175,000 dollars has been
made for this purpose, and the plant, which wnll probably be put
up in Southern Cali'fornia. will be capable of dealing- with 200
tons of wet seaweed ])er da}-, thus producing about five tons of
Ijotassium chloride daily. Xumerous experimental methods will

be employed, but for the n-iost part distillation processes will be
used.

* (1917). 4 I5J, 235-



ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE NORTHERN TRANSVAAL.

By Rev. Noel Roberts.

{Plates 17-22.)

The northern horizon of the town of Pietersburg is bounded
by a range of mountains, which, hke the body of a monster
serpent, stretches in sinuous folds from east to west across the

almost level plains. The head of the monster is lost to view

in the dim and distant low veld to the east, but fold on fold,

for twenty miles or so. its body can be traced against the north-

ern sky. Near the brackish " pan " from which the mountain
takes its name (the Zontpansbercj) it dips precijjitately under-

ground, then, reappearing further on towards the setting sun,

the Blaamvberg marks the sacral portion of its body which slo|>es

away in a great southern curve to its tail in Makabene.
During the construction of the railway to Messina, which

passes through the Zoutpansberji-, great excitement was created

by the announcement that a set of Bushman ])aintings had been
discovered. From time to time reports have been received oi

frescoes in the Blaauwberg, but the most important relics of the

Bushman race are to be foiuid in the wild country at the western
extremities of the range. The Makabene is a rugged ])lateau.

triangular in shape, and protected on almost every side by
precipitous walls of stone. This natural fortress api)ears to

have been a favoured Bushman liannt. Its heights command a

boundless view across the plains, where mighty herds of antelope,

of bttffalo, giraffe and elephant ])rovided them witli sustenance,

and watered glens and rockv kloofs afforded safe asylum from
their foes.

The head([uarters of the kx^al Busliman tribe apjjears to

have been situated in a narrow ravine at the western end of

the i)lateau. The precipices on each side of this gorge abound
in shallow caves such as the Bushmen loved, and everywhere
traces of their occu])ation can still l)e seen in coloured frescoes

on the rocks.

Some of these are very line, and compare most faxotirably

with the work of Bushman artists in Natal and elsewhere. Yet
they have a distinct character of their own. The eland, which
is a favourite subject almost everywhere, is nc^ represented here

at all, as far as I am aware, its ])lace being taken by the harte-

beest and ijallah. Inhere are but few representations of animal-

maskefl men. and a large number of headless human grou])>

occur.

No visitor can k)ok upon these drawings without express-

ing wonder as to how the i)ictures were produced, the composi-
tion of their jjaints, and the objects served by the frescoes.

In many parts of Natal and the Cai)e Province a round
.stone which contains a nucletis of ochre is foimd in the vicinity

of Bushman caves, and this is popularly suj)posed to have pro-
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vided these pigmy artists with at least one colour. This theory,

however, has been challenged by the Magistrate n[ I'olcla, who
reported to the Department of Justice as follows :

—

The paints used l)y ilic Bushmen are a lost secret with the excep-

tion of dark red, which i have found in two places. The paint is a

greasy substance interleaved with yellow sandstone, and when exposed

to the air hardens very quickly. . . . The fine, rather sandy, sub-

stance often found inside round stones in the bed of the rivers, and so

often asserted by many people to be the real' Bnshnian paint, is no such

thing, although the same colour can l)e obtained, for this reason—that,

however many coats be applied, and no matter how long it be left to

dry, it can be immediately rubbed off."

The natives of the Makabene confidently assert that the

white paint of the Bushmen was obtained from the milky kernel

of the Stamvruchtc [C'lirysophyJluui )iia(/aIismo}itaHum, Sond.),

and this appears to agree with the testimony of a native who
traces his descent from the Bushmen in Natal, who stated that

the paints of his forefathers were of vegetable origin. These

native theories, however, are wanting in confirmation. During a

visit to the Makabene I had the good fortune, however, to un-

earth a store of Bushman i^aints in the course of excavating one
of the caves, and these confirm the testimony of Stow, who
declared that as much care was exercised in the manufacture of

their paints as was shown in the production of their [XMSons,

or the chipping of their implements of stone. f Among the

specimens now in my ])Ossession there are several which bear
unmistakeable evidence of having been carefully scraped, ap-

])arently for the j^urpose of obtaining a fine powder. The
material in most cases is of low specific gravity, and is brick-

like in texture, as thotigh the original ingredients had been finel}'

compounded and then artificiall)- dried by heat. When paint

was required, a qtiantit\ of this fine powder was presumably
scraped from one of the cakes and mixed with ( raw ? ) fat or
other medium, and stored in little pots ready for use.|

It is possible that the blood of the animals they hunted may
have formed one of the ingredients, for reasons which will be
ihown later.

The meaifing and piu'post^ of these rock-])aintin,t:s ])rovides

another problem which has exercised the minds of many sttidents.

* Vide Pretoria Xeics, I'^ebruary )3th. 1913.

t There were certain secrets among many of the tribes, which were
not known to every member of them. . . . This seems to have been
especially the case not only in the manipulation and preparation of their

l)oisons and the antidotes thereto, but even in a more marked manner
amongr those tribes that produced the great artists of their race, the

proper mixture and employment of colours was only known to the few.
and not to the manv "

( Stow, " The Xative Races of South Africa,"

p. 76).

J Stow describes a ])ainter's outfit as follows :

" The last-known
Rushman artist of the Malutis was shot in the Witteberg Native Reserve,
where be had been on a marauding expedition and had captured some
horses. ... He had ten small liorn i)Ots hanging from a belt, each
of whicli contained a coloured paint ( " Xative Races of South Xfrica.

I>. 230 I.
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The most commonly accepted explanation is that they are the

records of historical incidents, or depict the doings of the chase.

Plate 17, Fig. 2. is a picture of this kind. It is curiously reminis-

cent of the cartotiche in which the names of Egyptian kings are

recorded on the monuments. Aiter reading Stow's description

of the manner in which the " emblem '" of each tribe was " con-

spicuously painted in some central part of the great cave of

the chief of the clan "* an enthusiastic student gifted with

imagination might well be forgiven if he thought he had here

a connecting link between the Bushmen and the ancient civiliza-

tion of Northern Africa. Another might interpret the figure

as the record of a treaty, ,in which each cave or clan is repre-

sented by a rude circle, vmder which is affixed the mark of

each chief within the common bond of union. These interpreta-

tions illustrate the manner in which one is temined to allow the

imagination to rtm riot when examining Bushman work. The
picture of a man rescuing the body of an antelo])e tn)ni tiu-

jaws of a snarling pantherf is another example of this kind.

Stow discusses the question at considerable length, and arrive^

at the concltision that " they arc pnreh\ historical."

That his conclusions are justified by a very large numbe.
of rock-paintings in many parts of Soutli Africa cannot be de-

nied, but this explanation docs not account for the origin of

the practice of painting on the rocks which appears to have been
common to all troglodytic peoples. Once a man or a race had
acc[uired the art, the representation of things seen or done fol-

lows as a natural corollary, but it is difficult to imagine that

such a primitive race, steeped in the lowest savagery, to whom
agriculttire was unknown, and whose ])rinci])al tools were im-

plements of wood and stone, should ha\e 1)een readv to dev<ite

time and interest to the acqtiirement and perfection of knowledge
and skill to the degree undoubtedly possessed l)y the Bushman
artists, had there not been some ulterior motive behind it all.

Professor Frazer has taught us the enormous \alue of com-
parative ethnology in the study of human life, and by applving
its ])rinciples to the problem before us it is i)ossible that we may
get a clearer insight into the working of the Bushman miiid

than those who actually studied tbc Ihisbmon tliemselves, since

we have a greater body of material to work upiMi than tbey liad.

We know, from the records of Dr. Bleek. and others whose
knowledji'e of the Bushmen was ol)tained at first hand, that

they were very superstitious and that they firmly believed in

magic, and magic provides a far more reasonable explanation

of the origin and purpose of tlie rock-paintings and incised

figures of these pygmies than that usuall\' given.

P>efore we consider the arguments in fa\our of tbis tlieorv.

let us consider :

1 The ohjecls aitncd at in tbe practice of mauic. 'i'hese are:

* " -Native Races," p. 32.

t Plate 17, Fig. i.
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((/) 'Vo ensure the fertilitx ot cr()])s, herds or tainihes.

( /' ) To secure the preservation or increase ol' tlie food

supply.

(() To ensure i)ro>|)rrit\ in warfare. tlie i hase, or any
other undertakiuj".

((/) To hrin^ misfortune, (hsease or death upon an eiirnu.

etc.

2. The methods usually on ployed t<> l)rin<j^ ahout these re-

suhs.

The followintj^ examples in which savas^es have been known
to make use of rcprcsetiiations of animals and other o])jects as

instruments (.f mag'ic in (i) securinjj^ tlie foiul su])]jlv. or lii)

bewitching an enemy, taken from the enormous quantitv ui

material collated by Professor Frazer in "The (iolden Boug^h,"

will be enough for (Uir pur])ose, and helj) us to understand the

motive lying- behind many of the cave drawing^, not onK of

the Bushmen, but also of the early Cave Men of Rnro])e and
other parts of the world

Homoeopathic, and in general sympathetic magic i)lays a large part

in the measures of the rude hunter or fisherman to secure an abundant
supply of food. On the principle that like produces like, many things
are done by him and his friends in deliberate imitation of the result

which lie seeks to attain; and on the other hand, many things are
scrupulously avoided because the\ bear a more or less fanciful resem-
blance to others which would really be disastrous.*

When he (the Cora Indian) wishes to multiply his tiocks or herds,

he models a tigure of the animal he wants in wax or clay, or carves it

from turf, and deposits it in a cave of the mountains.

t

Perhaps the most familiar application of the principle that like pro-

duces like is the attempt tliat has been made by many people in many
ages to injure or destroy an enemy by injuring or destroying an image
of him, in the belief that just as the image suffers, so does the man, and
that when it perishes, it must die. . . . For thousands of years it

was known to the sorcerers of ancient India. Uabylon, and Egypt, as

well as of Greece and Rome, and at this day it is still resorted to by
cunning and malignant savages in Australia, Africa, and Scotland. Thus
the North American Indians, we are told, believe that by drawing the

figure of a person in sand, ashes or clay, or l)y considering any object

as his body, and then pricking it with a sharp stick, or doing- it any cither

injury, they inflict a corresponding injury on the person represented.

$

In a similar fashion a photographer will often experience

great diflficulty in persuading natives in this country to allow

themselves to be photographed, for fear lest the ]jhotograph

might be used for malign purposes.

In the state of our present knowledge, therefore, it is rea-

sonable to assume that the Bushmen paintings were magical in-

struments created for the jntrpose of augmenting or preserving

the food supplies or other objects, and this view is greatly

strengthened by a consideration of the folhnving points:

—

I. It explains the origin of the art. for faith in the efficacy

of this method \vould provide a strono" incentive to a study of

* Frazer, "The Magic Art," 1. 85.

\ Ibid., p. 87. note T.

%Ihid.. p. 55.
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the technical side of tlie work <,n the (grounds tluit the more
faithful the portrait, the more successful the charm.

2. It is a well-known fact that the animals which were
hunted for food by tlie Bushmen are usually represented with

yreat fidelity,* whereas the human form is usually depicted by a

few crude strokes after the manner of the hgures drawn by a

child, and exceptions to this rule are generally of non-Bushman
ty])e. This is explained l)y the fact that the former were used

in the ritual ])ractised to en>ure the iood supplies, whereas the

representation of any individual !)>• a ])ortrait would ])robably

be regarded as a distinct breach of eti(|uetle. if not a penal

offence.

t

3. It explains the reticence of the Bushmen \o impart the

secrets of their art to others, and the jeak^us care they bestowed
upon many of their works.

Unfortunately these interesting relics of an extinct race in

the Makabene are being ra])idly destroyed by the jjresent Bantu
inhabitants of the district, who have been daubing over them
with clay in the endeavour to enhance tlieir outlines or imitate

their fonns. and nothing, apparently, is being done to prevent

such acts of vandalism.

The original eft'orts of the Bantu are easily distinguished,

apart from their lack oif skill, by the crude materials used for

paint. In some cases this is nothing but a ])aste of ashes and
water, and many fine specimens of Bushman work have been
hopelessly ruined by having their outlines "' renewed '" with this

material. $ The natives explain tliis practice

admired the pictures on tlu- rocks, and lioped

the earlier works to acipiirc the artists' power
the likeness of things seen.

Most of the unaided eiforis of the Bantu are crude imita-

tions of the Bushman style, though occasionall\- tiie\- show dis-

tinct originalitw .Most of their work is done in wliitr. and a

dee;) black made from charcoal is not uncommon.

The most interesting specimens of Bantu worl^ in tlie Maka-
ftene were found in a grotto scoo])c<l out ot the solid rock high

up on the face of a cliff, and re])resent a series of railway trains

—third class only—and a train of "coco-pans" (Plate 18. Fig.

3. and Plate 20. Fig. S). They were executed by a native who

>•
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ReVv N„. Roberts.—Bushman Paintings.
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Odiitracted miners' plitliisi^ vvliile working on the Rand L^old

mines, and was sent home u* die. He was sent to hve in this

cave, which was used a slee]ving-place by cattle herders. During
the long hours of loneliness while tlie boys were out hunting or

herding the cattle he whiled away his lime l)y drawing on the

rocks, and one can well imagine him descril)ing the wonders of

the world he knew, the White Man's magic, and the White
Man's ways, beft)re his youthful, awe-struck audience, as they

cmvered round the tire at night.

A careful exploration of these caves should ])ring to light

an abundance of material in the form of artefacts of ditiferent

kinds. In most cases the caves are floored with solid rock, and

the detritus is rarely more than a few inches in depth. In the

^hort lime at luv dis])osal I s]>enit a few hours in examining the

debris in two caves, with the help of Mr. Winter, who is shown
at work in the accom])anying ])hotograph.* and, in addition to

the pigments already referred to. a number of stone implements

f the type illustrated (Plate 22. Fig. 12') were di.scovered.

EXPI.A.NATION 01 Cl.ATF.S.

Fhtc 17.

Fig. 1.—Bushman jiainiing on " Mont Blanc," Xo. 1083.

Fig. 2.—Bushman painting cu " Dc la Roche."" No. 10.^7.

Plate iS.

Fig. 3.—-Bushman ])alimp.-est ( ?). " T'e la Roche."

Fig. 4.—Bushman ])aiming, " l)e la Roche."

Plate 19.

Fig. 5.—Bantu palimp>e>t. " Bonne Esperance," No. 1088.

Fig. 6.—Bantu ijalimp^est. " Bonne Esperance."

Plate 20.

Fig. 7.—Cave on "
1 )t.- la Roche."

Fig. 8.—Bantu rock jvainting: in ca\e at Fig. 7.

Plate 21.

Fiu'. g.—Bantu imitan^ns <if Bushman work. " I)e la

Roche."
Fig. lO.^Excavating.

Plate 22.

Fig. 11.—Bushman ])ainting (direct ])hotograph) .
" De la

Roche."
Fig. 12.—.\rtefacts frum caves on "

I )e la Roche."

Plates 20, Fig. 7; 21. l-'ig. 10.



VARIATION IX ACARATi'M COXVZOiniiS (FAMILY
composit.f:).

By Stici'Hkn (.ioTTiiEii, Rkii, M.A., B.Sc.

In this conmion " Blue Weed" I have charted tlie xariatioii

in number of florets in a head, for // specimens studied. Thi-
work was done fnmi May 29 to June 2, 1916.

The results here presented are collected from \atiu-e-Study

work of nati\e students under me at Amanzimtoti Institute. The
countin^is presented were made l)y them; the collation o\ result^

is mine.

We examined about one hundred heads of " Blue Weed
"'

( Agaratmti coiiyc-oidcs) . Se])aratintj the cluster of heads into

its units, I had the students count the number of florets in a

head, that they might have a better idea of the nature of the

inflorescence in the family Compositje. Owing t(^ choice of iiu-

nlature heads, and t(^ known errors in counting. T present the

results for jy heads onl}-. This work was done about June i ;

I believe that a sttidy at this timt- would show larger numbers of

florets per head.

I classifv the heads in groups with a range of hve florets

in each: e.g.. the tirst ("55") is 55 to 59 florets per head.

Above 115 per head the rattge is ten florets ])er griuip. Xumber-
of heads :

—

Over ^^ florets 1

60 2

..65 , 3
70 ()

.. 73 '<-)

So (;

.. -^5 4

.. 'P 4

.. 95 ^>

,. i(X) 7

,.105 S

..110 4

.,115 I

,. 120. 130 floret > .. .. each j

.. 140, 130. lOo florets, each 1

The chief |)oints of interest are:—
( 1 ) There are Ik'o modes: one at 75 to 71) florets; another

at 95 to i(y.) florets. Roughly si)eaking. the former is modal for

heads distal in the cluster, ;md the latier for heads centrally

k>cated.

(2) The occasion;il occurrence of lu'ads with uj) to 170

florets may be noted. In >uecimens examined a1)ont Jinie J^.

ihese lar^e heads aic more plentiful.

{7,} The innnc-n>c raiuu- of iIr- vai-iation.

This is contributed as a i)reliminary study only. 1 attempt

no inter])retation of the^e residts mitil further work can be added.
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Hv William John Delbridgk. A.K.I.H.A.

{Not printed.)

S'lWNDARUS AND STANDARD METHODS IN Tl-

ANALYSIS OF FOOD AND DRUCS.

By James Sprunt Jamieson. FT.C, F.C.S.

(Not printed.)

WATTLE-GROWING: ITS EFFECT ON 'FllE WATTLE
INSECT PROBLEM.

Bv Christiaan Bernhardlts Harden BKRt;. M.A.

(Not printed.)

THE FARMING INDUSTRY TN XATAL.

Bv Rev. [ames Scott.

(A^o^ printed.)

ON CERTAIN REMARKABLE RESEMBLANCES BE-

TWEEN THE FORMATION OF IMAGES AND COLOUR
VISION IN MAN AND CERTAIN Vl^RTEBRATE

ANIMALS.

By (lEORGE Lindsay Johnson, M.A., M.D.

(Not printed.)

A BACTERIAL BLIGlir ( )V PEAR BLOSSOM.

Bv Ethel .Mary Doidge, M..\.. D.Sc, F.L.S.

(To be ])rinte(l in Annals of Applied Biology.)
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Bv Prof. JOHN Okr. B.Sc. M.l.C .K.. M.I.Mech.E.

{Plates 2y2y and one text figure.

)

The war has forced upon us the consideration <>f many new
problems; it has also led us to view many old problems in a less

conservative light. Not the least important of these problems
ivS that of the scientific org-anisation of industry. Tt is gratifying

to obsen'e the increasing sympathy with which technical educa-
tion is viewed, which is most encouraging to those engaged in

that work. The present conflict has caused an inward searching

as to whether many of our " rule-of-thumb " methods can be

allowed to continue unchecked, and it is to be hoped that the

present progressive sj)irit will continue and redound to the last-

ing benefit of the British Empire. Improved methods must be

adopted; as Sir William Beardmore has said, " The nation which
does not continually .^earcii for impr<:)\ement, must fall behind
in the struggle for sujiremacy."

It is admitted that our educational systems require over-

hauling-; as the President of the South African Teachers' Asso-
ciation said in his address at (rrahamstown last June, " All edu-

cationalists are agreed that after the war things cannot remain
as they were before. The lines ahnig which our boys and our
girls are to be taught will have to be adapted to the new con-

ditions." And as Prof. Unwin has said in his presidential ad-

dress to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers:

—

It is no condonaticjii of the military crime of Germany to recognise

that the enormously rapid industrial advance in that country has serious

lessons for us. Before the war many of us had an immense respect for

German science and learning. We have not lost that, because we now
appreciate the inordinate vanity, the preposterous political ambitions deli-

berately fostered amon^ Germans, and the insolence of the Army.

In this pai)er I wish to confine my remarks to one aspect of

an im])ortant national (jtiestion—^^the fitting of our youths to

take their place, as efficient units, in the industries of this country.

The rapid growth of the school population of South Aifrica.

more particularly in the Transvaal, while exceedingly satisfac-

tory from the national point of view, has become, more especially

in recent years, a very embarrassing factor for School Boards
and the authorities responsil)le for the efficient carrying on of

education work. Unfortunately financial resources and school

accommodation have not kept pace with the increase in the

numjber of i)ttpils. and something in the nature of a crisis has

now been reaclied, accentuated greatly by the al)normal times.

The following schedule, taken from the Annual Re|x>rt of

the Director of iCducation. shews the ix)sition regarding the num-
ber of schools and .«''h(vlars in the Transvaal since T902:

—
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line

December. 1902

1903

1904

'905

1906

1907
1908

1909
1910
1911

1912

5913

1914

1915

Decembei

School J

17H

.^95

395
400

435
503
63]

720

739
706
718

738
764
802

Scholars.

16,265

26,922

27,518

-'9,4.S6

32,360

37-529

44452
474H8
49,996
54,882

58.676

64,370

^5,953
76,487

tor

Vig. I shews yraphicall}- the position as given in the Direc-
. Report.

P'ig. I.

For Johannesburg and the Rand, the increase in the num-
ber of scholars in the primary schools has been from 7,477 in

1903 to 26,859 i" '9' 5. the increase in 1915 over the previous
year being 2,454.

In the absence of any definite statistics, it is difficult to sav
how many of these primary school children are cast out into
the world every year to earn their own living without further
preparation. Free secondary education should undoubtedly be
the means of inducing many to continue their educati.)n at the
secondary schools, but the statistics shew that there has not
been the phenomenal increase anticii)ated in the number of se-

condary pupils during the past oflicial year; in fact,

the totals for the Transvaal Province have decreased from 2,754
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in 1914 to 2.740 in 1913. Ihis may i)c' due lo the abnormal
times and to the abohtion of secondary departments in primary
school districts where secondary schools exist, but to the estab-

lishment of Commercial and Trades Schools, having a combined
enrolment of over 500 (mi the Rand, must also be attrilnited some
of the res])onsibilitv for this decrease.

A hi^li educational authority estimates that the number of

children leaving- annually the schools of the Rand is in the

neighbourhood of 1,200. and the problem to be faced is what
to do with them. This problem is immensely complicated by
the discouraging facts that South Africa generally is not as yet

an industrial country, that facilities for learning the majority of

skilled trades are non-existent, that diffictilties arise from the

existence and position of the native, and that there is an absence

of opportunities of employment for unskilled boy labour. To
be " unskilled " in South Africa carries with it an ever-present

danger of developing into a " poor white," competing for em-
ployment with the native. The keynote of the Indigency Com-
mission's recommendations was " education," and the conclusions

of the Relief and (irants-in-Aid Commissions of 1916 point in

the same direction ; and there is no more profitable form of in-

vestment for any country than educational development.

It was to prevent the increase of unskilled whites, following

what is frequently called ' 'blind-alley " occupations, and to open
up new avenues of employment in connection with skilled trades,

that attention was first drawn in this country to the question of

Trade Schools. I may here remark that I think that perhaps

too much use is made of the expression " blind-alley " in con-

nection with employment, or, rather, too nnich hope is built

on the cry to abolish such occupations. It is impossible for every

lad leaving school to become a skilled craftsman. Think of the

great armies of unskilled workers in Fairope and America. Sta-

tistics shew that the proportions oif unskille<l bi)\- lal)our for

various large towns are as follows : Munich. 10 per cent. ; Berlin.

40 })er cent. ; London. 68 i^er cent. : and Chicago. 80 per cent.

;

although naturallv a certain number arc tiradually absorbed int<»

skilled trades.

Yet trade and xocaitional schools do much to divert into the

skilled trades man> lads who, either through waiu of op])ortunit\

or inclination, would, in this country, go to swell the ranks o\

the " ])oor whites " into which the unskilled tend to develop.

After the problem had for some time exercised the minds
of educational authorities and engineers, vocational training was
first introduced in the Trade Scliool form in South Africa in

T909. the trial being made in T*retoria. A similar step was taken
in Johannesburg in 1912. by the opening of the lohannesburg
Trades School.

A considerable anK)uni of contrt>versy, which I need not

dilate on here, has taken })lacc as to the value of trade-schcx^l

teaching, and the nature of the work which should be attempted
in such a school. .As originally establisiied at Pretoria, and later
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ai JohaniU'sburj(. it was tin- intention v1 the authorities that tlic

sohot)l training should, to a <freat extent. su])})lant the reguhir

workshops or commercial apprenticcshi]). and not merely supple-

ment or prepare for it. The C(^urse laid down was a three-and-a-

half years' one. including a ])roI)aii()nary jjcriod of six months.
Tlic intention was. therefore, to turn oiu what has generally been
known as " improvers." ihe system was doomed to failure

when it was found that cmpl()yer> did not want this type of

l)roduct. and that the trade unions objected strongly to half-

trained men, as non-indentured improvers, being dumi:)ed upon
the labour market, and it was 'found almost im])ossible to place

tlie lads in suitable employment.

This attitude is justifiable. There arc several objections to

the system of indenturing lads to tlie Principal of a Trades
School for such an extended period. It i> claimed by employers
that a lad should come into contact witli ])ractical work, on a

coiumercial scale, when he reaches the age of Ml The trade

unions insist upon an indentureshij^ beginning witli commercial
apprenticeship, so that the con(lition> in eacli trade may be sus-

ceptible of regulation, and the objections from the school i)oint

o\ view are also sericnis. To keep a lad in tlie Trades .Scht>oI

more than two years wotdd require the carrying on of work
<.n a commercial scale, if the lads are to be ])ro])erly trained.

To i\o this, and scrap the i)roducts, would cause a prohibitive

expense to the Government, and to sell the ])roducts would in-

volve enterin.g into commercial comi)etit!on with jM'ivate hrms
by means of subsidised laljour. a position im])ossible owing to

its unfairness from both the employer and the employee's i^oints

of view, and likely to defeat the very objects for which the

schools had been established. Many, it must l)c rememl)ered,

objected very strongly to the existence of the Trades School at

all ; it was not i3opular w-ith the trades miions. and was looked

at askance by the employers, who did not. at the early stages,

in any way recognise the time s]XMit at the school as shortening

the i)eriod of apprenticeshii).

Thus the position with regard to the schools, after three

years' trial, w-as most unsatisfactory, anrl the whole (|Uestion

was therefore thoroughly investigated and reviewed by the (lov-

crning Body of the Johannesburg Trades School. A committee
was appointed to determine how far trade-school training should

count towards apprenticeship. But this was a matter which
could only be decided aifter testing the ])roduct, and the em-
i:)loyers, so far, had not been in any way consulted. A series of

meetings was therefore arranged with the various em])loyers'

associations, and with the S.A. Institution of Engineers and the

Association of Certificated Engineers of the Transvaal. The
Institution of Engineers appointed a sub-committee to investi-

arate the (|uestion. A large amount of data was collected with

reference to the requirements and possibilities in the various

trades, and the main conclusion arrived at was that, as far as

the engineering trades were concerned, to rnerit the support of
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the employers, the school course should be of a general prepara-

tory nature, not ix)inting to particular trades, and extend over

two years only. The Association of Certificated Engineers, the

members of which I am fully justified in saying have proved

themselves the best friends of the school, took the same view,

but suggested specialisation after the probationary ])eriod. and

this opinion was found to be shared hy all other enii)loyers' asso-

ciations.

It was then decided to consult the various trade unions on
the Rand, and in all a series of about 30 meetings were held.

Time forbids an analysis oif the results, but I select as examples
the points discussed, and the decisions arrived at, at the meetings
with an employers' association—-the Association of Certificated

Engineers—on the one hand, and a trade union—the .\malgani-

ated Society of Engineers—on the other.

1. The representatix es of the Association complained that, as

representing the resident engineers on the Rand who controlled

all engineering apprentices, they had not been consulted bv tlu-

G<3vernment wlien trade schools were started.

2. Position Zi'ith rctjard to Apprenticeship.—The Associa-

tion was strongly in favour of apprentices in the engineering

trades bein^i' indentured in outside workshops after completing

their trade school course.

3. The Term " Improver."—The Association condemned the

ordinary use of this term, and wished by " im])rover " to \k-

understood one who had served his full apprenticeshi]). h\\\ wa>
not expert enough at his trade to (.-ommand the standard rate of

wages paid to journeymen.

4. The Term " Learner.'—Tlic Association took exce])tion

to the term " learner " as used in ct)tmection with the engineering

trades. All apprentices should be indentured, and all whitt.'

youths in worksho])s. who are not thus indentured, should be

classed as " white labt)urers."

5. Period of Training at Trades School.— The Association

was in favour of this being limited to two years for all engin-

eering trades; this period to include a six months' pro1)ationary

pericxl.

6. Nature of Training at Trades School.— The Association

strongly supjx>rted a specialised course of training for all engin-

eering trades, after the six months' probationary period ; it ob-

jected to a genera] course, as not being in the best interests of

thi^ lads.

7. Miniynum Standard of FAiucation for .Ipprentices.— Tbe

Association agreed to Standard \'\. as the minimum standard to

accept as practicable at present, but was very nuicb in favour

of having Standard VII. regarded as the niininmm for a])])ren-

tices in the engineering trades.

8. Support to Trades School.— The Association was, after

investigation, favourably impressed vvitii the training; being giveu

lit the 'JVades Sciiool, and wa> prepared, wlienever possible, to

I
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1

i^ive preference to Trade School pupils when vacancies for ap-

prentices arose.

9. Indcnturcship in Trades School— -'[ht Association was of

oi)ini(Mi that no useful purpose was served by ha\ ing^ an inden-

tureship system for pupils in the Trades School. In view of the

fact that it insisted upon indentureship in the commercial work-

shops, it preferred to regard the Trades School training as pre-

paratOT\- course ior indentured apprenticeship, and would be

satisfied with a certiticate. from the Principal of the school, that

the pu])il had satisfactorily completed the two years' ccnirse.

10. Value of Trades School Training.—The Association was
• of opinitm that the time spent at the Trades School should count

for such a period as the employer might consider adequate after

a sufficient individual test had been made during a probationary

term, provided that such period did not exceed the period spent

in the school ; the wages received to be the standard rate of pay

to ordinary apprentices who had served the period allowed in

respect of the trade school training.

11. Nature of Work done in School.—Whenever possible,

the work should be of a useful nature. Imt there should be no
unfair competition with (,utside firms.

The Amalgamated Society of fuigineers endorsed all these

views, and added :

( 1 ) That with regard to improvers, such should be recog-

nised for a ])eri(ul of six months onlv after completion of

ai)prenticeshi]j.

(2) That apprenticeshi]) shotild not begin before the age

of 16, and, including the period of exem])tion for Trades School
pupils, .'hould be for five years.

(3) That attendance at continuation classes should be made
compulsory on the part of all apprentices, who should be allowed
ofif at least one afternoon ])er week for i')urposes of study and
attendance at classes.

One immediate result of these conferences was the decision

of the Governing Body to recommend that the course become a

two-years' one, and that the .system of indenturing at the school

be abandoned ; this was not done in a day, but the changes have
been made, and they have proved entirely satisfactory.

Steps were then taken to ascertain by actual trial the com-
mercial value of the trade-school course as regards reduction in

the period of apprenticeship. One of the mines afrreed to take

three pupils on trial, with the result that they were accepted as

apprentices, with an allowance of two years off the normal period,

and with the corresponding rate of wages.

.\ word may now be said with regard to the work done at

the school. Quoting from the prospectus :

—

The object of the school is to afford a preparatory traininji for llic

different trades. It must he clearly understood that no attempt is made
to train the pupil for any hut a workinj? career as an artisan or " hench

"

hand, i.e., as a mechanical fitter, and not as a mechanical engmeer.
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The course consists of a probationary period of six months, spent m
all the workshops, followed by i8 months' specialised training in the work-
shops. The object of the probationary period is:

—

( tj To afford the lad an insight into the various trades, and so give
some guidance in his choice of his future means of livelihood

;

(2) To discover the lad's aptitude for the different trades, and
advise his parents or guardians as to the trade in which lie will probably
succeed ; and

(3) To ascertain whether the lad will i)rotit from tlie instruction
given in the school.

The ctirricukiin and tinie-table for the two years' cotirse are
shewn below :

—

Curriculum and Time-Table.
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cnj^age only these as a])i)rciiticcs. ToNcrly cxclluk^ main from
the school, hut much assistance is avaiiahle in the form of hur-

saries—tuition, hoarding" and travellinii—and sums of nearly

£800 and ii.ooo were spent in this way at Johannesburg and Pre-

toria respectively during the j^ast year. The tuition fees are

only £4 per anntim, while in necessitous cases ttiition is free. Last

year the cost to the (jovernment per pupil per amnim was ap-

proximately £45 at Johannesburg, and £50 at Pretoria. This is

admittedly more than the Government should be called u^Jon to

pay. but an enrolment of 300,* which I feel ought to be reached

at an early date, when I hope the only avenue to apprenticeship

in the engineering trades will be through the Trades School,

would \m{ the financial position on a more reasonable basis and
reduce the cost per ptipil-year to that approximating to the se-

condary schools, which, during the past year, amoimted to £23
5s. 3d. If the itotal cost of the Trade Schools be divided by the

total enrolment of both day and evening pupils, the capitation

cost is £13 14s. I id., as compared with £7 14s. id. for each

primary school pupil and £9 4s. 6d. for each pupil taught in all

the schools under the Transvaal Education Department, includ-

ing continuation classes.

One difficulty with which the school has to contend is the

amount of leakage ; boys leave before completing their course.

Some of this is due to their inability to cope with the work, and
some to genuine poverty ; but much is due to the selfish folly

of parents who prefer a few immediate potinds earned in a

l)lind-alley occupation to the remoter but greater earnings after

sacrifice that yields such a manifold return in a career for the

lads as skilled tradesmen.

Another drawback is that very little can be done with lads
of a low standard of general education. Their ap]:)renticeship

is practically completed before they are capable of entering tech-
nical classes proper. Everyone acknowledges that from 14 to

16 is a critical period in the age of a lad. The sudden release

from school discii^line and contact with the world often causes
him to run amok. The ordinary school lessons, even with the
amount of manual training which is part of the school curricu-

lum, having become irksome, he begs his father to release him
from school, and the ])arent. too often a willing victim, falls. It

is here where, in the case of a lad who wishes to l)ecome an
artisan, the Trade School comes in. Certainly the wages which
he might earn have to be sacrificed, and he must be providetl

with food and clothing for two years, but school again becomes
attractive : he continues his general education while he does
Mimething useful with his hands; he knows that he is being
initiated into a trade, and that the time spent in the school will

count towards his apprenticeshi]). which is practically assured

;

and, perhaps the most important consideration of all, he is re-

tained under discipline at the most impressionable years of his

"The cnrolmont at the beginning of the tirsi term in 1917 was 187.
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life—a most i>otent ifactor in connection with his future indus-

trial efficiency. The small present enrolment at the Trade
Schools can only point to one fact—that parents do not fully

realise the advantages of a Trade School course for their sons.

The Johannesburg School has had one more difficulty to

contend with—the majority of the pupils want to be mechanical

and electrical engineers, with the result that the fitting, machine

and electrical shops are liable to be overcrowded. The remain-

ing four trades are to a certain extent neglected, so that the

school is una])le to supply the demand for blacksmiths, boiler-

makers, joiners, plumljers. etc.—all good trades to learn. It

should be distinctly remembered that the school ])rovides only

a preparation for the skilled crafts, and the difficulty experienced

has been attributed to the loose use of the term " engineer "' when
fitter or turner is meant. As one writer has very correctly said

;

While it is important to provide facilities for the able youth to rise

from the ranks to a technical position, it is an error to assume that every
trade apprentice is capable of so doing, and to direct educational efforts

solely to that end. The fundamental fact must be recognised that the

majority of such apprentices will work at the 1)ench all tlieir lives, and
their training should consequently be such as to tit them for this sphere.

Much of the prejudice ag-ainst which Trade Schools have
had to contend is rapidly disappearing. This prejudice has been
due mainly to conservatism and to a ifear on the part of many
that the Trade Schools might introduce unfair commercial com-
petition with outside employers. This attitude has been fully

realised by the ( loverning Body of the Johannesburg Trader
School, which has safeguarded the ])osition by passing the fol-

lowing resolutions :

—

(1) The (joverning Body is of o])inion that it would be

inadvisable to undertake commercial work in the departments
already establi.s'hed in the school, luiless with tlic ai^proval of

those engaged commercially in the trades concerned. It 'feels

that the undertaking of commercial work without such approval

would alienate the sym|)athy of both the worker^ and the em-
ployers.

(2) With regard to (rt)vernmcnt work, the Governing Body
shall satisfy itself that such work does not involve too much
repetition work, and that it is of an educational nature, stiitable

for the i)ui)ils in the .shops concerned.

These resoltttions appear to have satis faclorilv defined the

]X)sition.

It is pleasant to find support for the Trade School movement
from the representatives of the scholastic profession. The
President of the S.A. Teachers' Association, in the address re-

ferred to. exj^resses the opinion: "Trade Schools will have to

be established, and, if we are not to be left behind by more en-

lightened nations, at least two years' ccMiipulsory training in

these institutions will be recitiired of all boys wlio inten(l to

become artisans.''

The Director of Education (Transvaal), in his annual re-
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View of Buildings, Johannesburg Trades School.

Fig". I.

Blacksmiths' Shop, Johannesburg Trades School.

Fig. 2.

J. Orr.—Trade Schools.
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Plumbers' Shop, Johannesburg Trades School.

Fig. 3.

Macliine .Slin]), Mechanical Section, Jolianncslmrg Trades Sc]u)ol.

h-ig. _|.

J. Orr.—Trade Schools.
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port ( 1915 I. has also tiu- following;- oncouraj^^in^- remarks to make
with reference to I'rade Schools:

—

Perhaps the best losliniony to the progress of these schools is the

readiness of employers i>f lahour to engage pupils who have been through

the course. At the Johanneshure- Scliool the demands of employers have

been greater than the supply of the school. It is also very satisfalctory to

learn that the reports (M1 tlio pupils which have so far been received are

most favourable. It is to be understood that the two years' course is

only a i)rcliniinary to apprenticeship. In other words, the sciiool is not

intended 10 replace the trade workshop, where the boy works under actual

economic conditions. It is certain, however, that the development of

general intelligence which the Trade School aims at, and. the very consi-

derable experience of tools and trade processes wliich il sni)])lu's, make
the Trade School pupil a valuable recruit for laliour.

There is every indication that the Trade Scliool movement
has taken lirm root in Johannesbnrg. and will continue to ad-

vance. PI. 23, Fig. I, shews the present buildings, to which it

is hoped very larg-e extensions will shortly be made. I Ms. it,.

Fig. 2. and 24, Figs. 3 and 4, shew the boys at work in the work-

shops indicated.

I have referred in detail to the Johannesburg School because

of the intimate knowledge ] have of that institution. The Pre-

toria School is conducted on similar lines, except for the im-

jX)rtant difference that the course is of three and a half years'

duration.

A step of a somewhat different character has recently been

taken in the establishment of a handicraft school for both sexes

at Fordsl)urg. with a view to making school work more attractive

to children of neglected education. This School of Industries,

as it is called, admits pupils who have passed Standard IIP and
are over 13 years of age. Pupils attend for one day per week
from the various primarv schools in Johannesburg. On the boys'

side considerable time is devoted to drawing, but woodwork is

the basis of the scheme for Standard III, woodwork and metal-

work ef|ually for Standard I\\ and either woodwork or metal-

work for Standard \'. It is hoped, later, to give the work a

trade bias. At the time of a recent visit there were 154 children

on the roll, having ages ranging from 13 to 15, the majority

being of Dutch extraction. They all appeared to lie keenly

interested in their work.

Now, let us examine briefl\- the position with regard to

Trade Schools and apprenticeship in Great Britain and other

industrial centres in Europe. (lenerally speaking. Trade ."Schools

for artisans may be classified as follows :

—

(i) Trade ScIkjoIs aiming at producinu- complete work-
men, that is, supplanting the ordinary commercial workshop ap-

prenticeship. Such are to be found in France and Holland, but

onlv to a limited extent in < lermany. and then usuallv confined
to furniture-making, lock and key making, etc.

(2) Whole-time da\- i)reparatory Trade Schools, j^reparing

for and reducing the period of commercial workshoi)s appren-
ticeshi]). such as the Trade Schools of Johannesburg and Pre-

toria.
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(3) Voluntary eveniiii^ continuation schools for the various

trades, g^iving theoretical instruction and sometimes practical

instruction, to supplement the workshops' training during the

(lay. This is the" usual British system.

(4) Compulsory part-time continuation scho<;)is for those

engaged in the various trades. This is the Gemian system.

(5) -Vijprentice schools which form an integral part of

commercial workshops. Such are fairly common in the United
.States, and in \\'est[)halia and North (iermany.

London has taken the lead in England as regards Trade
Sch<x)l teachiny:, and the following table shews the Trade
Schools for boys carried on under the auspices of the London
G^unty Council :

—

Tr.vde Schools for Bovs (London County Council).

• Duration Fee
Special Training and Institntion. of Course. per

Year?. Session.

i s. d.

For Bovs About 16 Years ok Age.

Bakery and Confectionery

—

Borough Polytechnic. Borough Road. S.E 2 770
Building Trades ( .\rchitects. Surveyors, or Struc-

tural Engineers)—
Northern Polytechnic, Holloway Ri>ad, X.. Archi-

tectural Day School 2 10 10 o
L.C.C. School of Building. Brixton, S.W.. Senior

Technical Day School 3 9 9 Ck

Carriage and Motor Body Building

—

Regent Street Polytechnic. \V J 10 10 o

Pupil Teachers of Handicraft—

L.C.C. Shciroditcli Technical Institute. Hoxton. X. 4 9 O

For Bovs of 14 Years of Ace and Lnoer.

Book Production ( Printing and Bookbinding)—
L.C.C. Central School of Arts and Crafts, South-

ampton Row, W.C 3 I ID o

Buildinyr. Carpentry. Masonry. Bricklaying, Plumb-
ing. Painting and Decorating, .\rchitectural

Drawing

—

Northern Pohtechnic. Holloway Road. X.. Junior
Tcchtiical School 3 i !o o

L.C.C. School of Building, Brixton. S.\V.. Junior
Technical School 3 i 10 o

Engineering and Metal-Working Trades

—

L.C.C. Beautoy Institute, Lambeth. S.E ,^ i 10 o
Borougli Polytechnic. Borough Road. S.E . . 3 300
L.C.C. Hackney Institute, Dalston Lane. N'.E. .. 3 300
Northern Polytechnic. Holloway Road. N j 3 fo o
L.C.C. Paddington Techmcal Institute. \V. . . 2 2 s o
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I ')ii ration Fee
Special Trainiiv^ and In-iitution. of Course. per

Years. Session.

£ s. d.

L.C.C. School ot iMiLiineerin.!.; ;ind Xaxigatiiin.

Poplar, K 2 ,^ o o

^\'oolu•icIl Polyteclniic. Wnolwicli. S.K 2 ^ '•>

l-nrnittire, Cahinet-Afaking. and Woodwork Trades

—

L.C.C. Slu^reditch Technical Institute. H(Kxton. N. .3 i 10

l^hoto-F.njjraving and Photo-Process Work

—

L.C.C. School of Photo-Engraving- and Litho-

graphy. Bolt Court. Fleet Street, F.C 2 1 10 o

Professional Cookery (Chefs)—
L.C.C. Westminster Technic.tl institute. A^incent

Square. S.W 3 9 y

Professional Waiting-^

—

L.C.C. Westminster Teclniical Institute i 1 10

.Silversmitliing. Jewellery, and Engraving

—

L.C.C. Central School of .Arts and Crafts. South-
ampton Row. W.C 3 110

Tailoring:

Regent Street Polytechnic. W 4 500
(on entry)

\\'ood-Carving—

School of .Art for Wood-Carving, South Ken-
sington, S.W .3 £7 (1st vr. ^

£6 (2ndyr.)

£5 (3rd yr.)

There are apjjroxiniately 35,000 Ixiys leaving London ele-

mentary schools o\ery year, of whom roitg^hly two-thirds enter

imskilled trades. Very tew of these ever have a chance of be-
comiiio^ skilled craftsmen. It is to reduce this proportion and to

assist in meetins^^ the competition of foreio^ners, large numbers
of whom Hock to London, that the Trade Schools have been
established. The curriculum is designed in all cases to carry on
the <2'(Mieral education of the pupils, as well as to give s])eciali«;ed

technical training. The pn^spcctus states :

—

Character, cultivated ohservation. inielligeiice, and adaptaliilitv are

the essential factors aimed at.

The boys gi i out after due. two or three years" training, and
become apprenticed or w<.rk as im])rovers. The i>r(^siiectus

further says :

—

Some have risen to i)ositions of responsibility and trust, and it may
he said that where employers have had an opportunity of giving the
products of these schools a fair test, they have found the results of the

system highly satisfactory, and have readily expressed their appreciation.

Some proviticial towns have moved in the same direction,

and what are called I'rei^aratory Trade Schools have more re-

cently been established in Leeds, Liverjiool, Manchester, etc.

The course is a two-years' one. General education is contimied,
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and the practical work, which consists of woodwork and iron-

work only, is of a comparatively elementary character. Writing
to me recently, the Secretary for Education, Leeds, where there

are two such schools, says:

—

The work of the schools is more and more appreciated l>y the

employers in Leeds, and the movement generally is taking a firmer hold

on the people. The war, of course, is interfering considerably with

educational developments in I^ngland, but there is no doubt that the day
Preparatory Trade School is tlie special line of development of education
in England in the near future.

The Liverpool School, which has been at work for some
years, shews much success. Li the course of a letter to nie, the

Director of Technical Education of that city says :

—

The satisfaction of the Committee with the work of the Toxteth
Trades School continues, and they are satisfied that the school has justified

itself as providing a sound preparatioTi for a number of students entering

industrial employment. I can see the effect of the training of the school
on the students when they enter the evening classes on taking up their

apprenticeship, for they show out amongst the keenest and most capable
students in those classes."

He also states that, but for the disturbance due lo the war.

another school would likely have been established.

It must be emphasised that in these schools the work is of

a purely |)reparatory nattire, and that instruction is given in

wiKKlwork and metalwork only, without attempting to specialise

in individtial trades.

Edinburgh mu.st be regarded as one of the most progressive
cities from the point of view of trade teaching for artisans. The
School Board has established workshops as an adjunct to a se-

condary school, which are attended by apprentices during three

afternoons per week, following what has come to be knmvn as the
"' Munich " system.

About seven }ears ayo a beginning was made with Trade

Schools at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the movement in this iiuport-

ant industrial centre had ever\- promise of success. ( )n the occa-

sion of another visit about iS months ago, I found that the

scheme had been abandoned owing to the somewhat inexplicable

o])})osition of the trade unions, and that l)a\- Technical .^chooN

were being substitttted.

It will thus be seen that, in ( ircat Britain, outside of London,
'Trade Schools, as we know them, are practicall\' non-existent.

The main reason for their de\eloi)nKMit in l.oncTiu is ihc fact that

London has, to a great extent, ceased to be an industrial centre,

and efforts are being made to hold and recoxcr as many indtis-

tries as possible. 'The Londoii C'ountx Council is s])ending enor-

mous sums o\\ technical and trade education, btn a prominent
London educational authority has admitted to nu- that he (|Ues-

tioned very much whether it was receiving \alue \nv its monex.

The general position in (ireat Britain i> that workshops ap-

j^renticeship constitutes to-day, as it did in the i)ast, practically

the sole method of learning a trade, this being sui)i)lemented bv
voluntar\- ewning class instruction. \i)art from 'Trade .Schools

I
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jtroptT. a i,^reat ileal is rieiiiii done in the workshops of poly-

rechnics atul technical institutes, mainly, however, in evening-

classes. The system of training an artisan in Great Britain is.

therefore. essentiall\- tt) place him in the workshops and offer

him facilities for icchnica] or trade trainin<j- at evenint^^ cla'^ses,

attendance at which is en:tirely optional.

The numerous i)o]ytec]inic institutes in London are too well

known to recjuire detailed description. The day classes are fre-

(|uently of a L'ni\ersiiy standard, students heing- prepared ifor the

degrees of Lt>ndon I'niversity. As a rule they are well staffed,

excellently equipped, and well housed. The day classes cater

mainly for the well-to-do, and worksho]) trade teaching forms
only a minor part of the instruction. There is a yreat variety

in the subjects tang-ht ; some have specialised in certain branches

and even develo])ed regular Trade Schools—such, for example,

as the Bakery and Confectionery School at the Borough Poly-

technic—but as a rule such schools cater only for the sons of

empk)yers. The main work is done in the evening classes, which,

although reaching in many cases the highest standard, cater

largely for the artisan. Classes in the printing trades are held

only in the evenings, and are confined to those engaged in the

trade during the day. This apj^lie'- to the majc^rity of other

trades.

Similar institutions are t<^> be found in practically everv large

provincial town ; in fact, \ ery few towns are now withottt their

technical institute. While the majtirity cater mainlv for the

engineering trades, many specialise in the other principal trades

and industries in the immecliate vicinity. T'or exam])le, Bradford
is also strong in its weaving trades. An excellent weaving school

has recently been added at Halifax, while at Leeds University

itself there is to be found jjrobably tlie finest weaving school in

the world. Manchester Institttrte of Technology has made elabor-

ate provision for local trades; the Heriot Watt Colleue. Edin-

burgh, has developed sufficiently on its higher side to form an

integral part of Edinburgh University, while it does not neg'lect

any branch of trade. The Royal Technical College, Clasgow, the

largest technical institution in ( ireat Britain, does technical work
of a LIniversity standard in every department of engineering,

architecture, chemistrw eitc
.
yet it houses the Scottish .'school

of Bakery as a day dei)artment. and has mt)St successful evening

schools of plumbing, sheet-metal working, ])rinting and allied

trades, bootmaking, watch and clock -making, etc., the various

emplovers' associations and trade union> being rejjresented on
the committees.

There are certain instittuion- which liaxe l)een founded and
are su]>ported by the (juilds of London. One of the most inter-

esting of these, of a trade nature, is the Leather Trades School,

at Bethnal dreen Road, established in 1889 for j)ersons engaged
in 'the boot and shoe industr}-. The obiect of the school is to

provide instruction of a i>ractical kind in the principles of the

variou'^ brancbic^ and ])roce>'^es of the boot and shoe trades. The
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day classes are mainly attended by the sons of manufacturers.
and the evening- classes are confined to those enga.ged in the trade
during the day. A fterm ion lectures are also given to sho]) as-

sistants and bespoke makers On the occasion of mv \isit there

were 20 (la\- and i(So evening students in attendance.
.\nother important institution established l)v a guild i> the

Leather Sellers' Company's College, which has been erected by
that company at a cust of £jo.ooo. and it also defrays the annual
cost of £3,000. It is cquijiiied on a commercial basis, with u])-

to date machines, so that the i>roducts may be sold. Leather of

every ix:)ssil)le (juality and make is manufactured from the raw
hides and skins. .\t the time of m\ \isit there were 30 day
students, including men frt)m Canada. India, France, Spain, Por-
tugal and Japan. In addition, there were 80 to <;o evening class

students, all being men eng;iged in the trade.

No one can \isit the \arious technical and trade institution--

of Great Britain, as 1 ha\e done, without being \ery nuich im-

pressed with the \aluable character of the work d<Mie, and the

amount of money and brains which is devoted to it \\'h>', then,

is it claimed, and admitted by man\ , that Great Britain has been

wanting in the industrial struggle, that technically her workmen
have been outstri])ped by German com])etitors, and that as a

manufacturing nation she has been overhauled and e\en sur

passed in many directions? The answer may be given in two
wt^rds : Couipulsory education.

In drawing attention to (ierman s\stem> of edtication I

do not wish to be misunderstood. I agree with .Mr. llorne, the

Organiser for Technical JMlucation in the Transvaal, when, in

his last re])ort, he say> :

—

Xd rctcrcncc to llii- |)i'o,i.',rcss >'\ xncatimial (.-ilucilii m in luir<)pc

Would be coinpk-te without the fullest consideration of what ha> been

efifected in (jerman\ . The horror we feel at her recent actions as an
avowed enemy nnu'^t not prevent the examination of her educational

prof^ress in this direction, which may enable us to defeat a more subtle

form of invasion—the swaniiiiny of the local workers by foreii>ners of

better vocational attainment.

I think that all will agree that it is t)ur duty to consider

German educational systems, and even to adopt or imjirove on
them, if it is in ottr interests to do so. W'e now know that Ger-

many has for many years been engaged in an unscrupulous com-
mercial war ag-ainst the British bjn])ire, and onl\ now do we
fully realise how much we have been ilej)endeni on ( ierman
mamifacttirers.

A most valuable report, entitled " Trade and Technical Itdu-

cation in France and Germany." was issued l)y the London County
Council in March, KJ14. In an introdtiction to this report, .Sir

Robert Klair, the Director of Technical I'.ducation to the Lon-

don County Council, says:

—

it will be observed how in Ciermany ihe .State, the Municipality, (he

employed, and the employer, lia\e all come to believe in education of all

types, including- comi)ulsory continuation education. German belief in'

education, as is well known, has derived its strength from the period of
reconstruction after Jena anrl from the extraordinary industrial and com-
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niercial dcvelopiiKiiis siiur 1S70. Tlu- Stale aixl llic paix-iiK lia\c Ixith

adopted the lony view, the fonucr in luokinn lurward to llir ullimale

value of the work of tlic schools, and the hitter m fure.yoint; ininiediale

wage returns of tiieir children ft)r future pn)si)icts.

In Berlin. iMunich, Leipsii>, and other towns (he adds) tlie or!Li;anise<l

efforts of the State and the Miniicipalily are reaching every hoy (and in

a few cases every girl.) in a way that would hardly he credited in England
but for the fact that experienced officers Iiave seen it in operation. Con-
tiiuied education in Kngland still follows I'.ie plan of Uvssi'.':-ttiiri' or p-o-

as-you-please. (iermany posses.^.- a national orv;anisation for definite

national objects.

The I'ritisli method makes the best lop; it also produces
the worst tail, and it does not dd nuicli lor tlu- genera! raising

of the great mass of workers. It must not be fcHgotten that the London
evening student on the average makes 50 hours' attendance per ses.uon,

while the Gennan boy makes 240. Ihe (icnuan boy must take a three or
four years' continuation cou'-se; the English boy may take as nnich as he
pleases, and 75 per cent, between 14 and 17 either cannot or do not
please, even for one year.

The German schoolmaster, in the continuation school, has a great
advantage over the London schoolmaster. The German can turn all his

attention to his teaching ,ind to the ini[)rovei;ient of liis syllabus of
instruction. The London schoolmaster is greatly concerned with enrol-
ment and attendance. Practically aH the energy—and it is great—put
into securing enrolment and attendance in Englami i^ in (iermany set

free for other purposes.

The qiie.stion (jf ooiiiinilsory cuinimiatioii fducaiioii. .sav to

the age of 18, if not for the complete term of a lad's appren-
ticeship, is one fraught with great consequences to the youth of

this country, and is one which, I feel sure, must be considered at

an early date. Compulsor}- attendance at evening classes on
the part (^\ apprentices was fust introduced by De Beers Com-
pany in 1898. .\bout nine years ago a form of indenture was
introduced by the Association of Alirie Managers of the Trans-
vaal in which attendance at evening classes was made compulsory.
and the apprentice was granted one afternoon i)er week out of

the working period without deduction of pay. in which to attend

such classes, this instruction l)eing supi)lemented by attendance
at evening classes during one or two evenings per w^eek. Con-
siderable dif¥ictilty was at first experienced iit enforcing this at-

tendance, but time has solved the problem, and the system now
works very smoothly indeed, .\p])rentices are being most gener-
ously considered by the Mining ( Jroups ; the fees, which are
very low. are deducted in small sums over a j^eriod of 16 weeks,
and the amount is returned as a bonus provided a satisfactory

report is received and an attendance of 80 j^er cent, is made.
Still, I ho])e that something tnore ma\- yet be done. I think we
should aim at compidsory continuation classes for all vt»uths. with
at least two afternoons per week de\-oted to .study. And as an

essential part of such a scheme it will have to l)e recognised
that this continuation work cannot Ijc performed with ma.ximum
efficiency bv exetiing classes alone.

Referring now ti> continental methods, it is difficult to ex-

plain in a few words the .systems of apprenticesh.ip and trade

teaching adopted. Holland, as early as 1857, ado])ted the Trade
School method. X(nv there are over 40 schools in wliicli si)ecific
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trades are taught, the age of achnission being 14 years and the

course generally extending over three years. Attendance is

voluntary, but there appears to be little chance of a lad becoming
apprenticed unless he can produce a Trade School certificate.

France has also introduced Trade Schools, Paris possessing 15.

seven fc^r boys, and eight for girls. They deal mainly with

furniture and the decorative arts ; the courses last from three

to four years, and the principal aim is to train foremen, who
shall in turn in.struct the workmen in the shops.

(xerman technical education systems, which are clearly de-

fined and do not overlaj). as in (ireat Britain, may be classified

into :—

•

(1) Technical High Schools, training for the higher pro-

fessional positions and involving a jireliminary secondary edu-
cation.

(2) Middle Technical Schools, corresijonding largely to the

British Technical Institutes, but devoting more attention to

practical work.

(3) Institutions for Artisans.

The " Gewerbeschule." an example of the Middle Technical
Schonl. is an imi)ortant institution in Germanv and Austria-

Hungarv, there bein^' considerably over 100 in (jermany alone.

The object in most cases is to train for the " master's " certifi-

cate, an employer not being allowed to have apprentices unless

their training is su|ier\'ised by one possessing this certificate, as

well as for the higher grades of employment; and one to two
years" practical work is re(|uired before admission. The build-

ings and e(iuiv)menl are as a rule magnificent, and the trade

instruction is very thorough. As examples of such schools visited

by me. PI. 25 shews the building's of the "Maschinenl)andschule"

at Leipzig, one of the finest of the kind ; the State institution in

Prague ; the corresponding institution at Buda-Pest ; and a view
of one of tite machine shops.

In connection with the (Jerman institutions for artisans,

com])ul.sory continuation classes for males under 18 years of ag-e

was instituted in 1891. It was o])tional for a district or town
to adopt it by bye-law, but the system has become universal.

A lad is permitted to leave school at the age of 14, but until

18 he must attend a school bearing on his trade or occupation

for from six to nine hours per week, either one whole day per

week or, more usually, two half-days per week. Employers are

obliged to make provision for the youth's absence from work,

and s|)ecial schools have been estal)lished for i)ractically every

trade and calling.

As the extent U> which this conliiuiation scimol system is

carried on in Germain is not generally realised, and as the

UTOvement for comptd>ory continuation classes is growing
rapidly in South Africa. I reproduce below the three years'

course for " unskilled -iCorkers " at the Municipal Continuation

.SoIk.oIs, Berlin.
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Until recently there was a dirference of opinion in Norili

and South C Germany as t<> the nature of the instruction to be

imparted in these schools. In Berlin the instruction was purely

theoretical with no workshops training, but the Ahniich sys-

tem of having a workshop for every trade or calling is now
being generally adopted. The great success of the Munich
schools is to be seen from the fact already mentioned, that only

lo per cent, of the lads in thai town remain unskilled workers.

The growth of these schools in Munich, during the six years

prior to 1913. is shewn in the following table:

—

Year.
1907-8

1908-9
1909-10
1910-11

1911-12
1912-13

MUNIIH CcN'TlNU/'iTlON ScHOOLS.

Number of

'I'rade Continuation
Courses
46

34

Total
Number
<if pupils.

6.133

6,876

7.818

9,330

9,617

10,329

The comprehensive nature of the trade school training

given in this town alone is shown by the following list of schools

and trades taught in them :

—

Building, Trade Courses.
No of

Classes

No. of

Pupils.

LiebheiT Street

Pranekh Street

Elizabeth Place ..

Gotzinger Place
General Continualion

School

Louise Street

Westenrieder Street

Commercial Continu-
ation School

Turners, Druggists, Tanner?, and 55 1,226
Glovemakers, Wood and Ivor\- Car-
vers, Chimney Sweeps, Coachmen,
Saddlers and Trunkmakers, Cobblers
and Bvushmakers, Locksmiths, Pilack-

smiths. Joiners. Shoemakers, Uphol-
sterers, Decorators, etc , Potmakers
and Stovemakers, Watchmakers and
Wheelwrights.
Mechanics Instrument makers, 103 2,628

Sheet Metal Workers, Joiners, Lock-
smiths, Spinners and Metal Workers,
Tin Workers, Bookbindeis, Printers
Lithographers, Photographers, and
Photo-process Workers, Type found-
ers. Engravers, etc

Coppersmiths, Mechanics, Lock- 39 1,023
smiths. Tailors and Farriers, Joiners.

.Mechanics, Locksmiths, Joiners. 31 >S52

P)arbers, Hairdressers and Wig- 58 1,492
makers, Bakers, Gardeners, Inn-
keepers, Confectioners, l^utchers,
Musicians, etc.

Bricklayers. Masons and Carpenters, 28 G5'2

Dental Mechanics, Jewellers, Gold
and Silver Smiths. Plasterers and
Sculptors

Decorative Painters, Varnishers, 16 352
Gilders, etc., Glaziers, Glass, Por-
celain and Hnamel Painters
Shop Assistants, etc., Clerks and 56 1,613

Civil Service employees.
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I'lu' \arious liuildini^s, tooctlior with the ]n>\> at work in

each school, are shewn by the slides, of which tvpical exami)les
are reproduced in Plate 26.

As a ty])ical time-table of these compulsory continuation

c<^urses. that for j^rinters is j^iven below:

—

Years.
Subjects. -

1 i. II. III. IV.

Religion i i — —
Trade Composition and Reading i i i i

German Language C 2 Ci — —
Foreign Language — — C i C i

Arithmetic and Bookkeeping . . i i i t

Citizenship and Trade History r i 1 i

Materials, Tools, and Machine
Knowledge i i i i

Practical work M _' Cr, M2 C 2, M 3 C „>, M .:;

Trade Drawing 2 2 2 2

Weekly Hours 9 9 9 9

C indicates Compositors; M Machine Hands.

The fifth class of trade school, z'ic, that established by lar^e
engineering firms in their own workshops, would appear to be
on the increase in Germany. Apprentices attending such are
exempted from the compulsory continuation schools. Usually
theoretical instruction only is given, but there are at least two
large workshops in Berlin where practical instruction is given
in a special training shop for apprentices.

The trade school systems, outlined for Germany, are also

to be found in Austria, Hungary, and Switzerland. Hungary
has been a pioneer in establishing a type of school in which the
apprentice is com])letely trained. The School of Instrument
Afaking and Horology, Btida-Pesth, is the most complete of anv
of this kind I have visited. The Director received his technical

Training at Leeds University, and is most progressive in his ideas.

The work carried on is of a commercial nature, mostly for

government departments. As Hungary is not a manufacturing
country, the majority of the i)upils emigrate on the completion
i>f their course.

The war has focussed attention on the unsatisfactorv

features of the British system of training the workers. As the

writer of the report referred to says :

The British system may be regarded as more philanthropic than
patriotic ; the ideal is admirable, but the bulk of the nation's workers are
not catered for by this ideal, and on the bulk of the workers tiinch of the
material prosperity of a nation nnist depend.

And again :

Germany is systematically training the whole nation in different ways
for their different spheres. The effect of this in a g^eneration will be of
far-reaching consequences.

These, however, are but samples of the unheeded warnings
issued before the war to the British people.

c
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The same writer arrives at the following conclusions:

1. There has been, broadly speaking, a difference of ideals between

Germany and Britain in organising technical courses. Germany is aiming

at beneliting the nation by training properly all the workers through

definitely specialised ceiurses. Britain lias organised so that individuals

nia}^ secure what they think best for their own advancement.
2. The fundamental basis of any course of study for technical

students nmst be their trade or employment. If this is recognised and
acted on in the preliminary years from 14 to t8. there is little danger of

work at more advanced stages, even if irregularly organised, being inef-

fective.

3. Germany is aiming at making good citizens and has realised that

a good citizen nuist be a good workman.
4. Germany has come to believe that workshop training alone is

insufficient to make a sound industrial nation; that it must be reinforced

by adequate education specialised to trades.

5. This specialised education must include specialised calculations,

technology, drawing, and citizenship. Munich also believes in trade work
in the compulsory schools, Berlin does not.

6. Citizenship must be taught to enable the worker to recognise his

industrial position in the State, his position with respect to his employer
and his fellow-workmen, his family and social duties, the relative position

of his trade in his own country and in the world's commerce and industry.

It must be remembered that the German law, with regard
to compulsory continuation classes, aj)plies not onlv to appren-
tices, but to ever\- lad. It is claimed that

The plan of vocational trainiiig in Germany must aim at the diminu-
tion of economic waste by ensuring that all occupations, however mean,
shall be ))ractised by men who have been taught to do their work scien-
tifically.

\ve see how, in all this orj^anisation, Germany has prepared

so thoroughly in her industrial war a_s^ainst the world, and more
especially (ireat Britain. Now that we realise the German
menace it is incumbent on us all to fight it with her own weapons
—organisation, education, and efficiency.

As a well-known authority has recently said :

It must be remembered that, after this war is over in a niihtary sense,

we shall immediately commence another war of a dift'erent kind, in which
the weapons will not be bullets and shells, but our national powers of
invention, scientilic research, commercial organisation, manufacturing
capabilities and education, and these will be pitted against tliosc of a
highly organised Germany, determined to win back in commerce l)y any
and every means, fair or f(jul, that which has been lost in war.

That commercial and industrial war will be waged by our enemies
with the same ruthlessness and neglect of all scruples as their military
operations. We ha\e said trood-bye now and for ever to those easy-going
amateur British methods which have held up in the past. What we
require is to obtain a higher percentage of efficiency in all our operations.
We have to attain larger and better results in education, scientific
research, and industrial work to increase our national output in eVery

.\ I'K]':]JA'1IN.\RY .\CCOUNT" OF SOME BREEDING
EXPERIMICNTS Wmi FOXGLOVES.

By Prof. Ernest Warren, D.Sc.

{Not printed.)



NOTE ON TKl*: blVICRSlUN OF THE FTIEINUM
DURINC; THE EMERGENCE OF TFiE HOUSE FLY,

MUSCA DOMESTICA, LINN.

By CiiAKLKs William Mallv. M.Sc. F.E.S., F.L.S.

( )n niakiiiii; a critical study of the publislied descriptions of
the transformations of the House Fly. Musca domestica, Linn..

I found diver^^ent statements as to how the eversion of the

]>tilinum during the emergence of the fly was brought about

—

some specify that air is forced into it, and others that blood is

forced into it. From my own observations I felt sure that the

eversion was due to a liquid being forced into it.

To test the matter, house fly puparia were placed in a small

glass tube plugged with cotton wool. As the flies forced their

way past the cotton wool sufficiently to expose the everted
ptilinum it was punctured by means of a needle. A droplet of

clear yellowish liquid at once came forth. This was repeated
with numerous flies, and always with the same result. As soon
as the j)tilinum had been punctured the flies remained helpless

between the glass and the cotton wool.

This shows clearly that the eversion and the introversion of

the ])tilinum is due to the liquids in the body being driven alter-

nately forward and backward by alternating muscular contrac-

tion and expansion, the ccmtraction beginniny' in the posterior

part of the abdomen.
\\'hen the flies which had been subjected to the Oj^eration,

which 1 shall de.''ignate ptiUnal puiictuyc. were isolated in clean

glass tubes plugged with cotton wool, they remained alive and
active for days—practically as long as normal unfed flies—but

the wings did not expand, neither did the mouth])arts nor the

sexual organs come to perfection. The flies became darker in

colour, l)ut otherwise they remained in the condition they were
when the ])tilinnm was punctured.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CHIEF TYPES OF VEGETATION
IN SOUTH AFRICA; WITH NOTES ON THE PLANT

SUCCESSION.

Bv Prof. ToHN William Bews, M.A., D.Sc.

(Printed in journal of Ecology, Vol. 4. Nos. 3 & 4, Dec, 1916.)

COMMERCIAL AFFORESTATION IN SOUTH AFRIC.V.

By Thomas Robertson Sim.

(Not printed.)



THE R1':SP]R.\'J"()RV ()K(,AXS OF DRA( ,OX-FLY
LARV.^.

Bv Stephen lioxxHEiL Rich, M.A.. B.Sc".

The larvae of dragonflies, as we all know, are aquatic, living

among the weeds or burrowing in the mud at the bottom of still

ixx)ls. They all possess that form of respiratory system which

Pantel, in 1879, called " the closed tracheal system." This system

is unique in animal respiration, in that it provides for the passage

of gases as such from the state of solution in water to a free

state in air-chambers within the body of the animal, and 2'icc

versa. This accomplished, the respiration of each takes place in

the way normal for insects: i.e., fine tracheal branches provide

for direct access of air to all cells, obviating the use of haemo-

globin or similar blood-substances as efi^erents of carbon dioxide

v>r afferents of oxygen.
The apparatus for extracting air from water and passing car-

bon dioxide into it, as found in the dragon-fly larva, is the most

perfect mechanism of its kind known. This statement applies

to the Anisoi:)tera. or large dragonflies. and only in a limited de-

gree to the Zygoptera. which are the smaller fluttering species.

Let us examine the Anisopteran respiratory organs. If we
remove the dorsal body-wall of the larva of Ana.v. wc sec

tracheal trunks and branches passing int(^ all ])arts of the body, as

in every insect. Peculiar to this grouj), however, is the enlarge-

ment of the tracheal trunks Iving dorsal to the gut. as they pass

caudad. In the last four abdominal somites they give ofi^ a series

of re-dividing branches which pass to a much enlarged rectiun.

This rectum is. in fact, a gill-chamber. Internall\- it carries six

longitudinal rows, each a double row, with twenty to twenty-four

low gills in it. These gills are set diagonally, have a thick " cush-

ion " of (])ithclium on each side, and arc filled with fat. j'^ach

gill carries on its crest eight to cle\cn \ilb, making a total of

roughly 3,000 villi.

These villi are the functional respiratory parts. The tracheal

branches, repeatedly dividing, pass into them, and ultimately form
loops, rejoining each other. Sadones, 1895, showed that these

loo])s are in acttial contact with the chitinous ciuicle of the villi.

I shall explain, below, the functioning of this mechanism.
To ciU ofl' this gill-chamber from the digi-stiw i)art of the

gut. a muscular band crc^sses the ileum in somite 5 of the abdo-
men, and is fastened at each end to the ventral body-wall. It

can thus be made to act as a ])incli-cock at the animal's will.

The rectum has six longituditial bands of muscle, ])etween
(he gill-row^. It lias over its whole outer stu-face the usual
insectean loose bands of circular muscles. Thus the rectinn mav
l)e contracted forcibly—a movement used In- the animal to ])rope!

itself forward by recoil from this anal jet of water.
The rectum has a short anal canal at its caudal vni\. ter-

niin:ucd by three o\erlapi)ing flaps :\ni\ \\\x^ s])inv a])pendages
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wliicli t-nahk' tlu' > )])cuin<^- <>\ the i;ill-clianil)ci- lo he closed liLiIulv

ai^ainst hai'irful hiiuids or solids.

We thus >ee I'nat the lar\;e respiratory rectum in Anax iin-

pivatoi. \ar. iiuiiti'u'uunis, our laro^esi African (h'ajj^onflv, is a

sini^ularly complete and w ell-pn)tected mechanism. This a])i.)ara-

tus, as shown in i"Airo])ean species of Anax. was studied hy Cuvier
and hy a dozen others since him. The general ()])inion, exi)ressed

hy all uj) to even the latest. Miss .\ndrews, an American, who
W( rked in Kioi. was that there were perha])s ho.ooo villi. This
1 corrected hy counting gilk and \illi ])ei- gill, arrixing at ,^.000

as niaxiniiiiii number of \illi.

In the >ame family ( .l'',shnid;e ) as Anax we ha\e four other

genera in this country. 1 take tip two. Anacixshiui. in the same
sub-famil\- ( .?ishnin?e), differs markedly from Anax. in that in-

stead of having gills and villi, the middle of each double row of

gills has a tall, thin, longitudinal fold, to which the gills, much
enlarged, stand as buttresses. Here the distal margin of gills

and fold are the ftmctioning narts.

Mcsoi/oDipliKS. the meditmi-sized green dragonfly, wdiose

lar\a is the most common odonate of our Natal streams, is more
like Anax. T'he gills here are de])ressed into flat fatty pads,

around whose edge arise long villi. This form has 4.000 villi.

In all other features both Mcscxjoniphus and Anackcshna are like

Anax. 1 made a survey of eight .\merican .-Eshnids in 191 5, and
found much detail variation, but all forms were much like these

three.

If we turn now to the famil)- Libellididce. to which our
common red. golden-winged, blue, and variegated-winged dragon-
flies belong, we shall find the rectal respiratory organ practically

identical iii all genera. 1 choose the genus Sympetnnii, the dark-

red autumn dragonfly, as ty])e. The larv<T of all the Lil)ellulids

are broad in the abdomen, which correlates with the internal

features. We note first of all that the tracheal trunks send off

their branches to the rectum as a sort of fan-sha])ed mass, from
one point. The rectum lacks an anal canal, but is right at the

valve. The respiratory parts show a different grou])ing ; each of

the six longitudinal rows has a longitudinal muscle as its axis.

\Xc have in each row -'4 flat gills. tluimh-sha])ed in side view,

with lo(;ps of trachea- in the distal part, with a " cushion " on

one side only, and with little fat in them. In all there are about

280 gills.

Our common Trifliciiiis. Liiidcitia. Orfliclridii. etc.. show
only slight divergences from this—namely, in the number of gills,

which is sometimes 3^)0. \\'e owe to Scott. 1905, and Sadones,
1.S95, the first good studies of the' gill-chambers of two Lihellulids.

My work herein has been to extend this investigation to a dozeti

genera.

Here I ma\- add that the tracheation of the rectmn i^ not

entirely from the two luain dorsal tracheal trunks. In all Anisop-
tera tlie \entral third of the rectum is tracheated from \entra]
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trunks, which are connected to the dorsal ones caudally. V
" post-dorsal " trachea ]jasses to the extreme caudal gills.

Two African Libellulids, 'Framca and Pantala, deserve l)rief

notice. In Tramca the gills grade upwards regularly in size

passing caudad. In Pantala the caudalmost five gills are very
large, and all the gills carry setce. In all other genera the gills

or villi or folds are of practically one size throughout.
Let us turn to the Zygoptera now. These larvae have no

res],iratory rectum, Ijut just behind the Malpighian tubes is an
enlarged ampulla, with three fatty pads much tracheated. There
is record of Zygopteran n^^mphs drawing water into the recttun.

but the organ for res])irino^ therefrom has thus far been un-

discovered.

The physiology of the dragonfl\- lar\ al res])iratory system is

simple. Chitin, as shown by Dewi'tz, 1890, is water-impervious,

but allows oxygen and carbon dioxide to diffuse freely. In the

gills or villi there is only chitin between water and the air in

the trachese. The metabohsm (>f the animal produces high partial

pressure of carbon dioxide and low partial pressure of oxygen
in the tracheal air: the fi*i"iipr diffuses out into the water, the

latter in therefrom. The movements of the animal kcej) the

tracheal air in circulation, even if diffusion alone were not stiffi-

cient to pass oxygen to the cells and carbtm dioxide away fiDm
them.

Mature larvae possess open spiracles on the thorax, and can

breathe air directly as well as Tia the water. At metamorphosis,
the res])irator\- part of the rectum shrivels up and its trachese

vanish.

THE A.^S(KT.\TI()X OF GAME WIT!! i^SETSE-FLY

DISEASE IX ZULULANI).

Bv Danid '!"iio.\i.\s .Miti iirli., M.K.C.WS.

(Not printed.)

X H.\C'!"I":!<IAI. Sl*()-|- (
)!• CI'I RES.

Hv IvniKi. .\l AK\ Doinoi-;. M.A.. !).Si., IvE.S.

(!'rinled in llic Annals (.f .Vjyplied Biologv. \'ol. Ill, Nos. 2
and 3. January. \*-)\y.)

CriRES CANKER IN SOU'l'll A!' RICA.

P.y Ivnii-i. A!.\K\ Doiix;].:, M.A.. D.Sc, F.L.S.

(Printed as HiilJriin \'o. 20. ndT.. of Union of South Africa
Ih'parlincnl i>( . h/riculturr.)
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The District of Tsolo is centrally situated in the Transkeiau

Territories. If for no reason other than that of its insulation

from Etn-opean intluences. it is fitting that the first attempt at a

study of Transkeian i)lace-p.aines shotdd cover this district. In

the main the district is jteopled hy the Pondomisi tribe, who have

as yet made little advance out of heathenism. At the same time,

it must l)e remembered that at one time it was the Government
policy to introduce small comnumities of other tribes, so as to

divide up peoples who might be warlike—and in this way, after

the Pondomisi rebellion of 1879, small groups of Tembus and
Fingoes were settled strategically in Tsolo District. It must also

be borne in mind that the original inhabitants were Bushmen and
Hottentots, and many place-names were handed down from these

peo])le to those who subsequently entered the country.

Traces of the Bushmen are still to be found in the shape of

implements, and even one or two very small communities. In

the Kambi Forest Mr. \'iedge found a place s<jme few years ago,

where the Bushmen had been extracting iron ore and working
it so as to sup])ly the neighl)ouring natives with assegai heads.

L'ertain implements found at the si)ot were taken to Germany,
and experts there confirmed the view that they had been used

in the working of iron. A])art from these, flint im])lements are

still to be found, and Bushmen paintings at Ntywenka, St. Atigus-

tines, and Gqaqala. The natives call these ])aintings Ubala anta-

hva—writing of Btishmen.

In addition to these evidences of Bushmen habitation, it is

])erhaps worth recording here that these j^eople enjoy a great

reputation as rainmakers amongst the natives. The Chief of the

Pondf)misi was wont to send them presents of cattle and shee]>

in times of drottght. f think the origin of this belief is to be

found in the fact that the natives lived in watertight huts, and did

not need to worry aboiu the rain, whereas the nomadic Bushmen,
living in shallow caves, w ere trembled by the wet weather, and so

were on the watch for changes that would indicate ai)proaching

rain. Perha])S this made them " discern the skies " better than

the natives, and might well have given rise to claims that they

were able to produce rain.

Of the Hottentots there is little to say. That they were here

at some time seems to be proved by the name Qakancu, which is

now the native name for Hottentots. The word itself was no
doubt (like many others) a Hottentot word originallv.

Realising, then, the background on which we must work, let

us proceed to our study of the ])lace-names.

In the course of this study 1 have been interested to find that

even the smallest of ])laces seems to be given a name. ATanv of
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these would be general in character—such, for instance, as a

group of aloes on a ridge, which would be called amakala, i.e., the

aloes, or Ngquhusini, meaning " at the waterfall." Names
such as these are worthy of mention, without drawing too much
attention to them, for later we may hnd that they give us a clue

to such general principles as may be applied in naming places.

It seems, also, that while a name may have a general meaning,

yet usually there is some i)articular application which is the real

origin of the name, and this information is only obtainable from
the old people who live in the neighbourhood. As this old genera-

tion is lapidly passing, much of this information is in danger of

being lost, and the sooner it is collected the better.

Further, a good many names apply to old tribal wars and
raids, and, if left much longer, it will be difficult to find out with

exactness the incidents which gave rise to these names.

Another [)oint showing the value of this study, and the need

for extending it, remains to be mentioned. In tracing out the

origins and derivati(jns of the names in I'solo District, quite a

number of words not in our latest and best dictionary* have come
to light, and these. I ho])e, will find their way into the next edition.

Doubtless we shall find more new words in the coiu'se of investi-

gating the derivation of those names which as yet remain unex-
plained.

In conclusion 1 would suggest that the study of place-names
might well be introduced into the native schools. Perhaps the

suggestion on the surface appears revolutionary ; but it is not

really so, and it would serve as an introduction to geography and
history, the geogra])hy of the locality and district in which the

school is situated, and the history of their own forefathers. The
present school curriculum recjuires children in .Standard 1 1

" to

know the chief natin-al featm^es of the country in the \icinitv of

the school; to know the cardinal i)oints ; to draw a i)lan of the

schoolroom; to be familiar with a plan of the immecliate neigh-
bourhood of the school." I suggest that the study of place-names
would lend interest and promote a healthy .spirit of enquirv
among the children.

I).—SUGGESTIOD ClASSIEUATIoN.

.\s a first stej) I would suggest that the following classifica-

tion affords a good working basis for our i)resent study. Later it

may be necessary to modify and enlarge it, as the study extends
over a wider area :

—

I. Names with iiistorical Associations.
11. Names according to Shape or Spei'ial ("haracteristics.

III. Names after Trees or Plants.

I\'. Names after Animals.
v. Names after Parts of the Uuiiian !!(k1\.

VT. European names

—

A 111.. si valn.il.k' piece of work, edited by Rev. R. Godfrex ^f.A.
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1. Mission Stations.

2. Farms.

3. Ti\'iclinj4' Stations.

4. Dutch Names.

\ II. General Names.
VIII. Names derived fioni .\'oii-native Sottrces.

IX. Names whose Derivation is remote and not yet

traced.

I.

—

Naiucs Hax'iiiii H islorii-a! . Isscclalioiis.

Having given some indication of a suggested classitication of

j)lace-names, we now turn to a more detailed study of each section.

A large number of the names have historical associati(jns,

some being related to events of great importance in the national

life, and others taking note of the most trivial circumstance.

( )ften some comparatively trivial incident was emphasized bv a

place-name called forth by that incident. A woman fleeing from

the enemy during some raid is overcome by her condition and

gives birth to a child and so the s])ot in which she took refuge in

her travail is given a name that will for all time indicate the

event; or, again, some (piarrel is i)atched up, and the place of

reconciliation is named. These are l)ut instances to be found

everywhere in the Territories revealing a principle on which

names were given, and it is just because place-names in Kahirland

crystallize specific events that it is so important for us to under-

take a careful study while the information is still obtainable. It

is for the same reason that this attempt begins with only one

district, and not with a very wide area. If our information is to

be exact, the study must be nu"croscopic. for every stream and

rock has a name, and the harvest awaiting the i)atient investigator

is by no means to be underestimated.

The first name which we need to consider is obviously the

one which distinguishes the district itself. The earliest magistracy

was established at the foot of a conical-shaped hill, called by the

natives Tsolo. Later, when the Podomisi rebellion took ])lace in

1879. the Magistrate, together with his staft', and a number of

refugees, were besieged in the jail, until they were relieved by the

Rev. J. S. Morris, now of Buntingville, at the head of an army
of 400 loyal Pondos. At the conclusion of the rebellion it was felt

that the Residency should be nearer to the protection of L'mtata.

and accordingly, by agreement with Bishop Ke}-. it was mo\ed
15 miles nearer to that town, to a site on the Xokonxa Stream,

then occupied as an outstation by the Anglican Church. The
vacant Residency site was handed over to the LInited Free Lhurcli

of Scotland, and Somerville Mission was estal)lished there. In

this way the name of that conical hill was transferred to a sjjot

some 10 miles distant, where Tsolo \'illage has now arisen ; but

the natives still call the hill Tsolo, and the village Xokonxa. As
a matter of fact, tlie natives seldom know i)laces by the l^uroi^ean
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names, the native names beinij' in general use throni^hont the Tei-

ritory.

The following complete series of most interesting^ names is

clearly traceable in the district :

—

fiiiifabaniu.—At the time of Tshaka's great in\asion of the

Colony, the Bacas were being driven before his victorious army.

After retiring across the Tsitsa River, they came to the ridge of

the Malepelepe Plateau, and the narrow kloof at the side seemed

to offer fair prospects of sticcessful defence. Accordingly Mati-

wane's men lined the ridge and awaited the oncoming horde. A
brave stand was made, and apparently the fiercest fighting took

place. In addition to the usual weapons stones were rolled down
the mountain-side, killing many, and the losses on either side were

so heavy that for years after bonesand skulls were still to be

seen in the dongas in the vicinity.

The invaders were, however, successful, and Alatiwane and
hi> people fell back into the ivionntains, now named after him, but

the scene of this battle ever after was called Enifahanfu. which,

being interpreted, means " death of the people."

All along the line of retreat skirmishes no doubt took place

at many points. It seems that a fight took place at Sebeni, in the

forest, and Silwangangubo, one of the leaders, was killed. To
this day it is related that he was dressed in a beautiful tiger-skin,*

and seems on that account to have been a man of special note. As
one man put it to me in conversation. "He got his honotir from
the clothes in which he fought I"

Rut the main fight tool>: ])lace on the mountains of Mbolompo.
It was really here that the j)ower of Matiwane was broken and
his army scattered in all directions.

At MbazcelaiKja he himself was reputed to have been killed,

lie, however, fled to Natai. Cin-iously enough, this place is.

according to our wa>s of thinking, (|uite misnamed, for Mbawe-
langa means " the wa\- of the sun"—that is, the ra\ s of the rising

sun fall first on this place, which is high u]) on the mountain-side.
.Surely the setting sun would afford a more fitting idea in the
naming of the |)lace where it was supposed this gallant chief fell.

I he Mdth^'diic /\'(ni<ir ot mountains arc a wortli\- memorial to his

name.
'i"he broken army dispersed in scattered bands, and this fact

is ])erpeluated in the name (Jrhiiui. given to a neighbouring stream.
In this ])lace there aie small hollows in the mountain-side, each
filled with dense bush, and as the rest of the mountain-side is

bare, we have literall\ scattered groui)s of btish. each bush cai)able
ot roncealing a few men. Xow i-i/cla means " a comi)aiiv." and
the dimimitive i-qclaiui means a small group or companw \Vhether
the name was given t-i the scattered groups of bush originally, or
to the small bands of men who sheltered in them, one caimot
determine at this late date, .^o far as I cati discover, the name

Usually w(irn by a chief.
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\\;'.s <^i\cn to I he jjlacc l)ec;niM. of ilic fu,uitivc' .<;rnu])S. and tlicse

would necessarily have l)een -mall, li.'cau.^e tlie hughes cm\iU1 not

acct>inniodate large hands of men.

Those who esca]>ed inlo the mountains were ruthlessly

hunted down hy the \'ictoi>. The name t^'iijiHiqara .2ives a traj^ic

picture of what liappened. and at ilie same time enlarj^es our

knowledi^e of tlie lan^uai^e. We meet with tlie same name near

Main, Engcoho. The verh iikfi-fuiord means to hieak (jff hranches

for firewood, 'idiere is. however, another verh (not given in the

dictionar}- ) iiku-ijcjogfja meanin.g to shoot, or throw, at random,

and would he used were fugitives escape into a hush and cannot

be seen, and the pursuers hurl assegais, or shoot at ran<lom it\

the hope of hitting. Apparemly many Raeas were killed here in

this \va}'.

The Xokouxa streaiu. tiowing )jast Tsolo village. LilbO owes

its name to the aftermath of this great defeat. A large number
of the Bacas seems to have escaped to the (ioqwana Plateau, and to

have made their way to the rocky ridge of the eastern slo])es.

uliich would afford many good hiding-places. Here they were

discovered, but could only be flislodged with difticu1t\' on account

of the rocks. The verb ukiixokcuj.ra means " to irritate hy prod-

ding.'" and it is s[)ecially used ffir ])rodding at a snake with a long

stick. This nrocess of ])rodding out fugitives at the i)oint of the

assegai was carried on for some weeks, until the ridge was e\en-

tually cleared.

One of the leaders, by name Noudsaba, escaped to an adjoin-

ing pointed hill, and evaded discovery for a time, but the avenging

bands soon found his hiding-] )lace. and he and his followers died

fighting. The hil! and the stream are honoured with his name.

This interesting series of ])lace-names owu'ng their origin

directlv to Tshaka's invasion give us some idea of the u])heaval

caused bv this great warrior. It surely is but an indication of a

much larger series of i)lace-nanies to be found in the track ot his

invading army from the Natal P>order. It would be an interesting

studv to find all the i)laces which ])er])etuated the achievements of

his followers, for these nmst be traceable in the ])lace-names as

far north as 1 )elagoa I'.a\. and acr<:s> to (iri(|ua country in the

west, and llarotse countiy iri the north, an area covering about

i()C).(JOO st|uare miles.

(^)uite a number of other name- which ol)viously are traceable

to a warlike firigin probably are (\uv to ])etty tribal wars and raids.

1 have tried as far as possible to classify these se])arately, and I

think all belonging to the T-b.aka jieriod are correctl}- classified.

One or two of those which 1 am now about to luention are a little

doubtful, and iua\ also beioiig to the da\s of tlie invasion, but on

the whole T think all take origin in the wars of a later ])eriod.

Thus the Luishaba drift acroses the Umtata River was often ti.'^ed

by raiders. The word mean- "an cneni\ ." The XaJninc sti-eain

is the boundar\- between the I'oinlomisi and the I'ondos. IMie

Pondomisi u-ed from time to time to raid the I'ondos and carry
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off their cattle, and these raids are perpetuated in the war sont^>

of the Pondomisi. No doubt honours were fairly even, and what
the Pondos lost one day they regained some other day. .\fter a

raid, however, the Pondomisi used to divide the spoils on crossing"

a certain stream, and while busied thus no doubt quarrels arose

sometimes, and at others the Pondos came upon them. Xabane.
" a (juarrel," was the name htly given to the stream.

Etycni, nieaning "at the stones," probably signifies some grim

tragedy of the kind suggested by the name Xokon.va. but at a

later date, I tinderstand.

Another class of historical event is ])erijetuated in the name
Nuinhala. This name has quite an interesting little story of its

own. A certain girl was married to Ngubenctika, Chief of the

Tembus, and son of I lala, and she was then called Nomhala

—

i.e..

mother of the Hala tribe. The date may be fixed by the fact that

Dalindyelo, the present ( 1916) paramount chief of the Tembtis.

was a son of (iangelizwe, grandson of Mtirana, and great grand-

son of Ngubencuka by Xomhala. But evil days came upon Nom-
hala. She was accused of witchcraft, and in order to escape the

consequences ran home tr> her peo]")le at Ntshinnane, in Tsolo

District.

Ngttbencuka sent out a ])arty to chase her and bring her l)ack.

and a councillor of the chief was actually sticcessful in stealing

her from the hut in which she was sleeping. However, as she

was being carried away she cried out, and her friends attem-pted

a rescue. In the melee which ensued she \vas killed with nian\-

others, and so the place was called Nomhala after her.

It is interesting to note that Ntshunumc, the original name
of the place (which was taken from a sub-tribe of the Tondos,

the Matshomani), has been cpiite superseded by Nomhala, and
is onl}- perjjettiated b)- the tradition which lingers \'aguel\' in the

memory of the old people.

Another interestinbg name is h.luityawoii. For a considerable

time I could get no information abotit this name. It means " at

the foot," but 1 could never discover at the foot of what, for it

was on top of a plateau, and there were no mountains in the

vicinity. At last, one da\- 1 lieard it s])oken of as " Rhtnyai^'cni

inkiiku"—"at the foot of the f()\\ 1," and there was the exi)lanation.

After the Pondonn'si rebellidn ( I 'mhlonhlo'sHhe ("lOvernment
planned to settle ICuropeau farmers along the foot of llie Drakens-
berg Mountains, and included in this scheme was the laying-out
of a group of farms [u be mentioned later. When the surveyors
set to work the\- marked a certain spot with the usual arrow-head.
The raw nati\'es, seeing white men at work with theodolite and
chains and Hags, wotdd be dL-eply interested, and ibis would be
the object of wonder and the subject of conversation for many
days through all the countryside. The threefold im])ress of the
ordinary surveyor's mark (the arrowhead mark) would at once
remind them of the "spoor" left on tlie ground by a fowl, and so
they called the place "at the foot of the fowl"!
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Pepelo arises out of the ltthioi)ian troul)les which occurred

some }ears a,^() in the Mission Field. A section of native church-

members seceded from the United Free Church of Scotland, and
the leader of the seceders called the place where he lived Pcpelrt,

meaning 'i)lace of refuge." Another ne\\ word.
Nyembczi, signifying " a tear," would seem to indicate some

incident causing unusual sorrow in that locality.

Vhalamatzva means " writing of the Bushmen," and is the

name given to the places where Bushmen ])aintings are to be

found. The name really is a contraction of two words, " iibala

amatzva."
Sigoiiycla, a grandson of Faku, and once located at the place

which still retains his name.
Sindeko, Diko, Majaba. and Lochcnbcrci. have all perpetuated

their memories by giving their names to places. The last-named

is of more than usual interest, as will be seen from the following

quotation :
—

*

There liad been living in Pondoland for some time a man named
Lochenberg. who had created various disturbances in that part of the

countrJ^ Associated ever since 1793 with renegades from the Cape Colony,
this man had been notorious \'ears before among the southern tribes, but
I he fate that had overtaken his companions seemed tardy in reaching
him.

His career, liowever, had at last come to a close. At the head of a

party of maratiders he attacked a tribe that was at war with Faku. the
Paramount Pondi) Chief, and was killed in battle.

His descendants are still to be found in the Tsolo District, on
the borders of Pondoland. A location is named after him, and one
of his descendants is a headman.

These instances are stifficient to show how the native ]~»lace-

names perpetuate incidents and persons of the ]jast.

n.

—

Xaiucd Accordiny tu Shape or Special Characteristics.

Mbokot-ciana.—The rounded stones used as grindstones by
the natives are called i-AIbokoto, and the ])lace-name is just the

dimimttive form. .\s a matter of fact, a doleritic outcroj) in the

neighbotirhood has ])roduced nttmeroti^ hard dolerite nodtiles, and
this has given the place its name.

Sebeni. " at the branches," marks the j)lact' wliere a spur is

sent oitt, a branch, from the Matiwane Range.
Cingco, the name given to a pointed hill, reveals another new

word to us. The word, I understand, means " pointed."

Mjika is given to the ]ilace where the Umtata River makes a

complete ttirn in its course, and is derived from the verb " to

turn."

Ntlangano signifies a junction, as when the Tsitsa River
meets the Jnxu River, and also is a])parently a new discovery.

Qoloriibaiia, a small cave.

Emhlabati.—Ihlaba is a special kind of soil which no doubt is

plentiful in the vicinity.

* G. McCall Theal's " SdUtli .African History and (ieography."' 84.
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Sig.vojcni.— Ik- re again we seem to have a new word, for

this term would be ajjplied to a marshy place, and would mean
" at the marshy place."

Mbnto, the name given to a commonage, which would prob-

ably be the meeting-place of the people from different parts in

dry seasons when pasturage was scarce. An mbnto is a gather-

ing, and might even be aj^plietl to the ordinary gathering of herd-

boys at the pasturage. This word also appears to be new.

Tsitsa.—From the verb uku-tsitsa, to come out under

pressure from within. This name is given to a river ; and in the

diminutive form, Tsitsana. to a tributary of the river.

Tafileni, " at the table." indicates the ])redominating character

m the vicinity.

Jenca, the name of a mountain which stands apart from the

main range as if it had been chopped off, from the Pondomisi

verb itku-jenca. to chop (as with an axe). This also is a new-

word.
Alhlakulo, a hoe. spade.

Mhlahlane, stream " dividing " Pondos and Pondomisi.

Oanda, an egg. The name given to an egg-shaped kopje.

Ngxasa, an abbreviation of the Bushman word Nyxauyxasi. a

waterfall, or cascade. Therefore one would.be in the vicinity.

Lukalana Nek.— Probably connected with um-kala. which

comes to mean a bridle, or bit, the nek having some resemblance,

real or supposed, to the " bit."

Luduli Mountains, from idnH, a battle between wvo chiefs,

woidd mean " at the place where the warriors meet."

Lotana, from um-loto. the ashes of a biu'ued hut, in its dimi-

nutive form.

Cofinivabo, from itkiicofa, to squeeze (as a bag to find out

contents), and imx'aba. a skin sewn up so as to hold milk. That
is, there would be many of these skins in that kraal to be squeezed

to ]jrevent the soured milk being in hun])s. 1'he name denotes

plenty.

Ntongana, " a little stick."

Ludaka, a stream, probabl}- derives its name from its muddy
a])pearance, n-daka meaning mud, the significance of the name
being " at the muddy stream."

Baxa, is a branch or fork, and would be given to a tributary

stream.

Pikidlki, lukewarm, tasteless, is the name of a stream i)rob

abl\ answering to one or other of these characters.

Illujecweni, "at the cutting off," from iikiijcca, to cut off.

("ompare Jenca. above.

111.

—

Named after Trees or Plants.

Bsidwad-cveni.—1si-dzvadxi'a is the name of a small tree, and
(he name is in the locative ca.se, signifying " at the di^'adiva trees.""

Mijokoh.'eui.— In the same way a certain kei-apple tree i.s^

singled out as the characteristic by which this place is named.
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Vmnya siiiipl) indicates " tlic niiniosa " {.Uacia honidu).

Probabl)' in that region the mimosa trees are very i)lentifal.

Ncolosi.—The iiati\e name for St. Cuthbert's Aiii^Hcan Mis-

sion is full of interest. l'\)r lon,^ one could not trace its deriva-

tion until the hint came that jirohably, as we have a place called

Xcolora. and another called Nconcolora. so with this name there

might be a Ncolosi. and a Nconcolosi. This proved eventually to

be the clue. It appears that the Rushmen used a root in olden

days for the making of tire, by means of a long stick rapidly

rotated between the palms of the hands. This was called Nconco-
losi, and the bush growing ])lentifully in the locality, the name
became transferred from the object to the place.

Nccmbii, the name of a blue lily which grows plentifully near

the edge of the plateau above the Matiwane Mountains.

Matyeha, a sort of herb said to be used for "healing assegai

and other wounds; also largely used in circunicision in the same
wa}' as i:;iczve ; also in the old days used before going into battle

as a " wash." applied to the whole body and supposed to protect

from, all danger. While one cannot say with certainty, it is most

jjrobable that this aviatyeba grew either ])lentifully. or specially

well, near the stream, and so the name came to be applied to the

stream. Another possible derivation is from itycba, a riem, plural

cunatycba. riems. Btit this exjilanation does not commend itself.

Rather would we suggest that rushes used in basket-making, when
split for that ])urpr)se having the ap])earance of a " riem," grew
in that spot.

Goi]-a'aiia.—Igoqo =. a piled heap of anything, specially fire-

wood ready for use. U'ana is diminutive. The name would

indicate the place where the wood, or rushes, grow. The full

name is c-Goq-a'ana. which would seem to differentiate it from
um-yoq-aa}w 11.6.

Bulcmbu is the name given to a hill forming part of the

Malepelei^e Plateau. In the pools and streams in the vicinity the

green spirogyra grows plentifully, and accordingly this character-

istic gives the place its name. Bnlembii means " moss." and is

no doubt used also of the spirogyra ; it also is the name given to

the " hair " ]:)rotruding from green mealie cobs. This word is

new.

Kambi may be classified either here, or under Group 4,

according as one decides the derivation. The krantz of the hill

certainly does look like the chewings ( to be seen on every foot-

path in season) ejected after the juice has been extracted from

the sugar-cane. It may also bear resemblance to a spider's moult.

Gwali.—Hottentots made tea of a certain bush, and used

bark as a purgative. These bushes evidently grew plentifully

around the stream, and so locality came to be called by the name
of the bush.

Mncctxana. a small bush, root used by Pondos for making
])enis caps.

Ntozani, a forest, said to be nanred after the grass to be
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obtained here, used for making mats. The idea of a mat may,

however, have been suggested by the apjjearance of the extensive

forest which is stretched out hke a mat. Probably a new word

lies hidden here, and further investigation sliould be made on the

spot.

Qungu.—The tambookie grass used for thatching by the

natives (Andropogon marginaius) is probably found plentifully

in this vicinity, hence ihe name, which is the word for tambookie

gra«s.

W.—Named after Animals.

Qebeyi.—Th.\s place-name may with equal propriety be classi-

fied under the previous section, for not only is it the name given

to a certain snake, but also is it given to a certain grass. Curiously

enough, l)oth this particular grass and the snake are plentiful in

that neighbourhood. There is a great superstition attaching

(amongst the Pondomisi) to this snake. Certain tribes will not

kill it if they come across it on the veld. I cannot give its

scientific name, but it is well known in the district, and is brick-

red in colour, with a white spot on the neck. In winter the qeheyi

grass is turned by the frost to a ])urplish brick-red colour.

Ntibane, apparently a Hlulji name. The si-Xosa equivalent

would be (I believe) Ntittyane—a word not recorded in dictionary

—and, moreover, ntibane in Tsolo does not refer to the red-

capped lark (CalandreUa cinerea), but to the variety of lark so

])lentiful in Tsolo District, especially at this spot.

Tshisane.—Also new word, name of a bird not yet identified,

whitish grey in colour, size of a dove, and hawk-like.

Ntyzvenka.—A deejj ])ool—the sort of place a hi])po])otamus

would live in. Equivalent to Dutch " zeekoe gat."

In.vu.— I ha\e always understood that this name was the

Kafifir equivalent of the Dutch name for the River, vis., Wilde-
beeste. It may be, however, that the naming was quite inde-

pendent, and so the derivation of the Kaffir name does not refer

to the gnu at all. In Davis's English-Kaffir Dictionary we are
informed that the gnu is called inqu. Rut the difference in the

words is only one of a click, the 7 or the .r click? In (Jodfrev
inxH is not given, but inqu is given as the while-tailed gnu.
McLaren also gives this explanation. It would seem then that the
spelling of this name is in error, and that we are ])erpetuating the
mistake.

Ntabengive.—The name of a ridge fringrd with bushes and
rocks, just the sort of place in which the leopard (Felis pnrdns)
would delight to make its lair. " The mountain of the leopard

"

is the meaning of the name.
Mbinja. the name of a trading station, has a curious deriva-

tion. Evidently a fierce, and or ugly, dog Tpo.ssibly even a bull-
dog seen for the first time by the natives) was kept at this place
and by the coalescence of two words meaning "ugly dog" the
place was named.
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M/vikaiic.—The meaning of this name lias been ascribed by
various informants to three diti'erent sources. I have been told

it was so named on account of the flies in the vicinity, on account
of a certain bush which g^rows there, or on account of the mice.
The first explanation is the most reasonable.

Iiiipiikitiikoiia.—This elaborate name, whose prelix is spelt

on a different plan to the extent that the initial vowel has not
been elided as is usually done in place names, is formed from
two words. Whatever difficulty we may have had in the previous
name, there is no room for doubt about the presence of the mice
in this vicinity. " The mice are here."

Zingcuka.—Probably also a victim of bad spelHng! i-Ncuka
is the name for the brown hyena {Ilycoia brunnca), and ap])ar-

ently the name indicates the home of these beasts.

Before passing to the next section I wash to point out what
valuable information is afforded us of the presence of certain

animals in this one district. By the time we have covered all

2-j districts no doubt we shall have a valuable addition to, and
confirmation of our knowledge of the distribution of animals in

this region of Cape Province.

V.

—

Named after Parts of the Hit man Body.

This is a seemingly small section, but the paucity of material
must not be regarded as being due to the fact that places are not
named in this way. The point is that many names are. and have
been, suppressed because there is no point in perpetuating unsuit-

able and undesirable names. The heathen mind does not hesitate

to give publicity to that which is private. We give a few illustra-

tions of names of this class which are met with in Tsolo District.

Goz'ane.—The uvula in the throat, which this ]:)articular place

was supposed to resemble.

B'ele.—Name of a mountain shaped like a female l)reast.

Around this mountain are settled large numbers of the Bele
tribe of Fingoes.

Bokzvana Hill possibly owes its derivation to a resemblance
to a nose, for the word umhoko means snout, nose,proboscis.

Ana is of course diminutive in force.

\'T .

—

European Names.

( )ur study would not be complete if we did not make some
reference to the European ])lace-names of the district,

(a) In the first place mission stations have played a long
and honourable part.

St. Augustine's, founded by Bishop Key. was burned down
during Umhlonhlo's rebellion. After the *' war " the main station

Avas established at St. Cuthbert's (see Ncolosi), which is now a
mission of some importance. St. Bartholomezv's is one of the
outstations in the Tsitsa basin.

Somerville, a mission station of the United Free Church of
Scotland, stands on the site of the old Residency. When

D
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the Fingoes were moved down from the Alaclear District after

the Pondomisi War, the missionary was invited to follow the

people to their new location, and since the Residency (see Tsolo)

had been removed, the site was given to the Mission, and was the

scene of the devoted labours of the Rev. D. L. Erskine for 27
years.

{b) This same rebellion was responsible for the policy of

introducing a zone of white farmers along the foot of the Drakens-

berg Mountains. Accordingly at this time a large strip of country

was surveyed oft' into stiitable farm allotments, and these were
carefully named, but never allocated. After a long time some
natives were settled there, and now the whole of the farms in

that part of the district have reverted to location. The. names,

however, have some interest as marking the episode, and the

policy now abandoned.

The following are the names of farms on Maclear Border in

Tsolo District :—

-

Glen Melville. Lohengrin.
Kilmainham. Freshfield.

Fairfield. Ben Strachan.
Middlemarch. Glen Grey.

Carlyle. llawarden.
Edendale. Stanford's Grove.
Inxu Gorge. Lothair.

Oberon. Rlunderstone.
Silver Stream.

Between Xokonxa and Umtata the road passes {i.e., the

old road) through a beautiful gorge into a beautiful valley, and
on to a splendid grassland plateau. This aj)})roach to Tsolo was
for reasons of protection very necessary in those days, also sur-

veyed oft". One was given to a loyal policeman of the Nxasana
tribe, and the farm took his name, Kilili. Another loyal police-

man of the Nahlambe tribe was rewarded with the farm
Hlangena, also named after him. One other name, Uniti, was
evidently given because that farm was distinguished by the

presence of (mirabile dictu!) a tree.

The following are the names of the (iO(|wana farms, and
from the names we glean some idea of the character of the

district :—
(Grasslands. Waterfall.
Fairvicvv. Kilili.

lii.glicliff. Mlangeni,
Ferndale. I'^mti.

Middleton.

(c) The trading stations do not show very much originality

in their naming, and I give only those which have European
names :

—

Silverdale. Tsitsa Bridge.
Junction Ferry. In.xu Drift.

It will thus be seen that only four, and strictly speaking only
two, stations dei)art from the native name of the locality, for
obvious reasons.
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((/) Dutch names are met with only occasionally in this

region, the tiow of emigration having gone further north. Never-
theless some pioneers i)ressed eastwards and added their quota to

the list of place-names. One or two " neks " indicate their

presence, and a few stray names.

Thus the Inxu River is still spoken of as the Wildebeest,

and a small stream finds it way down from the Gatberg, away in

the Drakensberg Range, and so is named. Diko's Nek, and
Nkwancu Nek. and I\)t !\ivier i the Tsitsa) also serve as

reminders.

VI 1 .

—

General Names.

These also are but a small class, indicating kloofs, junctions,

waterfalls, aloes, stones, and other groups of objects.

Thus we meet with etyeni, " at the stones," fairly often, and
Ngqubusiui, " at the waterfall," or Ngxangxasini, used to indicate

the same place. Aniakala, " the aloes," Auunva, " the precipices,"

Mad'a'aleiu (a name which I believe hides a new word), used of

certain large exposed stone surfaces ; and other similar general

terms. Mdihanisi^eni, " at the meeting place," from itku-diba-

iiisa, "to mix together se])arate things"; eiigxiiig^ceni, "at the

kloof "; ' esikokveni. " at the school."

VTIL

—

Names Derived from Non-Native Sources.

i'his is another small but interesting section.

lingesenges.—For long this name was an enigma to me.
\\\Q\\ now it seems to be fading from memory, for careful enquiry

in the neighbourhood was without result until I got the clue. There
had been a great "battle" up the valley very many years ago; some
of the old cannon w^ere still lying about. The English soldiers had
defeated a large native army. The natives had cried out in their

way, " English ! English !" Thtis had the name been born. I

have been told that as a matter of fact the soldiers had been sent

to help this native remnant who had been hard pressed, in

Tshaka's time, and were fleeing from him. Through some error,

when they did fall in with the natives they had come to befriend

they attacked them and slaughtered them, thinking they were
enemies. On this point the history books do not give us much
enlightenment.

Liitshintsho, in much the same way represented the effort of

the native to reproduce our English word " change." At this

particular spot the post-carts were wont to change their horses

year in and year out, and no doubt that word woxild tend to be

Kaffirised.

Balasi goes back to the days of unrest, when the police,

camping for the night, perhaps for a long period, at this spot,

made a barracks. As is well known the native cannot pronounce
the r sound, which is invariably changed into /, and so balasi

seems to have emerged.
Mabulu.—Along similar lines, the Boers coming among the
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nat)\es were called /;;//;/, with the [;hiral [)retix aiiia. Thus the

])lace where the Boers settled was referred to simply as Amabiilu,

the initial a being elided, and so giving the name.

Uvete.—Then, again, the distant motmtains being covered

with snow, the whiteness would be constantly referred to by the

Boers, and zvittc would be altered by the natives in their own
characteristic way to the name uvcte.

IX.

—

Names zvliosc Dcrn'ation is Remote and not vet Traeed.

This section is the largest of all, and we may expect many
points of interest and value to emerge in the elucidation of the

origin, or possible origins of these names. It is probable that

many new words—and when we speak of new words we mean
words still unknown to us—will be found as a result of efiforts

to ascertain the correct derivation of these names. Perhaps it is

necessary to remind ourselves that the natives are very ignorant

of their own language; that just as our uneducated white people

know only a limited number of English words, so the vast mass
of illiterate heathen natives have only a small vocabulary ; that

the language is still in process of being reduced to grammar, and
words are still being collected, this work of developing the

language being almost wholly in the hands of the missionaries,

who are writing the grammar, and producing a literature for

the natives. Indeed, some of our missionaries know far more
about the Kaffir language than do the natives themselves I

Over and over again, in tracing out the meanings of place-

names, fully qualified native teachers have given me conflicting

information, or have confessed that they did not know the

meanings of the Kaftir words about which 1 was encpiiring.

Fmihermore, different tribes have difi'ereni names for the

same thing, and different usages of words, and this sometimes
produces confusion of thought. But the relative ignorance of

the native, even when '* educated." emphasises the need of making
KafHr a se])arate subject, as well as the medium of instruction up
to a high standard, in the native school curriculum ; and in

])assing 1 wish once more to lay stress upf)n this imjiortant point.

The following is the list of names in this class :

—

Bedlaiia. Gxebe Hill.

Binta. Magutywa.
I>ovul)e Hill. Malepelepe.
Ccbencc Stream. Mbango.
Cengaiu- Hill. Mbidlana.
Ceka Forest. .Mgwakwa.
Duba. Mkununge.
Esinxaku (or Esinxago). JMnccma.
Esicjuiigqvvini. .Mncwangele.
Celani. .Mqobiso.
Gemfana. Mqunyc.
Congo. Mtobisi.
Gqaqala. Myezwcni
(iung(|\vaiie. Xcakiil)oni .\[oinit.

(liin^uliilu. Xcaml)cK-
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W-olora. Xqaba.
Xdzebe. Xqabara.
\gcele. Xqaharana.
X.tfxcteya. Nqadu.
X(L\oto. Xtshiqo.

X^qokwe. Qurana.
Xieke Hill. Qutul)eni.

Xongxola. likitiki.

N^owaxa Drift (perhaps X'owaca). rmlcnoe.
X'oziyoni,Mvana.

l'erhai)s. as already stated, of all the gr()U])S suggested this

is at once the most interesting and valuable for the purposes of

otH" study. It is here that we shall expect to find new words, and
usages, the diamonds left behind after the other material has

passed through the meshes of oiu" ])resent knowledge—and in

the ver)- etYort to discover the derivation of these names we shall

probably come across other gems for which we do not search.

Let us therefore examine our harvest more minutely. The tirst

process is to distingtiish between names of llottentot and Hush-

man origin, and those of more recent date, that is. those given

by the natives. The strict rule appears to be that only names with

double clicks are to be regarded as of Hottentot-Bushman origin.

\\'e. however, include all names having a click at all, and get the

following arrangement of otir list :

—

Hill.

HflHeutot iiiiii Biisliiiian.

Cebence Stream.
Cengane Hill.

Ceka Forest.

Esinxaku ( (ir Esinxago).
Esiqungqwini.
Gqaqala.
Gungqvvane.
Gxebe Hill.

Mnceina.
Mncwangele.
Mcjobiso.

Mqunyc.
Xcakubeiii.

Xcambele.
X'colorn.

Xgcele.
Xgxeteya.
Xgxoto.
X'gqokwe.
Xongxola.
-Xovvaxa.

Xqaba.
Xqabara.
Xqabarana.
Xqadu.
Qurana.
Outubeni.

b^rom this arrangement it will at once be seen that the

district has a preponderating number of names of Hottentot and

Bushman origin. Nevertheless it must not be concluded off-

Xatiz'c.

Bedh.na.
Binta.

BovuI;e

Dnba.
Gelani.

Gemfaiia.
Gongo.
Gungiilulu.

Magutywa.
.Malepelepe.

Mbango.
Mbidlana.
Mgwakwa.
]\Ikiimengc.

Mtobisi.

-Myezwcni.
Xdzel)o.

Xieke Hill.

X^oziyongwana
'I'ikit'iki.

Umlenge.
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hand that it was widely ])0|)tilated by these tribes, for the natives

coming later, and having learned the clicks of these people, may
have named the places, at a much later date, with names in which
Bushman clicks were used. The strict rule is, as indicated, that

the only names which we can be sure have a true Hottentot and
Bushman origin are those in which we Hnd a double click.

Thus we have Cehencc, HsicjiDigqwiiii, Gqaqala, Ng.vagxasi.

But other names are to be found which obviously are abbrevia-

tions of names once rejoicing in a double click. In some cases

we have both forms perpettiated in different parts of the country.

Thus we have Ncolora and Ncuncolora. It was this which gave

me the clue to the meaning of Ncolosi. I argued that if we had a

Ncolora and a Nconcolora, we might just as well have a Ncolosi

and a Nconcolosi, and on enquir}- I found that this second word
was known to the natives, as described elsewhere. Arguing from
the termination of the word, we get fiu-ther light, namely, a

confirmation that words ending in ;-(; are of Bushman origin. A
most interesting illustration is to be found in the three names.
Nqaba, Nqabara, Nqabaraiia. After what has already been said

we might also expect a Nqanqaba. If there is one, I have not yet

come across it, but the word i-Nqanqaba ( which is a Bushman
word), means a steep ascent, and this is an exact description of

the Nqaba valley 1 It becomes steeper and steeper until a high

waterfall is encountered, and in any case the sides are strikingly

steep. The ra has the force of toning down, and giving an
impression that at the Nqabara stream the ascent is steepish. In

the third instance the additional suftix, ana, has a diminutive

force, the Nqabarana being the small stream at the steepish ascent.

All this is seen to have value when we come to names like Nqadii.

and Oiirana. Is there a Nqanqadii, by means of which
we shall come to discover the at present obscure mean-
ing of the simpler fonu ? .\.nd in the case of Ourana.
nmst we take a\\a\' two suftixes— " ana " and " ra," and
so come to the root of the name, and thus to

an understanding? 'i'hus, the general rule is seen to be capable

of wide extension, and the circle of strictly lUishman names is

visibly enlarged, including many in which there is only one click.

Confining our attention to certain selected names, we tind

some further facts emerging, full of interest and value.

I:siqitngq7vini.—^.\ name which no one in the neighbourhcxxl
was able to explain, probably shelters another word as yet

unknown to us. I think there must be a I'ushniaii word qitngqii,

meaning a hum]), or lump, and that the humpy sort of mouiUain
there gave the name to the neighbourhood. I gathered as much
from one man, but was not able to establish it. and the explanation
certainly has very nnicli to commend it.

Esinxaku, or /.sin.vago. (|uite batifles me. I tried again and
again to tind out what it signified, l)iit was not able to i.'-et even so
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(.rijaqala.
—

'Hiis name is philologicall}' iiucrcstinj^. It is

^tb^•i()usly of llnshinan (jri^in. and the ])lace thus named is where
tlie hist linoerinq- old I Uisliman (hed some three years ago. There
used to 1)6 (|uite a lUishmau colony there at one time, and the

jilacc is closely associated with them, being as it were, the

ancestral home in this district. In my earliest enquiries I was
told that this name was given to the place at the time of the

Mfecane invasion, wlien the i)eo})le were split up at Oelana into

small bands, and destro\ ed in the bush at Gqogqora by their con-

querors, and that then some escaped only by creeping away on
hands and knees, and so the place was called Gqaqala. The verb

iikaijaqa means to creep on hands and knees.

Another explanation was that at that time the men were
scattered, one here, one there, by their defeat, and so since there

is a verb ukttfi-gqagqa, meaning to be scattered, one here and
there, that that was wh\ th.e j^lace was named Gqaqala.

The third explanation was that the place came to be asso-

ciated with the obscene word uku-gqa in an intensive form by
duplication, namely, iikitgqagqa, meaning to copulate.

Now the first explanation would be quite interesting and
acce])table in itself, only the ])lacc name is spelt Gqaqala, and the

verb is iikugaqa.

In the second case, the verb becomes iikuti-gqagqa, and in

the place name there is no second g. This same difficulty is met
with in the third explanation also. It would thus seem that either

there is a word quite unknown to us, or else the spelling is wrong
—that is, the spelling of the place-name.

One more name must suffice for the purposes of the present

paper, and this one we select from the list of native names.

Malcpelepe.—For long every effort ended in failure. At
last in conversation with a native I got the suggestion, and a new-

word. It seems that amalcpclcpc is used to denote a thick viscid

fluid as castor oil. It is a noun of the second class, having no
plural.

W'lien an ox is very tired the saliva running out of its mouth
would be called auialepelepe. Thus we would say. " fjikonia

ipiima auialepelepe," the cow^ lets out saliva; or, again, " Umlambo
uzele ganmlepelepe," the river is full of froth.

Since the plateau named Malepelepe is doleritic in origin,

one wonders if there has been any suggestion of this viscid vol-

canic fluid iti the naming of the place? Is it possible that that

amount of knowledge was theirs? Probably the slimy spirogyra

in the stream had sornething to do with the name chosen.

May I conclude, for the present, by inviting correspondence

on the subject-matter of this tentative effort. If the effort has

been tentative, at least enough has been done to demonstrate

what a wealth of material of historical interest and philological

\alue must lie hidden in the place-names of Kaft'raria.
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1 lie Cieneralnr in Operation.
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A CONVKXIKNT TVIM-: OF HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS
CRNKRATOR FOR FUMIGATIN(^ \INFVARDS
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF 11 1
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BCG. PSHUDOCOCCUS CAPEXSIS J^.RAIN.

B}- CiiAKLi-s Wiij.iAM Mallv. M.Sc, I'.E.S.. F.L.S.

( Plates 2<S-29.

)

In funiigaiin^^ Ki''H^*^ vines with liydrocyanic acid ^as during
the winter season for the destruction of the Vine Mealy Bug,
Pseiidococcus capcnsis Brain, it is necessary to use very small
amounts of acid and cyanide because of the small space enclosed
by the long, low. narrow, gas-tight oiled canvas covers for
trellised or " stump" vine (see Plate 29 j. It not only required

a great deal of time to weigh or measure off the chemicals, Init it

was not easy to drop them into the generating vessel witiioui loss

of gas. It was therefore decided to dissolve the c}anide in w ater

and use the solution to combine with the acid.

Different methods of handling the acid and cyanide solution

were tried, with the result that the generator illustrated in Plate

2^^ was invented.

It is made of lead (South African Lead Works, Cape
Town), and the essential feature is the pair of tubes in the lid.

one for acid and the other for cyanide solution. In this

generator the lid was perforated and a tube secured across the

top to emphasize lateral diffusion as the gas escapes from the

generator. But in practice the gas escai)es with such force that

this tube is not necessary. A small hole on either side just

below the edge of the lid serves the same purp<^se

To charge the generator the lid is held upside-down, the

tubes filled with the proper amount of licjuid, the generator

inverted over it and pressed down in position. When ready,

introduce the generator under the tent, turn it right side up, and
withdraw the hand quickly. The gas is generated instan-

taneously and rushes out of the lateral openings in the form
of jets, thus allowing am|)le time for the hand to be withdrawn
before the gas can diffuse towards the o))cning under the tent.

This saves a great deal of time, there is no loss of gas, the

generator is easily cleaned and strong enough to stand rough

handling b}- coloured boys in the vineyards, and the two lateral

openings utilize the force of the chemical reaction to insure the

rapid lateral diffusion of the gas.

BILHARZIASIS: OR THE RISKS Oi- KI\ER BATHlNii.

Bv Fkkdekk K ( loKDox Cawston". B.A.. .M.I'.. 1-).C.. M.R.C.S.
L.R.C.P.

(Noi printed.)



ON EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES INSCRIBED IN ELLIP-
SES AND REGULAR TETRAHEDRA INSCRIBED IN
ELLIPSOIDS.

By Prof. W. N. Roseveare, M.A.

If 1 2 3 is an equilateral triangle inscribed in tlie ellipse

+ -r = L

we have (,/j — '•:..)-+ (//, — ^2)'= ('i — ''3)"+ (.'/i
— //:;)-•

... (.,., _ ,,..) (9 ,, _ ,, _ ,3) + (^^ _ ^.) (2y, - y, - //,) = 0.

Now (.., - ./,)
''' + 'V (//., - y.^ -'-'^p = 0.

and if ./
,
+ ./o+ ':;= 3t, //, -f //._, -|-//.,= 3(7, (7 y) is the centre of the a,

1 3(7 //l , _, 37 .1 y _
and J ^y^ ^r^- ,)=

^^._,
O/i-//).

... J.,.,(„2_ft2)+ j.(3io_,,2)| |_,/^(„2_/,2)_ -(3,,.^_/,2)|

__ _,_3r/'-3&^ + 6a-62]
- ' •''

/ _10^/-/y-' + 3rt*4-3JM

= — Aa~h-~ T/.

(i)

.-.
/J (rr' — />-) = 7 (r/- — 3 //-' + 2<r k)(9 / 1'

— h- 4- 3^/-

—

j,

with similar equations for ( '._) .v^) and (./..//..).

.-., using ''%-^^'=
1,

':\ („-'_ 3/;-+ 2r/- A-)-+ K r^'' + •^"-' - ^f'V= ("-' - ''-)- (ii)-

rr h- \ k J

This is an equation of the fourth degree for /, in terms of 'ijj-,

and the ])i'opcrties (>f the roots give (the loots lieing k^ k.,k»k)

-k + k =-"''^,^''\-.\ + ] =-'''+,^"\k,k.,k,k ^'''^\
a- k k b- (t^ .f'

Now fiom (i). since .?
, + r._, -|- ' :; = 37 and //, -f //o + y., = 3.y,

37 {fi- — />-) = 7 (3<'/-— 9 //-+ 2a- i: /•)

;nid 3/7 (n- - //-') = /7 (- 3 /y-' + 9 tt" - 2 A- i:
^

)

•. / = —
1 , and /•, /., /•

l>'!i'
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Heiu-e';;'' (a- + 'S h-)- +
-'Jl

(/>- + :h>-y- = {^a- — h-)- - - - - (iii),

. ;- • "- 0-

and k\ kA--, are the roots of (X--
'^'''

/.-}
- ''' ^'

(

'^"'
/ _ 1) = 0.

1

"- "-~'^
'>'- '

(iv).

i.r. (F'a- - 3 /•- //-) --' — (-An- /• - />-') fr = 0.
|

.-. the ceiitve of any eqxiilattral triangle iiiscfibed in the ellipse

lies on the coaxial ellipse ^ + •' ^ = 1 - - - - (iii).
II - 'i

-

And the radius R of the triangle is given by

{o- — h-y

and troni (iv . = = L =z -y L

R ., _ 16 {a'p + 6 '7-2)

Also, if .r' (r/-^ — //-') E 7 (a-— 3 //- + 2,1' k ) = —~ (,r^ + 3 A-')

and tf{n- — 6-') E y (
— />- J- 3«-— 2 /y-'^-

) = f/
0>' + 3^/-),

we have —= — — and —=:-)- —
a a' It h

Hence the following construction f^r inscribed equilateral

triangles : with any point (~'.y) on '~—^ (i/- + 3 b-)- + ^^ {h- -\- 3 n-)'- = 1

as centre, draw the circle which passes through the point (,/, — //)

where / // lias the same eccentric angle on the original ellipse as

X y has on the inner one: the circle cuts the ellipse in 3 other

points which are the corners of an inscribed equilateral a with

x !J as centre.

Now, for tetrahedra inscribed in ellipsoids, one of the faces must

be an equilateral triangle inscribed in an ellipse. Suppose the

direction cosines of this section to be {lin n), then the elementary

work on sections of an ellipsoid gives for the co-ordinates of the

centre Hln-, Omb-, Hue-, and for the principal radii ka, k p. where

it. ij are the principal radii of the ])arallel central section, given by

I' III' II'
1 , . .,,.,,.., ,1

1^1 1
•"

1 I
=<'. and /•- + «-(</-/- + />-»/- + r-//-)= 1.

//'- /- h- I- c- /'-
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The direction cosines /,
/',

' of tliese principal radii ari
i

A ^( r
I

'

Now if the centre of this (/ ni n) equilateral face is f /y
referred

to the i^rincipal axes, we have, from (iii) above,

-V .,(X-2 <r + 3 /-^ ,^f + t!^ (F ,3^ + 3 X-2 «^)^ = (/-^ n^ - /-^ /P)=^

.-. (a- - li-'r k- = -J (,r + 3 ;5^)^ + ^ OP + 3 «^f

.

1 6 /'— 4- ^^
and (its radius)- = AT 1^ JI^J ''= _l^ tLl

V73- ci-J

and the lieiglit of the regular tetrahedron being R \/2, we have

for the opposite corner .r = Ola- + \ £ + X' ;/ ± R v/2 ./. etc.

The condition — + ^ -f-
' =: 1 gives

l=«^V(/2„:>) + i:::v
^'
+ „:i v >^ ' + 2R^v ^' ±2 R v/ 2 j « + i v ^^ + ,,

2 ^

^ |

<i- II- a- ' (I- II- '

../•^'= '', + '''+ 2R^^| V ' -V ^ |h-2Rs/2S '

<r /)- ' II- (J- » ', *

.-., P. P being V '''^ v^y,
ir ir

± 2 R v'2 («+P£ + P ,,)="» ("J-'
+1/"^' _ 1

j
+... _2R^'» vi_ V y*

= ''-^'-,^"^tr?^ + ...-...=H^*.lv ^ -2rv ^ - V ^V«- («- — /7-)- ' »-' \ 11- a'-J )

..O^Vi+l- i,= ± ^^ \n^ ' -2v \[ = -^^i'.sav.
2^/2' - a- ii-S -2^2 •

And. if 7 y J is the cenlrc of the tetrahedron.

7 = ri//-7 + \; + \ ,;-4- ^ ./,

= i{\-V<i'l)^,,{ . . )± -^. (C./^'+l)
^ ^ z

= iX . + '/X' -f-
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R/

Again. P\+ P \ = ^^'-'^^ + ^^-L

_; (^ «-y(^^ «^J \f>' ir-)\'' /3O

1

Hence 1 = Afi^^-I^U X f " ^ '' ^) ^ ^^ (' v ^ _ v M

..^ Vfr'~2v'2; ^ v^-2v/2; 8 V2 rr W"

The right side gives, possibly, a solid inner eliipsoidal shell as the

locus of ^\y : : but I have not yet succeeded in finding the niaxi-

nuini value of the expression, subject to the known equations.
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TR.A.XSACTIOXS UF SOCIETIES.

Chemu Ai., AIetailikcic \i.. AMI Mining Sociktv ok South Akkica.—
Saturday. March T7th : Prof. J. A. Wilkinson. M.A., F.C.S.. President, in

the chair.
—

" Silicosis in Ruls in a IVihcatersrand Mine'': J. P. Johnson.
The author presented the resuUs of researches carried on concurrently

with a research extending over 2}. years on tlie causation, incidence,

pathotogy. symptoms, and radios' raphic appearances of silicosis (miners'

phthisis ) on the Witwatersrand. The development of silicosis in rats

closely resembles its development in a white miner. The first sign of

silicosis was noticed in animals after continuous exposure of seven months
underground.

Saturday, April 21st : Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, M.A., F.C.S., President,

in the chair.

—

"Notes on treatment of IHlgrivi's Rest ore": R. Lindsay.
The Pilgrim's Rest district is, next to the Rand, the most important gold-

iield in South Africa, and produced during 1916 over £815,000 worth of
g(dd. The ore consists of iiorizonlal sheets of vein quartz embedded in

dolomites and associated witii much ferruginous matter. The power
supply is furnished by the waterfall at Belvedere 19 miles to the north,

and the Central Plant is capable of treating 13,000 tons of ore monthly.
Details of the ore and sand treatment ;md of the methods of precipitation

were given.

Saturday, May i(;tb : I'rof. J. A. Wilkinson, M.A., E.C.S., President,
in the cli;iir.—" Tlic XaUil roaltields—plwses in dex'elopment"' : W. T.
Heslop. Nearly 50 years ago the digging of coal was conunenced close
to tile jiresent town of Dundee and in i8H{) the coal output reached a total

of over 25.000 tons. Tlie phases of devc kopnient to whicli the author gave
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special aileiuion iiichulcd (i) tlic L'Xti.-n.sion of railway coniKctioii to the

coal-tields
; (2) the surmounting of (lirticulties arising from the dangers of

fire-damp; (3) the hardness of drilling, and costliness of blasting the large
horizontal sheets of intrusive dolerite; (4) the geological effects of the
dolerite on the Xatal coalfields; (5) the alternative extremes of risk to

the safety of the collieries, and loss uf coal apt to be associated with the
pillar extraction method; ( () ) tlie fear of goaf tires, the first of which
occurred in igoS.

Royal Societv of Soith Akuica.—Wednesday. March 2sl : L. A.
Peringuey, D.Sc, F.E.S.. ]"".Z.S., President, in the chair.

—

"Xotc on
Fahustrom's generalizalioi of Ldiiic's equation": Sir Thomas Muir.
" ]\Iestonia antarcticum isp. nox\) from BlocnifonU'in" : Dr. T. F.

Dreyer. .\ description of a worm found in a small pond on clay soil

near Bloemfontein. The specimen shows an almost negligible amount of

variation from .1/. nnitahilc from Tierra del Fnego.—" Colour and
clieiniral constitution : a study of the phthalcins and related compounds "

:

Dr. J. Moir. .\ series of nearly 50 derivatives of phenolphthaUin and
fluorescein have been spectroscopically examined, the colours being found
to range over the entire spectrum. The author stated a number of con-

clusions which he had drawn as to the effect of substitution on colour. A
new discovery is the behaviour of these 50 substances in concentrated
sulphuric acid, the colouration being about five times as intense as in

alkali and of a different band wave length. The author claims to have
discovered a law explaining this change of colour.

Wednesday April i8t]i : L. A. Peringuey. D.Sc. F.F.S.. F.Z.S.. Presi-

dent, in the chair.
—

" Xoic o>! the expansian of the product of tzco oblong
arrays "

: Sir Thomas Muir. The author explained the relation lietween

the sum of products of pairs of determinants resulting from llinet and
Cauchy's expansion of 1812.

—

"Xotes on radiation of crystals": J. S.

van der Lingen. I'ive sets of crystals had been studied, and the

radiation patterns were described. They included (i) the transformation

of magnesium hydroxide into magnesium oxide; (2) diamond tests: ( 3_)

Bultfontein apophyllite ; (4) serpentine, malachite, and crocidolite; (5)
iodine.

—

"A summary of the distribution of the genera of South African
floivering plants (zvith special reference to th.e flora of the Citenhage and

Port Pllizabetli Divisions)'': Prof. S. Schonland. This sunnnary was
compiled in connection with a study of the fiora of Uitenhage and Port
Elizabeth, but it is hoped that it maj' be welcome to other botanists who
desire to have readily availat)ie a summary showing the general trend of

distribution of South African genera.
—

" Note upon the endocrauial cast

obtained from the ancient calvaria found at Boskop, Transvaal" : G.
Eilliot Smith. The author described the cast of the cranial cavity of the

skull-cap from Boskop and stated that whatever the date of the Boskop
remains may be the evidence suggests that this early inhabitant of the

Transvaal represents the type of the immediate ancestors of the men of

the Upper Palaeolithic Age. possibly somewhat modified in the course of

his southern migration. It probably represents the earliest (not neces-

sarily in actual age) known phase of Homo sapiens in the course of his

transformation from a condition analogous to that of Neanderthal man to

that of Cro-AIagnon.

Geological Society of South .-\frua.—Monday, April 2nd: J, J.

Garrard, A.M.T.C.E., Vice-President, in the chair.
—

" The contact belt of

the older granite in the Barberton district and Northern Szvaciland "

:

A. L. Hall. The object of the author was to supply information, hitherto

lacking in respect to the nature of the relationship of the granite to the

other formations of the Swaziland System in the Barberton district and
regarding the distribution and character of the altered rocks. Veins of

granitic origin are traceal)le continuously from the main granite into the

Moodies and Jamestown Series, and detached tongues of similar origin

occur at at least eleven separate localities all round the areas of older

groups. Phenomena i.f melan>ori)liism are widespread.. t)oth ou the south
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ami uditli .side oi ijarl)crton Aiinintaiii, and tin.' distrilnuioii ni the meta-

murpliic rocks points to a contact belt up to about three miles wide.

Endomorpliic modifications within the granite itself are indicated by the

development of finer grained or gneissic structures, oriented with refer-

ence to the strike of the neighbouring older rocks. The distribution of

the granite margin round Hectorspruit strongly indica!tes an inclusive

relationship. Jt was therefore concluded that the- older granite had
intruded into both the Jamestown and Moodies Series. The Jamestown
Series probably represents originally a series of basic rock itself intrusive

into Moodies Series, and the metamorphisni of the latter might conceiv-

ably be due to the former rather tlian to the granite.

Monday, May 21 : A. L.du Toit, B. A.. D.Sc.F.G.S., President, in the chair.
— The Dyke System of the De Kaaf and Koniali Rk-cy Valleys "

: A. L.

Hall. Owing to their resistant nature the dykes stand out as conspicuous

and fairly straight ridges especially in the low-lying granite valleys. Out
of 1 10 dykes separately mapped, jS run from south-east to north-west

u\ er an area of country measuring 45 by 56 miles. They are usually from
20 to 50 feet across, but some are much thicker—up to 130 and even 200

feet. The bulk of these occurrences belong to the gabhro and diabase

families. The author concluded that the direction of alignment was pre-

determined by the intrusion of the older granite into the surrounding
rocks and the dykes Jiave no community of origin with the granite but

represent the dyke phase of the 1)asic margin of the Bushveld Complex,
and should be assigned to the group of aschistic dykes.

—

"Interesting

luii^nnitii- rocks from the Gordonia District. Cape Province ''
: Dr. P. A.

Wagner. The rocks referred to occur on farms in the Southern Kalahari,

aljout 45 miles west-north-west of Upington. The most widely distributed

type of migmatic rock is a composite garnet-sillimanite-biotite-gneiss.

Soiiii Akkican .'\s.soci.\Trnx of .\n.\lvtical Chemist.s.—Tuesday,
.\pril loth : J. McCrae, Ph.D.. F.I.C"., Vice-President, in the chair.

—

'' f)em(instration of Hii^igiiis' and Maniott's method of determining carbon

dioxide in air": Dr. J. Moir. 'I he author demonstrated the method
used and pointed out its adapta))ilil\- in determining carl)on dioxide in

mine air.

—

"Some considerations on ferlility of soils": A. Baguley.
Tile autlior dealt shorth^ with the many considerations whicli seriously

affect soil fertility and gave a concise survev of the present theories.

Tuesday. May Sth : J. McCrae. Ph. D.^ I'.l.C, Vice-President, in tlie

chair.

—

"The zvlnmetric estimation of zvater and water extracts" : \V.

Torrance. The author outlined an adaptation of tlie Pfeififer and Wartha
nirtliod as used at the Gtn-ernment School of .Agriculture. Grootfontcin,
i'<r the analysis of water and water e.xtracts.

—' ./ note on the local manu-
facture of shoes and dies." : Prof. G. H. Stanley. The exi)eriniental

plant for the manufacture of shoes and dies from scrap was described and
details of the working of the electrical plant given.

SoiTH Akkkav Sc.ciktv of {'\\i\. 1^\<,i\ki-;rs.—Wednesday. April iilli:

R. W. Memnuir, M.I.C.K., President, in t!ie chair.
—

" 'The Construction of

the Gamtoos-Patentie 2-feet naui^e raihcay." J. C. Simms. 'l"he question
iif opening up the fertile valley of the Gamtoos River had engaged the

attention of Government for 25 years, but the great cost of a railway along
the precipitous sides of the valley through hard conglomerate cliffs, inter-

sected by numerous narrow kloofs caused tjie imdertaking to be deferred.
In 191 1 the author received instructions tc) undertake the survey and
construction of a line as far as Patentie—a distance of 17 miles. The
detailed survey cost £95 per mile and the staking out of the centre line

£41 per mile. There are two major ])ridges over the line, one over the
(ieclhontboom Kloof, and one over the Klein River. The 17 miles of line
cost, when completed, £71,200. The line was completed in March, 1914. or
2N months after connnencement.—" Xotes on the construction of the
.Itiwal Korth-y.astron RaiTiCay ''

: The author commenced construction of
the line in 1914. The length of the line is 55J miles, and the total cost of
the survey was £bj,.2 per mile of constructed line. The countrv traversed
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involved no engineering works of any magnitude except the crossing of
the Orange River at Aliwal North. Tliis hridge comprises six spans of

125 feet eacli.

Wednesday, -May ytli : R. W. .\Knnniir. M.I.C.E., President, in the chair,

ll'liitc labour
''

: G. Whitehouse. The author's object was to show that

on unskilled work on railway construction the white labourer is able to

compete successfully against the native labourer under the conditions of

use which have hitherto been in practice. White labour, however, cannot
be successful in South Africa as long as it is considered an experiment,
given on philanthropic lines to the unemployed in times of stress and
poverty, and looked on as charity by the charitable, and as relief work
by the labourer. The object at which this experiment aims should be a
certain hxed idea of white employment everywhere.—" Small power
staiioiis. z^'itii special reference to the Jl'orcester hydro-electric scheme''

:

Prof. H. Bohle. The great distances which separate municipalities in

South Africa make it necessary to erect power stations at almost every
place where electric light is desired, necessitating large capital expenditure
and high charges. The source of Worcester's water supply lies six miles

away, up in the tnountains. The installation consists of two 60-h.p. Pelton
wheels running at r,oco revolutions per minute. The cost of the scheme
was nearly £15,000 and to make it self-supporting the annual income
should reach about £2,400.

SofTH Africa:^ Institl-tion of Engineers.—Saturday, April 14th: B.

Price, M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., President, in the chair.

—

"Xofes on dust pre-

vention in mines": .A. C Whittome and J. H. Yeasey. The authors
laid down that tlie allaying of (hist and gases and the improvement of

ventilation—both as regards quantity and temperature of air—snould De

treated as one subject. The water used for allaying dust and gases, and
for cooling the air can best be atomised by the use of compressed air.

The control of all the operations of dust and gas allaying, as well as

the regtilation of ventilation should rest with one official. Miners should
be unable to regulate the quantities of air and water used in water blasts.

Dust and deleterious gases should be removed from the air as soon as

possible after they are generated. Atomised water is the best means for

remov.ng dust, and al! deleterious gases except carbon mon-oxide, from
air ; therefore the vvhole of the mine workings should be filled with

atomise-d water as soon as it is possible after blasting. The " deadly

"

dust is invisible; therefore continuous means of removing it from the air.

and nf ascertaining the daily condition of the air itself should be provided
at selected i)oints in the main air-ways. Watering down of faces and
walls should lie done with at(jmised water; only heaps of rock should have
streams of water directed upon them. The mechanical ventilation of dead
ends should l:e i);i a system by which induced currents could be directed

to the working faces .whilst foul air would be exhausted from the working
places. There should be a simple and immediate indication as to whether
the water-blast has been put into operation h\ the miner responsible. This
check should be available as soon as the miner is out of the mine. The
owners of those mines—and the imdergrotind employees therein—in

which it can be shown that there is no dry dust during working shifts

-hould be relieved from all contributions to the Phthisis Compensation
Fund. I'lie authors concluded with a descri]ition of the "Apex" water
blast.

SoLTH Afrk AX l.NSTiTLTE OF Elfctkkai. l\N(;iNKERS.—Thursday, April

19th: \\". \\. Perrow. M.I.E.E., President, in the chair.— "Notes on three-

phase and Ward-Leonard zvindi)ig equipments" : A. L. Ballard. No
attempt has thus far been made to state definitely the limits between which

one .system has advantages over the other. Cienerally speaking the three-

phase equipment will !)e found economical on straightforward winds of

moderate depths and weights, but for greater depths than 3,000 ft., probably

up to ^.000 feet there v.ill not be much to choose between the two systems,

whilt alcove this dt-ptli the advantage will be with tlie Ward-Leonard
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cciuipment. 'J he autlior went on to discuss the effect of drum protile, of
balance or tail ropes and of other factors on a choice between the two
systems.

Wednrsda}- May 16th: L. B. Woodworth, A.M.I.E.E., Vice-President,
in the chair.

—

"A short description of the circle diagram ''
: Prof. W.

Buchanan. An exposition of the properties of the circle diagram, pre-

pared as an introduction to the succeeding paper.
—

" A neiv construction

for the circle diagram'': G. M. Adams. The object of the author was to

introduce a new and simple method of con.structing the circle diagram,
from which the maximum power factor and the full load stator current
of an induction motor can easily be obtained.

Thursday, June 21st: W. H. Perrow. M.I.E.E.. President, in the chair.— Some modern developments in Roentgenology "
: Dr. L. E. Ellis.

A short discriptlon was given of some of the most important t>pes of
apparatus used in the modern production of the Roentgen rays. The
principle and details of the Coolidge tube were also described, and the

author then proceeded to illustrate the medical and surgi'-a! a;)plications

of X rays, with special reference to tiie examination of the gastro-

intestinal tract.

South Ai-juf.\N Socikiv ok Ciml. E.vgixkkk.^.— \\'ednesd;iy. |>me i.Uh :

R. W. Alenmuir M.I.C.E., President, in the chair.—" Possibilities of the

Wennncr's I 'alley IVafershed "
: R. W. Menmuir. The sul)ject was

discussed with a view to tlie possibilities of a water supply for the City of

Capetown. In this connection tlie yield of the watershed and the cost Qf

constructing a dam and pipe line were compared with similar statistics in

respect of the Steenbrass catchment area.

South African Institution of ExciXEiiks.—Saturdax. May 12th ; P>.

Price, AI.l.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.. President, in the chair.
—

" Cleaning condensor
tubes in their place zvith hydrochloric acid": G. M. Robertson. The
paper described an application of the method by the author for tlie removal
of calcareous scale. The condensor contained 4,725 brass tubes of five-

eighths of an inch inside diameter, and 14 feet long. 4,000 lbs. of acid of

f.150 sp. gr. were obtained. The coTidensor was liHed with water and
the water warmed. Circulating was iben started and the acid added to the

ivater at the rate of on? carboy every jo minutes, the circulation being

kepi up for about 16 hours in ail. Water was then circulated tlirough the

condensor for live or six liours to wash away the remaining acid. It was
estimated that H\ hours after cmnmencement of the operation i,26r lbs. of

scale had l)een dissolved, and .=; lbs. of coi)per from the tubes and ferrules,

out of a total weight ot ,^.^,'X)0 lbs. The condensor, ,-ifter the operation,

was said to be as go(Kl as new. The cost oi acid and preparing the con-
densor was i50, and the work was stated to ba\e paid for itself in one
week by the saving in coal due to improved vacuum.—" h'riction of slime

pulp in pipes'': \i. J. Laschinger. Records were given of the results of

certain tests, and of the d.ila thus collected regarding the friction of slime

pulp in steel pipes, i'he matter is of iiuportance, since in nearly all reduc-

tion plant on the Rand the slime is handled in pulp form by means of

centrifugal pumps and piping. The slime pul]) consists of the finely com-
minuted i)articles of rock, vvliich will generally pass a screen of 200 meshes
per lineal inch, mixed with water in proportions varying from i to I of
solids to water, down to almost pure water. The friction head for slime

was found to be 1.3I per cent, less than for water. The power of a motor
driving a pump to elevate slime would ]i;i\e to be alxiut ,50 |)er cent,

greater than rcfpiired for water-punipin.g.

Rov.\L Socll:T^• of Sou in .Xi-imca.—Wednesday, June 20th: L. A.
Peringuey, D.Sc, E.E.S., F.Z.S., President, in the chair.

—
'' N ote on a case

of hermaphroditism" : II. V. Exner The author described a case of her-

Piai)hroditism occurring in a person of unsound mind, who had the

outward appearance of a Kaffir uirl.
—

" .V(;/(' on the genns Terfezia, a

intftfe from the Kalahari": I. P.. Pole Evans The trufifle Chocromyces.
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liitherto unknown in Africa, has recently been reported from South Africa.

The author pointed out that the best known South African truffles belong

to the genus Terfccia. The distinction between the two genera was indi-

cated, and a description given of a truttie, T. Clavcryi cliat., recently sent

to the author from the Gri([ua'and West district in the Kalahari.

Chemical, METAu.t'KOicAL, and Mining Society of South Africa.—
Saturday, June 2,3rd : Prof. J. .\. Wilkinson. M.A., F.C.S., President, in

the chair.

—

"The construction and maintenance of slime dams": J. E.

Thomas and E. A. Osterloh. Slime dams have generally to be built

from the slime itself, and so the most that can be attempted is to make the

outside walls of suitable tiiickness, avoiding excess of moisture in con-
struction. How this may be effected the authors proceeded to explain in

detail.
—

"' Some notes on explosioons of firedamp and occurrences of gob
fires in Natal " : J. E. Yaughan and F. A. Steart. An account of the

history of colliery explosions in Xatal was given and concluded with a

number of preventive recommendations. Amongst these were extraction

of the top seam, retention of as little timber and coal as possible in the goaf,

measures for complete isolation of any section where the temperature rise*

above 70 degrees, and also when the odour of benzene appears.
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P. Cazalet.
11. FiELDEN Bbiggs, M.D., L.D.S..

F.C.S.

W. Ingham, M.I.C.li., M.I.M.E
R. T. A. INNES, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.
Prof. G. 11. Stanley, A.R.S.M..
MI.M.E., -ALI.M.M., F.I.C.

Pretoria.

I. B. Pole Evans, M.A., B.Sc, F.L.S
F. E. Kanthack, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E.
Prof. D. F. DU ToiT Malherbe, M.A..
Ph.D.

Prof. H. A. Wager, A.R.C.S.

Potchefstroom.

E. Holmes Smith, B.Sc.

III. ORANGE FREE STATE.

Bloemfonteiit.

Prof. T. M. Forsyth, M.A., D.Phil.
Prof. M. M. RiNDL, Ing.D.

IV. NATAL.

Durban.

M. S. Evans, C.M.G., F.Z.S.

Marit.zburg.

R. A. Buntine, M.B., B.Ch.. M.L.A.
Prof. E. Warren, D.Sc

V. RHODESIA.
Biilawayo.

Rev. S. S. Dornan, M.A. F.G.S.

VI. MOZAMBIQUE.
S. Serl'va.

Endowment Fund.

J. W. Jagger. F.S.S. , M.L.A.
W . Runciman. M.L.A.
A. D. R. TUGWELL.

TRUSTEES.
S.A. Medal Fund-

W. E. GURNEY.
C. Murray. M.A.
VV. Thomson. M..\.,

F.R.S «"•:

B.Sc. LLD
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Year of

Elect ioit.

1902. ja-Ababrelton, Robert. F.R.G.S., F\R.E.S., F.S.S., Royal

Institute. Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.
1916. Abbit. Wilbani. })..\.. Maritzburg Collcj^e, Pieternian'tz-

burg. Natal.

I<;i6. Abraham.s, Abraham Mark, |e\vi.sli (iovernmcnl School,

End Street, Johanne.sburg.

iyo2. *Aburrow. Charles. M.LC.E.. xAI.S.A.. P.O. Box 5.^.

Johannesburg.

1905. Adanison. John E., M..\. ( I'res. 1). i<;i5). I"'ducation

Department, Pretoria.

I9if). Adler, Henry. P.( ). Box 1059, johamiesburg.

1904. Aiken, Alexander, P.O. Box 2636, Johannesburg.

1904. Ainsworth, Herbert, P.O. Box 1553, Johannesburg.

191 5. tAkerman, Conrad, M.A.. M.B.. B.C.. Conetb.moar, Alex-

andra Road, Pietermaritzburg.

1905. fAlbu. Sir George. P.O. Box 1242. Johannesburg.

1913. Alexander, William, A.M.I.C.E., A.R.T.C, South African

School of Mines and Technology, P.O. Box 1176,

Johannesburg.

1916. Anders. Paul Clement, P,.A., LCD., P.( ). Box 42S4. Johan-
nesburg.

1910. Anderson, Alfred J.^.sper. M.A., M.B., D.P.H., M.R.C.S
,

City Hall, Capetown.

1916. Anderson. Peter von M.. IkSc. P.O. Box 41. S])iings,

Transvaal.



tV LIST OF Mi: MISERS.

Year of

Election.

1902. *Andi-e\vs, G. S. Burt, M.I.C.E., M.I.Mecn.E., M.S.A.,
P.O. Box 1049, Johannesburg.

1914. Anstey. Norman, P.O. Box 1003, Johannesburg.

1903. Arnold. Frank Arthur, M.F5.. D.P.I I., L.S.A., P.O. Box
21 1, Pretoria.

1916. Ashkanazy, A. W'.. Castle Mansions. ]''A()t\ .Street. |i)han-

nesl)urg.

1904. Auret, A. A., P.O. Box 838, Johannesburg.
i()i6. Austin, Kenneth, M.An•l.I.^l.E., Y\( ). Box -1,^05. Johan-

nesburg.

1906. Bailey, Sir Abe, Kt.. !'.(). P.ox 50. Johannesburg.

1902. *Baker, Herbert, F.R.I.B.A., Exploration Buildings

(165-8), P.O. Box 4959, Johannesburg.

ujiG. Hall, Mrs. ( )livia W'olfenden, Amberley. .Shatton Post,

Hovvick, Natal.

1903. fBalmforth, Rei'. Ranisden, " .Shirle),'" (). .Stephen .Street,

Cajjetown.

1914. Bancroft, .Mtred lunest, M.A., M..Sc., .South African

College High School, Capetown.

1916. Bankes. Pauline Alice, St. Andrew's School, ( iirton Koad,

Parktown, Johannesburg.
191^). Barkby, Ernest Arthur, M.I.M.E., P.O. Box 32.S6, Johan-

nesburg.

1917. fBarker. William lulward. A.LiLl^., !'.(). Dynamite Fac-

tory, Somerset West. C.P.

191 1. Barratt, Gaston Fredericl< .Sharpe, Bemt>czaan, Oueciue,

.Southern Rhodesia.

191 1. Barratt, Rowland Eorraine. I)eml)ezaan, (Jueque, .Southern

Rhodesi.'i.

1905. fBasto. H. E. .Mberto Celestine Ferreira Pinto, 95, Rua
Luiz-de-Canioes, Lisbon, Portugal.

1903. fBaxter, William, M.A., South African College School.

Capetown.
1902. *tBeattie, John Carruthers, D.Sc. F.R.S.F.. ( I 'res. A..

1910). Principal of the South .\frican ( ollege, C a;)e-

town.
f<)i(). Beatty, J.

\\'., Consolidated iUulding.s, lohannesbiug.
i«M.=;. Bedford, (ierald .Atigustus Harold, F.F..S.. Veterinary

Research Eaboratory. Onderstepoort. V.O. Box ^93,
Pretoria.

1913. Beerstecher. Eeonard. P.O. Box 2888, Johannesbiu-g.
1916. Bertram.

J.. 134. Market Avenue, Benoni. Transvaal.
1916. Bertram. Reginald llcinianus, P.O. Rox :5si8. lohanncs-

burg.

19H.. lU-ws, John William, M..\.. D.Sc, Profes.sor of i'.otany,
.\atal L'niversity College. P.O. Box 7,y^, Pietermaritz-
burt'-.



LIST OF MIIMHIIUS. V

Year of
lilcction.

iq\t^. Rird. l-'rt'd W illiair. ( iovernineni School, Hcnoni. Trans-
vaal.

1910. Risset, James, M.I.C.E., M.R.San. I.. Rt-au^cigh, Kenil-

worth, Cape Divi.tion.

1905. HIackshaw. (ieorge N.. l-J.Sc. J^.l.S.. c o Rn'tish South
.\frica Co.. 2. London Wall. London. P!.C.. h'ngland.

1015. rUundell. P'rederick Moss. ,v^'"^- < >rient Street. .Arcadia,

Pretoria.

igc)(). Jiohle. Hermann, M.I.L.L., Corporation Professor of

Electrotechnics. South African College. Capetown.

ion. Bolus. Charles Arthur. 20, Steytler's Buildings, P.O. Box
232, Johannesburg.

1905. jBolns. Mrs. ¥., B.A.. Sherwood, Kenilworth. L a'petown.

1913. Rotelho. Lieut. Joao P)aptista. Chief \'eterinary Officer.

Department of Agriculture. P.O. Box 255. Lourenco
Marques.

\()\6. Rotting, Robert Frederick. .-K.M.LbM*',., P.( \ t'.ox 700,

Johannesburg.
191^). Bottomley, Averil Maud. H.A., P.O. Box 1294. Pretoria.

1906. Bourne, A. H. P, M..\., Principal, High Schools, Kim-
berley. C.P.

1913. Bracht, Oscar, P.O. Box 134, Port Elizabeth, C.P.

1915. Brain, Charles Kimberlin. M.A.. M.Sc, l)ivisi(jn of Ento-

molog}', I'retoria.

1915. Breijer, Hermann Cottfried, IMi.D.. Director of the Trans-

vaal Museum, P.O. Box 413, Pretoria.

1914. Brierly, James D.. ])ei)artmenT of Agriculture, liloeutfon-

tein.

\i)\~. Rrigham. A. F.. Dianmnd Mining Co., Ltd.. lauersfontein,

O.F.S.

1910. Brill, J., Litt.D.. L.H.D.. Ph.Th.M., Lorothwana, 65, Park
Road, Bloemfontein.

1905. Brincker, J. C. H., c o The Montagu Co-operative Wines,

Ltd.. Montagu. C.P.

1914. Brinton. Arthur Greene. F.R.C.S . L.R.C.P., F.R.S.M.,

P.( ). P)Ox 4397, lohannesburg.

1910. Britten, Gill)ert Frederick, B.A., Government Chemical

Laboratory, Capetown.

1903. P>K'o\vx. Alkx.wder. at. a.. B.Sc. F.R.S.h... Professor of

Applied ATathematics. South African College. Cape-

town.

i(ji4. Brown. Rev. Ilolnian, P.( ). Box ><2, Bulawavo. Rhodesia.

1907. tBrown. William Bridgman. M..\.. Penrvn. (,'v])hergat,

C.P.

1913. Browne. Rowland F.. A ALLC.E., P.O. Box 432. Lourenqo
Marques.

1909. Brownlee. John Imies. M.R.. C.M.. .Alexandra Road. King-
williamstown. C.P.



VI LIST OF M1:MI!KUS.

Year of
Election.

1912. BruMxMEK, Rev. Frof. N. J.. M.A.. H.D.. N'ictoria tollciic.

Stellenbosch. C.P.

1902. *Buchan. James, Assistant Resident Engineer, Rhodes
Buildings, Bulawayo.

1916. Bull. Henn- Walter, 352. Burger Street. I'ietcrniaritzhurg.

1916. BuNTiNK, RoiiERT Anokkw, M.B., B.Ch., M.L.A.. IMeter-

niaritz1)urg.

1905. Burroughs. Herljert ]f)hn. ioa, Clarence Street. TroNeville.

Tohannesbiu-g.

1903. tBuRTT-DAvv. JosKi'H, FJ^.S.. F.R.G.S. ( Pres. C), V.O.

Box 1 148, Johannesburg.

1916. Burtt-Davy. Mrs. ].. Burttholin. \'ereeniging. Transvaal.

1916. Bush. Herbert Henry. M.Sc.. A.M.I.C.E., P.O. Box 2303.

Johannesburg.

1916. Butt, Thomas T'. I",.. !'.<). Rox i/c). Randfontein. Trans-
vaal.

1903. C'aldkcott. \V. A.. B.A., D.Sc., F.C.S., P.D. Box 67.

Johannesburg.
J 902. *tCampbell, Allan McDowell McLeod, B.A., Resident

Engineer, South African Railways, Bandolier Kop,
Transvaal.

1916. Campbell, Edmund, P.O. Box 688. Durban.

1016. Canijjl^ell. Samuel ( icorge. Al.D.. M.Ch.. I- .k.C.S.I-:.,

M.K.C.S.. J).P.H., 28. Musgrave Road. Durban.
1908. Carlson, K. A., Forestry Division, Department of Agri-

culture. Bloemfontein.

1916. Carruthers, .Somerville Craig, M.I.A.A.. P.O. Box 26O.

Johamiesburg.
1910. Cattell, \\. J.. Chamljer of Commerce, Johannesburg.
I9i(). Cawston, Frederick (lordon. B.A., M.B.. B.C., AI.R.C.S..

L.R.C.P., 65. Ockerse Street, Krugersdorj), Transvaal.

1903. tCAZALF/r. Pi:k(v, P.O. Box 1056. Johannesburg.
1906. ^Champ'uni. Ivor Bdicard {address zvatitcd).

1914. Chandler, Kiylil Rev. .Vrthur, M..A... D.D., Bishop of

Bloemfontein, liishop's Lodge, Bloemfontein.

1917. Chapijell. I'jne.-i. P.O. J^ox 1124, Johannesburg.
1913. Charters. Roljcn I learnc. M.I.C.E.. Professor of Civil

iMigineering, South rVfrican School of Mines and
Teclmologv, !'.(). Box 1176. Johan!ie.sburg.

1916. Clark, (iowan Creswell Strange. C.M.Ci.. Kailwav Ofhces,
Johannesburg.

1916. Clark, Hugh, 15. .Sc. A.M.I.b:.l':., 197, Mocre Road. Durban.
1903. Clark, John, M.A.. 1J..D.. Arderne Profcs.'^or of English

J.anguage and Literature. South African College, Cape-
town.

1916. Cla\(len. llaidld William, A AI . I .l^.k:.. A..\].1.M |-:.. [\( ).

P)0\ 1242. joli.imk'sburg.
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1916. Claytnn, l-lmily jane Mason. 100, Market Street, Pretoria.

1917. Cleghorne, William Shaw Hamilton, B.Sc. A.M.l.Mech.E.,

P.O. Box 181. Potchefstrooni, Transvaal.

1916. Clephan, Ethel Hunter, (iirls" I lij^h School. I 'ark Street.

Pretoria.

1903. Cohen, Walter P., F.R.P.S., Hon. Sec., Johannesburg Field

and Naturalists' Club, P.O. Box 68, Johannesburg.

1916. Collard. J. Aldred. P.( ). Box 4439, Johannesburg.

1908. Collie, j.. 274, Eastwood Street, Arcadia, Pretoria.

1904. fCoUins, Ernest A. E., 66. Pritchard Street. P.( ). Box J2^^
Johannesburg.

1906. Collins, M. R., Irrigation Department, P.O. Box 399, Pre-

toria.

1917. Colquhoun. LudoAic, Dynamite Factory. Modderfontein.

Transvaal.

1916. Cook, Junius Ford. M.E., Whitney Point. New York,
U.S.A.

191 5. Cooke, Howard, B.S.A., (jrootfontein .Scht)ol of Agricul-

ttn-e. Middelburg. CP.
1904. Cooper, Fred W., Public Library, Port Elizabeth, C.P.

1915. Cordiner. William Smallie, 121, I.oveday Street, Wander-
ers' \"iew, johannesbin-g.

1914. Cory. George Edward, M.A.. Professor of Chemistry and
Metallurgy, Rhodes University College, Grahams-
town.

1904. tCoutts. John Morton Sim. M.D.. E.R.C.P.. D.P.H.,

M.R.C.S. Britstown. C.P.

1916. Cox. George Walter. F.R.Met.S.. P.O. P.ox ,v^V. Pretoria.

1902. *tCox, Walter Htibert, Royal Observatory, near Cape-

town.

1909. Crawford. David Chambers. M.A., B.Sc, B.Sc.Agr.,

Elsenburg. Mulder's Ylei. C.P.

1902. *t CRAWFORD, LAWRENCE, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

(President. 1916). Professor of Pure Mathematics.

South African College, Capetown.

1916. Croghan. Dr., 28, High Road. Fordsburg, Transvaal.

1916. tCrookes. George Joseph, The Cedars. Renishaw, per

Private Bag, Durban.

1916. Cruden, Frank. Alicedale. C.I'.

1916. Cullen. Dan, M.E.. P.O. Box 4352. Johannesburg.

1903. jCullen. William. M.I.M.M. (Genkkal Se( retarv.

1905-1908), British South Africa Explosives Co.,

Ltd., 612. Salisbury House, Finsbury Circus. London,
E.G., England.

1916. Currie, Richard, it2. Commissioner Street. Johannesburg.

1903. Currie. O. J.. M.B., M.R.C.S., Claremont. Capetown.

1916. Curry, N. O., P.O. Box 2303, Johannesburg.

I



Vlll LIST OF MJiMliliRS,

Year of

Election.

1913. Da Silva, Colonel T'edro Luiz dc- Bcllcj^arclc. Surve>(jr-

General of Mozambique, P.O. Box 288. Lourengo
Marques.

1905. Dale, Plubert, P.O. Box 632, Johannesburg.

1903. Dalryniple. Hon. \\'., P.( ). Box 2927, Johannesburg.

191 5. Dalton, John Patrick, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Mathe-
matics, South African School of Mines and
Technolog3% P.O. Box 11 76, Johannesburg.

1913. Damant. E. L., P.O. Box 1176, Johannesburg.

1916. Danckwerts, I-'.rnst, P.( ). Box 486, Johannesburg.

1913. Daniel, John, Armley House, 30, Plein Street. Johannes-

burg.

1916. Davidson. D. M.. P.( ). Box 455, (ierniiston. Transvaal.

1903. Davies, J. Hubert, M.I.E.eV M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,

P.O. Box 1386, Johannesburg.

1916. Davis. Carl Raymond. E.M.. M.Am.I.M.F,.. P.O. Box 3,

Brakpan. Transvaal.

1903. Davis, Frederick H.. B.Sc, M.I.E.E., P.O. Box 1934,

Johannesburg.

iqt6. Daymond. \\'illiam Henr}-, P.( ). Nigel, Transvaal.

1916. Deakin, James Alfred, Dunswart Iron rmd Steel Works,
Benoni, Transvaal.

1916. De Fenton, John, Ph.D., Seymour Memorial Library, P.O.
Box 2561, Johannesburg.

1915. De Klerk. Arie, 486, Schoeman Street. Pretoria.

191 5. De Kock, Gilles van de Wall. M.R.C.V.S.. Veterinary
Research Office. P.O. Box 593, Pretoria.

1914. De Kock. Dr. Servaas Mever. P.O. Box ^21. Bloemfontein.

191 3. Delbridge. William John. A.R.LB.A..* P.O. Box 120,

Capetown.

1915. Delfos. Cornelis Fredrik. P.O. Box 24. Pretoria.

1904. Delmore, Dr. J. Schlesinger. P.O. Box 1455. Johannes-
burg.

1916. Dc Ro])p, Stephen Edward. Baron. B.Sc. ivCi.S.. Univer-
sity College, lohaimesburg.

[916. Dcs Clayes, Raymond, f'.( ). Hox 155, b)hannesburg.
1915. Do \'illiers, C. ( i. S., 68r, Pretorins Street, Arcadia. Pre-

toria.

1916. De Villiers. Rt. Hon. Charles Percy. Huron, Kustenburg.
Stellenbosch.

191 5. De Villiers, Louis Celliers, Ph.D., M.E.. Lecturer in
Geology and Mineralogy, Transvaal University Col-
lege, Pretoria.

(<ji5. tDick, Co/o»W James, St. Thomas Road. Durban.
|<;|6. Diethelm, Carl Robert. P.( ). Box i,22i<. lohannesburg.
i<)i''>. Dinwoodie, James Herbert, l\i '.S.. 53, Cavendish Road,

Yeovillc. fohannesburg.
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1917. Dobson. Lt.-CoL, Joseph Henry. D.S.C.).. M.Sc, M.luig.,

M.I.Mech.E.. M.I.K.J^., A.M.T.C.K.. P.( ) Box 699,
Johannesburg.

1916. Dodds, Herbert Henry, M.Sc. F.C.S., c o Messrs. Kynoch,
Ltd., Umbogintwini, Durban.

1909. Dodt, J. T-. National Museum, Bloemfontein.

1917. Doering, F. Emanuel. M.D., D.D.S.. P.O. Box 2165,

Johannesburg.

191 5. Doidge. Ethel Mary, M.A., D.Sc. F.L.S.. P.O. Box 1294,
Pretoria.

191 1. DoRNAN, Rev. Samukl S.. M.A., F.(i.S., P.O. Box 510,

Bulawayo.
1908. Drege, Isaac Louis, P.O. Box 148, Port Elizabeth, C.P.

1914. Dreyer, P., Resident Magistrate's Office. Capetown.

191 5. Dreyer, Thomas F., B.A., Ph.D., Grey University College,

Bloemfontein.

191 7. Dreyfus, Paul, P.O. Box 5836, Johannesburg.

1906. tDruce, P. M., M.A.. The College. Potchefstroom. Trans-

vaal.

1902. *Drury, Edward Guy Dru, M.D., B.S., D.P.H., Grahams-
town, C.P.

191 5. Du Boulay, Alice Mary Houssemayne, Transvaal Educa-
tion Department, Pretoria.

1917. Du Pasquier, Arthur Edmund, M.T.M.E., M.LE.E., P.O.

Box 3633, Johannesburg.

1917 Du Plessis, Rev. Prof. Johannes, B.A., B.D., Theological

Seminary, Stellenbosch.

1913. Du Toit, A. E.,M.A. .Professor of Mathematics, Transvaal
University College, Pretoria.

191 5. Du Toit, Pieter Johannes, Under-Secretary for Agricul-

ture, Union Buildings, Pretoria.

1906. Duerden, James E., M.Sc, Ph.D., A.R.C.S., Professor of

Zoology, Rhodes University College, Grahamstown,
C.P.

1915. Dumat, Henry Aylmer, M.D., F.R.C.P.E.. 7, Devonshire
Place. Durban, Natal.

1910. Duncan, A., P.O. Box 1214, Johannesburg.

1904. Duncan, Patrick, C.M.G., Sauer's Buildings, Johannesburg.

1909. Dunkerton, Edward B., c/o Messrs. Lennon. Ltd.. West
Street, P.O. Box 266, Durban, Natal.

1917. Duthie, Augusta Vera, M.A.. Victoria College. Stellen-

bosch.

191 1. tDuthie, George. ALA., F.R.S.E. ( Pres. D., 1911). Conces-
sion Siding, Private Bag, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

1912. Dwyer, E. \\\, B.A., Forest Department. Kingw illiams-

town.



X LIST OF MEMBERS.

)'ear of

Ejection.

1916. Eadie, Duncan Maclntvre, 669, Cnrrie Street. Durban.
Natal.

1904. Eaton, William Arthur. 74, St. George's Street, Capetown.

1916. Eccles. Bertram Jose])h, M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P.. L.D.S.,

Thrui)p'.s Buildings, Pritchard Street, Johannesburg.
1909. Edwards, Charles J., c./o Messrs. Heynes Mathew & Co.,

P.O. Box 242, Capetown.
1914. Elsdon-Dew. William, M.I.E.E., P.O. Box 4563, Johan-

nesburg.

1910. tEngelenburg. Dr. F. \'., Editor. De Volksstem. Pretoria.

1910. Erskine, J. K., F.C.S., Willowdene, near Johannesburg.

1Q05. tEvANs, Iltyd Bullhr Pole, M.A., B.Sc, F.L.S., (Pres.

C, 1916), Chief of the Division of Plant Pathology,

Department of Agriculture, P.O. Box 1294, Pretoria.

1905. Evans, Maukjcp: Smhtiiurst, C.M.(.i., F.Z.S. ( FVes. D.,

1916), Plillcrest, Berea Ridge, Durban, Natal.

1905. tEvans, Samuel, 153, Nuggett, Street, Johannesburg.

1916. Evans, S., Modder B (iold Mining Co., Benoni, Transvaal.

1914. Eveleigh, Rev. William. Seymour, C.P.

1904. Ewing, Sydney Edward Thacker, M.I.E.E., P.O. Box 3,

Brakpan. Transvaal.

1906. Eyles, Frederick. F.L.S., M.L.C. (Pres. C. 191 1), c/o
Department of Agriculture, Salisbur\ . Rhodesia.

1915. {''airbridge, William |{rnest, P.O. Box 1014. Johamiesburg.
1916. Falcon, William, M.A.. Hilton College, Hilton Road, Natal.

1917. Fantham, Harold Benjamin. M.A., D.Sc. A.R.C.S., F.Z.S..

Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, South
African .School of Mines and Technology. P.O. Box
1

1 76, Johannesburg.

1905. Farrar, Edward. P.O. Box 1242, Johannesburg.

.914. Farrow, Frederick Denny, M.Sc, Rhodes University Col-
lege, Grahamstown, C.P.

1916. Fam-e. Jacobus Christian, B.S., M.A.. P.( ). Box 502.
Bloemfontein.

1905. Feetham, Richard. Sauer's Buildings, c/o Loveday and
Market Streets, Johannesburg.

191 q. Ju-rreira, Frederick Herbert, Resident Magistrate's Office.

Herschel, C.r.

191 5. Fik[,den-Brig(;s, H.. \\.\).. I..D.S., F.C.S.. P.O. Box 1213.
Johannesburg.

1915. Findlay, (icorge Schrcincr. 151. Mssclcn Street. I'retoria.

1916. Finlay, Professor James. South African School of Mines
and Technology. P.O. p,()x 1176. fohannesburg.

191 3. iMschcr. Christian Ludwig. B.A.. 9, Rvneveld Street
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Law Com-ts, Johannesburg.

1902. *AIenmuir, R. W.. A.ALl.C.h:., National Alutual Ihiild-

ings. Churcii .Scpiare. Capetown.

1914. Alesham. Paul. AL.\.. ALSc, Natal University College,

Pietermaritzburg. Natal.

I902.*T METCALFE, Sir CHARLES, Bart., M.LC.E. (PRESI-
DENT. 1904; Pres. C, 1903), 21, Pall Alall, London,
S.W., England.

1916. Meyer. Edward C. J.. B.Sc. T'.O. Box 57. East Rand,
Transvaal.

1905. Miller. Allister M., The Swaziland Corporation, Ltd.-,

A'Ibabane. Swaziland.

1917. Aliller. Thomas ALiskew. P. (J. Box 396, Ca])etown.

1917. Mills. Frederick William, ALLE.E., Head(|uarters. South
African Railways. Johannesburg.
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1915. Mitchell, David Thomas, Al.R.C.V.S., Veterinary Research

Office, P.O. Box 405, Department of Agriculture,

Mafitzburg, Natal.

1916. Mitchell, Hugh. P.O. Box 98, Langlaagte, Transvaal.

1916. Mitchell, John, Jeppes Central Government School. Johan-

nesburg.

1915. Mogg, Albert Oliver Dean, B.A.. P.O. Box 1294. Pre-

toria.

1912. Moll, Dr. A. M., P.( ). Box 470S, Johannesburg.

1916. Moore, Mary Elizabeth Constance, \\'ykeham .School.

Pietermaritzburg.

1903. Morice, George T., B.A., K.C., P.O. Box 1275, Pretoria.

1916. Morrison, John Todd, M.x\., B.Sc, F.R.S.E.. A.MJ.E.E.,
Professor of Applied Mathematics. X'ictoria College.

Stellenbosch.

1912. Mortimer, Dr., W., M.R.C.S., Potchefstroom, Transvaal.

1917. Moss, Charles Edward, M.A.. D.Sc. F.L.S.. F.R.G.S.,

Professor of Botany, South African School of Mines
and Technology, Johannesburg.

191 5. Mudd, Norman, M.A., Grey University College, Bloem-
fontein.

1902. *MUIR, Sir THOMAS, Kt., C.M.G., M.A., LL.D.,
F.R..S., F.1\..S.E. ( Fri-:sjd1'".nt, 1910), Flmcote, San-
down Road, Rondebosch, C.P.

1915. Munro. Hugh Kenneth, Division of Fntoniology, ['.(). Box
513. Pretoria.

1913. Munro, James, P.O. Box 19, Lourenqo Marques.

1916. Munro, John, P.O. Box 433, Johannesburg.

1917. Murray, Charles, M.A.. De|)artment of Education, Cape-
town.

1904. Murray, George Alfred Everett, M.D., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

P.O. Box 105, Johannesburg.

191 1. Musselwhite, Rev. E. W. H., B.A., Zonnebloem College.

Capetown.

1916. Nance. I'rancis jani«s, ( )ftice of l'"nginccr-in-( 'liief,

.South .\frican Railways, Johannesburg.
1916. Xarlicih. Benjamin Mason. B..Sc.. F.C..S., Pi-incipal. Tech-

nical College, Durban.
1910. Nauta, Prof. Renicus Dowc, Souih African College, (^ape-

town.

1917. Nay, .\rihur .Mac, .M.I.Mech.!-:.. i\0. i'.ox 951. Durban.
1916. Neame, Hugh Austin. P.O. Box 3921, [ohaiinesburg.

1905. Neilson. A. M.. Manager, Safco Fertilizers Co., Umbilo.
Natal.

I9f6. .\eitz. Rev. b)hannes, !'.(). Box i';, Potgietersrust, Trans-
vaal.
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Year of

Election.

1915. New Vorlv I'uIjHc i.jbrarv, 42n(l StiX'<.'t ami l'"it'lh .\\rnue,

New \oYk City. U.S.A.
1914. Newhall, Percy Melrose, B.Sc, P.O. Box 485. Johannes-

burg.

KjiO. Xowhonse. Hans. !*.(). I^xjx 115^), ]oliannesburg.

1916. Newman, Arthur Dudley, !'.(). Uox 231, Johannesljur^.

1902. ^Nicholson. Colonel ( leorgc Taylor. M.I. (".I*'.., Resident

Engineer, Docks, Capetown.
1913. Nicol, John, M.R.C.V.S.. (loxerunient \ eterinary Sur-

geon. Kingwilliamstown.

1916. Nicol, John. 39, Currie Street, Durban.

1916. Xiven, James Just, M.I.C.i*-.. \\( ). IJox 205. Pietermaritz-

burg.

1904. Nixon, Edward John, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., P.O. Box 57,
Heidelberg, Transvaal.

1902. Nobbs, Eric Arthur, Ph.D., B.Sc. F.R.H.S., Director of

Agriculture, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

1915. Norton, Rev. William Alfred, B.A., I). Pitt. ( \'ice-!'res.

E). The Rectory, Maitland, Capetown.

1905. fOats. Francis. F.G.S., Director, De Beers Consolidated

Mines, Ltd., Kimberley, Cape Province.

1908. O'Connor, James. Railwa}' Hotel and Stores, Ashton, Cape.

1907. Ogg, Alexander, M.A., B.Sc, Ph.D. (Pres. A, 1914),

Professor of Physics, South African School of Mines
and Technology, P.O. Box 1176. Johannesburg.

1915. Orenstein. Alexander Jerennah. M.D.,M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

P.O. Box 1056, Johannesburg.

1914. Orford. Rez'. Canon Horace AA'illiani. M.A.. l'"icksl)urg.

Orange Free State.

1906. Orpen, Joseph Millerd. Mon Asile. 43, St. Mark's Road,

East London.
1902. *Orr. Johx. p. So.. M. I.C.I'... M.I.Mech.l-:. ( Pkksidknt :

Pres. A. 1916). I'rofessor of Mech.anical Engineering,

South .African School of Mines and Teclinology. P.O.

Box Tr76, Johannesburg.

1913. Orr. Mrs. J., c o Professor ( )rr, P.< ). Wox 1 i/(). |oliannes-

burg.

1916. Otto. Cyril Saxon Douglas, ( )tto's P.lulT. Natal.

1905. tPai.sley. Wilham, M.B.. B.Ch.. P.O. Box 127, Queens-
town. Cape.

1908. Palmer. W". Jarvis. B.Sc.A.. P.O. Pox -!557. iohannesburg.

1905. tPapenfus, H. B.. K.C., P.O. Box 5155. Johannesburg.
19 14. Parr\'. John. P.O. Box 192. Kimberle\'.

1912. Paterson, Mrs. T. \'., Redhouse. near Port IClizabeth.

1916. Paterson. William. 103. EloiT Street, lohannesburg.
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1902. fl^attrick. C. B.. .V.M.l.C.E., 159, Banket Street, Johan-
nesburg.

1903. tPayne, Albert E., A.R.S.M., P.O. Box 15. Langlaagte,

Transvaal.

1916. Pearce, William. Jllovo, Natal.

1917. Pealing, Harold. M.Sc. South African College, Capetown.

1916. Pellissier, Rev. George Murray. B.A., B.D.. 7, Langham
Street, Pietermaritzburg.

1913. Pepulim, Dr. D., P.O. Box 704. Lourengo Marques.

1913. Perez, Manoel A. Jr., Chief Assistant, Observatorio Cam-
pos Rodriguez. Lourenco Marques.

1907. Peringuey, Louis Albert, D.Sc, F.E.S., F.Z.S., Director

South African Museum, Capetown.

1910. tPerold, Abraham Izak, B.A., Ph.D.. Professor of Viti-

culture and Oencilogy, Victoria College. Stellenbosch.

191 2. Perrins, George Richard, " Grange," 106, Cape Road,
Port Elizabeth, C.P.

1905. Petersen Carl Olief, P.O. Box 4938, Johannesburg.

191 5. Pettey, Franklin William, B.x\., Entomologist, Govern-
ment .School of Agriculture. Elsenburg, Mulder's
Vlei, C.P.

1904. Pettman, Rez'. Charles, \\'esle}an Parsonage. Chapel
Street, Kimberley, C.P.

1915. P'hillips, Edwin Percy, M.A.. D.Sc. F.L.S.. South African
Museum. Ca]leto^^•n.

1916. Phillips. Martin. M.A., P.( ). (iezina. Pretoria.

19 1 2. Pick stone. Harry Ernest Victor, Lekkerwyn, Groot
Drakenstein, C.P.

1903. Pirn. Howard, B.A., F.C.A. (General Treasurer, 1906-

1907), P.O. Box 1 33 1, Johannesburg.

191 5. Plowman, (ieorge Thomas, C.M.G.. TVovincial Secretary,

Pietermaritzburg.

1915. Pollard, Miss Grace 1^., F.R.H.S., Huguenot College,

Wellington, C.P.

1914. Pooley, John, F.S.A.A., F.R.C.I., P.O. Box 189, Kimberley.
1916. I'ott, Ethel K. A.. S. Cyi)rian's School, Annandale Street,

Capetown.
1916. Potts, Alexander, P.( ). IJo.x 2863, Johannesburg.

1905. tPotts, George, M.Sc. Ph.D. ( Pres. C, i()i4). Professor
of Botany, Grey LJniversit\- ( ollegc <)i. Park Road.
Bloemfontein.

T916. Powell. Owen Price. P.O. Box 192. Gernnston. Transvaal.
1916. Price, Bernard. M.T.E.E.. A.M.T.C.E., .A.M..\m.I.E.E.,

P.O. Box 2671, Johannesburg.
1916. Price. Roger. P.O. Box 1242. Johannesl)urg.
1913. Provay. Giuseppe. Chief Electrical Engineer of Harbours

and Railways. P.O. Box T479, Eouren^o Marques.
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1910. PurccU. W illiaiu J'rc<lci-ick. .M.A., LMi.l).. C.M.Z.S., Berg-

vliet, Diep River. C.P.

igo6. Vxm. Frank Arthur Oakley. rul)lic Aliiseum. P.O. Box
;i. Kiiifi^williamstown. C.P.

lOOJ. fQuinan, Kenneth B.. Chemist and Engineer, Cape Explo-
sive ^^'orks. Somerset \\'est. C.P.

1(115. I\ani>h(itt()ni, Kaiiik-eu Xora. B.A., Eunice Hiyh ."^chool,

Hlocnifuntein.

1916. Fvead. Herbert Alfred. F.R.S.A.. P.( ). Bdx lo^i). Johan-
nesburg.

1916. Reeve, Herbert C. M.A.. lligh .School. Ki'Uijjersdorp,

Transvaal.

igcifx i\eid. Alexander William. M.I).. CAP. Assistant Medical
Olhcer of Plealth. Cii\ Ilall. Capetown.

1902. *Ri:iD, Arthur Henry, F.R.LB.A., F.R.San. I. ( V'ice-

President, Vice-Pres. A.), P.O. Box 120, Capetown.

1914. Reid, Walter, F.R.LB.A., P.O. Box 746, Johannesburg.

1916. Retmert, Jack, Messrs. Reunert tS: Eenz. Consolidated

Btiildings. Johannesbttrg.

1902. *REUNERT, THEODORE, AFLC.E., M.LM.E., (PRESI-

DENT, 1905), P.O. Box 92, Johannesburg.

1905. Reunert, Mrs. Theodore, P.O. Box 92, Johannesburg.

1907. Renter, Rev. Fritz L., Medigen, P.O. Duivel's Kloof, via

Pietermaritzhurg. Xatal.

up^. -)"Re\ersbach, Loni^ I.. J(; an<! :;(). llolborn \'iaduct, Lon-
don, F.C.

1913. Reyneke, Andries Adriaan Louw, B.A., Durbanville, C.P.

1913. Revneke. Rev. lacobus Cornelius. I )e Pastorie. Cradock,

C.P.

1916. Reynolds, Frank Cmhlali, Esperanza, Natal.

1916. Reynolds. H., M.LMech.P'.. P.O. Box 92. Johannesburg.

1916. Reynolds-Tait. Joseph St. Cuido. P.O. Box 502. Durban.

1916. Rice, Frank Peabody. P.( ). Box <;3C). Johannesburg.

1916. Rich, Stephen (iotth.eil, M.A.. R.-'^c, Adams [Mission Sta-

tion, Natal.

1909. RiNDL, Max Morris. Ing.D. { Pres. IJ.), Professor of

Chenu'stry, (ire\- University Colleoe, Rloenifontein.

1903. Ritchie. William. M..\. (Pres. I). 1914), Professor of

Latin, South .African College. Ca])eto\vn.

Ii)i6. Robl). .\ndre\v !).. Trades .Scliool. .Smit .Street. Johannes-

burg.

1902. *ROBERTS, ALEXANDER WILLIAM, JJ.Sc, F.R.A.S.,

F.R.S.E. ( Prc^. A 1908; President, 1913), Lovedale,

C.P
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1915. Roberts, Austin. !'.(). Uox 413. i'retoria.

1914. Roberts, John Lloyd. P. (J. Box 529, Salisbury. Ivliodesia.

1913. Roberts, Rcz\ Noel ( I'res. E). Tbe X'icaraji^e. ( )rchards.

Johannesbtn"g'.

1909. Robertson, Colin C, 'M.Y., c/o Forest Department, Pre-

toria.

1906. Robertson, John, P.O. Box 138, Bloemfontein.

191 5. Robinson, Eric Maxwell, M.R.C.V.S., P.O. Box 593, Pre-

toria.

1902. tRogers, Arthur W illiani. M.A.. .Sc.D., F.G.S. { Pres. B,

1910), Geolooical Survey. P.( ). Box 1190. Johannes-

burg.

1915. Roniyn, Mrs. I^lizabeth. /(innchoek, i^/, Trtjye Street,

Pretoria.

1902. *Rose, James \\ ilmot Andreas, M.I.C.E.. Municiiia!

Offices. Stellenbosch. C.P.

1905. fRose. Licut.-Col. John ("leorge, r)..'^.n.,F.C..^"..( jovernnu'n^.

Chemical Laboratory. Caiietown.

1912. RosKVEAKi-:. W. X., M.A. i \'ice-l*rcsident. I'res. \), Pru

fessor of Mathematics, Xatal Univer.sitx' College. I'.().

Box 375. Pieterniaritzbiu"g.

1914. Ross, John. P.O. Box 636, Kimberley.

1917. Ross, John Carl, P.. A., \1.S., Ph.l).. Crodtfoniein Schodl of

Agriculture. Aliddell)urg, C.P.

1903. Rouliot, Ci.. ^~ bis. Rue de X'illejust, Paris, France.

1902. *Runciman, William. M.L. A.. .simoTistown, C.P.

1915. Ruthven, Jane Buchanan I Icndcrson. M.l)., L.R.C.P..

P.R.C..^.. IMx.S.A.. I'.n. I'.ox f)2^3. jolKinm-sbm-g.

1913. .Schlup]), W illiaiii i'rancis. l')..Sc.. Lecturer in Z(M)lug\' and
Entonu)log\', (lovernment ."school of Agriculture, P.().

Box 181, Potchefstroom, Transvaal.

[902. *Schonland, Selmar, ^LA.. Ph.D., F.L.S., C.M.Z.S.. (Pres.

C. 1908L Professor of Botany. Rhodes University
Collep"e. Crahamst()\v n. (M'.

191 3. School of Agriculture. Cedara. Natal.

1913. .School of .\gricuUure, l''lsenburg, .Mulder's \'lei, C.V.

191^. .School of .Xgiiculture and l'".\|)erimental i'^irm. (lien.

C).F.S.

1913. .School of Agriculture and h'xpei-inienlal .Station, ( Irooi-

fontein. Middclbnrg. C.I'.

J9T3. School of XgricuUure and Experimental Farm. Potchef-
stroom. Transvaal.

i(H'>. .Schreiber, v )scar Albcr; EgniMiu. !'.(). P.ox 3(^1. Pieter-
maritzburg.

1914. Schreiner. Rt. lion. W illiam I'hilip. M . \.. M.l.., Sontl>

African ( "hanibers. Capetown.
^y)\C). Scluilz, Amel, M.l)., Kr.iiUz Kloof, M.iin l.iiie, .Vatal.
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1903. Schumacher. R. \\ ., c o Central Minin<^ and Investment
Corporation, Ltd.. 1. London Wall Buildings, London,
L.C. Enj^land.

190J. S(. invAR/, l^.RNEST H. L.. A.R.C.S., F.G.S. (Vice-Presi-

dent, Pres. B. and C, 1908), Professor of Geology,

Rhodes University College. P.O. Box 116, Grahams-
town. C.P.

1916. Scott. Rev. James, Claridge. Natal.

1914. Searle. Mrs. Amy M.. B.A., Great Brak River, C.P.

T012. Skruva. SAi.OArox. A'ice-Constil for Portugual, P.O. Box
5633, Johannesburg.

T91J. Shand. Samuel fames, Ph.D.. D.Sc. F.(i.S., Professor of

Geology. \ ictoria College, Stellenbosch, C.P.

1903. Shanks. Robert. 10, Graf Street, Johannesburg,

1916. Sheridan, Norman, M.D., B.S.. Chudleigh's Buildings,

Johannesburg.

1916. Sherwell, Percy \\'.. City Deep (lold Mining Co.. Johannes-
burg.

1916. Shore. John. P.( ). Box 2c)97. [ohannesburg.

1902. *Shores. J. W.. C.M.G.^ M.I.C.E.. Rutland, Scottsville,

Pietermaritzburg, Natal,

1916. Siedle, ( )tto, P.O. Box 931, Durban, Natal.

[916. Sim. 1 homas Robertson, 16H. IJurger Street. Pietermaritz-

burg.

1916. t.'^imon. Frank. M.J.M.E.. P.( ).. Minn;iar. Transvaal.

1917. Simons, Lewis. B.Sc, South African College.

1916. Simpson, Archibald James (irant. A.M.LF.E.. P.O. Box
239, Capetown.

1017. Skaife. Sydney Harold. B..\.. Cioxcrnnient Experimental

Station, Rosebank, Capetown.
iryo2. *Smarit, Hon. Sir Thomas A\'illiam. K.C.ALG.. L.R.C.S.L,

L.K.Q.C.P.L. M.L.A., Glen Ban. Stellenbosch, C.P.

T916. Smith. Arthur Herbert. P.CJ. Box [41.Durban.

1916. Smith. Hon. Charles G.. P.O. Box 43. Durban.

1015. Smith, Edward Mr»LMi':s. F).I>c.. School of Agriculture.

Potchefstroom. Transvaal.

1906. Smith. P^'rank Braybrooke. Secretary for Agriculture,

Union Buildings. Pretoria.

1915. Smith. Frank Gumming, Grootfontein School of Agricul-

ture, Middelburg, C.P.

1912. Smith. George William. A.jNI.T.C.E., ii. Constitution Hill,

Port Elizabeth. C.P.

1903. Smith, James. M.A.. Normal College, Capetown.

IQ17. Smith, [ohannes jacobus. B.A.. Professor of French and
German, Victoria College, Stellenbosch.

1906. Smuts C, P.O. Box 1088, Johannesburg.

1905. Smuts, Rt. Hon. Jan C. B.A.. EE.D.. Minister of Defence,

P.O. Box 1 08 1. Pretoria.
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1914. tSmyth. Kiylit Rev. Bishop W iliiam Edmund, M.A., M.B..

c/o English Church House, 61, Burg Street, Cape-

town.

1916. Smyth, Robert Aiihicr, F.R.C.^., L.R.C.P., F.K.I.P.H.,

Government Hospital, Durijan.

1910. Smythe, John Oswald, 123, Loop Street, Pietermaritzburg.

1903. Solly, Adrs. Juha F., Knor Hoek, Sir Lowry's Pass, C.P.

1903. Solomon, Hon. Justice Sir W. H., High Court of Appeal.

Capetown.

1908. Somerville, A. J., M.A.. Milton High School, P.O. Box ii.

Bulawayo, Rhodesia.

1910. t^o'-itter, John Lyall, P.C). Box 403, Pretoria.

1916. Sowter, Godfrey Dennis, P.O. Box 1020, Johannesburg.

1906. t^'^pencer. Dr. Henry Alexander, M.R.C.S." E.R.C.P.. Mid-
deiburg, Transvaal.

1915. fSpensley, James Carter, M.A., Lecturer in Chemistr>\.

Transvaal University College, Pretoria.

1905. .Sperryn, Arthur James, J.P., P.O. Box i, Ermelo, Trans
vaal.

1903. Spilhaus, William, c, o Messrs. VV. Spilhaus & Co., Strand

Street, Capetown.

191 ^. .Stafford, Miss .Susan. M.A., Huguenot College, Wellington.

C.P.

1905. Stallard, C. F., K.C.. P.C). Box 5156, Johannesburg.

1905. Stanley, George Hardy, A.R.S.M., M.LM.E., M.LM.M..
F.LC. (Pres. B, 1914), Professor of Metallurgy' and
Assaying, South African School of Mines and
Technology, P.O. Box 1176, Johannesburg.

1904. .Stead. Arthur, B.Sc. F.C.S.. School of AgricuUure, (iroot-

fontein, Middelburg, C.P.

1908. Steedman. Miss F. C, M.A.. Gando Farm. (Iwelo, ."^outh

ern Rhodesia.

1917. Stein. Philip, B.A., 1\0. 11 76, Johannesburg.

1913. Stephen, .-Xlexander, M..\.. P.O. Box 518. Pretoria.

1903. Stevens, J. D., P.O. Box 1782, Johannesburg.

1909. Stewart, G. A., City Engineer, Bloemfontein.

1905. tSTONKMAN, Miss Bl-.RTIiA. D.Sc, Hugucuot Ctjllcgc, Wel-
Hngton, C.P.

1917. Storey, Francis W'xlio, B.Sc, F.C.S., 7,1, Monument Road.
Bloemfontein.

1902. *Stott. Clement PL, F.G.S., M.S.A., P.O. Box 7, Pieter-
maritzburg, Natal.

1916. Strapp, W'alter Russell, M.D.. 248. Looji Street, Pieter-
maritzburg.

1904. Struben, A. M. A., A.M.T.C.E., P.O. Box 317. Pretoria.
1906. Stuart, James, 34, loop Street. Pietermaritzlmrg.
1906. Stucke, W. H.. P.O. Box 22j\. Johannesburg.
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1915. Swierstra. Lonu-lis Jacobus, F.E.S., P.O. Box 413, Pre-

toria.

1915. Swynnertou. Charles l''r;incis Aiassey, F.L.S.. F.E.S.,

F.R.I f.S.. Gnngunvana, Melsetter, Southern Rhodesia.

1904. Svfret, S. B., B.A., M.B., B.C., Main Road, Mowbray,
C.P.

1905. fTannahill, Tliomas Findlay, M.D., CM., D.P.ll., Queens-
town, C.P.

1916. Taylor, John T., IM-ospect House, Howick Road, Pieter-

maritzburg.

1909. Teasdale, Miss Emma L., Government School, Marais-
bin^g, Transvaal.

1913. Teixeira, Lieut. Augusto D'Almeida, ( )bservatorio Cam-
pos Rodrigues, Lourengo Marques,

1906. Tennant, Sydney Dennison, P.O. Box 132, Ermelo, Trans-

vaal.

1904. *THEILER, Sir ARNOLD, K.C.M.G., D.Sc. (PRESI-
DENT, 1912 j, Director of Veterinary Research, P.O.
Box 593, Pretoria.

1903. Thomas, Wahvyn, B.C., M.B., B.A., 2, Greenham Villas,

Annandale Street, Capetown.
1914. Thompson, Frederick Handel, B.A., Inspector of Schools,

P.O. Box 4439, Johannesburg.

1916. Thompson, James, 6, Rissik Street, Johannesburg.

1902. *Thompson, William Wardlaw. F.Z.S., Kimberley Cottage,

Kalk Bay, C.P.

191 3. Thomson, Samuel, C.A., P.O. Box 228, Johannesburg.
1902. Thomson, William, M.A., B.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E., Univer-

sity Offices, Queen Victoria Street, Capetown.
1910. Thornton, Russel \\ illiam. Principal, Government School

of Agriculture, Grootfontein, Middelburg, C.P.

1903. tTietz, Heinrich C. J., M.A., Ph.D., Buona Vista, Burham
Road, Observatory Road, C.P.

1916. Tomes, Rev. Alfred Edmund Godfrey, B.A., 181. Loop
Street, Pietermaritzburg.

1902. *Townsend, Stephen Frank, C.E., Rhodesia Railways, Ltd.,

P.O. Box 215, Bulawayo, Rhodesia.

1910. Trollip, W. L., Office of the Lion, the Administrator of

the Cape Province, Capetown.
1906. Troup, James Macdonald, M.B., Ch.B., L.S.A., 230, Esse-

len Street, Sunnyside, Pretoria.

1916. Trubshaw, Henry Arthur. Seventh Avenue, May fair,

Johannesburg.

1903. Tucker, William Kidger, C.M.G., P.O. Box 9, Johannes-
burg.

1916. Tucker, William Petre, Reunion Estate, Reunion, South
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